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Vault Safety Overview
Veeva Vault Safety is a modern application for the collection, management, and real-time oversight of adverse events.
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About Vault Safety
Vault Safety is a Vault application with the ability to manage adverse event information and documentation in a single system. Vault Safety enables sponsors to make
faster, more informed decisions and improve compliance throughout the product lifecycle.

Case Intake
The Case intake objects, such as Inbox Items and AERs , capture the basic report details and can be promoted to a new or follow-up Case. You can view all Inbox Items
on the Inbox tab.

Note

AERs are being phased out. No new functionality is being added to AERs. Using the new Inbox (Inbox Item) is currently optional, but we recommend that

customers start using Inbox Items in 21R3 (December 2021). All customers should be using Inbox Items for intake by 23R1 (April 2023).

Learn more about Inbox Items in Case Intake.

Case Processing
Case processing features help to streamline adverse event management with role-based assignment and routing of cases for follow-up and medical review, parallel case
processing, and intelligent duplicate detection and follow-up.

Configurable Case Management Workflows
You can automate and track cases with standard and configurable workflows. Configurable case management workflows provide assignment, routing, email notifications,
escalation, and tracking of tasks for groups or individuals.

Modern Industry Standards
Based on the latest International Council for Harmonization of Technical Requirements for Pharmaceuticals for Human Use (ICH) Efficacy Guidelines (E2B R2/R3, E2C
R2, E2F) and the International Organization for Standardization for the Identification of Medicinal Products (ISO IDMP) standards, Vault Safety aligns with GxP practices
globally.

Standardized Medical Dictionaries
Vault Safety supports the industry-standard World Health Organization Drug Dictionaries (WHODrug C3), the Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Affairs (MedDRA), and
the Unified Code for Units of Measure (UCUM).

Health Authority Reporting and Submissions
Vault Safety provides full electronic submission of Individual Case Safety Reports (ICSR) and periodic reports throughout the entire product lifecycle.

Interactive Dashboards and Reports
To narrow in on the exact source of processing and reporting delays, drill down through real-time, interactive dashboards. You can take action directly from the reports to
address hold-ups and stay on track for submission deadlines.

First Steps for Safety Administrators
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First Steps for Safety Administrators
Learn how to set up your environment to get started with Vault Safety.
Last Updated Aug 22, 2022
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Set Up Organizations
As all records require linking to an organization for security, the first task you should complete as an Administrator is to set up Organization records.
Start by updating the built-in Vault Customer record with your organization’s details. See the following sections for how to set up as a Contract Research Organization
(CRO) or a Sponsor.

Add a Contract Research Organization as Vault Customer

1. Go to Business Admin > Organizations.
2. Find the Organization record named Vault Customer. If there are multiple pages, use the Next Page arrow button to
move through the list.
3. Hover over Vault Customer, and then select
4. Select Change Type, and then in the Select New Organization Type dropdown list, select CRO.
5. In the Change Organization Type window, select Continue.
6. On the CRO: Vault Customer page, in the Details section update the Organization fields. Note that fields appear
based on your vault's configuration.
7. In the Address section, add contact information. For organizations that manufacture and report on medical device
products, this section is required to populate device fields on the MedWatch 3500A form.
8. (Optional) In the Localized Organizations section, for Japan reporting destinations other than PMDA, you can
create a Localized Organization.
9. In the Transmission Profiles section, add the Organization’s Transmission Profiles to facilitate Submissions and
Distributions.
10. (Optional) In the Distribution Lists section, create a Distribution List using your Organization’s Reporting Family
type. This enables automatically generating Distributions for each partner or site with which you must transmit ICSRs.
11. Select Save.
Next Steps
Add secondary Organization records for each sponsor for which you will process cases and information.

Add a Sponsor as Vault Customer

1. Go to Business Admin > Organizations.
2. Find the Organization record named Vault Customer. If there are multiple pages, use the Next Page arrow button to
move through the list.
3. Hover over Vault Customer, and then select

.

4. Select Change Type, and then in the Select New Organization Type dropdown list, select Sponsor.
5. Select Continue.
6. On the Sponsor: Vault Customer page, in the Details section update the Organization fields.
7. In the Address section, add contact information. For organizations that manufacture and report on medical device
products, this section is required to populate device fields on the MedWatch 3500A form.
8. In the Studies section, add Studies that your Organization monitors and reports on.
9. In the Products section, add Products that your Organization monitors and reports on.
10. In the Combination Products section, add Combination Products that your Organization monitors and reports on.
11. (Optional) In the Distribution Lists section, create a Distribution List using your Organization’s Reporting Family
type. This enables automatically generating Distributions for each partner or site with which you must transmit ICSRs.
12. In the Transmission Profiles section, add the Organization’s Transmission Profiles to facilitate Submissions and
Distributions.
13. (Optional) In the Localized Organizations section, for Japan reporting destinations other than PMDA, you can
create a Localized Organization.
14. Select Save.

Add Additional Organizations

1. Go to Business Admin > Organizations.
2. Select Create.
The Create Organization window appears.
3. On the Create Organization window, select the organization type, and then select Continue.
4. Complete the fields that appear.
The following table describes the Organization object fields that may appear, depending on your vault's configuration:

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Name

Enter the name of the Organization.

( name__v )
Organization UID Code

Enter the Unique Identification (UID) Code of the Organization. The system uses this
value to assign Case UID numbers.

(organization_uid_code__v)

By default, this field appears only for Sponsor-type Organizations.
PV Agreement

Select the type of Pharmacovigilance Agreement. Select Agent if your organization acts
on behalf of sponsor organizations, as agreed to in the pharmacovigilance contract.

(pv_agreement__v)

By default, this field appears only for CRO-type Organizations.
This field impacts how the system imports the Receipt Date and New Info Date from
inbound E2B Transmissions.
Sender Type

Select the type of Sender Organization or Individual.

(sender_type__v)
This field is used in E2B report generation for Sender Type (A.3.1.1/C.3.1).
Submission Rules

Select the submission ruleset associated with the Organization.

(submission_rules__v)
Note

Submission Rules are intended for use with Agency-type organizations

only, and populating this field assigns a reporting ruleset to the Agency. For more
information, see Regulatory Agency Reporting Rules.

Localization

Select the Localization record corresponding to the organization's region.
The Localization option, along with the reporting rules configured for the Organization,

(localization__v)

control the Translations generated for Cases reportable to this Organization.

5. Select Save.

Read More

Set Up User Accounts
Vault Safety restricts user access to data by role per organization. After configuring organizations, add users and configure one or more roles for each user for the
organizations that they must be able to access.

Add a User

Vault Online Help provides more information on creating and managing users.

Note

1. In the Admin area, go to the Users & Groups tab and select

.

2. On the Create User page, select an existing Domain User from the picklist to auto-populate some general
information fields.
3. If a Domain User does not already exist, select the Create Domain User option from the picklist. Complete the
following fields on the Create Domain User window and select Save:

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

First

Enter the user's first name.

Name
Last

Enter the user's last name.

Name
User

Enter the user's user name.

Name

The system formats the user name as an email address with the vault domain name. For example, if you enter
john.smith in the User Name field, the system saves the user name as john.smith@domain.com.

Email

Enter the user's email address.

Language

Select the user's preferred language.
This option controls localization options for the user (number and date formats and label language respectively).

Locale

Select the user's preferred local.
This option controls localization options for the user (number and date formats and label language, respectively).

Timezone

Select the user's time zone.
Vault stores time and date information in UTC (Coordinated Universal Time), but displays that information to users in
their own time zones.

4. In the Details section, complete the following fields:

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

License Type

Select the type of license to assign the user.
Manage License Types describes license types.

Security

Select the type of security profile to assign the user.

Profile

Manage Security Profiles describes security profiles.

Domain Admin

Select this field if the user is a domain administrator.

Security Policy

(Optional) Select a password security policy for the user.

Federated ID

(Optional) To associate the user with an external user ID for single-sign-on or other system integration
purposes, enter the external user ID.

Application

Select the license type for each application that the user has access to.

Licensing

5. Select Save.
Result
The system creates the user. View and manage the user on the Users & Groups > Vault Users page.

Add User Contact Information

Update each User record to add the appropriate organization and contact details. You must complete these steps to use
Action Items, generate ICSR forms, and complete Submissions.
1. In the Admin area, go to Business Admin > Users.
2. Select the name of a user to open their user record.
3. Select Edit.
4. In the Organization field, select the organization to which the user belongs.
5. For users assigned the ICSR Approver role, enter contact information in the General Info and Address sections.
The system uses this information to populate sender details on ICSR forms and Submissions.
6. Select Save.

Assign User Roles by Organization

1. On the Admin > Business Admin tab, under Application Setup, select User Role Setup.
The Create User Role Setup page appears.
2. In the User field, select the user that you want to assign the role to.
3. In the Role field, select the Application Role that you want to assign the user.
Manage Application Roles provides information on the default application roles.
4. In the Organization field, select the organization that the user should have access to with the application role.
5. In the Status field, to make the Role Assignment record active, select Active. To save the Role Assignment for future
use, select Inactive.
6. Select Save.
Result
The user is granted access to case information and workflows for the organization, according to their application role.

Read More

Add Products
Add each product that your organization monitors and reports on to Vault Safety’s internal Product library.

Create a Product Record

1. Go to Business Admin > Products.
2. On the Products page, select Create.
3. In the Create Product window, select the product type, and then select Continue.

Note

When you select a product type registered in the FDA's jurisdiction, the product type determines how

the system automatically generates submissions to the FDA. See FDA Report Formats for more information.

4. Complete the fields on the Create Product page.
5. Select Save.

Product Fields
FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Organization

Select the Organization to which the product belongs.

( organization__v )
When adding a Case Product, the Case must be associated with this
organization to allow users to select this product.
Product Name

Enter the primary name of the product. Vault Safety references the product using

( name__v )

the name that you enter in this field.
When a Case Product references this Product record, the system uses this field
to generate the Case Product Name.

Abbreviation

Enter the abbreviated name for the product.

( abbreviation__v )
This field is for reference only.
Generic Name

Enter the generic name for the product.

( generic_name__v )
For Device-type products, this field is used in report generation for FDA E2B
(R2), FDA VAERS E2B (R3), and FDA MedWatch 3500A report formats.
Vaccine Type

If the product is a vaccine, select the vaccine type.

( vaccine_type__v )
When a Vaccine-type Case Product references this Product record, the system
snapshots this field to the Case Product.
International Birthdate

Enter the date when a regulatory authority first granted marketing authorization

( international_birthdate__v )

for the product.
If this field is specified, aggregate reports use this date as the start of the
reporting period for cumulative reports.
This field is also used in report generation for the FDA MedWatch 3500A format
(G.5 Pre-1983).

Expiration Date

Enter the expiration date for the product. Partial dates are supported and the

( case_product_expiration_control__v )

minimum precision required is the year.
The system snapshots this field to the Case Product. For Device-type products,
this field is used in report generation for FDA E2B (R2) (B.4.k.2.4.FDA.1).

Manufacturer

Select the organization that manufactures the product, if it is different from the

( manufacturer__v )

one selected in the Organization field.
For Device-type products, this field is used in report generation for FDA E2B
(R2), FDA VAERS E2B (R3), and FDA MedWatch 3500A report formats.

Core Datasheet

Select the Core Datasheet for the product family.

( datasheet__v )
Datasheets are used to automatically detect expectedness for an adverse event
and the suspect or interacting Case Products.
API Name

Enter a unique identifier that can be used with the Safety Rule "Product"

( api_name__v )

parameter to define a specific Product for a reporting rule.
To learn more, see Reporting Rule Parameter Reference.

Add Product Registrations

Add product registration details for each country the product is registered in.
1. Go to the Product record page.
Find Product records on the Business Admin > Products page.
2. Under Registrations, select Create.
3. Complete the Create Product Registration page.
4. Select Save.

Product Registration Fields
FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Organization

The system automatically populates this field with a reference link to the Organization on

( organization__v )

the Product parent record.
The system snapshots this field to the Registration Holder field on a Case Product.

Product

The system automatically populates this field with a reference link to the Product parent

( product__v )

record.

Registration Name

(Required) Enter a name for the Product Registration. Vault Safety references the

( name__v )

registration using the name that you enter in this field.

Product Type

The system automatically populates this field with the product type of the Product parent

( product_type__v )

record.

Combination Type

If the product is a combination product, select the combination type.

( combination_type__v )
The system snapshots this field to the Case Product and is used in report generation for
the FDA VAERS E2B (R3) format.
Registration Number

Enter the product authorization or application number for the country where the product is

( registration_number__v )

marketed.
For U.S. Registrations, ensure that the value you enter in this field adheres to the FDA
E2B format requirements for element B.4.k.4.1 (Authorisation / Application Number).
The system snapshots this field to the Case Product and is used in report generation for
E2B, FDA MedWatch 3500A, and PADER formats.

Registration Date

Enter the date when the product was registered.

( registration_date__v )
This field is for reference only.
Registration Type

Select the registration type.

( registration_type__v )
This field is used in report generation for FDA MedWatch 3500A and PADER formats.
Country

Select the country where the product is registered and authorized.

( country__v )
The system snapshots this field to the Registration Country field on a Case Product and
is used in report generation for E2B formats.
Route of Administration

Select the route of administration TermID code.

( route_of_administration__v )
This field is for reference only.
Compounding Type

If the product is a compounded product, select the compounding type.

( compounding_type__v )
The system snapshots this field to the Case Product and is used in report generation for
E2B formats.
Agency

Based on the Country selected on the Product Registration, the system automatically

( agency__v )

populates this field with the Agency assigned jurisdiction over that country.
If configured, reporting rules generate Submissions to this Agency when a Case Product
references this Product Registration.

Transmission Profile

To specify the Transmission Profile the system should use when automatically generating

( transmission_profile__v )

Submissions for this registration, select the Transmission Profile. We recommend setting
this field when you have a Transmission Profile corresponding to this reporting
destination and report type.

Local Datasheet

Select the Local Datasheet for this product registration. A Local Datasheet is specific to a

( datasheet__v )

country or region, listing expected adverse events that apply to that product registration.
Datasheets are used to automatically detect expectedness for an adverse event and the
suspect or interacting Case Products.

MAH

This field may also be named Reporting Organization depending on your vault's

( reporting_organization__v )

configuration.
If you have a Marketing Authorization Holder (MAH) that manages your ICSR reporting
obligations for this registration, select the Organization. Selecting an Organization in this
field creates an MAH Distribution List, and thereby a reporting obligation, for this
registration.

Note

Removing the last remaining MAH/Reporting Organization from an MAH

Distribution List will also delete the MAH Distribution list.

Warning

Use caution when setting this field. Reporting Obligations are for

Distributions only and override agency submission rules. Do not select an Agency
such as the FDA or EMA.

Transmission Product Type

Select the product type for this registration.

( transmission_product_type__v )
The system snapshots this field when generating Transmissions for this registration, then
uses that value to determine whether Device-type Combination Product Constituents are
exported in E2B transmissions.
See Exclude Device Constituents from E2B Exports for more information.
This field does not appear on page layouts by default, but can be added to Transmission
page layouts by an administrator.
Strength

Enter the strength of the product.

( strength_number__v |

In the first field, enter a numeric value. In the second field, select a unit of measurement

strength_unit__v )
MPID

from the picklist or enter a custom unit.
Enter the Medicinal Product Identifier (MPID) for the product.

( mpid__v )
Note

You can specify only one type of product identifier. Do not specify a MPID

if you have entered a PhPID.

Back to Top
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The system snapshots this field to the Case Product and is used in report generation for
E2B (R3) and CIOMS I formats.
PhPID

Enter the Pharmaceutical Product Identifier (PhPID).

( phpid__v )
You can specify only one type of product identifier. Do not specify a PhPID

Note

if you have entered a MPID.

The system snapshots this field to the Case Product and is used in report generation for
E2B (R3) and CIOMS I formats.
National Drug Code

Enter the US National Drug Code (NDC) or unique identifier for the product.

( ndc__v )
This field is used in report generation for the FDA MedWatch 3500A format.
Product Code

Enter the device Product Code.

( product_code__v )
The system snapshots this field to Device-type Case products, and it is used in report
generation for FDA E2B(R2), FDA VAERS E2B(R3), and FDA MedWatch 3500A report
formats.
Local Product Code

Enter the region-specific Medicinal Product Identification (MPID) code. This field is used

( local_product_code__v )

for Localized Cases.

Trade Name

The system snapshots this field to Device-type Case products, and it is used in report

( trade_name__v )

generation for FDA E2B(R2) (B.4.k.20.FDA.1).

PMDA Fields
Use the PMDA section on a Product Registration to set up information for a Japanese Product Registration. Add a Japan
Product Registration provides information on the PMDA fields.

Add a Product Substance (Active Ingredient)

1. On the Product page, expand Substances, and then select Add.
Your Administrator may need to configure your vault to add the Substance section to the Product page.
2. There are two options available to add a Substance:
Select a Substance(s) from the library.
Select Create, then on the Create Substance page, enter the substance details, and then select Save.
You can also add a Product to a Substance by going to Business Admin > Substances, selecting a Substance, and
then expanding Products.
3. Select OK.

Product Substance Fields
FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Substance Name

(Required) Enter the name of the substance. Vault Safety references the Substance using the name that

( name__v )

you enter in this field.
The system snapshots this field to the Case Product Substance and is used in report generation for E2B
R2 and E2B R3 formats.

Organization

(Required) Select the organization or use the binoculars icon to search for the organization associated

( organization__v )

with the substance.

Substance ID

Enter the unique identifier for the substance.

( substance_id__v )
This field is for reference only.
Term ID

Enter the substance TermID.

( termid__v )
The system snapshots this field to the Case Product Substance and is used in report generation for E2B
R3 formats.
Term ID Version

Enter the version date or number for the TermID.

( termid_version__v )
The system snapshots this field to the Case Product Substance and is used in report generation for E2B
R3 formats.
Description

Enter a description for the substance.

( description__v )
This field is for reference only.

Read More

Add Product Datasheets
Vault Safety automatically determines whether a Case Adverse Event is expected or unexpected using the Product or Study Datasheets associated with the Case
Product.

Create a Core Datasheet (Study or Product)

1. Go to the Study or Product record for which you want to add a Core Datasheet:
Find Products in Business Admin > Products.
Find Studies in Business Admin > Studies.
2. Select Edit.
3. In the Core Datasheet field, select

.

4. In the Search: Core Datasheet window, select Create.
5. Complete the fields on the Create Datasheet page.
6. Select Save.

Datasheet Fields

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Name

Enter a name for the datasheet.

Organization

Select the organization to which the datasheet belongs.

Label/Brochure

Select the document corresponding to the datasheet from the Library.

Core

Identify whether this datasheet is a core datasheet:
For a Core Product or Study Datasheet, select Yes.
For a Local Datasheet specific to a product registration, select No.

Core Datasheet

(Optional) To inherit expected adverse events from a Core Datasheet, select the Core Datasheet. This field
only appears for Local Datasheets.

Country

Select the country for which the datasheet applies. Submissions for agencies with jurisdiction over this
country will evaluate expectedness using this datasheet. This field only appears for Local Datasheets.

MedDRA Version

Select the version of MedDRA to use in coding expected adverse events (MedDRA Criteria).

Enable Precise

Select this field to prevent the system from assigning an Expectedness value of "No" (Unexpected) for

Expectedness

terms that are not listed on the Datasheet.
When this field is selected, if Vault Safety evaluates Expectedness for an unlisted term, the system leaves
the Expectedness blank.
You can define which terms are unexpected using the Expectedness field on the Datasheet's MedDRA
Criteria.

Unexpected

To define conditions for which events are always unexpected, select one or more seriousness criteria.

Seriousness Criteria
When this field is defined, if Vault Safety evaluates Expectedness for a listed term with one or more
matching values in the Case Adverse Event Seriousness field, the system populates Expectedness as
"No" (Unexpected).
Note that if Seriousness Exclusion is defined at the MedDRA Criteria level, the MedDRA Criteria setting
takes precedence and this field is ignored for that term.

Create a Local Datasheet

1. Go to Business Admin > Products
2. Open the Product that contains the Product Registrations for which you want to add a Local Datasheet.
3. Open the Product Registration for which you want to add a Local Datasheet.
4. Select Edit.
5. In the Local Datasheet field, select

.

6. In the Search: Local Datasheet window, select Create.
7. Expand Local Datasheets, and then select Create.
8. Complete the fields on the Create Datasheet page.
9. Select Save.

Datasheet Fields

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Name

Enter a name for the datasheet.

Organization

Select the organization to which the datasheet belongs.

Label/Brochure

Select the document corresponding to the datasheet from the Library.

Core

Identify whether this datasheet is a core datasheet:
For a Core Product or Study Datasheet, select Yes.
For a Local Datasheet specific to a product registration, select No.

Core Datasheet

(Optional) To inherit expected adverse events from a Core Datasheet, select the Core Datasheet. This field
only appears for Local Datasheets.

Country

Select the country for which the datasheet applies. Submissions for agencies with jurisdiction over this
country will evaluate expectedness using this datasheet. This field only appears for Local Datasheets.

MedDRA Version

Select the version of MedDRA to use in coding expected adverse events (MedDRA Criteria).

Enable Precise

Select this field to prevent the system from assigning an Expectedness value of "No" (Unexpected) for

Expectedness

terms that are not listed on the Datasheet.
When this field is selected, if Vault Safety evaluates Expectedness for an unlisted term, the system leaves
the Expectedness blank.
You can define which terms are unexpected using the Expectedness field on the Datasheet's MedDRA
Criteria.

Unexpected

To define conditions for which events are always unexpected, select one or more seriousness criteria.

Seriousness Criteria
When this field is defined, if Vault Safety evaluates Expectedness for a listed term with one or more
matching values in the Case Adverse Event Seriousness field, the system populates Expectedness as
"No" (Unexpected).
Note that if Seriousness Exclusion is defined at the MedDRA Criteria level, the MedDRA Criteria setting
takes precedence and this field is ignored for that term.

Add Expected Adverse Events (MedDRA Criteria)

Once you create and save a Datasheet, the Expected Adverse Events section appears, which you can use to list
expected adverse events by adding MedDRA Criteria records. When a Case Adverse Event matches a MedDRA term
listed on a Datasheet, the system automatically detects that the adverse event is expected in Cases with the associated
Product or Study.

Add Expected Adverse Events (MedDRA Criteria)
Add each expected adverse event as a MedDRA Criteria record under the Datasheet.
1. Go to the Datasheet record page.
Find Datasheets on the Business Admin > Datasheets page.
2. Under Expected Adverse Events, select Create.
3. Complete the fields on the Create MedDRA Criteria window:

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

MedDRA Term

(Required) Select the MedDRA Preferred Term (PT) or Lower Level Term (LLT) term for the adverse
event. If you select a PT, consider turning on Include Lower Levels.
Code MedDRA Terms provides more information on coding with MedDRA.

Include Lower Levels

To include lower-levels when the system evaluates expectedness, select Yes. If an adverse event does
not match a Preferred Term (PT) in the Datasheet, the system checks whether the adverse event
matches a Lower Level Term (LLT).

Medical Condition

Enter the name of the medical condition to which the adverse event applies. The system matches the
medical condition with the Product Indications on a Case to determine whether an adverse event is
expected.

Active Date Start

To specify when a term was approved to be listed on the datasheet, enter the date of approval. The
date is inclusive.
This setting impacts expectedness evaluation in aggregate reports (DSUR, PBRER, and PSUR). Active
Range for Expectedness in Aggregate Reports provides more information.

Active Date End

Optionally, to specify the last day when a term was approved to be listed on the datasheet, enter the
end date. The date is inclusive.
The day after the Active Date End is the first day the term is considered unlisted and unexpected.If you
don't specify an end date, the term is considered actively approved and expected.
This field is not displayed by default and must be added to the page layout to appear.
This setting impacts expectedness evaluation in aggregate reports (DSUR, PBRER, and PSUR). Active
Range for Expectedness in Aggregate Reports provides more information.

Description

Enter a description of the expected adverse event.

Expectedness

By default, all terms on the datasheet are considered expected. However, you can use this field to
specify whether terms on the sheet are unexpected. If unspecified, this field defaults to Yes (expected).

Seriousness Exclusion

To define conditions for which this event is always unexpected, select one or more seriousness criteria.
When this field is defined, if Vault Safety evaluates Expectedness for a Case Adverse Event with this
term and one or more matching Seriousness values, the system populates Expectedness as "No"
(Unexpected).
If you populate this field, the system ignores the Unexpected Seriousness Criteria setting on the
Datasheet for this term.

4. Select Save.

Read More

Add Studies
Add a Study record for each clinical study that your organization monitors and reports on. Before you add a Study, ensure to add the Study Product to the Product library.

Create a Study Record

1. Go to Business Admin > Studies.
2. Select Create.
3. Complete the fields on the Create Study page.
4. Select Save.

Study Details Fields
FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Study Number

Enter the sponsor study number. Vault Safety references the study using the

( name__v )

number that you enter in this field.
The system snapshots this field to Cases linked to this Study and uses the Study
Number to generate Case Names.
This field is also used in E2B, DSUR, and FDA 3500A report generation.

Development Phase

For Studies reportable to the PMDA (Japan), select the development phase. While

( development_phase__v )

Vault Safety does not currently export to PMDA E2B R3, this field corresponds to
data element J2.13.r.3
If this field does not appear on the page layout, an administrator can add it as part
of the steps to enable PMDA (Japan) fields.

Study Type

Select the reason the patient was administered the Study Product. The following

( study_type__v )

options are available, but your vault may be configured with additional options:
Clinical Trial: This option corresponds to E2B code 1 for data element
C.5.4.
Individual Patient Use: For example, compassionate use, named patient
basis. This option corresponds to E2B code 2 for data element C.5.4.
Other Study: For example, pharmacoepidemiology, pharmacoeconomics,
intensive monitoring. This option corresponds to E2B code 3 for data
element C.5.4.
The system snapshots this field to Cases linked to this Study.
This field is used to define postmarket studies for PADER, PBRER, PSUR, CIOMS
I, and FDA MedWatch 3500A reports. This field is also used in E2B report
generation.
If this field does not appear on the page layout, an administrator can add it as part
of the steps to enable post market studies.

Masking

(Required) Select the masking level required for the study.

( masking__v )
When this field is set to Double-Blind, you can use the Blinded field to enable
blind protection.
Start Date

Enter the start date for the study.

( start_date__v )
This field is for reference only.
Completion Date

Enter the completion date for the study.

( completion_date__v )
This field is for reference only.
Study Name

Enter the study name as registered in the jurisdiction where you will submit case

( study_name__v )

reports.
The system snapshots this field to Cases linked to this Study.
This field is also used in E2B report generation.

Organization

Select the Organization that sponsors the study.

( organization__v )
When selecting the Study on a Case, the Case must be associated with this
organization to allow users to select this study.
MedDRA Version

Select the MedDRA version for the study.

( meddra_version__v )
This field is for reference only.

Note

This field does not control the MedDRA Version used by Cases

associated with the Study.

Download Dosage to Case

This field only appears when the following conditions are true on the Study record:

( download_dosage_to_case__v )
i. Blinded is set to Yes
ii. Study Has Arms is set to Yes
Select one of the following options to control how the system will snapshot Study
Arm Product Dosage information to Cases involving the Study:
When Case is Opened: Dosage information will be populated upon case
promotion.
When Case is Unblinded: (Default) Dosage information will be populated
once the Case has been unblinded.
Never: The system will not snapshot Study Arm Product Dosage information
to Cases.
Blinded

This field appears when you set the Masking field to Double-blind. The following

( blinded__v )

list outlines how to set this field:
Blank: Leave this field blank when the study is not a double-blind study
(single-blind or open).
Yes: Select this option when the study is a double-blind study that is still in
progress. When you select Yes, the system applies blind protection to this
Study and its Cases.
Blind protection is activated after unblinding for Case products and associated
assessments.
No: Select this option when the study is double-blind study that has been
unblinded at the study completion.

Study Has Arms

Select Yes if the study has arms. Once you save the Study, you can add Study

( study_has_arms__v )

Arms. Select No if the study does not have arms.

Study Has Unspecified Products

Select this checkbox if you want to create a Study with Unspecified Products.

( study_has_unspecified_products__v )
This option is mostly for organized data collection of reports from non-clinical trial
studies. For example, for Patient Support Programs (PSPs) and Market Research
Programs (MRPs) that may not have Study information available, such as Study
Products or Study Product Registrations.
If you select this option, the system uses Product Registrations when evaluating
reporting obligations for Cases involving this Study.
The system can not save the Study if you select this checkbox for a Study that has
Study Products, Study Arms, or Registrations.

Note

If you do not see this checkbox, you must add it to the Study page

layout.

Core Datasheet

Select the Core Datasheet for the Study.

( datasheet__v )
Datasheets are used to automatically detect expectedness for an adverse event
reported for a Study.
API Name

Enter a unique identifier that can be used with the Safety Rule "Study" parameter

( api_name__v )

to define a specific Study for a reporting rule.
To learn more, see Reporting Rule Parameter Reference.

Add a Study Product

Note

You must add the Product to the product library before you can add a Study Product.

1. Go to the Study to which you want to add the Study Product.
Find Study records on the Business Admin > Studies page.
2. Under Study Products, select Create.
3. In the Create Study Product window, select the product type, and then select Continue.
Select the same product type that the Product record is set to.
4. Complete the fields on the Create Study Product page and select Save.

Study Product Fields
FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Organization

The system automatically populates this field with the Organization the Study is associated with.

( organization__v )

Products must be linked to the same Organization to be selected on the Study Product.

Study

The system automatically populates this field with the parent Study record.

( study__v )
Name

Enter a name to identify the Study Product. The name should be consistent with the relevant

( name__v )

Product Registration.

Study Product Role

Select the role of the product in the study. If you leave this field blank, Investigational is used by

( study_product_role__v )

default.
The following standard options are available:
Investigational (Default)
Active Comparator
Placebo
Device
Diagnostic
Standard of Care
This field is used to classify products in DSUR report generation.

Product

Select the Product from the product library. Start typing the name of the product to live search

Back to Top
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( product__v )

the product library.

Product Registration

Select the Product Registration associated with this Study Product. The list of records is filtered

( product_registration__v )

by the Product selected in the Product field.

Dose

Enter the amount of product that is administered in each dose. In the first field, enter a numeric

( dose_number__v |

value. In the second field, select a unit of measurement from the picklist or enter a custom unit.

dose_unit__v |
When a blinded Study Arm Product references this Study Product, the system snapshots this

dose_unit_text__v )

field to Cases in accordance with the Download Dosage to Case setting on the Study.
Frequency

Enter a numeric value specifying the frequency of the administered dose.

( frequency__v )
When a blinded Study Arm Product references this Study Product, the system snapshots this
field to Cases in accordance with the Download Dosage to Case setting on the Study.
Frequency (unit)

Select the unit of measurement specifying the frequency of the administered dose.

( frequency_unit__v )
When a blinded Study Arm Product references this Study Product, the system snapshots this
field to Cases in accordance with the Download Dosage to Case setting on the Study.
Dose Form

Select the pharmaceutical dose form of the product from the picklist, or use a custom entry.

( dose_form__v |
Vault Safety supports a selection of dose form terms, including terms from the Extended

dose_form_text__v )

Eudravigilance Medicinal Product Dictionary (xEVMPD) and the Medicines and Healthcare
products Regulatory Agency (MHRA).
For open-label and single-blinded Studies and Study Arms, the system snapshots this field to
Cases upon Case promotion.
When a blinded Study Arm Product references this Study Product, the system snapshots this
field to Cases in accordance with the Download Dosage to Case setting on the Study.
RoA

Select the route of administration of the product from the picklist or enter a custom entry.

( roa__v | roa_text__v )
For open-label and single-blinded Studies and Study Arms, the system snapshots this field to
Cases upon Case promotion.
When a blinded Study Arm Product references this Study Product, the system snapshots this
field to Cases in accordance with the Download Dosage to Case setting on the Study.
Dosage Notes

(Optional) Enter any additional notes about the dose.

( dosage_notes__v )
This field is for reference only.

Add Study Arms

1. Go to the Study to which you want to add the Study Arm.
Find Study records on the Business Admin > Studies page.
2. Under Study Arms, select Create. The Create Study Arm window appears.
3. Complete the fields on the Create Study Arm window.
4. Select Save.

Study Arm Fields

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Organization

The system automatically populates this field with the Organization the parent Study is associated

( organization__v )

with.

Study

The system automatically populates this field with the parent Study record.

( study__v )
Name

Enter a name to identify the Study Arm. Vault Safety references the Study Arm using the name that

( name__v )

you enter in this field.

Blinded

This field only appears when the Blinded field is set to Yes on the parent Study. You cannot

( blinded__v )

configure blinded Study Arms on open-label or single-blinded Studies.
Select one of the following options:
If this arm requires blind protection, select Yes. The system applies blind protection to Cases
and Study Products linked to this Study Arm.
If this arm does not require blind protection, select No.

Indication

Enter the reported term in the text field, then use the Auto-Code button to automatically match and

( indication_meddra__v )

code the MedDRA term. Alternatively, use the binoculars icon to open the MedDRA browser.
To learn more, see Code MedDRA Terms.
The system snapshots this field to create a Case Product Indication under the Study Products for
this Study Arm. For blinded Study Arms, the indication will be snapshot according to the Download
Dosage to Case option.

Description

Enter a description for the Study Arm.

( description__v )
This field is for reference only.

Add Study Arm Products
Once you have added study arms, you can add study arm Products.
1. Go to the Study record page.
Find Study records on the Business Admin > Studies page.
2. Under Study Arm Products, select Create. The Create Study Arm Product window appears.
3. Complete the fields on the Create Study Arm Product window and select Save.

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Organization

The system automatically populates this field with the Organization the parent Study is

( organization__v )

associated with.

Study Arm

If you add the Study Arm Product under a Study Arm, the system automatically populates

( study_arm__v )

this field with the parent Study Arm record. Otherwise, select the Study Arm.

Study Product

Select the Study Product for this arm from the drop-down list.

( study_product__v )
Name

Enter a name to identify the Study Arm Product. Vault Safety references the Study Arm

( name__v )

using the name that you enter in this field.

Dose

Enter the amount of product that is administered in each dose.

( dose_number__v |

In the first field, enter a numeric value. In the second field, select a unit of measurement
from the picklist or enter a custom unit.

dose_unit__v |
dose_unit_text__v )

For open Study Arms, the system snapshots this field to Cases upon Case promotion.
This field is hidden for blinded Study Arms. Instead, the system snapshots the Dose from
the referenced Study Product.
Frequency

Enter a numeric value specifying the frequency of the administered dose.

( frequency__v )
For open Study Arms, the system snapshots this field to Cases upon Case promotion.
This field is hidden for blinded Study Arms. Instead, the system snapshots the Frequency
from the referenced Study Product.
Frequency (unit)

Select the unit of measurement specifying the frequency of the administered dose.

( frequency_unit__v )
For open Study Arms, the system snapshots this field to Cases upon Case promotion.
This field is hidden for blinded Study Arms. Instead, the system snapshots the Frequency
(unit) from the referenced Study Product.
Blinded Name

This field is hidden for open Study Arms.

( study_product_placeholder__v )
You can use this field to specify a Blinded Name to assign descriptive Case Product
names while still protecting the blind.
To specify a blinded name for this product, perform one of the following actions:
If a blinded name (Study Product Placeholder) has already been added, select the
record from the list or select the binoculars to open the browser.
If a blinded name has not been added, create one:
i. Click into the field, and then select Create Study Product Placeholder from
the drop-down.
ii. In the Create Study Product Placeholder window, enter the blinded name in
the Name field.
iii. Select Save.

Add a Study Indication

Add a Study Indication to code the MedDRA term for the medical condition relevant to the study.
1. Go to the Study record page.
Find Study records on the Business Admin > Studies page.
2. Under Indications, select Create.
3. Specify the Indication on the Create Study Indication page.
4. Select Save.

Study Indication Field
FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Indication

Enter the reported term in the text field, then use the Auto-Code button to automatically match and

( indication_meddra__v )

code the MedDRA term. Alternatively, use the binoculars icon to open the MedDRA browser.
To learn more, see Code MedDRA Terms.

Add Study Registrations

Add a Study Registration for each country the study is registered in. When a Case Report Type is Study, the system looks
at the Study Registration Countries to generate Submissions according to reporting rules in your vault. Understand the
Reporting Rules Engine provides more information.
1. Go to the Study record page.
Find Study records on the Business Admin > Studies page.
2. Under Registrations, select Create.
3. Complete the fields on the Create Study Registration page.
4. Select Save.

Study Registration Fields
FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Organization

The system automatically populates this field with a reference link to the Organization on

( organization__v )

the Product parent record.
The system snapshots this field to the Registration Holder field on a Case Product.

Study

The system automatically populates this field with a reference link to the Study parent

( study__v )

record.

Registration Number

Enter the study identifier assigned by the registry.

( registration_number__v )
Country

(Required) Select the country where the product is registered and authorized.

( country__v )
Reporting Organization

This field may also be named MAH depending on your vault's configuration.

( reporting_organization__v )
If you have a Marketing Authorization Holder (MAH) that manages your ICSR reporting
obligations for this registration, select the Organization. Selecting an Organization in this
field creates an MAH Distribution List, and thereby a reporting obligation, for this
registration.

Warning

Use caution when setting this field. Reporting Obligations are for

Distributions only and override agency submission rules. Do not select an Agency
such as the FDA or EMA.

Transmission Profile

To specify the Transmission Profile the system should use when automatically generating

( transmission_profile__v )

Submissions for this registration, select the Transmission Profile. We recommend setting
this field when you have a Transmission Profile corresponding to this reporting
destination and report type.

Transmission Product Type

Select the product type for this registration.

( transmission_product_type__v )
The system snapshots this field when generating Transmissions for this registration, then
uses that value to determine whether Device-type Combination Product Constituents are
exported in E2B transmissions.
See Exclude Device Constituents from E2B Exports for more information.
This field does not appear on page layouts by default, but can be added to Transmission
page layouts by an administrator.

Add a Study Site

For multisite clinical studies, create a Study Site record for each site. Study Sites are linked with Site-type Organization
records.
1. Go to the Study to which you want to add a Study Site.
Find Study records on the Business Admin > Studies page.
2. Under Study Sites, select Create. The Create Study Site page appears.
3. Complete the fields on the Create Study Site page.
4. Select Save.

Study Site Fields

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Organization

The system automatically populates this field with a reference link to the Organization on the Product

( organization__v )

parent record.
The system snapshots this field to the Registration Holder field on a Case Product.

Study

The system automatically populates this field with a reference link to the Study parent record.

( study__v )
Study Site Number

Select the Study Site with which this Study Person should be associated. When performing intake, users

( name__v )

must select this Study Site to be able to select this Study Person on an AER.

Registration

Select the Study Registration associated with this Study Site.

( registration__v )
Site

To specify the site, perform one of the following actions:

( site__v )
If the Site-type Organization has already been added, select the record from the list or select the
binoculars to open the browser.
If a Site-type Organization has not been added, create one:
i. Click into the field, and then select Create Organization from the drop-down.
ii. In the Create Organization window, select Site as the Organization Type, and then select
Continue.
iii. In the Create Site window, enter the name and address of the Study Site.
iv. Select Save.

Read More

Set Up the MedDRA Dictionary
To enable the medical coding with the Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities (MedDRA) for coding symptoms, disease, indicators, and adverse events, you must set
up the MedDRA dictionary. We recommend that you use Vault Safety’s centrally managed MedDRA dictionary, but you can also upload a self-hosted dictionary.

Set Up MedDRA Centralization

1. Go to Business Admin > Dictionaries.
2. On the Dictionaries page, select MedDRA Dictionary from the table.
3. On the MedDRA Dictionary page, select Edit.
4. In the Dictionary Source field, select Central.
5. In the Active MedDRA Version field, select the dictionary version you want to use.
6. In the Languages field, select one or more of the supported languages. This field determines which languages are
available for localized MedDRA coding.

Note

If selected, a new MedDRA language will only take effect on new cases.

7. In the MedDRA ID and MedDRA Password fields, enter your MedDRA credentials.
Your MedDRA username and password are PHI-protected and will only be used to ensure you have an active
MedDRA license. Also, these fields will only appear when you select Central as your Dictionary Source.
8. Select Save.
Result
Your system has been updated to use the Centralized MedDRA dictionary.

Read More

Set Up the WHODrug Dictionary
Veeva manages the IDMP-compliant WHODrug dictionary automatically. However, to enable the WHODrug dictionary to code products, you must activate a WHODrug
dictionary version.

Activate the WHODrug Dictionary

1. Go to Business Admin > Dictionaries.
2. On the Dictionaries page, select WHODrug Dictionary from the table.

3. On the WHODrug Dictionary page, select Edit.
4. Beside Active Version (WHODrug), select the version of the dictionary that you want to activate from the list.
5. Select Save.
Result
The system activates the WHODrug version and it is available for use.

Read More

Set Up Aggregate Reporting Families
To enable aggregate report authoring in Vault Safety, you must set up the Reporting Family. The Reporting Family defines which Products and Studies to include in an
aggregate report and the reporting time period.

Create an Aggregate Reporting Family

Note

The Base Reporting Family object type is deprecated and should not be used for aggregate reporting. We

recommend that all aggregate reporting families be of the type Product Family. This recommendation applies both
to creating new aggregate report tabulations and re-generating tabulations on existing aggregate reports already
setup in the system.

1. From the Business Admin tab, go to Reporting Families.
2. Select Create.
3. In the Create Reporting Family window, select Product Family, and then select Continue.
4. Complete the following fields on the Create Reporting Family page:

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Name

Enter a name for the product family.

Organization

Select the organization that is responsible for preparing the report.

IBD

Select the international birth date (IBD) for the product family. The date you enter in this field is used as the data
period start date for reports that generate cumulative data, such as the "Cumulative Tabulation of Serious
Adverse Events from Clinical Trials" and "Cumulative Summary Tabulation of Serious Adverse Reactions" for
DSUR.

Reporting

Enter the number of months that the reporting period spans. The time period you enter in this field determines the

Period

reporting schedule the system uses to automatically generate subsequent aggregate reports when the Generate

(Months)

Next Aggregate Report Record action is triggered.

5. Select Save.

Add Products to the Reporting Family

1. On the reporting family page, expand Products.
2. Select Create.
The Create Reporting Family Member window appears.
3. In the Product field, select the Product to include in the report.
The products that appear are filtered by the organization.
4. Select Save.
Result
The Product is added to the Reporting Family. Any Studies associated with the Product are also added to the Reporting
Family. Add additional Products as required.

Add Studies to the Reporting Family

If the report must include a Study Product that does not share registration details with a record in the Product library, add
the Study.
1. On the Reporting Family page, expand Studies.
2. Select Create.
The Create Reporting Family Member window appears.
3. In the Study field, select the Study to include in the report.
The studies that appear are filtered by the organization.
4. Select Save.
Result
The Study and associated Products are added to the Reporting Family. Add additional Studies as required.

Read More
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Log In and Out
Vault Safety supports logins with a Vault user name or through an organization's single-sign on.
Last Updated Aug 22, 2022
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Log Out of Vault Safety
Password Managers
Admin: Save & Autofill Passwords

Login Methods
You can log into Vault Safety through your user login or single sign-on.

User Login
The user login is the standard login method. The first time you log in, enter your user name, for example, tibanez@veepharm.com, and your password.
On subsequent logins, Vault automatically populates the last user name you used and you only need to enter your password. If you have multiple Vault accounts or share
a computer with another Vault user, you can select Switch user to enter a different user name.

Single Sign-On (SSO)
This process allows you to access multiple authorized applications without having to log into each application separately.
SSO enables organizations to validate user names and passwords against a corporate user database, such as Windows Active Directory, rather than having separate
user credentials managed by Vault and other applications.
If your Vault account uses SSO, you’ll be automatically directed to your organization’s Identity Provider when you attempt to access Vault.

Accessing the Login Page
To access the login page, go to https://login.veevavault.com/ or open a hyperlink or bookmark for a specific page in your vault.
For example, email notifications often include a link to the related content. If you do not already have an active session, opening to any page in Vault will direct you to the
login page, or, if using SSO, your Identity Provider’s login page.

Multi-Vault Domains & Cross-Domain
If you have access to multiple vaults through a single user account, logging in can take you directly to a specific vault or to the My Vaults page.
If you log in from a hyperlink that points to a specific vault, the system logs you in directly to that vault.
If you log in from the generic login page, for example, https://login.veevavault.com/, the system first displays the last Vault you accessed.
If this is your first log in on the current browser or your past session information is not available, the system displays your default vault.
If you log in from a customer-specific login page, for example, https://veepharm.veevavault.com, the system logs you into a vault for that customer.
If Vault cannot log you into a specific vault according to the above rules, for example, because the vault is in Configuration Mode or you no longer have access, you’ll go
to a default vault.

Log Out of Vault Safety
1. In the upper-right corner of any Vault Safety page, select your username.
2. In the user menu, select Log out.

Password Managers
Some users utilize password managers (such as LastPass or KeePass) or browser settings to generate, store, and populate login information for a large number of login
accounts.
If your security policy allows, the password manager can autofill your password in the Vault login screen.

Admin: Save & Autofill Passwords
Admins can choose to prevent browsers and password managers from saving and auto-filling the password field in the Vault login screen.
From Admin > Settings > Security Policies, open a specific security policy, edit, and clear the Allow browsers to save and autofill password field on the login form
setting.
When this setting is on, users can choose to save passwords to a password manager or to their browser. This setting is enabled by default.
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Navigate Vault Safety
The tabs that appear in the navigation bar depend on your account permissions and your system's custom configuration.
Last Updated Aug 22, 2022

Sections in This Article
Home
Inbox
Inbox Item Inbox
AER Inbox
Cases
Localized Cases
Transmissions
Aggregate Reports
Reports
Dashboards
Library
Action Items
Business Admin (Quick Access)
Notifications
Tab Views and Filters
Use the following animation to interact with Vault Safety’s Home page. Note that this vault contains standard configuration and that certain things may appear differently
in your vault.

Open Interactive Animation

Home
Home is typically the first area you see after logging into a vault.
On the Home tab, you can view or complete your assigned tasks, and review workflows in which you are a participant.

Home Tab

Inbox
Perform intake on the Inbox tab. Your vault may have an Inbox configured for AERs and/or Inbox Items. Refer to your organization’s standard operating procedures for
guidance.
The Inbox organizes reports into a detailed table, providing at-a-glance key information. You can sort the reports in ascending or descending order using any column in
the table, such as Product, Organization, Seriousness, Due Date, and more.

Inbox Item Inbox

Inbox Item Inbox Tab

AER Inbox

AER Inbox Tab

Cases
The Cases tab contains all Vault Safety Cases. You cannot create a Case directly from the Cases tab. To create a Case, you must create an Adverse Event Report from
the Inbox tab and then promote the Adverse Event Report to a Case.

Cases Tab

Localized Cases
Certain vaults may contain the Localized Cases tab for quick access to Localized Cases.

Localized Cases Tab

Transmissions
Vault Safety supports both manual and automated Submissions of Individual Case Safety Reports (ICSRs) to the FDA. Manage Submissions from the Transmissions
tab.

Transmissions Tab

If you do not see the Transmissions tab, you may not have permission to participate in Submission workflows. By default, only users assigned the Head of Safety and
Distribution Manager roles can participate in Submissions.

Aggregate Reports
Vault Safety supports ICH-compliant aggregate reports, including table generation and collaborative document editing. The Aggregate Reports tab is where you author
and manage aggregate reports.

Aggregate Reports Tab

If you do not see the Aggregate Reports tab, you may not have permission to participate in aggregate report workflows. By default, only users assigned the Head of
Safety and Safety Writer roles can view and edit aggregate reports.

Reports
Use reports to generate and analyze information about business operations in your vault at any point-in-time. You can use reports to organize, analyze, and share any
data related to your Cases, documents, and processes. Create, view, and manage reports from the Analytics > Reports tab.

Reports Tab

Dashboards
Use dashboards to visualize report data for at-a-glance understanding of key metrics. Create, view, and manage dashboards from the Analytics > Dashboards tab.

Dashboard Tab

The dashboards you see on the Dashboards tab are those that you have created or that another user has created and shared with you.

Library
Use the Library tab to manage and collaborate on documents, including case narratives, aggregate reports, and case attachments.

Library Tab

Action Items
To assign tasks to case processors, such as requests for follow-up information, create an action item on a Case or Adverse Event Report. You can manage action items
for all Cases from the Action Items tab:

Action Items Tab

Business Admin (Quick Access)
The Business Admin (Quick Access) tab only appears for Administrators and provides easy access to core admin actions and areas they need to set up.

Business Admin (Quick Access) Tab

Notifications
You can access notifications from the toolbar at the top-right section of Vault. Notifications include tasks, assignments, and updates.

Notifications

Tab Views and Filters
The left pane on each Vault Safety tab contains Views and Filters that you can use to filter the tab to quickly locate records or documents. Certain Filters and Views
come preconfigured in Vault Safety. You can also create custom Filters and Views. Vault Online Help provides information.
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View and Manage Tasks
View and manage your tasks from the Home tab.
Last Updated Aug 22, 2022

Sections in This Article
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Complete a Task
Reassign a Task
Provide eSignatures
Task Due Dates
Cancelling Tasks
Cancel a Workflow Task

View Tasks
Note

The task counts for each view may change when you select the view. This occurs because Vault does not automatically check your permissions when

loading the Home tab, but does verify that you have the appropriate permissions for each task when loading the related view.

All Tasks
All Tasks is the default view on the Home tab. This view shows both tasks assigned to you and available tasks.
For each workflow task, this view describes the required actions to complete the task, and the object to which the task applies. You can select the object name to view the
object, or select Show more to see additional task details. For each user task, this view includes the task, the due date, and the assignee.
Complete a workflow task or user task from the All Tasks or My Tasks page by selecting

.

My Tasks
Tasks that you are assigned appear in the My Tasks view. These tasks may be steps in a document or object workflow, or they may be a user task assigned to you.

Available Tasks
The Available Tasks view lists all tasks that are available for you to accept and complete.
When a task is available, an Admin has configured the task so that any of the assigned users can complete it. When you accept the task, it is no longer listed as available
and appears in the My Tasks view.

Active Tasks
The Active Workflow view lists workflows in which you are a participant or the Workflow Owner. You’ll also see workflows on any documents where you have the Owner
or Coordinator role.
For each workflow, this view displays a link to the document and a list of participants, their tasks, and the task completion status. You can use this view to monitor the
progress of active workflows.

Note

This view shows up to 200 workflows at a time. If you have access to more than 200 workflows and need to see a full list, you can create a report using the

Workflow with Document report type.

Task Status Icons
The following status indicator icons indicate the current status of an active task or workflow.

ICON

DESCRIPTION
Indicates that a task is overdue.
Indicates that there is less than one week remaining before a task due date.
Indicates that there are no overdue tasks or due dates in the next week.

Complete a Task
Workflows can include various workflow tasks. Depending on the workflow configuration, you may complete tasks assigned to you directly to you or available for you to
accept.

Accept an Available Task
1. Go to the Home tab.
2. In the left pane, under Views, select Available Tasks.
The page filters the available tasks.
3. (Optional) For more information, select the task headline to navigate to the relevant case or adverse event report.
4. To accept a task, select

beside the task.

Result
The accepted task appears on the Home > My Tasks view.

Complete a Task
1. Go to the Home tab.
2. In the left pane, under Views, select My Tasks.
The page filters to the tasks assigned to you.
3. (Optional) For more information, select the task headline to navigate to the relevant case or adverse event report.
4. Select

beside the task.

5. In the task completion window, enter the required information.
The task completion dialog box varies by the task. For example, some tasks require you to enter your user name and password in order to provide an electronic
signature. Other tasks require you to select a verdict, such as approve or reject.
6. Select Complete.

Reassign a Task
1. Go to the Workflow Timeline section of the object record detail page.
2. From the All Actions (

) menu select Reassign.

3. In the dialog, select the new user from the New task owner picklist.
4. Select Continue.
Result
Vault notifies the new task owner of the reassignment. The previous owner does not receive a notification.

Provide eSignatures
On some workflows, completing a task or selecting a specific verdict requires you to electronically sign. You do this by entering your login credentials (username and
password) for the vault.
Sometimes, you’ll also need to select a “capacity” for your eSignature, which indicates why or in what context you’re signing.
Note that Vault prevents you from using saved passwords for compliance reasons. Even if you’ve saved your password in your browser or a password manager, you’ll
have to type the password to provide an eSignature.

Task Due Dates
If a task has a due date, Vault displays the date alongside the task. The Workflow Timeline view in the object record details page also displays a status icon that
indicates if a due date is within the next week or has already passed.
The system assigns due dates automatically based on your vault’s workflow configuration settings. Administrators can modify workflow task due date assignment
settings. Vault Online Help provides instructions.

Cancelling Tasks
You may sometimes need to cancel a workflow task, for example, if one of the assigned reviewers is on vacation and cannot complete a review. Cancelling tasks helps
you prevent the workflow from becoming stuck.

Cancel a Workflow Task
1. Go to the case page.
2. Expand Workflow Timeline.
3. Beside the action that you want to cancel, expand the

menu and select Cancel Workflow.

4. In the Cancel Workflow dialog box, select Continue.
Result
When you cancel a workflow action, the system deletes all outstanding tasks, notifies all participants, and reverts the workflow to the appropriate state.
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A workflow is a series of steps configured in Vault to align with a specific business process.
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About Workflows
A workflow is a series of steps configured in Vault to align with a specific business process. These steps are actions that occur on or in relation to an individual object
record, such as a Case or an Aggregate Report. For example, there are workflows for Case Processing, Submissions, and preparing Aggregate Reports.
Workflows are specific to a single lifecycle, meaning that one workflow cannot apply to multiple object lifecycles. A single object record can only be in one workflow at a
time.

Workflow Users
There are various types of users associated with a workflow.

USER

DESCRIPTION

Workflow Initiator

The user who started the workflow.

Task Owner

The user assigned to a specific task in the workflow. Note that license type and security profile restrictions may prevent some users from completing tasks.

Workflow

All users assigned to a participant group through a participant control on the workflow start dialog.

Participants

The Workflow Initiator assigns users to specific participant groups. If the object uses Dynamic Access Control, this assignment does not add users to the object
record’s Sharing Settings.

Start a Workflow
You can start workflows on documents and object records from the Workflow State Change (

) or All Actions (

) menu. The workflow start option varies

depending on the workflow.

Assign Users to Workflows
When assigning users as workflow participants, note that Vault does not check whether the users you select have access to the object record. It is possible to assign
tasks to users who cannot complete them.
You can add participants to any existing participant groups defined for the workflow. You cannot add users to participant groups assigned to workflow steps that have
already been completed.
If a participant group is constrained by a given role, you can only add users or groups currently in that role.

Add Workflow Participants
1. Go to the case page.
2. Expand Workflow Timeline.
3. Beside the action that you want to add participants to, expand the

menu, and then select Add Participants.

Workflow Timeline

The Add Participants window appears, where you can add participants to each workflow task.
4. Under each workflow task, enter the names of one or more users or roles to add them as participants who can complete the task.
You cannot remove any users already in participant group.
5. Select Submit.
Result
Vault sends a notification and adds active tasks to the users’ Tasks view.

Cancelling Workflows
Sometimes it is necessary to stop an active workflow and remove all outstanding tasks from participants’ lists.

Cancel a Workflow
1. Navigate to the Workflow Timeline section of the object record details page.
2. Select the

menu and select Cancel Workflow.

3. In the dialog, select Continue.

Cancelled Workflow State Change
When you cancel a workflow, the object record returns to the state it was in before the workflow started.
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Search Vault Safety
Vault uses a powerful search engine to help you find objects and documents.
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Searching Vault Safety
You can perform basic searches from the primary search bar or carry out more detailed searches using the Advanced Search window.
For object records, when using the search bar, Vault searches the field values of the specific object’s records.
If you wish to include object attachments in your search, you must perform an Advanced Search.

Search Vault Safety
1. Select the Search field in the navigation bar.

Vault automatically displays the up to ten (10) potential results. If you’re looking for one of these, select it from the preview list. If not, continue with the next steps.
2. From the drop-down list, select which record type to search for.
3. Start typing one or more terms in the Search field.
When searching for a certain Subject record, you may type the Subject ID value.
4. (Optional) As you type, the preview list updates with each character you enter to suggest up to 10 potential results. If you are looking for one of these, select the
result to open that record.
5. Press Enter or select

to see all results.

6. Select the object record name to view it.

Viewing Search Results
The search results page displays your results, with columns for certain fields on the object records. Note that searching will only return object records that you have
permission to view.
If there are more than 20 search results, Vault Safety paginates your results.
Use the Left and Right arrow buttons to move through the search result pages. You can also enter a page number to jump directly to that page of your search results.
When searching for a Subject, the search results page is titled Subjects, and displays columns for the Subject name, Study, Site, Subject Status, and Signature
Completed status.

Sort Search Results
You can sort your results by any of the available columns. Select the column header to sort by that value.

Missing Search Results
If you cannot find an object record by searching, there are several possible reasons:
You do not have permission to view the object record.
Your search term does not match because of a spelling error in your search entry or in the object record.
The object record does not exist or has been deleted.

Smart Search Filters
The smart filtering feature converts your search terms into relevant filters.
For example, searching for Cholecap Aggregate would automatically create a filter for the Cholecap Product and the Aggregate document type.
If no relevant filters are found for your search terms, Vault runs a text search.
If smart filtering does not return the documents you wanted, you can click the Run as text Search link to run the search again without smart filtering.
Smart filtering creates filters for the following items:
Document Type
Document Sub-Type
Document Classification
Lifecycle State
Product
Country
Study
Study Country
Site

Filter Records by Study
Use the Study Selector to filter records by Study. The Study Selector filter appears on the following tabs:
Inbox
Cases
Reports
Dashboards

By default, the Study Selector displays All Studies, which means that no filtering is active.
You can type in the selector field to see all matching studies (based on the Study Number value) and select a specific Study. Select the binoculars icon to access the
advanced search window to find a Study.
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Inbox Item Transition From AERs
Transitioning to Inbox Items from AERs is recommended for case intake.
Last Updated Aug 17, 2022
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About Inbox Items
Inbox Items are replacing AERs as the new Vault object for case intake. Inbox Items have significant functional and usability benefits over AERs that will make intake and
duplicate search more efficient. Like AERs, Inbox Items capture the basic report information and can be promoted to a new or follow-up Case.

Inbox Item

In 21R2, Inbox Items became available to all Vault Safety customers.
The following timeline briefly summarizes the transitioning from AERs to Inbox Items:

We recommend transitioning from the use of AERs to Inbox Items.

Release 22R1
(April 2022)

All AER features are supported by Inbox Items.

Release 22R3
(December 2022)

Release 23R1
(April 2023)

AER creation is disabled and using Inbox Items is mandatory for all customers.

Release 23R2
(August 2023)

AER promotion is disabled.

Benefits of Inbox Items Over AERs
The following lists some of the major benefits that Inbox Items provide and that AERs do not:
More efficient intake with the ability to enter multiple child records directly on the same page
More efficient verification with the ability to view source data (e.g. E2B) on the same page
More efficient duplicate search

Features Exclusive to Inbox Items
The following new features have been added for Inbox Items but are not available for AERs:

Intake

Email to Vault Safety Inbox Item
JSON Intake API
Global Actions for Manual Intake
Case UID Manual Intake
E2B Rendition

Localization

Local Language to English Intake
Local to Domestic Case Processing
Respect User Default Localization on Inbox Item

Validation

Identifiable Reporter and Patient Per ICH E2D
Rank Suggestion and Validation for E2B-Imported Blinded Products

Duplicate Detection

Deep Duplicate Search
Duplicate Detection by Case Identifiers

Case Promotion

Promote to Multiple Cases
Automated Case Promotion
Merge Inbox Item to In-Flight Case
Copy Patient Information from Existing Case

Follow-Ups

Follow-Up Case Compare and Data Merge
Follow-Up with Any Matching UID
Attach Custom Child Objects to Case on Follow-Up From Inbox Item

Note that we will be delivering additional Inbox Item features not listed in this table in future releases as well.

Transition to Inbox Items
AERs are being phased out. No new functionality is being added to AERs. Using the new Inbox (Inbox Item) is currently optional. In 22R1, we recommend that customers
start using Inbox Items for manual intake. All customers should be using Inbox Items for intake by 23R1 (April 2023).
You have the option of gradually transitioning to Inbox Items or making the transition in one effort. For example, you can continue using AERs for manual intake and start
using Inbox Items for E2B imported Cases.
For vaults created in 21R1 or earlier, an administrator must follow the checklist below to enable Inbox Items in your vault. Configurations will depend on the release from
which your vault was originally deployed.
Vaults created in 21R2 or later include the basic Inbox Item configurations by default. However, there are additional capabilities you can enable, if required. These are
outlined below.

(21R1 and Earlier) Enable Inbox Items Checklist
The following steps outline the list of configurations an administrator must perform to enable Inbox Items in your vault:
Enable Inbox Items
Refer to the appropriate section depending on when your vault was created:
Vaults Deployed in 20R3 or later
Vaults Deployed in 20R2 or Earlier
Enable Manual Study Intake on Inbox Item
Enable E2B Import to Inbox Item

(All Vaults) Enable Additional Inbox Item Capabilities
After an administrator has enabled Inbox Items in your vault, they can perform additional configurations to enable more Inbox Item capabilities.
Enable Inbox Item Follow-Up Case Compare
Configure Email to Vault Safety Inbox Item
Local Language to English Intake

Inbox Item Resources
Use the following articles to learn more about how to use Inbox Items for Case intake:
Case Intake Overview
Create an Inbox Item Manually
Import an Inbox Item from an E2B File
Perform Local Language Intake
Inbox Item Field Reference
Inbox Item Follow-Up
Case Compare Page Animation: Familiarize yourself with promoting Inbox Items to Follow-Up on the Case Compare page by interacting with our animation.
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Case Intake Overview
To perform case intake, create an Inbox Item or AER to enter basic case information before promoting to a Case.
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Case Intake Methods
Before you can create a Case in Vault Safety, enter the basic report details using one of the following objects:
Inbox Item
AER

Note

AERs are being phased out. No new functionality is being added to AERs. Using the new Inbox (Inbox Item) is currently optional, but we recommend that

customers start using Inbox Items in 21R3 (December 2021). All customers should be using Inbox Items for intake by 23R1 (April 2023).

Inbox
Perform intake on the Inbox tab. Your vault may have an Inbox configured for AERs and/or Inbox Items. Refer to your organization’s standard operating procedures for
guidance.
The Inbox organizes reports into a detailed table, providing at-a-glance key information. You can sort the reports in ascending or descending order using any column in
the table, such as Product, Organization, Seriousness, Due Date, and more.

Inbox Item Inbox

Inbox Item Inbox Tab

AER Inbox

AER Inbox Tab

Filter and Sort Inbox Items
There are a few ways you can sort and filter your Inbox Items. Vault Platform Help provides more information on sorting and filtering records.

Note

Filtering tools can be useful for sorting Inbox Items based on priority so that users can verify higher priority items first.

Add an Inbox Item Filter
You can use the filter column on the side of the page:
1. Select the

icon next to Filters.

2. Select a filter option from the picklist that appears.
Result
This filter will appear on the side of the screen under Filters for more accessible filtering. You can select different options within these filters to refine your search even
more.

Inbox Item Filters

You can delete this filter option by selecting the

icon beside the filter name.

Sort Inbox Items
You can also edit the columns to sort Inbox Items:
1. Select the All Actions (

) menu, and then select Edit Columns. A window will appear with the available column options.

2. Select the columns you want to display and then select Save.
Result
Your page will be updated to display your selected column. You can click the respective column heading to sort by this option.
To delete this column, select the All Actions (

) menu, then select Edit Columns, then under Selected Columns, deselect the column name, and then select

Save.

Use Custom Views
Custom views allow you to save or bookmark your current search results, filters, and other view settings. You can return to this view with a single click.
1. Select the

button. A Save View box will appear.

2. Specify the following details In the box:
Name: (required) Enter a name for your custom view.
Description: (optional) Enter a description for this view.
Icon: (optional) Select an icon from the picklist. If you don’t choose an icon, a default icon will be assigned to your custom view.
3. Select Save.
Result
Your page will be updated to display your custom view under Views. You can create multiple custom views and return to them at any time.

Needs Verification Custom View

Case Intake Using an Inbox Item
The following diagram and list show an overview of the case intake process using Inbox Items:

Inbox Item Intake Overview

Create the Inbox Item. You can create Inbox Items using the following methods:
Create an Inbox Item from a Document (E2B or Non-E2B)
Create an Inbox Item Manually
Receive an E2B Transmission
Enter the basic report information on the Inbox Item. Later when you promote to Case, additional data entry fields will be available. See Inbox Item Field Reference
for information on the fields.
If the Inbox Item qualifies as a valid Case, Promote the Inbox Item to a Case.
Once the Promote to Case action is triggered, the system automatically performs duplicate detection. If duplicate cases are found, complete the Potential Matches
page.

Note

Automated Case promotion is possible for Inbox Items received through an AS2 Gateway Transmission if Enable Auto Promote is on. User intervention,

such as Inbox Item data entry and selecting the Promote to Case action, is not required for this process.

Note

Due to default system behaviour on all date fields, if a partial date is entered (for example, YYYY or YYYY/MM), you cannot update the field to include the

first day of the month (YYYY/MM/01). As a workaround, update the date to any other precise date (for example, YYYY/MM/02), and then select the first of the
month. The field is updated.

Access Imported Inbox Items from Intake API
Inbox Items received from the Intake API appear in the Inbox automatically. The system will automatically populate the Inbox Item fields if the information is available
from the structured data. The system records the details of the incoming API transmission in an Inbound Transmission record.

Read and Access Inbound Transmissions
If your Administrator has already configured your vault to display Transmission records on Inbox Items, you will be able to access them in your vault.
1. Select the Inbox Item.
2. Expand the Inbound Transmissions section, and then select the hyperlink.
Result
You will be taken to the transmission record.

Note

The source JSON data and the AI service output data (if applicable) are attached as messages on the Transmission record.

Locate Inbox Items with a Transmission ID
If you have the Inbound Transmission ID but don’t have the Inbox Item, you can use this ID to locate the associated Inbox Item. Simply create a filter on the Inbox for the
Transmission field, and then use the Inbound Transmission ID to find the Inbox Item.

Inbox Item Audit Trail
Vault Safety records an audit trail for actions and events Inbox Item and section events, and Case actions are logged in the Inbox Item record audit trail.
You can export and download audit trails. Audit Case History provides more information.

What is Logged in Audit Trail
When an Inbox Item is created
When a user performs any of the following actions on an Inbox Item sub-section:
Edit
Save
Delete
Undo (Undelete)
When the Create Case action is triggered

View the Audit Trail
1. Expand the All Actions (

) menu on an Inbox Item.

2. Select Audit Trail.
Result
A window appears displaying all the Inbox Item event descriptions, their corresponding timestamps, and the user who performed the event.

Case Intake Using an AER

AER Intake Overview

Create the AER. You can create AERs using the following methods:
Create an AER from a Document (E2B or Non-E2B)
Create an AER Manually
Receive an E2B Transmission
Enter the basic report information on the AER. Later when you promote to Case, additional data entry fields will be available. See AER Field Reference for
information on the fields.
If the AER qualifies as a valid Case, Promote the AER to a Case.
Once the Promote to Case action is triggered, the system automatically performs duplicate detection. If duplicate cases are found, complete the Potential Matches
page.

AER States
After you create an AER, you can perform actions that change the AER record state from the All Actions (

Note

) or Workflow State Change (

) menu.

Your organization may have a unique Case Processing lifecycle configuration. Refer to your standard operating procedures for more information.

See Case Processing Lifecycle Stages for Case states. The following table summarizes the default AER object states:

STATE

DESCRIPTION

Importing

This state is for Adverse Event Reports that are being imported from an E2B file. In this state, Vault Safety is in the process of extracting E2B data.

Error

This state is for Adverse Event Reports for which an E2B file could not be imported due to an error. The user who initiated the import can view the error message in the E2B
import notification.

New

This state is for new Adverse Event Reports that have not yet been promoted to a Case.

Promoted

This state is for Adverse Event Reports that have been successfully promoted to a Case. Promote an Adverse Event Report to a Case provides more information.

Duplicate

This state is for Adverse Event Reports that are detected to be a duplicate prior to case promotion. In this state, Adverse Event Reports are closed to prevent further
processing or Case promotion. Promote an Adverse Event Report to a Case provides more information on duplicate case detection.

Missing

This state is for Adverse Event Reports that are determined to be missing information. Request Additional Information provides more information on how to mark a case as

Information

Missing Information.

Rejected

This state is for Adverse Event Reports that are rejected during intake. In this state, Adverse Event Reports are closed to prevent further processing or Case promotion. Reject
an Adverse Event Report provides more information.
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Receive an E2B Transmission
Vault Safety supports receiving E2B(R2) and (R3) files from AS2 Gateway trading partners or through the Vault API.
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Receiving E2B Transmissions
When Vault Safety receives an E2B transmission, the system imports the E2B file and automatically creates an AER or Inbox Item for each case in the E2B file.

By default, E2B transmissions are imported as AERs unless the Transmission Profile for the origin-destination pair has the Import to Inbox field selected.

Tip

Vault Safety can receive single or multi-case E2B transmissions from the following sources:
E2B files sent through the Vault API Receive E2B endpoint
Incoming AS2 Gateway transmissions

Prerequisites
Before you can receive E2B transmissions from a trading partner or health authority, an administrator must set your vault up to communicate with the sender:
For inbound AS2 Transmissions, an administrator must configure the Gateway Profile and Transmission Profile with the appropriate Origin and Destination pair.
For the Receive E2B API endpoint, an administrator must Configure Your Vault for the Receive E2B API.

E2B Receive Process
The following image shows how Vault Safety processes incoming E2B transmissions:

Receive Gateway Transmissions Process

When Vault Safety receives an E2B Individual Case Safety Report (ICSR) from an AS2 gateway or API transmission, the system performs the following actions:
1. Creates an Inbound Transmission record.
2. Adds the transmission documents to the Library, including:
The E2B file
Narrative and translations
Attachments
3. Initiates the import E2B process to create an Inbox Item or AER from the E2B file.
Tip

By default, E2B transmissions are imported as AERs unless the Transmission Profile for the origin-destination pair has the Import to Inbox field

selected.

4. Notifies users in the Case Intake user group of the E2B import results.
5. Generates an ICSR acknowledgment, which is attached to the Inbound Transmission.
6. For Gateway transmissions, automatically returns the acknowledgment to the sender.
For E2B Import mapping, see E2B Case Import Data Mapping.

Acknowledgment Generation
When an AER or Inbox Item is imported from an E2B file, Vault Safety generates an ICH-compliant E2B ICSR acknowledgment in the same E2B format the file was
received in. Vault Safety supports generating both E2B R2 and R3 ACKs.
For Gateway transmissions, the system automatically returns the acknowledgment to the origin Gateway.
For API transmissions, a separate API call (Retrieve Job Status) returns the acknowledgment.
You can also view the acknowledgment on the Inbound Transmission record, attached to the Case imported from the E2B file.

View the Acknowledgment
1. From the Inbox, open the AER or Inbox Item received from an E2B transmission.
2. Expand Inbound Transmissions.
3. Open the Inbound Transmission, and then expand Transmission Messages.
4. Open the Transmission Message.
The acknowledgment file is an attachment on the Transmission Message.
5. To view the acknowledgment, select Message Body.
Result
A window appears displaying the acknowledgment.

ACK Generation Mapping
Toggle between the following tabs to learn how Vault Safety generates E2B R2 and R3 ACKs.
E2B R3 ACK

E2B R2 ACK

The E2B (R3) Acknowledgment message is comprised of two sections:
1. Message Header Section, which contains:
ACK.M Section ICSR Batch Acknowledgment Header
ACK.B section ICSR Message Acknowledgment Header (repeated for each report in the file)
2. ACK.A Section ICSR Batch Acknowledgment Header
The following sections describe how Vault Safety maps information to populate the E2B (R3) ACK.

ACK.M/A ICH ICSR Batch Acknowledgment Header
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

ACK.M.1 Acknowledgement Batch Number

The GUID of the record being created.

ACK.M.2 Acknowledgement Batch Sender Identifier

The value from the Destination ID (destination_transmission_id__v) field on the Inbound Transmission
(transmission__v).

ACK.M.3 Acknowledgement Batch Receiver Identifier

The value from the Origin ID (origin_transmission_id__v) field on the Inbound Transmission (transmission__v).

ACK.M.4 Acknowledgement Date of Batch Transmission

The date and time to the second of the ACK generation.

ACK.A.1 ICSR Batch Number

The value from the E2B Message ID (e2b_message_id__v) field on the Inbound Transmission
(transmission__v), which is mapped from data element N.1.2 in the received E2B file.

ACK.A.2 Acknowledgement Local Message Number

The message number is populated in the format
{transmission__v.name__v}_{GUID}_YYYYMMDDHHMMSS

ACK.A.3 Date of ICSR Batch Transmission

The value from the Transmission Date (transmission_date__v) field on the Inbound Transmission
(transmission__v), which is mapped from data element N.1.5 in the received E2B file.

ACK.A.4 Transmission Acknowledgement Code

An acknowledgment code is populated, based on the result of the E2B Import action.
AA —E2B Import Success
AE —E2B Import with Warnings
AR —E2B Failure

ACK.A.5 Batch Validation Error

If ACK.A.4 is Warning (02) or Failure (03), this element contains the error message.

ACK.B.r ICH ICSR Message Acknowledgement Header
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

ACK.B.r.1 ICSR Message Number

If the inbound E2B file has a Wordlwide UID (C.1.8.1) that matches the AER UID, this value is mapped from the
AER Worldwide UID (wwuid__v) field. Otherwise, this is mapped from the Case Identifier (name__v) of the
Case Identifier (case_identifier__v) where (source__v == case_contact__v.organization__v of type Sender)

ACK.B.r.2 Local Report Number

The Name (name__v) of the AER imported from the E2B file.

ACK.B.r.6 Acknowledgment Code for a ICSR Message

An acknowledgement code is populated, based on the result of the E2B Import action.
CA —E2B Import Success or Success with Warnings
CR —E2B Failure

ACK.B.r.7 Error / Warning Message or Comment
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Vault Safety supports receiving E2B(R2) and (R3) files from AS2 Gateway trading partners or through the Vault API.
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Receiving E2B Transmissions
When Vault Safety receives an E2B transmission, the system imports the E2B file and automatically creates an AER or Inbox Item for each case in the E2B file.

By default, E2B transmissions are imported as AERs unless the Transmission Profile for the origin-destination pair has the Import to Inbox field selected.

Tip

Vault Safety can receive single or multi-case E2B transmissions from the following sources:
E2B files sent through the Vault API Receive E2B endpoint
Incoming AS2 Gateway transmissions

Prerequisites
Before you can receive E2B transmissions from a trading partner or health authority, an administrator must set your vault up to communicate with the sender:
For inbound AS2 Transmissions, an administrator must configure the Gateway Profile and Transmission Profile with the appropriate Origin and Destination pair.
For the Receive E2B API endpoint, an administrator must Configure Your Vault for the Receive E2B API.

E2B Receive Process
The following image shows how Vault Safety processes incoming E2B transmissions:

Receive Gateway Transmissions Process

When Vault Safety receives an E2B Individual Case Safety Report (ICSR) from an AS2 gateway or API transmission, the system performs the following actions:
1. Creates an Inbound Transmission record.
2. Adds the transmission documents to the Library, including:
The E2B file
Narrative and translations
Attachments
3. Initiates the import E2B process to create an Inbox Item or AER from the E2B file.
Tip

By default, E2B transmissions are imported as AERs unless the Transmission Profile for the origin-destination pair has the Import to Inbox field

selected.

4. Notifies users in the Case Intake user group of the E2B import results.
5. Generates an ICSR acknowledgment, which is attached to the Inbound Transmission.
6. For Gateway transmissions, automatically returns the acknowledgment to the sender.
For E2B Import mapping, see E2B Case Import Data Mapping.

Acknowledgment Generation
When an AER or Inbox Item is imported from an E2B file, Vault Safety generates an ICH-compliant E2B ICSR acknowledgment in the same E2B format the file was
received in. Vault Safety supports generating both E2B R2 and R3 ACKs.
For Gateway transmissions, the system automatically returns the acknowledgment to the origin Gateway.
For API transmissions, a separate API call (Retrieve Job Status) returns the acknowledgment.
You can also view the acknowledgment on the Inbound Transmission record, attached to the Case imported from the E2B file.

View the Acknowledgment
1. From the Inbox, open the AER or Inbox Item received from an E2B transmission.
2. Expand Inbound Transmissions.
3. Open the Inbound Transmission, and then expand Transmission Messages.
4. Open the Transmission Message.
The acknowledgment file is an attachment on the Transmission Message.
5. To view the acknowledgment, select Message Body.
Result
A window appears displaying the acknowledgment.

ACK Generation Mapping
Toggle between the following tabs to learn how Vault Safety generates E2B R2 and R3 ACKs.
E2B R3 ACK

E2B R2 ACK

The E2B (R2) Acknowledgment message is comprised of two sections:
1. Message Header Section
2. Acknowledgment Section, which contains:
Message Acknowledgment
Report Acknowledgment (repeated for each report in the file)
The following sections describe how Vault Safety maps information to populate the E2B (R2) ACK.

M.1 ICSR Message Header
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

M.1.1 Message Type

Populated with ichicsrack

M.1.2 Message Format Version

Populated with 1.1

M.1.3 Message Format Release

Populated with 1.0

M.1.4 Message Number

The GUID of the ACK message.

M.1.5 Message Sender Identifier

The value from the Destination ID (destination_transmission_id__v) field on the Inbound Transmission
(transmission__v).

M.1.6 Message Receiver Identifier

The value from the Origin ID (origin_transmission_id__v) field on the Inbound Transmission (transmission__v).

M.1.7 Message Date

The date and time to the second of the ACK generation.

A.1 Message Acknowledgement
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

A.1.1 ICSR Message Number

The value from the E2B Message ID (e2b_message_id__v) field on the Inbound Transmission
(transmission__v), which is mapped from data element N.1.2 in the received E2B file.

A.1.5b ICSR Message Date

The value from the Transmission Date (transmission_date__v) field on the Inbound Transmission
(transmission__v), which is mapped from data element N.1.5 in the received E2B file.

A.1.6 Transmission Acknowledgement Code

An acknowledgment code is populated, based on the result of the E2B Import action.
01 —All reports loaded into the database
02 —ICSR Error, not all reports loaded into the database, check section B for errors
03 —SGML parsing error, no data extracted

A.1.7 Parsing Error Message

If A.1.6 is 03 , then this element is populated with "Message cannot be parsed."

B.1 Report Acknowledgement
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

B.1.1 Safety Report ID

If the inbound E2B file has a Wordlwide UID (C.1.8.1) that matches the AER UID, this value is mapped from the
AER Worldwide UID (wwuid__v) field. Otherwise, this is mapped from the Case Identifier (name__v) of the
Case Identifier (case_identifier__v) where (source__v == case_contact__v.organization__v of type Sender)

B.1.3 Local Report Number

The Name (name__v) of the AER imported from the E2B file.

B.1.4 Regulatory Authority's Case Report Number

The value from the Worldwide UID (wwuid__v) field on the AER, which is mapped from data element A.1.10.1
in the received E2B file. This element is displayed if the Inbound Transmission.First Sender = Regulatory (the
file was sent from a regulatory authority).

B.1.5 Other Sender's Case Report Number

This is mapped from the data element A.1.10.2 in the received E2B file. This element is displayed if the Inbound
Transmission.First Sender = Other (the file was sent from a non-regulatory sender).

B.1.7 Date of Receipt of the Most Recent Information

This is mapped from the data element A.1.7 in the received E2B file.

B.1.8 Acknowledgment Code for a Report

An acknowledgement code is populated, based on the result of the individual ICSR import.
01 —Report Loaded Successfully
02 —Report Not Loaded

B.1.9 Error Message or Comment

Case Intake Overview
← Previous

More details about the specific E2B import warnings or failures encountered, to a limit of 250 characters.
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E2B Case Import Data Mapping
Learn how Vault Safety imports E2B (R3) and (R2) files.
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About E2B Case Import
Vault Safety can import E2B files using one of the following methods:
Manually uploading the document and using the Create Inbox Item/AER from Document action.
The following pages provide more information:
i. Import an Inbox Item from an E2B File
ii. Create an AER: Use an E2B File
Receiving an E2B file from an inbound AS2 Gateway Transmission
Receiving an E2B file from the Receive E2B API
See Receive an E2B Transmission to learn more about the process of receiving E2B files from an AS2 Gateway or API Transmission.
When you import a Case from an E2B file, Vault Safety maps all case data and documents to the appropriate object records, fields, and documents.
When you import an Inbox Item or AER from an E2B file, because only certain fields are displayed on Inbox Items and AER page layouts, many fields and child records
do not appear until you promote to a Case.

Note

To successfully import attachments from an E2B file, the Case > Source > Attachment and Case > Source > Literature document types must exist in your

vault. Per default configuration, these document types must be assigned the Case Source Lifecycle and system-managed auto-naming must be enabled. If
attachments fail to import, contact your administrator to verify these settings.

E2B Import Study and Product Matching
Vault Safety attempts to match E2B-imported Cases with the relevant Studies and Products set up in the Business Admin library.
The system only looks at Studies and Products under the Organization set on the E2B document.
The following flowchart summarizes how the system performs Study and Product matching during E2B import:

Study and Product Matching Flow

Study Matching

Note

For AERs, the E2B Report Type (C.1.3 / A.1.4) must be Study to import study information and attempt study

matching. This restriction does not apply to Inbox Item E2B import.

The system matches Study and Study Registrations using one of the following two scenarios:
Scenario 1: (E2B R3 only) If the E2B file contains at least one valid Study Registration, the study is matched using the
registration number and country on Study Registrations.
A Study Registration is valid when it contains both C.5.1.r.1 (Registration Number) and C.5.1.r.2 (Registration Country),
with a valid country code.
Scenario 2: (E2B R2 and R3) If there is no valid study registration in the E2B file, the study is matched using the Study
Number. This is the only Study matching scenario available for E2B R2 imports.
The following table describes the matching logic and result for scenarios 1 and 2:

MATCHING
E2B

VAULT

SCENARIO

E2B R3

R2

OBJECT

1

C.5.1.r.1

N/A

Study >

RESULT

VAULT FIELD
registration_number__v

Study

If both the Registration Number and
Country match a Study Registration:

Registration

Study link added to the Case >
Study ( study__v ) field.

C.5.1.r.2

N/A

Study >

Study Registration link added to

country__v

Study

the Case > Study Registration

Registration

( study_registration__v )
field.

C.5.3

2

A.2.3.2

Study

Study link added to the Case >

name_v

Study ( study__v ) field.
Study Registration not
matched.

For E2B R3 imports, if multiple Studies contain a matching Study Registration, the system uses C.5.3 (Study Number) to
find the correct Study. If C.5.3 does not match any Study, no match is found and the E2B notification logs a warning.

Note

There is no match if any E2B C.5.1.r.1 (Registration Number) or C.5.1.r.2 (Registration Country) conflict with

the Registration Numbers and Countries listed on the Vault Safety Study record. In other words, the Vault Safety
Study must contain all registrations contained in an E2B R3 file.

Study Product Matching

The following prerequisites must be met to match Study Products:
The E2B study must have been matched to a Vault Safety Study.
The E2B product must not be blinded (G.k.2.5).
If blinded, the product is imported as an External Product.
The E2B drug role (G.k.1/B.4.k.1) must be Suspect, Interacting, Drug not administered, or unspecified (null).
If unspecified, the Drug Role is mapped to Suspect on import.
When the above prerequisites are met, the system attempts to match the Study Product using the MPID, PHPID,
Substance TermID, or Name:

MATCHING
VAULT
SCENARIO
1

E2B R3

E2B R2

OBJECT

G.k.2.1.1b

N/A

Study

RESULT

VAULT FIELD

If any scenario (1–5)

mpid__v

Product >

matches:

Product

Product link added to the

Registration

Case Product > Study
Product

2

G.k.2.1.2b

N/A

Study

phpid__v

( study_product__v )

Product >

field.

Product

Case Product > Product

Registration
G.k.2.3.r.2b

3

N/A

Study

Type
( object_type__v ) is

term_id__v

set to Study Product.

Product >
(all) Study
Product
Substances
4

G.k.3.1

B.4.k.4.1

Study

registration_number__v

Product >
Product
Registration
5

G.k.2.2

N/A

Study

name__v

Product

If none of the above scenarios match, the system attempts non-Study Product matching. If there is no match to a nonStudy Product, the system attempts to match the reported Product using the Product Aliases and Substance Aliases
library. You can add new aliases to a Product or Substance. If the system can’t find a match using aliases, t the Case
Product is imported with the Case Product > Product Type ( object_type__v ) set to External Product.
Primary Product: The first imported Case Product with Drug Role=Suspect that's matched to a Study Product is made
the primary Case Product. If there are no Case Products with Drug Role=Suspect, the first imported Study Product is
made primary.

Product Matching (Non-Study)

The system attempts to match the Case Product to the Product library using the following logic:

MATCHING
VAULT
SCENARIO
1

E2B R3

E2B R2

OBJECT

G.k.2.1.1b

N/A

Product >

RESULT

VAULT FIELD

If a scenario 1–3 matches:

mpid__v

Product

Product link added to the Case

Registration

Product > Product
( product__v ) field.

2

G.k.2.1.2b

N/A

Product >

Product Registration link added to

phpid__v

Product

the Case Product > Product

Registration

Registration
( product_registration__v )
field.

3

G.k.3.1

B.4.k.4.1

Product >

registration_number_v

Product

Case Product > Product Type

Registration

( object_type__v ) is set to the
type on the matching product.

4

G.k.2.2

B.4.k.2.1

Product

If only scenario 4 matches:

name__v

Product link added to the Case
Product > Product
( product__v ) field.
Case Product > Product Type
( object_type__v ) is set to the
type on the matching product.

If none of the above scenarios match, the system attempts to match the reported Product using the Product Aliases and
Substance Aliases library. You can add new aliases to a Product or Substance.
If the E2B product is blinded:
No Product or Product Registration matched.
Case Product > Product Type > ( object_type__v ) is set to External Product.
Primary Product: The first imported Case Product with Drug Role=Suspect that's matched to a Product is made the
primary Case Product. If there are no Case Products with Drug Role=Suspect, the first imported Case Product is made
primary.

Product and Substance Alias Matching

You must have added Product and Substance aliases to the library in order to use them to match the reported Product.
The system attempts to match the reported Case Product to an alias from the Product Aliases list. If there is a match, the
reported Case Product is linked to a Case Product in the library.
If the system can not find a match using the Product Aliases list, the system attempts to match the reported Product
Substance to an alias from the Substance Aliases list. If there is a match, the reported Product substance is linked to the
associated Product of the substance alias.
Note that there must be an absolute match for the system to match the reported Case Product to a product in the library.
The following diagram illustrates an example of an absolute match and a non-absolute match:

Absolute and Non-Absolute Alias Match

If there are multiple reported substances that match one product in the Library, the system still links the reported
Case Product to the respective product in the library, in this scenario, Cholecap.
If the reported substances match to different products in the Library, the system does not find a product match. In
this scenario, the reported Case Product does not match to either DrugX or Cholecap. Similarly, if one reported
substance matches multiple products in the Library, the system can not find an associated product match for the reported
substance.
If the system can not find any matches for the reported Product, the system imports it with the Case Product > Product
Type ( object_type__v ) set to External Product.

E2B Imported MedDRA
If your vault has an active MedDRA dictionary, the system auto-codes MedDRA terms when the E2B file contains reported medical terms with no MedDRA code.

Case MedDRA Version
When you create an Imported Case from an E2B file, the Case MedDRA Version is set by using the MedDRA Version in the E2B file. If there is no MedDRA Version, or
multiple MedDRA Versions in the source E2B file, the Case MedDRA Version is set to “-”. This also occurs when the E2B MedDRA Version is older than the oldest
supported version in MedDRA central.
When you promote a Case from an Inbox Item or AER, the Case MedDRA Version is set by the vault’s active MedDRA Version.

Import Non-Current MedDRA Terms
The centralized MedDRA dictionary supports auto-coding of non-current terms during E2B import. This capability exists for all MedDRA-supported languages except
Japanese.
The

tag is displayed when the E2B MedDRA Version is not in sync with the Case MedDRA Version or if the coded term is non-current.

Recode Tag Displayed Next to MedDRA Term from E2B Import

When you import an E2B file that contains current terms from an older MedDRA Version (for example, 18.0) than the oldest MedDRA Version supported in MedDRA
central, the system will attempt to code the term if it exists. The Imported Case will display a

Note

tag next to the coded term.

Coding of non-current terms is not supported when the E2B file contains a term that only exists in a newer version than the latest supported MedDRA

Version in MedDRA central.

E2B Data Element Field Mapping
Toggle between the following tabs to learn how Vault Safety maps information to create a Case and during an E2B (R3) or E2B (R2) import.

Tip

For E2B ACK Generation mapping, see Receive an E2B Transmission: ACK Generation Mapping.

N.1 ICH ICSR Transmission Identification (batch wrapper)
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

N.1.2 Batch Number

Populates the E2B Message ID field on the Inbound Transmission.

N.1.5 Date of Batch Transmission

Populates the date in the Transmission Date field on the Inbound Transmission.

N.2.r ICH ICSR Message Header (message wrapper)
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

N.2.r.1 Message Identifier

Populates the UID field on the Case Identifier object.

N.2.r.2 Message Sender Identifier

Populates the Origin ID field on the Inbound Transmission.

N.2.r.3 Message Receiver Identifier

Populates the Destination ID field on the Inbound Transmission.

Back to Top
N.2.r.4 Date of Message Creation

Populates the Message Creation Date on the Inbound Transmission.

Feedback?

C.1 Identification of the Case Safety Report
E2B R2
E2B R3
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

C.1.1 Sender's (case) Safety Report Unique Identifier

Populates the UID field on the Case Identifier object.

C.1.2 Date of Creation

Populates the Transmission Date field on the Inbound Transmission.
If the Inbound Transmission specifies an Origin Organization where the PV Agreement field is not set to Agent,
this date also populates the Case Receipt Date and the Case New Info Date. Otherwise, the system maps C.1.4
to the Case Receipt Date and C.1.5 to the Case New Info Date.

C.1.3 Type of Report

Populates the Report Type field on the Case.

C.1.4 Date Report Was First Received from Source

Populates the Receipt Date field on the Inbound Transmission.
If the Inbound Transmission specifies an Origin Organization where the PV Agreement field is set to Agent, this
date also populates the Case Receipt Date. Otherwise, the system maps C.1.2 to the Case Receipt Date.

C.1.5 Date of Most Recent Information for This Report

If the Inbound Transmission specifies an Origin Organization where the PV Agreement field is set to Agent, this
date populates the Case New Info Date. Otherwise, the system maps C.1.2 to the Case New Info Date.

C.1.6 Additional Available Documents Held by Sender
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

C.1.6.1 Are Additional Documents Available?

Attachments included in the transmission under C.1.6 are imported and classified using the Case > Source >
Attachment document type.

C.1.6.1.r.1 Documents Held by Sender

Populates the Attachment Description and Attachment Description Continued fields on documents
imported with the Case > Source > Attachment document type.

C.1.6.1.r.2 Included Documents

Attachments included in the transmission under C.1.6 are imported and classified using the Case > Source >
Attachment document type.

C.1.7 Does This Case Fulfil the Local Criteria for an Expedited Report?

Populates the Expedited Flag field on the Case.

C.1.8 Worldwide Unique Case Identification
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

C.1.8.1 Worldwide Unique Case Identification Number

Populates the Worldwide UID field on the Case Number object.

C.1.8.2 First Sender of This Case

Populates the First Sender field on the original inbound Transmission.

C.1.9.1 Other Case Identifiers in Previous Transmissions

Case identifiers are imported using the Case Identifier object.

C.1.9.1.r.1 Source(s) of the Case Identifier

Populates the Source field on the Case Identifier object.

C.1.9.1.r.2 Case Identifier(s)

Populates the Name field on the Case Identifier object.

C.1.10.r Identification Number of the Report Which Is Linked to This

Populates the Related Case Identifier field on the Case Relationship object.

Report
C.1.11.1 Report Nullification/Amendment

Populates the Reason field on the Inbound Transmission.

C.1.11.2 Reason for Nullification/Amendment

Populates the Reason Text field on the Inbound Transmission.

C.2.r Primary Source(s) of Information
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

C.2.r.1.1 Reporter's Title

Populates the Title field on the Case Contact object.

C.2.r.1.2 Reporter's Given Name

Populates the First Name field on the Case Contact object.

C.2.r.1.3 Reporter's Middle Name

Populates the Middle Name field on the Case Contact object.

C.2.r.1.4 Reporter's Family Name

Populates the Last Name field on the Case Contact object.

C.2.r.2.1 Reporter’s Organisation

Populates the Organization field on the Case Contact object.

C.2.r.2.2 Reporter's Department

Populates the Department field on the Case Contact object.

C.2.r.2.3 Reporter's Street

Populates the Street field on the Case Contact object.

C.2.r.2.4 Reporter's City

Populates the City field on the Case Contact object.

C.2.r.2.5 Reporter's State or Province

Populates the State/Province field on the Case Contact object.
During import, the system checks if the EMA state code is mapped to a Country State/Province or Localized
Country/State Province record for the Reporter’s Country. If a record exists, it is mapped to the Primary
Reporter details on the Inbox Item. If no record is found, the State/Province field is populated with text from the
file.

Note

If the imported Country has domestic state code mappings in the system, but the value imported

to the State/Province field does not match a mapped value, an INVALID tag appears next to the field.
The State or Province from the E2B file is imported as text to the Global-language State/Province field.
To update the State/Province to a valid value, in the State/Province field, select a value from the picklist.

C.2.r.2.6 Reporter's Postcode

Populates the Postal Code/Zip Code field on the Case Contact object.

C.2.r.2.7 Reporter's Telephone

Populates the Telephone field on the Case Contact object.

C.2.r.3 Reporter’s Country Code

Populates the appropriate Country on the Case Contact object, based on the ISO code.

C.2.r.4 Qualification

Populates the Qualification field on the Case Contact object.

C.2.r.5 Primary Source for Regulatory Purposes

Populates the Primary Source field on the Case Contact object.

C.3 Information on Sender of Case Safety Report
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

C.3.1 Sender Type

Populates the Sender Type field on the Sender Case Contact on the Inbound Transmission.

C.3.2 Sender's Organisation

Populates the Organisation field on the Sender Case Contact on the Inbound Transmission.

C.3.3.1 Sender's Department

Populates the Department field on the Sender Case Contact on the Inbound Transmission.

C.3.3.2 Sender's Title

Populates the Title field on the Sender Case Contact on the Inbound Transmission.

C.3.3.3 Sender's Given Name

Populates the First Name field on the Sender Case Contact on the Inbound Transmission.

C.3.3.4 Sender's Middle Name

Populates the Middle Name field on the Sender Case Contact on the Inbound Transmission.

C.3.3.5 Sender's Family Name

Populates the Last Name field on the Sender Case Contact on the Inbound Transmission.

C.3.4.1 Sender's Street Address

Populates the Street field on the Sender Case Contact on the Inbound Transmission.

C.3.4.2 Sender's City

Populates the City field on the Sender Case Contact on the Inbound Transmission.

C.3.4.3 Sender's State or Province

Populates the State / Province field on the Sender Case Contact on the Inbound Transmission.

C.3.4.4 Sender's Postcode

Populates the Postal Code / Zip Code field on the Sender Case Contact on the Inbound Transmission.

C.3.4.5 Sender'Country Code

Populates the Country field on the Sender Case Contact on the Inbound Transmission.

C.3.4.6 Sender's Telephone

Populates the Telephone field on the Sender Case Contact on the Inbound Transmission.

C.3.4.7 Sender's Fax

Populates the Fax field on the Sender Case Contact on the Inbound Transmission.

C.3.4.8 Sender's E-mail Address

Populates the Email field on the Sender Case Contact on the Inbound Transmission.

C.4.r Literature Reference(s)
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

C.4.r.1 Literature Reference(s)

The system creates a document with the Case > Source > Literature document type and imports this value to
the Reference document field.

C.4.r.2 Included Documents

Included documents are imported with the Case > Source > Literature document type.

C.5 Study Identification
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

C.5.1.r.1 Study Registration Number

Populates the Registration Number field on the Case Study Registration object.

C.5.1.r.2 Study Registration Country

Populates the Country field on the Case Study Registration object.

C.5.2 Study Name

Populates the Study Name field on the Case.

C.5.3 Sponsor Study Number

Populates the Study Number field on the Case.

C.5.4 Study Type Where Reaction(s) / Event(s) Were Observed

Populates the Product Usage Reason field on the Case.

D Patient Characteristics
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

D.1 Patient (name or initials)

Populates the Patient Initials / ID field on the Case.

D.1.1 Patient Medical Record Number(s) and Source(s) of the Record Number
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

D.1.1.1 Patient Medical Record Number(s) and Source(s) of the Record

Populates the MRN - GP field on the Case.

Number (GP Medical Record Number)
D.1.1.2 Patient Medical Record Number(s) and Source(s) of the Record

Populates the MRN - Specialist field on the Case.

Number (Specialist Record Number)
D.1.1.3 Patient Medical Record Number(s) and Source(s) of the Record

Populates the MRN - Hospital field on the Case.

Number (Hospital Record Number)
D.1.1.4 Patient Medical Record Number(s) and Source(s) of the Record

Populates the MRN - Investigation field on the Case.

Number (Investigation Number)

D.2 Age Information
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

D.2.1 Date of Birth

Populates the date in the Date of Birth field on the Case.

D.2.2a Age at Time of Onset of Reaction / Event (number)

Populates the Age field on the Case.

D.2.2b Age at Time of Onset of Reaction / Event (unit)

Populates the Age (unit) field on the Case.

D.2.2.1a Gestation Period When Reaction / Event Was Observed in the

Populates the Gestation field on the Case.

Foetus (number)
D.2.2.1b Gestation Period When Reaction/Event Was Observed in the

Populates the appropriate unit in the Gestation (unit) field on the Case.

Foetus (unit)
D.2.3 Patient Age Group (as per reporter)

Populates the Age Group field on the Case.

D.3 Body Weight (kg)

Populates the Weight (normalized) field on the Case.

D.4 Height (cm)

Populates the Height (normalized) field on the Case.

D.5 Sex

Populates the Gender field on the Case.

D.6 Last Menstrual Period Date

Populates the date in the Last Menstrual field on the Case.

D.7 Relevant Medical History and Concurrent Conditions
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

D.7.1.r.1a MedDRA Version for Medical History

Populates the MedDRA Version field on the Case.

D.7.1.r.1b Medical History (disease / surgical procedure / etc.) (MedDRA

Populates the Name (MedDRA) field on the Case Medical History object.

code)
D.7.1.r.2 Start Date

Populates the date in the Start Date field on the Case Medical History object.

D.7.1.r.3 Continuing

Populates the Continuing field on the Case Medical History object.

D.7.1.r.4 End Date

Populates the date in the End Date field on the Case Medical History object.

D.7.1.r.5 Comments

Populates the Comments field on the Case Medical History object.

D.7.1.r.6 Family History

Populates the Family History field on the Case Medical History object.

D.7.2 Text for Relevant Medical History and Concurrent Conditions (not

Populates the date in the Medical History Text field on the Case.

including reaction / event)
D.7.3 Concomitant Therapies

Populates the date in the Concomitant Therapies field on the Case.

D.8.r Relevant Past Drug History
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

D.8.r.1 Name of Drug as Reported

Populates the Name Reported field on the Case Drug History Object.

D.8.r.2a MPID Version Date/Number

Populates the MPID Version field on the Case Drug History Object.

D.8.r.2b Medicinal Product Identifier (MPID)

Populates the MPID field on the Case Drug History Object.

D.8.r.3a PhPID Version Date/Number

Populates the PhPID Version field on the Case Drug History Object.

D.8.r.3b Pharmaceutical Product Identifier (PhPID)

Populates the PhPID field on the Case Drug History Object.

D.8.r.4 Start Date

Populates the date in the Start Date field on the Case Drug History Object.

D.8.r.5 End Date

Populates the End Date field on the Case Drug History Object.

D.8.r.6a MedDRA Version for Indication

Populates the MedDRA Version field on the Case.

D.8.r.6b Indication (MedDRA code)

Populates the Indication MedDRA field on the Case Drug History Object.

D.8.r.7a MedDRA Version for Reaction

Populates the MedDRA Version field on the Case.

D.8.r.7b Reaction (MedDRA code)

Populates the Reaction MedDRA field on the Case Drug History Object.

D.8.r.1 Name of Drug as Reported
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

D.8.r.1.EU.1 Name part - Invented name

Populates the Invented Name Part field on the Case Drug History object.
This is an EMA E2B(R3) field.

D.8.r.1.EU.2 Name part - Scientific name

Populates the Scientific Name Part field on the Case Drug History object.
This is an EMA E2B(R3) field.

D.8.r.1.EU.3 Name part - Trademark name

Populates the Trademark Name Part field on the Case Drug History object.
This is an EMA E2B(R3) field.

D.8.r.1.EU.4 Name part - Strength name

Populates the Strength Name Part field on the Case Drug History object.
This is an EMA E2B(R3) field.

D.8.r.1.EU.5 Name part - Form name

Populates the Form Name Part field on the Case Drug History object.
This is an EMA E2B(R3) field.

D.8.r.1.EU.6 Name part - Container name

Populates the Container Name Part field on the Case Drug History object.
This is an EMA E2B(R3) field.

D.8.r.1.EU.7 Name part - Device name

Populates the Device Name Part field on the Case Drug History object.
This is an EMA E2B(R3) field.

D.8.r.1.EU.8 Name part - Intended use name

Populates the Intended Use Name Part field on the Case Drug History object.
This is an EMA E2B(R3) field.

D.8.r.EU Substance / Specified Substance Identifier and Strength
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

D.8.r.EU.r.1 Substance / Specified Substance Name

Populates the Name (Reported) field on the Case Drug History Substance object.
This is an EMA E2B(R3) field.

D.8.r.EU.r.2a Substance/Specified Substance TermID Version

Populates the TermID Version field on the Case Drug History Substance object.

Date/Number

This is an EMA E2B(R3) field.

D.8.r.EU.r.2b Substance/Specified Substance TermID

Populates the TermID field on the Case Drug History Substance object.
This is an EMA E2B(R3) field.

D.8.r.EU.r.3a Strength (number)

Populates the Strength (Number) field on the Case Drug History Substance object.
This is an EMA E2B(R3) field.

D.8.r.EU.r.3b Strength (unit)

Populates the Strength (Unit) field on the Case Drug History Substance object.
This is an EMA E2B(R3) field.

D.9 In case of Death
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

D.9.1 Date of Death

Populates the date in the Date of Death field on the Case.

D.9.2.r.1a MedDRA Version for Reported Cause(s) of Death

Populates the MedDRA Version field on the Case.

D.9.2.r.1b Reported Cause(s) of Death (MedDRA code)

Populates the Name (MedDRA) field on the Case Cause of Death object.

D.9.2.r.2 Reported Cause(s) of Death (free text)

Populates the Name (Reported) field on the Case Cause of Death object.

D.9.3 Was Autopsy Done?

Populates the Autopsy field on the Case.

D.9.4.r.1a MedDRA Version for Autopsy-determined Cause(s) of Death

Populates the MedDRA Version field on the Case.

D.9.4.r.1b Autopsy-determined Cause(s) of Death (MedDRA code)

Populates the Name (MedDRA) field on the Case Cause of Death object.

D.9.4.r.2 Autopsy-determined Cause(s) of Death (free text)

Populates the Name (Reported) field on the Case Cause of Death object.

D.10 For a Parent-child / Foetus Report, Information Concerning the Parent
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

D.10.1 Parent Identification

Populates the Patient ID field on the Case.*

D.10.2.1 Date of Birth of Parent

Populates the date in the Date of Birth field on the Case.*

D.10.2.2a Age of Parent (number)

Populates the Age field on the Case.*

D.10.2.2b Age of Parent (unit)

The unit entered in the Age (unit) field on the Case.*

D.10.3 Last Menstrual Period Date of Parent

Populates the date in the Last Menstrual field on the Case.*

D.10.4 Body Weight (kg) of Parent

Populates the Weight (normalized) field on the Case.*

D.10.5 Height (cm) of Parent

Populates the Height (normalized) field on the Case.*

D.10.6 Sex of Parent

Populates the Gender field on the Case.

D.10.7.1.r.1a MedDRA Version for Medical History

Populates the MedDRA Version field on the Case.*

D.10.7.1.r.1b Medical History (disease / surgical procedure / etc.)

Populates the Name (MedDRA) field on the Case Medical History object.*

(MedDRA code)
D.10.7.1.r.2 Start Date

Populates the date in the Start Date field on the Case Medical History object.*

D.10.7.1.r.3 Continuing

Populates the Continuing field on the Case Medical History object.*

D.10.7.1.r.4 End Date

Populates the date in the End Date field on the Case Medical History object.*

D.10.7.1.r.5 Comments

Populates the Comments field on the Case Medical History object.*

D.10.7.2 Text for Relevant Medical History and Concurrent Conditions of

Populates the Medical History Text field on the Case.*

Parent
An asterisk (*) denotes that this value is imported to a Parental-type Case.

D.10.8.r Relevant Past Drug History of Parent
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

D.10.8.r.1 Name of Drug as Reported

Populates the Name Reported field on the Case Drug History object.*

D.10.8.r.2a MPID Version Date/Number

Populates the MPID Version field on the Case Drug History object.*

D.10.8.r.2b Medicinal Product Identifier (MPID)

Populates the MPID field on the Case Drug History object.*

D.10.8.r.3a PhPID Version Date/Number

Populates the PhPID Version field on the Case Drug History object.*
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D.10.8.r.3b Pharmaceutical Product Identifier (PhPID)

Populates the PhPID field on the Case Drug History object.*

D.10.8.r.4 Start Date

Populates the date in the Start Date field on the Case Drug History object.*

E2B R2
E2B R3
D.10.8.r.5 End Date

Populates the date in the End Date field on the Case Drug History object.*

D.10.8.r.6a MedDRA Version for Indication

Populates the MedDRA Version field on the Case.

D.10.8.r.6b Indication (MedDRA code)

Populates the Indication MedDRA field on the Case Drug History object.*

D.10.8.r.7a MedDRA Version for Reaction

Populates the MedDRA Version field on the Case.

D.10.8.r.7b Reactions (MedDRA code)

Populates the MedDRA Version field on the Case.*

An asterisk (*) denotes that this value is imported to a Parental-type Case.

D.10.8.r.1 Relevant Past Drug History of Parent
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

D.10.8.r.1.EU.1 Name part - Invented name

Populates the Invented Name Part field on the Case Drug History object on the associated Parental-Type
Case.
This is an EMA E2B(R3) field.

D.10.8.r.1.EU.2 Name part - Scientific name

Populates the Scientific Name Part field on the Case Drug History object on the associated Parental-Type
Case.
This is an EMA E2B(R3) field.

D.10.8.r.1.EU.3 Name part - Trademark name

Populates the Trademark Name Part field on the Case Drug History object on the associated Parental-Type
Case.
This is an EMA E2B(R3) field.

D.10.8.r.1.EU.4 Name part - Strength name

Populates the Strength Name Part field on the Case Drug History object on the associated Parental-Type
Case.
This is an EMA E2B(R3) field.

D.10.8.r.1.EU.5 Name part - Form name

Populates the Form Name Part field on the Case Drug History object on the associated Parental-Type Case.
This is an EMA E2B(R3) field.

D.10.8.r.1.EU.6 Name part - Container name

Populates the Container Name Part field on the Case Drug History object on the associated Parental-Type
Case.
This is an EMA E2B(R3) field.

D.10.8.r.1.EU.7 Name part - Device name

Populates the Device Name Part field on the Case Drug History object on the associated Parental-Type Case.
This is an EMA E2B(R3) field.

D.10.8.r.1.EU.8 Name part - Intended use name

Populates the Intended Use Name Part field on the Case Drug History object on the associated Parental-Type
Case.
This is an EMA E2B(R3) field.

D.10.8.r.EU Substance / Specified Substance Identifier and Strength
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

D.10.r.EU.r.1 Substance / Specified Substance Name

Populates the Name (Reported) field on the Case Drug History Substance object on the associated ParentalType Case.
This is an EMA E2B(R3) field.

D.10.8.r.EU.r.2a Substance/Specified Substance TermID Version

Populates the TermID Version field on the Case Drug History Substance object on the associated Parental-

Date/Number

Type Case.
This is an EMA E2B(R3) field.

D.10.8.r.EU.r.2b Substance/Specified Substance TermID

Populates the TermID field on the Case Drug History Substance object on the associated Parental-Type Case.
This is an EMA E2B(R3) field.

D.10.8.r.EU.r.3a Strength (number)

Populates the Strength (Number) field on the Case Drug History Substance objecton the associated ParentalType Case.
This is an EMA E2B(R3) field.

D.10.8.r.EU.r.3b Strength (unit)

Populates the Strength (Unit) field on the Case Drug History Substance object on the associated Parental-Type
Case.
This is an EMA E2B(R3) field.

E.I Reaction(s) / Event(s)
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

E.i.1.1a Reaction / Event as Reported by the Primary Source in Native

Populates the Event (Reported) field on the Case Adverse Event.

Language
E.i.1.1b Reaction / Event as Reported by the Primary Source Language

Populates the Event (Reported) - Language field on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.1.2 Reaction / Event as Reported by the Primary Source for

Populates the Event (Reported) - English field on the Case Adverse Event.

Translation
E.i.2.1a MedDRA Version for Reaction / Event

Populates the MedDRA Version field on the Case.

E.i.2.1b Reaction / Event (MedDRA code)

Populates the Event (MedDRA) field on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.3.1 Term Highlighted by the Reporter

Populates the Highlighted Term field on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.3.2 Seriousness Criteria at Event Level
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

E.i.3.2a Results in Death

Populates the Seriousness field on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.3.2b Life Threatening

Populates the Seriousness field on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.3.2c Caused / Prolonged Hospitalisation

Populates the Seriousness field on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.3.2d Disabling / Incapacitating

Populates the Seriousness field on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.3.2e Congenital Anomaly / Birth Defect

Populates the Seriousness field on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.3.2f Other Medically Important Condition

Populates the Seriousness field on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.4 Date of Start of Reaction / Event

Populates the date in the Onset field on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.5 Date of End of Reaction / Event

Populates the date in the Resolved field on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.6a Duration of Reaction / Event (number)

Populates the Duration field on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.6b Duration of Reaction / Event (unit)

The unit entered in the Duration (unit) field on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.7 Outcome of Reaction / Event at the Time of Last Observation

Populates the Outcome field on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.8 Medical Confirmation by Healthcare Professional

When True, sets the HCP Confirmed field to Yes on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.9 Identification of the Country Where the Reaction / Event Occurred

Populates the Event Country field on the Case Adverse Event.

F.r Results of Tests and Procedures Relevant to the Investigation of the Patient
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

F.r.1 Test Date

Populates the date in the Date field on the Case Test Result.

F.r.2.1 Test Name (free text)

Populates the Name (Reported) field on the Case Test Result.

F.r.2.2a MedDRA Version for Test Name

Populates the MedDRA Version field on the Case.

F.r.2.2b Test Name (MedDRA code)

Populates the Name (MedDRA) field on the Case Test Result.

F.r.3.1 Test Result (code)

Populates the Result (code) field on the Case Test Result.

F.r.3.2 Test Result (value / qualifier)

Populates the Result (qualifier) field on the Case Test Result.

F.r.3.3 Test Result (unit)

Populates the appropriate unit in the Result (unit) field on the Case Test Result. If the unit of measurement
does not map to a value in the system, the custom unit is populated in the Result (Unit) Text field.

F.r.3.4 Result Unstructured Data (free text)

Populates the Result (Text) field on the Case Test Result.

F.r.4 Normal Low Value

Populates the unit and value in the Normal Low Value field on the Case Test Result.

F.r.5 Normal High Value

Populates the unit and value in the Normal High Value field on the Case Test Result.

F.r.6 Comments (free text)

Populates the Comments field on the Case Test Result.

F.r.7 More Information Available

Populates the More Information Available field on the Case Test Result.

G.k Drug(s) Information
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

G.k.1 Characterisation of Drug Role

Populates the Drug Role field on the Case Product object.

G.k.2.4 Identification of the Country Where the Drug Was Obtained

Populates the Country Obtained field on the Case Product object.

G.k.2.5 Investigational Product Blinded

Populates the Blinded field on the Case Product object.

G.k.5a Cumulative Dose to First Reaction (number)

Populates the Cumulative Dose field on the Case Product object.

G.k.5b Cumulative Dose to First Reaction (unit)

Populates the appropriate unit in the Cumulative Dose (unit) field on the Case Product object.

G.k.6a Gestation Period at Time of Exposure (number)

Populates the Gestation Exposure field on the Case Product object.

G.k.6b Gestation Period at Time of Exposure (unit)

Populates the appropriate unit in the Gestation Exposure (unit) field on the Case Product object.

G.k.8 Action(s) Taken with Drug

Populates the Action Taken field on the Case Product object.

G.k.10.r Additional Information on Drug (coded)

Populates the Additional Information field on the Case Product object.

G.k.11 Additional Information on Drug (free text)

Populates the Additional Information (text) field on the Case Product object.

G.k.2 Drug Identification
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

G.k.2.1.1a MPID Version Date / Number

Populates the MPID Version field on the Case Product object.

G.k.2.1.1b Medicinal Product Identifier (MPID)

Populates the MPID field on the Case Product object. This data element is used to match Case Products to the
Product Library.

G.k.2.1.2a PhPID Version Date/Number

Populates the PhPID Version field on the Case Product object.

G.k.2.1.2b Pharmaceutical Product Identifier (PhPID)

Populates the PhPID field on the Case Product object. This data element is used to match Case Products to the
Product Library.

G.k.2.2 Medicinal Product Name as Reported by the Primary Source

Populates the Product (Reported) field on the Case Product object. This data element is used to match Case
Products to the Product Library.

G.k.2.2.EU.9.r.1 Device Component Name

Populates the Product (Reported) field on the Case Product record for a device constituent in a Combination
Product.

G.k.2.2.EU.9.r.4 Device Batch Lot Number

Populates the Lot Number field on the Case Product record for a device constituent in a Combination Product.

G.k.2.3.r Substance / Specified Substance Identifier and Strength
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

G.k.2.3.r.1 Substance / Specified Substance Name

Populates the Name (Reported) field on the Case Product Substance object.

G.k.2.3.r.2a Substance / Specified Substance TermID Version

Populates the TermID Version field on the Case Product Substance object.

Date/Number
G.k.2.3.r.2b Substance / Specified Substance TermID

Populates the TermID field on the Case Product Substance object.

G.k.2.3.r.3a Strength (number)

Populates the Strength (Number) field on the Case Product Substance object.

G.k.2.3.r.3b Strength (unit)

Populates the appropriate unit in the Strength (Unit) field on the Case Product Substance object.

G.k.3 Holder and Authorisation / Application Number of Drug
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

G.k.3.1 Authorisation / Application Number

Populates the Registration Number field on the Case Product object. This data element is used to match Case
Products to the Product Library.

G.k.3.2 Country of Authorisation / Application

Populates the Registration Country field on the Case Product object.

G.k.3.3 Name of Holder / Applicant

Populates the Registration Holder/Applicant field on the Case Product object.

G.k.4.r Dosage and Relevant Information
Note

If EDQM mapping for dose forms and routes of administration is enabled, the system attempts to map dose forms and routes of administration to EDQM

Terms. If multiple matches are found, the system populates the EDQM Term marked as “Primary for Import”. Enable EDQM Mapping for Dose Form and Routes of
Administration Terms provides more information.

E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

G.k.4.r.1a Dose (number)

Populates the Dose (number) field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.1b Dose (unit)

Populates the appropriate unit in the Dose (unit) field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.2 Number of Units in the Interval

Populates the Frequency (number) field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.3 Definition of the Time Interval Unit

Populates the appropriate unit in the Frequency (unit) field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.4 Date and Time of Start of Drug

Populates the First Administration field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.5 Date and Time of Last Administration

Populates the Last Administration field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.6a Duration of Drug Administration (number)

Populates the Duration (number) field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.6b Duration of Drug Administration (unit)

Populates the appropriate unit in the Duration (unit) field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.7 Batch / Lot Number

Populates the Batch/Lot Number field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.8 Dosage Text

Populates the Dose Text field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.9.1 Pharmaceutical Dose Form (free text)

Populates the Dose Form Text field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.9.2a Pharmaceutical Dose Form TermID Version Date/Number

Populates the Dose Form TermID Version field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.9.2b Pharmaceutical Dose Form TermID

Populates the Dose Form TermID field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.10.1 Route of Administration (free text)

Populates the Patient RoA Text field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.10.2a Route of Administration TermID Version Date / Number

Populates the Patient RoA TermID Version field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.10.2b Route of Administration TermID

Populates the Patient RoA TermID field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.11.1 Parent Route of Administration (free text)

Populates the Parent RoA Text field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.11.2a Parent Route of Administration TermID Version Date /

Populates the Parent RoA TermID Version field on the Case Product Dosage.

Number
G.k.4.r.11.2b Parent Route of Administration TermID

Populates the Parent RoA TermID field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.7.r Indication for Use in Case
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

G.k.7.r.1 Indication as Reported by the Primary Source

Populates the Name Reported field on the Case Product Indication.

G.k.7.r.2a MedDRA Version for Indication

Populates the MedDRA Version field on the Case.

G.k.7.r.2b Indication (MedDRA code)

Populates the Name (MedDRA) field on the Case Product Indication.

G.k.9.i Drug-reaction(s) / Event(s) Matrix
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

G.k.9.i.1 Reaction(s) / Event(s) Assessed

Populates the specific reaction or event being assessed, in the Case Adverse Event field on the Case
Assessment.

G.k.9.i.3.1a Time Interval between Beginning of Drug Administration and

Populates the First Dose Latency (number) field on the Case Assessment.

Start of Reaction / Event (number)
G.k.9.i.3.1b Time Interval between Beginning of Drug Administration and

Populates the appropriate unit in the First Dose Latency (unit) field on the Case Assessment.

Start of Reaction / Event (unit)
G.k.9.i.3.2a Time Interval between Last Dose of Drug and Start of

Populates the Last Dose Latency (number) field on the Case Assessment.

Reaction / Event (number)
G.k.9.i.3.2b Time Interval between Last Dose of Drug and Start of

Populates the appropriate unit in the Last Dose Latency (unit) field on the Case Assessment.

Reaction / Event (unit)
G.k.9.i.4 Did Reaction Recur on Re-administration?

Populates the Reaction Recurrence field on the Case Assessment.

G.k.9.i.2.r Assessment of Relatedness of Drug to Reaction(s) / Event(s)
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

G.k.9.i.2.r.1 Source of Assessment

The system imports the value to one of the following fields on the Case Assessment Result, ordered by priority:
1. Source Type
2. Source (text)

G.k.9.i.2.r.2 Method of Assessment

The system imports the value to one of the following fields on the Case Assessment Result, ordered by priority:
1. Method of Assessment
2. Method (text)

G.k.9.i.2.r.3 Result of Assessment

The system imports the value to one of the following fields on the Case Assessment Result, ordered by priority:
1. Assessment Result
2. Result (text)

H Narrative Case Summary and Further Information
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

H.1 Case Narrative Including Clinical Course, Therapeutic Measures,

Populates the Narrative Text field on the Case.

Outcome and Additional Relevant Information

The contents of this element are also imported into a case document classified as Case > Summary >
Narrative.

H.2 Reporter's Comments

Populates the Reporter's Comments field on the Case.

H.4 Sender's Comments

Populates the Sender Comments field on the Transmission and Case.

H.3.r Sender's Diagnosis
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

H.3.r.1a MedDRA Version for Sender's Diagnosis / Syndrome and / or

Populates the MedDRA Version field on the Case.

Reclassification of Reaction / Event
H.3.r.1b Sender's Diagnosis / Syndrome and / or Reclassification of

Populates the Name (MedDRA) field on the Case Diagnosis.

Reaction / Event (MedDRA code)

H.5.r Case Summary and Reporter's Comments in Native Language
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

H.5.r.1a Case Summary and Reporter's Comments Text

The contents of this element are imported into a case document classified as Case > Summary > Narrative.

H.5.r.1b Case Summary and Reporter's Comments Language

Maps the 3-letter ISO code to the appropriate option in the Language (ISO) document field for the Case
document classified with the Case > Summary >Narrative.
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About E2B Case Import
Vault Safety can import E2B files using one of the following methods:
Manually uploading the document and using the Create Inbox Item/AER from Document action.
The following pages provide more information:
i. Import an Inbox Item from an E2B File
ii. Create an AER: Use an E2B File
Receiving an E2B file from an inbound AS2 Gateway Transmission
Receiving an E2B file from the Receive E2B API
See Receive an E2B Transmission to learn more about the process of receiving E2B files from an AS2 Gateway or API Transmission.
When you import a Case from an E2B file, Vault Safety maps all case data and documents to the appropriate object records, fields, and documents.
When you import an Inbox Item or AER from an E2B file, because only certain fields are displayed on Inbox Items and AER page layouts, many fields and child records
do not appear until you promote to a Case.

Note

To successfully import attachments from an E2B file, the Case > Source > Attachment and Case > Source > Literature document types must exist in your

vault. Per default configuration, these document types must be assigned the Case Source Lifecycle and system-managed auto-naming must be enabled. If
attachments fail to import, contact your administrator to verify these settings.

E2B Import Study and Product Matching
Vault Safety attempts to match E2B-imported Cases with the relevant Studies and Products set up in the Business Admin library.
The system only looks at Studies and Products under the Organization set on the E2B document.
The following flowchart summarizes how the system performs Study and Product matching during E2B import:

Study and Product Matching Flow

Study Matching

Note

For AERs, the E2B Report Type (C.1.3 / A.1.4) must be Study to import study information and attempt study

matching. This restriction does not apply to Inbox Item E2B import.

The system matches Study and Study Registrations using one of the following two scenarios:
Scenario 1: (E2B R3 only) If the E2B file contains at least one valid Study Registration, the study is matched using the
registration number and country on Study Registrations.
A Study Registration is valid when it contains both C.5.1.r.1 (Registration Number) and C.5.1.r.2 (Registration Country),
with a valid country code.
Scenario 2: (E2B R2 and R3) If there is no valid study registration in the E2B file, the study is matched using the Study
Number. This is the only Study matching scenario available for E2B R2 imports.
The following table describes the matching logic and result for scenarios 1 and 2:

MATCHING
E2B

VAULT

SCENARIO

E2B R3

R2

OBJECT

1

C.5.1.r.1

N/A

Study >

RESULT

VAULT FIELD

If both the Registration Number and

registration_number__v

Study

Country match a Study Registration:

Registration

Study link added to the Case >
Study ( study__v ) field.

C.5.1.r.2

N/A

Study >

Study Registration link added to

country__v

Study

the Case > Study Registration

Registration

( study_registration__v )
field.

2

C.5.3

A.2.3.2

Study

Study link added to the Case >

name_v

Study ( study__v ) field.
Study Registration not
matched.

For E2B R3 imports, if multiple Studies contain a matching Study Registration, the system uses C.5.3 (Study Number) to
find the correct Study. If C.5.3 does not match any Study, no match is found and the E2B notification logs a warning.

Note

There is no match if any E2B C.5.1.r.1 (Registration Number) or C.5.1.r.2 (Registration Country) conflict with

the Registration Numbers and Countries listed on the Vault Safety Study record. In other words, the Vault Safety
Study must contain all registrations contained in an E2B R3 file.

Study Product Matching

The following prerequisites must be met to match Study Products:
The E2B study must have been matched to a Vault Safety Study.
The E2B product must not be blinded (G.k.2.5).
If blinded, the product is imported as an External Product.
The E2B drug role (G.k.1/B.4.k.1) must be Suspect, Interacting, Drug not administered, or unspecified (null).
If unspecified, the Drug Role is mapped to Suspect on import.
When the above prerequisites are met, the system attempts to match the Study Product using the MPID, PHPID,
Substance TermID, or Name:

MATCHING
VAULT
SCENARIO
1

E2B R3

E2B R2

OBJECT

G.k.2.1.1b

N/A

Study

RESULT

VAULT FIELD

If any scenario (1–5)

mpid__v

Product >

matches:

Product

Product link added to the

Registration

Case Product > Study
Product

G.k.2.1.2b

2

N/A

Study

phpid__v

( study_product__v )

Product >

field.

Product

Case Product > Product

Registration
G.k.2.3.r.2b

3

N/A

Study

Type
( object_type__v ) is

term_id__v

set to Study Product.

Product >
(all) Study
Product
Substances
4

G.k.3.1

B.4.k.4.1

Study

registration_number__v

Product >
Product
Registration
G.k.2.2

5

N/A

Study

name__v

Product

If none of the above scenarios match, the system attempts non-Study Product matching. If there is no match to a nonStudy Product, the system attempts to match the reported Product using the Product Aliases and Substance Aliases
library. You can add new aliases to a Product or Substance. If the system can’t find a match using aliases, t the Case
Product is imported with the Case Product > Product Type ( object_type__v ) set to External Product.
Primary Product: The first imported Case Product with Drug Role=Suspect that's matched to a Study Product is made
the primary Case Product. If there are no Case Products with Drug Role=Suspect, the first imported Study Product is
made primary.

Product Matching (Non-Study)

The system attempts to match the Case Product to the Product library using the following logic:

MATCHING
VAULT
SCENARIO
1

E2B R3

E2B R2

OBJECT

G.k.2.1.1b

N/A

Product >

VAULT FIELD

RESULT
If a scenario 1–3 matches:

mpid__v

Product

Product link added to the Case

Registration

Product > Product
( product__v ) field.

2

G.k.2.1.2b

N/A

Product >

Product Registration link added to

phpid__v

Product

the Case Product > Product

Registration

Registration
( product_registration__v )
field.

3

G.k.3.1

B.4.k.4.1

Product >

registration_number_v

Product

Case Product > Product Type

Registration

( object_type__v ) is set to the
type on the matching product.

4

G.k.2.2

B.4.k.2.1

Product

If only scenario 4 matches:

name__v

Product link added to the Case
Product > Product
( product__v ) field.
Case Product > Product Type
( object_type__v ) is set to the
type on the matching product.

If none of the above scenarios match, the system attempts to match the reported Product using the Product Aliases and
Substance Aliases library. You can add new aliases to a Product or Substance.
If the E2B product is blinded:
No Product or Product Registration matched.
Case Product > Product Type > ( object_type__v ) is set to External Product.
Primary Product: The first imported Case Product with Drug Role=Suspect that's matched to a Product is made the
primary Case Product. If there are no Case Products with Drug Role=Suspect, the first imported Case Product is made
primary.

Product and Substance Alias Matching

You must have added Product and Substance aliases to the library in order to use them to match the reported Product.
The system attempts to match the reported Case Product to an alias from the Product Aliases list. If there is a match, the
reported Case Product is linked to a Case Product in the library.
If the system can not find a match using the Product Aliases list, the system attempts to match the reported Product
Substance to an alias from the Substance Aliases list. If there is a match, the reported Product substance is linked to the
associated Product of the substance alias.
Note that there must be an absolute match for the system to match the reported Case Product to a product in the library.
The following diagram illustrates an example of an absolute match and a non-absolute match:

Absolute and Non-Absolute Alias Match

If there are multiple reported substances that match one product in the Library, the system still links the reported
Case Product to the respective product in the library, in this scenario, Cholecap.
If the reported substances match to different products in the Library, the system does not find a product match. In
this scenario, the reported Case Product does not match to either DrugX or Cholecap. Similarly, if one reported
substance matches multiple products in the Library, the system can not find an associated product match for the reported
substance.
If the system can not find any matches for the reported Product, the system imports it with the Case Product > Product
Type ( object_type__v ) set to External Product.

E2B Imported MedDRA
If your vault has an active MedDRA dictionary, the system auto-codes MedDRA terms when the E2B file contains reported medical terms with no MedDRA code.

Case MedDRA Version
When you create an Imported Case from an E2B file, the Case MedDRA Version is set by using the MedDRA Version in the E2B file. If there is no MedDRA Version, or
multiple MedDRA Versions in the source E2B file, the Case MedDRA Version is set to “-”. This also occurs when the E2B MedDRA Version is older than the oldest
supported version in MedDRA central.
When you promote a Case from an Inbox Item or AER, the Case MedDRA Version is set by the vault’s active MedDRA Version.

Import Non-Current MedDRA Terms
The centralized MedDRA dictionary supports auto-coding of non-current terms during E2B import. This capability exists for all MedDRA-supported languages except
Japanese.
The

tag is displayed when the E2B MedDRA Version is not in sync with the Case MedDRA Version or if the coded term is non-current.

Recode Tag Displayed Next to MedDRA Term from E2B Import

When you import an E2B file that contains current terms from an older MedDRA Version (for example, 18.0) than the oldest MedDRA Version supported in MedDRA
central, the system will attempt to code the term if it exists. The Imported Case will display a

Note

tag next to the coded term.

Coding of non-current terms is not supported when the E2B file contains a term that only exists in a newer version than the latest supported MedDRA

Version in MedDRA central.

E2B Data Element Field Mapping
Toggle between the following tabs to learn how Vault Safety maps information to create a Case and during an E2B (R3) or E2B (R2) import.

Tip

For E2B ACK Generation mapping, see Receive an E2B Transmission: ACK Generation Mapping.

M.1 ICH ICSR Transmission Identification (batch wrapper)
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

M.1.4 Batch Number

Populates the E2B Message ID field on the Inbound Transmission.

M.1.5 Batch Sender Identifier

Populates the Origin ID field on the Inbound Transmission.

M.1.7b Date of Batch Transmission

Populates the date in the Transmission Date field on the Inbound Transmission.

ICH ICSR Message Header (message wrapper)
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

Message Identifier

Populates the UID field on the Case Identifier object.

Message Sender Identifier

Populates the Origin ID field on the Inbound Transmission.

Message Receiver Identifier

Populates the Destination ID field on the Inbound Transmission.

Date of Message Creation

Populates the Message Creation Date on the Inbound Transmission.

A: Administrative and Identification Numbers
A.1 Identification of the Case Safety Report
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

A.1.0.1 Sender's (case) Safety Report Unique Identifier

Populates the UID field on the Case Number object. If the < safetyreportversion > tag is included, this tag
populates the Safety Report Version field on the Inbound Transmission.

A.1.1 Reporter's Country Code

Populates the appropriate Country on the Case Contact object, based on the ISO code.

A.1.2 Identification of the Country Where the Reaction / Event Occurred

Populates the Event Country field on the primary Case Adverse Event.

A.1.3 Date of Transmission

Populates the Transmission Date field on the Inbound Transmission.
If the Inbound Transmission specifies an Origin Organization where the PV Agreement field is not set to Agent,
this date also populates the Case Receipt Date and the Case New Info Date. Otherwise, the system maps A.1.6
to the Case Receipt Date and A.1.7 to the Case New Info Date.

A.1.4 Type of Report

Populates the Report Type field on the Case.

A.1.5.1 Serious

Populates the Seriousness field on the Case Adverse Event.

A.1.5.2 Seriousness Criteria

Populates the Seriousness field on the Case Adverse Event.

A.1.6 Date Report Was First Received from Source

Populates the Receipt Date field on the Inbound Transmission.
If the Inbound Transmission specifies an Origin Organization where the PV Agreement field is set to Agent, this
date also populates the Case Receipt Date. Otherwise, the system maps A.1.3 to the Case Receipt Date.

A.1.7 Date of Most Recent Information for This Report

If the Inbound Transmission specifies an Origin Organization where the PV Agreement field is set to Agent, this
date populates the Case New Info Date. Otherwise, the system maps A.1.3 to the Case New Info Date.

A.1.8.1 Are Additional Documents Available

Attachments included in the transmission under C.1.6 are imported and classified using the Case > Source >
Attachment document type.

A.1.8.2 Documents Held by Sender

Populates the Attachment Description and Attachment Description Continued fields on documents
imported with the Case > Source > Attachment document type.

A.1.9 Does this case fulfill the local criteria for an expedited report

Populates the Expedited Flag field on the Case.

A.1.10.1 Regulatory authority's case report number

Populates the Worldwide UID field on the Case Number object.

A.1.10.2 Other sender's case report number

Populates the First Sender field on the original inbound Transmission.
The Transmission Date is used to find the original Transmission.

A.1.11 Other Case Identifiers in Previous Transmissions

Case identifiers are imported using the Case Identifier object.

A.1.11.1 Source(s) of the Case Identifier

Populates the Source field on the Case Identifier object.

A.1.11.2 Case Identifier(s)

Populates the Name field on the Case Identifier object.

A.1.12 Identification Number of the Report Which Is Linked to This Report

Populates the Related Case Identifier field on the Case Relationship object.

A.1.13 Report Nullification / Amendment

Populates the Reason field on the Inbound Transmission.

A.1.13.1 Reason for Nullification / Amendment

Populates the Reason Text field on the Inbound Transmission.

A.1.14 Medical Confirmation by Healthcare Professional

When True, sets the HCP Confirmed field to Yes on the Case Adverse Event.

A.2 Primary Source(s) of Information
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

A.2.1.1a Reporter's Title

Populates the Title field on the Case Contact record.

A.2.1.1b Reporter's Given Name

Populates the First Name field on the Case Contact record.

A.2.1.1c Reporter's Middle Name

Populates the Middle Name field on the Case Contact record.

A.2.1.1d Reporter's Family Name

Populates the Last Name field on the Case Contact record.

A.2.1.2a Reporter's Organisation

Populates the Organization field on the Case Contact record.

A.2.1.2b Reporter's Department

Populates the Department field on the Case Contact record.

A.2.1.2c Reporter's Street

Populates the Street field on the Case Contact record.

A.2.1.2d Reporter's City

Populates the City field on the Case Contact record.

A.2.1.2e Reporter's State or Province

Populates the State/Province field on the Case Contact record.

A.2.1.2f Reporter's Postcode

Populates the Postal Code/Zip Code field on the Case Contact record.

A.2.1.3 Reporter's Country Code

Populates the appropriate Country on the Case Contact object, based on the ISO code.

A.2.1.4 Qualification

Populates the Qualification field on the Case Contact record.

A.3 Information on Sender of Case Safety Report
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

A.3.1.1 Sender Type

Populates the Sender Type field on the Sender Case Contact on the Inbound Transmission.

A.3.1.2 Sender's Organisation

Populates the Organisation field on the Sender Case Contact on the Inbound Transmission.

A.3.1.3a Sender's Department

Populates the Department field on the Sender Case Contact on the Inbound Transmission.

A.3.1.3b Sender's Title

Populates the Title field on the Sender Case Contact on the Inbound Transmission.

A.3.1.3c Sender's Given Name

Populates the First Name field on the Sender Case Contact on the Inbound Transmission.

A.3.1.3d Sender's Middle Name

Populates the Middle Name field on the Sender Case Contact on the Inbound Transmission.

A.3.1.3e Sender's Family Name

Populates the Last Name field on the Sender Case Contact on the Inbound Transmission.

A.3.1.4a Sender's Street Address

Populates the Street field on the Sender Case Contact on the Inbound Transmission.

A.3.1.4b Sender's City

Populates the City field on the Sender Case Contact on the Inbound Transmission.

A.3.1.4c Sender's State or Province

Populates the State / Province field on the Sender Case Contact on the Inbound Transmission.

A.3.1.4d Sender's Postcode

Populates the Postal Code / Zip Code field on the Sender Case Contact on the Inbound Transmission.

A.3.1.4e Sender's Country Code

Populates the Country field on the Sender Case Contact on the Inbound Transmission.

A.3.1.4f Sender's Telephone

Populates the Telephone field on the Sender Case Contact on the Inbound Transmission.

A.3.1.4i Sender's Fax

Populates the Fax field on the Sender Case Contact on the Inbound Transmission.

A.3.1.4 Sender's E-mail Address

Populates the Email field on the Sender Case Contact on the Inbound Transmission.

A.2.2 Literature Reference(s)

The system creates a placeholder document with the Case > Source > Literature document type and imports
this value to the Reference document field.

A.2.3.1 Study Name

Populates the Study Name field on the Case.

A.2.3.2 Sponsor Study Number

Populates the Study Number field on the Case.

A.2.3.3 Study Type Where Reaction(s) / Event(s) Were Observed

Populates the Product Usage Reason field on the Case.

B: Information on the Case
B.1 Patient Characteristics
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

B.1.1 Patient initials

Populates the Patient Initials / ID field on the Case.

B.1.1.1a GP medical record number

Populates the MRN - GP field on the Case.

B.1.1.1b Specialist record number

Populates the MRN - Specialist field on the Case.

B.1.1.1c Hospital record number

Populates the MRN - Hospital field on the Case.

B.1.1.1d Investigation number

Populates the MRN - Investigation field on the Case.

B.1.2.1 Date of birth

Populates the Date of Birth field on the Case.

B.1.2.2a Age at time of onset of reaction/event (number)

Populates the Age field on the Case.

B.1.2.2b Age at time of onset of reaction/event (unit)

Populates the Age (unit) field on the Case.

B.1.2.2.1a Gestation Period When Reaction / Event Was Observed in the

Populates the Gestation field on the Case.

Foetus (value)
B.1.2.2.1b Gestation Period When Reaction / Event Was Observed in the

Populates the unit in the Gestation (unit) field on the Case.

Foetus (unit)
B.1.2.3 Patient age group

The option populated in the Age Group field on the Case.

B.1.3 Body Weight (kg)

Populates the Weight field on the Case.

B.1.4 Height (cm)

Populates the Height (normalized) field on the Case.

Back to Top
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B.1.5 Sex

The option populated in the Gender field on the Case.

B.1.6 Last menstrual period date

Populates the Last Menstrual field on the Case.

E2B R2
E2B R3
B.1.7.1a.1 MedDRA Version for Medical History

Populates the active MedDRA dictionary in the MedDRA Version field on the Case.

B.1.7.1a.2 Medical History (disease / surgical procedure / etc.) (MedDRA

Codes the MedDRA LLT on the Case Medical History object.

code)
B.1.7.1c Start Date

Populates the Start Date field on the Case Medical History object.

B.1.7.1d Continuing

Populates the Continuing field on the Case Medical History object.

B.1.7.1f End Date

Populates the End Date field on the Case Medical History object.

B.1.7.1g Comments

Populates the Comments field on the Case Medical History object.

B.1.7.2 Text for Relevant Medical History and Concurrent Conditions (not

Populates the Medical History Text field on the Case.

including reaction / event)
B.1.8a Name of Drug as Reported

Populates the Name Reported field on the Case Drug History Object.

B.1.8c Start date

Populates the Start Date field on the Case Drug History Object.

B.1.8e End Date

Populates the End Date field on the Case Drug History Object.

B.1.8f.1 MedDRA Version for Reaction

Populates the active MedDRA dictionary in the MedDRA Version field on the Case.

B.1.8f.2 Indication (MedDRA code)

Codes the MedDRA LLT for the indication on the Case Drug History Object.

B.1.8g.1 MedDRA Version for Reaction

Populates the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

B.1.8g.2 Reaction (MedDRA code)

Populates the Reaction MedDRA field on the Case Drug History Object.

B.1.9.1 Date of Death

Populates the Date of Death field on the Case.

B.1.9.2a MedDRA Version for Reported Cause(s) of Death

Populates the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

B.1.9.2b Reported Cause(s) of Death (MedDRA code)

Codes the MedDRA LLT on the Reported Case Cause of Death object.

B.1.9.3 Was Autopsy Done?

Populates the Autopsy field on the Case.

B.1.9.4a MedDRA Version for Autopsy-determined Cause(s) of Death

Populates the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

B.1.9.4b Autopsy-determined Cause(s) of Death

Codes the MedDRA LLT on the Autopsy-Determined Case Cause of Death object. If the system cannot find a
match for the MedDRA term, the value is mapped as free text to the Cause (Reported)
( name_reported__v ) field.

B.1.10.1 Parent Identification

Populates the Patient ID field on the associated Parent-type Case.

B.1.10.2.1 Date of Birth of Parent

Populates the Date of Birth field on the associated Parental-type Case.

B.1.10.2.2a Age of Parent (number)

Populates the Age field on the associated Parental-type Case.

B.1.10.2.2b Age of Parent (unit)

Populates the Age (unit) field on the associated Parental-type Case.

B.1.10.3 Last Menstrual Period Date of Parent

Populates the Last Menstrual field on the associated Parental-type Case.

B.1.10.4 Body Weight (kg) of Parent

Populates the Weight field on the associated Parental-type Case.

B.1.10.5 Height (cm) of Parent

Populates the Height (normalized) field on the associated Parental-type Case.

B.1.10.6 Sex of Parent

Populates the Gender field on the Case.

B.1.10.7.1a.1 MedDRA Version for Medical History

Populates the active MedDRA dictionary in the MedDRA Version field on the associated Parental-type Case.

B.1.10.7.1a.2 Medical History (disease / surgical procedure/ etc.)

Codes the MedDRA LLT on the Case Medical History object on the associated Parental-type Case.

(MedDRA code)
B.1.10.7.1c Start Date (value)

Populates the Start Date field on the Case Medical History object on the associated Parental-type Case.

B.1.10.7.1d Continuing

Populates the Continuing field on the Case Medical History object on the associated Parental-type Case.

B.1.10.7.1f End Date

Populates the End Date field on the Case Medical History object on the associated Parental-type Case.

B.1.10.7.1g Comments

Populates the Comments field on the Case Medical History object on the associated Parental-type Case, to a
limit of 2,000 characters.

B.1.10.7.2 Text for Relevant Medical History and Concurrent Conditions

Populates the Medical History Text field on the associated Parental-type Case, to a limit of 10,000 characters.

of Parent
B.1.10.8a Name of Drug as Reported

Populates the Name Reported field on the Case Drug History object on the associated Parental-type Case.

B.1.10.8c Start date

Populates the Start Date field on the Case Drug History object on the associated Parental-type Case.

B.1.10.8e End Date

Populates the End Date field on the Case Drug History object on the associated Parental-type Case.

B.1.10.8f.1 MedDRA Version for Indication

Populates the active MedDRA dictionary in the MedDRA Version field on the associated Parental-type Case.

B.1.10.8f.2 Indication (MedDRA code)

Codes the indication MedDRA LLT on the Case Drug History object on the associated Parental-type Case.

B.1.10.8g.1 MedDRA Version for Reaction

Populates the active MedDRA dictionary in the MedDRA Version field on the associated Parental-type Case.

B.1.10.8g.2 Reactions (MedDRA code)

Populates the active MedDRA dictionary in the MedDRA Version field on the associated Parental-type Case.

B.2 Reaction(s)/Event(s)
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

B.2.i.0 Reaction / Event as Reported by the Primary Source in Native

Populates the Event (Reported) field on the Case Adverse Event.

Language
B.2.i.1a MedDRA Version for Reaction / Event (LLT)

Populates the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

B.2.i.1b Reaction / Event (MedDRA code)

Populates the Event (MedDRA) field on the Case Adverse Event.

B.2.i.3 Term highlighted by the reporter

Populates the Highlighted Term field on the Case Adverse Event.

B.2.i.4b Date of start of reaction/event (value)

Populates the Onset field on the Case Adverse Event.

B.2.i.5b Date of end of reaction/event (value)

Populates the Resolved field on the Case Adverse Event.

B.2.i.6a Duration of reaction/event (value)

Populates the Duration field on the Case Adverse Event.

B.2.i.6b Duration of reaction/event (unit)

Populates the Duration (unit) field on the Case Adverse Event.

B.2.i.7.1a Time interval between beginning of suspect drug administration

Populates the First Dose Latency (number) field on the Case Assessment.

and start of reaction/event
B.2.i.7.1b Time interval unit between suspect drug administration and

Populates the unit in the First Dose Latency (unit) field on the Case Assessment.

start of reaction/event
B.2.i.7.2a Time interval between last dose and start of reaction/event

Populates the Last Dose Latency (number) field on the Case Assessment.

B.2.i.7.2b Time interval unit between last dose and start of reaction/event

Populates the unit in the Last Dose Latency (unit) field on the Case Assessment.

B.2.i.8 Outcome of reaction/event at the time of last observation

Populates the Outcome field on the Case Adverse Event.

B.3 Results of Tests and Procedures Relevant to the Investigation of the Patient
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

B.3.1 Test Date

Populates Date field on the Case Test Result.

B.3.1c Test Name (free text)

Populates the Name (Reported) field on the Case Test Result.

B.3.1d Result

Populates the Result (qualifier) field on the Case Test Result.

B.3.1e Test Result (unit)

Populates the unit in the Result (unit) field on the Case Test Result. If the unit of measurement does not map to
a value in the system, the custom unit is populated in the Result (Unit) Text field.

B.3.1.1 Normal Low Value

Populates the unit and value in the Normal Low Value field on the Case Test Result.

B.3.1.2 Normal High Value

Populates the unit and value in the Normal High Value field on the Case Test Result.

B.3.1.3 More Information Available

Populates the More Information Available field on the Case Test Result.

B.3.2 Results of tests and procedures relevant to the investigation of the

Populates the Comment field on the Case Test Result.

patient

B.4 Drug(s) Information

B.4 Repeated Product Merging
During an E2B (R2) import, Vault Safety compares repeated B.4 sections and ensures information for the same product is consolidated to a single Case Product.
Repeated B.4 sections are consolidated and imported to a single Case Product when each of the following data elements match:
B.4.k.2.1 Proprietary medicinal product name
All B.4.k.2.2 Active substance names
B.4.k.2.3 Identification of the country where the drug was obtained

Product Dosage Merging
The system compares all product dosages under B.4.k to ensure only a single Case Product Dosage is imported when there information for the same product dosage
repeated in multiple B.4 product sections. Product dosages are merged when each of the following data elements match:
B.4.k.3 Batch/lot number

B.4.k.9 Parent route of administration (in case of a parent child/fetus report)

All B.4.k.5 Structured Dosage Information (B.4.k.5.1 to B.4.k.5.7)

B.4.k.12 Date of start of drug

B.4.k.6 Dosage text

B.4.k.14 Date of last administration

B.4.k.7 Pharmaceutical form (Dosage form)

B.4.k.15 Duration of drug administration

B.4.k.8 Route of administration

Product Dosage Merging
The system consolidates repeated product indications (B.4.k.11b) to a single Case Product Indication record during import.
If B.4.k.11b matches between two elements but B.4.k.11a (MedDRA Version for Indication) is different, only one Indication record is imported and the latest B.4.k.11a
MedDRA Version is used.

E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

B.4.k.1 Characterisation of Drug Role

Populates the Drug Role field on the Case Product object.

B.4.k.2.1 Medicinal Product Name as Reported by the Primary Source

Populates the Product (Reported) field on the Case Product object.

B.4.k.2.2 Substance / Specified Substance Name

Populates the Name (Reported) field on the Case Product Substance object.

B.4.k.2.3 Identification of the Country Where the Drug Was Obtained

Populates the Country Obtained field on the Case Product object.

B.4.k.4.1 Authorisation / Application Number

Populates the Registration Number field on the Case Product object.

B.4.k.4.2 Country of Authorisation / Application

Populates the Registration Country field on the Case Product object.

B.4.k.4.3 Name of Holder / Applicant

Populates the Registration Holder/Applicant field on the Case Product object.

B.4.k.5.1 Dose (number)

Populates the Dose (number) field on the Case Product Dosage.

B.4.k.5.2 Dose (unit)

Populates the unit in the Dose (unit) field on the Case Product Dosage.

B.4.k.5.4 Number of Units in the Interval

Populates the Frequency (number) field on the Case Product Dosage.

B.4.k.5.5 Definition of the Time Interval Unit

Populates the unit in the Frequency (unit) field on the Case Product Dosage.

B.4.k.12 Date and Time of Start of Drug

Populates the First Administration field on the Case Product Dosage.

B.4.k.14 Date and Time of Last Administration

Populates the Last Administration field on the Case Product Dosage.

B.4.k.15a Duration of Drug Administration (number)

Populates the Duration (number) field on the Case Product Dosage.

B.4.k.15b Duration of Drug Administration (unit)

Populates the unit in the Duration (unit) field on the Case Product Dosage.

B.4.k.3 Batch / Lot Number

Populates the Batch/Lot Number field on the Case Product Dosage.

B.4.k.6 Dosage Text

Populates the Dose Text field on the Case Product Dosage.

B.4.k.7 Pharmaceutical Dose Form (free text)

Populates the Dose Form Text field on the Case Product Dosage.

B.4.k.8 Route of Administration (free text)

Populates the Patient RoA Text field on the Case Product Dosage.

B.4.k.9 Parent Route of Administration (free text)

Populates the Parent RoA Text field on the Case Product Dosage.

B.4.k.5.6 Cumulative Dose to First Reaction (number)

Populates the Cumulative Dose field on the Case Product object.

B.4.k.5.7 Cumulative Dose to First Reaction (unit)

Populates the unit in the Cumulative Dose (unit) field on the Case Product object.

B.4.k.10a Gestation Period at Time of Exposure (number)

Populates the Gestation Exposure field on the Case Product object.

B.4.k.10b Gestation Period at Time of Exposure (unit)

Populates the unit in the Gestation Exposure (unit) field on the Case Product object.

B.4.k.11a MedDRA Version for Indication

Populates the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

B.4.k.11b Indication (MedDRA code)

Codes the MedDRA LLT on the Case Product Indication.

B.4.k.16 Action(s) Taken with Drug

Populates the Action Taken field on the Case Product object.

B.4.k.18.1a MedDRA version for reaction(s)/event(s) assessed

Populates the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

B.4.k.18.1b Reaction(s) / Event(s) Assessed

Populates the specific reaction or event being assessed, in the Case Adverse Event field on the Case
Assessment.

B.4.k.18.2 Source of Assessment

The system maps this value to one of the following fields on the Case Assessment Result, ordered by priority:
1. Source Type
2. Source (text)

B.4.k.18.3 Method of Assessment

The system maps this value to one of the following fields on the Case Assessment Result, ordered by priority:
1. Method of Assessment
2. Method (text)

B.4.k.18.4 Result of Assessment

The system maps the value to one of the following fields on the Case Assessment Result, ordered by priority:
1. Assessment Result
2. Result (text)

B.4.k.13.1a Time Interval between Beginning of Drug Administration and

Populates the First Dose Latency (number) field on the Case Assessment.

Start of Reaction / Event (number)
B.4.k.13.1b Time Interval between Beginning of Drug Administration and

Populates the unit in the First Dose Latency (unit) field on the Case Assessment.

Start of Reaction / Event (unit)
B.4.k.13.2a Time Interval between Last Dose of Drug and Start of

Populates the Last Dose Latency (number) field on the Case Assessment.

Reaction / Event (number)
B.4.k.13.2b Time Interval between Last Dose of Drug and Start of

Populates the unit in the Last Dose Latency (unit) field on the Case Assessment.

Reaction / Event (unit)
B.4.k.17.1 Did Reaction Recur on Re-administration?

B.4.k.17.1 populates the Reaction Recurrence field defined in B.4.k.17.2 on the Case Assessment.
Otherwise, if B.4.k.17.2 is blank, B.4.k.17.1 populates all Case Assessment records.

B.4.k.17.2 If yes to item B.4.k.17.1, which reactions or events recurred
B.4.k.19 Additional Information on Drug (free text)

Populates the Additional Information (text) field on the Case Product object.

B.5 Narrative Case Summary and Further Information
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

B.5.1 Case Narrative Including Clinical Course, Therapeutic Measures,

Populates the Narrative Text field on the Case.

Outcome and Additional Relevant Information
B.5.2 Reporter's Comments

Populates the Reporter's Comments field on the Case.

B.5.3a MedDRA Version for Sender's Diagnosis / Syndrome and / or

Populates the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

Reclassification of Reaction / Event
B.5.3b Sender's Diagnosis / Syndrome and / or Reclassification of

Codes the MedDRA LLT on the Case Diagnosis.

Reaction / Event (MedDRA code)
B.5.4 Sender's Comments

Receive an E2B Transmission
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Populates the Sender Comments field on the Case.
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Manual Inbox Item Intake
You can create an Inbox Item manually.
Last Updated Aug 12, 2022
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About Manual Inbox Items
You can manually add Inbox Items to your vault. When you create an Inbox Item record without any data, the system will automatically add the following empty sections
for data entry:
A Primary Reporter Case Contact record with a Rank 1 designation and the Contact is also Reporter checkbox enabled.
A Primary Suspect Product Case Product record with a Rank 1 designation, a Case Product Type and the Suspect Drug Role selected.
A Primary Adverse Event Medical Event record with a Rank 1 designation and an Adverse Event Type selected.

Note

You cannot copy Inbox Items.

See Perform Local Language to English Intake to process an Inbox Item in a non-English language.

Manually Create an Inbox Item
1. From the primary navigation bar, select Create > Inbox Item.
2. On the Create Inbox Item page, add sections and field values as required:

Note

A Study must have Study Arms or Unspecified Products to be selected on a manually created Inbox Item.

Inbox Item Field Reference provides descriptions of the Inbox Item fields.

Note

The Receipt Date and Report Type fields are required.

To add child records, such as Case Contacts, Products, and Medical Events, expand the appropriate section, and then select Add. You can add multiple records
of each type.
3. At the top of the page, select Save.
The system saves all the Inbox Item information at once, so you do not need to save each record individually.
Result
The system validates the data in each section and notifies you if there are any errors. If there are no errors, the system creates the Inbox Item, which appears on the
Inbox tab.
Learn how Case intake and Case promotion consider Inbox Items with Combination Products.

Manual Inbox Item Names
If the Name field appears on the Inbox Item and you enter a value in this field, the system uses that to name the Inbox Item. Otherwise, the system generates the Inbox
Item name using the default naming format.
Admins must configure the Inbox Item page layout to display the Name field. By default, this field does not appear.

Manually Create an Inbox Item from a Source Document
The following instructions are for creating Inbox Items from non-E2B documents in Vault Safety. For E2B import instructions, see Import an Inbox Item from an E2B File.
1. Go to the document in the Vault Library.
Add a Document provides instructions on adding documents to the library.

Note

The Create Inbox Item action is only available for the latest document version. The user action does not appear for older versions.

2. Verify that the following document fields are populated:
Organization: (Required) Select the Organization that will process the Inbox Item and Case.
Receipt Date: (Optional) Select the receipt date. The system snapshots this field to the Inbox Item New Info Date. If you don't specify this field, the system sets it
to the current date, by default.
Report Type: (Optional) Select the report type. If you don't specify this field, the system sets the Report Type to Spontaneous on the Inbox Item by default.
The system uses the values in these fields to automatically populate the corresponding fields on the resulting Inbox Item and Case. If you don’t see the Receipt Date
or Report Type fields, contact your administrator to add these fields.
3. Expand the All Actions (

Note

) menu, and then select Create Inbox Item.

The Create Inbox Item from Document user action label may differ depending on your Vault configuration. If you don't see this user action available,

contact your administrator to ensure that the action has been made available.

Result
The Inbox Item has been created and links to the document as it’s source document. Once created, the document Inbox Item field links to the Inbox Item.

Manual Intake from Emails
You can receive emails directly in your vault and create Inbox Items from this email source for manual intake.

Prerequisites
To enable manual Inbox Item intake from emails, an administrator must follow the steps on the Configure Email to Vault Safety Inbox Item page to set up Vault inbound
emails. After configuration, Allowed Senders can send emails to the specified inbound email address.

Emails Redirected to Vault
As an Allowed Sender, when you send an email to an inbound email address set up by your administrator, the system automatically creates:
1. A Vault document for the email source
2. A Vault document for each email attachment
3. An Inbox Item containing the email file vault document and the attachment

Note

The Inbox Item will not be created if either the email file vault document or attachment document fails to generate during email processing.

The system also sends a notification to all users with the Intake role, which alerts them of either a successful or failed Inbox Item creation.
If the system successfully creates an Inbox Item, you can proceed with manual intake.
Note that the Organization field for the Inbox Item and all linked Vault documents is automatically set. This field is set using the subaddress in the recipient’s email that
matches the API name of a sponsor-type record. The following is an example of a subaddress in the recipient’s email:

Subaddress in Recipient's Email

If the subaddress is unavailable, the system sets the field using the vault customer’s organization.

Note

The system can not use the vault customer's organization if it contains special characters. Only upper and lower case text values, numeric values (0 through

9), and the underscore ( _ ) character are supported.

E2B Case Import Data Mapping
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Import an Inbox Item from an E2B File
Vault Safety can import .xml files in E2B (R2) or (R3) format to create Inbox Items.
Last Updated Aug 12, 2022
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About Inbox Item E2B Import
When you create an Inbox Item from an E2B .xml file, Vault Safety maps each E2B data element to populate the associated Vault Safety field. Because Inbox Items do
not contain all Case fields, certain data does not appear until you promote the Inbox Item to a Case.
E2B Case Import Data Mapping describes how Vault Safety maps E2B data to a Case.
The following list outlines how you can import E2B files to create Inbox Items:
Receive an E2B Transmission through an AS2 Gateway or Intake API

Note

Automated Case promotion is possible for Inbox Items received through an AS2 Gateway Transmission if Enable Auto Promote is on. User intervention,

such as Inbox Item data entry and selecting the Promote to Case action, is not required for this process.>Automated Case promotion.

Trigger the Create Inbox Item from Document action from an E2B document in the vault library
Once you create an Inbox Item from an E2B file, the system generates a CSV rendition of this E2B file.

Prerequisites
Consider the following prerequisites for importing an Inbox Item from an E2B file:
For vaults originally deployed in 21R1 or earlier, an admin must Enable E2B Import to Inbox Item.
The .xml document in E2B format must already be in the Vault Library and the system must be finished generating a viewable rendition of the document.

Note

The .xml document must be uploaded using the Case > Source > Adverse Event Report classification and be in the New state in order to import the

Inbox Item.

Add a Document provides instructions on adding documents to the library.
The system library must contain the appropriate Organization, Product, and Study records. Otherwise, the system cannot properly map information to these records.
To automatically code MedDRA terms when the E2B file contains reported medical terms with no MedDRA code, your vault must have an active Central MedDRA
dictionary.
Your vault must have the Allow Attachments option enabled for the Case > Source > Adverse Event Report document type in the Admin area.

Import an E2B Inbox Item
1. Go to the document in the Vault Library.
Note

The Create Inbox Item action is only available for the latest document version. The user action does not appear for older versions.

2. Verify that the following document fields are populated:
Organization: (Required) Select the Organization that will process the Inbox Item and Case.
Receipt Date: (Optional) Select the receipt date. The system snapshots this field to the Inbox Item New Info Date. If you don't specify this field, the system sets it
to the current date, by default.
Report Type: (Optional) If not specified in the E2B data, select the report type. If you don't specify this field, the system sets the Report Type to Spontaneous on
the Inbox Item by default.

The system uses the values in these fields to automatically populate the corresponding fields on the resulting Inbox Item and Case. If you don’t see the Receipt Date
or Report Type fields, contact your administrator to add these fields.
3. Ensure the system has finished generating a viewable rendition of the document.
Vault Help provides more information about viewable renditions.
4. Once the viewable rendition is complete, expand the All Actions (

Note

) menu, and then select the Create Inbox Item icon (

).

If you don't see the Create Inbox Item user action, contact your administrator to ensure that the action has been made available.

Result
The system imports the document to create an Inbox Item. Once created, the document Inbox Item field links to the Inbox Item and the system adds a link to the
Inbound Transmission. The system also generates a CSV rendition of the E2B source data.
Learn how Case intake and Case promotion consider Inbox Items with Combination Products.

About the CSV Renditions of Imported E2B Files
The system generates a CSV rendition of the E2B file once you create an Inbox Item from this E2B. The rendition can be generated for E2B(R2) and (R3) files (for
example, through manual upload, AS2 gateway, or API).
To access the CSV file, go to the E2B document in the Library. Select the Document Files icon (

) on the right panel. The CSV rendition is available in the

Attachments section.
The CSV file contains E2B source data in a readable format. The following is an example snippet of a CSV file:

CSV Rendition File Example Snippet

Note the considerations for CSV renditions:
Elements that do not exist in the ICH E2B(R2) or (R3) guidelines are not included in the file.
Embedded files for E2B(R2) are not supported.
If the CSV rendition fails to generate, the E2B file will also fail to import.
When viewing the rendition using your web-browser, long blocks of text (for example, case narratives) are truncated to around one-third of the page. The complete
text block will be available in the downloaded CSV file.

Verify an E2B Imported Inbox Item
To verify the results on the E2B import, view the vault notification, and then verify the data on the Inbox Item.

Vault Notification
When the Create Inbox Item from Document process is complete, the system logs a notification on the Home tab and sends an email notification with the results of the
E2B import. To verify the operation succeeded, review the notification or email for the E2B import action.
If there are any issues mapping data from an E2B file, the notification includes a warning message explaining the affected E2B data element and value. If a mapping
issue occurs, manually enter the information on the Inbox Item.

Verify an Inbox Item
1. Go to the Inbox Item that you want to verify.
2. Expand each section on the page to view the extracted data.
3. Compare the extracted and suggested field values with the information in the Source Data panel to ensure the information is correct and valid.
4. Use the following actions to correct and verify the data:
To edit a field or address suggestions or conflicts, click into the field.
To remove a section, select Delete.
To mark a section as verified, select Verify.

Note

If the item contains invalid data, the system prevents you from verifying this section and shows a message identifying the invalid values. You are

not required to verify each section before Case promotion, however, if the Inbox Item contains invalid data, an error will appear when you promote to Case.

5. Continue onto the next section for verification and repeat these steps until each section on the Inbox Item is verified.
You can easily enter additional data and add records manually while you verify the Inbox Item. Inbox Item Field Reference provides more information.
Result
When you verify each section on an Inbox Item, you ensure that the data is valid. Select the Edit button to modify sections that you've already verified.

E2B Import Suggestions
While importing Inbox Items from E2B, Vault Safety generates suggestions to assist with processing the Inbox Item.
The system clearly identifies suggestions with a lightbulb icon, along with their confidence level and rationale to make verification easy.

Inbox Item Import Suggestion

Vault Safety can generate the following suggestions:
Drug Role for Case Products
Rank for Case Products
Event Country for Medical Events
Priority
See Inbox Item Priority Auto-Calculation below to learn more about how priority is suggested.

Inbox Item Priority Auto-Calculation
Cases should be processed in a timely manner based on their priority. When there is a high volume of Cases, it is crucial to determine Case priority quickly.
The system auto-calculates and suggests the priority for new Inbox Items based on the adverse event seriousness provided in the source data. The following table
outlines how the system assigns priority:

PRIORITY LEVEL

SERIOUSNESS

P1

Results in Death
Life Threatening

P2

Caused/Prolonged Hospitalization
Disabling/Incapacitating
Congenital Anomaly
Birth Defect
Other Medically Important Conditions

P3

Not Serious
Seriousness information was not found

Edit an Inbox Item Priority
The user can verify the suggested priority while verifying the data in the Inbox Item. They can also change the priority.
1. In the Inbox tab, select the Inbox Item you want to verify, and then expand the Details section.

Inbox Item priority

2. In the Priority field, select the dropdown menu, and then select the new priority for the Inbox Item.

Change the Inbox Item Priority

Result
The Inbox Item is assigned a new priority.
The user can display Inbox Items with a higher priority by filtering for these items. See Filter and Sort Inbox Items for more information.

E2B Import Source Data Pane
When an Inbox Item is imported from an E2B file, the Source Data pane shows the field values mapped from the E2B file:

E2B Import Source Data Pane

The Source Data pane displays both short text and long text for structured data.
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Perform Local Language to English Intake
Through the Inbox Item, you can perform case intake in the reporter's local language while translating to English.
Last Updated Aug 12, 2022
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Local Language to English Intake
Vault Safety supports dual language intake for entering cases that are received in a non-English language but require reporting in English. This article covers this intake
scenario only. For localized (non-English) submissions, see Prepare a Localized Case.
When you promote an Inbox Item with local data to a Case, the system generates a Case in the local language. The system maps the relevant field values to the Cases.
For example, the EMA requires ICSR submissions in English. If an adverse event that occurred in Germany is reported in German. Vault Safety intake users can enter
data in the source language (German) while entering the corresponding English translations in the text fields on the Inbox Item. When the Inbox Item is promoted to a
Case, the system maps the data to create a Global Case which can be used for English Submissions.

Note

This feature is available for intake using the Inbox Item object only. This feature is not available for AER intake.

Prerequisites
For vaults originally deployed in 22R1 (April 2022) and earlier, an admin must add the Default Localization field to the User Profile.
For vaults originally deployed in 21R1 (April 2021) or earlier, an admin must Enable Local Language to English Intake.
You must create an Inbox Item manually to be able to enter translations. See Create an Inbox Item Manually for instructions.

Display Localized Field Labels
You can view fields in Vault in your preferred language by selecting a language from your User Profile. When you change this setting, all field labels and picklist values in
Vault will display in the selected language. The Default Localization field determines the language in Object Reference fields, such as Report Type.

The Default Localization and Language Fields on the User Profile

Note

If the Default Localization field is blank, the system automatically refers to the Language field to determine the language for the picklist field values.

Configuring the above settings allows you to perform localized manual intake with Inbox Items.

Show Dual Entry Fields
When an Inbox Item has the Localization field set to a non-global language, you can perform local language to English translation:
1. Set the Localization field to the language the adverse event was reported in.
The Localization field is typically in the Organization and Region section.
2. Save the Inbox Item.
Result
After saving the Inbox Item with the Localization field, local intake fields are available.

Note

By default on Localized Inbox Items and Cases, Vault Safety displays all local dual-entry fields on Inbox Items and Cases. For each Localization record,

Administrators can configure Localization Scope to limit local language entry to Narratives, Company Comments, or both. Because Inbox Items do not include
Narratives or Company Comments, when Localization Scope is limited, dual-entry fields first appear after the Promote to Case user action. All other Inbox Item and
Case fields are for English-language entry, as on a Global Case.

Local Intake Fields with English Translations
The following sections provide more information on how information is translated during intake:
Text Fields
Picklist and Object Fields
Adverse Events
For descriptions of Inbox Item fields see, Inbox Item Field Reference.

Translate Text Fields
You can manually translate text fields during intake. For each text field that supports dual language intake, there are two fields:
1. In the first field, enter the information in the language the adverse event was reported in.
2. In the second field, marked with

, enter the English translation.

Dual Language Entry Text Field

Text Field Mapping on Case Promotion
On Case promotion, only the

field translations are mapped to the Global Case. The field values in the local language are not copied over to the Global Case.

The following table describes how Vault Safety maps text fields with local and English values on Case promotion:

INBOX ITEM
SECTION

CASE
FIELD

OBJECT

FIELD

Details

Reporter Comments

Case (Narrative)

Reporters Comments

Case Contact

Additional Information

Case Contact

Additional Information

Case Contact

Organization

Case Contact

Organization

Case Contact

Department

Case Contact

Department

Product

Product (Reported)

Case Product

Product (Reported)

Product > Dosage

Dose Form (Custom)*

Case Product Dosage

Dose Form

Product > Dosage

Patient RoA (Custom)*

Case Product Dosage

Patient RoA

Product > Dosage

Dose Text

Case Product Dosage

Dose Text

*Text translations are only available when entering custom Dose Forms or Patient RoAs. Translations for standard system-provided Dose Forms and Patient RoA values are automatically
mapped upon Case promotion.

Picklist and Object Field Translations
Any system-provided and managed picklists and object lookup fields are shown in the value selected in the Default Localization field on your User Profile. Note that
custom picklists and object records will not be automatically translated:
Controlled Vocabularies
Route of Administrations
Dose Forms
Units of Measurement
Reasons Omitted

Event MedDRA Translations
The Event field for Adverse Events contains an extended MedDRA control that can automatically translate coded MedDRA terms from the language selected in the
Localization field to English.
If you set the Localization field to a specific language on the Inbox Item, that language is automatically selected as the MedDRA control language in the Medical Events
section and Product section.
If a term cannot be coded, you can use the

field to manually enter the English translation of the reported term. See a Code Multilingual MedDRA Terms for more

information.

MedDRA Translation Field

Event Field Mapping on Case Promotion
For Case Adverse Events, the system maps the event as it was reported in the local language, the MedDRA code, and the English translation. However, the LLT term is
always displayed in English on the promoted Case because Cases are processed in English.
The following image and corresponding table provides this mapping:

Case Adverse Event Local Intake Mapping

REFERENCE

INBOX ITEM FIELD

CASE FIELD

Event

Event (Reported) ( event_reported__v )
Event (Reported) - English ( event_reported_english__v )

N/A

MedDRA Code

Event MedDRA ( event_meddra__v )

MedDRA Language

Event (Reported) - Language ( event_reported_language_v )
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Inbox Item Field Reference
Learn about the standard fields available for verification and data entry on an Inbox Item.
Last Updated Aug 12, 2022

Sections in This Article
Inbox Item Data Entry Validation
Organization and Region Section
Case Validity and Source Section
Details Section
Contacts Section
Patient Section
Products Section
Product Fields
Dosage Fields
Medical Events Section
This article describes the fields available for data entry on the Inbox Item. The fields are arranged in the order they appear on the page layout provided in the Vault Safety
template. You may see additional fields or a different layout, depending on your vault’s configuration.
You can also sort Inbox Items by certain fields on the Inbox tab. For example, sorting by New Info Date to view late Cases.

Sort Inbox Items by New Info Date

Inbox Item Data Entry Validation
Inbox Items are validated during data entry and verification. Additional validations may occur during Case promotion, according to set validation rules.
If an Inbox Item does not meet the following criteria, you cannot save or verify that section.

Note

Custom validation rules are not supported on Inbox Items.

DATA

VALIDATION RULES

Dates

Cannot be in the future.
Must be later than 1800/01/01.
The Date of Death must be later than the First Admin Date, Last Admin Date, Adverse Event Onset and Cessation dates, as well as all Dosage Administration dates.
The Last Admin Date must be later than the First Admin Date.
Minimum precision required for New Info Date is the day.

Details

New Info Date and Report Type fields are required.

Medical Events

The Type field is required for all Medical Events.

Products

The Type field is required for all Products.

Patient

An Inbox Item can only contain one Patient-type Case Contact record.

Rank

Only one record per section can be assigned Rank 1 (primary), including Products, Medical Events, and Reporter-type Case Contact records.
A Product record assigned Rank 1 (primary) must have a value specified in the Product (Reported) field.

All Fields

Value and Unit fields must specify both a value and unit, or neither.
Text field values must adhere to the maximum number of characters.
Number field values must adhere to the following limits:
Minimum value
Maximum value
Decimal places

Admins can view individual field limits for Inbox Item fields by viewing the corresponding fields on the Case object.

Note

Organization and Region Section
The Organization and Region section specifies the associated Organization and whether this Case will be domestic or global.

Inbox Item Organization and Region

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Organization

(Required) This field designates the sponsor Organization.
Select the sponsor Organization. If your account is affiliated with only one Organization in your vault, the system populates this field automatically.

Localization

The local language the source report was received in.
Select the appropriate locale to make dual language (local to English) data entry available.
To learn more, see Perform Local Language Intake.

Case Validity and Source Section
The Case Validity and Source section contains fields that identify whether the Inbox Item has enough information to qualify as a valid ICSR.

Inbox Item Case Validity and Source

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Study

The name of the Study associated with the Inbox Item and a link to the Study in the Business Admin library. If this field is blank, a Study is not specified.
This field is system managed and automatically populated. Do not manually select a study in this field.

Company Product

The name of the primary (Rank 1) Product on the Inbox Item and a link to the Product in the Business Admin library. If this field is blank, a Product is not specified.
This field is system managed and automatically populated.

Adverse Event

The name of the primary (Rank 1) Adverse Event on the Inbox Item. If this field is blank, an adverse event is not specified.
This field is system managed and automatically populated.

Country

The name of the country identified on the Inbox Item. If this field is blank, a country is not specified.
This field is system managed and automatically populated. The system uses the following logic to populate this field:
First, the system attempts to take the value from the Country field on the primary (Rank 1) Reporter-type Case Contact.
If the reporter country is not specified, the system attempts to take the value from the Country field on the primary (Rank 1) Adverse Event.

Identifiable Patient

This field indicates whether the Inbox Item has an identifiable patient. When you save the Inbox Item, the system checks for an identifiable patient in the Patient
section.
When at least one of the following fields in the Patient section OR the Case Contacts section with Patient Qualification is populated, this field is set to Yes:

PATIENT

CASE CONTACTS

Patient Initials

First Name

Gender

Middle Name

Date of Birth

Last Name

Age at Onset
Age Group
MRN

If you mark one or more of these fields as Masked, the patient or reporter will qualify as identifiable.
Note that if you select any other Reason Omitted value besides Masked, the system still considers the field to be blank.
This field is system managed and automatically populated.
Identifiable

This field indicates whether the Inbox Item has an identifiable reporter. When you save the Inbox Item, the system checks for an identifiable reporter in the Case

Reporter

Contacts section.
When at least one of the following fields in the Reporter-type Case Contacts section is populated, this field is set to Yes:

CASE CONTACTS
Qualification

Contact (Phone)

First Name

Contact (Fax)

Middle Name

Street

Last Name

City

Organization

State/Province

Department

Country

Email Address

Zip/Postal Code

If you mark one or more of these fields as Masked, the patient or reporter will qualify as identifiable.
Note that if you select any other Reason Omitted value besides Masked, the system still considers the field to be blank.
This field is system managed and automatically populated.
Source Document

The source document for the report. Use the link in this field to navigate to the source document.
The system populates this field automatically when a document is used to create the Inbox Item. Otherwise, you can select the document manually.

Note

The Source Document field is not version-specific and links to the latest document version.

Details Section
Use the Details section to enter general information about the report.

Inbox Item Details Section

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Priority

The priority level of this report.
Select the appropriate priority.

New Info

(Required) The date of the most recent Follow-Up information from a primary source.

Date
Use the calendar to select the date or enter the date manually. You must specify the year, month, and day at a minimum. Time is optional.
Report

(Required) The method in which the adverse event was reported by the primary source.

Type

Select the appropriate report type.

Study

The Study associated with the report. Depending on your vault's configuration, this field may be hidden when the Report Type field is not set to Study.
Select the Study. A Study must have Study Arms or Unspecified Products to be used to manually create Inbox Items.
Upon promoting an Inbox Item, with the exception of system-generated Inbox Items containing a Study with Unspecified Products, the system snapshots the preconfigured
information from the Study library to populate details from this Study on the Case, including the Study Registration, Products, Dosage, and Indication.
Upon promoting a system-generated Inbox Item containing a Study with Unspecified Products, the imported Study Name and Number are used instead of those from the
Study library.
To learn more, see Manage Studies.

Study Arm
For manual intake, select the Study Arm that the suspect product is associated with.
Upon Case promotion, the system snapshots the preconfigured information from the Study library to populate details from this Study Arm on the Case, including the Products,
Dosage, and Indication. For blinded Study Arms, placeholder Case Products are created using the Blinded Name. For open arms, the Study Products are snapshotted to the
Case.

Note

You cannot edit this field in the following scenarios:

If you select a Study with Unspecified Products (a Study placeholder).
When an Inbox Item is imported from an E2B file.

Worldwide
UID

The worldwide unique case identification (WWUID) number for an external safety case. For example, a previously submitted case received from an MAH or partner.
If the Case is imported from an E2B file that contains a worldwide UID (A.1.10.1/C.1.8.1), this field value is imported from the E2B file. Otherwise, you can enter the value
manually for external cases. If left blank, the system automatically populates the field upon Case promotion using the Organization UID Code.

External

Unique Identifier for an external system.

System

You can manually enter the External UID.

UID
Reporter's
Comments

Enter the reporter's comments on the causality assessment, diagnosis, or other relevant topics.

Contacts Section
Use the Contacts section to capture information about the reporter and other relevant contacts.

Note

An Inbox Item can contain only one Patient-type Case Contact record.

Inbox Item Case Contacts Section

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Rank

The Reporter-type Contact ranked as 1 identifies the primary Reporter.
To order Case Contacts by rank, enter the rank number. Ranked records appear in ascending order.

Qualification

The contact's qualification.
Start typing for instant search or select the binoculars icon browse the available options. Select Patient to designate this contact a Patient-type Case Contact.

Contact is

Identifies a Reporter-type Case Contact.

also Reporter
Select this field if the case contact reported the adverse event. If you select this field, the contact becomes a Reporter-type Case Contact upon Case promotion.
To be valid, a case must contain at least one Reporter-type Case Contact.
Additional
Information
Title

Enter any additional information that cannot be captured in the other contact fields.

Enter the contact's title.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

First Name

Enter the contact's first name.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Middle Name

Enter the contact's middle name.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Last Name

Enter the contact's last name.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Organization

Enter the name of the contact's organization.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Department

Enter the name of the contact's department in their organization.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Reporter

This field is disabled if the contact is not a Reporter.

Language

Email Address

Contact

Select the Reporter's language from the dropdown menu.

Enter the contact's email address.
A contact number for the individual.

(Phone or Fax)

Street

In the first field, select either Phone or Fax. In the second field, enter the contact number.

Enter the contact's street address.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

City

Enter the name of the city where the contact resides.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

State/Province

Enter the state or province where the contact resides.
For primary Reporter-type Contacts on Domestic Cases, if a country is entered and has an associated Country State/Province record for mapping domestic state codes,
the State/Province field includes a picklist of states and provinces. If no record is found, enter the state or province as text.

Note

If the Country entered has mapped domestic state codes, but the value entered in the State/Province field does not match a mapped value, an INVALID

tag appears next to the field. Select a value from the picklist to update the State/Province to a valid value.

If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.
Country

Select the country where the contact resides.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Zip/Postal
Code

Enter the contact's zip or postal code.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Note

When the Auto-select Inbox Item Localization by Reporter Country feature is enabled, for primary Reporter-type Contacts, if the Country has a

Localization record, the Localization on the Inbox Item is automatically set based on the Reporter Country. The system maps the Localization based on the
following criteria:
If the Reporter Country is mapped to one language, that country and language are applied.
If the Reporter Country is mapped to multiple languages, the system references the Reporter Language field of the Inbox Item.
If a match is found, it is applied.
If no match is found, the system checks for an English record.
If no English record exists, the system applies the first Localization record in alphabetical order for that country.
The case is processed as a Domestic Case.
Although the Localization is applied automatically, the Localization field does not display the locale until you click into the field or save the Inbox Item. This is a
known limitation that will be addressed in a future release.

Patient Section
Use the Patient section to capture information about the patient who experienced the adverse event.

Feedback?

Inbox Item Patient Section

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Patient

Enter the patient's initials.

Initials

If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.
Gender

Select the patient's gender.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Height

The patient's height.
In the first field, enter a number. In the second field, select the unit of measurement.

Date of

The patient's birth date.

Birth

Use the Calendar pop-up tool to select a date or enter the date manually. For this field to be exported to E2B Transmissions, the full date is required with year, month, and day.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Age at

The patient's age at the onset of the adverse event.

Onset

The system automatically calculates this field upon Case promotion. If you manually enter a value, and the system later auto-calculates this field, the field is overwritten by the
auto-calculated value.

Auto-Calculation
When you promote to Case, the system automatically calculates this field using the time interval between the following dates:
i. The Case Date of Birth
ii. The Case Adverse Event Event Onset. If an Event Onset is not available, the system uses the Case Receipt Date.
When only partial dates are available, the system calculates the age using the first day in the month or year entered. For example, if only "2021" is entered, the date 1/1/2021 is
used.
Age

The patient's age group at the onset of the adverse event, according to the following criteria:

Group
AGE GROUP

AGE AT ONSET

Fetus

0 weeks/days/hours/minutes old

Neonate

More than 0 to less than 4 weeks old

Infant

4 weeks to less than 12 months old

Child

1 year to less than 12 years old

Adolescent

12 years to less than 18 years old

Adult

18 years to less than 65 years old

Elderly

65 years and older

The system automatically calculates this field upon Case promotion or when the Age at Onset field on the Case is updated. If you manually enter a value, and the system later
recalculates this field, the field is overwritten by the auto-calculated value.

Auto-Calculation
The system automatically calculates the age group based on the value in the Age at Onset field and the above criteria.
Date of

Enter the date when the patient was reported as deceased.

Death

Use the Calendar pop-up tool to select a date or enter the date manually.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

MRN

The type of MRN that you want to enter. The following options are available:
GP MRN — D.1.1.1 (R3) | B.1.1.1a (R2)
Hospital MRN — D.1.1.3 (R3) | B.1.1.1c (R2)
Investigation MRN — D.1.1.4 (R3) | B.1.1.1d (R2)
Specialist MRN — D.1.1.2 (R3) | B.1.1.1b (R2)
Select the MRN type from the drop-down list. Once you select the MRN type, the MRN Text field appears.

MRN

The MRN number corresponding to the type selected in the MRN field.

Text

Enter one or more sets of MRN numbers. For this field to appear, you must select the MRN type from the MRN field.

Products Section
Use the Products section to capture case products and drug history. When the Inbox Item is promoted to a Case, the appropriate Case Products and Drug History
records are created according to the Product Type.
For manual Study report intake, the Product section is meant only to capture concomitant medication and drug history. When a Study Arm is selected in the Details
section, the system snapshots the appropriate Study Case Products to the Case from the Study library.
If all Product fields (excluding Rank, Type, and Drug Role) are left blank, the system ignores the Case Product when promoting to Case.
If you add a new Product record, the system automatically populates that record Type as Case Product. You can edit this field.

Product Fields

Inbox Item Products Section

Note

If the Product Type is set to Drug History, you can only specify the Rank and Product fields.

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Rank

The Case Product ranked as 1 identifies the primary product.
To order products by rank, enter the rank number. Ranked records appear in ascending order.

Type

(Required) This field allows you to classify the product as either:
Case Product
Drug History
Upon Case promotion, this classification determines whether this product becomes a Case Product or a Drug History record.

Drug Role
For Products of Case Product type, if the Study Arm field is not blank, the system automatically populates this field with Concomitant. You can not edit this field.
If the Study Arm field is blank, select the characterization of the drug role in the adverse event as provided by the primary reporter or sender.
A valid Individual Case Safety Report (ICSR) must include at least one Case Product with a drug role of either Suspect, Interacting, or Drug Not Administered.
The following options are available by default, however your vault may have additional Drug Role Controlled Vocabularies configured:

DRUG
ROLE
OPTION

DESCRIPTION

Suspect

Identifies a product suspected to have contributed to the adverse event.

Interacting

Identifies a product suspected to have an interaction with another product.

Concomitant

Identifies a product taken by the patient at the time the reaction was observed.

Drug Not

Identifies a product that was not administered, but must be reported. For example, in a clinical trial setting or due to a product administration error.

Administered
Similar

Identifies a US-marketed product (such as a vaccine) that contains the same or similar device as the suspect product for which a malfunction was

Device

reported. This option is used in FDA VAERS submissions for scenario 10 (a malfunction combination product with a similar device).

Treatment

Identifies products used to treat the adverse event. This drug role is for tracking purposes only and does not appear on generated regulatory reports.

For Device-type Case Products to appear on generated MedWatch 3500A reports, the Drug Role must be Interacting or Suspect.
Product

Enter the name of the product, as reported by the source.

Company
Product

The Company Product that is suspected to be associated with the adverse event.
When manually selecting the Product, this drop-down menu lists Products in the Product Library for the Inbox Item Organization.
To learn more, see Manage Products.

Study

A link to the Study Product, as configured in the Study Library. This field appears for E2B imported Inbox Items only.

Product

To learn more, see Add a Study Product.

Registration

A link to the Product Registration record, as configured in the Product Library.
If the product registration details are already configured in the Product library, select the Product Registration record.
To learn more, see Add Product Registration Details.

Country
Obtained
Indication

Select the country where the product was obtained.

The indication for product use as reported by the primary source.
Enter the reported term in the text field, then use the Auto-Code button to automatically match and code the MedDRA term. Alternatively, use the binoculars icon to open the
MedDRA browser.
The language dropdown menu shows the MedDRA dictionary language being used. English is selected by default.
To learn more, see Code MedDRA Terms.

Dosage Fields
You can capture Dosage information for Case Product-type products.

Inbox Item Dosage Fields

Note

Inbox Items support up to 10 dosages. Additional dosages can be added after Case promotion.

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Dose

The amount of product administered at one time.
Enter the (numeric) dose value in the first field. Select the unit of measure for the dose from the picklist, or create a custom entry.

Frequency

Enter how often the dose was administered. Once you save the page, the system will calculate and display an E2B-compliant description of the values. For example, 4
times per day (.25 days).
To enter a specific time interval, select either the first or second option depending on the preferred format.
If the dosage regimen is not specific to a time interval, or the exact frequency is unknown, select the third option and specify whether the regimen was "Cyclical" or "As
Necessary".
If only the total product dosage is provided, select "Total" in the third option. For example, if a patient took 100mg of a drug in total, you should enter 100mg in the
Dose field and select "Total" in the Frequency field.

First Admin
Date

Enter the date and time (if available) when the product was first administered.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Last Admin
Date

Enter the date and time (if available) when the product was last administered.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Duration

Combined number and unit field to capture the overall duration of time that the product was administered to the patient.
The system auto-calculates this field upon Case promotion if the First Admin Date and Last Admin Date are provided.

Batch/Lot
Number

Enter the batch or lot number for the medicinal product.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Dose Form

Description of the pharmaceutical dose form.
Select an option from the picklist, or create a custom entry.
Vault Safety supports a selection of dose form terms, including terms from the Extended Eudravigilance Medicinal Product Dictionary (xEVMPD) and the Medicines and
Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (MHRA).
Encoded dose forms in E2B reports received and imported into Vault Safety will be mapped using these dictionary entries, including E2B(R2) codes received from the
MHRA.

Patient RoA

Route of administration code for the patient.
Select an option from the picklist, or create a custom entry.

Dose Text

Enter a description of the dosage when there is information that cannot be captured in the other Dosage fields.

Medical Events Section
Use the Medical Events section to capture adverse events and medical history. When the Inbox Item is promoted to a Case, the appropriate Case Adverse Events and
Medical History records are created according to the Medical Event Type.
If you add a new Medical Event record, the system automatically populates that record Type as Adverse Event. You can edit this field.

Inbox Item Medical Events Section

Note

If the Type is Medical History & Concurrent Conditions, you can only specify the Rank, Event, Onset, and Cessation fields.

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Rank

The Adverse Event ranked as 1 identifies the primary adverse event.
To order Medical Events by rank, enter the rank number. Ranked records appear in ascending order.

Type

(Required) This field allows you to classify the event as either:
Adverse Event
Medical History & Concurrent Conditions
Upon Case promotion, this classification determines whether this event becomes a Case Adverse Event or Medical History record.

Event

Description of the medical event, as reported by the primary source.
Enter the reported term in the text field, then use the Auto-Code button to automatically match and code the MedDRA term. Alternatively, use the binoculars icon to open the
MedDRA browser.
The language dropdown menu shows the MedDRA dictionary language being used. English is selected by default.
To learn more, see Code MedDRA Terms.

Event
Country
Seriousness

Select the country where the adverse event occurred.

The level of impact the adverse event had on the patient. You can enter multiple values in this field.
Select one or more seriousness criteria to describe the level of impact the adverse event had on the patient. If the event is not serious, do not select a value in this field.

Onset

The date on which the adverse event or reaction started.
Use the Calendar pop-up tool to select a date or enter the date manually.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Cessation

The date when the adverse event ended.
Use the Calendar pop-up tool to select a date or enter the date manually.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Outcome

Select the outcome of the adverse event:
fatal: Select this option when the patient's death is suspected to be related to the adverse event.
not recovered/not resolved/ongoing: Select this option when the patient had not recovered from the adverse event or for an irreversible congenital anomaly.
recovered/resolved: Select this option if the patient has fully recuperated from the adverse event.
recovered/resolved with sequelae: Select this option for an irreversible medical condition.
recovering/resolving: Select this option if the patient is recuperating from the adverse event.
unknown: Select this option when the outcome is unknown.
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Create an AER
You can create an Adverse Event Report (AER) manually or from a source document.
Last Updated Apr 29, 2022

Sections in This Article
Create an Adverse Event Report from a Document
Use an E2B File
Import an AER from an E2B File
Verify an E2B Import
Use a Non-E2B Source File
Create an AER from a Non-E2B Source File
Vault Metadata Auto-Population
Create an Adverse Event Report Manually
You can create an Adverse Event Report and enter all information manually, or create an Adverse Event Report from a source document to automatically populate
information.

Create an Adverse Event Report from a Document
With Vault Safety, you can create an AER from any kind of source document, including E2B (R2) or E2B (R3) files.
When you have a source document, we recommend that you upload and create the Adverse Event Report from that document. The information that the system can
extract and populate on the Case depends on the file type.

Note

AERs are being phased out. No new functionality is being added to AERs. Using the new Inbox (Inbox Item) is currently optional, but we recommend that

customers start using Inbox Items in 21R3 (December 2021). All customers should be using Inbox Items for intake by 23R1 (April 2023).

Use an E2B File
When you create an Adverse Event Report from an E2B .xml file, the system maps each E2B data element to populate the associated Vault Safety field. You can also
upload an E2B (R2) or E2B (R3) multi-case file to create multiple Cases from a single E2B file.

Note

E2B multi-case files have a default maximum upload limit of 100 cases per file. This limit can be increased to 1000 cases per file by Veeva Support or

product team member, upon request.

If your vault has an active MedDRA dictionary, the system automatically assigns MedDRA codes when the E2B file contains reported medical terms with no MedDRA
code. Because Adverse Event Reports do not contain all Case fields, certain data does not appear until you promote the Adverse Event Report to a Case.
E2B Case Import Data Mapping describes how Vault Safety maps E2B data to a Case.

Note

Before you import an E2B file, the system library must contain the appropriate Organization, Product, and Study records. Otherwise, the system cannot

properly map information to these records.

Import an AER from an E2B File
1. Go to the Library tab.
2. From the menu bar, select

. The Create Document window appears.

If you do not see the Create button, you do not have permission to upload documents.
3. On the Create Document window, select Upload > Continue.
4. On the Upload Files (Step 1) page, drag and drop the E2B file into the blue area or select Choose to browse for the file on your device.
5. Select Classify documents now, and then under Choose document type select Case › Source › Adverse Event Report.
6. Select Next.
7. On the Upload Files (Step 2) page, select the Organization.
8. Select Save.
9. Wait for the system to finish processing a viewable rendition of the document.
Vault Help provides more information about viewable renditions.
10. Once the viewable rendition is complete, expand the All Actions (

Note

) menu, and then select Create AER from Document.

The Create AER from Document user action may differ depending on your Vault configuration (for example, “Create Imported Case from E2B” instead

of “Create AER from Document.”)

Result
The system imports the document to create AER records. Once created, the document Case field links to created AER records. AER records created with an E2B(R3)
multi-case file will send a status notification for each created record

Verify an E2B Import
When the Create AER from Document process is complete, the system logs a notification on the Home tab and sends an email notification with the results of the E2B
import. To verify the operation succeeded, review the notification or email for the E2B import action.
If there are any issues mapping data from an E2B file, the notification includes a warning message explaining the affected E2B data element and value. If this issue
occurs, manually map the information to the Adverse Event Report.

Use a Non-E2B Source File
When you create an Adverse Event Report from a source document, such as a .pdf literature source, the system links to the document and populates certain fields on
the Adverse Event Report, using the document metadata. See Vault Metadata Auto-Population for more detail. The system also automatically populates the Source field
on the AER with a link to the source document.

Create an AER from a Non-E2B Source File
1. Go to the Library tab.
2. From the menu bar, select

. The Create Document window appears.

If you do not see the Create button, you do not have permission to upload documents.
3. On the Create Document window, select Upload > Continue.
4. On the Upload Files (Step 1) page, drag and drop your file into the blue area or select Choose to browse for the files on your device.
5. Select Classify documents now, and then under Choose document type select the document type.
Typically, the document type is classified under Case › Source, but you can use any document type for which the Create AER from Document action is configured.
6. Select Next.
7. On the Upload Files (Step 2) page, specify values for the following fields:
Organization: (Required) Select the Organization that will process the Case.
Receipt Date: (Optional) Select the receipt date. If you don't specify this field, the system sets the Receipt Date to the current date on the AER by default.
Report Type: (Optional) Select the report type. If you don't specify this field, the system sets the Report Type to Spontaneous on the AER by default.
The system uses the values in these fields to automatically populate the corresponding fields on the resulting AER and Case. If you don’t see the Receipt Date
or Report Type fields, contact your administrator to add these fields.
8. Select Save.
9. Expand the All Actions (

) menu, and then select Create AER from Document.

Result
The system imports the document to create an AER. Once created, the document Case field links to the AER record.

Vault Metadata Auto-Population
The Case > Source > Adverse Event Report document type contains the Organization, Receipt Date, and Report Type fields to capture and automatically populate this
data when you create an Adverse Event Report from a document in the library.

Note

An administrator can add these shared fields to any document type. When you create a Case, the system will auto-populate these fields as long as the

Organization field is present and populated. You can also create an AER Case from a source document that contains none or one of these fields.

Create an Adverse Event Report Manually
1. Go to the Inbox tab.
2. Select

.

The Create AER page appears.
3. Use the Create AER form to enter information from the Adverse Event Report.
Enter Adverse Event Report Information provides more information.
4. When you are done editing the Adverse Event Report, select Save.
Result
The AER is stored in the Inbox.
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Enter Report Details
Use the Details section to specify general information about the adverse event.

Details Section

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Organization

(Required) This field designates the sponsor Organization.
Select the sponsor Organization. If your account is affiliated with only one Organization in your vault, the system populates this field automatically.

Receipt Date

(Required) The date the event was first reported. This date starts the regulatory clock in calculating expedited reporting (for example, 7-day or 15-day reports).
Use the calendar to select the date or enter the date manually. You must specify the year, month, and day at a minimum. The time is optional.

New Info Date

The latest date when additional information was received about the case.
Use the calendar to select the date or enter the date manually. You must specify the year, month, and day at a minimum. Time is optional.
If you leave this field blank, the system automatically populates the date entered in the Receipt Date field once you save the page.
There can be only one New Info Date per Case version. If you overwrite this field with a new date, any previously recorded New Info Dates will appear in the audit trail.

Report Type

(Required) The method in which the adverse event was reported by the primary source.
Select the appropriate report type.

Study

The Study associated with the report. Depending on your vault's configuration, this field may be hidden when the Report Type field is not set to Study.
Select the Study.
Upon Case promotion, the system snapshots the preconfigured information from the Study library to populate details from this Study on the Case, including the Study
Registration, Products, Dosage, and Indication.
To learn more, see Manage Studies.

Study Type

The type of study for which the product was administered. Depending on your vault's configuration, this field may only appear when the Report Type is Study.
If this field is preconfigured in the associated Study, the system automatically populates this field when you promote to Case. Otherwise, you can manually select the
value.
The following options are available by default:
Clinical Trial: This option corresponds to E2B code 1 for data element C.5.4.
Individual Patient Use: For example, compassionate use, named patient basis. This option corresponds to E2B code 2 for data element C.5.4.
Other Study: For example, pharmacoepidemiology, pharmacoeconomics, intensive monitoring. This option corresponds to E2B code 3 for data element C.5.4.

Worldwide

The worldwide unique case identification (WWUID) number for an external safety case. For example, a previously submitted case received from an MAH or partner.

UID

If the Case is imported from an E2B file that contains a worldwide UID (A.1.10.1/C.1.8.1), this field value is imported from the E2B file. Otherwise, you can enter the value
manually for external cases. If left blank, the system automatically populates the field upon Case promotion using the Organization/Sponsor UID Code.

Source

The source document for the report. Use the link in this field to navigate to the source document.

Document

The system populates this field automatically when a document is used to create the Case. Otherwise, you can select the document manually.

Version

The version of the source document. Use the link in this field to navigate to the source document.
The system populates this field when you attach or create the Case from a source file.

Identifiable

This field indicates whether the report has an identifiable product or study. The value must be Yes to promote the AER to a Case.

Company

When you save the AER, the system populates this field with Yes or No, depending on whether the AER has enough data to identify a product or study.

Product
Identifiable

This field indicates whether the report has an identifiable event. The value must be Yes to promote the AER to a Case.

Reported

When you save the AER, the system populates this field with Yes or No, depending on whether the AER has enough data to identify an event.

Event
Identifiable

This field indicates whether the report has an identifiable country. The value must be Yes to promote the AER Report to a Case.

Country

When you save the AER, the system populates this field with Yes or No, depending on whether the AER has enough data to identify an event country or reporter country.

Identifiable

This field indicates whether the report has an identifiable patient. The value must be Yes to promote the AER to a Case.

Patient

When you save the AER, the system populates this field with Yes or No, depending on whether the AER has enough data to identify a patient.

Identifiable

This field indicates whether the report has an identifiable reporter. The value must be Yes to promote the AER to a Case.

Reporter

When you save the AER, the system populates this field with Yes or No, depending on whether the AER has enough data to identify a reporter.

E2B Import

This field indicates whether the AER was imported from an E2B file.
This field is system managed and automatically populated.

Follow-Up

Select the Follow-Up Rule for the questionnaires with which the system should attempt to match the Case or AER. If you leave this field blank and select Send Follow-Up,

Rule

the system uses Invalid Case (Missing Parameters) as the default value.
To learn more, see Send a Follow-Up Email Questionnaire to a Case Reporter.
This field does not appear on page layouts by default and must be added by an administrator to appear.

Send Follow-

Select this field to trigger the system to evaluate whether this Case or AER matches the criteria for one or more questionnaires. After running the process to generate

Up

questionnaires, the system clears this field.
To learn more, see Send a Follow-Up Email Questionnaire to a Case Reporter.
This field does not appear on page layouts by default and must be added by an administrator to appear.

Enter Reporter Information
Use the Reporter section to enter information about the reporting sources.
The following images show the Reporter section:
REPORTER SECTION

REPORTER SECTION WITH PRE-CONFIGURED STUDY SITE AND SITE REPORTER

Reporter Section without Pre-Configured Study Site and Site Reporter

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Study Site

In the standard Vault Safety template, the Report Type must be set to Study for this field to appear.
Select the appropriate Study Site from the list. An administrator must have previously configured a Study Site for it to appear in this list.
To learn more, see Add a Study Site.

Site Reporter

In the standard Vault Safety template, the Report Type must be set to Study for this field to appear.
Select a Study Contact from the chosen Study Site. Once you promote the AER to a Case, the system creates the primary Reporter using the selected Site Reporter
and Study Site.
To learn more, see Manage Study Contacts.

Reporter

The Reporter's qualification.

Qualification
Start typing for instant search or select the binoculars icon browse the available options.
Upon Case promotion, the system populates the HCP Confirmed field on the Case Adverse Event, based on the qualification of the reporting source specified in
this field.
If you select Patient in this field, the Patient is considered the primary Reporter and when you promote the AER to a Case, the Patient name fields are copied to the
primary Reporter Case Contact.
Reporter Country

The country where the primary Reporter resides.
Start typing for instant search or select the binoculars icon browse the available options.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Reporter First

This field does not appear if the Reporter Qualification is Patient.

Name

Enter the Reporter's first name.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Reporter Last

This field does not appear if the Reporter Qualification is Patient.

Name

Enter the Reporter's last name.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Reporter Email

Enter the Reporter's email address.

Address

To learn more, see Send a Follow-Up Email Questionnaire to a Case Reporter.
Reporter Email

Indicates whether the Reporter has consented to receive emails.

Consent

Select this field if the contact has consented to receiving email notifications or requests for follow-up information.
To learn more, see Send a Follow-Up Email Questionnaire to a Case Reporter.

Reporter

Indicates the Reporter's assessment on the adverse event causality in relation to the primary product. This field does not appear if the Reporter Qualification is

Assessment Result

Patient.
Select the appropriate option from the list. If the adverse event is serious and you specify this field, the system snapshots this field to the Reporter's Case
Assessment Result for the primary Product and SAE upon Case promotion.
To learn more, see Case Assessments.

Reporter's

Enter the Reporter's comments on the diagnosis, causality assessment, or other relevant issues.

Comments

Note

When an imported AER is promoted to a Case, the Email Address and Email Consent Provided fields are not copied over to the promoted Case.

Enter Patient Information
Use the Patient section to specify information about the patient.

Patient Section

FIELD
Patient

DESCRIPTION

Enter the patient's initials.

Initials
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.
Patient

Enter the patient's name prefix or title. This field is used in FDA VAERS reporting.

Name Prefix
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.
Patient First

Enter the patient's first name. This field is used in FDA VAERS reporting.

Name
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.
Patient

Enter the patient's middle name. This field is used in FDA VAERS reporting.

Middle Name
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.
Patient Last

Enter the patient's last name. This field is used in FDA VAERS reporting.

Name
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.
Investigation
MRN

The unique Subject/Patient ID, Centre ID, or random number in a clinical trial.
If a clinical trial investigated the adverse event, enter the following information:
The patient's medical record number with a general practitioner
The general practitioner's record number
You can enter multiple sets of record numbers in this field.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.
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Gender

Select the patient's gender.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Date of Birth

The patient's birth date.
Use the Calendar pop-up tool to select a date or enter the date manually. For this field to be exported to E2B Transmissions, the full date is required with year, month, and
day.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Age at Onset

The patient's age at the onset of the adverse event.
The system automatically calculates this field upon Case promotion. If you manually enter a value, and the system later auto-calculates this field, the field is overwritten by
the auto-calculated value.

Auto-Calculation
When you promote to Case, the system automatically calculates this field using the time interval between the following dates:
i. The Case Date of Birth
ii. The Case Adverse Event Event Onset. If an Event Onset is not available, the system uses the Case Receipt Date.
When only partial dates are available, the system calculates the age using the first day in the month or year entered. For example, if only "2021" is entered, the date
1/1/2021 is used.
Age Group

The patient's age group at the onset of the adverse event, according to the following criteria:

AGE GROUP

AGE AT ONSET

Fetus

0 weeks/days/hours/minutes old

Neonate

More than 0 to less than 4 weeks old

Infant

4 weeks to less than 12 months old

Child

1 year to less than 12 years old

Adolescent

12 years to less than 18 years old

Adult

18 years to less than 65 years old

Elderly

65 years and older

The system automatically calculates this field upon Case promotion or when the Age at Onset field on the Case is updated. If you manually enter a value, and the system
later recalculates this field, the field is overwritten by the auto-calculated value.

Auto-Calculation
The system automatically calculates the age group based on the value in the Age at Onset field and the above criteria.
Age at

The patient's age at the time of being administered the primary vaccine-type product. This field is used in FDA VAERS reporting.

Vaccination

When you promote to Case, the system automatically calculates this field upon Case promotion or when the Case is updated. If you manually enter a value, and the system
later auto-calculates this field, the field is overwritten by the auto-calculated value.

Auto-Calculation
The system automatically calculates this field when the primary Case Product is a Vaccine-type product. The age at vaccination is calculated using the time interval
between the following dates:
i. The Case Date of Birth
ii. The primary Vaccine-type Case Product Dosage First Admin Date
If there are multiple Dosages under the primary Vaccine-type Case Product, the system uses the earliest First Admin Date to calculate the age.

Note

Date of

Both date fields must be precise to at least the day to be used for auto-calculation.

Enter the date when the patient was reported as deceased.

Death

Use the Calendar pop-up tool to select a date or enter the date manually.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Specialist

The patient's medical record number with a specialist and the specialist's record number.

MRN

If the patient visited a specialist for the adverse event, enter the following information:
The patient's medical record number with a specialist
The specialist's record number
You can enter multiple sets of record numbers in this field.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Hospital

The patient's medical record number with a hospital and the hospital's record number.

MRN

If the patient visited a hospital for the adverse event, enter the following information:
The patient's medical record number with a hospital
The hospital's record number
You can enter multiple sets of record numbers in this field.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

GP MRN

The patient's medical record number with a general practitioner and the general practitioner's record number.
If the patient visited a general practitioner for the adverse event, enter the following information:
The patient's medical record number with a general practitioner
The general practitioner's record number
You can enter multiple sets of record numbers in this field.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Enter Primary Product Information
Use the Product section to specify information about the product that is suspected to be associated with the adverse event.
The fields that appear under the Product section depend on whether the Report Type field is set to Study, whether the selected Study is Blinded, and whether the
selected Study has Study Arms.

Note

If there are multiple products suspected to be associated with the adverse event, specify the most likely association. You can add additional products when

the Adverse Event Report is promoted to a Case.

The following images show the AER Product section in the standard Vault Safety template configuration:
PRODUCT (NON-STUDY)

OPEN OR SINGLE-BLINDED STUDY PRODUCT

DOUBLE BLINDED STUDY PRODUCT

Product (Non-Study Case)

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Product

The product that is suspected to be associated with the adverse event. This field does not appear if the Report Type is Study.
When manually selecting the Product, this drop-down menu lists Products in the Product Library associated with the Organization selected on the AER. Once you select a
product and save the page, this field links to the Product.
To learn more, see Manage Products.

Study
Arm

The Study Arm that the suspected product is associated with. This field only appears when the selected Study has Study Arms.
Select the Study Arm. Once you promote to Case, the system automatically populates the Study Product and Product Dosage information based on the information preconfigured on the Study Arm.
To learn more, see Manage Study Arms.

Study
Product

The Study Product that is suspected to be associated with the adverse event. This field does not appear if the Study selected on the AER is Blinded or has Study Arms.
When manually selecting the Study Product, this drop-down menu lists Study Products in the Product Library associated with the Study selected on the AER. Once you select a
product and save the page, this field links to the Study Product.
To learn more, see Add a Study Product.

Study
Blinded

This field is automatically populated with Yes or No depending on whether the Study selected on the AER is blinded.
To learn more, see Manage Studies.

Study

The reason the patient was administered the Study Product. Depending on your vault's configuration, this field may be hidden when the Report Type field is not set to Study.

Type
If this field is preconfigured in the associated Study, the system automatically populates this field when you promote to Case. Otherwise, you can manually select the value.
The following options are available, but your vault may be configured with additional options:
Clinical Trial: This option corresponds to E2B code 1 for data element C.5.4.
Individual Patient Use: For example, compassionate use, named patient basis. This option corresponds to E2B code 2 for data element C.5.4.
Other Study: For example, pharmacoepidemiology, pharmacoeconomics, intensive monitoring. This option corresponds to E2B code 3 for data element C.5.4.
This field does not appear on page layouts by default and must be added by an administrator to appear.

Enter Primary Adverse Event
Use the Adverse Event section to specify information about the primary adverse event that occurred.

Adverse Event Section

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Event

Description of the medical event, as reported by the primary source.
Enter the reported term in the text field, then use the Auto-Code button to automatically match and code the MedDRA term. Alternatively, use the binoculars icon to open the
MedDRA browser.
To learn more, see Code MedDRA Terms.

Event
Country
Seriousness

Select the country where the adverse event occurred.

The level of impact the adverse event had on the patient. You can enter multiple values in this field.
Select one or more seriousness criteria to describe the level of impact the adverse event had on the patient. If the event is not serious, do not select a value in this field.

Onset

The date on which the adverse event or reaction started.
Use the Calendar pop-up tool to select a date or enter the date manually.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Enter Medical History
Use the Medical History section to specify the patient’s medical history. Once the AER is promoted to a Case, you can use MedDRA to code the Case Medical History.

Medical History Section

FIELD
Medical History Text

Medical History Text (reason omitted)
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Enter the medical history and concurrent conditions for the patient, not including the adverse reaction or event.

If the source report omits the medical history, select the option that describes why this information is not available.
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Reject an AER
If an Adverse Event Report is invalid or already exists, reject the Adverse Event Report.
Last Updated Aug 13, 2021
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Resume Case Intake

Reject an Adverse Event Report
1. From the Inbox tab, locate the Adverse Event Report.
2. Select the name of the Adverse Event Report to open it.
3. From the Workflow State Change (

) menu, select Reject.

Result
The state of the Adverse Event Report changes to Rejected.

Rejected Adverse Event Report

View Rejected Adverse Event Reports
The system retains rejected Adverse Event Reports and you can view them in the Inbox tab.
To filter the Inbox tab for only rejected Adverse Event Reports, add a custom filter:
1. On the Inbox tab, beside Filters, select

.

2. In the Add Filter field, enter Lifecycle State.
A lifecycle state filter is added.
3. Expand Lifecycle State, and then select Rejected.
Result
The system filters the Inbox to show only rejected Adverse Event Reports.

Inbox with Rejected Filter

Resume Case Intake
1. On the AER page for the rejected Adverse Event Report, select the Workflow State Change (

) menu.

2. Select Change State to New.
Result
The Adverse Event Report enters the New state and is available for Case promotion.
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Request Additional Information
If an Adverse Event Report is missing information, you can request additional information.
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Request Missing Information
1. From the Inbox tab, locate the Adverse Event Report.
2. Select the name of the Adverse Event Report to open it.
3. From the Workflow State Change (

) menu, select Awaiting More Information.

Result
The state of the Adverse Event Report changes to Missing Information.

Missing Information Adverse Event Report

Assign an Action Item for Follow Up Information
1. Go to the Action Items tab.
2. Select Create. The Create User Task window appears.
3. Select Case Task > Continue.
4. On the Create Case Task page, complete the following fields:
Case: Select the Adverse Event Report or the Case number.
Case Task Type: Select General, Follow-Up, or leave the field blank.
Task Name: Enter a name for the task.
Description: Enter a description or instructions for the task.
Case Contact: Select the reporter record to use as a contact.
Assigned To: Select the user to assign the task to.
Users must have the organization configured on their account page from Business Admin > Users to appear.
Due Date: Enter the date that the task must be completed by.
You can use the Complete and Completion Date fields to keep track of when the task is done.
5. Select Save.
Result
The system assigns the task to the appropriate user.
Assign Action Items provides more information on managing action items.

View Missing Information Requests
To filter the Inbox tab for only Adverse Event Reports with missing information, add a custom filter:
1. On the Inbox tab, beside Filters, select

.

2. In the Add Filter field, enter Lifecycle State.
A lifecycle state filter is added.
3. Expand Lifecycle State, and then select Missing Information.
Result
The system filters the Inbox to show only Adverse Event Reports in the Missing Information state.

Inbox with Missing Information Filter

Resume Case Intake
After you add the missing information, revert the state to New.
1. On the AER page, select

.

2. Add the missing information to the Adverse Event Report.
3. Click Save.
4. From the Workflow State Change (

) menu, select Change State to New.

Result
The Adverse Event Report enters the New state and is available for Case promotion.
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Promote to Case
When you promote a record to a Case, the system runs duplicate detection to find potential matches and prevent duplicate Cases.
Last Updated Aug 17, 2022
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About Case Promotion
To create a new Vault Safety Case, you can promote an existing AER or Inbox Item using the Promote to Case action.
When you initiate the Case promotion process, Vault Safety duplicate detection compares the current record against all other Cases in the system. The check is useful in
the following scenarios:
Preventing duplicate Case creation
Creating follow-up Cases
Copying patient information to a new Case

Note

Once a Case has been created with at least one Case Adverse Event, Case Product, or Case Reporter, you cannot delete the Case record from your vault.

Furthermore, you cannot delete the following primary Case child records, which the system automatically creates upon Case promotion:
Primary Case Adverse Event
Primary Case Reporter
Primary Case Product

Another Case promotion method is available for Inbox Items received through an AS2 gateway Transmission. See Automated Case Promotion for more detail.

Prerequisites
The following checklists outline the prerequisites for promoting an Inbox Item or AER to a Case.

Inbox Item Promotion Prerequisites
The Organization must be specified on the Inbox Item.
The Organization is required to ensure only users with permissions in that Organization can view the Inbox Item and the resulting Case.
Your vault may be configured to hide the Promote to Case action until the Inbox Item is in the Verified state.
Your vault may be configured to hide the Promote to Case action until the following minimum case criteria fields are set:
Identifiable Patient
Identifiable Reporter
Country
Adverse Event
One of the following:
i. Study
ii. Company Product

AER Promotion Prerequisites
The Organization must be specified on the AER.
The Organization is required to ensure only users with permissions in that Organization can view the AER and the resulting Case.
The following minimum case criteria fields must be set to Yes:
Identifiable Reported Event
Identifiable Patient
Identifiable Reporter
Identifiable Country
Identifiable Company Product

Valid Case Criteria
An AER or Inbox Item should have enough information to qualify as a valid case before you promote to Case.
There are fields on the AER and Inbox Item objects to help you check whether a record has the required information to qualify as a valid case.
The following images show these fields, which are automatically populated based on the data entered on the record:
AER

INBOX ITEM

Note

For AERs, an Administrator can configure your environment to require additional custom valid case criteria using Vault formulas.

AER Case Validity Fields

Promote an Inbox Item or AER to a Case
Once you’ve verified that an AER or Inbox Item has all the data required for a valid ICSR, you can access the Promote to Case action from the All Actions (
on the record or by selecting

) menu

.

Once you initiate the Promote to Case action, duplicate detection runs automatically.
If any information in the record matches an existing Case, the Potential Matches page appears.
If the record does not match any existing Cases, Vault Safety creates the Case and an Inbound Transmission record.

Note

Your Administrator can configure your vault to display user actions to promote Inbox Items at any given lifecycle state. For example, a configuration might

only allow you to promote the Inbox Item after completing the verification process, or it may allow you to promote when the Inbox Item is still in the Triage state.
Refer to your standard operating procedures for more information.

Learn how Case intake and Case promotion consider Inbox Items with Combination Products.

Duplicate Case Detection
During duplicate detection, Vault Safety compares the current record against all other Cases and AERs in the system to find potential matches and prevent duplicates.
You’ll see the following screen while the system performs duplicate detection:

Running Duplicate Detection

If the system detects matching information, the Potential Matches page appears. Review and complete the Potential Matches page to continue.

Potential Matches Page

The left pane lists all potential match Cases with similar or matching information. The Comparison table lists the information for the current record side-by-side with the
Case that is a potential match.
The following indicators assist with comparing information:
represents an exact match.
represents a partial match or similar information.

Deep Duplicate Detection
You must contact Veeva Support to request deep duplicate search be made available in your vault.
Deep duplicate search compares primary as well as non-primary records. For example, the system compares case information including Patient, primary and non-primary
Adverse Events, Study, primary and non-primary Products, and Primary Reporter information.
Deep duplicate search can be used to determine whether each potential match is a likely match or a possible match:
if all the following are a match:
Primary Company/Study Product
Patient MRN OR 2 other Patient fields
Any 2 Event fields

Note

If the UID (UID, WWUID, External UID, or Case Identifiers) match, the system automatically determines the Case is a likely match. A cross compare match

(for example, a WWUID matching an External UID) also results in a likely match. This cross-comparison only occurs when deep duplicate detection is enabled.

if all the following are a match:
2 out of the 3 likely match criteria are met
1 Patient field OR 1 Primary Event field OR 3 Primary Reporter fields
If deep duplicate search is enabled in your vault and the record does not match any existing Cases, a “No Match Found” page appears. You can select one of the
following options:
Cancel: Cancel the process and return to the Inbox Item. You can then go to the Case tab to perform a manual search for a match.
Continue: Create a new Case and an Inbound Transmission.

Complete the Potential Matches Page
1. In the left pane, select a Case to compare it with the current record.
2. Review each Case listed in the Comparison table to determine whether the record is a new Case, a new Case with existing patient details, a duplicate of an existing
Case, or a follow-up Case.
3. From the drop-down list beside Possible Duplicate, select one of the following options:

OPTION

DESCRIPTION

New

Select this option if the current record is not a duplicate of any potential matches.

Case

If you select this option, the system creates the Case and an Inbound Transmission record.

New

If the current Inbox Item includes a patient with an existing Case, select the Case, and then select New Case - Copy Patient Info.

Case -

If you select this option, in addition to creating a Case that includes the patient details, you can specify other information to copy, including the following:

Copy

Medical History

Patient

Drug History

Info
Case Contacts
Test Results
Suspect/Interacting Products
Concomitant Products
Narrative
Adverse Events to Medical History
Concomitant Products to Drug History
See Copy Patient Information from Existing Case for more detail.

Note

Duplicate

The new Case is not linked to the original Case. However, the audit trail records which information was copied.

If a Case is an exact match to the current record, select the Case, and then select Duplicate.
If you select this option, the system marks the record as Duplicate and does not create a Case. The system links the duplicate record to the matching Case in the Initial
Case field.

Follow-

If an AER or Inbox Item is a follow-up to an existing Case, select the Case, and then select Follow-Up.

Up

If you select this option on an Inbox Item, the system directs you to the Case Compare page. See Inbox Item Follow-Up for more detail.
If you select this option, the system promotes the AER to a Follow-Up Case. For more information, see Considerations for Follow-Up Promotion on an AER.

Note

This option is not available for Inbox Items that are found to match a Case in the Void, Nullified, Voiding, or Nullifying lifecycle state or a Case in the

lifecycle state with the Deleted state type. The Deleted state type can only be mapped to one lifecycle state.

Mark as

Select this option to link the Inbox Item to an In-Flight Case and indicate it should be merged with the Case. In order for the action to be successful, the Case must not

Follow-

have completed processing and can not be in a prohibited state.

Up
If you select this option, the state changes to Marked as Follow-up and a new section, Inbox Item has been marked as a follow-up, appears on the Inbox Item with a link
to the associated Case. Note that an administrator must configure the Inbox Item page layout in order for this section to appear. This lets the Case Processor know there is
new information on the Inbox Item that should be merged with the In-Flight Case.
If you do not see this option, an administrator must enable the Mark as Follow-up option in the Case Promotion settings.
You can undo this action by navigating back to the Inbox Item and selecting Unmark Follow-Up in the All Actions (

Note

) menu.

Promoted Inbox Items cannot be unlinked from the Case.

4. Select Complete.

How Duplicate Detection Works
The system looks at certain data points on each Case to determine potential matches.

Excluded Case States
Vault Safety compares the current Inbox Item or AER with all Cases and AERs linked to the same Organization, except those in the following states:

EXCLUDED STATE

DESCRIPTION

Superseded Cases

The system looks at the latest Case version rather than Superseded versions.

Promoted AERs

The system looks at the promoted Case rather than the original AER.

Duplicate AERs

The system does not look at Duplicate AERs because they cannot be promoted to Cases.

Rejected AERs

The system does not look at Rejected AERs because they cannot be promoted to Cases.

Note

Inbox Items are not included in the search for duplicates.

Fields
When searching for duplicate Cases, the system compares information entered or received in the following fields:
Details
If deep duplicate detection is enabled in your vault, the system compares any AER or Inbox Item UID (WWUID, UID, External System UID and Case Identifiers) with any
Case UID (WWUID, UID, External System UID and Case Identifiers). You must contact Veeva Support to request this feature.
Primary Product
The system compares values entered in the following fields for the primary Case Product:
Product
Study
Study Product
Study Arm

Note

When a study Case is blinded, the system cannot compare the Study Product with other Cases.

Note

If deep duplicate detection is enabled in your vault, the system can also compare the above field values for up to 10 non-primary Case Products. You must

contact Veeva Support to request this feature.

Primary Events
The system compares values entered in the following fields for the primary Case Adverse Event:
Event Country
Event (Reported)
Event (MedDRA)
Event Onset

Note

If deep duplicate detection is enabled in your vault, the system can also compare the above field values for up to 10 non-primary Case Adverse Events. You

must contact Veeva Support to request this feature.

Patient
The system compares values entered in the following Case Patient fields:
Patient Initials/ID
Gender
Date of Birth
Age at Onset
Gestation
Age Group
GP MRN
Hospital MRN
Investigation MRN
Specialist MRN
Primary Reporter
The system compares values entered in the following fields for the primary Reporter Case Contact:
Reporter First Name
Reporter Last Name
Reporter Country
Reporter Qualification

Note

When a study Case is blinded, the system cannot compare the Study Product with other Cases.

Considerations When Promoting an AER to a Follow-Up Case
The following sections describe important information to consider when you promote an AER to a Follow-Up Case, depending on how you created the follow-up AER.
This section does not apply to Inbox Items.
For information on creating a Follow-Up Case from an initial Case in the Closed state, see Add a Follow-Up Case.

Promote an E2B Imported AER to a Follow-Up Case
When you promote a Follow-Up Case from an E2B-imported AER, the resulting Follow-Up Case contains only data from the E2B source file.
You must update the Follow-Up Case to add any information from the previous Case version that the E2B source file omits.

Promote a Manually Entered AER to a Follow-Up Case
When you promote a Follow-Up Case from an AER created through manual data entry, the resulting Follow-Up Case contains all data from the initial case and any
additional information from the follow-up AER. You may need to correct duplicate information in the resulting Follow-Up Case.
When the Follow-Up AER contains conflicting data from the initial Case, the system reconciles certain information during case promotion.
The following list describes how Vault Safety reconciles certain fields when you promote an AER to a Follow-Up Case:
Masked Fields: For fields with a Reason Omitted masking option, the information entered in the AER being promoted to a Follow-Up takes precedence. For example, if
the initial Case specified a field value, but the follow-up masked the same field with a Reason Omitted option, the resulting Follow-Up Case blanks the field but maintains
the Reason Omitted option.
Value and Unit Fields: For the following fields, the latest data in the follow-up overwrites the value from the initial case, including null values:
Age
Gestation
Height
Weight
Age-Related Fields: The follow-up information takes precedence over the initial case for all age-related fields, including Date of Birth, Age at Onset, and Age Group.
Receipt Date: The receipt date remains constant across both the initial and follow-up case versions. The follow-up receipt date is recorded in the New Info Date field.
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Promote to Multiple Cases
You can promote an Inbox Item to multiple Cases.
Last Updated Aug 15, 2022
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About Multiple Case Promotion
If you need to create multiple reports with the same information, you can promote an Inbox Item to multiple Cases at once. Each Case links to the first created Case and
the Inbound Transmissions link to the Inbox Item. When promoting to multiple Cases, the system skips duplicate detection.
To ensure the created Case is valid, the system may populate certain fields or records with a placeholder value. This makes it easier for case processors to identify
information that needs to be populated.
The primary Reporter-type Case Contact record is populated with a placeholder record when all of the following fields are blank:
First Name ( firstname_value__v )
First Name Reason Omitted ( firstname_reason_omitted__v )
Last Name ( lastname_value__v )
Last Name Reason Omitted ( lastname_reason_omitted__v )
Organization ( organization_value__v )
Organization Reason Omitted ( organization_reason_omitted__v )

The Patient Initials field is populated with a placeholder value when all of the following fields are blank:
Patient Initials ( patient_id_value__v )
Patient Initials (reason omitted) ( patient_id_value__v )
Age ( age_value__v )
Date of Birth ( dob_idate__v )
Date of Birth (reason omitted) ( dob_reason_omitted__v )
MRN - GP ( mrn_gp_value__v )
MRN - GP (reason omitted) ( mrn_gp_reason_omitted__v )
MRN - Hospital ( mrn_hospital_value__v )
MRN - Hospital (reason omitted) ( mrn_hospital_reason_omitted__v )
MRN - Investigation ( mrn_investigation_value__v )
MRN - Investigation (reason omitted) ( mrn_investigation_reason_omitted__v )
MRN - Specialist ( mrn_specialist_value__v )
MRN - Specialist (reason omitted) ( mrn_specialist_reason_omitted__v )

The Event (Reported) field is populated with a placeholder value when all of the following fields are blank:
Event (Reported) ( event_reported__v )
Event (MedDRA) ( event_meddra__v )

If the Localization field on the Inbox Item is set to a non-English value, the system creates Domestic Cases instead and appropriately sets the Case Localization.

Prerequisites
An administrator must configure the Promote to Multiple Cases action before it is available for use.

Note

This action is not available for E2B imported Inbox Items.

Promote an Inbox Item to Multiple Cases
1. On the Inbox Item you want to promote, select the All Actions (

) menu.

2. Select Promote to Multiple Cases.
3. A window appears and asks you to specify the number of Cases you want to create. Enter a value from 1-100 and select Complete.
Result
The system skips duplicate detection and creates the specified number of Cases and an Inbound Transmission for each Case. Once complete, the system sends a
notification indicating the amount of successfully created cases.
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Automated Case Promotion
Inbox Items received through an AS2 gateway can be automatically promoted to an Initial or Follow-Up Case.
Last Updated Jun 22, 2022
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About Automated Case Promotion
Vault Safety sometimes receives Inbox Items from a source system that require little to no case triage. Inbox Items received through an AS2 gateway Transmission can
be automatically promoted to a Case. The system determines whether an automatically promoted Case should be an initial or follow-up version.

Prerequisites
The following prerequisites must be met for automated case promotion to proceed:
Ensure your vault has the configuration required for automated Case promotion.
An admin must configure the Auto Promote fields on the Transmission Profile being used to receive cases.
An admin must perform the merge to In-Flight Case configurations in the Configure the Case Promotion Settings Page.

Automated Case Promotion Process
The following diagrams illustrate the automated case promotion process:

Automated Case Promotion (1)

When a source organization sends a transmission, the system determines whether automated case promotion is possible.
A source organization, such as a trading partner or health authority, sends a transmission through an AS2 gateway (E2B file) to be imported as an Inbox Item.
The system determines if the Inbox Item can be auto-promoted using the following criteria:
Is Auto Promote enabled in the respective system gateway transmission profile?
Is the Inbox Item valid for promotion or is it missing information?
If any of these criteria are not met, auto-promotion will not be possible.
The system determines how to promote the Inbox Item.

Automated Case Promotion (2)

After confirming auto-promotion is possible, the system determines whether the Inbox Item can be promoted to Initial Case, merged into an In-Flight Case, or promoted to
a Follow-Up Case.
The system checks whether there is an In-Flight Case in Vault with a matching Case Identifier. If there is no matching Case Identifier, the system promotes the Inbox
Item to an Initial Case.
If there is a Case with a matching Case identifier, the system determines whether the Inbox Item can be merged into that In-Flight Case. See Merge to In-Flight Case
for more detail.
If the Inbox Item can be merged, the system indicates this by setting the Inbox Item state to Marked as Follow-Up and linking it to the case. Note that a new case is not
created at this point in the process.
If the Inbox Item can not be merged into a case, the system can promote it to a Follow-Up Case. First, it determines whether to treat the case as serious or nonserious using the following criteria:
I. Serious: If the Inbox Item has a Primary Adverse Event AND the Seriousness for the Primary Adverse Event is populated.

Note

The Primary Adverse Event for E2B files is the first entry in the adverse events (section E.I/B.2).

II. Non-serious: If the Inbox Item does not have a Primary Adverse Event or if the Seriousness field is blank.
The system proceeds with the specified merge method on the respective System Gateway’s Transmission Profile. An administrator can configure the merge method
to use for each system gateway depending on whether the case is serious or non-serious.
The merge method options are:
Manual Merge
Smart Merge
Override

Merge Methods
The system can use one of the following merge methods to auto-promote an Inbox Item to a Follow-Up Case:
Manual Merge: A Follow-Up Case is created using only the Initial Case data. Once the Inbox Item is imported, you must manually merge the Inbox Item into this
Follow-Up Case.
Smart Merge: A Follow-Up Case is created using both the Inbox Item and Initial Case data using default merging behaviour.
Override: A Follow-Up Case is created using only the Inbox Item data.

Manual Merge
The following diagram describes the manual merge method:

Manual Merge Method

The system creates a Follow-Up Case from only the Initial Case, meaning the Follow-Up Case is identical to the Initial Case.
The system sets the Inbox Item state to Marked as Follow-Up and links it to the Follow-Up Case to indicate they are related.
Once the Inbox Item has been imported into your Vault, you must go to the Inbox Item and select Create Case.
Since the Inbox Item is in the Marked as Follow-Up state and is linked to the Follow-Up Case, the system directs you to the Case Compare page. You can compare the
two cases and select any changes you want to make.
Selecting Merge to Current merges the Inbox Item information into the Follow-Up Case.
The Inbox Item goes to the Promoted state and links to this Follow-Up Case.

Smart Merge
The following diagram describes the smart merge method:

Smart Merge Method

The system creates a Follow-Up Case from the Inbox Item information and the Initial Case using the default merge behaviour.
The Inbox Item goes to the Promoted state and links to this Follow-Up Case.

Override Merge
The following diagram describes the override merge method:

Override Merge Method

The system creates a Follow-Up Case using only the Inbox Item information, meaning the Follow-Up Case is identical to the Inbox Item.
If the Initial Case has any narrative documents, they will be appended to the generated narratives on the Follow-Up Case. Document references from the Initial Case and
Inbox Item will be combined on the Follow-Up Case.
The Inbox Item goes to the Promoted state and links to this Follow-Up Case.
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Merge to In-Flight Case
You can merge Inbox Item information into an In-Flight Case.
Last Updated Jul 13, 2022
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About Merging to an In-Flight Case
IN-FLIGHT CASE

An open Case that has not completed case processing (generally in any state before Approved, Closed, or Superseded).
As a Case Processor, you can merge new case information from an Inbox Item to an in-flight Case. The system creates an Inbound Transmission with links to the Case
and Inbox Item.
The system also adds one minor (+0.1) version number to the latest Case version.
If multiple Inbox Items link to the same Case, the system updates them so that they all link to the new Case version upon promoting an Inbox Item to follow-up. This
ensures that related Inbox Item information is not lost on subsequent versions.

Prerequisites
To use the Merge to In-Flight feature, your administrator must:
Enable the Merge to Active Case Version option in the Case Promotion Settings.
Perform the merge to In-Flight Case configurations in the enablement instructions.

Merge an Inbox Item to an In-Flight Case
1. Go to the Inbox Item marked for follow-up.
2. Run the Promote to Follow-up action.
Since the Inbox Item is in Marked for Follow-Up state and contains a link to an In-Flight Case, the system skips duplicate detection and directs you to the Case
Compare screen.

Note

The action will fail if the Inbox Item is not linked to a Case.

3. On the Case Compare page, select the information from the Inbox Item you want to merge into the Case. For more information on how to use Case Compare, see
the Inbox Item Follow-Up article or interact with the Case Compare animation.
4. When you’re done, select Merge to Current.

Case Compare Merge to Current

Note

If you do not see the Merge to Current button, this may be because:

Your administrator must enable this option.
The Case you want to merge into is in a prohibited state.
You do not have edit access to the In-Flight Case in its current state. Contact your administrator to grant you edit access.

If the New Info Date value is being updated, a message will appear and ask if you want to proceed with this change.
Result
The changes you selected on the Case Compare page are updated on the latest Case version.
The Inbox Item state goes from Marked as Follow-Up to Promoted and a new section, Inbox Item has been promoted, appears with a link to the new Case version.
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Inbox Item Follow-Up
You can promote an Inbox Item to a Follow-Up Case using the Case Compare page.
Last Updated Aug 12, 2022
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About Inbox Item Follow-Up
When you choose to promote an Inbox Item to a Follow-Up Case, the Case Compare page appears. This page allows you to compare all the data from the Inbox Item
with the data on the previous Case version.
Information from the Inbox Item can then be merged with the previous Case version to create a Follow-Up Case. You can compare data from standard and custom fields
at the Case level as well as from child records (such as Case Adverse Events).

Merge to follow-up is only available for Follow-Up Inbox Items and is not available for AERs.

Note

The Case Compare page also appears when you choose to merge an Inbox Item to an In-Flight Case.
By default, you cannot promote an Inbox Item to Follow-Up unless the WWUID on the Inbox Item matches the WWUID on the Case. However, an administrator can
configure your vault to enable Case promotion for an Inbox Item that contains mismatching WWUIDs with the previous Case version. If the Inbox Item WWUID value is
not found in a Case Identifier on the matching Initial Case, the system snapshots the Inbox Item WWUID to a Case Identifier upon promoting to a Follow-Up Case.

Prerequisites
To use the Inbox Item Follow-Up feature, an administrator must enable the Case Compare page.

Tip

An administrator can configure the Inbox Item Follow-Up Case Compare layout to choose which fields are available for merging to follow-up.

About the Case Compare Page
Use the following animation to interact with the Case Compare page.

Open Interactive Animation

The left sidebar displays the filters, legend, and section headers.
Data rows highlighted in blue represent new or changed information whereas the orange rows represent information missing on the Inbox Item that exists on the previous
Case version.
The Case Compare page is divided into two main sections:
New Information: Contains data from the Inbox Item.
New Follow Up Version: Contains data from the previous Case version merged with the new data on the Inbox Item, to present the modified information that will
form the Follow-Up Case.

If you leave this page, the system does not save any changes you made.

Note

Accept Changes
Use the Accept Change checkboxes to choose the information from the Inbox Item to add or modify the new Case version. If a row does not have a checkbox, there is
no change in data.

Visual Indicators
The following table outlines visual indicators you may see on the Case Compare page:

ICON

DESCRIPTION
This tag indicates new information from the Inbox Item that doesn’t exist on the previous Case version.

This tag appears when you delete field information for the Follow-Up Case.

This tag indicates the field was set to Reason Omitted.

This tag indicates the system automatically calculated a field using information entered in other fields.

This tag indicates the system automatically calculated Combination Product-related information.

This tag indicates the system automatically calculated Study-related information.

Data displayed as bullets indicates you do not have access to these fields on the Case or child records due to atomic security.

Filters
When you are first directed to the Case Compare page, the new and modified data are displayed. Note that your admin may have configured different filters to display by
default. The page contains the following filters:
Show New displays data that is not present on the previous Case version but is populated on the Inbox Item, including any new Case child records.
Show Modified displays data that was changed between the previous Case version and the Inbox Item, including any modified Case child records.
Show Unchanged displays Case fields and child records that did not change between the previous Case version and the Inbox Item.
Show Empty displays fields that are blank on both the previous Case version and the Inbox Item.
Show Missing displays data from the previous Case version that is not present on the Inbox Item, including any case child records that are missing on the Inbox
Item but present on the previous Case version.

Default Merge Behavior
The following sections provide information on default behavior for merging an Inbox Item to a Follow-Up Case.

Case Narratives
Case narratives from the previous Case version are copied to the Follow-Up Case and any case narratives from the Inbox Item are appended.

Reason Omitted Fields
Fields that were set to Reason Omitted are displayed with an

tag. Reason Omitted fields are not promoted over fields with data.

The following table describes the default behaviours associated with Reason Omitted fields:

INBOX ITEM

PREVIOUS CASE VERSION

OUTPUT

Asked by Unknown

Not Asked

Asked but Unknown

Asked by Unknown

Verteo Biopharma

Verteo Biopharma

Verteo Biopharma

Not Asked

Verteo Biopharma

Asked but Unknown

Blank

Asked but Unknown

Blank

Not Asked

Not Asked

Missing Information
When field information is missing on the Inbox Item but is present on the previous Case version, the system deselects the checkbox by default. This will promote the field
with data from the previous Case version.

Atomic Security
You may not have access to certain fields on the Case or child records due to atomic security (for example, on unblinded Cases). These fields are displayed as bullets.
The checkbox is inactive and the system will use the default behaviour depending on the type of change. You may want to have a user with greater permissions for
promote to follow-up to modify these fields.

Atomic Security Fields During Case Compare

You can override the system selections by selecting or deselecting the checkboxes (except for the fields with atomic security configured).

Auto-Calculations
The system automatically calculates certain fields on the Case Compare page, which are displayed with an

,

, or

tag. These fields

include Combination Product-related and Study-related information.
Before merging the Inbox Item to Follow-Up Case, you can override the default behaviour by deselecting the checkbox to prevent the system calculation from promoting
to Case.
After merging to follow-up, the system automatically calculates and creates additional values and records, which include:
An Inbound Transmission
A Case Unique Number
Assessments and Assessment Results
Auto-expectedness and Expectedness Records
Watchlist tags
Case tags

Default system behaviour can cause unblinded Study Products to be blinded upon merging to follow-up. This is a known issue that will be fixed in a future

Note

release.

Merging Child Records
The system will attempt to map matching child records on the previous case version and the Inbox Item by comparing certain key fields on each record.
If an Inbox Item child record was not matched to the previous Case correctly, you can perform one of the following actions:
Select a different record from the dropdown menu on the previous Case version to match the record on the Inbox Item.
Select Create to add the Inbox Item information as a new child record on the Follow-Up Case.
Select Ignore to ignore the information on this Inbox Item record and prevent it from being promoted to Follow-Up.

Child Record on Case Compare Page

If the initial Case version contains a child record that is not present on the Inbox Item being promoted, that child record is promoted to the Follow-Up Case with no
changes.
Note that custom child records are not displayed on the Case Compare page. Instead, the system will copy these records to the new Case version.

Complete the Case Compare Page
Once you finish reviewing the Case Compare page, perform one of the following actions:

Some actions may not be available depending on your vault’s configuration.

Note

Cancel: Cancel the operation and be redirected back to the Inbox Item.
Create New Case: You can promote the Inbox Item to an initial Case version instead if you no longer want to promote the Inbox Item to a Follow-Up Case.
Merge to Current: Merge the Inbox Item to an In-Flight Case. See Merge to In-Flight Case for more information about this option.
Create Follow-Up: Merge the data from the Inbox Item with the data from the previous Case version into a Follow-Up Case.

Note

Note

If you do not see the Create Follow-Up button, this may be because the previous Case Version is in a prohibited state.

Adverse Events and Products can not have identical names, otherwise you will be unable to promote to Follow-Up Case or create a new Case.

Inbox Item Follow-Up Change Log
Upon creating a Follow-Up Case, the system attaches a change log to the Inbound Transmission. The change log displays the fields that were changed during the merge
as well as the action taken. If the Inbox Item did not have an Inbound Transmission, the system creates one. You can also see the audit trail on a Case to view the
changes.
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Case Processing Overview
Learn about the stages and states in the Vault Safety Case Processing lifecycle.
Last Updated Jun 10, 2022
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Case Due Dates
Vault Safety automatically calculates and assigns the regulatory reporting due date for Cases. The due date is based on the Case Receipt Date, and the applicable
reporting ruleset. Note that your vault may have custom due date overrides for studies, which are configurable by an administrator.

Note

If there is no matching rule set, the due date will default to 30 days for non-serious Cases and 15 days for serious Cases.

In the default template configuration, the initial due date is calculated during the Triage state and the system recalculates the Case due date in the following states:
Data Entry
QC
Medical Review
Approved
Administrators can customize their vault to calculate the case due date in different states. Refer to your standard operating procedures for more information.
Authorized users can also trigger due date calculation manually using the Recalculate Due Date user action from the All Actions menu (

) on the Case.

Case States
The default Case Processing lifecycle occurs in five stages. Each stage is made up of one or more lifecycle states and associated user tasks. Each task is available to
members in the appropriate user role.

Note

Your organization may have a unique Case Processing lifecycle configuration. Refer to your standard operating procedures for more information.

The Lifecycle Stages Chevron panel at the top of the Case page shows what stage the Case is in:

Case Status Panel

Intake
See AER States for AER object type states. The following table summarizes the Case Intake states:

LIFECYCLE STATE

DESCRIPTION

New

This state is for newly created Cases.

Importing

This state is for Cases that are being imported from an E2B file. In this state, Vault Safety is in the process of extracting E2B data.

Promoting

The Promoting state is intended for system use only and is not included in the Case Processing workflow.

Error

This state is for Cases for which an E2B file could not be imported due to an error. The user who initiated the import can view the error message in the
E2B import notification.

Triage

This state is for Cases that are ready to be triaged. In this state, the Triage task becomes available for users to assess the seriousness of the primary
adverse event. Vault Safety uses the seriousness to calculate the Case priority and reporting due date.
Complete Case Triage provides more information.

Entry
The following table summarizes the Entry states:

LIFECYCLE STATE

DESCRIPTION

Data Entry

This state is for Cases that are ready for users to perform data entry and enter the full case details.
Enter Case Data provides more information.

Revision

This state is for Cases that have entered the Case Revision workflow to modify a previously Approved Case. In this state, the Case is unlocked and
available for users to revise or add information.
Revise an Approved Case provides more information.

QC

This state is for Cases that are ready for a quality check to review the Case data entry and ensure complete and accurate information has been
entered.
Review Case Data Entry provides more information.

Note

Due to default system behaviour on all date fields, if a partial date is entered (for example, YYYY or YYYY/MM), you cannot update the field to include the

first day of the month (YYYY/MM/01). As a workaround, update the date to any other precise date (for example, YYYY/MM/02), and then select the first of the
month. The field is updated.

Review
Note

In Vault Safety's default lifecycle and workflow configuration, non-expedited Cases skip the Review stage and go directly to the Submission stage.

The following table summarizes the Review states:

LIFECYCLE STATE

DESCRIPTION

Medical Coding

This state is for Cases that require a designated Medical Coding state between QC and Medical Review.
Note that this state is not included in the default Case Processing workflow. If your organization requires this state, an administrator can add it to the
Case Processing lifecycle and workflow.

Medical Review

This state is for Cases that are ready for medical review. In this state, authorized users can perform the following tasks, as required:
Compose or update the narrative document.
Assess and enter the causality assessment result for each linked adverse event and suspect product.
Assess and enter a single case diagnosis.
Ensure the case is entered correctly and enters or edits the expectedness and seriousness criteria.
Enter a Case Assessment provides more information.
The Medical Review state also triggers case unblinding, if required. The unblinding states are described below.

Unblinding
If a Case requires unblinding prior to medical review, it will automatically trigger the Unblinding workflow. By default, the Unblinding workflow starts after the QC task is
completed, however, your vault may have a custom configuration.
The following table summarizes the Unblinding states:

LIFECYCLE STATE

DESCRIPTION

Unblinding

This state is for Cases that have triggered the Unblinding workflow. Cases remain in this state until an authorized user chooses to break the blind or
maintain the blind.
Manage Case Blinding provides more information.

End of Study Unblinding

This state is for follow-up Cases created by the system during a bulk unblind operation.
Bulk Unblind a Study provides more information.

Unblinded

This state is for Cases that have been unblinded. Once a Case is unblinded, blind protection continues to mask sensitive study information for
unauthorized users.
Manage Case Blinding provides more information.

Voiding
LIFECYCLE STATE

DESCRIPTION

Voiding

This state is for Cases that are in the process of being voided after initiating the Void Case action.
Void a Case provides more information.

Nullifying

This state is for Cases that are in the process of being voided after initiating the Void Case action, and if previous Transmissions are being nullified as
well.
Void a Case provides more information.

Submission
The following table summarizes the Submission states:

LIFECYCLE STATE

DESCRIPTION

Approved

This state is for Cases for which data entry and reviews are complete, and are ready for submission. Approve a Case provides more information.
Once a Case enters the Approved state, the system automatically generates any Submission and Distribution records, depending on the reporting
rules configured in your vault.
The following pages provide more information on Submission and Distributions:
Generate a Regulatory Report
Submissions and Distributions Overview
Approved Cases are locked from further changes prior to submission. However, users can still make changes to the Case by initiating the Case
Revision workflow.
Once the submission process is complete, authorized users can close the Case.

Transmission Error

This state is for Cases for which a transmission error occurred during electronic gateway distributions. Once a Case enters this state, you cannot close
the Case until you resolve the transmission errors.

Validation Error

This state is for transmissions for which validation error occurred during schema validation. When there are errors submitting to the gateway you can
review and fix the errors. When configured, Transmissions in Validation Error status can be excluded from submission/distribution.

Complete
The following table summarizes the Complete states:

LIFECYCLE STATE

DESCRIPTION

Closed

This state is for Cases that have been closed, and therefore locked from further changes. Once a Case enters this state, the only way to revise the
Case is to create a new version.
Close a Case provides more information.

Superseded

This state is for Cases that are superseded by a newer version. When a Case has multiple versions, all versions except the latest one are superseded.
The latest version eventually transitions to the Closed state, following case processing.
Add a Follow-Up Case describes how to create a new version of a Case.

Voided

This state is for Cases that have completed the Void Case action. Some examples are Cases that were created by error or Cases for which companies
no longer want to submit follow-up information.

Nullified

This state is for Cases that have completed the Void Case action and have nullified previous Transmissions. This state is also for Cases that are found
to be erroneous after being transmitted.

Invalid

This state is for Cases that are found to be invalid after initial intake, for whatever reason. For example, Cases that are missing key criteria, such as
patient or reporter data, or determined to be duplicate during case processing.

Rejected

This state is for Cases that are rejected during intake. In this state, AERs are closed to prevent further processing or Case promotion. Reject an AER
provides more information.

Active and Inactive States
The Active and Inactive states are standard vault object states added to all object lifecycles, associated with the Active and Inactive statuses. Objects in the Inactive state
are not available for use. These state are not configured in the default Case Processing workflow.
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About the Case Page
Perform case data entry using the Case page. The Case page consists of object records that group together fields and values.
Last Updated Apr 29, 2022

Sections in This Article
Default Case Page Sections
Types of Fields
Text Fields
Number Fields
Checkboxes
Picklists
Codelists
Date and Time
Controlled Vocabulary
Units of Measurement
Routes of Administration
xEVMPD
Reasons Omitted (nullFlavors)

Default Case Page Sections
The following table describes the default sections on the Case page. Depending on your configuration, some or all of these sections may appear.

Note

Certain sections don't appear until a case is in a certain state. For example, the Case Assessments and Case Diagnoses sections don't appear until the

Medical Review state.

SECTION NAME

DESCRIPTION

Details

Captures the basic case details including the case identifier, report source, seriousness, and version information.

Device Details

Captures the basic device-type case details, including the device report type and whether the case is a malfunction-only report.

Timeline

Captures a highly visual and interactive Medical Review Timeline to display the time and duration of adverse events, product usage, dosage regimens,
test results, drug history, and medical history.

This Case is Locked

Appears when a Case is locked by a user, preventing other users from making changes.
This section will only appear if it has been configured on by an admin. This section is not included in the default Vault Safety configuration.

Contacts

Captures information about the case contacts.

Patient

Captures patient information, including a name or identifier, age, sex, height, weight, and medical record numbers (MRN).

Pregnancy Information

Captures information about the pregnancy and outcome, for Cases tracking a pregnancy.

Child Information

Captures information about the infant born from a tracked pregnancy case, when there was no adverse event in the infant.

Products

Captures products that the patient was taking at the time the adverse event occurred, including the primary Case product and any suspect,
concomitant, interactive, and treatment products.
This section appears as Products (Study) for Cases linked to a Study.

Adverse Events

Captures adverse events, including the primary adverse event and any secondary adverse events.

Diagnoses

Captures case diagnoses for signs and symptoms that were reported.

Assessments

Captures assessments that link each serious adverse event and suspect product.

Assessment Results

Captures assessment results that assess the causality between each serious adverse event and suspect product.

Causes of Death

Captures the patient's cause of death, including autopsy-determined and reported causes of death.
This section appears only when an adverse event results in death.

Medical History & Concurrent

Captures events in the patient's medical history.

Conditions
Drug History

Captures the patient's drug history.

Test Results

Captures test results for the patient's lab tests.

Narrative

Captures the case narrative, reporter's comments, and sender's comments. The narrative document is automatically generated when you open a
Case.

Study

Captures information about the study the case is under, if applicable.
This section appears in for Cases linked to a Study.

Study Registrations

Captures study registrations for the selected study.
This section appears in study cases only.

Linked Cases

Captures case relationships for linking the Case to related Cases in Vault Safety.

Reference Numbers

Captures case identifiers tracked by organizations and systems outside of Vault Safety.

Documents

Captures the supporting and source documentation linked to the Case, including the case narrative.

Submissions & Distributions

Captures transmission object records for any case submissions or distributions.

Workflow Timeline

Captures a timeline of workflow actions and tasks and the details of each.

Signatures

Captures any electronic signatures that are collected for workflow actions that require a signature. Learn more about object eSignatures on Vault Help.

System

Captures information about the case from a system level.

Types of Fields
Text Fields
Text fields accept any combination of text and numeric values and special characters. Select or tab into a text field and type to enter a value.

Number Fields
Number fields accept numeric characters 0 through 9, a period (.), and a dash (-). Select or tab into a number field and type to enter a value.

Checkboxes
Enter a value in a checkbox field by selecting the appropriate checkbox.

Picklists
Picklist fields have a predefined set of values you can choose from. When you select or tab into a picklist field, a list drops down and displays the available values. To
enter a value, select it from the list.

Codelists
Like picklists, codelists have a predefined list of values you can choose from. Each value corresponds to a structured data standard, such as ISO, UCUM, and ICH-M2.
When you select or tab into a codelist field, a list drops down and displays some or all the available values. To instantly filter the codelist, start typing a value or keyword.
Or select

to access the search window.

Date and Time
Date and time fields accept values in the following format:
YYYY/MM/DD HH:MM {AM | PM} {Timezone}

Vault Safety supports partial (imprecise) date specification. For date and time fields, specify the value to the level of precision that you have available. For example, you
can specify only the year the event occurred or as precise to the exact minute the event occurred.
Select or tab into a date and time field, and then type the date and time or select it using the calendar. If you need to change the year in the calendar, click the year in the
header and select a different year. Enter the hour in the 12-hour format, followed by the minute (if available), and timezone.

Controlled Vocabulary
Vault Safety supports the ICH Controlled Vocabularies for Drug Safety and E2B data transmission.

Units of Measurement
Vault Safety supports E2B (R3) units of measurement for dose, strength, and time intervals, including support for the Unified Code of Units of Measure (UCUM) and the
constrained UCUM. Users can also make custom entries for dose and strength fields.

Routes of Administration
Vault Safety supports the E2B (R3) data entry standard and custom entries for route of administration terms. You can enter the route of administration as text or as a
code from the E2B (R2) dictionary.

xEVMPD
Vault Safety supports a selection of dose forms from the Extended Eudravigilance Medicinal Product Dictionary (xEVMPD).

Reasons Omitted (nullFlavors)
A certain level of personal data and personally identifiable information (PII) is required for effective safety data analysis. However, you may be unable to enter certain
information on the Case page due to privacy, security, or other reasons.
You can omit values for certain fields on the Case page and specify the reasons why using the Reason Omitted field. The Reasons Omitted field is a codelist with the
following default options:
No Information
Masked
Unknown
Not Applicable
Asked But Unknown
Not Asked
Negative Infinity
Positive Infinity
Other
The Reasons Omitted codelist aligns with the ICH-E2B(R3), EMA E2B R3, and FDA VAERS E2B R3 code formats for nullFlavors.
Configure Reasons Omitted provides more information about managing Reasons Omitted options.

Note

All appropriate security measures should be taken to protect a patient's private personal data during case data entry and processing. Ensure that you follow

your company's policies and procedures regarding data protection and privacy.
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Complete Case Triage
Complete the Triage task to determine whether a Case requires expedited reporting.
Last Updated Dec 11, 2020

Sections in This Article
About Case Triage
Requirements
Start the Triage Task
Triage a Case as Serious
Triage a Case as Non-Serious

About Case Triage
After you promote an Adverse Event Report to a Case, the Case first enters the Triage lifecycle state and creates a Triage task.
During case triage, you must review the Case and enter the seriousness criteria. The seriousness criteria determines whether the Case requires expedited reporting and
the due date for reporting the Case to regulatory authorities.

Note

This page describes the Triage task in the default Case Processing workflow. If your organization has a custom workflow, follow the recommendations in

your business standard operating procedure for triaging Cases.

Requirements
You must be assigned the Intake role to participate in Triage tasks.

Start the Triage Task
1. To accept a Triage task, go to Home > Available Tasks, and then in the row for the task that you want to complete, select

.

You can also accept the task from the Case page. If you do not see the task, it may be assigned to another user or role.
2. Go to Home > My Tasks, and then select the name of the Case that you want to triage.
The Case page appears.
3. In the Triage task banner, select

.

The Triage window appears.

Triage Window

Triage a Case as Serious
1. In the Triage window, select Serious.
2. In the Seriousness field, select the seriousness criteria.
3. Select Complete.

Triage a Case as Non-Serious
1. In the Triage window, select Non-Serious.
2. In the Rationale field, enter the reason for marking the Case as Non-Serious.
3. Select Complete.
Result
A notification appears that the Triage task is complete. The case refreshes and moves into the Data Entry state.
The system populates the Due Date field based on the verdict and seriousness criteria. Case Processing Overview provides more information on how the system assigns
Case due dates.
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Send a Follow-Up Email Questionnaire to a Case Reporter
If a case is missing information, you can send an automated preconfigured follow-up questionnaire to the primary case reporter.
Last Updated Aug 13, 2021

Sections in This Article
Overview
Prerequisite
Trigger Case Questionnaire Generation
Track and Monitor Correspondence
View Case Correspondence
Case Correspondence Fields
View Questionnaires Attached to Correspondence
Correspondence Events Log
View Email Messages from Correspondence Events
Stop Further Reminder Emails
Correspondence Methods
Email Correspondence (Automatic)
Manual Correspondence

Overview
This page provides instructions for users, such as case processors, on how to generate follow-up questionnaires for a Case or AER. For administrator instructions on
how to configure the questionnaires, see Set Up Scheduled Follow-Up Questionnaire Emails.
There are two types of questionnaires that your administrator can set up:
Follow-Up Rule questionnaires
Watchlist questionnaires
The following sections describe these types, and how to trigger the generation of each. The questionnaire is sent to the primary Case Reporter.
Vault Safety automatically generates and emails the questionnaire to the primary case reporter when a Case or AER matches a questionnaire template and when you
have recorded the reporter’s email address and consent to be contacted on the Case or AER.

Prerequisite
Before you can trigger a follow-up questionnaire, an administrator must have already configured the questionnaire

Trigger Case Questionnaire Generation
1. Go to the Case or AER for which you want to send a questionnaire.
2. In the Details section, specify the following fields:
a. Follow-Up Rule: Select the Follow-Up Rule for the questionnaires with which the system should attempt to match the Case or AER:
To evaluate the Case or AER for a certain Follow-Up Rule, select the rule from the picklist.
The system also attempts to match the Case or AER with any Watchlist or MedDRA Term questionnaires, regardless of which option you select.
To omit Follow-Up Rules and evaluate the Case or AER for Watchlist or MedDRA Term questionnaires only, select Adverse Events of Interest.
If Follow-Up Rule is left blank, the system uses Invalid Case (Missing Parameters) as the default value.
b. Send Follow-Up: Select this field.
This field is required for the system to evaluate whether this Case or AER matches the criteria for one or more questionnaires. After running the process to
generate questionnaires, the system clears this field.

Follow-Up Questionnaire Fields in Case Details

3. Go to one of the following areas to add the reporter's email and consent:
Case: Expand the Contacts section and go to the primary Case Contact record.
This section may be named Reporters, depending on your vault's configuration.
AER: Go to the Reporters section.
4. Specify the following fields for the reporter:
a. Email Address: Enter the reporter's email address.
The system sends the questionnaire to this address.
b. Email Consent Provided: If the reporter has provided their consent to be contacted for more information, select this field.

Follow-Up Questionnaire Fields for Reporter

Both the email address and consent are required for the system to email the questionnaire automatically. If either of these fields are blank, the system creates a
manual Correspondence instead.

Note

When an imported AER is promoted to a Case, the Email Address and Email Consent Provided fields are not copied over to the promoted Case.

Result
The system will evaluate this Case against the Follow-Up Rule as well as any Watchlists or MedDRA Terms, depending on the option that you select in the Case FollowUp Rule field. The system checks each Case with the Send Follow-Up checkbox selected once per day, at approximately midnight EST.
If there is a match to a questionnaire, the system will generate a Correspondence record for this Case. After evaluating the Case, the Send Follow-Up checkbox is
cleared.
Next Steps
For automatic correspondence, once the reporter replies to the email, ensure to mark the Correspondence record as Completed to prevent the system from sending
reminder emails.

Track and Monitor Correspondence
When a Case successfully triggers one or more questionnaires, the system generates a Correspondence record to track the request for follow-up information.
The system automatically generates the relevant questionnaire documents and attaches them to the Correspondence record.

Total attachment size cannot exceed 15MB.

Note

If a Case triggers multiple questionnaires, they are attached and sent in the same Correspondence record. However, if there are questionnaires with different reply-to
email addresses, the system generates a Correspondence record for each reply-to person.

View Case Correspondence
Generally there are two ways to find Correspondence records, but depending on your vault’s configuration these may vary:
To view all Correspondence, from the primary navigation bar, go to Transmissions > Correspondence.
To view Correspondence for a specific Case, go to that Case or AER. The Correspondence section will show the records.

Note

After promoting an AER to a Case, the Correspondence disappears from the AER and moves to the promoted Case.

Case Correspondence Fields
The following table describes the Correspondence fields and how the system automatically populates these fields:

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Case

The Case or AER for which the Correspondence record was generated.

Recipient (Case

The Case Contact (Reporter) for which the Correspondence record was generated.

Contact)

The system populates this field with the primary reporter on a Case.

Recipient

The Person record with the email information for the reporter.

(Person)

When generating Correspondence, the system creates an Email Person record for the recipient using the email and information for the Reporter on the Case or AER, if
one doesn’t already exist for that person.

Correspondence

The method of transmission. The system automatically sets this field to either Email or Manual. If the method is Email, the system automatically sends the Transmission.

Method

See the Correspondence Events log to track the progress.
For more information on the differences between these, see the Correspondence Methods section.

Destination Email

The email address for the questionnaire recipient.

Reply-To

The Person record with the email address that should be populated in the Reply-To field on the email transmission.
The system sets the Reply-To field using the contact preconfigured by an administrator on the questionnaire template.

Case Identifier

The unique ID for the email subject line, being either the Case or AER name. The system does not change this field.

Organization

The system automatically populates the Organization from the Case and questionnaire.

Due Date

The date when the first reminder email will be sent.

Transmission

The date and time when the initial email was sent to the recipient.

Date

View Questionnaires Attached to Correspondence
On the Correspondence record, expand Attachments to view the questionnaire documents generated for that Correspondence record.

Correspondence Events Log
For automatic emails, Vault Safety tracks certain key events in the Correspondence record. Review the events log to view these events and monitor when the email was
sent and opened.
The system logs the following events:

EVENT TYPE

DESCRIPTION

Initial Message Sent

The initial email was sent to the recipient.

Follow-Up Message Sent

A reminder email was sent to the recipient.

Message Opened

An email was opened by the recipient.

Error

The email could not be delivered to the recipient.

Note

Consider the following when tracking email events:

Not all email addresses support full event tracking, depending on the recipient email server security settings.
Email receipt status updates may be delayed up to one hour.

View Email Messages from Correspondence Events
You can view the email body and attachments sent to the recipient from the Correspondence Event.
1. From the Correspondence, expand Correspondence Events and then open a Correspondence Event.
2. View the email message in the Body field.
Select Show More to see the entire message.
3. Expand Attachments to view the questionnaires sent to the recipient.

Stop Further Reminder Emails
Once you receive the questionnaire back from the reporter, you must move the Correspondence record to the Completed state, otherwise the system continues to send
reminder emails as configured on the Follow-Up Rule.
1. Go to the Correspondence record.
2. Expand the Workflow State Change (

) menu, and then select the user action for Change State to Completed.

This action may be labeled differently, depending on how the action is configured in your vault.
Result
The system changes the Correspondence record state to Completed and does not send any further reminder emails.

Correspondence Methods
Vault Safety can generate Correspondence with the transmission method as either manual or automatic.

Note

Vault Safety only supports sending automatic email correspondence. For manual correspondence, the system attaches the questionnaire to the

correspondence record but the sending of the questionnaire must be handled outside of Vault Safety.

Email Correspondence (Automatic)
If both the reporter’s email address and consent are provided, Vault Safety can send any questionnaires that match the Case or AER automatically by email.
For automatic emails, Vault Safety sends reminders to the recipient. The reminders continue for the configured amount on the questionnaire template unless the
Correspondence record is marked as complete.
An administrator can configure the number and frequency of reminder emails.

Manual Correspondence
If the email address or email consent is not available on the primary Case Contact (Reporter), but the Case or AER matches a questionnaire template, then the system
generates a Correspondence record in the Ready state and the Correspondence Method as Manual.
The questionnaire document is generated and included on the manual Correspondence record as an attachment.
The system does not take any further action for this type of Correspondence. Vault Safety does not support manual email correspondence with the reporter.
For manual Correspondence, you can download the questionnaire and handle the follow-up outside of Vault Safety. Your administrator may have configured a workflow to
handle this process.
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Assign Action Items
Create action items on a Case to assign tasks to case processors, such as requests for follow-up information.
Last Updated Dec 11, 2020

Sections in This Article
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Add an Action Item
Mark an Action Item as Complete

About Action Items
To assign user tasks outside of the standard Case Processing workflow, create and assign action items. For example, action items are useful to track requests for followup information.

View Action Items
View action items for a specific Case from the Case page under Action Items:

Action Items Section

View action items for all Cases from the Action Items tab:

Action Items Tab

Add an Action Item
1. Go to the Action Items tab.
2. Select Create. The Create User Task window appears.
3. Select Case Task > Continue.
4. On the Create Case Task page, complete the following fields:
Case: Select the Adverse Event Report or the Case number.
Case Task Type: Select General, Follow-Up, or leave the field blank.
Task Name: Enter a name for the task.
Description: Enter a description or instructions for the task.
Case Contact: Select the reporter record to use as a contact.
Assigned To: Select the user to assign the task to.
Users must have the organization configured on their account page from Business Admin > Users to appear.
Due Date: Enter the date that the task must be completed by.
You can use the Complete and Completion Date fields to keep track of when the task is done.
5. Select Save.
Result
The system assigns the task to the appropriate user.

Mark an Action Item as Complete
1. Go to the action item.
2. Select Edit.
3. In the Complete field, select Yes.
4. In the Completion Date field, enter when you completed the task.
5. Select Save.
Result
The task enters the Complete state.
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Enter Case Data
Learn how to perform case data entry and use the sections and fields on the Case page.
Last Updated Aug 12, 2022

Sections in This Article
Details Section
Device Details Section
This Case is Locked Section
Contacts Section
Add a Case Contact Record
Case Contact Details Fields
Case Contact Address Fields
Regional Section
Patient Regional Section
Patient Section
Add a Parent Case
Parent Information Case Fields
Parent Section
Pregnancy Information
Pregnancy Outcome
Parent Medical History & Concurrent Conditions Section
Parent Drug History
Pregnancy Information Section
Child Information Section
Add a Child Information Case
Child Information Case Fields
Child Information Section
Test Results Section
Products Section
Add a Case Product Record
Case Product Details Section
Dosages Section
Indications Section
Device Information Section
Device Problem and Evaluation Codes Section
Blinding Details Section
Registration Section
PMDA Case Product Registration Fields
PMDA Case Comment Fields
Substances Section
Add a Substance Record
Case Product Substance Fields
Adverse Events Section
Add a Case Adverse Event Record
Case Adverse Event Fields
Case Adverse Event Details Section
Case Adverse Event Hospitalization/Treatment Section
Diagnoses Section
Add a Case Diagnosis Record
Case Diagnosis Fields
Assessments Section
System-Generated Case Assessments
Add a Case Assessment Record
Case Assessment Details Fields
Expectedness Section
Assessment Results Section
System-Generated Case Assessment Results
Clinical Trial Cases
Postmarket Cases
Enter Case Assessment Results
Case Assessment Result Fields
Causes of Death Section
Add a Cause of Death Record
Cause of Death Fields
Medical History & Concurrent Conditions Section
Add a Medical History Record
Medical History & Concurrent Conditions Fields
Drug History Section
Add a Drug History Record
Drug History Fields
Add a Drug History Substance Record
Drug History Substance Fields
Test Results Section
Add a Case Test Result Record
Case Test Result Fields
Narrative Section
Study Section
Study Registrations Section
Add a Study Registration Record
Study Registration Fields
Linked Cases Section
Add a Case Relationship Record
Case Relationship Fields
Reference Numbers Section
Add a Case Identifier Record
Case Identifier Fields
Documents Section
Add a Case Attachment or Literature Document
Case Attachment and Literature Document Fields
General Document Fields
Case Information Document Fields
Remove a Document from a Case
Once you promote to a Case, all data entered on the source Inbox Item or AER is copied over to the appropriate field on the Case and Case child records.

Details Section
Use the Details section to specify general information about the Case.
INITIAL CASE DETAILS

FOLLOW-UP CASE DETAILS

Initial Case Details Section

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Case Number

The system generates a Case Number and populates this field when a Case is created.
You cannot edit this field. Outside of Edit mode, hovering over the Case Number link will display the UID and Worldwide UID.

UID
This field appears when you hover over the Case Number.
The UID is a system-generated E2B-compliant unique identifier that is composed in the following format:
{Country}-{Organization UID Code}-{Case Number}
where:
1. Country: The two-letter ISO country code for the Case country. The system first attempts to use the Country on the primary Reporter-type Case Contact. If the
reporter country is unavailable, the system uses the Event Country on the primary Case Adverse Event.
When the country being used for the UID changes, the system automatically updates the UID and Worldwide UID to match the new country code. This behaviour only
applies to initial Cases.
2. Organization UID Code: The value in the Organization UID Code field for the Organization associated with the Case, if available.
3. Case Number: The system-generated value from the Case Case Number field.
For initial Cases, the system re-evaluates the UID when the following data changes:
Country on the primary Case Adverse Event
Country on the primary Reporter-type Case Contact

The system does not update the UID for Imported Cases or Follow-Up Cases.

Note

Worldwide

This field appears when you hover over the Case Number.

UID
The worldwide unique case identification (WWUID) identifies an external safety case. For example, a previously submitted case received from an MAH or partner.
You can manually enter the Worldwide UID on an AER or Inbox Item before promoting to a Case. Otherwise, the system automatically populates the field upon Case
promotion using the value in the Organization UID Code field for the Organization associated with the Case, if available.

Once the Worldwide UID is populated on a Case, it does not change even if the Case UID is updated.

Note

AER

The system populates this field with a link to the source AER that was promoted to create the Case.

Receipt Date

(Required) The date the event was first reported. This date starts the regulatory clock in calculating expedited reporting (for example, 7-day or 15-day reports).
Use the calendar to select the date or enter the date manually. You must specify the year, month, and day at a minimum. The time is optional.

Initial Receipt

The Receipt Date entered on the AER or Inbox Item becomes the Initial Receipt Date upon Case promotion.

Date

This is a lookup field that appears for Follow-Up Cases only. Not that because this is a lookup field, if the Receipt Date on the original AER or Inbox Item changes after
Case promotion, the audit trail on the referenced object does not reflect the change.

New Info Date

The latest date when additional information was received about the case.
Use the calendar to select the date or enter the date manually. You must specify the year, month, and day at a minimum. Time is optional.
If you leave this field blank, the system automatically populates the date entered in the Receipt Date field once you save the page.
There can be only one New Info Date per Case version. If you overwrite this field with a new date, any previously recorded New Info Dates will appear in the audit trail.

Report Type

(Required) The method in which the adverse event was reported by the primary source.
Select the appropriate report type.

Due Date

The system calculates the Case reporting due date and populates this field using the seriousness criteria, expectedness, and watchlist tags. If the Case is re-assessed
and these criteria change, the system automatically updates the due date.
To learn more, see Reporting Rule Parameter Reference.

Watchlist

The system automatically populates this field when a Case Adverse Event matches one or more watchlists configured for the associated Case Product or Study.

Tags
To learn more, see How Case Watchlist Tags and DMEs are Assigned.
Event (PT)

The MedDRA Preferred Term (PT) coded on the primary Case Adverse Event.
If the Case Adverse Event has not been coded, this field is blank. This field dynamically updates to match the primary Case Adverse Event.

Seriousness

The level of impact the adverse event had on the patient.
The system automatically populates this field using the most severe seriousness criteria entered on the primary Case Adverse Event.

Listedness

Whether the primary Case Adverse Event is listed on the Core Datasheet for the Study or Product.

(Core)

The system automatically populates this field using the Listed value in the primary Case Assessment. To override the system-calculated value, select a different option. To
override the system-calculated value, select a different option. Note that if you override the Listedness field on the Case, the system will stop syncing the Case field with
the primary Case Assessment.
To learn more, see Manage Datasheets and Auto-Expectedness.
This field does not appear on page layouts by default and must be added by an administrator to appear.

Expectedness

Whether the case is expected. That is, whether the primary Case Adverse Event is listed on the relevant Product or Study Datasheets.
The system automatically populates this field using the Expected value in the primary Case Assessment. To override the system-calculated value, select a different option.
Note that if you override the Expectedness field on the Case, the system will stop syncing the Case field with the primary Case Assessment.
To learn more, see Manage Datasheets and Auto-Expectedness.

Relatedness

The system automatically populates this field using causality assessments on primary Case Assessment Results.
To learn more, see How Case Relatedness is Calculated.

Expedited

Indicates whether the case requires expedited reporting.
The system automatically sets this field to Yes (expedited) when one of the following conditions are met:
a. The Case has an adverse event that matches an expedited Watchlist.
b. The Case meets seriousness criteria and contains an unexpected adverse event (serious, unexpected case).
c. The Case contains both an adverse event that matches an expedited watchlist and an unexpected serious adverse event.
To learn more, see How Case Watchist Tags and DMEs are Assigned.

CIOMS

Enter any comments or additional information that should be populated in field 26. REMARKS on the CIOMS I form.

Remarks
To learn more, see CIOMS I Generation Data Mapping.
Validation
The calculated Validation Result for the Case.

Status

The following list describes the Validation Status field values:
Pass: No validation rule failures were found.
Warning: At least one validation rule has failed to pass with a Warning status.
Fail: At least one validation rule has failed to pass with a Fail status.
Hard Fail: At least one validation rule has failed to pass with a Hard Fail status.

You cannot trigger the Submit to Gateway action if the Validation Status is Hard Fail. The system will not trigger auto-submission if the Validation Status

Note

is Fail or Hard Fail.

To learn more, see Case and Submission Validation.
Suppress

Select this field to prevent the system from generating Submissions or including this Case in aggregate reporting.

Submission

This field can be used to track and monitor non-submittable cases (for example, pregnancy, invalid, or nullified cases).
To learn more, see Suppress Submissions of a Case Version.

Source

The source document for the report. Use the link in this field to navigate to the source document.

Document

The system populates this field automatically when a document is used to create the Case. Otherwise, you can select the document manually.

Version

The version of the source document. Use the link in this field to navigate to the source document.
The system populates this field when you attach or create the Case from a source file.

Follow-Up

Select the Follow-Up Rule for the questionnaires with which the system should attempt to match the Case or AER. If you leave this field blank and select Send Follow-Up,

Rule

the system uses Invalid Case (Missing Parameters) as the default value.
To learn more, see Send a Follow-Up Email Questionnaire to a Case Reporter.
This field does not appear on page layouts by default and must be added by an administrator to appear.

Send Follow-

Select this field to trigger the system to evaluate whether this Case or AER matches the criteria for one or more questionnaires. After running the process to generate

Up

questionnaires, the system clears this field.
To learn more, see Send a Follow-Up Email Questionnaire to a Case Reporter.
This field does not appear on page layouts by default and must be added by an administrator to appear.

Reason

Enter information to specify the reason why the case was received late.

Received Late
This field does not appear on page layouts by default and must be added by an administrator to appear.
External

Unique Identifier for an external system.

System UID

You can manually enter the External System UID on an Inbox Item before promoting to a Case or on the Case itself.
This field does not appear on page layouts by default and must be added by an administrator to appear.

Initial Case

When a Follow-Up Case is created, the Initial Case field for this record is automatically populated with the original Case.
This field does not appear on page layouts by default and must be added by an administrator to appear.

Device Details Section
For the Device Details section to appear, the Case must have a Case Product that is a Combination Product. Use this section to classify the report type and specify
important details specific to device-type Case Products. You can specify further product-specific details in the Device-type Case Product.
If this section does not appear for a Combination Product Case, an administrator must enable the Combination Products feature to make these fields appear.
INITIAL CASE DEVICE DETAILS

FOLLOW-UP CASE DEVICE DETAILS

Initial Case Device Details

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Device Report

The type of device report, either Malfunction or Public Health Risk.

Type

Select one or more options that best describe the type of report, as it relates to a device product.

Malfunction Only

This field is set to Yes when each of the following conditions are met:
The Case Seriousness field is blank
The Case Device Report Type contains Malfunction
The Case adverse event MedDRA is either 10067482 (PT) or 10077536 (SOC)
The system automatically populates this field, and it is read-only.
For malfunction-only cases, you can enter "None" in the Patient Initials field and leave all other patient information blank to transmit patient characteristics as
None in FDA VAERS E2B R3.

Device Follow-Up
Type

The reason for the follow-up on the device-type case.
Select the option that describes the reason for the follow-up. This field is not displayed for Initial Cases.

Remedial Action

Whether remedial action was taken to address the adverse event.
If remedial action was taken, select the option that best describes the action or select Other to manually enter a text description.

Remedial Action-

Text description of the remedial action when there is no matching option in the picklist.

Other

Enter a text description of the remedial action that was taken. You must set the Remedial Action field to Other for this field to appear.

This Case is Locked Section
The This Case is Locked section appears when a user manually locks a Case.
This section provides details on the date the case was locked and the user who locked it. This feature is not available by default unless an administrator configures the
feature.
When a case is locked, the system prevents the users saving changes to the Case and child records until you unlock the Case. All Case child records (Case
Assessment, Case Product, and so on) are locked, with the exception of Parental Case and Case Number records.

This Case is Locked Section

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Locked By

The user who manually locked the Case from editing.
This system automatically populates this field. Users with the appropriate permissions can use this field to reassign a locked Case or clear it to unlock the Case.

Locked Date

The date when the case was locked.
This system automatically populates this field.

Contacts Section
When you promote an Inbox Item or AER to a Case, the system copies the reporter and patient information to automatically create Case Contacts.

Types of Case Contacts
The following list describes the types of Case Contacts:
Reporter: Captures information about the person who reported the case.
Patient: Captures information about the patient.
Facility: Captures information about the facility where a vaccine dosage was administered. A Case Product Dosage can then reference a Facility record using the
Administration Facility field.
Health Care Professional: Captures contact information for the health care professional who treated the patient for the adverse event that resulted in hospitalization
or treatment.

How Case Contacts are Automatically Created and Updated
In each new Case, the system creates a Reporter-type Case Contact, using information from the Inbox Item or AER contact information. The system also snapshots
patient information to the Reporter-type contact when the patient is also the reporter.
If the patient was not the reporter, the system creates a separate Patient-type Case Contact. The system determines whether the patient is also the reporter using the
Patient value specified in the Reporter Qualification field on the AER or Inbox Item.
Expand the following sections to learn more about how Reporter and Patient Case Contacts are created and populated.

When the Patient is the Reporter

By default, the Qualification Controlled Vocabulary record corresponding to Patient is inactive. An

Note

administrator must activate this record to make this Qualification option available.

If the Reporter Qualification field is set to Patient:
The patient is considered the primary reporter
A Patient-type Case Contact is not created
The patient information fields are automatically populated on the primary Reporter Case Contact

Any time the Patient name fields are updated on the Case, the system automatically updates the corresponding fields
on the primary Reporter Case Contact

When the Patient is Not the Reporter

If the Reporter Qualification field is not set to Patient:
The system creates a Patient-type Case Contact record, in addition to the Reporter Case Contact
The patient information fields are automatically populated on the Patient Case Contact

Any time the Patient name fields are updated on the Case, the system updates the corresponding fields on the
Patient Contact. You can only have one Patient Contact per Case.
If the AER did not specify these fields and they are later added to the Case directly, the system copies the patient
name fields from the AER to create a new Patient Contact.

Add a Case Contact Record
Use the Case Contacts section to enter information about the reporting sources.

Note

Each Case must have a primary Reporter-type Case Contact. As such, you cannot delete a primary Reporter record. If a primary Reporter must be deleted,

you can designate a different Reporter as primary using the Rank field, and then delete the non-primary Reporter.

1. On the Case page, expand Contacts.
2. Select Create.
3. In the Create Case Contact window, select the type of contact:
Reporter: Captures information about the person who reported the case.
Patient: Captures information about the patient.
Facility: Captures information about the facility where a vaccine dosage was administered.
Once added, a Case Product Dosage can then reference a Facility record using the Administration Facility field.
Health Care Professional: Captures contact information for the health care professional who treated the patient for the adverse event that resulted in
hospitalization or treatment.
4. Complete the Create Reporter page.
5. Select Save
Result
The Case Contact is added to the Case.

Case Contact Details Fields
Different fields and Reason Omitted options are available in the Case Contact Details section, depending on the Case Contact type.
REPORTER

PATIENT

FACILITY

HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONAL

Feedback?

Reporter Case Contact Details Section

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Primary Source

Indicates whether or not this Reporter record is the primary source.
If this contact is the primary Reporter, select Yes.

Qualification

The contact's qualification.
Start typing for instant search or select the binoculars icon browse the available options.

Title

Enter the contact's title.
If the contact type is Reporter or Patient, you can use the Reason Omitted field if the information is unavailable.

First Name

Enter the contact's first name.
If the contact type is Reporter or Patient, you can use the Reason Omitted field if the information is unavailable.

Middle Name

Enter the contact's middle name.
If the contact type is Reporter or Patient, you can use the Reason Omitted field if the information is unavailable.

Last Name

Enter the contact's last name.
If the contact type is Reporter or Patient, you can use the Reason Omitted field if the information is unavailable.

Facility Name

Enter the name of the facility.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Facility Type

Select the type of facility.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Organization

Enter the name of the contact's organization.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Department

Enter the name of the contact's department in their organization.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Telephone

Enter the contact's telephone number.
If the contact type is Reporter, Patient, or Facility, you can use the Reason Omitted field if the information is unavailable.

Email Address

Enter the Reporter's email address. To send automatic questionnaire emails for follow-up information, both the Email Address and Email Consent Provided
are required.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Email Consent

Indicates whether the Reporter has consented to receive emails.

Provided

Select this field if the contact has consented to receiving email notifications or requests for follow-up information.
To learn more, see Send a Follow-Up Email Questionnaire to a Case Reporter.

Fax

Enter the contact's fax number.
If the contact type is Facility, you can use the Reason Omitted field if the information is unavailable.

Best Doctor?

Designates the contact as the best physician or other health care professional to contact about the adverse event.
If the contact is the best physician or health care professional to contact about the case, select the check box.

Sent to FDA?

Indicates whether or not the case has already been reported to the FDA.
If the report has been sent to the FDA, select Yes.

Other Source Text

Enter any relevant additional information about the Reporter.

FDA 3500A Report

Source of the FDA 3500A report.

Source

Use the drop-down list to choose a value.

Additional Information

Enter any additional information that cannot be captured in the other contact fields. This field appears for Health Care Professional Case Contacts only.

Facility Military Flag

Indicates whether the facility has a military designation.
If the facility is a military facility, select Yes.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Rank
To order the list of Reporters by rank, enter the rank number. Ranked records appear in ascending order on the Case and in generated ICSR documents.
Reporters ranked as 1 correspond to the primary Reporter role. If you change a Reporter to rank 1 , the system updates the rank of the previous primary
Reporter to 2 .
This field does not appear on page layouts by default and must be added by an administrator to appear.

Case Contact Address Fields
Use the Address section on Case Contacts to add address information about a reporter, patient, or facility. By default, the Address section does not appear for Health
Care Professional Case Contacts.
REPORTER/PATIENT

FACILITY

Reporter and Patient Address Section

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Street

Enter the contact's street address.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Street

Use this field to enter the second line of the street address.

Line 2
City

Enter the name of the city where the contact resides.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

County

Enter the county where the contact resides.

State /

Enter the state or province where the contact resides.

Province

If the state or province is mapped to a domestic state code on a Country State/Province record, a picklist is available based on the Country entered. This is useful for domestic
cases originating in a country, such as Spain or Italy, where the state code is required in submissions to a specific agency, such as the EMA.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.
Country

Select the country where the contact resides.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Postal

Enter the contact's zip or postal code.

Code

If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Regional Section
Use the Regional section on a Domestic Case to enter region-specific agency information for the NMPA (China) agency and the MFDS (Korea) agency.
NMPA

MFDS

NMPA Regional Section

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Additional Pregnancy Related Information

Additional related patient pregnancy information.
Enter any additional information related to Case or Patient pregnancy.

NMPA Report Classification

The NMPA Report Classification for Chinese Cases.
Select the appropriate NMPA Report Classification for the report from the dropdown menu.

MFDS Other Health Professional

This field is only available when you select “Other Health Professional” for the reporter qualification on the Case.
Select the qualification of the reporting health professional contact from the dropdown menu.

MFDS Other Study Type

This field is only available for studies.
Select the appropriate MFDS Study Type Classification for a study from the dropdown menu.

Patient Regional Section
The following fields are available on the Case Contacts Regional Section for NMPA Cases

NMPA Patient Regional Section

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

NMPA Report Source

This field is required for Cases with post-market products.
Select the origin of the report from the dropdown menu.

NMPA Patient Race

Select the patient's race for Chinese NMPA Cases.
Select the NMPA patient race from the dropdown menu.

NMPA Patient Nationality

The patient's nationality code for Chinese NMPA cases.
Enter the Chinese nationality code for the patient in the text format “XX”. This field is required.

Organization

Enter the name of the contact's organization.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Patient Section
Use the Patient section to enter patient information, including a name or identifier, age, sex, height, weight, and medical record numbers (MRNs).
PATIENT (NON-CHILD)

PATIENT (CHILD)

Case Patient Section (Non-Child)

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Patient Known

Whether there is a known Patient involved in the Case. This information is required for reporting obligations in certain jurisdictions.

to Exist
Select this field if any of the following scenarios apply:
There is a referenced patient in the Case
There is a patient, but specific patient characteristics are not available
There is a patient, but the patient may not be identifiable
To learn more, see Reporting Rule Parameter Reference.
This field does not appear on page layouts by default and must be added by an administrator to appear.
Patient Initials

Enter the patient's initials.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Patient Name
Prefix

Enter the patient's name prefix or title. This field is used in FDA VAERS reporting.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Patient First
Name

Enter the patient's first name. This field is used in FDA VAERS reporting.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Patient Middle
Name

Enter the patient's middle name. This field is used in FDA VAERS reporting.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Patient Last
Name

Enter the patient's last name. This field is used in FDA VAERS reporting.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Investigation
MRN

The unique Subject/Patient ID, Centre ID, or random number in a clinical trial.
If a clinical trial investigated the adverse event, enter the following information:
The patient's medical record number with a general practitioner
The general practitioner's record number
You can enter multiple sets of record numbers in this field.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Randomization
Number

The patient's randomization number from the clinical trial randomization system.
The system can automatically populate this field during a bulk unblind operation using the study participants CSV file. You can also enter this field manually.
To learn more, see Bulk Unblind a Study.
This field does not appear on page layouts by default and must be added by an administrator to appear.

Gender

Select the patient's gender.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Height

The patient's height.
In the first field, enter a number. In the second field, select the unit of measurement.

Weight

Enter the patient's weight.
In the first field, enter a numeric value. In the second field, select the unit of measurement.

Parent
Information

Reference to the Parent Information Case from the current (child) case. The patient's Age at Onset must be less than 17 months (1.5 years) for this field to appear.
For a parent-child case, create or select the Parental Case to link it to the current Case. You must select a Case with the object type of Parental Case
( parental_case__v ). Add a Parental Case provides more information.

Date of Birth

The patient's birth date.
Use the Calendar pop-up tool to select a date or enter the date manually. For this field to be exported to E2B Transmissions, the full date is required with year, month, and
day.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Age

The normalized Age at Onset value calculated in “years”.

(normalized)

The system automatically calculates Age (normalized) and uses it to populate the Age at Onset field, if no value exists already.
This field does not appear on page layouts by default and must be added by an administrator to appear.

Auto-Calculation
The system automatically calculates this field using the time interval between the following dates:
i. The Case Date of Birth
ii. The Case Adverse Event Event Onset. If an Event Onset is not available, the system uses the Case Receipt Date.

Note If there are multiple Case Adverse Events, the system uses the earliest event to calculate the age. For fetal adverse events, the system uses the

event closest to the birth date.

If you manually enter a value after the auto-calculation, the system retains the manually entered value. If you manually enter a value and then edit one of the above fields
used in auto-calculation, the system will re-calculate and override the manually entered value, assuming there is sufficient data for calculation.
When only partial dates are available, the system calculates the age using the first day in the month or year entered. For example, if only "2021" is entered, the date
1/1/2021 is used.
To learn more, see How Age Fields are Calculated.
Age at Onset

The patient's age at the onset of the adverse event.
This field is populated by the system-calculated Age (normalized) field. The system automatically populates this field upon Case promotion or when the Case is updated.
You can also disable auto-calculation for this field to retain the manually entered value. See Manage Auto-Calculation Override for more detail.
The age value displays the patient’s current age in years. For example, if the patient’s age at onset is 53 years and nine months, the system will display 53 years old in
the Age at Onset field.
If the patient is less than two years old, the system displays the patient’s current age in months. For example, if the patient’s age at onset is 50 days old, the system will
display the patient’s age as 1 month old in the Age at Onset field.
To learn more, see How Age Fields are Calculated.

Age Group

The patient's age group at the onset of the adverse event, according to the following criteria:

AGE GROUP

AGE AT ONSET

Fetus

0 weeks/days/hours/minutes old

Neonate

More than 0 to less than 4 weeks old

Infant

4 weeks to less than 12 months old

Child

1 year to less than 12 years old

Adolescent

12 years to less than 18 years old

Adult

18 years to less than 65 years old

Elderly

65 years and older

The system automatically calculates this field upon Case promotion or when the Age at Onset field on the Case is updated. If you manually enter a value, and the
system later recalculates this field, the field is overwritten by the auto-calculated value.
You can also disable auto-calculation for this field to retain the manually entered value. See Manage Auto-Calculation Override for more detail.

Auto-Calculation
The system automatically calculates the age group based on the value in the Age at Onset field and the above criteria.
To learn more, see How Age Fields are Calculated.
Age at
Vaccination

The patient's age at the time of being administered the primary vaccine-type product. This field is used in FDA VAERS reporting.
The system automatically calculates this field upon Case promotion or when the Case is updated. If you manually enter a value after the auto-calculation, the system
retains the manually entered value. If you manually enter a value and then edit a field used in the auto-calculation, the system will re-calculate and override the manually
entered value, assuming there is sufficient data for calculation.
You can also disable auto-calculation for this field to retain the manually entered value. See Manage Auto-Calculation Override for more detail.

Auto-Calculation
The system automatically calculates this field when the primary Case Product is a Vaccine-type product. The age at vaccination is calculated using the time interval
between the following dates:
i. The Case Date of Birth
ii. The primary Vaccine-type Case Product Dosage First Admin Date
If there are multiple Dosages under the primary Vaccine-type Case Product, the system uses the earliest First Admin Date to calculate the age.

Note

Autopsy

Both date fields must be precise to at least the day to be used for auto-calculation.

Indicates whether or not an autopsy was performed. This field displays if the Date of Death field has a value.
Select either Yes or No from the drop-down menu.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Date of Death

Enter the date when the patient was reported as deceased.
Use the Calendar pop-up tool to select a date or enter the date manually.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Last Menstrual
Period

Enter the date when the patient last experienced a menstrual period. This field is only available if the Gender field is set to Female.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Pregnancy

Use this field to identify a case as a Pregnancy Case for tracking and capturing pregnancy information. This field is only available if the Gender field is set to Female.
To learn more, see Add a Pregnancy Case.

Pregnant at

Indicates whether the patient was pregnant at the time of exposure. This field is only available if the Gender field is set to Female. This field is used in FDA VAERS

Exposure

reporting.
If the patient was pregnant at the time of exposure, select Yes.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Ethnicity

Select the patient's ethnicity. Start typing for instant search or use the binoculars icon to browse for the appropriate value. This field is used in FDA VAERS reporting.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Race

Specialist
MRN

Select the patient's race from the drop-down list. This field is used in FDA VAERS reporting.
The patient's medical record number with a specialist and the specialist's record number.
If the patient visited a specialist for the adverse event, enter the following information:
The patient's medical record number with a specialist
The specialist's record number
You can enter multiple sets of record numbers in this field.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Hospital MRN

The patient's medical record number with a hospital and the hospital's record number.
If the patient visited a hospital for the adverse event, enter the following information:
The patient's medical record number with a hospital
The hospital's record number
You can enter multiple sets of record numbers in this field.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

GP MRN

The patient's medical record number with a general practitioner and the general practitioner's record number.
If the patient visited a general practitioner for the adverse event, enter the following information:
The patient's medical record number with a general practitioner
The general practitioner's record number
You can enter multiple sets of record numbers in this field.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Concomitant
Therapies

Military Status

Medical
History Text
Medical
History Text

Select Yes or No to indicate whether the patient was being treated with concomitant therapies, such as radiotherapy, drug class, or dietary supplements, at the onset of
the adverse event.

The patient’s military status type. This field is used in FDA VAERS reporting.

Enter the patient's medical history and concurrent conditions, which could not be coded as Medical History records. If there is no medical history, you can specify "None."

If the source report omits the medical history, select the option that describes why this information is not available.

(reason
omitted)

Add a Parent Case
For a parent-child case, use the Parent Information field in the Patient section to capture E2B-compliant parent information using a Parent Information-type Case.
1. On the Case page, expand the Patient section.
2. In the Parent Information field, select

.

3. In the Search: Parent Information window, select Create.
4. In the Create Case window, select Parent Information, and then select Continue.
5. Enter the information about the parent, and then select Save.
The system saves the parent information and adds a reference to the Parent Case in the Parent Information field.
6. If you must enter Parent Medical History and Parent Drug History details in the Parent Case, complete the following steps:
a. On the Case page, expand Patient.
Feedback?

b. Click through the Parent Information link to get to the Parent Information record.

c. Expand Parent Medical History & Concurrent Conditions list section and enter data records, as required.
d. Expand Parent Drug History list section and enter data records, as required.
Result
Information added to the Parent Information Case is transmitted in section D.10 for E2B (R3) or B.1.10 for E2B (R2).
You can return to the Child Case from the Children Cases/Information section on the Parent Information Case.

Parent Information Case Fields
The following sections outline the fields available for data entry on Parent Information-type Cases.

Parent Section
Use the Parent section to enter basic parent information, including a name or identifier, age, sex, height, and weight.

Parent Information Case: Parent Section

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Organization

Organization that develops the suspect product or sponsors the study.
This field is automatically populated with the Organization from the child Case.

Parent

Enter the parent's name or initials.

Initials
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.
Parent Name

Enter the parent's name prefix or title. This field is used in FDA VAERS reporting.

Prefix
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.
Parent First

Enter the parent's first name. This field is used in FDA VAERS reporting.

Name
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.
Parent

Enter the parent's middle name. This field is used in FDA VAERS reporting.

Middle
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Name
Parent Last

Enter the parent's last name. This field is used in FDA VAERS reporting.

Name
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.
Date of Birth

The parent's birth date.
Use the Calendar pop-up tool to select a date or enter the date manually. For this field to be exported to E2B Transmissions, the full date is required with year, month, and
day.

Age of

Parent's age at the onset of the adverse event in the child.

Parent

Enter a number in the first field. Then, select the age unit of measurement from the drop-down menu. When a unit other than years is selected, the age in years
(normalized) value is calculated and displayed on the Parent Information Case when you save the record.

Age at

The parent's age at the time of being administered the primary vaccine-type product. This field is used in FDA VAERS reporting.

Vaccination

The system automatically calculates this field upon Case promotion or when the Case is updated. If you manually enter a value after the auto-calculation, the system retains
the manually entered value. If you manually enter a value and then edit a field used in the auto-calculation, the system will re-calculate and override the manually entered
value, assuming there is sufficient data for calculation.
You can also disable auto-calculation for this field to retain the manually entered value. See Manage Auto-Calculation Override for more detail.

Auto-Calculation
The system automatically calculates this field when the primary Case Product is a Vaccine-type product. The age at vaccination is calculated using the time interval between
the following dates:
i. The Parental Case Date of Birth field
ii. The primary Vaccine-type Case Product Dosage First Admin Date field
If there are multiple Dosages under the primary Vaccine-type Case Product, the system uses the earliest First Admin Date to calculate the age.

Note Both date fields must be precise to at least the day to be used for auto-calculation.

Gender

Select the parent's gender.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Last

Enter the date when the parent, last experienced a menstrual period. This field is only available if the Gender field is set to Female.

Menstrual
Period
Pregnancy

Use this field to identify a case as a Pregnancy Case for tracking and capturing pregnancy information.
To learn more, see Add a Pregnancy Case.

Pregnant at

Indicates whether the parent was pregnant at the time of vaccination or drug exposure. This field is only available if the Gender field is set to Female. This field is used in

Exposure

FDA VAERS reporting.
If the patient was pregnant at the time of exposure, select Yes.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Height

The parent's height.
In the first field, enter a number. In the second field, select the unit of measurement.

Weight

Enter the parent's weight.
In the first field, enter a numeric value. In the second field, select the unit of measurement.

Medical

Enter the parent's medical history and concurrent conditions, which could not be coded as Medical History records. If there is no medical history, you can specify "None."

History Text
Study

The study the tracked pregnancy is associated with. This field appears when the Pregnancy checkbox is selected on the Parent Information Case.
The system automatically sets the Study based on the Study associated with the child Case. Otherwise, you can manually select the Study.

Study Site

The study site the tracked pregnancy is associated with. This field appears when the Pregnancy checkbox is selected on the Parent Information Case.
The system automatically sets the Study based on the Study Site associated with the child Case. Otherwise, you can manually select the Study Site.

Pregnancy Information
See Pregnancy Information Section for information on the pregnancy fields available for data entry.

Pregnancy Outcome
See Pregnancy Information Section for information on the pregnancy fields available for data entry.

Parent Medical History & Concurrent Conditions Section
Use the Medical History & Concurrent Conditions section on a Parent Information Case to enter relevant medical history of the parent.

Parent Medical History & Concurrent Conditions Section

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Case

Reference link to the Parent Information Case.
The system automatically populates this field.

Condition/Procedure

Enter the reported term in the text field, then use the Auto-Code button to automatically match and code the MedDRA term. Alternatively, use the binoculars icon to
open the MedDRA browser.
To learn more, see Code MedDRA Terms.

Start Date

Use the calendar pop-up tool to select a date or enter the date manually.
The date when the medical condition started.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Continuing

Select Yes or No to indicate whether the medical condition is currently ongoing.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

End Date

The date when the medical condition stopped.
Use the calendar pop-up tool to select a date or enter the date manually.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Family History

Select Yes or No to indicate whether another family member experienced the same medical condition.

Illness at

Select Yes or No to indicate whether the illness, condition, or symptom was present at or about the time of vaccination.

Vaccination?
Comments

Enter any additional relevant information about the medical condition.

Parent Drug History
Use the Drug History section on a Parent Information Case to enter the parent’s drug history.

Parent Drug History Section

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Case

Reference link to the Case.
The system automatically populates this field.

Drug Name
(Reported)

Enter the name of the product, as reported by the source.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

WHODrug

Product code from the WHODrug dictionary.
After entering the reported drug name, select Search WHODrug to automatically populate the search query. Browse and select the appropriate product code using the
WHODrug search window.
To learn more, see Code WHODrug Products.

MPID

Medicinal Product Identifier (MPID) for the product. This field appears after coding the WHODrug product code.
This field is automatically populated based on the selection from the WHODrug dictionary.

Version

The WHODrug version for the MPID. This field appears after coding the WHODrug product code.
This field is automatically populated based on the selection from the WHODrug dictionary.

Start Date

Use the calendar pop-up tool to select a date or enter the date manually.
The date and time when the product was first administered.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

End Date

The date and time when the product was last administered.
Use the calendar pop-up tool to select a date or enter the date manually.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Indication
(LLT)

The MedDRA LLT for the product use indication.
Enter the term in the text field, then use the Auto-Code button to automatically match and code the MedDRA term. Alternatively, use the binoculars icon to open the MedDRA
browser.
To learn more, see Code MedDRA Terms.

Reaction
(LLT)

The MedDRA LLT for the reaction to the product.
Enter the term in the text field, then use the Auto-Code button to automatically match and code the MedDRA term. Alternatively, use the binoculars icon to open the MedDRA
browser.
To learn more, see Code MedDRA Terms.

Age at

The age of the parent at the time of vaccination.

Vaccination

The system recalculates and updates this field any time a field used to calculate this value is updated. If you manually enter a value after the auto-calculation, the system
retains the manually entered value. If you manually enter a value and then edit a field used in the auto-calculation, the system will re-calculate and override the manually
entered value, assuming there is sufficient data for calculation.
You can also disable auto-calculation for this field to retain the manually entered value. See Manage Auto-Calculation Override for more detail.

Auto-Calculation
The system automatically calculates this field when the primary Case Product is a Vaccine-type product. The age at vaccination is calculated using the time interval between
the following dates:
i. The Parental Case Date of Birth field
ii. The Parent Drug History Start Date field
The Product Type field on the Parent Drug History record must be set to Vaccine. If you do not see this field, an administrator must add it to the page layout.

Note

Both date fields must be precise to at least the day to be used for auto-calculation.

Pregnancy Information Section
For pregnancy cases, enter information about the pregnancy and outcome in the Pregnancy Information section.

Tip

For guidance on adding Pregnancy Cases, see Add a Pregnancy Case.

Case Pregnancy Information Section

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Pregnancy Conception Date

Pregnancy Due Date

Gestation

Specify the date of conception for the parent's pregnancy. Use the calendar pop-up tool or enter the date manually.

Specify the expected due date for the parent's pregnancy. Use the calendar pop-up tool or enter the date manually.
For a fetus report, enter the gestation period at the onset of the adverse event. The patient's Age at Onset must be less than 1.5 years for this field to
appear.
In the first field, enter a numeric value. In the second field, select the unit of measurement.

Sponsor Pregnancy
When the sponsor or company was made aware of the pregnancy. Select one of the following options:

Awareness

Prospective: The sponsor/company was aware of the pregnancy before the birth.
Retrospective: The sponsor/company was aware of the pregnancy after the birth.
Para/Parity

Enter the number of completed pregnancies beyond 20 weeks gestation (whether viable or nonviable). Note that a multiple gestation pregnancy counts as
a single birth.

Gravida/Gravidity

Number of Fetuses

Enter the number of pregnancies the parent has had. Note that a multiple gestation pregnancy counts as a single pregnancy.

Enter the number of fetuses for this pregnancy.

Pregnancy Outcome
Select the option that best describes the outcome of the pregnancy:
Live born
Fetal death / stillborn
Miscarriage
Elective Termination
Termination for a fetal anomaly
Date of Pregnancy Outcome

Enter the date of the pregnancy outcome.

Delivery Method
Select the option that best describes the delivery method for this pregnancy:
Natural
Cesarean section
Medicated

Child Information Section
Use the Child Information section to capture details about the infant born from a tracked pregnancy case, when there was no adverse event in the infant.
The Pregnancy checkbox must be selected to make this section appear on the page layout.

Tip

For guidance on adding different birth outcomes associated with pregnancy cases, see Add a Pregnancy Case.

Add a Child Information Case
1. On the Case page, expand the Child Information section.
2. Select Create.
3. Enter information about the child in the Child Information section.
4. Select Save.

Child Information Case Fields
The following sections outline the fields available for data entry on Child Information-type Cases.

Child Information Section

Child Information Section

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Organization

Organization that develops the suspect product or sponsors the study.
Select the Organization from the drop-down list.

Parent
Information

Child Initials

Reference to the parent Case from the current Child Information Case.
The system automatically populates this field when you create a Child Information Case from another Case.

Enter the child's name or initials.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Child Name
Prefix

Enter the child's name prefix or title.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Child First
Name

Enter the child's first name.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Child Middle
Name

Enter the child's middle name.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Child Last
Name

Enter the child's last name.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Date of Birth

The child's birth date.
Use the Calendar pop-up tool to select a date or enter the date manually.

Child Age

Enter the child's age. Enter a number in the first field. Then, select the age unit of measurement from the drop-down menu. When a unit other than years is selected, the
age in years (normalized) value is calculated and displayed on the Parent Information Case when you save the record.

Gender

Select the child's gender.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Height

The child's height.
In the first field, enter a number. In the second field, select the unit of measurement.

Weight

Enter the child's weight.
In the first field, enter a numeric value. In the second field, select the unit of measurement.

Hospital
MRN

The child's medical record number with a hospital and the hospital's record number.
You can enter multiple sets of record numbers in this field.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

GP MRN

The child's medical record number with a general practitioner and the general practitioner's record number.
You can enter multiple sets of record numbers in this field.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Test Results Section
Once you save a Child Information Case, the system automatically creates Case Test Result records for you to capture the following information:
1, 5, and 10 minute APGAR scores
Birth Outcome
Head Circumference
If the Case references a MedDRA version, the Test Name field on these Test Results are auto-coded, with the exception of Birth Outcome.
See Case Test Result Section for more information on the Case Test Result Fields.

Child Test Results Section

Products Section
Use the Products section on the Case to enter information about suspect and concomitant medications, including products suspected to have an interaction. For Cases
under a Study, this section label appears as Products (Study).

Feedback?

Products Section

When an Inbox Item or AER is promoted to a Case, the system copies the product information to create the primary Case Product record using the appropriate product
type:
Company Product (Drug, Biologic, Device, or Vaccine): If a Product from the company library was selected on the source Inbox Item or AER, then the system
creates the Case Product of that type.
Study Product: If the Inbox Item or AER specified a Study, then the system snapshots the Study Products to the Case.
If an administrator has preconfigured Study Arms related to the Case, the Study Products are automatically downloaded from the study arm selected in the Adverse
Event Report.
External Product: If the Inbox Item or AER does not link to a preconfigured Product, then the product details are added as an External Product.
Combination Product: If a Combination Product was selected on the Inbox Item or AER, its constituents are automatically downloaded and added as separate Case
Products when the Case is promoted. Each constituent Product inherits the Combination Product Drug Role.

Tip

If the Inbox Item was promoted with a constituent product in error, you can edit the Combination Product field of the Product. The related constituent

products are automatically downloaded and added as separate Case Products.

Each Case must have a primary Case Product. As such, you cannot delete a primary Case Product record. If a primary Case Product must be deleted, you

Note

can designate a different Case Product as primary using the Rank field, and then delete the non-primary Case Product.

Add a Case Product Record
When you add a product that is already configured in the Vault Safety Product library, Vault Safety populates the product details on the Case.
1. On the Case page, expand Products, and then select Create.
2. In the Create Case Product window, perform one of the following actions:
To add a study product, select Study Product.
To add a company product, select Biologic, Drug, Device, or Vaccine, depending on the product type for which the Product Family is configured in your vault.
To add a product that is not configured in the Vault Safety Product Library, select External Product.
3. Select Continue.
4. Complete the Create Product page.
5. Select Save.

Note

If you get an error on saving, make sure you're creating the Case Product with the same type as the Product configured in Business Admin. If the product

you're adding is linked to the study associated with the Case, you must add it as a Study Product.

Case Product Details Section
The fields that appear in the Product Details section depend on the Product type and your vault’s configuration.
STUDY PRODUCT

DRUG OR BIOLOGIC

VACCINE PRODUCT

DEVICE AND COMBINATION PRODUCT

EXTERNAL PRODUCT

Study Product

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Case

Reference link to the Case.
The system automatically populates this field.

Study

Select the Study that the Study Product is associated with. The system automatically populates this field with the Study associated with the Case. This field appears for
Study Products only.
To learn more, see Manage Studies.

Primary

Indicates whether the product is the primary product on the case.
If the product is the key suspect product of interest, select Yes. You cannot make an External Product primary.

Rank
To order Case Products by rank, enter the rank number.
Products ranked as 1 correspond to the primary product role.
If you change a product to rank 1 , the system updates the rank of the previous primary product to 2 . Ranked records appear in ascending order on the Case and in
generated ICSR documents.
This field does not appear on page layouts by default and must be added by an administrator to appear.
Drug Role
Select the characterization of the drug role in the adverse event as provided by the primary reporter or sender.
A valid Individual Case Safety Report (ICSR) must include at least one Case Product with a drug role of either Suspect, Interacting, or Drug Not Administered.
The following options are available by default, however your vault may have additional Drug Role Controlled Vocabularies configured:

DRUG
ROLE
OPTION

DESCRIPTION

Suspect

Identifies a product suspected to have contributed to the adverse event.

Interacting

Identifies a product suspected to have an interaction with another product.

Concomitant

Identifies a product taken by the patient at the time the reaction was observed.

Drug Not

Identifies a product that was not administered, but must be reported. For example, in a clinical trial setting or due to a product administration error.

Administered
Similar

Identifies a US-marketed product (such as a vaccine) that contains the same or similar device as the suspect product for which a malfunction was

Device

reported. This option is used in FDA VAERS submissions for scenario 10 (a malfunction combination product with a similar device).

Treatment

Identifies products used to treat the adverse event. This drug role is for tracking purposes only and does not appear on generated regulatory
reports.

For Device-type Case Products to appear on generated MedWatch 3500A reports, the Drug Role must be Interacting or Suspect.
Product

Enter the name of the product, as reported by the source.

(Reported)
Product

A link to the Product, as configured in the Product Library.
Select the Product from the drop-down menu. The options are filtered by the Products in the Product Library under the Case Organization.
To learn more, see Manage Products.

Combination

The combination product for which this product is a product constituent. This field appears for Combination Product Constituents only.

Product
The system automatically populates this field when a Combination Product was selected as the product in the source Inbox Item or AER.
When adding or editing a Product record to include a Combination Product, Related constituent products are automatically downloaded and added as separate Case
Products.

Note

If the Combination Product is a Study Product, all constituent products inherit that setting. The Case-level study is applied to each constituent product.

To learn more, see Manage Combination Products.
Trade Name

The brand name of the device.
For Device-type products, this field is used in report generation for FDA E2B(R2) (B.4.k.20.FDA.1).

Product Code

For devices only, enter the product code classification.

Vaccine Type

The type of vaccine. This field is used in FDA VAERS reporting.
The following options are available by default:
Live Attenuated Viral
Inactivated
Subunit
Toxoid
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Product

A link to the Product Registration record, as configured in the Product Library.

Registration

If the product registration details are already configured in the Product library, select the Product Registration record.
To learn more, see Add Product Registration Details.

Combination

A link to the Combination Product Registration record, as configured in the Product Library.

Product

If the product registration details are already configured in the Product library, select the Product Registration record.

Registration

To learn more, see Combination Product Registrations.
Country

Select the country where the product was obtained.

Obtained
WHODrug

Product code from the WHODrug dictionary. This field appears for External Products only.
After entering the reported drug name, select Search WHODrug to automatically populate the search query. Browse and select the appropriate product code using the
WHODrug search window.
To learn more, see Code WHODrug Products.

MPID

Medicinal Product Identifier (MPID) for the product. This field appears after coding the WHODrug product code.
This field is automatically populated based on the selection from the WHODrug dictionary.

Version

The WHODrug version for the MPID. This field appears after coding the WHODrug product code.
This field is automatically populated based on the selection from the WHODrug dictionary.

Action Taken

Select what action was taken with the product as a result of the adverse event. Use the binoculars icon to search for Action Taken or enter the information manually.

Gestation

The patient's Age at Onset must be less than 17 months (1.5 years) for this field to appear.

Exposure

Enter the gestational age at the time of the earliest exposure. Enter a numeric value in the first field and select a unit of time in the second field.

Additional

Additional information relevant to the product and its usage.

Information
If there is additional information relevant to the product and its usage, select an option from the list.
If you cannot describe the additional information with any of these options, type the text in the Other Additional Information field.
Other Additional

If none of the options in the Additional Information list apply, use this field to enter any additional product information.

Information
Expiration Date

The product expiry date.
If Expiration Date is available, use the calendar tool to select the date or enter the date manually.
The original Expiration Date field does not accept partial dates. However, the Expiration Date control, introduced in the 22R1 release, accepts partial dates with a
minimum precision of the year.

Cumulative Dose

The total cumulative dose administered until the first sign of an adverse event.

Auto-Calculation
The system automatically calculates this field when you add or update information about the product dosage or onset of the earliest adverse event.
If you manually enter a value after the auto-calculation, the system retains the manually entered value. If you manually enter a value and then edit a field used in the
auto-calculation, the system will re-calculate and override the manually entered value, assuming there is sufficient data for calculation.
You can also disable auto-calculation for this field to retain the manually entered value. See Manage Auto-Calculation Override for more detail.
To learn more, see How Cumulative Dose is Calculated.
External Product

Select the product type for the external product to ensure product fields specific to product types are displayed. For example, certain fields only appear when you select

Type

Vaccine as the External Product Type. This field appears for External-type Case Products only.
This field does not appear on page layouts by default and must be added by an administrator to appear.

Dosages Section
Use the Dosages section to add, edit, or delete dosage and route of administration regimens for a Case Product. By default, this section does not display for Device-type
Case Products or Study Products associated with a double-blinded Study.
When there are no Dosage records, the Case Product Dosage section control appears blank. To create a Dosage, select Edit on the Case Product page.
To create additional dosages for a Case Product, select the Add Dosages button. After saving the page, the system displays dosages in order of the earliest to latest
First Admin Date.

Note

You must save the Case Product page after adding 10 dosage entries. When there are 11 or more dosages, use the left and right arrows to move through

the pages.

DRUG OR BIOLOGIC PRODUCT

VACCINE PRODUCT

Case Product Dosage (Non-Vaccine)

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Dose

The amount of product administered at one time.
Enter the (numeric) dose value in the first field. Select the unit of measure for the dose from the picklist, or create a custom entry.

Frequency

Enter how often the dose was administered. Once you save the page, the system will calculate and display an E2B-compliant description of the values. For example, 4
times per day (.25 days).
To enter a specific time interval, select either the first or second option depending on the preferred format.
If the dosage regimen is not specific to a time interval, or the exact frequency is unknown, select the third option and specify whether the regimen was "Cyclical" or
"As Necessary".
If only the total product dosage is provided, select "Total" in the third option. For example, if a patient took 100mg of a drug in total, you should enter 100mg in the
Dose field and select "Total" in the Frequency field.

First Admin
Date

Enter the date and time (if available) when the product was first administered.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Last Admin
Date

Enter the date and time (if available) when the product was last administered.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Duration

Combined number and unit field to capture the overall duration of time that the product was administered to the patient.

Auto-Calculation
The system automatically calculates this field once you save the Case Product Dosage, based on the values in the following fields:
First Admin Date
Last Admin Date
The system recalculates and updates this field any time the First Admin Date or Last Admin Date values are updated. If you manually enter a value after the autocalculation, the system retains the manually entered value. If you manually enter a value and then edit a field used in the auto-calculation, the system will re-calculate and
override the manually entered value, assuming there is sufficient data for calculation.
You can also disable auto-calculation for this field to retain the manually entered value. See Manage Auto-Calculation Override for more detail.
Batch/Lot
Number

Enter the batch or lot number for the medicinal product.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Expiration

The product expiry date for the batch/lot number.

Date
If Expiration Date is available, use the calendar tool to select the date or enter the date manually.

Note

Dose Form

You can enter a full date or a partial date in this field. A partial date is one that specifies only the year or both the year and the month.

Description of the pharmaceutical dose form.
Select an option from the picklist, or create a custom entry.
Vault Safety supports a selection of dose form terms, including terms from the Extended Eudravigilance Medicinal Product Dictionary (xEVMPD) and the Medicines and
Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (MHRA).
Encoded dose forms in E2B reports received and imported into Vault Safety will be mapped using these dictionary entries, including E2B(R2) codes received from the
MHRA.

Patient RoA

Route of administration code for the patient.
Select an option from the picklist, or create a custom entry.

Parent RoA

Route of administration code for the parent for a parent-child or fetus report.
Select an option from the picklist, or create a custom entry.

Administration
Facility

The facility where the vaccine was administered. This field is only available when the Case Product type is Vaccine. This field is used in FDA VAERS reporting.
If the product is a vaccine, select the facility that administered the dosage. The options available in this list correspond to the Facility-type Case Contacts added to the
Case.

Anatomical
Site

The vaccine anatomical approach site. This field is only available when the Case Product type is Vaccine. This field is used in FDA VAERS reporting.
Select the anatomical site to which the dosage was administered.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Dose Number
in Series
Dose Text

Enter the dose number in the series. This field is only available when the Case Product type is Vaccine. This field is used in FDA VAERS reporting.

Enter a description of the dosage when there is information that cannot be captured in the other Dosage fields.

Indications Section
Use the Indications section to specify the reported and MedDRA coded usage for the product in treating a medical condition.

Note

When there are no Indication records, the Case Product Indication section control appears blank. To access the button to create an Indication, select Edit on

the Case Product.

Indications Section

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Indication

The indication for product use.

(Reported)

Enter the reported term in the text field, then use the Auto-Code button to automatically match and code the MedDRA term. Alternatively, use the binoculars icon to
open the MedDRA browser.
To learn more, see Code MedDRA Terms.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Device Information Section
Use the Device Information section to enter details about Device-type Case Products. By default, this section only displays for External Products and Device Products.

Device Information Section

FIELD
Model Number

Catalog Number

Lot Number

Serial Number

Unique Identifier

Operator of Device

DESCRIPTION

Enter the model number assigned to the medical device by the manufacturer.

Enter the catalog number assigned to the medical device by the manufacturer.

Enter the lot number assigned to the medical device by the manufacturer.

Enter the serial number assigned to the medical device by the manufacturer.

Enter the unique identification code assigned to the medical device by the manufacturer.
The operator using the medical device.
Select the type of operator from the picklist. By default, the options in this picklist are:
Health Professional
Lay Person
Other

Operator of Device
(Other)

Single Use

Reprocessed/Reused

You must select Other in the Operator of Device field for this field to appear.
Enter a text description of the medical device operator if the Operator of Device picklist does not contain a suitable option.

Select Yes or No to indicate whether the medical device is labeled for single use.

Select Yes or No to indicate whether the single-use medical device was reprocessed and used for a subsequent application. This field populates box 7b. in the
FDA 3500A form.

Reprocessor

Enter the name and contact information of the contact who reprocessed the medical device. This field populates box 7b. in the FDA 3500A form.

Date Implanted
Enter the date when the medical device was implanted in the patient.

Note

You can enter a full date or a partial date in this field. A partial date is one that specifies only the year or both the year and the month.

Date Explanted
Enter the date when the medical device was removed from the patient.

Note

You can enter a full date or a partial date in this field. A partial date is one that specifies only the year or both the year and the month.

Returned Date
Enter the date when the medical device was returned to the manufacturer.

Note

Device Available

Device Evaluated

Manufacture Date

Device Usage Type

You can enter a full date or a partial date in this field. A partial date is one that specifies only the year or both the year and the month.

Select Yes or No to indicate whether the device is available for further evaluation.

Select Yes or No to indicate whether the device has been evaluated by the manufacturer. This field populates box 3. in the FDA 3500A form.

Enter the date when the device was manufactured.
The product usage type for the device-type product.
Use the binoculars icon to search the language corresponding with the medical device usage or start typing for instant search.

Device Age

The age of the device.
In the first field, enter a numeric value. In the second field, select a unit of time from the drop-down menu.

Device Problem and Evaluation Codes Section
The Device Problem and Evaluation Codes section captures FDA device codes for a Device-type combination product constituent. By default, this section only displays
for External Products and Device Products.

Device Problem and Evaluation Codes Section

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Device Problem

The device problem code. The Device Problem codelist is compliant with the FDA DPC code type.
For a medical device problem, select the device problem code.
Select the binoculars icon to search the language corresponding with the medical device usage or start typing for instant search.

Evaluation Method

The device evaluation method code. The Evaluation Method codelist is compliant with the FDA EMC code type.
If the device was evaluated by the manufacturer, select the manufacturer evaluation method code.
Select the binoculars icon to search the language corresponding with the medical device usage or start typing for instant search.

Evaluation Result

The manufacturer evaluation result code. The Evaluation Result codelist is compliant with the FDA ERC code type.
If the device was evaluated by the manufacturer, select the manufacturer evaluation result code.
Select the binoculars icon to search the language corresponding with the medical device usage or start typing for instant search.

Evaluation Conclusion

The manufacturer evaluation conclusion code. The Evaluation Conclusion codelist is compliant with the FDA ECC code type.
If the device was evaluated by the manufacturer, select the manufacturer evaluation conclusion code.
Select the binoculars icon to search the language corresponding with the medical device usage or start typing for instant search.

Blinding Details Section
The Blinding Details section describes the blinding settings active on a Case Product. This section is informational and read-only. By default, this section only displays if
the associated Study associated with the Case is double-blinded.
Manage Case Blinding provides information about unblinding Cases.

Feedback?

Blinding Details Section

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Study Blinded

Indicates whether blinding is enabled on the Study associated with the Case Product.
The system automatically populates this field.

Case Blinded

Indicates whether blinding is enabled on the Case.
The system automatically populates this field.

Blind

Indicates whether Blind Protection is active for the Study Product. While a Case is blinded, the value in this field is blank. Blind protection becomes active after unblinding

Protection

the Case.
The system automatically populates this field.
To learn more, see Manage Case Blinding.

Blinded

Indicates whether the Study Product is currently blinded or unblinded.
The system automatically populates this field. Do not edit this field.

Registration Section
Use the Registration section to add license and registration details for a Case Product. By default, this section does not appear for blinded Study Products.
If the registration details are already configured in the Product library and you select that Product Registration in the Case Product Details section, the system
automatically populates data in the Registration section.
The following sections are only available for PMDA (Japan) Domestic Case processing:
Case Product Registration
PMDA Reporting Information
Case Comment
STUDY PRODUCT

DRUG, BIOLOGIC, VACCINE

DEVICE

EXTERNAL PRODUCT

PMDA REPORTING INFORMATION

Study Product Registration Section

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Product

The Product reference to which this Product Registration applies.
The system automatically populates this field. By default, this field only appears for open or single-blinded Study Products.

Product Type

The Case Product record type.
The system automatically populates this field, and it is read-only.

Registration
Enter the product authorization or application number for the country where the product is marketed.

Number

For U.S. Registrations, ensure that the value you enter in this field adheres to the FDA E2B format requirements for element B.4.k.4.1 (Authorisation / Application
Number).
Registration

Enter the name of the product license holder or applicant for the product license.

Holder/Applicant
Compounding

If the product is a compounded product, specify the type. Start typing for instant search or select the binoculars to browse all available options.

Type
MPID

Enter the Medicinal Product Identifier (MPID) for the product. Note that you can specify only one type of product identifier. Do not specify a MPID if you have entered a
PhPID.

MPID Version

Enter the version date or number for the Medicinal Product Identifier (MPID).

Product

If an admin has configured a Product Registration, select the appropriate Product Registration, and then save the page. Fields preconfigured on the Product

Registration

Registration are automatically populated on the Case Product Registration upon saving. By default, this field only appears for open or single-blinded Study Products.

Product (Coded)

The product name from the product registration.
If the Product Registration Name is available, Vault Safety automatically populates this field using that name. Otherwise, this field is populated with the Product Name. If
the Product is part of a blinded Study, the value in this field is blinded.

Registration

Select the country where the product is registered and authorized. This field is required when there is a value in the Registration Number field.

Country
Combination

If the product is a combination product, select the combination type. This field is used in FDA VAERS reporting.

Type
PhPID

Enter the Pharmaceutical Product Identifier (PhPID). Note that you can specify only one type of product identifier. Do not specify a PhPID if you have entered a MPID.

PhPID Version

Enter the version date or number for the Pharmaceutical Product Identifier (PhPID)

Container Name

Enter the product container, if present in the Medicinal Product Name. This field is used in EMA reporting.

Part
Device Name

Enter the qualifiers in the name for devices. This field is used in EMA reporting.

Part
Form Name Part

Enter the pharmaceutical form, if present in the Medicinal Product Name. This field is used in EMA reporting.

Invented Name

Enter the product name without the trademark or the Marketing Authorization Holder (MAH), or any other descriptor in the product name. This field is used in EMA

Part

reporting.

Scientific Name

Enter the common product or scientific name without the trademark or the Marketing Authorization Holder (MAH), or any other descriptor in the product name. This field

Part

is used in EMA reporting.

Strength Name

Enter the strength of the product, if present in the Medicinal Product Name. This field is used in EMA reporting.

Part
Trademark Name

Enter the trademark or company, if present in the Medicinal Product Name. This field is used in EMA reporting.

Part
Intended Use

Enter the intended use of the product, if present in the Medicinal Product Name without the trademark or the Marketing Authorization Holder (MAH), or any other

Name

descriptor in the product name. This field is used in EMA reporting.

Name

Enter the Name of the Case Product Registration.

Immediate

This field determines whether the PMDA E2B (R3) file will be submitted as an immediate report. If the E2B file will be submitted as an immediate report, select an

Report Type

option for the immediate report from the dropdown menu. Select System (E2B) to submit automatically through Vault or select Manual (Fax) to submit the report
manually.

Completeness

Select whether the data collection at the time of report submission is complete or incomplete from the dropdown menu.

Report Overview

Enter any additional information on the report. This field is only used for PMDA Research and Safety Measure reports.

PMDA Case Product Registration Fields

Case Product Registration Section

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Name

Enter the Name of the Case Product Registration.

Registration

Select the Country in which the Case Product is registered.

Country
PMDA

The reporting category that adverse event belongs to under the PMDA guidelines. This field is available when using Domestic Case Processing and Case Follow-Up

Reporting

(domestic or foreign). The PMDA Reporting Category determines:

Category

If the Case is domestic or foreign.
If the Case report type is Infection, Adverse Event, Research, or Safety Measure Report.
Select the reporting category from the dropdown menu. The following options are available:

Product

CATEGORY

DESCRIPTION

AA

Post-Marketing Domestic Infection

AB

Post-Marketing Domestic AE

AC

Post-Marketing Foreign Infection

AD

Post-Marketing Foreign AE

AE

Post-Marketing Research Infection

AF

Post-Marketing Research AE

AG

Post-Marketing Safety-Measures

DA

Clinical Trial Domestic Infection

DB

Clinical Trial Domestic AE

DC

Clinical Trial Foreign Infection

DD

Clinical Trial Foreign AE

DE

Clinical Trial Research Infection

DF

Clinical Trial Research AE

DG

Clinical Trial Safety-Measures

Select the Product Registration from the dropdown menu. Product registrations are created when you configure the Product.

Registration
Rank

To order Case Products by rank, enter the rank number. Products ranked as 1 correspond to the primary product role. If you change a product to rank 1, the system updates
the rank of the previous primary product to 2. Ranked records appear in descending order on the Case and in generated ICSR documents.This field does not appear on
page layouts by default and must be added by an administrator to appear.

PMDA Case Comment Fields

Case Comment Section

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Name

Enter the Name of the Case Product Registration.

Comments Label

Select the appropriate label for the Comments from the dropdown menu. Use the labels to determine the reason and/or further action on the Case Comment.

Comments Text

Enter the Comment text.

Case Product Registration

The Case Product Registration to which the comment belongs.

Substances Section
Use the Substance section to add Substances under a Case Product. Substance records specify the active substance and strength in the product.
By default, this section only appears for External Products and open or single-blinded Study Products.

Add a Substance Record
1. On the Product record page, expand Substances.
2. Select Create.
3. Complete the Create Case Product Substance page.
4. Select Save.

Case Product Substance Fields

Substances Section

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Case

Reference to the grandparent Case.
The system automatically populates this field.

Case Product

Reference to the parent Case Product.
The system automatically populates this field.

Substance Name

Enter the substance name, as reported.

Strength

The substance strength. If the strength is a range, enter the lowest number in the range.
In the first field, enter the number. In the second field, select the unit of measurement.

TermID

Enter the substance Term ID.

TermID Version

Enter the substance Term ID Version or Version Date.

Adverse Events Section
Use the Adverse Events section to add Case Adverse Events with details of each adverse event.

Case Adverse Events Section

Note

Each Case must have a primary Case Adverse Event. As such, you cannot delete a primary Case Adverse Event record. If a primary Case Adverse Event

must be deleted, you can designate a different Case Adverse Event as primary using the Rank field, and then delete the non-primary Case Adverse Event.

Add a Case Adverse Event Record
1. On the Case page, expand the Adverse Events section.
2. Select Create.
3. Complete the Create Adverse Event page.
4. Select Save.

Case Adverse Event Fields
The Case Adverse Event page layout provides fields in the Details and Hospitalization/Treatment sections.

Case Adverse Event Details Section

Adverse Events Details Section

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Case

Reference link to the Case.
The system automatically populates this field.

Primary

Indicates the primary adverse event for this report.
Select Yes if the adverse event is the reason for reporting the case or is most likely linked to the suspect product.

Rank
To order Case Adverse Events by rank, enter the rank number.
Adverse events ranked as 1 correspond to the primary adverse event role.
If you change an adverse event to rank 1 , the system updates the rank of the previous primary adverse event to 2 . Ranked records appear in ascending order
on the Case and in generated ICSR documents.
Seriousness

The level of impact the adverse event had on the patient. You can enter multiple values in this field.
Select one or more seriousness criteria to describe the level of impact the adverse event had on the patient. If the event is not serious, do not select a value in this
field.

CTCAE Grade

The Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events (CTCAE) grade for adverse events affecting cancer patients.
For adverse events affecting cancer patients, select the CTCAE grade from the drop-down menu.

Event (Reported)

Description of the medical event, as reported by the primary source.
Enter the reported term in the text field, then use the Auto-Code button to automatically match and code the MedDRA term. Alternatively, use the binoculars icon to
open the MedDRA browser.
The language dropdown menu shows the MedDRA dictionary language being used. English is selected by default.
To learn more, see Code MedDRA Terms.

Event (Reported) Language

Event Country

Onset

The language that the primary source reported the event description in, if other than English.
Use the binoculars icon to search for the language corresponding with the adverse event or enter the language manually.

Select the country where the adverse event occurred. Use the binoculars icon to search for the country or start typing for instant search.
The date on which the adverse event or reaction started.
Use the Calendar pop-up tool to select a date or enter the date manually.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Cessation

The date when the adverse event ended.
Use the Calendar pop-up tool to select a date or enter the date manually.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Duration

The overall duration of time that the patient experienced the adverse event.

Auto-Calculation
The system automatically calculates this field once you save the Case Adverse Event, based on the time interval between the following dates:
Onset
Cessation
The system recalculates and updates this field any time the above field values are updated. If you manually enter a value after the auto-calculation, the system
retains the manually entered value. If you manually enter a value and then edit a field used in the auto-calculation, the system will re-calculate and override the
manually entered value, assuming there is sufficient data for calculation.
You can also disable auto-calculation for this field to retain the manually entered value. See Manage Auto-Calculation Override for more detail.
Outcome

Select the outcome of the adverse event:
fatal: Select this option when the patient's death is suspected to be related to the adverse event.
not recovered/not resolved/ongoing: Select this option when the patient had not recovered from the adverse event or for an irreversible congenital anomaly.
recovered/resolved: Select this option if the patient has fully recuperated from the adverse event.
recovered/resolved with sequelae: Select this option for an irreversible medical condition.
recovering/resolving: Select this option if the patient is recuperating from the adverse event.
unknown: Select this option when the outcome is unknown.

HCP Confirmed

Indicates whether a healthcare professional confirmed the adverse event.
The system automatically populates this field for the primary adverse event, based on the Reporter Qualification specified on the initial Inbox Item or AER.
Otherwise, you can enter the value manually.

Symptom/Diagnosis

Indicates whether the adverse event is a symptom or a diagnosis.
To designate the adverse event as a symptom or a diagnosis, select an option from the list.

Diagnosis

To associate an adverse event symptom to a diagnosis, select the Case Diagnosis.
To appear in this list, a medical reviewer must have already entered the Case Diagnosis. The Case Diagnoses section provides instructions.

Watchlist Tags

The system automatically populates this field when a Case Adverse Event matches one or more watchlists configured for the associated Case Product or Study.
To learn more, see How Case Watchlist Tags and DMEs are Assigned.

DME

Indicates if the adverse event MedDRA PT matches a Designated Medical Event (DME).
The system automatically populates this field when the adverse event MedDRA PT matches a Designated Medical Event (DME). The suspect product must be
registered in the European Union to qualify as a DME.
To learn more, see How Case Watchlist Tags and DMEs are Assigned.

Case Adverse Event Hospitalization/Treatment Section

Case Adverse Event Hospitalization/Treatment Section

FIELD
Hospitalization

DESCRIPTION

Select the patient outcome with respect to hospitalization. This is required for FDA VAERS reporting when the Case Adverse Event Seriousness is set to “Caused /
Prolonged Hospitalization”.
Hospitalization (FDA.E.i.3.2c.1)
Prolongation of Hospitalization (FDA.E.i.3.2c.2)

Evaluated/Treated
At

Select the type of facility the patient was evaluated or treated at:
Doctor/healthcare professional Office (FDA.E.i.3.3a)
Emergency Department or urgent care (FDA.E.i.3.3b)
Blank (FDA.E.i.3.2g)
This field is used in FDA VAERS reporting.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Hospital Admission
Date

Hospital Discharge

The date the patient was admitted into the hospital.
Use the calendar pop-up tool or enter the date manually.
The patient was discharged from the hospital.

Feedback?

Date

Use the calendar pop-up tool or enter the date manually.

Days Hospitalized

Enter the number of days the patient was hospitalized. This field is used in FDA VAERS reporting.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Hospital Name

Enter the name of the hospital. This field is used in FDA VAERS reporting.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Hospital City

Enter the city where the hospital is located. This field is used in FDA VAERS reporting.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Hospital State

Select the state where the hospital is located. This field is used in FDA VAERS reporting.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Diagnoses Section
Use the Diagnoses section to combine signs and symptoms that were reported into a single Case Diagnosis, if required.
Note that by default the Diagnoses section does not appear until the Case is in the Medical Review state.

Add a Case Diagnosis Record
1. On the Case page, expand the Diagnoses section.
If the section is not displayed, verify that the Case is in the Medical Review state and that you are assigned the Medical Reviewer user role.
2. Select Create.
The Create Case Diagnosis page appears.
3. Enter the diagnosis, and then select Save.
Result
The diagnosis is added to the Case under Diagnoses.

Case Diagnosis Fields

Diagnoses Details Section

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Case

Reference link to the Case.
The system automatically populates this field.

Name

The MedDRA term for the case diagnosis.

(MedDRA)

Enter the term in the text field, then use the Auto-Code button to automatically match and code the MedDRA term. Alternatively, use the binoculars icon to open the
MedDRA browser.
To learn more, see Code MedDRA Terms.

Name

Captures a text description of the diagnosis or reclassification of the adverse event.

(Reported)

This field is not currently supported for E2B import or export or any type of report generation.
This field does not appear on page layouts by default and must be added by an administrator to appear.

Assessments Section
Use the Assessments section to enter the assessed relationship between adverse events and suspect products. For more information on performing medical review,
see Perform Medical Review.

System-Generated Case Assessments
Vault Safety automatically generates a Case Assessment for each serious Case Adverse Event. Under each system-generated Case Assessment, the system generates
two Case Assessment Results.

If an E2B-imported Case contains an assessment for an adverse event or suspect product with an unknown link, the system labels the assessment with

Note

UNK .

Add a Case Assessment Record
While the system automatically generates Case Assessments, you may need to add an assessment manually, for example, if you accidentally delete a system-generated
assessment.
1. On the Case, expand the Case Assessments section.
2. Under Case Assessments, select Create.
The Create Case Assessment page appears.
3. In the Case Product field, select the suspect product.
4. In the Case Adverse Event field, select the relevant adverse event.
5. Enter the assessment details and results.
After You Finish
Enter the Case Assessment Result.

Case Assessment Details Fields

Case Assessment Section

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Case

Reference link to the Case.
The system automatically populates this field.

Product

Reference link to the Case Product.
The system automatically populates this field with the Case Product this assessment is evaluating.

Event (LLT)

Reference link to the Case Adverse Event.
The system automatically populates this field with the Case Adverse Event this assessment is evaluating.

Expected

Whether the associated Case Adverse Event is listed on Datasheets associated with the suspect Case Product or associated Study.
Whether the associated Case Adverse Event is listed on Datasheets associated with the suspect Case Product or associated Study. If an admin has configured Datasheets,
the system automatically populates this field based on the expected reactions listed on the datasheets. You can select a different option to override the system-calculated
value or to enter the value manually. The system uses this value from the primary Case Assessment to populate the Case Expectedness field.
To learn more, see Manage Datasheets and Auto-Expectedness.

Expected
(status)

How the Expected field was populated, whether system-calculated or with a manual override. By default, users in the Intake and Data Entry roles cannot edit this field.
The system automatically populates this field.

Listed

Whether the associated Case Adverse Event is listed on the is listed on the Core Datasheet for the Study or Product.
If an admin has configured Product Datasheets for the Case Product, the system automatically populates this field based on the expected reactions listed on the datasheets.
You can select a different option to override the system-calculated value or to enter the value manually. The system uses this value from the primary Case Assessment to
populate the Case Listedness field.
To learn more, see Manage Datasheets and Auto-Expectedness.

Listed

How the Listed field was populated, whether system-calculated or with a manual override. By default, users in the Intake and Data Entry roles cannot edit this field.

(status)

The system automatically populates this field.

Reaction
Recurrence

Select the option that best describes whether the adverse event recurred.
Note that the option “no – n/a (no rechallenge was done, recurrence is not applicable)” is equivalent to a dechallenge. You can capture the dechallenge details, such as
positive or negative, in the case narrative.

First Dose
Latency

The time interval between the first administered dose of the product and when the adverse event started.

Auto-Calculation
The system automatically calculates the first dose latency, based on the time interval between the following dates:
The First Admin Date field on the Case Product Dosage
The Onset field on the Case Adverse Event
The system recalculates and updates this field any time the Onset or First Admin Date values are updated. If you manually enter a value after the auto-calculation, the
system retains the manually entered value. If you manually enter a value and then edit a field used in the auto-calculation, the system will re-calculate and override the
manually entered value, assuming there is sufficient data for calculation.
You can also disable auto-calculation for this field to retain the manually entered value. See Manage Auto-Calculation Override for more detail.
To learn more, see How Dose Latency is Calculated.

Last Dose
Latency

The time interval between the last administered dose of the product and when the adverse event started.

Auto-Calculation
The system automatically calculates the last dose latency, based on the time interval between the following dates:
The Last Admin Date field on the Case Product Dosage
The Onset field on the Case Adverse Event
The system recalculates and updates this field any time the Onset or Last Admin Date values are updated. If you manually enter a value after the auto-calculation, the
system retains the manually entered value. If you manually enter a value and then edit a field used in the auto-calculation, the system will re-calculate and override the
manually entered value, assuming there is sufficient data for calculation.
You can also disable auto-calculation for this field to retain the manually entered value. See Manage Auto-Calculation Override for more detail.
To learn more, see How Dose Latency is Calculated.

Rank

Ranked assessments are listed in ascending order on the Case.
To order the list of assessments by rank, enter the rank number. The rank of 1 is reserved for the assessment on the primary adverse event and primary product.

Assessment
Tag

The system automatically tags Case Assessments as SUSAR or SAE when the appropriate criteria is met:
SUSAR: When a Study Case Assessment for a serious, unexpected adverse event paired with a suspect or interacting company product is assessed as related:
1. The Case Product associated with the Assessment must be suspect or interacting
2. The Case Adverse Event associated with the Assessment must be serious
3. The Expectedness field on the Assessment is set to No or is blank.
4. The Assessment has at least one Assessment Result with the Causality Established field set to Yes.
SAE: When a Case Assessment contains a serious adverse event paired with a suspect or interacting company product:
1. The Case Product associated with the Assessment must be suspect or interacting
2. The Case Product associated with the Assessment must be selected from the Product Library (i.e. Case Product > Product is selected) or a Study Product.
3. The Case Adverse Event associated with the Assessment must be serious
If neither of the above criteria are met, then the Assessment Tags field is left blank.

Watchlist
Tags

If the adverse event and product combination match an entry on a watchlist, select the watchlist.
To learn more, see Configure Adverse Event Watchlists.

Expectedness Section
Vault Safety automatically generates Expectedness records under Case Assessments. An Expectedness record identifies whether a Case Adverse Event (MedDRA
term) is listed on a Product or Study Datasheet.
An Expectedness record is generated for each of the associated Datasheets (core and local). Expectedness is evaluated upon case creation and re-evaluated any time
the associated Case Adverse Event or Case Product are updated.
The following table details the Expectedness fields that appear:

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Name

The name of the Expectedness record.
The system automatically populates this field for system-generated Expectedness.

Datasheet

A link to the Datasheet configured in Business Admin.
To view the Datasheet record, select the link.
To learn more, see Manage Datasheets and Auto-Expectedness.

Datasheet
Document

Country

The associated datasheet document from the Vault Library.
To view the datasheet Vault document, select the link.
For Local Datasheets, the country to which the datasheet applies. When evaluating reporting rules, the system uses Local Datasheets within the jurisdiction of the target
agency to evaluate the Expectedness rule parameter.
The system automatically populates this field for system-generated Expectedness.
To learn more, see Reporting Rule Parameter Reference.

Expected

Indicates whether the Case Adverse Event MedDRA is listed on the referenced Datasheet.
The system automatically populates this field for system-generated Expectedness.
To learn more, see Manage Datasheets and Auto-Expectedness.

Expected
(status)

How the Expected field was populated, whether system-calculated or with a manual override.
The system automatically populates this field for system-generated Expectedness.

Assessment Results Section
Use the Assessment Results section to enter the assessed relationship between the adverse event and product pair from individual sources.

System-Generated Case Assessment Results
When a Case Assessment is created (either system-generated or user-created), the system generates two child Case Assessment Results as placeholders: one for the
company and one for the primary reporter.
The system assigns the Source Type for auto-generated Case Assessment Results using the logic described in the following sections. The Source Type field refers to
the Case Assessment Source Controlled Vocabulary.

Clinical Trial Cases
The system generates Case Assessment Results with the following Source Types for a Clinical Trial Case :

E2B CODE1

CASE ASSESSMENT RESULT PLACEHOLDER

SOURCE TYPE

Company

Sponsor

2

Reporter

Investigator

1

1. E2B Code refers to the value in the e2b_code__v field on the Controlled Vocabulary corresponding to the Source Type field.

Postmarket Cases
The system generates Case Assessment Results with the following Source Types for a Spontaneous Case or Postmarket Study Case :

For postmarket cases, if the primary Reporter-type Case Contact does not specify the Qualification field, the system-generated Case Assessment Result

Note

for the reporter is not assigned a Source Type.

CASE ASSESSMENT RESULT PLACEHOLDER

QUALIFIED HCP?1

SOURCE TYPE

E2B CODE2

Company

n/a

Market Authorization Holder (MAH)

4

Reporter

No

Non Health Care Professional

6

Reporter

Yes

Health Care Professional

5

1. Whether the Qualification selected on the primary Reporter-type Case Contact corresponds to a Qualification Controlled Vocabulary where Qualified HCP=Yes
2. E2B Code refers to the value in the e2b_code__v field on the Controlled Vocabulary corresponding to the Source Type field.

Enter Case Assessment Results
1. On the Case, expand Case Assessment Results.
2. Open the Case Assessment Result that you want to edit, or select Create to add a new Assessment Result.
3. Complete the fields on the Case Assessment Result page.
4. Select Save.

Tip

You can enter additional comments about the assessment in the Sender's Comments field in the Case Narrative section.

Case Assessment Results Section

Case Assessment Result Fields

Case Assessment Result Details Fields

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Case

Reference link to the Case.
The system automatically populates this field.

Case

Reference link to the Case Assessment.

Assessment

Source Type

The system automatically populates this field.
Description of the source of the assessment, such as Sponsor, Investigator, or Health Care Professional.
For auto-generated Case Assessment Results, the system automatically populates the Source Type as follows:
Company's Assessment: The Source Type is set to Sponsor or MAH.
Reporter's Assessment: The Source Type is set to one of the following, based on the Report Type and the Reporter Qualification specified on the primary
Reporter-type Case Contact:
i. Investigator
ii. Health Care Professional
iii. Non-Health Care Professional
To learn more, see System-Generated Case Assessment Results.

Source (text)

Method of
Assessment
Method (text)

Assessment
Result
Assessment
Result

If you cannot capture the source using an option from the Source Type list, use this field to enter a free text description of the source.

Select the option that best describes the method of assessing the case.

If you cannot capture the assessment method using an option from the Method of Assessment list, use this field to enter a free text description of the method.

Select the option that best describes the result of the case assessment.

(Optional) An administrator must add this field to the Case page layout.
If you select a value for this field, the system uses this value instead of the Assessment Result value when generating an E2B document or a CIOMS I Transmission

(Override)

or preview. Contact Veeva Support to request this feature be made available in your vault.

Note

If you specify an Assessment Result (Override) value, there are two limitations

The system will always generate the masked version of aggregate reports.
When the system attempts to map the record Name of the Assessment Result Controlled Vocabulary, it always finds the English record Name instead of
the Localized record Name. For example, when the system maps to Result of Assessment for PMDA E2B(R3).
These limitations will be addressed in a future release.

Result (text)

Causality

If you cannot capture the assessment result using an option from the Assessment Result list, use this field to enter a free text description of the result.
Indicates whether the adverse event causality has been established with respect to the suspect product.

Established
The value in this field from the primary Case Assessment Results to populate the Case Relatedness. If this is set to Yes on any primary Case Assessment Result, the
Case Relatedness is set to Yes.
The system automatically populates this field.
To learn more, see How Case Relatedness is Calculated.

Causes of Death Section
Use the Causes of Death section to enter the details about the reported and autopsy-determined causes of death.
The Causes of Death section appears if at least one of the following conditions are met:
The Date of Death field has a value
A Case Adverse Event Seriousness field contains "Results in Death"

Add a Cause of Death Record
1. On the Case, expand Causes of Death.
2. Select Create.
3. In the Create Case Cause of Death Type window, select one of the following options:
Reported Cause of Death
Autopsy-Determined Cause of Death
4. Select Continue.
5. Specify the Case Cause of Death fields.
6. Select Save.
Result
When you save the Cause of Death record, the Causes of Death section is updated with the cause of death and a link to the record.

Cause of Death Fields

Causes of Death Section

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Case

Reference link to the Case.
The system automatically populates this field.

Cause
(Reported)

The reported term and MedDRA term for the cause of death.
Enter the reported term in the text field, then use the Auto-Code button to automatically match and code the MedDRA term. Alternatively, use the binoculars icon to open
the MedDRA browser.
To learn more, see Code MedDRA Terms.

Medical History & Concurrent Conditions Section
Use the Medical History & Concurrent Conditions section to add a Medical History record for each event reported in the patient’s medical history.

Add a Medical History Record
1. On the Case page, under Medical History, select Create.
2. On the Create Case Medical History page, enter the medical history event details.
3. Select Save.
Result
When you save the record, the Case Medical History & Concurrent Conditions section is updated with the record and link.

Medical History & Concurrent Conditions Fields

Case Medical History Section

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Case

Reference link to the Case.
The system automatically populates this field.

Feedback?

Condition/Procedure

Enter the reported term in the text field, then use the Auto-Code button to automatically match and code the MedDRA term. Alternatively, use the binoculars icon to
open the MedDRA browser.
To learn more, see Code MedDRA Terms.

Start Date

Use the calendar pop-up tool to select a date or enter the date manually.
The date when the medical condition started.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Continuing

Select Yes or No to indicate whether the medical condition is currently ongoing.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

End Date

The date when the medical condition stopped.
Use the calendar pop-up tool to select a date or enter the date manually.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Family History

Select Yes or No to indicate whether another family member experienced the same medical condition.

Illness at

Select Yes or No to indicate whether the illness, condition, or symptom was present at or about the time of vaccination.

Vaccination?
Comments

Enter any additional relevant information about the medical condition.

Drug History Section
Create a Drug History record for each product reported in the patient’s drug history.

Add a Drug History Record
1. On the Case page, expand Drug History.
2. Select Create.
3. On the Create Case Drug History page, enter the drug history details.
4. Select Save.
Result
When you save the Drug History record, the case Drug History section is updated with the record and link.

Drug History Fields

Drug History Section

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Case

Reference link to the Case.
The system automatically populates this field.

Drug Name
(Reported)

Enter the name of the product, as reported by the source.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

WHODrug

Product code from the WHODrug dictionary.
After entering the reported drug name, select Search WHODrug to automatically populate the search query. Browse and select the appropriate product code using the
WHODrug search window.
To learn more, see Code WHODrug Products.

MPID

Medicinal Product Identifier (MPID) for the product. This field appears after coding the WHODrug product code.
This field is automatically populated based on the selection from the WHODrug dictionary.

Version

The WHODrug version for the MPID. This field appears after coding the WHODrug product code.
This field is automatically populated based on the selection from the WHODrug dictionary.

Start Date

Use the calendar pop-up tool to select a date or enter the date manually.
The date and time when the product was first administered.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

End Date

The date and time when the product was last administered.
Use the calendar pop-up tool to select a date or enter the date manually.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Indication
(LLT)

The MedDRA LLT for the drug history product use indication.
Enter the term in the text field, then use the Auto-Code button to automatically match and code the MedDRA term. Alternatively, use the binoculars icon to open the MedDRA
browser.
To learn more, see Code MedDRA Terms.

Indication
(Reported)

Captures a text description of the drug history product use indication.
This field is not currently supported for E2B import or export or any type of report generation.
This field does not appear on page layouts by default and must be added by an administrator to appear.

Reaction
(LLT)

The MedDRA LLT for the reaction to the drug history product.
Enter the term in the text field, then use the Auto-Code button to automatically match and code the MedDRA term. Alternatively, use the binoculars icon to open the MedDRA
browser.
To learn more, see Code MedDRA Terms.

Reaction
(Reported)

Captures a text description of the reaction to the drug history product.
This field is not currently supported for E2B import or export or any type of report generation.
This field does not appear on page layouts by default and must be added by an administrator to appear.

Age at

The age of the patient at the time of vaccination. This field is used in FDA VAERS reporting.

Vaccination

The system recalculates and updates this field any time a field used to calculate this value is updated. If you manually enter a value after the auto-calculation, the system
retains the manually entered value. If you manually enter a value and then edit a field used in the auto-calculation, the system will re-calculate and override the manually
entered value, assuming there is sufficient data for calculation.
You can also disable auto-calculation for this field to retain the manually entered value. See Manage Auto-Calculation Override for more detail.

Auto-Calculation
The system automatically calculates this field for vaccine-type products. The age at vaccination is calculated using the time interval between the following dates:
i. The Case Date of Birth field
ii. The Case Drug History Start Date field
The Product Type field on the Drug History record must be set to Vaccine. If you do not see this field, an administrator must add it to the page layout.

Both date fields must be precise to at least the day to be used for auto-calculation.

Note

Invented
Name Part
Scientific
Name Part

Trademark
Name Part
Strength
Name Part
Form Name
Part
Container
Name Part
Device
Name Part
Intended
Use Name

Enter the product name without the trademark or the Marketing Authorization Holder (MAH), or any other descriptor in the product name. This field is used in EMA reporting.

Enter the common product or scientific name without the trademark or the Marketing Authorization Holder (MAH), or any other descriptor in the product name. This field is
used in EMA reporting.

Enter the trademark or company, if present in the Medicinal Product Name. This field is used in EMA reporting.

Enter the strength of the product, if present in the Medicinal Product Name. This field is used in EMA reporting.

Enter the pharmaceutical form, if present in the Medicinal Product Name. This field is used in EMA reporting.

Enter the product container, if present in the Medicinal Product Name. This field is used in EMA reporting.

Enter the qualifiers in the name for devices. This field is used in EMA reporting.

Enter the intended use of the product, if present in the Medicinal Product Name without the trademark or the Marketing Authorization Holder (MAH), or any other descriptor in
the product name. This field is used in EMA reporting.

Part

Add a Drug History Substance Record
Drug History Substance records capture data for EMA E2B section D.8.r.EU Substance / Specified Substance Identifier and Strength.
An administrator may need to configure page layouts to enable Case Drug History Substance data entry.
1. On the Case Drug History page, expand Drug History Substances.
2. Select Create.
3. On the Create Case Drug Substance History page, enter the drug history substance details.
4. Select Save.
Result
When you save the Drug History record, the case Drug History Substances section is updated with the record and link.

Drug History Substance Fields

Drug History Substance Section

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Case

Reference link to the grandparent Case.
The system automatically populates this field.

Case Drug History

Reference link to the parent Case Drug History.
The system automatically populates this field.

Strength (Number)

The substance strength. If the strength is a range, enter the lowest number in the range.

Strength (Unit)

Select the substance unit of measurement.

Substance Name

Enter the substance name, as reported.

TermID

Enter the substance Term ID.

TermID Version

Enter the substance Term ID Version or Version Date.

Test Results Section
Create a Case Test Result record for each test result.

Add a Case Test Result Record
1. On the Case page, expand Lab Test Results.
2. Select Create.
3. Complete the Create Case Test Result page.
4. Select Save.
Result
The Case Test Result is added to the Case.

Lab Test Results Section

Case Test Result Fields

Test Results Section

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Case

Reference link to the Case.
The system populates this field.

Test Name

The reported term and MedDRA term for the test performed.

(Reported)

Enter the reported name of the test or procedure in the text field, and then use the Auto-Code button to automatically match and code the MedDRA term.
Alternatively, use the binoculars icon to open the MedDRA browser.
To learn more, see Code MedDRA Terms.

Test Date

Date and time (if available) when the test or procedure was performed.
Use the calendar pop-up tool to select a date or enter the date manually.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Test Result

Optionally, enter a Qualifier, such as “Less than” (<). In the Number field, enter the value for the test result. In the Unit field, select the test result unit of
measurement from the picklist, or use a custom entry.
When you enter a custom unit of measurement, the unit also appears in the Result (Unit) Text field.

Result (Text)

Enter a description of the test result.

Result (Unit) Text

Enter a description of the test result unit.
This field is automatically populated if a custom unit of measurement is entered in the Test Result (Unit) field.

Result (Code)

Code to describe the test result.
Select one of the following options from the picklist:
Positive
Negative
Borderline
Inconclusive

Normal High Value

Normal Low Value

Comments

Enter the highest value in the normal range for the test. This value is usually published by the laboratory providing the test result.

Enter the lowest value in the normal range for the test. This value is usually published by the laboratory providing the test result.

Enter any relevant comments from the reporter about the test result.

More Information

Select Yes or No to indicate whether the sender has more information about the test result.

Available

Narrative Section
Use the Narrative section on the Case to compose the case narrative and capture additional comments from both the reporter and sender.
When a Case is created, Vault Safety automatically generates a narrative document using the appropriate narrative template.

Narrative Section

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Case
Narrative

The system automatically populates this field with a link to the narrative document, which is generated when you create the Case. To open the narrative document, select
the link.
To learn more, see Compose a Case Narrative.

Narrative
This field is read-only and automatically updated with a text excerpt of the narrative document, up to 32,000 characters. This field shows a preview of the narrative that will

Preview

be populated in generated regulatory reports. To update the narrative, edit the narrative document.
When blind protection is active, this field is prepended with [Blind Protection] .
Company
Comments
Reporter's
Comments

Enter the company's assessment of the case, which can be used to describe disagreement with, or alternatives to the reporter's assessment.

Enter the reporter's comments on the causality assessment, diagnosis, or other relevant topics.

Study Section
When the Case Report Type is set to Study, the Study section appears on the page layout for entering information about the Study the patient is enrolled in.
If a Study was selected on the initial AER or Inbox Item, the study fields are automatically populated with any available Study data configured in Business Admin.

Note

You cannot change a Study Arm on a Case once it has been promoted from an AER or Inbox Item.

PRECONFIGURED STUDY

MANUAL ENTRY

Study Section (Preconfigured Study)

FIELD
Study

DESCRIPTION

Select the Study associated with the report. Once a Study is selected, the study name fields are hidden and the available field values and Registrations from the Study
are automatically added to the Case upon saving. Otherwise, you can enter the study information manually.
To learn more, see Manage Studies.

Study Blinded

Study Type

The system populates this field according to the Blinded setting on the selected Study. This field is read-only.
The type of study for which the product was administered. Depending on your vault's configuration, this field may only appear when the Report Type is Study.
If this field is preconfigured in the associated Study, the system automatically populates this field. Otherwise, you can manually select the value.
The following options are available by default:
Clinical Trial: This option corresponds to E2B code 1 for data element C.5.4.
Individual Patient Use: For example, compassionate use, named patient basis. This option corresponds to E2B code 2 for data element C.5.4.
Other Study: For example, pharmacoepidemiology, pharmacoeconomics, intensive monitoring. This option corresponds to E2B code 3 for data element C.5.4.

Study Number
(Reported)

Enter the study number for the Study that the Case is associated with.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Study Name

Study Name
(Continued)
Study Name
(reason omitted)
Unblinded By

If entering the study information manually, enter the name of the study.

If entering the study information manually and the study name exceeds the character limit in the Study Name field, you can enter additional characters in this field.

If entering the study information manually and the study name is masked or unavailable, select the reason why the study name is unavailable.

This field appears once the Case is unblinded.
Select the option that best describes who unblinded the Case. By default you can either select Sponsor or Investigator.

Unblinded
Reason

Unblinded Date

This field appears once the Case is unblinded.
Enter the reason the Case was unblinded.
This field appears once the Case is unblinded.
Enter the date when the Case was unblinded.

Study Registrations Section
When the Case Report Type is set to Study, the Study Registrations section appears on the page layout for entering registration information about the Study the patient
is enrolled in.
When you select a Study in the Study section and save the page, the system automatically adds each registration configured under the associated Study in Business
Admin.

Add a Study Registration Record
1. On a Case, expand Case Study Registrations.
2. Select Create.
3. Complete the Create Case Study Registration page.
4. Select Save.

Study Registration Fields

Study Registrations Section

Feedback?

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Case

Reference link to the Case.
The system automatically populates this field.

Registration

Manually enter the study registration number as assigned by the reporting country or region. For trials registered in the EU, use this field to enter the EudraCT

Number

number.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Registration

The country where the study is registered.

Country

Select the country from the list or start typing for instant search.
If the source report omits this information, use the Reason Omitted field to describe why the information is unavailable.

Linked Cases Section
Use the Linked Cases section to link to each related Vault Safety Case.

Add a Case Relationship Record
1. On the Case page, expand Linked Cases.
2. Select Create..
3. Complete the Create Case Relationship page.
4. Select Save.

Case Relationship Fields

Linked Cases Section

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Case

Reference link to the Case.
The system automatically populates this field.

Related Case

Select the related Case.

Related Case Identifier

Enter the identification number for the report which is linked to this report.

Retransmit

This field controls whether the linked report is included in outbound E2B transmissions for this Case.
To populate the related Case UID in E2B transmissions, select Yes.

Reference Numbers Section
Use the Reference Numbers section to enter Case Identifiers, which contain identification codes for the report from systems outside of Vault Safety.

Add a Case Identifier Record
1. On the Case page, expand Reference Numbers.
2. Select Create.
3. Complete the Create Case Identifier window.
4. Select Save.

Case Identifier Fields

Reference Numbers Section

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Case

Reference link to the Case.
The system automatically populates this field.

Case Identifier
(Required) If this report was previously exchanged, or is currently being exchanged, using a different identifier, enter the identification number.
For example, you can use this field for the following use cases:
Capture a case identifier from a legacy system
Capture the ID for a report transmitted from another manufacturer who is not the license holder for the suspect product
Source

Enter the name of the organization that associates the report with this identifier.

Documents Section
Use the Documents section to add and manage documents linked to the Case, including the source report, narrative, attachments, literature, and other relevant
documents.

Documents Section

For more information on how to add a document to a record, such as a Case, see Add a Document to an Object Record.

To be included in E2B transmissions, Case documents must be classified with the Case › Source › Attachment or Case › Source › Literature document

Note

type.

Add a Case Attachment or Literature Document
1. Go to the Case you want to add a document to.
2. Expand Documents.
3. Select Add.
4. Use one of the following methods to add the document:
If the document already exists in the vault library:
a. Select the document.
b. Select Close.
If you're uploading a new document:
a. Select Create.
b. Add the document manually.
5. Ensure to set the document type to one of the following, as appropriate, for E2B transmission of the document:
Case › Source › Attachment (C.1.6/A.1.8.1-2)
Case › Source › Literature (C.4.r/A.2.2)
6. Open the document, and complete the document fields.

Case Attachment and Literature Document Fields
Case attachments and literature documents display fields in the General and Case Information section.

General Document Fields

General Document Fields

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Name

Once you save the document, the system automatically generates a name for the document using Vault Safety's naming conventions for the associated
document type.

Title

Optionally, enter a descriptive name for the document.

Type

The document type, which should be Case.
This field is read-only and automatically populated based on the classification the document was created with.

Subtype

The document type, which should be Source.
This field is read-only and automatically populated based on the classification the document was created with.

Classification

The document type, which should be Attachment or Literature.
This field is read-only and automatically populated based on the classification the document was created with.

Version

The document version.
The system automatically populates this field.

Organization

(Required) Select the Organization associated with the Case.

Document Link

This field is intended to store a value that uniquely identifies the source of this document’s content, such as a vault document’s Global ID.
Optionally, enter an identifier.

Document Version

This field is intended to store a value that uniquely identifies the source of this document version’s content, such as a vault document’s Global ID.

Link

Optionally, enter the document link version identifier.

Lifecycle Stage

The Lifecycle Stage the document is in.
The system automatically populates this field.

Lifecycle State Stage
ID

The Lifecycle State Stage ID the document is in.
The system automatically populates this field.

Tags

The system automatically populates this field with any applicable document tags.

Case Information Document Fields
The following images show the Case Attachment and Literature document fields in the Case Information section:
ATTACHMENT

LITERATURE

Case > Source > Attachment

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Case

Reference link to the Case.
The system automatically populates this field when you add the document to a Case.

Inbox Item

Reference link to the source Inbox Item.
The system automatically populates this field when you create an Inbox Item from a document.

Inbound

Reference link to an Inbound Transmission.

Transmission

The system automatically populates this field if this document was received from an Inbound Transmission.

Retransmit
To include the document in E2B transmissions, select Yes.
For EMA E2B submissions, attachment file size cannot exceed 15 MB. All Vault Safety E2B transmissions have a maximum total size limit of 100 MB.
To learn more, see E2B Document Attachments and Literature References.
Description

Description(continue)

Literature
Classification

For attachments, enter a description of the document.

For attachments, if the description exceeded the character limit in the Description field, continue the description.

For literature, select the classification. By default, the following options are available:
Clinical trial/research
Non-clinical trial/research

Publication Country

Reference

Reference (reason
omitted)
Blind Protection

For literature, select the country in which the literature was published.

For literature, enter the citation for the literature reference.

For literature, if the citation is unavailable, select the reason why this information is omitted.

Indicates whether blind protection is enabled for the document.
If the document contains sensitive unblinded data, select On to enable blind protection on the document.
If you enable this option, only authorized users can view the document. By default, only users assigned the Head of Safety or Medical Reviewer user role will be
able to view documents with blind protection enabled.
Admins can edit Dynamic Access Control (DAC) sharing rules on the document lifecycle to change which user groups have access to blind-protected documents.
Vault Help provides more information on modifying DAC.

Product

To link this document to a Product, select the associated Product record. The options are filtered by the Organization on the document.

Study

To link this document to a Product, select the associated Study record. The options are filtered by the Organization on the document.

Remove a Document from a Case
1. On the Case record, expand Documents.
2. Select the link to open the document you want to remove.
3. Use one of the following methods to remove the document:
To keep the document in the library but remove it from the Case:
a. On the document, select Edit Fields.
b. In the Case field, remove the linked Case by selecting the "X" icon.
c. Select Save.
To delete the document from the library:
On the document, from the All Actions (

) menu, select Delete.

This action deletes the document from your library. Once complete, you are redirected to the Library tab.
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Add a Pregnancy Case
Vault Safety supports collecting information on pregnancy exposure to products and the birth outcome associated with each pregnancy.
Last Updated Aug 13, 2021

Sections in This Article
Tracking Pregnancy Exposure to Products
Prerequisites
Entering Birth Outcomes
Adverse Event in Child
No Adverse Event in Child
E2B Transmission of Parent-Child Cases
Example Pregnancy and Birth Outcome Scenarios
Example 1: No Adverse Event in Mother or Child
Example 2: Adverse Event in Mother, No Adverse Event in Child
Example 3: Adverse Event in Child, No Adverse Event in Mother
Example 4: Adverse Event in Both Mother and Child
Add a Child Information Case
Child Information Test Results

Tracking Pregnancy Exposure to Products
Add pregnancy cases to track pregnancy exposure to company products. Use the Pregnancy checkbox on a Case to identify that the patient is pregnant.
To track a pregnancy, open a Case for the pregnant patient. You can specify the following settings on a Case to track a pregnancy with no adverse event data:
Set event MedDRA to No adverse event (10067482)
Select the Pregnancy checkbox
Leave the Seriousness field Blank (Null)
To suppress submissions and exclude the Case from aggregate reports, select Suppress Submissions
In case of an adverse event in the mother, you can update that Case with the adverse event information.

Note

You must track a case using the standard Case object type to be able to submit or distribute the report, if required.

Prerequisites
Ensure the Pregnancy and Parent-Child Case Data Collection feature is enabled in your vault.

Entering Birth Outcomes
If an adverse event occurs in the fetus or child, it must be captured and reported using a standard Case. See example scenarios below for more information.

Adverse Event in Child
Capture the adverse event in the child in a standard Case and link the Pregnancy Case as a Linked Case.
You must link the Child Case with a Parent Information Case in the Parent Information field for E2B transmissions. To do so, you must create a Parent Information record.

No Adverse Event in Child
When the child does not experience an adverse reaction, capture information about the child in a Child Information ( child_information__v ) type Case.
Create the Child Information Case from the Case for the tracked pregnancy to automatically link the two cases together.

E2B Transmission of Parent-Child Cases
For E2B compliant transmission of parent information for parent-child cases, in section D.10 for E2B (R3) or B.1.10 for E2B (R2), you must link the parent and child cases
using the Parent Information field.
See E2B Generation Data Mapping for more information.

Example Pregnancy and Birth Outcome Scenarios
The following example scenarios outline how to capture pregnancy outcomes for the mother and child in an E2B-compliant way:
Example 1: No Adverse Event in Mother or Child
Example 2: Adverse Event in Mother, No Adverse Event in Child
Example 3: Adverse Event in Child, No Adverse Event in Mother
Example 4: Adverse Event in Both Mother and Child

Note

In the following example scenarios, it is assumed that you are already tracking the pregnancy in a standard Case with no adverse event.

Example 1: No Adverse Event in Mother or Child
1. Update the Case for the tracked pregnancy to add information about the pregnancy outcome.
2. From the Case for the tracked pregnancy, add a Child Information-type Case to enter the details of the child.
This will automatically reference the tracked pregnancy case in the Parent Information field on the Child Information Case.
3. Add a reference to the Child Information Case from the Linked Cases section on the Case tracking the pregnancy.

Example 1: No Adverse Event in Mother or Child

Example 2: Adverse Event in Mother, No Adverse Event in Child
1. Update the Case for the tracked pregnancy to add information about the pregnancy outcome and the mother’s adverse event.
2. From the Case for the tracked pregnancy, add a Child Information-type Case to enter the details of the child.
This will automatically reference the tracked pregnancy case in the Parent Information field on the Child Information Case.
3. Add a reference to the Child Information Case from the Linked Cases section on the Case tracking the pregnancy.

Example 2: Adverse Event in Mother, No Adverse Event in Child

Example 3: Adverse Event in Child, No Adverse Event in Mother
1. Update the Case for the tracked pregnancy to add information about the pregnancy outcome.
2. Open a standard Case (not Child Information) to capture the adverse event in the child.
3. From the Parent Information field on the Case for the child, add a Parent Information Case with details about the parent.

Note

You cannot change a regular Case object type to Parent Information type. You must open a separate Parent Information-type Case.

4. Link the Case for the tracked pregnancy to the child Case using a Linked Case relationship.

Example 3: Adverse Event in Child, No Adverse Event in Mother

Note

The Case for the adverse event in the child must link to the parent case in the Parent Information field for E2B-compliant transmission of data in section

D.10 for E2B (R3) or B.1.10 for E2B (R2).

Example 4: Adverse Event in Both Mother and Child
1. Update the Case for the tracked pregnancy to add information about the pregnancy outcome and the mother’s adverse event.
2. Open a standard Case (not Child Information) to capture the adverse event in the child.
3. From the Parent Information field on the Case for the child, add a Parent Information Case with details about the parent.

Note

You cannot change a regular Case object type to Parent Information type. You must open a separate Parent Information-type Case.

4. Link the Case for the tracked pregnancy to the child Case using a Linked Case relationship.

Example 4: Adverse Event in Both Mother and Child

Note

The Case for the adverse event in the child must link to the parent case in the Parent Information field for E2B-compliant transmission of data in section

D.10 for E2B (R3) or B.1.10 for E2B (R2).

Add a Child Information Case
If the pregnancy outcome does not result in an adverse event in the fetus or infant, add a Child Information type Case.
You can add the Child Information Case directly from the pregnancy Parent Information Case from the Child Cases section. The parent and child cases are automatically
linked with each other.
Enter Case Data: Child Information Section provides more information on creating and performing data entry on Child Information Cases.

Child Information Test Results
Once you save the Child Information Case, the system automatically creates Case Test Result records for you to capture the following information:
1, 5, and 10 minute APGAR scores
Birth Outcome
Head Circumference
If the Parent Information Case references a MedDRA version, the above Test Results, except Birth Outcome, are auto-coded.
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Auto-Calculations Field Reference
Vault Safety automatically calculates certain fields based on provided information from other related fields.
Last Updated Aug 12, 2022

This article lists the automatically calculated fields and references their auto-calculation logic.
You also have the option of overriding the auto-calculation for certain system-calculated fields. An admin must first perform configuration to enable this option and then
you must manage auto-calculation at the field level. See Manage Auto-Calculation Override for more detail.

OBJECT

FIELD

LINK TO AUTO-CALCULATION LOGIC

Case

Age (normalized) ( age_normalized_year__v )

Enter Case Data: Patient Section

Age at Onset ( age_value__v and age_unit__v )

Enter Case Data: Patient Section

Age Group ( age_group__v )

Enter Case Data: Patient Section

Expectedness ( expected__v )

Manage Datasheets and Auto-Expectedness: How
Expectedness Rolls Up to Case Expectedness and
Listedness

Listedness ( listedness_from_core_datasheet__v )

Manage Datasheets and Auto-Expectedness: How
Expectedness Rolls Up to Case Expectedness and
Listedness

Case
Case Drug History

Relatedness ( relatedness__v )

How Case Relatedness is Calculated

Age at Vaccination ( age_at_vaccination_number__v and

Enter Case Data: Patient Section

age_at_vaccination_unit__v )
Enter Case Data: Drug History Fields
Enter Case Data: Parent Section
Enter Case Data: Parent Drug History

Case Product

Cumulative Dose ( cumulative_dose_number__v and

Enter Case Data: Case Product Details Section

cumulative_dose_unit__v )
How the Cumulative Dose is Calculated
Case Product Dosage

Duration ( duration_number__v and duration_unit__v )

Enter Case Data: Dosages Section

Case Adverse Event
Enter Case Data: Case Adverse Event Details
Section
Case Assessment

First Dose Latency ( first_dose_interval_number__v) and

Enter Case Data: Case Assessment Details Fields

first_dose_interval_unit__v )
Last Dose Latency ( last_dose_interval_number__v and

Enter Case Data: Case Assessment Details Fields

last_dose_interval_unit__v )

Add a Pregnancy Case
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Assessment Tag ( assessment_tag__v )

How Case SAE and SUSAR Tags are Assigned

Watchlist Tags ( watchlist_tags__v )

How Case SAE and SUSAR Tags are Assigned
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Manage Auto-Calculation Override
Learn how to manage system auto-calculation to disable or enable auto-calculation at the field level.
Last Updated Aug 12, 2022

Sections in this article
About Auto-Calculation Override
Prerequisites
Auto-Calculate Checkbox Default Behaviour
Auto-Calculation Field is Blank on Inbox Item
Auto-Calculation Field is Populated on Inbox Item

About Auto-Calculation Override
During Case processing, updating certain fields will trigger system auto-calculation of other fields, and may override your manual data entry.
If you want to override system calculations and retain your manually entered values, you can use the Auto-Calculate checkbox beside the respective field.

Unselected Auto-Calculate Checkbox

Ensure the checkbox is unselected. This disables auto-calculation for this particular field, even when data from the relevant fields is available.
The following table lists the fields for which you can disable auto-calculation:

FIELD

SECTION OR RECORD

Age at Onset

Patient section

Age Group

Patient section

Age at Vaccination

Patient section,
Parent record,
Case Drug History record,
Parent Drug History record

Age of Parent

Note

Parent record

Although an Auto-Calculate checkbox exists for the Age of Parent field, there is a limitation

where the system does not auto-calculate Age of Parent.

Duration

Case Adverse Event record,
Case Product Dosage record

Cumulative Dose

Case Product record

First Dose Latency

Case Assessment record

Last Dose Latency

Case Assessment record

Note

When you manually create a Parent Case, the Auto-Calculate checkbox (for Age at Vaccination) is unselected by default. You must manually select this

checkbox if you want the system to auto-calculate the Parent Age at Vaccination. This is a known limitation and will be addressed in a future release.

Prerequisites
An administrator must enable the override option for auto-calculated fields. If your administrator does not enable the auto-calculation override option, the system will
continue to use existing auto-calculation logic.

Auto-Calculate Checkbox Default Behaviour
Upon promoting a manual or E2B-imported Inbox Item to an Initial Case, the system determines whether to perform auto-calculation based on the following logic:
a. Auto-Calculation Field is Blank on Inbox Item
b. Auto-Calculation Field is Populated on Inbox Item

Note

The Auto-Calculate checkbox is always unselected for Imported Cases (through E2B migration). The system’s auto-calculation does not override any field

values from these Cases.

When promoting an Inbox Item to a Follow-Up Case, you can select or ignore the auto-calculated value directly on the Case Compare page. See Inbox Item Follow-Up
for more information.

Auto-Calculation Field is Blank on Inbox Item
If the field is not populated on the Inbox Item, the system calculates the field value upon Case promotion, if sufficient data is available from the relevant fields. See the
Auto-Calculations Field Reference to learn more about the relevant field information needed for each auto-calculated field.
An auto-calculation icon appears next to any auto-calculated fields on the Case:

Auto-Calculation Icon on Case

When editing the Case, the Auto-Calculate checkbox is automatically selected, indicating auto-calculation was enabled for this field:

Auto-Calculate Selected Field Example

When the Auto-Calculate checkbox is selected for a field, the field is disabled and cannot be edited.
If you want to perform manual data entry, unselect the Auto-Calculate checkbox.

Auto-Calculation Field is Populated on Inbox Item
If the field is already populated on the Inbox Item (through import or manual entry), the system retains this value upon Case promotion.
When editing the Case, the Auto-Calculate checkbox is not selected, indicating auto-calculation was not enabled for this field:

Auto-Calculate Unselected Field Example

If you want the system to perform auto-calculation for these fields, select the Auto-Calculate checkbox.
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How Age Fields are Calculated
Vault Safety automatically calculates and populates the Age (normalized), Age at Onset, and Age Group fields
Last Updated Aug 12, 2022
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About Auto-Calculated Age Fields
This article clarifies how Vault Safety calculates the following Age fields:
Age (normalized) ( age_normalized_year__v )
Age at Onset ( age_value__v )
Age Group ( age_group__v )

Age (Normalized)
Vault Safety automatically calculates the Age (normalized) field in the Case Patient section when the required data points are available:
The Case Date of Birth
The Case Adverse Event Event Onset. If an Event Onset is not available, the system uses the Case Receipt Date.

Note

If there are multiple Case Adverse Events, the system uses the earliest event to calculate the age. For fetal adverse events, the system uses the event

closest to the birth date.

If an Age at Onset value and unit already exists on the Case (for example, from E2B import), the system uses this value to populate the Age (normalized), converted to
years.

Note

The Age (normalized) field does not appear by default and an administrator must add it to the Case page layout.

Age at Onset
Once the system automatically calculates Age (normalized), it populates the equivalent value to Age at Onset.

Age Group
The system determines and automatically populates the patient’s Age Group depending on the Age at Onset:

AGE GROUP

AGE AT ONSET

Fetus

0 weeks/days/hours/minutes old

Neonate

More than 0 to less than 4 weeks old

Infant

4 weeks to less than 12 months old

Child

1 year to less than 12 years old

Adolescent

12 years to less than 18 years old

Adult

18 years to less than 65 years old

Elderly

65 years and older

How to Trigger Auto-Calculation of Age Fields
When you add or update the relevant fields on the Case or the Case Adverse Event, the system recalculates the Age (normalized).
Once Age at Onset is populated, the system calculates the Age Group based on this field.

Age (Normalized), Age at Onset, and Age Group Diagrams
The following diagrams show how the system auto-calculates the Age (normalized), Age at Onset, and the Age Group fields using the date intervals between the
patient’s Date of Birth and the Adverse Event Event Onset.

Scenario 1: Age (Normalized) Populates Age at Onset

Age (normalized) and Age at Onset Scenario A

The Case contains a Date of Birth and Event Onset value but no Age at Onset.
The system automatically calculates Age (normalized) and uses this value to populate Age at Onset. The system then uses the Age at Onset value to calculate
Age Group.

Scenario 2: Age at Onset Populates Age (Normalized)

Age (normalized) and Age at Onset Scenario B

The Case contains an Age at Onset value (from E2B import) and no Date of Birth or Event Onset value.
The system automatically uses the Age at Onset field value to populate Age Group and Age (normalized), converting it into “years” if not already.

Scenario 3: Override Age at Onset

Age (normalized) and Age at Onset Scenario C

The Case contains a Date of Birth and Event Onset value but no Age at Onset.
The system automatically calculates Age (normalized) and uses this value to populate Age at Onset. The system then uses the Age at Onset value to calculate
Age Group.
You can override the Age at Onset by manually entering a value in this field. After saving the Case, the system retains this Age at Onset value and uses it to repopulate Age (normalized) and Age Group.

Scenario 4: Override Age (Normalized)

Age (normalized) and Age at Onset Scenario D

The Case contains an Age at Onset value (from E2B import) as well as a Date of Birth and Event Onset value.
The system automatically uses the Age at Onset field value to populate Age Group and Age (normalized), converting it into “years” if not already.
You can override the Event Onset by manually entering a value in this field.
After saving the Case, the system re-calculates the Age (normalized) field and re-populates the Age at Onset with this value. The system then uses the Age at
Onset value to calculate Age Group.
Note that overriding the Date of Birth value in step 3 also results in the system re-calculating Age (normalized).
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How Case Relatedness is Calculated
Vault Safety automatically calculates the relatedness determination for an entire Vault Safety Case.
Last Updated Aug 12, 2022

Sections in this article
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Relatedness Examples Animation

About Case-Level Relatedness
Vault Safety automatically populates the Relatedness field at the Case-level, for high visibility of the relatedness (causality) evaluation from the primary assessment and
its Case Assessment Results.

Auto-Calculation Logic
The system uses the following logic to determine Case relatedness and populate the Relatedness field:
Yes: (Related) Populated when the Causality Established field in any primary Assessment Result is set to Yes.
No: (Unrelated) Populated when the Causality Established field in at least two primary Assessment Results is set to No, including one company assessment and
one reporter's assessment.

Note

For any custom source types, the E2B code in the custom Controlled Vocabulary record must be set to 2 (sponsor) or 4 (MAH) for the system to

consider it as a company assessment.

Unknown: Populated when the Causality Established field in all primary Assessment Results is unknown or unspecified, or when any primary Assessment Result
is No and the remaining primary Assessment Result are unknown or unspecified.

Note

When assessing Combination Products, the Case relatedness is based on the drug or biologic constituent. The device constituent relatedness is not

assessed.

How to Trigger Auto-Calculation
Any time the Causality Established field on a primary Case Assessment is updated, the system re-calculates the Case Relatedness field.

Relatedness Examples Animation
The following animation shows how the system auto-populates Case Relatedness.

How the System Auto-Populates Case Relatedness

Select a Case Relatedness field to learn more.
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How Dose Latency is Calculated
Vault Safety automatically calculates the First Dose Latency and Last Dose Latency
Last Updated May 13, 2022
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About Latency
Vault Safety automatically calculates the First Dose Latency and Last Dose Latency fields on the Case Assessment when the required data points are available.
The following list summarizes the dates that the system uses to calculate the latency period:
The Onset field on the Case Adverse Event
The First Admin Date field on the Case Product Dosage
The Last Admin Date field on the Case Product Dosage

How to Trigger Latency Auto-Calculation
When you add or update fields on the relevant Case Product Dosage or Case Adverse Event, the system recalculates the latency fields.
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How the Cumulative Dose is Calculated
Vault Safety automatically calculates the Cumulative Dose
Last Updated May 26, 2022
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About Cumulative Dose
Vault Safety automatically calculates the Cumulative Dose field on the Case Product when the required data points are available.
The following list summarizes the dates that the system uses to calculate the cumulative dose:
The Onset field on the Case Adverse Event
The Dose field on the Case Product Dosage
The Frequency field on Case Product Dosage
The First Admin Date field on the Case Product Dosage
The Last Admin Date field on the Case Product Dosage

How to Trigger Cumulative Dose Auto-Calculation
When you add or update fields on the relevant Case Product Dosage or Case Adverse Event, the system recalculates the cumulative dose.

Cumulative Dose Example Animations
The following animations show how the system auto-calculates the cumulative dose field using dosage intervals and the adverse event onset date:
FIRST AND LAST ADMIN DATES AVAILABLE
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How Case SAE and SUSAR Tags are Assigned
Vault Safety automatically determines whether a Case should be flagged as an SAE or SUSAR.
Last Updated Aug 12, 2022
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About SUSAR and SAE Tags
New and revised Cases that meet the appropriate seriousness criteria are automatically tagged as a SUSAR or SAE Case Tags to aid in ad-hoc reports and data
analysis.

Case Assessment Tags
The system automatically populates the Assessment Tag field on Case Assessments as SUSAR or SAE when the appropriate criteria is met:

Note

If neither of the following criteria are met, then the Assessment Tag field is left blank.

SUSAR
A SUSAR Case Assessment is defined by the following logic:
1. The Case Product associated with the Case Assessment must meet the following conditions:
i. The object type must be Study Product OR the Case must have a Study with Unspecified Products and a Company Product.
ii. The Drug Role (drug_role__v) field must be set to Suspect or Interacting.
2. The Case Adverse Event associated with the Case Assessment must have a value in the Seriousness (seriousness__v) field.
3. The Expectedness (expectedness__v) field on the Case Assessment is set to No or is blank.
4. The Case Assessment has at least one Case Assessment Result with the Causality Established (causality_established__v) field set to Yes.

SAE
An SAE Case Assessment is defined by the following logic:
1. The Case Product associated with the Case Assessment must meet the following conditions:
i. The Drug Role (drug_role__v) field must be set to Suspect or Interacting.
ii. A company product must be selected in the Product (product__v) field, or the object type must be Study Product.
2. The Case Adverse Event associated with the Case Assessment must have a value in the Seriousness (seriousness__v) field.

Case Tags
The system rolls up the most severe Assessment Tag from the Case Assessments to determine the Case Tag. If a Case Tag applies, the tag appears in the Case name.
The following list provides more information about how the system determines Case Tags:
SUSAR: When any Case Assessments in a Study Case are tagged as SUSAR.
SAE: When any Case Assessment is tagged as SAE, and for Study Cases when there are no Case Assessments tagged as SUSAR.
If no Case Assessments are tagged as SUSAR or SAE, then no Case Tags are applied.

Note

When assessing Combination Products, the assessment is based on the drug or biologic constituent. The device constituent is not assessed.

How to Trigger SUSAR and SAE Tag Auto-Calculation
The system syncs the Case Tags field based on the conditions of Case Assessments meeting the criteria of a SUSAR or SAE, or clears the Case Tags field if no Case
Assessments meet the SUSAR or SAE criteria.
The system recalculates the Assessment Tag field on a Case Assessment when there are changes to any of the following fields:
The Seriousness field on the Case Adverse Event associated with the Case Assessment.
The Drug Role field on the Case Product associated with the Case Assessment.
The Expectedness field on the Case Assessment.
The Causality Established field on any Case Assessment Result under the Case Assessment.
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How Case Watchist Tags and DMEs are Assigned
Vault Safety automatically determines whether a Case should be tagged as a Designated Medical Event (DME) or with a preconfigured watchlist.
Last Updated Apr 29, 2022
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About Watchlist Tags and DMEs
Vault Safety supports the ability to maintain watchlists for Adverse Events of Special Interest (AESI) and other Important Medical Events (IMEs) that require monitoring.
The system can tag cases for one or more watchlists. Watchlists can be specific to marketed products, studies, or they can be independent of products and studies.
The official DME watchlist is available by default in all Vault Safety vaults. By default, the DME watchlist only monitors Cases with a product or study registered in a
country under the jurisdiction of the European Medicines Agency (EMA).
Administrators can configure additional adverse event watchlists.
Depending on your vault’s configuration, Cases may be expedited when they are tagged for certain watchlists, regardless of expectedness or causality.

Default Case Seriousness
An administrator can configure watchlists to assign a default Seriousness to an adverse event. Doing so will automatically assign the Case Seriousness for Inbox Items
containing the respective adverse event after promoting it to a Case.

Note

If the Inbox Item being promoted already has a specified Seriousness (it is not blank), the watchlist will not update the Case Seriousness upon Case

promotion.

The following diagram describes an example of a watchlist assigning Case Seriousness to an Inbox Item with an unspecified (blank) Seriousness field:

Watchlist A sets the Seriousness to “Other Medically Important Condition” for adverse event Cardiac Arrest.
After you promote an Inbox Item containing adverse event Cardiac Arrest and a blank Seriousness field to a Case, the Case Seriousness will be automatically set to
“Other Medically Important Condition”.
If multiple watchlists are configured to set the Case Seriousness for the same adverse event, the system will assign all specified Seriousness criteria to the Case with the
respective adverse event. In other words, the Case Seriousness is cumulative.
The following diagram describes an example of a watchlist assigning Case Seriousness to an Inbox Item with a specified (not blank) Seriousness field:

Watchlist A sets the Seriousness to “Other Medically Important Condition” for adverse event Cardiac Arrest.
After you promote an Inbox Item containing adverse event Cardiac Arrest and a specified Seriousness to a Case, the Inbox Item Seriousness will copy over to the
Case. The Watchlist does not update the Case Seriousness.

How to Trigger Watchlist Auto-Calculation
The system automatically calculates and assigns watchlist tags on a Case when:
A Case is opened.
A Case Adverse Event is created, updated, or deleted.
A Case Product is created, updated, or deleted.
The system automatically calculates and assigns the DME watchlist tag when:
A Case is opened.
A Case Adverse Event is created, updated, or deleted.
A Case Product is created.
The product or drug role is updated on a Case Product.
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Code MedDRA Terms
Use Vault Safety to search and view suggestions from the MedDRA dictionary.
Last Updated Aug 15, 2022
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About MedDRA
Vault Safety supports the Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities (MedDRA) to code medical terms for symptoms, disease, indicators, and adverse events.
The MedDRA dictionary defines medical conditions. MedDRA codes are organized by five organizational levels, starting with System Organ Class (SOC). The code
begins with the system of the body affected and becomes more specific. The SOC codes are divided into High-Level Group Terms (HLGT), High-Level Terms (HLT),
Preferred Terms (PT), and Lowest Level Terms (LLT).
By default, you can code an event using either the LLT or PT code. However, an Admin may configure the MedDRA dictionary to use only PT codes.
The version of the MedDRA dictionary that you can use depends on the active version in your vault at the time of creating the Case. The MedDRA Version field in the
Case > Details section shows which version of MedDRA the Case uses.

Prerequisites
An administrator must have uploaded a MedDRA dictionary.
For auto-coding, an administrator must have enabled MedDRA Auto-Coding.

MedDRA Auto-Code Field
The following image shows the combined MedDRA auto-code field, which combines the reported field and MedDRA term field:

MedDRA Auto-Code Field

MedDRA fields may be named differently, according to your vault's configuration.

Note

Code a MedDRA Term
You can code MedDRA terms automatically or use the MedDRA browser to find a term.

Tip

The Non-Primary tag identifies terms that are not under their primary SOC. An asterisk (*) identifies terms that are under their primary SOC.

Auto-Code a MedDRA Term
1. In the combined reported and MedDRA term field, enter the name of the medical term as it was reported by the source.
This field may be named Event (Reported) or Name (Reported).
2. To auto-code the term using the reported text, select

.

Result
The system will search for the reported event within the MedDRA dictionary and any preconfigured MedDRA Synonyms. If a match is found, the MedDRA term and code
appear below the field. To clear the term, select Clear Selection.
If the system cannot find a match, you can use the MedDRA Browser to find the term. Results are automatically filtered by the reported term entered in the field.

Successful MedDRA Auto-Code

When you change the reported term with the MedDRA browser, the coded term will also be cleared. The previous coded term will be struck through to indicate that it will
be cleared when you save. You can clear the coded MedDRA code and the reported term by selecting Clear Selection.

Modified MedDRA Reported Term

Browse for a MedDRA Term
You can browse the MedDRA dictionary to find a term.
1. In the MedDRA field, select

.

The MedDRA Browser window appears.
2. To browse the MedDRA hierarchy, use the tree in the Terms Hierarchy pane to navigate through the five levels.
To filter terms by a level in the hierarchy, select Apply.
You can apply only one filter at a time. Select a different level to change the filter.
To clear the filter, select

next to the filter.

3. To filter the MedDRA Browser to only show terms that are part of a primary system organ class, select Only Primary SOC.
4. To code a MedDRA term, select the term, and then select Confirm.

Note

There is a 1000 SOC search query limit in the MedDRA browser.

Note

When you search for a term in the MedDRA browser, the MedDRA browser will only parse through the terms at the LLT and PT levels. You can navigate the

Terms Hierarchy pane for terms at the HLT, HLGT, and SOC levels.

MedDRA Browser
The following image shows the MedDRA Browser:

MedDRA Browser

The following table describes the MedDRA browser columns.

COLUMN

DESCRIPTION

LLT

Low-level term.

PT

Preferred term.

HLT Code

High-level term code.

HLGT

High-level group term.

SOC

System organ class.

Recode a MedDRA Term
The system will warn you to recode a term if its MedDRA version is not in sync with the MedDRA version on the Case. This situation can occur if the Case has been
imported with multiple MedDRA versions, if its MedDRA version has been changed manually, or if a Follow-Up Case has been created with Active MedDRA Version
enabled.
Vault Safety’s MedDRA update logic ensures that most terms will not require recoding. However, the following list describes the main types of MedDRA version changes
that could lead to the required recoding of terms:
Promotions or demotions in the MedDRA hierarchy.
An LLT categorized under a different PT.
An LLT categorized under a different SOC.
A PT categorized under a different SOC.
A switched MedDRA code.
For more information, refer to your MedDRA-provided documentation.
When a term needs to be recoded, the

badge will appear next to it in the Adverse Event section of your AER. To recode the term, you can browse for a new

term in the MedDRA browser. The term that requires recoding will remain at the top of the MedDRA browser until it is changed.
The following image shows an example of a term that needs to be recoded because its MedDRA version is different from the current MedDRA version on the Case:

Example of a term that needs to be recoded in the MedDRA browser

Code Multilingual MedDRA Terms
You can auto-code or browse for a term in any non-English MedDRA-supported language.

Note

Multilingual MedDRA is only supported in vaults using the central MedDRA dictionary.

Multilingual MedDRA Prerequisite
An administrator must enable the multilingual MedDRA Dictionary in order to access these capabilities.

MedDRA-Supported Languages
The following list includes the languages that are currently supported by the multilingual MedDRA browser.
Chinese

Italian

Czech

Korean

Dutch

Spanish

French

Brazilian Portuguese

German

Portuguese

Hungarian

Russian

Supported Fields
This feature is available for the following fields:
Inbox Item
The Event control under Medical Events
The Indication control under Products
Case
The Event (Reported) control on a Case Adverse Event

MedDRA Translation Mode
You can transition between English Mode and Translation Mode by changing the value of the Reported Event Language.
If a non-English language is selected for the Reported Event Language, the MedDRA control will switch to Translation Mode:

Translation Mode

If the Reported Event Language value is English or blank, the MedDRA control will appear in English Mode:

English Mode

Auto-Code a Term in a MedDRA-Supported Language
You can auto-code terms in any non-English MedDRA-supported language.
1. Go to the multilingual MedDRA-supported field.
2. From the language dropdown menu (

), select a supported language.

3. In the (Reported) field, enter the adverse event in the language it was reported in.
4. Select Auto-code.
Result
The system searches for the reported term within the MedDRA dictionary in the selected language. If a match is found, the MedDRA term and code appear below the
field. On an Inbox Item, the MedDRA term and code appear in the local language specified in the Localization field. If you left the English field blank, the system
automatically populates the English MedDRA translation of the adverse event.

Successful Multilingual MedDRA Auto-Code

If the system cannot find a match, you can use the multilingual MedDRA browser to find the term.

Auto-Code a Term in a Non-Supported Language
1. Go to the multilingual MedDRA-supported field.
2. Enter the term in the native language in the field.
3. From the language dropdown menu (

Note

), select a non-supported language.

Auto-code is disabled since this is a non-supported language. You must manually fill in the English translation to enable auto-code.

4. Enter the English translation of the term in the Event as reported in English field and select Auto-code.
Result
The system searches for the reported term within the MedDRA dictionary. If a match is found, the MedDRA term and code appear below the field.

Successful Non-Supported Language Auto-Code

Use the Multilingual MedDRA Browser
When you select a MedDRA-supported language, you can search for terms in English and in the selected language in the multilingual MedDRA browser.
The capabilities in the MedDRA browser for Japanese are different from other non-English MedDRA-supported languages. See Use the MedDRA browser for Japanese
Terms for more detail.
1. Go to the multilingual MedDRA-supported field.
2. Select a MedDRA-supported language from the language dropdown menu (
3. Select

).

.

The MedDRA Browser appears and displays English terms by default.
4. To change the MedDRA Browser language, select

, and then select the preferred language.

Multilingual MedDRA Browser Menu

The MedDRA Browser now displays terms in the supported language.

Multilingual MedDRA Browser

5. To code a MedDRA term, select the term, and then select Confirm.
If you select a term and then toggle between languages, the equivalent term will be auto-selected in the other language.

Use the MedDRA Browser for Japanese terms
The MedDRA Browser works similarly for Japanese terms. The difference is that the MedDRA Japanese dictionary has its own version for Japanese terms.
If the MedDRA control language is set to Japanese, the Only Current Terms checkbox is automatically selected on the MedDRA browser. This means only current
Japanese MedDRA terms are displayed in the browser by default. If the MedDRA control language is not set to Japanese, this checkbox does not appear.

Only Current Terms Checkbox Selected in Japanese MedDRA Browser

You can unselect the Only Current Terms checkbox to display both current and non-current Japanese MedDRA terms. The

tag appears next to non-current

LLT terms. However, if you select a non-current Japanese term, the MedDRA browser prevents you from coding the term by disabling the

Note

button.

The browser only displays current terms in the MedDRA dictionary regardless of the term’s Japanese MedDRA version. Terms that are tagged with the non-

current tag indicate that the term is non-current in the Japanese currency (i.e. the term is current in English but non-current in Japanese).

Records that Support MedDRA Coding
The following list describes which Vault Safety records support MedDRA coding:
Inbox Item (Medical Events section)
AER (Adverse Event section)
Case Assessment
Case Diagnoses
Case Adverse Event
Case Drug History
Case Product Indication
Case Medical History
Case Cause of Death > Reported Cause of Death
Case Cause of Death > Autopsy-Determined Cause of Death
Case Test Result
Study Indication
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Code WHODrug Products
Use Vault Safety to search for and add medicinal product codes from the WHODrug dictionary.
Last Updated Aug 12, 2022
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About WHODrug
Vault Safety supports the IDMP-compliant WHODrug dictionary in the C3 format for standardized coding of medicinal products.
Access the WHODrug dictionary to add External Products or Drug History to a Case. When you open the WHODrug Search window, Vault Safety filters the codes based
on the reported product name and country.

Code a WHODrug Term
In the Products or Drug History section of a Case, search the WHODrug dictionary when adding an External Product Type or Drug History Record using the following
steps.
1. Beside the WHODrug field, select

.

The WHODrug Search window appears. If the Drug Name (Reported) or Country Obtained field is populated, results are filtered to those values.
2. In the Search bar, enter or change the search terms, and then select

.

Search runs once you enter two or more characters, and returns results based on exact spelling.
3. To broaden the search results, select one or more of the following Search Columns:
Preferred Name: Generic names for the product substance
Drug Name: Drug trade names
Name Specifier: Product name differentiators, such as “For Children” or “Sustained Release”
MPID: Medicinal Product Identifiers (MPID)
Drug Code: Alphanumeric drug codes
4. To filter the search results by country, enter country:{code} , where {code} is the ISO three-letter country code.
For example, Cholecap country:USA .
The table displays the WHODrug product terms that match your search criteria.
If no results are returned, retry the search with more columns.
5. To add a WHODrug code, select

.

6. Save the page.
Result
The system adds the selected WHODrug product and substance details to the Case. To remove the product and substance details, select Clear Selection.

WHODrug Search Window Columns
The following table describes the WHODrug Search window columns.

COLUMN

DESCRIPTION

Code Options

The

Preferred Name

The generic names for the active product substance or substance combination

Drug Name

The brand name under which the product is sold

Name Specifier

The product name differentiators, such as “For Children” or “Sustained Release”

Pharmaceutical Strength

The strength of the active substance

Pharmaceutical Form

The pharmaceutical form in which the product is sold

Country

The country where the product is marketed

Country Code

The ISO three-letter country code

MAH

The Marketing Authorization Holder (MAH) in the country of sale

ATC1

The Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical Classification System level one code and a description of the anatomical group

ATC2

The Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical Classification System level two code and a description of the therapeutic subgroup

ATC3

The Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical Classification System level three code and a description of the therapeutic or pharmacological subgroup

ATC4

The Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical Classification System level four code and a description of the chemical, therapeutic, or pharmacological subgroup

MPID

The Medicinal Product Identifier (MPID) for the product

Drug Code

The unique identification code for the drug name and active substances

Generic

Whether the product is a generic product

Preferred

Whether the product is a preferred brand-name drug

button to select a product from the WHODrug dictionary

Fields that Support WHODrug Coding
You can use a WHODrug code to populate information on a Case for External Product and Drug History records.

External Product
In the Details section of an External Product page, code the WHODrug product details. When you add a WHODrug code, the system populates the following
Registration fields when available:
Pharmaceutical Strength, Drug Name (Preferred Name)
Registration Country, Holder/Applicant
MPID
MPID Version
When a coded product includes a Preferred Name, a Substance record is created and includes the following details:
Pharmaceutical Strength
Drug Name
Preferred Name
Multiple Substance records are created when a coded product has more than one substance.

Drug History
In the Details section of a Case Drug History page, code the WHODrug product details. When you add a WHODrug code, the system populates the following
Registration fields when available:
Pharmaceutical Strength, Drug Name (Preferred Name)
MPID
MPID Version
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Review Case Data Entry
Perform a quality control (QC) review on Cases to ensure the data entered on the Case is complete and accurate.
Last Updated Aug 13, 2021

Sections in This Article
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Send a Case Back to Data Entry
Send a Case for Peer QC Review
Approve Case Data Entry

About Case Data Entry Review
Once the Data Entry task is complete, the system assigns a Quality Control (QC) task to the appropriate workflow participants.
The QC task is an important step in the Case Processing workflow to ensure the Case does not contain any data entry errors or missing information.

Note

This page describes the QC task in the default Vault Safety workflow. If your organization has a custom workflow, follow the recommendations in your

business standard operating procedure for reviewing data entry.

Prerequisites
Data entry must be complete.
You must be assigned the QC role.
To assist with review, you can preview the Case as a regulatory report. Generate a Regulatory Report provides more information.

Start the QC Task
1. To accept a QC task, go to Home > Available Tasks, and then in the row for the task that you want to complete, select

.

You can also accept the task from the Case page. If you do not see the task available, it may be assigned to another user or role.
2. Go to Home > My Tasks, and then select the name of the Case that you want to review.
The Case page appears.
3. Review the Case page to ensure the information is complete and accurate.
4. In the QC task banner, select

.

The QC window appears.

QC Window

Send a Case Back to Data Entry
1. In the QC window, select Requires Data Entry (Incomplete).
2. Under Rationale, enter the reason the Case requires more data entry.
3. Select Complete.
Result
The system assigns a new Data Entry task. Once a user completes the Data Entry task, the Case will assign another QC task.

Send a Case for Peer QC Review
1. In the QC window, select Requires QC (Peer Review).
2. Under Rationale, enter the reason the Case requires more data entry.
3. Select Complete.
Result
The system assigns a new QC task for peer review.

Approve Case Data Entry
1. In the QC window, under Verdict, select Complete.
2. Select Complete.
Result
If the Case is flagged for expedited reporting, it advances to one of the following states:
Blinded study Cases move to the Unblinding state.
All other types of Cases move to the Medical Review state.
If the Case is not flagged for expedited reporting, the system assigns an Approval task to users in the Head of Safety role.
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Compose a Case Narrative
Edit case narratives on your local machine or directly in your browser with Microsoft Office Online.
Last Updated Aug 12, 2022

Sections in This Article
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Narrative Generation
As part of the process to create a Case, Vault Safety generates a narrative document, uploads the file to the library, and links the file to the case. For cases generated
from an imported E2B file, all narrative text is automatically populated in the narrative.
For Domestic Cases, Vault Safety generates a localized and English narrative document upon Case promotion. See Prepare a Domestic Case for more information on
narrative documents on Domestic Cases.
By default, the narrative is a blank document that you can use to write the case narrative using Vault’s advanced document management capabilities. However, an
administrator can customize the narrative template used to generate the narrative document to align with organizational requirements. Configure Narrative Templates
provides information.
If the Case is based on an imported E2B file, any narrative text and any translations from the E2B file are automatically imported.
When you create a Follow-Up Case, the system copies the previous version of the narrative and translations into the new Case. The narrative and any translations are
populated into generated reports.

Narrative documents, including translations, must be in the .docx file format. The .docx format is the only format supported for generating reports

Note

(CIOMS I, FDA 3500A, and E2B) and the Narrative Preview field.

Edit the Narrative Document
1. Go to the Case page.
2. Expand Narrative.
3. Beside Narrative Document, select the document link.
If the Narrative document is under the Narrative Section of a Domestic Case, the document link will appear beside the Narrative Preview dual-language field.
The narrative document appears.
4. Edit the document as required.
Edit a Document provides more information.

Add a Narrative Translation
If the Case is based on an imported E2B file, all narrative translations from the E2B file are automatically imported.
To manually add a narrative translation, complete the following steps:
1. From the Case page, expand Documents and select Add.
2. In the Search: Documents window, select Create.
3. On the Upload Files (Step 1) page, drag and drop the file into the blue area or select Choose to browse for the file on your device.
The document must be a .docx file.
4. Choose Case › Summary › Narrative as the document type, and then select Next.
5. On the Upload Files (Step 2) page, complete the following fields and select Save:
Language: Select the language of the translation.
When you save the document, its name includes the language.
Organization: Select the organization associated with the Case.
6. Return to the Case page and under Narrative, select the Case Narrative document to which you want to add this translation.
7. On the Narrative document page, expand Supporting Documents and then select

.

8. Search for the narrative translation you saved and select the checkbox next to it to attach it to the narrative, and then select Close.
Result
The narrative translations appear in the narrative document Information pane, under Supporting Documents.

Recommendations and Best Practices
Tip

See the Narrative Preview field for how the narrative will look once exported to a regulatory report.

Consider the following recommendations and best practices while you compose a case narrative:
Do not add information that should be blinded to the narrative document. Blind protection is not set on the narrative document by default.
Do not add comments or track changes in the Word document. If you need to use these review tools for draft purposes, ensure you remove them for the final version.
To copy-paste content with merge field tokens, paste without formatting. If you paste with formatting, the tokens will regenerate if there are changes to the associated
field.
Do not insert images into the document.
If you must insert tables, only use single-column tables. Multi-column tables cannot be exported to transmission documents. When tables are exported, they are
flattened to comma-separated text values.

Note

If you see merge field queries in the narrative, contact Veeva Services or your administrator. There may be a configuration issue on the narrative template.

Re-Render the Narrative Document
When Case details are added or changed, you can update merge fields on the Case narrative using the Re-render Case Narrative ( rerender_case_narrative__v )
action.
1. From the Case, expand the All Actions (

) menu, and then select Re-render Case Narrative (

).

If you do not see this action your administrator may need to configure the Re-render Case Narrative action.
2. On the Re-render Document dialog, select OK.
Result
The Narrative Document is updated with new details.

Note

When you re-render the narrative document, the system does not create a new version of the document. The system updates merge fields within the

current version of the document.

Lock Merge Field Tokens from Re-Generating
Before you distribute a Case to health authorities, we recommend that you move the narrative document to a steady-state, such as Approved, to save the narrative to a
version in time and prevent further changes to the content. If future updates are required, you can create a new version of the document.
Once a document enters a steady-state, merge field tokens will not regenerate if there are any changes to the associated fields. This is especially important if you must
make future revisions to the Case, such as non-significant follow-ups or amendments, after already distributing the case to partners or health authorities.

How to Move a Narrative to Steady-State
You can move the narrative document to a steady-state by completing the document workflow. Typically, this involves starting a review and then approving the document.
Access user actions to move the document to a new state from the Workflow State Change Menu (

) on the Action Bar. User actions may be labeled Start Review

and Approve, or differently depending on your vault’s configuration.

About the Narrative Preview Field
After you compose a narrative, the system updates the Case Narrative Text field with a plain text preview of the narrative document. This preview shows how the
narrative will be exported in generated regulatory reports, such as CIOMS I, FDA 3500A, and E2B.
The Narrative Text field can contain up to 32 thousand characters. If the narrative includes a table, the system replaces the table dividers with commas in the preview.

Blind Protection Field on the Narrative Document
When the Blind Protection is set on the Narrative Document, the Narrative Preview on the Case stops being updated and is prepended with [Blind Protection] .
Unauthorized users cannot view the narrative document when Blind Protection is enabled. The system does not automatically set the Blind Protection document field.
Generally, sensitive information that should be blinded, such as product name tokens, should not be added to the narrative document. We recommend that you set up a
blinded narrative template without any sensitive tokens.

Follow-Up Narratives
When a Follow-Up Case is opened, Vault Safety copies over the most recent version of the narrative document from the initial Case.
If the initial narrative contained merge fields, the tokens are regenerated using the new information in the Follow-Up Case.

Copy Merge Fields Without Regenerating Values
To include the initial Case narrative without regenerating token values from the initial case, perform the following steps:
1. Go to the initial Case narrative document.
2. Copy the text from the initial narrative.
3. Paste the contents into the Follow-Up Case narrative using plain text without formatting.
You must paste with plain text to ensure the tokens are not regenerated.
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Manage Case Blinding
If a blinded Case requires unblinding, such as SUSAR reporting, you can unblind the individual Case using the Unblinding Workflow.
Last Updated Apr 29, 2022
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Maintain the Case Blind

About Case Blinding
Vault Safety protects sensitive information about blinded Study Products for Cases under a blinded Study, including Imported Case types.
When a serious and unexpected Case is suspected to have been caused by one of the Study Products, whether investigational or active comparator, you can unblind the
Case to reveal the products.
When a Study Case is assessed as serious and unexpected (SUSAR) and confirmed during the Medical Review task, the system starts the unblinding workflow and
assigns unblinding tasks to users in the Medical Reviewer role for the appropriate organization.
The unblinding workflow allows authorized users to see which product the patient was administered, whilst activating blind protection to ensure sensitive case data that
would harm the integrity of the study remains hidden to users without access.
Vault Safety keeps track of which user breaks the blind and when in the Case audit trail.

Note

This page describes the default Vault Safety Unblinding workflow and protection settings. Follow your organization's standard operating procedure for Case

unblinding.

This article describes how to unblind a single Case. For instructions to bulk unblind Cases during end of study reconciliation, see Bulk Unblind a Study.

Blind Protection After Unblinding
When you unblind a Case, Vault Safety activates blind protection. Blind protection continues to mask sensitive information that could compromise the integrity of the
study from unauthorized users.
Only users with appropriate permissions can view blind-protected information. By default, only users assigned the Medical Reviewer or Head of Safety roles can access
blind-protected information.
Blind protection masks the following information from unauthorized users:
CASE PRODUCTS

The system continues to mask previously blinded Case Products.

CASE ASSESSMENTS

The system hides blind-protected Case Assessment records from unauthorized users.

GENERATED REPORTS

After unblinding a Case, the system hides generated individual case safety report documents from unauthorized users, such as E2B, CIOMS I, or FDA 3500A. BlindProtection on Regulatory Report Previews provides more information.
Blind protection is not set on narrative documents by default, but can be set manually. See Blind Protection Field on the Narrative Document for more information.
Blind protection is not activated for E2B-imported Inbox Items, as it is handled by G.k.2.5 (Investigational Product Blinded).

Prerequisites
Refer to your organization’s standard operating procedure for the prerequisites to trigger the unblinding workflow in your vault. In default configurations, the following
requirements must be met before you can perform unblinding:
The Medical Review task must have confirmed a seriousness assessment of serious and/or unexpected to trigger the unblinding workflow.
In the standard configuration, users assigned the Medical Reviewer role can perform unblinding.

Unblinding Study Products
Note

For Studies without Study Arms, you must unblind each suspect product before you can unblind the Case. For Studies with Study Arms, you can directly

unblind the Case without having to unblind individual products.

You must unblind the blinded Study Product that is assessed to have caused a serious and unexpected adverse event before you submit an individual case safety report
to the FDA.
When the Unblinding workflow starts, the system assigns a Case Product Unblinding task to the appropriate workflow participants.

Case Product Unblinding Task Banner

Unblind a Product
1. Accept the Case Product Unblinding task.
2. In the Case Product Unblinding task banner, select

.

The Unblinding window appears.
3. Under Verdict, select one of the following options:
Unblinded: Unblind the product.
Keep Blind: Maintain the product blind settings.
4. In the Comment field, enter any comments about the decision.
5. In the Study field, select the study that monitors the product.
6. In the Product (Study) field, select the product.
7. Select Complete.

Completing the Case Unblinding Task
The final step to complete Case unblinding is to perform the Case Unblinding task. When the Unblinding workflow starts, the system assigns a Case Unblinding task to
the appropriate workflow participants.

Unblinding Task Banner

Unblind a Case
1. Accept the Unblinding task.
2. Review the Case page to ensure the Case should be unblinded.
3. In the Unblinding task banner, select

.

The Unblinding window appears.
4. Under Verdict, select Unblinded.
5. Enter your credentials in the User Name and Password fields.
6. In the Unblinded By field, select the role of the person who first unblinded the Case.
7. In the Unblinded Date field, enter the date when the Case was unblinded.
If you are unblinding the Case for the first time, enter today’s date. If the Study was unblinded outside of Vault Safety, enter the date when unblinding occurred.
8. In the Unblinded Reason field, enter the reason for unblinding the case.
9. Select Complete.
Result
The Case is unblinded and advances to one of the following states:
If the Case is flagged for expedited reporting, it moves to the Medical Review state.
If the Case is not flagged for expedited reporting, it moves to the Approval state.

Maintain the Case Blind
1. Accept the Unblinding task.
2. Review the Case page to ensure the Case should remain blinded.
3. In the Unblinding task banner, select

.

The Unblinding window appears.
4. Under Verdict, select Keep Blind.
5. In the Reason field, enter the reason for maintaining the case blind.
6. Enter your credentials in the User Name and Password fields.
7. (Optional) In the Seriousness field, edit the Case seriousness criteria.
8. Select Complete.
Result
The Case remains blinded and moves to the Approval state.
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Perform Medical Review
Once data entry and QC are complete, authorized users can perform medical review and assess the Case causality and expectedness.
Last Updated Apr 29, 2022
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About Medical Review
After QC is complete, the system assigns a Medical Review task to users assigned the Medical Review role.
During Medical Review, an authorized user reviews the Case and performs the following tasks:
Reviews and updates the case narrative, if available, or writes the case narrative if it is not yet written.
See Compose a Case Narrative for information on composing the case narrative.
Assesses and enters the causality assessment result for each linked adverse event and suspect product.
If required, combines signs and symptoms that were reported into a single Case Diagnosis.
Ensures the entire case is entered correctly and enters or edits the expectedness and seriousness criteria, as required.
To help with reviewing and assessing a Case, you can preview it as a regulatory report, such as a CIOMS I or FDA 3500A form. Generate a Regulatory Report provides
more information.

Prerequisites
With default Vault Safety configuration, the following prerequisites apply:
The Data Entry and QC tasks must be complete.
You must be assigned the Medical Reviewer role.
Your vault may have custom configuration with different prerequisites. If so, follow the recommendations in your business standard operating procedure.

Use the Medical Review Timeline
The Medical Review Timeline provides a highly visual and interactive context to display the time and duration of adverse events, product usage, dosage regimens, test
results, drug history, and medical history.
The following video provides an overview on how to use this feature:

02:36

The Medical Review Timeline can help medical reviewers assess the causality of adverse events more quickly and accurately. The following image shows the Medical
Review Timeline:

Medical Review Timeline

Access the Medical Review Timeline
To access the Medical Review Timeline, go to Cases, select a case, and then expand Timeline.

Note

Your configuration may only display the timeline in certain lifecycle states. By default, the Medical Review Timeline is available from the Medical Review

stage and onwards (Approved, Closed, and so on).

Toggle Legend and Timeline Elements
When you toggle elements on the legend, the respective element disappears on the timeline. A grey legend entry indicates that a category is hidden.
Users can expand Case Products to view dosages by selecting the

. When you hover over the elements on the timeline, a hovercard appears with a hyperlink to

navigate to the corresponding Case record.

Note

If there are multiple Case Products, when you select a legend element, the timeline may display product elements incorrectly. Also, if you select the Primary

Product legend element more than three times, the Primary Product toggle stops working. Refresh the page to reset the timeline. This is a known issue that will be
fixed in a future release.

Adjust Dates and Date Range
Users can view elements in different periods of time to gain a thorough understanding of the cause and effects certain products have on the patient. By default, the Date
Range end date is set to the New Info Date field.
Select a Zoom button to set and view the respective Date Range on the timeline.

Change the Date Range fields to adjust the timeline.
Adjust the length of the Zoom bar at the bottom and drag it to view the events within this Date Range.

Note

Some dates are inferred on this timeline based on other available data on the case. Inferred dates are approximate and marked with a ~. You should verify

the underlying data before making final determinations.

Note

A one-day event (such as a dosage regimen with a first administration date the same as last administration date) appears on the date range for two days in

some circumstances.

Enter Case Causality Assessment
Vault Safety automatically generates a Case Assessment for the primary Case Adverse Event and primary Case Product, which medical reviewers can then use to enter
Assessment Results. Enter Case Data: Assessments Section provides more information.

Case Assessments Section

Auto-Expectedness on Case Assessment Results
If an administrator has configured Product Datasheets with expected adverse events, Vault Safety automatically calculates adverse event expectedness using the
Product Datasheet. This is calculated and populated through system-generated Case Assessment Expectedness records.

Complete the Medical Review Task
Note

The following sections describe the Medical Review task in the default Case Processing workflow. If your organization has a custom workflow, follow the

recommendations in your business standard operating procedure for completing medical review.

1. To accept a Medical Review task, go to Home > Available Tasks, and then in the row for the task that you want to complete, select

.

You can also accept the task from the Case page. If you do not see the task available, it may be assigned to another user or role.
2. Go to Home > My Tasks, and then select the Case name link that you want to review.
The Case page appears.
3. In the Medical Review task banner, select

.

The Medical Review window appears.

Medical Review Window

Evaluate a Case as Serious and Unexpected
1. In the Medical Review window, under Verdict, select Serious and Unexpected.
2. If required, under Seriousness, edit the seriousness assessment tags.
3. Select Complete.

Evaluate a Case as Serious and Expected
1. In the Medical Review window, under Verdict, select Serious and Expected.
2. Under Expedited, select one of the following options:
To expedite the report due date, select Yes.
To leave the report due date as non-expedited, select No.
3. If required, under Seriousness, edit the seriousness assessment tags.
4. Select Complete.

Evaluate a Case as Non-Serious
1. In the Medical Review window, select Non Serious.
2. If required, under Seriousness, edit the seriousness assessment tags.
3. Under Expected, select one of the following options for the primary adverse event:
If the reaction is expected and listed in the product Reference Safety Information (RSI) document, select Yes.
If the reaction is unexpected, select No.
4. Select Complete.

Send a Case Back to Data Entry
1. In the Medical Review window, select Requires Data Entry.
2. Under Instructions, enter instructions for the data entry user.
3. Select Complete.
Result
The system creates a new Data Entry task.
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Lock and Unlock a Case
To ensure you're the only user who can edit a Case, you can lock the Case and child records.
Last Updated Apr 29, 2022
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Objects Affected by Strict Case Locking

About Manual Case Locking
Cases are automatically locked at certain stages during case processing by default, such as the Approved and Closed states. Vault Safety also supports manual case
locking.
Manual case locking ensures that changes made to the Case are not overwritten by other users and prevents simultaneous editing. Locking a Case prevents other users
from saving changes while still allowing users to view the Case.
Once you’re finished making changes, you can unlock the Case to make it available for other users to edit data.

Note

It is important to remember to unlock a Case. Other users cannot make changes to the Case until it is returned to the unlocked state.

Prerequisites
Manual case locking is not configured in Vault Safety by default. This feature must always be configured as part of a vault implementation or enhancement. Enable
Manual Case Locking: User Check In and Check Out provides instructions. Before configuring this feature, consider the impact to your business process.
Manual case locking is controlled through user actions to lock and unlock a Case. You must have the appropriate privileges to be able to access these user actions.
Access to the user actions are controlled and configurable by administrators through a user’s Permission Set.

What Happens When You Lock a Case
Once you lock a Case, the system prevents other users from saving changes to the Case and child records until you unlock the Case. All Case child records (Case
Assessment, Case Product, and so on) are locked, with the exception of Parental Case and Case Number records.
If another user attempts to save changes to a locked Case, an error message similar to the following appears:

Case [000002 (v0.1) - SAE - Cholecap - Angioedema - CH] was locked by [Safety Operations] at [07 May 2020 16:21 EDT]. Please contact them or
an administrator to unlock.

A lock icon and the This Case is Locked section appears once a Case is locked, providing details about who locked the Case and when it was locked. Note that this
section may appear differently depending on your vault’s configuration.
The following image shows the This Case is Locked section:

'This Case is Locked' Section

Manually Lock a Case
1. From the Cases tab, open the Case record that you want to lock.
2. From the All Actions (

) menu, select Lock Case.

This user action may not be configured or may be labeled differently, depending on your vault's configuration. If the action is configured but you don't see it, you may
not have sufficient privileges.
3. Proceed to edit the Case and unlock the Case once you're done making changes.
Result
The Case is locked and the system prevents other users from making changes. The This Case is Locked section appears.

Reassign a Locked Case
Depending on your permissions, you may be able to reassign a locked case or clear the lock regardless of whether you are the user who initially locked the Case. This
permission is typically reserved for a small number of Lock Manager users.
1. Go to the locked Case record that you want to reassign.
2. Select Edit.
3. In the Locked By field, perform one of the following actions:
To reassign the Case, select the user to which you want to assign the locked Case.
To unlock the Case, clear this field.
4. Select Save.
Result
Only the user selected in the Locked By field can edit the Case.

Unlock a Case
1. From the Cases tab, open the locked Case record that you want to unlock.
2. From the All Actions (

) menu, select Unlock Case.

This user action may not be configured or may be labeled differently, depending on your vault's configuration. If the action is configured but you don't see it, you may
not have sufficient privileges.
Result
The Case is unlocked and available for users to make changes. The This Case is Locked section disappears.

Strict Case Locking
If your organization requires added security and restrictions on Case editing permissions, you can enable strict case locking. Strict case locking is a mechanism that
prevents users from editing Cases and Case-descendant objects unless a user is assigned to that Case in the Locked By field.
Strict case locking is controlled through a system setting for administrators. Once enabled, it applies to all Cases in your Vault. A user must lock a Case to have edit
access when strict locking is enabled. Strict case locking can be turned off at any time.
If you try to edit an object protected by strict case locking, the following message appears:

You cannot edit the case or case related records that are not locked to you. Lock the case and try again.

Note

Strict case locking does not apply to processes run by the system.

Enable Strict Case Locking
To toggle strict case locking in your Vault, go to Admin > Settings > Safety Security Settings, and use the Enable Strict Case Locking checkbox. Your permission set
must have permission to View the Safety Security Settings page to access this page.

Strict Case Locking Application Setting

To specify certain Case ( case_version__v ) fields that should remain editable to users, enter one or more fields beside Excepted Fields. You cannot specify exceptions
for Case-descendant objects.

Note

There are two fields that appear in the dropdown list for Receipt Date and New Info Date, respectively. Select both corresponding fields if required as an

exception.

Objects Affected by Strict Case Locking
The following list outlines the objects that are protected by strict case locking.

Note

Strict case locking does not apply to Inbox Items.

Case ( case_version__v )
This includes the Case, AER, and Parental Case object types
Case Adverse Event ( case_adverse_event__v )
Case Assessment ( case_assessment__v )
Case Assessment Expectedness ( case_assessment_expectedness__v )
Case Assessment Result ( case_assessment_result__v )
Case Cause of Death ( case_cause_of_death__v )
Case Contact ( case_contact__v )
Case Drug History ( case_drug_history__v )
Case Diagnosis ( case_diagnosis__v )
Case Identifier ( case_identifier__v )
Case Medical History ( case_medical_history__v )
Case Product ( case_product__v )
Case Product Dosage ( case_product_dosage__v )
Case Product Indication ( case_product_indication__v )
Case Product Substance ( case_product_substance__v )
Case Relationship ( case_relationship__v )
Case Study Registration ( case_study_registration__v )
Case Test Result ( case_test_result__v )
Transmission ( transmission__v )
This includes the Submission, Distribution, and Inbound Transmission object types
Transmission Message ( transmission_message__v )
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Approve a Case
Approve a Case to lock it from changes prior to submission.
Last Updated Dec 11, 2020
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Send a Case for Medical Review
Send a Case Back to Data Entry

About Case Approval
Approved Cases are fully processed and ready for submission to the health authorities. When a Case is approved, the system locks the Case to prevent any changes
prior to submission.
Once a Case is locked, you can’t make further changes to the case without initiating a Case Revision workflow or creating a Follow-Up Case.

Note

This page describes the Approval task in the default Case Processing workflow. If your organization has a custom workflow, follow the recommendations in

your business standard operating procedure for approving cases.

Requirements
For expedited Cases, the Medical Review task must be complete.
For non-expedited Cases, the QC task must be complete.
You must be assigned the Head of Safety role.

Start the Approval Task
1. To accept an Approval task, go to Home > Available Tasks, and then in the row for the task that you want to complete, select

.

You can also accept the task from the Case page. If you don’t see the task available, it may be assigned to another user or role.
2. Go to Home > My Tasks, and then select the Case name link that you want to review.
The Case page appears.
3. Review the Case.
4. In the Approval task banner, select

.

The Approval window appears.

Approval Window

Approve a Case
1. In the Approval window, select Approved.
2. (Optional) Under Comments, enter any relevant comments about the Case or approval.
3. Select Complete.
Result
The case advances to the Approved state and is locked to prevent further changes.

Send a Case for Medical Review
1. In the Approval window, select Requires Medical Review.
2. Under Instructions, enter the reason the Case requires another round of medical review.
3. Select Complete.
Result
The system assigns a new Medical Review task to the appropriate user or role.

Send a Case Back to Data Entry
1. In the Approval window, select Requires Data Entry.
2. Under Instructions, enter the reason the Case requires more data entry.
3. Select Complete.
Result
The system creates new Data Entry task.
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Prepare a Domestic Case
Learn how to process Domestic Cases with region-specific data in the reported language.
Last Updated Aug 12, 2022
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About Domestic Cases
Vault Safety supports Case processing for Domestic Cases. Domestic Case processing provides region-specific fields and dual-language fields for entering data in a nonEnglish language on a Case.
A Domestic Case is for cases that must be reported to the same jurisdiction where the adverse event occurred, in the local, non-English language. If a product involved in
a Domestic Case has a registration to an English-reporting country (such as the FDA and EMA), you can enter English translations on the Domestic Case.
Using a Domestic Case, you can perform data entry in the local language the report was received in, while translating to English. This is a different workflow from
localizing a Global (English) Case to a different language, which is through Localized Cases.
Domestic Cases support region-specific fields for the following agencies:
PMDA (Japan)
NMPA (China)
MFDS (Korea)
For domestic cases originating in a country, such as Spain or Italy, where the state code is required in submissions to a specific agency, such as the EMA, Vault Safety
provides a configurable Country State/Province library. During intake and case processing, users select the Country State/Province from a picklist. The system maps the
domestic state codes upon E2B(R3) import and export. For more information, see Enable Domestic Case Processing for Agency Jurisdications.

Create a Domestic Case
Vault Safety automatically generates a Domestic Case once you promote an Inbox Item with the Localization field set to a non-English value. See Perform Local
Language Intake for more information.

When the Auto-select Inbox Item Localization by Reporter Country feature is enabled, for primary Reporter-type Contacts, if the Country has a

Note

Localization record, the Localization field on the Inbox Item is automatically set based on the Reporter’s Locale. See the Country field on the Inbox Item Field
Reference for more information.

After promoting an Inbox Item (created through Intake in a non-English language) to a Domestic Case, you can view and process Domestic Cases entirely in the reported
language from the Data Entry through to the Medical Review stage of the Case processing lifecycle. Domestic Case Processing is completed on the Cases tab.

Re-generate a Domestic Case
If a Domestic Case did not successfully generate after promoting an Inbox Item, you can use the Re-generate Domestic Case action to trigger Domestic Case
generation. This action is available from the Actions menu on a Localized Case.

This action will generate all child records or any child records that have been deleted

Note

Prerequisites
Vaults created earlier than 21R3 must:
Enable Domestic Case Processing to process Domestic cases
Vaults created earlier than 21R2 must:
Enable Localized Submissions and Translations Support
Enable Local Fields for PMDA (Japan) for Japanese case processing
Enable Local Fields for NMPA (China) for Chinese case processing
Enable Local Fields for MFDS (Korea) for Korean case processing

Set Vault Default Language
You can view fields in Vault in your preferred language by selecting a language from your User Profile. When you change this setting, all field labels and picklist values in
Vault will display in the selected language. The Default Localization field determines the language in Object Reference fields, such as Report Type.

The Default Localization and Language Fields on the User Profile

If the Default Localization field is blank, the system automatically refers to the Language field to determine the language for the picklist field values.

Note

Enter Translations
When an Inbox Item is created through Intake in a non-English language with the Localization field set to a non-global value, you can enter Inbox Item data in the
reported language for all sections of the Inbox Item.

The Localization Field

The Reporter Section with Japanese Text Entered

See Create an Inbox Item Manually for more information on creating inbox items.

When processing Domestic Cases, Vault Safety includes dual-language entry so you can perform data entry in both the Reporter’s local language and

Note

English at the same time. By default, text fields, picklist and object fields, and adverse events are available for dual-language entry. However, your administrator
can configure Localization Scope to limit dual-language entry to Narratives, Company Comments, or both.
E2B file export respects the Localization Scope setting. For example, if the Localization Scope is set to Narrative, only the Localized Narrative is exported on the
E2B file. All other fields are English only.

Manual Text Translation
You can manually translate text fields during intake. For each text field that supports dual language intake, there are two fields:
1. In the first field, enter the information in the language the adverse event was reported in.
2. In the second field, marked with

, enter the English translation.

Code Multilingual MedDRA Terms
You can enter MedDRA terms in the reported language of the Case. The system will automatically determine and select a language from the dropdown menu next to the
Auto-code button.
When you select Auto-code with a valid MedDRA term in any of the supported languages, Vault will automatically translate the MedDRA code into English below the
MedDRA field.
See Code Multilingual MedDRA Terms for more information on coding MedDRA terms in non-English languages.

The Localized MedDRA Term Coded

Text Field Mapping on Case Promotion
When a Domestic Case is created upon Case promotion, the Inbox Item local text fields (that have data entered in their native language) are mapped to the
corresponding local text fields on the Domestic Case in the same language.
The following table describes how Vault Safety maps Inbox Item local text fields to the local text fields on the Domestic Case:

INBOX ITEM

DOMESTIC CASE

SECTION

FIELD

OBJECT

FIELD

Details > Awareness Details

Reporter’s Comments (Native)

Localized Case (Narrative)

Reporter's Comments

Details > Awareness Details<

Reporter’s Comments (English)

Case Version (Narrative)

Reporter's Comments<

Case Contacts > Contact

Additional Information (Native)

Localized Case Contact

Additional Information

Case Contacts > Contact

Additional Information (English)

Case Contact

Additional Information

Case Contacts > Contact

Organization (Native)

Localized Case Contact

Organization

Case Contacts > Contact

Organization (English)

Case Contact

Organization

Case Contacts > Contact

Department (Native)

Localized Case Contact

Department

Case Contacts > Contact

Department (English)

Case Contact

Department

Case Contacts > Primary Reporter

State/Province

Case Contact > Reporter

State/Province

Product

Product (Native)

Localized Case Product

Product (Reported)

Product

Product (English)

Case Product

Product (Reported)

Product

Indication (Native)

Localized Case Product Indication

Name (Reported)

Product

Indication (English)

Case Product Indication

Name (Reported)

Product > Case Product > Dosage

Dose Text (Native)

Localized Case Product Dosage

Dose Text

Product > Case Product > Dosage

Dose Text (English)

Case Product Dosage

Dose Text

Medical Events > Medical history &

Event (Native)

Localized Case Medical History

Name (Reported)

Event (English)

Case Medical History

Name (Reported)

Concurrent Conditions
Medical Events > Medical history &
Concurrent Conditions

English Field Translation Mapping
On Case promotion, only the

field translations are mapped to the Global Case. The field values in the local language are not copied over to the Global Case.

The following table describes how Vault Safety maps text fields with local and English values on Case promotion:

INBOX ITEM

CASE
FIELD

SECTION

OBJECT

FIELD

Details

Reporter Comments

Case (Narrative)

Reporters Comments

Case Contact

Additional Information

Case Contact

Additional Information

Case Contact

Organization

Case Contact

Organization

Case Contact

Department

Case Contact

Department

Product

Product (Reported)

Case Product

Product (Reported)

Product > Dosage

Dose Form (Custom)*

Case Product Dosage

Dose Form

Product > Dosage

Patient RoA (Custom)*

Case Product Dosage

Patient RoA

Product > Dosage

Dose Text

Case Product Dosage

Dose Text

*Text translations are only available when entering custom Dose Forms or Patient RoAs. Translations for standard system-provided Dose Forms and Patient RoA values are automatically
mapped upon Case promotion.

About the Local Narrative Preview
When you promote an Inbox Item to a Domestic Case, the system generates a localized and English Narrative document. The system compares the Case details against
available custom narrative templates, and applies the template with the most matching details.
Comparison includes the following Case details:
Case Type (E2B or manual)
Organization
Sponsor
Report Type
Study Type
Study
Blinded or Unblinded
If no custom template details match, a system-provided narrative template is applied to the Case. For non-E2B imports, the Narrative documents will be blank by default.
You can edit the system-generated Narrative document or upload another document to replace the Narrative text. The local Narrative document and the English
document are also linked in this section.

Note

You cannot edit either of the Narrative previews at the Case-level.

The Narrative Section of a Japanese Localized Case
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Revise an Approved Case
Start a Case Revision workflow to update an approved Case before it is submitted to health authorities.
Last Updated Aug 13, 2021
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Revise a Case

About Case Revisions
When a Case is approved, the Case and all of its related data transitions to a locked state, preventing unapproved updates. At this stage, the only way to update the
Case is to start the Case Revision workflow.
The Case Revision workflow allows you to add non-significant updates before submitting the case, such as non-significant follow-ups. If the updates impact a report
previously distributed to health authorities or partners, you can amend a safety report.
For significant updates that require additional processing, create a Follow-Up Case.

Unlock a Case
1. Go to the Cases tab.
2. Select the name of the Case to open it.
The Case must be in the Approved state.
3. On the Case page, expand the Workflow State Change (

) menu, and then select Start Revision.

Result
The system unlocks the Case and all of its related data. The Case enters the Revision state.

Revise a Case
1. If you have not accepted the Revision task, select

in the Revision task banner.

If you do not see a Revision task banner, the task may be assigned to a different user or role.
2. Add the new or changed information, and then save the case.
3. In the Revision task banner, select

.

The Revision window appears.
4. In the Summary of Changes field, enter a description of the changes.
5. Select one of the following verdict options:
To send the changes through a quality control review, select Requires QC.
To send the changes through a medical review, select Requires Medical Review.
To skip the review cycle and send the changes for approval, select Complete.
6. Select Complete.
Result
The system assigns a workflow task to the appropriate participant to review or approve the revision, depending on the verdict that you select.
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Close a Case
After case processing and submission are complete, close the Case to permanently lock it from changes.
Last Updated Sep 24, 2021
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About Case Closure
After you report a case to health authorities, authorized users can close the Case to permanently lock the it from any changes that would trigger an audit violation.
Once a Case enters the Closed state, Case fields and all Case child records (Case Assessment, Case Product, and so on) are locked from changes.
After closing a Case, the only way to revise the Case is to Add a Follow-Up Case.

Prerequisites
You must be authorized to move the Case to the Closed lifecycle state. In the Vault Safety template configuration, users assigned the Distribution Manager role can
close Cases.
Your Vault configuration may require the Case to be in the Approved state before you can access the user task to close the Case.
You cannot close a Case until all Transmissions (Submissions and Distributions) associated with the Case are completed successfully.

Verify Case Transmissions are Completed
1. Go to the Case you want to close.
2. To view the Transmissions associated with the Case, expand Submissions & Distributions.

Submissions & Distributions Section

3. To go to a Transmission record, select the record Name.
4. To view the task history on the Transmission, expand Workflow Timeline, and then expand each action.

Workflow Timeline Section

5. If there are any Transmissions that are incomplete or in an error state, a Distribution Manager must complete the Transmission.
The following links provide more information on how to execute different Transmission methods:
AS2 Gateway
Email
Manual

Complete the Case Close Workflow
Note

This page describes the Case Close workflow in the Vault Safety template configuration. If your organization has a customized workflow, follow the

recommendations in your business standard operating procedure for closing cases.

Once a Case enters the Approved state, the Case Close workflow starts and makes the Review Submissions task available to users in the Distribution Manager role for
the Organization associated with the Case.
Complete the Review Submissions task to verify that all Transmissions have been completed successfully. Once you complete this task, the Case moves to the Closed
lifecycle state.

Note

If an error appears, verify that all submissions completed successfully and try again.
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Add a Follow-Up Case
When you receive updates or additional case information, you can process and submit the information in a Follow-Up Case.
Last Updated Jul 13, 2022
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About Follow-Up Cases
When you open a Follow-Up Case, the system creates a new version of the Case and imports all relevant information from the initial version. The new version of the
Case enters the Data Entry stage for processing, or the initial case stage defined in your vault’s Case Processing lifecycle and workflow.
The latest version of the narrative document is copied over from the initial Case. In addition, documents of the following classifications are referenced on the Follow-Up
Case:
Case > Source > Adverse Event Report
Case > Source > Attachment
Case > Source > Literature
Other document types aren’t referenced or copied to the Follow-Up Case.

Follow Up on a Closed Case
When you report a case to health authorities, the case and its related data remain locked to prevent deviations from submitted reports that would trigger an audit
violation. To add or change information, you must create a Follow-Up Case.
When you create a Follow-Up Case from a closed case, the system changes the state of the original case to Superseded.

Note

You can't create a Follow-Up Case from a Case in the Superseded or Obsolete state.

Follow Up on an Open Case
When you receive significant follow-up information but don’t have enough time to process and review the new information before reporting the case, you can create a
Follow-Up Case and process the new version in parallel to the original Case.

Tip

You can have up to two open versions of a Case at the same time. A Case is considered open when it has not completed processing. This is generally in any

state before Approved, Closed, or Superseded.

If the case updates are non-significant, you can revise an approved case before you submit the case to health authorities.

Create a Follow-Up Case
1. Go to the Cases tab.
2. Locate the Case that you want to add a Follow-Up Case for, and then select the Case name to open it.
By default, the Create Follow Up Case action is only available for Cases in the Medical Review or Closed state. Your Administrator can configure your vault to make
this action available in other states, such as Approved.
3. On the Case page, expand the All Actions (

) menu, and then select the Create Follow Up Case user action. The action label may appear as Start

Revision/Follow-Up or Follow Up (New Version), or a different label depending on your vault’s configuration.
Result
The system creates a new version of the Case. If the original Case is in the Closed state, the system changes the original Case state to Superseded.

Follow-Up on a Localized Case
When a global Follow-Up Case is created with the Localization field set to a non-global value, Localized Follow-Up Case(s) are generated for the appropriate locale(s).
See Manage Follow-Up Localized Cases for more information.

Handling an Accidental Follow-Up Case
If a Follow-Up Case is created in error, we recommend that you initiate a non-significant Case Revision workflow to Close the Case without generating Submissions.
We do not recommend that you make the Follow-Up Case Invalid, because the Invalid state is reserved for when the entire Case (all versions) cannot be submitted to
health authorities.

About Case Versions
When you open a new Case, the initial Case version starts at v0.1. When you complete case processing, the system assigns the closed Case the next major version
number, for example, v1.0.
If you create a Follow-Up Case for an open Case, the system adds one major (+1.0) version number to the Case version. For example, if you create a Follow-Up Case
for an initial Case version, which is v0.1, the Follow-Up Case version during processing is v1.1. When you finish processing and close the Follow-Up Case, the version is
v2.0.
If you create a Follow-Up Case for a closed Case, the system adds one minor (+0.1) version number to the Case version. For example, if you create a Follow-Up Case
for a closed Case with v2.0, the Follow-Up Case starts at v2.1. When you finish processing and close the Follow-Up Case, the version is v3.0.
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Audit Case History
You can view an audit trail to see the full history of all workflow tasks performed on a Case.
Last Updated Apr 29, 2022
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About Vault Audit
Vault provides a robust audit trail of all actions performed on an object record, such as a Case. Vault also allows you to export this information in order to facilitate
reporting and filtering at a more granular level.

Vault doesn’t enforce Dynamic Access Control or Field Level Security in the audit trail. It's possible for a user to utilize the related record audit trail to view

Note

audit events on records they don't have permission to view.

Vault Online Help provides more information on auditing object records.

View Case Audit Trail
1. Go to the Case that you want to audit.
2. Expand the All Actions (

) menu, and then select Audit Trail.

The Audit trail for Case window appears.
3. To view an audit trail that includes audit events for related object records, select which related objects to include under Included Objects.
Select any object that has an inbound relationship to the primary object.
4. Specify the time range using one of the following options:
Under Quick History, select the time period.
Enter the time period under Date range and to.
5. Select Get History.

Read the Audit Trail
Vault displays the audit trail for the primary object record and up to 100 records for each related object that you included.
The Record column shows the object record in which the event occurred and the object label. Related record audit trails covering a period of four or more months may
take longer to display.

Note

When a user promotes an AER to a Follow-Up Case from the Potential Matches page, consider the following:

The Follow-Up Case audit trail shows System on behalf of {user} .
The Initial/Closed Case audit trail does not log an entry for when the follow-up was created.

Audit Trail Window Information
The Audit Trail window displays the following information:

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Timestamp

Date and time that the action was performed, adjusted to your own timezone.

User Name

Login name for the user who performed the action. This sometimes shows “System” to indicate that the action was performed automatically by Vault. “System” actions include
state changes and field updates performed as part of a workflow.

Event

Description of the action that occurred, for example, “‘tlee@veevapharm.com' was added to the ‘Editor’ field'”. Note that when data changes, the description shows both the

Description

previous value and the new value.

Record

Name of the object record that the action was performed on.

Export Audit Trails
To download the audit trail, expand the All Actions (

) menu, and select CSV, Text, or PDF.

Audit trails export as .txt when the multilingual document handling setting is enabled. Audit trails export as .csv when the multilingual document handling setting is
disabled.

CSV Exports
The exported CSV file shows information in a slightly different format. For example, the Event Description field doesn’t exist in the export, but the export provides more
detail on the changes.

PDF Exports
When you export as a PDF file, Vault adds page numbers and a cover page to the PDF. All audit histories and audit trails use the same Audit Export Cover Page
template.
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Generate a Regulatory Report
Vault Safety can export cases to fully-compliant and submittable regulatory reports.
Last Updated Apr 29, 2022
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Report Generation Overview
Vault Safety maps Case data to generate Individual Case Safety Reports (ICSRs) that are fully compliant, maintain case versions, and support multiple Submission and
Distribution destinations.
You can generate regulatory reports automatically as part of the Transmission workflow or manually. You can also preview the Case in a regulatory report format to assist
with reviewing and assessing the Case. Generated files appear in the Vault Library and are versioned during regeneration.

Supported ICSR Report Formats
Vault Safety supports generating the following ICSR formats:

FILE TYPE

FORMAT

DESCRIPTION

FDA 3500A

Generates the FDA MedWatch 3500A form.

CIOMS I

Generates the CIOMS I form.

ICH E2B (R2)

Generates an E2B (R2) file compliant with the ICH common standard guidelines.

FDA E2B (R2)

Generates an E2B (R2) file for electronic submissions to the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) gateway.

HC E2B (R2)

Generates an E2B (R2) file for electronic submissions to Health Canada (HC) gateway.

ICH E2B (R3)

Generates an E2B (R3) file compliant with the ICH common standard guidelines.

EMA E2B (R3)

Generates an E2B (R3) file for electronic submissions to the European Medicines Agency (EMA) and the UK

PDF Form

E2B (R2) XML

E2B (R3) XML

Medicines & Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (MHRA) gateway.
FDA VAERS E2B (R3)

Generates an E2B (R3) file for vaccine-related electronic submissions to the U.S. Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) VAERS gateway.

The links in the above table provide information on how Vault Safety maps case data to generate reports in each of these formats. For more information on which report
formats to generate for different regulatory agencies, see the report formats detailed on Standard Agency ICSR Submissions.

Automatic Generation of Reports for Transmissions
When a Submission record to a regulatory agency is created, Vault Safety automatically generates a regulatory report in the appropriate submission format, determined
by the associated Transmission Profile.
When a Distribution record for a Partner Distribution Family or Reporting Obligation is created, Vault Safety automatically generates a regulatory report in the format
specified on the Distribution record or associated Transmission Profile.

Manually Generate a Submittable Report
You can generate any supported report format from a Submission or Distribution record using the Generate Transmission Document(s) user action.

Note

You cannot generate transmission documents for Imported Cases. The Generate Transmission Document(s) user action is visible for these Case types but

the action does not generate a document. If you must generate a report, you can convert the Imported Case to a Case or Follow-Up Case.

1. Go to the Submission or Distribution record.
2. Check that the report type in the Transmission Document Type field is the report that you want to generate.
3. To change the report type, select Edit, and then choose a different report in the Transmission Document Type field.
4. Expand the All Actions (

) menu, and then select Generate Transmission Document(s).

Result
The system generates the case report document and adds a link to the document to the File field. If you do not see the file, refresh the page.

Note

If the transmission document name exceeds 100 characters (the maximum length), the system automatically truncates it to 100 characters so that the

transmission document can generate successfully.

Generate a Report Preview from the Case
By default, users assigned the Data Entry, Reviewer, or Medical Reviewer role can generate reports from the Case page. However, your vault may be configured
differently.

Note

Reports generated from the Case page are intended to be used as previews and not intended for submissions. Generate reports from the Submission or

Distribution record for a final version.

1. Go to the Case for which you want to generate a regulatory report preview.
2. Expand the All Actions (

) menu, and then select the format for which you want to generate.

The options available depend on your system configuration. The following options are available by default in most vaults:
Generate CIOMS I: Generates a CIOMS I Suspect Adverse Reaction Report.
Generate E2B R3: Generates a FDA E2B R3 file.
Generate FDA3500A: Generates a MedWatch FDA 3500A form.
The system generates the report and attaches it to the Case under Documents.
3. To view the report, expand Documents, and then select the name of the report.
The Classification column identifies the report type.

Tip

Your administrator can configure actions to generate forms in other E2B formats.

Blind-Protection on Report Previews
For blinded Study Cases, users that do not have privileges to view unblinded data can generate regulatory report previews with all unblinded data masked or removed
from the generated file.

Note

Study Product dosage is unblinded on report previews if dosage blinding has not been enabled by Veeva Support in your Vault. Dosage Masking for Study

Products provides more information.

When you generate a regulatory report preview on a blinded Case, Vault Safety generates two separate documents. One document contains the unblinded data and is
only visible to users authorized to access unblinded data. The second document masks all unblinded data and is prefixed with Blinded in the filename.

Note

To generate blinded regulatory report previews, the Case Product selected must be a blinded Study Product.

E2B Export Size Limits
For EMA E2B submissions, attachment file size cannot exceed 15 MB. All Vault Safety E2B transmissions have a maximum total size limit of 100 MB.

E2B Document Attachments and Literature References
Case documents that meet the appropriate criteria are included with E2B transmissions. Add a Case Attachment or Literature Document provides more information on
adding these documents to a Case.
The system handles attachment transmissions differently for E2B R2 and R3. The following list provides more information:
E2B R3 Transmissions: For E2B (R3) formats, attachments and literature documents are encoded directly in the E2B file.
FDA E2B R2 Transmissions: For FDA E2B (R2) gateway transmissions, the system sends attachments separately after receiving an acknowledgment (ACK)
acceptance from the health authority for the ICSR E2B transmission. Once sent, each attachment receives its own ACK.

Note

The E2B R2 attachment feature only works with FDA gateway transmissions, not with configurable (custom) synchronous gateways.

You must verify that E2B transmision attachments are supported by the destination gateway. The following list provides links with more information on verification with
various destination gateways:
International Council for Harmonisation of Technical Requirements for Pharmaceuticals for Human Use (ICH)
European Medicines Agency (EMA)
Food and Drug Administration Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (FDA VAERS)
Medicines and Healthcare Products Regulatory Agency (MHRA)

Document Attachments
To attach a document (A.1.8.1/C.1.6.1.r.2), the vault document fields must be completed as follows:
The document's Case field must link to the Case for which the E2B is being generated.
The Organization field must link to the same Organization with which the Case is linked.
The document must be classified with the Case > Source > Attachment document type.
The Retransmit field set to Yes.
To populate E2B Documents Held by Sender (A.1.8.2/C.1.6.1.r.1), complete the Attachment Description and Attachment Description Continued fields.

Literature Attachments
To attach a literature reference document (A.2.2/C.4.r.1-2), the vault document fields must be completed as follows:
The document's Case field must link to the Case for which the E2B is being generated.
The Organization field must link to the same Organization with which the Case is linked.
The document must be classified with the Case > Source > Literature document type.
To populate E2B Literature Reference(s) (A.2.2/C.4.r.1), complete the Reference field. References are always included regardless of the Retransmit field value.
To export the document content (C.4.r.2), you must set the Retransmit field to Yes.
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Generate Masked Safety Reports
You can configure Submissions and Distributions to selectively mask sensitive information on Individual Case Safety Reports (ICSRs).
Last Updated Apr 29, 2022

Sections in This Article
About Masked Safety Reports
Prerequisite
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Exceptions to Patient Content Protection
E2B Mask (Includes Personal Identifiable Information)
Study Content Protection
Mask Unblinded Content
Dosage Masking for Study Products
Enable Dosage Masking for Study Products
Masked Dosage Fields
Dosage Masking by Format
Reporter Masking for Postmarket Non-Literature Cases
Enable Reporter Masking System Setting
Masked Reporter Fields
Reporter Masking by Format

About Masked Safety Reports
When you configure a Submission or Distribution, you can choose to protect confidential or blinded data in the generated ICSR, such as all of a patient’s identifiable and
health information, only identifiable information, or unblinded study data.
By identifying content confidentiality preferences when setting up your Partner Distributions, you can generate masked distributions for partner organizations while
continuing to generate unblinded ICSRs for agency submissions.
There are different masking settings that you can choose from when setting up a Partner Distribution family. Each setting masks or hides certain information on generated
regulatory reports or E2B transmissions.
The following masking fields control safety report masking:
Patient Content Protection ( patient_content_protection__v )
Exceptions to Patient Content Protection ( exceptions_to_patient_content_protection__v )
Study Content Protection ( study_content_protection__v )
See the following table for an overview of how to generate masked safety reports for Transmissions:

TRANSMISSION
SET UP

TYPE
Distribution

To automatically generate Distributions with masking applied, an admin can configure masking options in a Partner Distribution List.
Otherwise, you can manually edit the masking fields on a Distribution.

Submission

To automatically generate Submissions with masking applied, an admin can configure Mask PII parameter on a Safety Rule Set to apply to all Cases or only
foreign Cases.
Otherwise, you can manually edit the masking fields on a Submission.

In addition to the masking field settings for Submissions and Distributions, you can optionally enable the system to mask dosage to study products and mask the reporter
for postmarket non-literature Cases.

Prerequisite
Ensure that your vault has the Masked Content Distributions feature enabled.

Patient Content Protection
Use the Patient Content Protection field to configure masking for Personal Identifiable Information (PII).
You can configure masking exceptions for Patient Content Protection using the Exceptions to Patient Content Protection field.

Mask Personal Identifiable Information (PII)
Vault Safety masks the following fields when you select Mask PII while configuring a Partner Distribution Rule:

Note

When the Date of Birth field is masked, the Age and Age Group information will be transmitted during E2B transmission.

FDA 3500A/CIOMS I MASK
OBJECT

FIELD

INDICATOR

E2B (R3) MASK INDICATOR

E2B (R2) MASK INDICATOR

Case Contact

Title ( title_value__v )

*****

MSK

PRIVACY

Case Contact

First Name ( firstname_value__v )

*****

MSK

PRIVACY

Case Contact

Middle Name

*****

MSK

PRIVACY

( middlename_value__v )
Case Contact

Last Name ( lastname_value__v )

*****

MSK

PRIVACY

Case Contact

Organization

*****

MSK

PRIVACY

( organization_value__v )
Case Contact

Department ( department_value__v )

*****

MSK

PRIVACY

Case Contact

Street ( street_value__v )

*****

MSK

PRIVACY

Case Contact

Postal Code ( postalcode_value__v )

*****

MSK

PRIVACY

Case Contact

Telephone ( telephone_value__v )

*****

MSK

Left Blank1

Case Contact

Fax ( fax__v )

*****

MSK

Left Blank1

Case Contact

Email Address ( email_address__v )

*****

MSK

Left Blank1

Case Version

Reporter First Name

*****

MSK

PRIVACY

*****

MSK

PRIVACY

( reporter_first_name__v )
Case Version

Reporter Last Name
( reporter_last_name__v )

Case Version

Patient ID ( patient_id_value__v )

*****

MSK

PRIVACY

Case Version

Gender ( gender_value__v )

Left blank

MSK

Left Blank1

Case Version

MRN - GP ( mrn_gp_value__v )

*****

MSK

Left Blank1

Case Version

MRN - Specialist

*****

MSK

Left Blank1

*****

MSK

Left Blank1

*****

MSK

Left Blank1

( mrn_specialist_value__v )
Case Version

MRN - Hospital
( mrn_hospital_value__v )

Case Version

MRN - Investigation
( mrn_investigation_value__v )

Case Version

Date of Birth ( dob_idate__v )

**-***-****

MSK

Left Blank1

Case Version

Date of Birth (normalized)

**-***-****

MSK

Left Blank1

**-***-****

MSK

Left Blank1

**-***-****

MSK

Left Blank1

*****

MSK

Left Blank1

( dob_normalized__v )
Case Version

Last Menstrual
( last_menstural_idate__v )

Case Version

Last Menstrual (normalized)
( last_menstrural_normalized__v )

Case Version

Medical History Text
( medical_history_text__v )

Case Version

Date of Death ( dod_idate__v )

**-***-****

MSK

Left Blank1

Case Version

Date of Death (normalized)

**-***-****

MSK

Left Blank1

( dod_normalized__v )
Case Product

Date Implanted ( date_implanted__v )

**-***-****

MSK

Left Blank1

Case Product

Date Explanted ( date_explanted__v )

**-***-****

MSK

Left Blank1

1. This is either not a valid element or nullFlavor for E2B(R2). If this is a valid element, the element will not be transmitted in place of being masked.

Exceptions to Patient Content Protection
When using PCP, you can select personal identifiable information fields to leave unmasked.
You can configure masking exceptions for the following fields using the Exceptions to Patient Content Protection dropdown menu:

EXCEPTION

UNMASKED FIELD

OBJECT

Blank Fields

-

-

Parent Sex

Gender (gender_value__v)

Case Version (Parent)

Patient Sex

Gender (gender_value__v)

Case Version

Reporter Country

Country (country_value__v)

Case Contact (Reporter)

If you do not see the Exceptions to Patient Content Protection field, an administrator may need to Enable Configurable Field Masking.

Exceptions to Patient Content Protection Field

Select any number of fields from the dropdown menu to leave unmasked.

Exceptions to Patient Content Protection Field with Selected Fields

E2B Mask (Includes Personal Identifiable Information)
Vault Safety masks all of the PII fields listed above, as well as the fields in the following table when you select E2B Mask while configuring a Partner Distribution Rule.

Note

For FDA VAERS E2B (R3) exports, the following fields are not masked, as MSK is not a valid nullFlavor setting for these E2B data elements:

FDA.D.13 - Pregnant at Vaccination
FDA.D.1f - Street Line 2 (Patient)
FDA.C.2.r.2.3 - Street Line 2 (Reporter)

FDA 3500A/CIOMS I MASK
OBJECT

FIELD

INDICATOR

E2B (R3) MASK INDICATOR

E2B (R2) MASK INDICATOR

Case Contact

Title ( title_value__v )

*****

MSK

PRIVACY

Case Contact

First Name ( firstname_value__v )

*****

MSK

PRIVACY

Case Contact

Middle Name

*****

MSK

PRIVACY

( middlename_value__v )
Case Contact

Last Name ( lastname_value__v )

*****

MSK

PRIVACY

Case Contact

Organization

*****

MSK

PRIVACY

( organization_value__v )
Case Contact

Department ( department_value__v )

*****

MSK

PRIVACY

Case Contact

Street ( street_value__v )

*****

MSK

PRIVACY

Case Contact

Street - Line

*****

MSK

Left Blank1

2( street_line_2_value__v )
Case Contact

Postal Code ( postalcode_value__v )

*****

MSK

PRIVACY

Case Contact

County ( county_value__v )

*****

MSK

Left Blank1

Case Contact

Country ( country_value__v )

*****

MSK

Left Blank1

Form checkbox is blank (G.3)
Case Contact

Telephone ( telephone_value__v )

*****

MSK

Left Blank1

Case Contact

Fax ( fax__v )

*****

MSK

Left Blank1

Case Contact

Email Address ( email_address__v )

*****

MSK

Left Blank1

Case Contact

City ( city_value__v )

*****

MSK

PRIVACY

Case Contact

State / Province

*****

MSK

PRIVACY

*****

MSK

PRIVACY

*****

MSK

PRIVACY

( state_province_value__v )
Case Version

Reporter First Name
( reporter_first_name__v )

Case Version

Reporter Last Name
( reporter_last_name__v )

Case Version

Patient ID ( patient_id_value__v )

*****

MSK

PRIVACY

Case Version

Gender ( gender_value__v )

Left blank

MSK

Left Blank1

Case Version

MRN - GP ( mrn_gp_value__v )

*****

MSK

Left Blank1

Case Version

MRN - Specialist

*****

MSK

Left Blank1

*****

MSK

Left Blank1

*****

MSK

Left Blank1

( mrn_specialist_value__v )
Case Version

MRN - Hospital
( mrn_hospital_value__v )

Case Version

MRN - Investigation
( mrn_investigation_value__v )

Case Version

Date of Birth ( dob_idate__v )

**-***-****

MSK

Left Blank1

Case Version

Date of Birth (normalized)

**-***-****

MSK

Left Blank1

**-***-****

MSK

Left Blank1

**-***-****

MSK

Left Blank1

*****

MSK

Left Blank1

( dob_normalized__v )
Case Version

Last Menstrual
( last_menstural_idate__v )

Case Version

Last Menstrual (normalized)
( last_menstrural_normalized__v )

Case Version

Medical History Text
( medical_history_text__v )

Case Version

Date of Death ( dod_idate__v )

**-***-****

MSK

Left Blank1

Case Version

Date of Death (normalized)

**-***-****

MSK

Left Blank1

**-***-****

MSK

Left Blank1

**-***-****

MSK

Left Blank1

( dod_normalized__v )
Case Version

Event Onset
( event_onset_idate__v )

Case Version

Event Onset (normalized)
( event_onset_normalized__v )

Case Version

Race ( race__v )

*****

MSK

Left Blank1

Case Version

Ethnicity ( ethnicity__v )

*****

MSK

Left Blank1

Case Version

Pregnant at Vaccination

*****

MSK

Left Blank1

( pregnant_at_vaccination__v )
Case Product

Date Implanted ( date_implanted__v )

**-***-****

MSK

Left Blank1

Case Product

Date Explanted ( date_explanted__v )

**-***-****

MSK

Left Blank1

Case Version

Product Generic Name

*****

MSK

Left Blank1

( generic_name__v )
Case Version

MPID Version ( mpid_version__v )

*****

MSK

Left Blank1

Case Adverse Event

Onset ( onset_idate__v )

**-***-****

MSK

Left Blank1

Case Adverse Event

Onset (normalized)

**-***-****

MSK

Left Blank1

( onset_normalized__v )
Case Adverse Event

Cessation ( resolved_idate__v )

**-***-****

MSK

Left Blank1

Case Adverse Event

Cessation (normalized)

**-***-****

MSK

Left Blank1

*****

MSK

Left Blank1

( resolved_normalized__v )
Case Adverse Event

Duration
Duration (unit)
( duration_number__v)
(duration_unit__v )

Case Drug History

Start Date ( startdate_idate__v )

**-***-****

MSK

Left Blank1

Case Drug History

Start Date Normalized

**-***-****

MSK

Left Blank1

( startdate_normalized__v )
Case Drug History

End Date ( enddate_idate__v )

**-***-****

MSK

Left Blank1

Case Drug History

End Date Normalized

**-***-****

MSK

Left Blank1

( end_date_normalized__v )
Case Medical History

Start Date ( startdate_idate__v )

**-***-****

MSK

Left Blank1

Case Drug History

Start Date Normalized

**-***-****

MSK

Left Blank1

( startdate_normalized__v )
Case Drug History

Continuing ( continuing_value__v )

*****

MSK

Left Blank1

Case Drug History

End Date ( enddate_idate__v )

**-***-****

MSK

Left Blank1

Case Drug History

End Date Normalized

**-***-****

MSK

Left Blank1

( enddate_normalized__v )

Back to Top

Feedback?

Case Product Dosage

First Administration

**-***-****

MSK

Left Blank1

**-***-****

MSK

Left Blank1

**-***-****

MSK

Left Blank1

**-***-****

MSK

Left Blank1

**-***-****

MSK

Left Blank1

( firstadmin_idate__v )
Case Product Dosage

First Administration (normalized)
( firstadmin_normalized__v )

Case Product Dosage

Last Administration
( lastadmin_idate__v )

Case Product Dosage

Last Administration (normalized)
( lastadmin_normalized__v )

Case Product Dosage

Duration (number)
Duration (unit)
( duration_number__v)
(duration_unit__v )

1. This is either not a valid element or nullFlavor for E2B(R2). If this is a valid element, the element will not be transmitted in place of being masked.

Study Content Protection
Use the Study Content Protection field to configure masking for unblinded information on Study Cases.

Mask Unblinded Content
Vault Safety masks the following fields when you select Mask Unblinded Content while configuring a Partner Distribution Rule:

When you select Mask Unblinded Content on a Spontaneous Case with Study Content Protection, the Case’s Product information will remain unblinded

Note

on CIOMS I and 3500a forms.

Tip

By default, product dosage information is unmasked. However, Veeva support can enable Dosage Masking to apply with the Mask Unblinded Content

option.

FDA 3500A/CIOMS I MASK

E2B (R2) AND (R3) MASK

OBJECT

FIELD

INDICATOR

INDICATOR

Case Product Dosage

Batch/Lot Number ( batchlot_number__v )

Left Blank

Left Blank

Case Product

Product (Coded) ( product_name_v )

Blinded name or ***** if no blinded

Blinded name or MSK if no blinded

name

name

Blinded name or ***** if no blinded

Blinded name or MSK if no blinded

name

name

Case Product

Product (Reported) ( product_reported__v )

Case Product

MPID ( mpid__v )

*****

Left Blank

Case Product

MPID Version ( mpid_version__v )

*****

Left Blank

Case Product

PhPID ( phpid__v )

*****

Left Blank

Case Product

PhPID Version ( phpid_version__v )

*****

Left Blank

Case Product

Registration Number ( registration_number__v )

Left Blank

Left Blank

Case Product

Registration Country ( registration_country__v )

*****

Left Blank

Case Product

Registration Holder/Applicant ( registration_mah__v )

*****

Left Blank

Case Product

Organization ( Organization__v )

*****

Left Blank

Case Product

Expiration Date ( expiration_date__v )

*****

Left Blank

Case Product

Name ( name__v )

*****

Left Blank

Product

Manufacturer ( manufacturer__v )

*****

Left Blank

Case Product

Model Number ( model_number__v )

*****

Left Blank

Case Product

Catalog Number ( catalog_number__v )

*****

Left Blank

Case Product

Serial Number ( serial_number__v )

*****

Left Blank

Case Product

Lot Number ( lot_number__v )

*****

Left Blank

Case Product

Unique Identifier ( unique_Identifier__v )

*****

Left Blank

Case Product

Reprocessed/Reused ( reprocessed__v )

*****

Left Blank

Case Product

Reprocessor ( reprocessor__v )

*****

Left Blank

Case Product

Additional Information ( additional_information_coded__v )

*****

Left Blank

Case Product

Other Additional Information ( additional_information_text__v )

*****

Left Blank

Case Product

Blinded ( blinded__v )

*****

Left Blank

Product

Generic Name ( generic_name__v )

*****

Left Blank

Case Product Substance

Name (Reported) ( name_reported__v )

*****

Left Blank

Case Product Substance

TermID Version ( termid_version__v )

*****

Left Blank

Case Product Substance

TermID ( termid__v )

*****

Left Blank

Case Product Substance

Strength (Number) ( strength_number__v )

*****

Left Blank

Case Product Substance

Strength (Unit) ( strength_unit__v )

*****

Left Blank

Dosage Masking for Study Products
By default, product dosage information is unmasked in generated reports for masked distributions.
However, Vault Safety supports the option to mask Study Product dosage on E2B, CIOMS I, and FDA 3500A reports.

Enable Dosage Masking for Study Products
Contact Veeva Support to request enabling dosage information masking in your Vault.
If enabled, Study Product dosage masking applies to reports generated in the following conditions:
Masked Distributions where Study Content Protection is set to "Mask Unblinded Content"
Blinded report previews (manually generated from a blinded Study Case)

If dosage masking is enabled, Study Product dosage masking applies regardless of the Case report type. In other words, if a Study Product is added to a

Note

Spontaneous or other non-Study report type Case, the dosage will still be masked.

Masked Dosage Fields
If dosage masking is enabled, the following dosage information is masked:
Dose
Patient Route of Administration
Dose Frequency
Note

Dose Frequency is not displayed if the Frequency field is blank when generating a report.

Dosage Masking by Format
The following table outlines how dosage masking impacts different report types:

REPORT TYPE

DOSAGE MASKING

CIOMS I

Box 15 and 16 are populated with *****

FDA 3500A

Box C.3 is populated with *****

E2B(R3)

Dosage section G.k.4.r is omitted

E2B(R2)

Dosage sections are omitted:
B.4.k.3
B.4.k.5
B.k.4.6
B.k.4.7
B.4.k.8
B.4.k.9
B.4.k.12
B.4.k.14
B.4.k.15

Reporter Masking for Postmarket Non-Literature Cases
Vault Safety provides a system-level setting to support masking reporter information in all outbound Submissions and Distribution for postmarket non-literature Cases.
This setting is controlled from the Submission and Distribution Settings page in the Admin area.
The following conditions must be met to mask reporter fields for a Case:
The Mask Reporter for PM Non-Literature Case system setting must be enabled in your Vault.
The Case Report Type must correspond to a postmarket, non-literature report type:
Postmarket: The Case must meet one of the following conditions to be considered "postmarket":
a. Non-Study Report Type: The Case Report Type specifies a non-study report type. That is, the Report Type corresponds to a Controlled Vocabulary of
"Spontaneous" (E2B Code of 1 ), "Other" (E2B Code of 3 ), or "Not Available" (E2B Code of 4 ).
b. Postmarket Study Case: The Case Report Type corresponds to a Study Controlled Vocabulary (E2B Code of 2 ) and the Case Study Type corresponds to
a Controlled Vocabulary of "Individual Patient Use" (E2B Code of 2 ) or "Other Study" (E2B Code of 3 ).
Non-Literature: The Case Report Type field specifies a non-literature report type. That is, the option selected corresponds to a Report Type Controlled
Vocabulary with the Literature field set to "No" or unspecified.

Enable Reporter Masking System Setting
1. In the Admin area, go to Settings > Submission and Distribution Settings.
Your permission set must have permission to View the Submission and Distribution Settings page to access this page.
2. Enable the Mask Reporter for PM Non-Literature Case field.

Note

Once enabled, reporter masking applies to all postmarket non-literature Cases, regardless of the masking settings on the Transmission.

Masked Reporter Fields
The system masks the following information for Reporter-type Case Contacts when generating any report format:

Note

If the Patient Content Protection field specifies 'E2B Mask' on a Transmission, the system masks the Reporter Country in addition to the fields below in

the generated report.

OBJECT

FIELD

Reporter-type Case Contact

Title ( title_value__v )

Reporter-type Case Contact

First Name ( firstname_value__v )

Reporter-type Case Contact

Middle Name ( middlename_value__v )

Reporter-type Case Contact

Last Name ( lastname_value__v )

Reporter-type Case Contact

Organization ( organization_value__v )

Reporter-type Case Contact

Department ( department_value__v )

Reporter-type Case Contact

Street ( street_value__v )

Reporter-type Case Contact

Postal Code ( postalcode_value__v )

Reporter-type Case Contact

Telephone ( telephone_value__v )

Reporter-type Case Contact

Fax ( fax__v )

Reporter-type Case Contact

Email Address ( email_address__v )

Reporter Masking by Format
The following table outlines how reporter masking impacts different report types:

REPORT TYPE

REPORTER MASKING

CIOMS I

Only the Reporter Qualification and Reporter Country fields are exported, if populated. If these fields are blank, no reporter information is transmitted.

FDA 3500A

Only the Reporter Qualification and Reporter Country fields are exported, if populated. If these fields are blank, no reporter information is transmitted.

E2B(R3)

Specified reporter fields are masked with MSK. Empty fields are not transmitted.

E2B(R2)

Specified reporter fields are masked with PRIVACY. Empty fields are not transmitted.
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FDA 3500A Generation Data Mapping
Learn how Vault Safety generates the FDA MedWatch 3500A form from a Case.
Last Updated Aug 17, 2022

Sections in This Article
Header
A. Patient Information
B. Adverse Event or Product Problem
C. Suspect Products
D. Suspect Medical Device
E. Initial Reporter
F. For Use by User Facility/Importer (Devices Only)
G. All Manufacturers
H. Device Manufacturers Only
Additional Pages
The following list describes how the system handles certain data while generating an FDA MedWatch 3500A form:
For events, diagnoses, indications, test names, and medical conditions, Vault Safety always populates the MedDRA lower-level term (LLT) when there is a coded
value available. If there is no MedDRA term available, the reported term is used.
Note

You can opt to populate the MedDRA preferred term (PT) for adverse events instead of the LLT. This feature is available by request only. Contact Veeva

Support to request this feature.

Dates are populated using the format dd-mmm-yyyy .
Blank dates are populated as dashes (---).
Certain fields may be masked, depending on the blinding settings on the Case or masking settings on the Distribution. Generate Masked Distributions describes the
fields that may be masked.

Header

FDA MEDWATCH 3500A FIELD

POPULATED VALUE

Mfr. Report #

The value from the UID field on the Case.

A. Patient Information

FDA MEDWATCH 3500A FIELD

POPULATED VALUE

1. Patient Identifier

The value entered in the Patient Initials / ID field on the Case.

2. Age

The value is mapped from one of the following Case fields, ordered by priority:
1. Age (value and unit)
2. Age (normalized)

2. Date of Birth

The date entered in the Date of Birth field on the Case.

3. Sex

The value from the Gender field on the Case.

4. Weight

The value is mapped from one of the following Case fields, ordered by priority:
1. Weight (value and unit)
2. Weight (normalized)

5.a. Ethnicity

The value from the Ethnicity field on the Case.

5.b. Race

The value from the Race field on the Case.

B. Adverse Event or Product Problem

FDA MEDWATCH 3500A FIELD

POPULATED VALUE

1. Type of Report

The appropriate box is selected, based on the report type.
For non-device Cases, the Adverse Event box is selected.
For device or combination product Cases, one or both boxes may be selected, based on the value of the Case Device Report
Type field and the Malfunction Only field.

2. Outcome Attributed to Adverse Event

The appropriate checkbox is selected, based on the criteria entered in the Case-level Seriousness field.
If the adverse event resulted in death, the date of death is populated from the Date of Death field on the Case.

3. Date of Event

The date entered in the Date of Onset field on the primary Case Adverse Event record.

4. Date of this Report

The date when the report was generated, according to the Timezone in your user settings.

5. Describe Event or Problem

This field is populated with any text in the Narrative Text field on the Case. After the narrative text, any text entered in the Sender's
Comments field on the Case is populated.
Note that if the narrative text overflows onto additional pages, the sender’s comments will also appear on the overflow pages.

6. Relevant Tests/Laboratory Data, Including Dates

This field is populated with any text in the Narrative Text field on the Case.
Also, the following information is repeated for each Case Test Result record, sorted alphabetically and from oldest to latest:
[Test Name (MedDRA) and Test Name (Reported)],
Test Date,
[Result (Code) or Test Result Qualifier + Result Value + Result (Unit) or Result (Unit) Text],
Result (Text),
(Normal Low Value - Normal High Value) Result (Unit) or Result (Unit) Text,
Result (Text),
Comments
In addition, if the adverse event resulted in death, the following information is populated from each Case Cause of Death record:
Reported Causes of Death: [Cause (MedDRA) or Cause (Reported)]
Autopsy-Determined Cause of Death: [Cause (MedDRA) or Cause (Reported)]

7. Other Relevant History, Including Preexisting

The following information is repeated for each Case Medical History record, populated from the following fields:

Medical Conditions
Disease / Surgical Procedure (MedDRA),
[Start Date or ---] to [End Date or --- or Continuing],
Comments
Any text entered in the Medical History Text field on the Case is populated after listing each medical history line item.

C. Suspect Products

FDA MEDWATCH 3500A FIELD

POPULATED VALUE

1. Name and Strength,

The following information is populated for Case Products assigned a Drug Role of Suspect or Interacting:

Manufacturer/Compounder
Name and Strength: If the Product (Reported) ( product_reported__v ) field is populated on the Case Product, that value is mapped.
Otherwise, the value is mapped from the Product (Coded) ( product_name__v ) field.
NDC # or Unique ID: The value entered in the National Drug Code field on the associated Product Registration record.
Manufacturer/Compounder: The sponsor selected in the Organization field in the associated Product Family.
Lot #: The value entered in the Batch/Lot Number field on the associated Product Dosage record.
2. Concomitant Medical Products

The following information is repeated for each associated Case Product record, populated from the following fields:

and Therapy Dates
[Product or Product (Reported)],
[First Admin Date or --- or unk] to [Last Admin Date or --- or unk] (Duration) Action(s) Taken,
[Dose or Dose Text] + Frequency,
Indication
If the Therapy dates are unknown, this field will be populated with the value from the Duration field. The system updates the Duration field value to
“Ongoing” if any of the following values are in the Action(s) Taken field:
Dose Reduced
Dose Increased
Dose Not Changed
3. Dose, Frequency, Route Used

The following fields are populated for suspect and interacting products:
Dose: The value and unit entered in the Dose or Dose Text field on the associated Case Product.
Frequency: The value and unit entered in the Frequency field on the associated Case Product.
Route Used: The value entered in either the Patient RoA or Patient RoA (Reported) field on the associated Case Product Dosage.

4. Therapy Dates

This field is populated with the following fields from the associated Case Product Dosage record:
[First Admin Date or --- or unk] to [Last Admin Date or --- or unk] (Duration)
If the Therapy dates are unknown, this field will be populated with the value from the Duration field. The system updates the Duration field value to
“Ongoing” if any of the following values are in the Action(s) Taken field:
Dose Reduced
Dose Increased
Dose Not Changed

5. Diagnosis for Use

The value entered in either the Name (MedDRA) or Indication (Reported) field on the associated Case Product Indication record.

6. Is the Product Compounded?

If any value is selected in the Compounding Type field on the Case Product Registration, then the Compounded checkbox is selected.

7. Is the Product Over-the-

This field is not automatically populated.

Counter?
8. Expiration Date

The date entered in the Expiration Date field on the associated Case Product.

9. Event Abated After Use

The system uses the following fields to calculate whether a dechallenge test occurred and populates the appropriate checkbox:

Stopped or Dose Reduced?

Action Taken on the primary Case Product
Outcome on the primary Case Adverse Event
The following table outlines how different values in these fields populate this field on the FDA 3500A form:

ACTION TAKEN (G.K.8)

E2B CODE*

OUTCOME (E.I.7)

FDA 3500A C.9 BOX

Drug Withdrawn

1

Recovered/Resolved

Yes

Dose Reduced

2

Recovering/Resolving
Recovered/Resolved with Sequalea

Drug Withdrawn

1

Not Recovered

Dose Reduced

2

Not Resolved

No

Ongoing
Fatal
Drug Withdrawn

1

Dose Reduced

2

Dose Increased

3

Dose Not Changed

4

Not Applicable

9

Unknown

0

Unknown (blank)

(blank)

Any

N/A

Any

(blank)

Any other condition

(blank)

*Includes custom Action Taken Controlled Vocabulary records

10. Event Reappeared After

The system uses the Reaction Recurrence field on the primary Case Assessment to determine whether a rechallenge test occurred and populate the

Reintroduction?

appropriate checkbox.
If the Reaction Recurrence field is set to no - n/a, then the Not Applicable checkbox is selected.

D. Suspect Medical Device

FDA MEDWATCH 3500A FIELD

POPULATED VALUE

1. Brand Name

The value entered in the Product (Reported) field on the Device-type Case Product.

2. Common Device Name

The value entered in the Generic Name field on the Device-type Case Product.

2b. Procode

The value entered in the Product Code field on the associated Product Registration.

3. Manufacturer Name, City and State

If an organization is selected in the Manufacturer field on the associated Product Family record, the name, city, and state are
populated from that organization.
Otherwise, this field is populated using the sponsor selected in the Organization field in the associated Product Family.

4. Model #

The value entered in the Model Number field on the Device-type Case Product.

4. Lot #

The value entered in the Lot Number field on the Device-type Case Product.

4. Catalog #

The value entered in the Catalog Number field on the Device-type Case Product.

4. Expiration Date

The value entered in the Expiration Date field on the Device-type Case Product.

4. Serial #

The value entered in the Serial Number field on the Device-type Case Product.

4. Unique Identifier (UDI) #

The value entered in the Unique Identifier field on the Device-type Case Product.

5. Operator of Device

The value entered in the Operator of Device field on the Device-type Case Product.

6. If Implanted, Give Date

The value entered in the Date Implanted field on the Device-type Case Product.

7. If Explanted, Give Date

The date entered in the Date Explanted field on the Device-type Case Product.

8. Is this a single-use device that was reprocessed and

The appropriate checkbox is selected based on the Reprocessed/Reused field on the Device-type Case Product.

reused on a patient?
9. If Yes to Item 8, Enter Name and Address of

The value entered in the Reprocessor field on the Device-type Case Product.

Reprocessor
10. Device Available for Evaluation?

The appropriate checkbox is selected based on the Device Available field on the Device-type Case Product.
If there is a date specified in the Returned Date field, the date is populated and the Returned to Manufacturer checkbox is
selected.

11. Concomitant Medical Products and Therapy Dates

This field is not automatically populated.

E. Initial Reporter

FDA MEDWATCH 3500A FIELD

POPULATED VALUE

1. Name and Address

The contact information fields are populated using the name and address on the primary Case Reporter record.

2. Health Professional?

This field is populated using the Qualification field on the primary Case Reporter record. If the occupation selected is a qualified healthcare
professional, the Yes checkbox is selected.

3. Occupation

This field is populated using the occupation selected in the Qualification field on the primary Case Reporter record.

4. Initial Reporter Also Sent

This field is populated using the Sent to FDA? field on the primary Case Reporter record.

Report to FDA

F. For Use by User Facility/Importer (Devices Only)
Back to Top
Note

While Vault Safety does not currently support automatically populating section F fields, this section is available on the form for manual data entry.

Feedback?

G. All Manufacturers

FDA MEDWATCH 3500A FIELD

POPULATED VALUE

1. Contact Office (and Manufacturing Site for

When generating a form for submission or distribution, the contact information is populated with the contact details for the user selected

Devices) or Compounding Outsourcing Facility

in the Sender User field on the associated Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.
When generating a form preview from the Case, the contact information is populated with the contact details for the Case Organization.

2. Phone Number

When generating a form for submission or distribution, this field is populated with the phone number for the user selected in the Sender
User field on the associated Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.
When generating a form preview from the Case page, this field is populated with the phone number for the organization selected in the
Manufacturer on the Product record associated with the Case Product.

3. Report Source

The appropriate Report Source checkbox is selected, depending on the following logic:

CHECKBOX

LOGIC

Foreign

Checked based on the Country field on the primary Reporter-type Case Contact.

Study

Checked when the option selected in the Case > Report Type field corresponds to a Report Type Controlled
Vocabulary where E2B Code=2.
In the standard vault template, the following Report Types check this box:
Study
Literature (Study)

Literature

Checked when the option selected in the Case > Report Type field corresponds to a Report Type Controlled
Vocabulary where Literature=Yes.
In the standard vault template, the following Report Types check this box:
Literature (Spontaneous)
Literature (Study)

Consumer

Checked when the option selected in the Reporter-type Case Contact > Qualification field corresponds to a
Qualification Controlled Vocabulary where Qualified HCP=No.
In the standard vault template, the following Qualifications check this box:
Administrator / Supervisor

Lawyer

Biomedical Engineer

Risk Manager

Consumer or other non health professional

Unknown

Health

Checked when the option selected in the Reporter-type Case Contact > Qualification field corresponds to a

Professional

Qualification Controlled Vocabulary where Qualified HCP=Yes.
In the standard vault template, the following Qualifications check this box:
Dentist

Nurse

Pharmacist

Nurse Practitioner

Physician

Other health professional

Physician Assistant
User Facility

Checked when FDA 3500A Report Source=User Facility on the primary Reporter-type Case Contact.

Company

Checked when FDA 3500A Report Source=Company Representative on the primary Reporter-type Case

Representative

Contact.

Distributor

Checked when FDA 3500A Report Source=Distributor on the primary Reporter-type Case Contact.

Other

Checked when FDA 3500A Report Source=Other on the primary Reporter-type Case Contact.
On the space following the checkbox, the system populates the value from the Case Identifier field from the
associated Transmission (Submission or Distribution).

4. Date Received by Manufacturer

The system maps this field differently for initial and follow-up cases.
Initial: The value is mapped from one of the following Case fields, ordered by priority:
1. New Info Date
2. Initial Receipt Date
A Case is considered initial when it meets one of the following conditions:
1. For a report generated from a Transmission, the Transmission Reason field value must map to E2B Code I (Initial)
2. For a report preview generated from a Case, the Version must be less than or equal to 1.0
Follow-Up: The date is mapped from the Case New Info Date field, if populated.

A Case is considered follow-up when it meets one of the following conditions:
1. For a report generated from a Transmission, the Transmission Reason field value must not map to E2B Code I
2. For a report preview generated from a Case, the Version must be greater than 1.0
5. NDA #

If the Registration Type field on the associated Product Registration is set to NDA, the system takes this value from the Registration
Number field.

5. ANDA #

If the Registration Type field on the associated Product Registration is set to ANDA, the system takes this value from the Registration
Number field.

5. IND #

For Study Cases with a Study Type of Clinical Trial or blank, if there is a US Study Registration with a Registration Type of IND, the
system populates the IND number from the Study Registration Number field from that Study Registration.
In all other scenarios, if the Registration Type field on the associated Case Product Registration is set to IND, the system takes this
value from the Registration Number field.

5. BLA #

If the Registration Type field on the associated Product Registration is set to BLA, the system takes this value from the Registration
Number field.

5. PMA/510(k) #

This field is not automatically populated.

5. Combination Product

This box is selected when the Case Product object type is Combination Product.

5. Pre-1938

If the International Birthdate is set to a date earlier than 1938 on the associated Product record, then this checkbox is selected.

5. OTC

This box is not automatically populated.

6. If IND/PreANDA, Give Protocol #

The value in the Sponsor Study Number field on the Case.

7. Type of Report

If the FDA Report Type field is specified on the Submission record, the system selects the appropriate checkbox based on the
selected value. Otherwise, the system automatically populates this box based on the following logic:
5-day: This box is selected when the Case Device Report Type field contains Public Health Risk.
7-day: This box is selected when the Case is tagged as a SUSAR and when the Case Seriousness field contains Fatal or LifeThreatening.
15-day: This box is selected based on the following logic:
1. For an Initial Study Case: The Case is tagged as a SUSAR and does not qualify for the 7-day option (the Case Seriousness
is not Fatal or Life-Threatening).
2. For an Initial Postmarket/Spontaneous Case: The Case Seriousness field is populated (serious) and the Case Expectedness
field is set to No (unexpected).
3. For a Follow-Up Postmarket/Spontaneous Case: The Case Seriousness field is populated (serious) and the Case
Expectedness field is set to No (unexpected).
30-day: This box is selected for device malfunction-only reports.
Periodic: This box is selected when one of the following conditions are met:
The Case Seriousness field is not populated (non-serious).
The Case Seriousness field is populated (serious) and the Case Expectedness field is set to Yes (expected).
The Case is a Follow-Up Study Case tagged as a SUSAR.
The Initial and Follow-up # checkboxes are selected based on the following logic:
1. If a Transmission record exists for the Case and a value is populated in the Transmission Reason field:
a. If the Transmission Reason is Initial, the Type of Report is set to Initial.
b. If the Transmission Reason is populated with any other value, the Type of Report is set to Follow-Up.
2. If there is no Transmission record associated with the Case:
a. If the Case New Info Date is less than or equal to the Case Receipt Date, the Type of Report is set to Initial.
b. If the Case New Info Date is greater than the Case Receipt Date, the Type of Report is set to Follow-Up.
The Follow-up # value is populated from the Follow-up Number field on the Submission record.

8. Adverse Event Term(s)

The value in the Event (MedDRA) field or the Event (Reported) - English field on the primary Case Adverse Event record.

9. Manufacturer Report Number

The value in the UID field on the Case.

H. Device Manufacturers Only

Note

Section H is only populated for Cases concerning a Combination Product with a device-type Product Constituent.

FDA MEDWATCH 3500A FIELD

POPULATED VALUE

1. Type of Reportable Event

The appropriate box is selected, based on the value in the Device Reportable Event field on the Case.

2. If Follow-up, What Type?

The appropriate box is selected, based on the Follow-Up Type field on the Case.

3. Device Evaluated by Manufacturer

Either Yes or No is selected, based on the Device Evaluated field on the associated Case Product.
The additional boxes in this field are not supported at this time.

4. Device Manufacture Date

The value from the Manufacture Date field on the associated Case Product.

5. Labeled for Single Use?

This field is not automatically populated.

6. Event Problem and Evaluation Codes

This field is not automatically populated.

7. Remedial Action Initiated, Check Type

The appropriate box is selected, based on the value selected in the Remedial Action field on the Case.
If Other, the value from the Remedial Action - Other field is populated.

8. Usage of Device

The appropriate box is selected, based on the value in the Device Usage Type field on the associated
Case Product.

9. If action reported to FDA under 21 USC 360i(f), list correction/removal

This field is not automatically populated.

reporting number
10. Additional Manufacturer Name

This field is not automatically populated.

11. Corrected Data

This field is not automatically populated.

Additional Pages
When Vault Safety generates the FDA MedWatch 3500A form, any text that exceeds field character limits is overflowed to additional pages. The indicator “(…)” and/or
“(Continued)” is appended to any field or section that continues on additional pages. Any text on the additional pages is identified with the relevant section and field.
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CIOMS I Generation Data Mapping
Learn how Vault Safety generates the CIOMS I form from a Case.
Last Updated Aug 17, 2022

Sections in This Article
I. Reaction Information
II. Suspect Drug(s) Information
III. Concomitant Drug(s) and History
IV. Manufacturer Information
Footer
Additional (Overflow) Pages
Assessment Results in Overflow Pages
The following list describes how the system handles certain data while generating a CIOMS I form:
For events, diagnoses, indications, test names, and medical conditions, Vault Safety always populates the MedDRA lower-level term (LLT) when there is a coded
value available. If there is no MedDRA term available, the reported term is used.
Note

You can opt to populate the MedDRA preferred term (PT) for adverse events instead of the LLT. This feature is available by request only. Contact Veeva

Support to request this feature.

Dates are populated using the format dd-mmm-yyyy .
Blank dates are populated as dashes (---).
Certain fields may be masked, depending on the blinding settings on the Case or masking settings on the Distribution. Generate Masked Distributions describes the
fields that may be masked.

I. Reaction Information

CIOMS I FIELD

POPULATED VALUE

1 Patient Initials

The value entered in the Patient Initials / ID field on the Case.

1a. Country

The two-letter country code and name of the country selected in the Event Country field on the primary Case Adverse Event.

2. Date of Birth

The date entered in the Date of Birth field on the Case.

2a. Age

The value is mapped from one of the following Case fields, ordered by priority:
1. Age (normalized)
2. Age (value and unit)
3. Age Group

3. Sex

The value from the Gender field on the Case.

3a. Weight

The value is mapped from one of the following Case fields, ordered by priority:
1. Weight (normalized)
2. Weight (value and unit)

4-6 Reaction Onset

The earliest Onset Date for any Case Adverse Event associated with the Case version.

7 + 13 Describe

This field is populated with the following information:

Reaction(s)

Text from the Narrative Text field.
Any text from the Sender's Comments field.
Note that if the narrative text overflows onto additional pages, the sender’s comments will also appear on the overflow pages.
The following data is populated for each Case Test Result record, ordered alphabetically and by date:
[Test Name (MedDRA) and Test Name (Reported)],
Test Date,
[Result (Code) or Test Result Qualifier + Result (Value) + Result (Unit) or Result (Unit) Text],
Result (Text),
(Normal Low Value - Normal High Value) Result (Unit) or Result (Unit) Text,
Result (Text),
Comments
The following data is populated for each Case Adverse Event:
Event (Reported) [Event (MedDRA)], Seriousness: Seriousness, Outcome: Outcome

If neither the reported event or MedDRA event are available, a Case Adverse Event is not added to the form. Also, when multiple seriousness

Note

criteria are entered, only the most serious value is populated.

If the adverse event resulted in death, the following information is populated from each Case Cause of Death record:
Reported Causes of Death: [Cause (MedDRA) or Cause (Reported)]
Autopsy-Determined Cause of Death: [Cause (MedDRA) or Cause (Reported)]
8-12 Check All

The appropriate check boxes are selected, based on the Seriousness criteria for each Case Adverse Event associated with the Case.
If there are multiple seriousness values selected for a Case Adverse Event, the system populates the checkbox corresponding to the most severe value, according to
the following order (from most severe to least):
1. Results in death
2. Life threatening
3. Caused / prolonged hospitalisation
4. Disabling / incapacitating
5. Congenital anomaly / birth defect
6. Other medically important condition

II. Suspect Drug(s) Information

CIOMS I FIELD

POPULATED VALUE

14. Suspect Drug(s)

The following information is populated for Case Products assigned a Drug Role of Suspect or Interacting:
Name: If the Product (Reported) ( product_reported__v ) field is populated on the Case Product, that value is mapped. Otherwise, the value
is mapped from the Product (Coded) ( product_name__v ) field.
Batch/Lot #: The value entered in the Batch/Lot Number field on the associated Product Dosage record.
MPID: MPID or PHPID: PHPID

15. Daily Doses

The values and units in the Dose and Frequency fields on the primary Case Product Dosage. If there is no value in the Dose field, the value is taken
from the Dose Text field.

16. Route(s) of Administration

The value entered in either the Patient RoA or Patient RoA (Reported) field on the associated Case Product Dosage.
For parent-child cases, the routes of administration are listed for both the patient (child) and the parent.

17. Indication(s) for Use

The value entered in either the Name (MedDRA) or Indication (Reported) field on the associated Case Product Indication record.

18. Therapy Date(s)

This field is populated with the following fields for each associated Case Product Dosage record:
[First Admin Date or --- or unk] to [Last Admin Date or --- or unk]

19. Therapy Duration

The value and unit entered in the Duration field on the associated Case Product Dosage record.
The system updates the Duration field value to “Ongoing” if any of the following values are in the Action(s) Taken field:
Dose Reduced
Dose Increased
Dose Not Changed

20. Did Reaction Abate After

The system uses the following fields to calculate whether a dechallenge test occurred and populate the appropriate checkbox:

Stopping Drug?

Action Taken on the primary Case Product
Outcome on the primary Case Adverse Event
The following table outlines how different values in these fields populate this field on the CIOMS I form:

ACTION TAKEN (G.K.8)

E2B CODE*

OUTCOME (E.I.7)

CIOMS I II.20 BOX

Drug Withdrawn

1

Recovered/Resolved

Yes

Dose Reduced

2

Recovering/Resolving
Recovered/Resolved with Sequalea

Drug Withdrawn

1

Not Recovered

Dose Reduced

2

Not Resolved

No

Ongoing
Fatal
Drug Withdrawn

1

Dose Reduced

2

Dose Increased

3

Dose Not Changed

4

Not Applicable

9

Unknown

0

Unknown (blank)

N/A

Any

N/A

Any

N/A

Any other condition

(blank)

*Includes custom Action Taken Controlled Vocabulary records

21. Did Reaction Reappear After

The system uses the Reaction Recurrence field on the primary Case Assessment to determine whether a rechallenge test occurred and populate the

Reintroduction?

appropriate checkbox.
If the Reaction Recurrence field is set to no - n/a, then the Not Applicable check box is selected.

III. Concomitant Drug(s) and History

CIOMS I FIELD

POPULATED VALUE

22. Concomitant Drug(s) and Dates of Administration

The following information is repeated for each associated Case Product record, populated from the following fields:
[Product or Product (Reported)],
[First Admin Date or --- or unk] to [Last Admin Date or --- or unk] (Duration) Action(s) Taken,
[Dose or Dose Text] + Frequency,
Indication

23. Other Relevant History

The following information is populated:
For each Case Medical History record:
Disease / Surgical Procedure (MedDRA),
[Start Date or ---] to [End Date or --- or Continuing],
Comments
Any text entered in the Medical History Text field on the Case is populated after listing each medical history line item.
For each Case Drug History record:
Drug Coded Name,
[Start Date or ---] to [End Date or ---],
Indication MedDRA

IV. Manufacturer Information

CIOMS I FIELD

POPULATED VALUE

24a. Name and Address

The contact information is populated from the user selected in the Sender User field on the associated Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

of Manufacturer
When generating a form preview from the Case, the contact information is populated with the contact details for the Case Organization.
24b. MFR Control No.

The value from the UID field on the Case.

24c. Date Received by

Initial Cases: The date is mapped from the Case New Info Date field. If the New Info Date is not populated, the date is mapped from the Case Receipt Date

Manufacturer

field. A Case is considered initial when it meets one of the following conditions:
a. For a report generated from a Transmission, the Transmission Reason field value must map to E2B Code I (Initial)
b. For a report preview generated from a Case, the Version must be less than or equal to 1.0

Follow-Up: The date is mapped from the Case New Info Date field. A Case is considered follow-up when it meets one of the following conditions:
a. For a report generated from a Transmission, the Transmission Reason field value must not map to E2B Code I
b. For a report preview generated from a Case, the Version must be greater than 1.0
24d. Report Source

The appropriate Report Source check boxes are selected, depending on the following logic:

CHECK BOX

LOGIC

Study

Checked when the option selected in the Case > Report Type field corresponds to a Report Type Controlled Vocabulary where E2B
Code=2.
In the standard vault template, the following Report Types check this box:
Study
Literature (Study)

Literature

Checked when the option selected in the Case > Report Type field corresponds to a Report Type Controlled Vocabulary where
Literature=Yes.
In the standard vault template, the following Report Types check this box:
Literature (Spontaneous)
Literature (Study)

Health

Checked when the option selected in the Reporter-type Case Contact > Qualification field corresponds to a Qualification Controlled

Professional

Vocabulary where Qualified HCP=Yes.
In the standard vault template, the following Qualifications check this box:
Dentist

Nurse

Pharmacist

Nurse Practitioner

Physician

Other health professional

Physician Assistant

25a. Report Type

The appropriate check box is selected, depending on whether the Case is initial or follow-up.
The Report Type is determined with the following logic:
1. If a Transmission record exists for the Case and a value is populated in the Transmission Reason field:
a. If the Transmission Reason is Initial, the Report Type field is set to Initial.
b. If the Transmission Reason is populated with any other value, the Report Type field is set to Follow-Up.
2. If there is no Transmission record associated with the Case:
a. If the Case New Info Date is less than or equal to the Case Receipt Date, the Report Type field is set to Initial.
b. If the Case New Info Date is greater than the Case Receipt Date, the Report Type field is set to Follow-Up.

25b. Name and Address

This field is populated using the name and address on the primary Case Reporter record.

of Reporter
Date of This Report

The date when the report was generated, according to the Timezone in your user settings.

26. Remarks

The text entered in the CIOMS Remarks field on the Case.

Footer
The left-side of the CIOMS I footer is timestamped with the date and time when the form was generated, according to the Timezone in your user settings.
The right-side of the footer is populated with the Case UID, appended with the value in the Follow-up Number field on the associated Transmission (Submission or
Distribution) record. Note that the follow-up number will be appended when present on the Transmission, even when the Case type is not a Follow-Up Case.

Additional (Overflow) Pages
When Vault Safety generates the CIOMS I form, any text that exceeds field character limits is overflowed to additional pages. The indicator “(…)” and/or “(Continued)” is
appended to any field or section that continues on additional pages. Any text on the additional pages is identified with the relevant section and field. Any Case
Assessment Results associated with the Case are also listed in the overflow pages.

Assessment Results in Overflow Pages
Any Case Assessment Results associated with the Case are listed in the overflow pages. For example:
Cholecap⇄Yellow Fever, Healthcare Professional, EU Method of Assessment, Reasonable Possibility
*****⇄Yellow Fever, Sponsor, EU Method of Assessment, Reasonable Possibility
Each record is listed in the following format:

CIOMS Case Assessment Results Section

For unblinded double-blinded Studies, if there is a specified value in the Assessment Result (Override) field, the system uses this value instead of the Assessment
Result value for unmasked CIOMS I Transmissions and previews. An administrator must perform configurations and contact Veeva Support to request this feature be
made available in your vault.

Note

There is a limitation where if there is a specified value in the Assessment Result (Override) field, the system will always generate the masked version of

aggregate reports. This limitation will be addressed in a future release.

*Product Name Mapping
The way the system maps the product name during report generation depends on the product blinding settings:
If the Case is a non-study or an open-label study Case, the product name is mapped from the Name ( product_name_v ) field on the Case Product record.
If the Case is a blinded study Case, the system uses the following logic to map the product name:

CRITERIA (INPUTS)

FORM GENERATION
IS THE CASE

DOES THE STUDY ARMS?

BLINDED?

DOCUMENT

(STUDY_HAS_ARMS_V)

(BLINDED_V)

MASKING

PRODUCT NAME MAPPING

EXAMPLE

No

No

Unblinded

Case Product > Name ( product_name_v )

Cholecap

No

No

Blinded

*****

*****

No

Yes or Blank

Unblinded

N/A: Document not generated

No

Yes or Blank

Blinded

*****

*****

Yes

No

Unblinded

Case Product > Name ( product_name_v )

Cholecap

Yes

No

Blinded

Case Product > Blinded Name (Placeholder)

Cholecap vs.

( study_product_placeholder__v )

Placebo

Yes

Yes or Blank

Unblinded

N/A: Document not generated

Yes

Yes or Blank

Blinded

Case Product > Blinded Name (Placeholder)

Cholecap vs.

( study_product_placeholder__v )

Placebo
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When you export a Case to an E2B file, either for an outbound Transmission or directly from the Case page, Vault Safety maps all case data and documents to the
appropriate E2B data elements.

Tip

Vault Safety automatically validates E2B files. E2B Validation provides more information.

Toggle between the following tabs to learn how Vault Safety maps information to generate ICH-compliant E2B (R3) and E2B (R2) files.
ICH E2B(R3)

FDA VAERS E2B(R3)

EMA E2B(R3)

PMDA E2B(R3)

ICH E2B(R2)

FDA E2B(R2)

HC E2B(R2)

ICH E2B(R3) Mapping
N.1 ICH ICSR Transmission Identification (batch wrapper)
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

N.1.1 Types of Message in batch

This value is always 1 for ICH ICSR.

N.1.2 Batch Number

The value entered in the E2B Message ID field on the Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

N.1.3 Batch Sender Identifier

The value entered in the Origin ID field on the Transmission Profile associated with the Transmission
(Submission or Distribution) record.

N.1.4 Batch Receiver Identifier

The value entered in the Destination ID field on the Transmission Profile associated with the Transmission
(Submission or Distribution) record.

N.1.5 Date of Batch Transmission

The value entered in the Transmission Date field on the Transmission Profile associated with the Transmission
(Submission or Distribution) record. Otherwise, the date and time when the report was generated or transmitted,
calculated with full precision down to the second.

N.2.r ICH ICSR Message Header (message wrapper)
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

N.2.r.1 Message Identifier

The value entered in the UID field on the Case.

N.2.r.2 Message Sender Identifier

The value entered in the Origin ID field on the Transmission Profile associated with the Transmission
(Submission or Distribution) record.

N.2.r.3 Message Receiver Identifier

The value entered in the Destination ID field on the Transmission Profile associated with the Transmission
(Submission or Distribution) record.

N.2.r.4 Date of Message Creation

If the Case is Approved or Closed, the date entered in the Approval Date field.
Otherwise, the date and time when the report was generated or transmitted, calculated with full precision down
to the second.

C.1 Identification of the Case Safety Report
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

C.1.1 Sender's (case) Safety Report Unique Identifier

The value from the UID field on the Case Number object.

C.1.2 Date of Creation

The date entered in the Approval Date field if the Case is Approved or Closed.
If Approval Date is unavailable, the date of report generation or Transmission with a system warning.
Otherwise, the date and time when the report was generated or Transmitted, calculated with full precision down
to the second.

C.1.3 Type of Report

The appropriate value is populated, based on the option selected in the Report Type field on the Case:
1 : Spontaneous
2 : Study
3 : Other
4 : Unknown

C.1.4 Date Report Was First Received from Source

For initial Cases, the date entered in the Receipt Date field on the Case.
For Follow-Up Cases, the date entered in the Initial Receipt Date field on the Case.

C.1.5 Date of Most Recent Information for This Report

The date entered in the New Info Date field on the Case.

C.1.7 Does This Case Fulfil the Local Criteria for an Expedited Report?

If the Local Expedited Criteria (case_expedited__v) field on the Transmission (Submission or Distribution)
record has a value, the system uses this value. If this field is not specified on the Transmission, the system looks
at the Expedited field on the Case.
If the value is Yes, this element is populated with 1 (expedited). Otherwise, this element is populated with 2
(non-expedited).

C.1.6 Additional Available Documents Held by Sender
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

C.1.6.1 Are Additional Documents Available?

Populated as True if there are documents attached to the Case with the document type of Case > Source >
Attachment with the Retransmit field set to Yes.

C.1.6.1.r.1 Documents Held by Sender

The text entered in the Attachment Description and Attachment Description Continued fields on any
documents attached to the Case with the document type of Case > Source > Attachment with the Retransmit
field set to Yes, to a limit of 2,000 characters. This field is mapped even when the document is a placeholder or
blank.

C.1.6.1.r.2 Included Documents

If any documents are attached to the Case with the document type of Case > Source > Attachment with the
Retransmit field set to Yes, they will be encoded.

C.1.8 Worldwide Unique Case Identification
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

C.1.8.1 Worldwide Unique Case Identification Number

The value entered in the Worldwide UID field on the Case Number object.

C.1.8.2 First Sender of This Case

The value entered in the First Sender field on the original inbound Transmission.
The Transmission Date is used to find the original Transmission.

C.1.9.1 Other Case Identifiers in Previous Transmissions

Populated as True if there are any Case Identifier objects associated with the Case.

C.1.9.1.r.1 Source(s) of the Case Identifier

Repeated for the value entered in the Source field on each Case Identifier object.

C.1.9.1.r.2 Case Identifier(s)

The value entered in the Name field on the Case Identifier object.

C.1.10.r Identification Number of the Report Which Is Linked to This

The value entered in the Related Case Identifier field on the Case Relationship object.

Report
C.1.11.1 Report Nullification/Amendment

The appropriate value is populated, based on the option selected in the Reason field on the Transmission:
1 : Nullification
2 : Amendment

C.1.11.2 Reason for Nullification/Amendment

The text entered in the Reason Text field on the Transmission, to a limit of 2,000 characters.

C.2.r Primary Source(s) of Information
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

C.2.r.1.1 Reporter's Title

The value entered in the Title field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

C.2.r.1.2 Reporter's Given Name

The value entered in the First Name field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

C.2.r.1.3 Reporter's Middle Name

The value entered in the Middle Name field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

C.2.r.1.4 Reporter's Family Name

The value entered in the Last Name field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

C.2.r.2.1 Reporter’s Organisation

The value entered in the Organization field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

C.2.r.2.2 Reporter's Department

The value entered in the Department field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

C.2.r.2.3 Reporter's Street

The value entered in the Street Name field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

C.2.r.2.4 Reporter's City

The value entered in the City field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

C.2.r.2.5 Reporter's State or Province

Populates the State/Province field on the Case Contact object for the primary reporter.
For Domestic Cases, the system checks if the state or province is mapped to a domestic state code on a
Country State/Province record. If a record exists, the Domestic State Code is exported to this field. This is
useful for countries, such as Spain or Italy, where the state code is required in submissions to the EMA. If no
mapping exists, the text value entered in the State/Province field is exported to this element.

C.2.r.2.6 Reporter's Postcode

The value entered in the Zip/Postal Code field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

C.2.r.2.7 Reporter's Telephone

The value entered in the Telephone field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

C.2.r.3 Reporter’s Country Code

The ISO code populated in the Country field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

C.2.r.4 Qualification

The option selected in the Qualification field on a Reporter-type Case Contact. If Patient or Parent is selected
in this field, then the E2B code of 5 is mapped.

C.2.r.5 Primary Source for Regulatory Purposes

Populated with 1 (true) if the Primary Source field is set to Yes on the associated Reporter-type Case
Contact.

C.3 Information on Sender of Case Safety Report
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

C.3.1 Sender Type

The option selected in the Sender Type field in the Organization record associated with the Sender User on the
Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.
If the Sender User is not specified on the Transmission, by default the system maps the Sender Type from the
Organization on the Case.

C.3.2 Sender's Organisation

The value entered in the Organisation field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the
Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.
If the Sender User is not specified on the Transmission, by default the system maps the Organization on the
Case.

C.3.3.1 Sender's Department

The value entered in the Department field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the
Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

C.3.3.2 Sender's Title

The value entered in the Title field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the Transmission
(Submission or Distribution) record.

C.3.3.3 Sender's Given Name

The value entered in the First Name field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the
Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

C.3.3.4 Sender's Middle Name

The value entered in the Middle Name field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the
Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

C.3.3.5 Sender's Family Name

The value entered in the Last Name field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the
Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

C.3.4.1 Sender's Street Address

The value entered in the Street field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the Transmission
(Submission or Distribution) record.

C.3.4.2 Sender's City

The value entered in the City field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the Transmission
(Submission or Distribution) record.

C.3.4.3 Sender's State or Province

The value entered in the State / Province field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the
Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

C.3.4.4 Sender's Postcode

The value entered in the Zip/Postal Code field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the
Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

C.3.4.5 Sender's Country Code

The 2-letter ISO code associated with the country selected in the Country field in the Person record associated
with the Sender User on the Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

C.3.4.6 Sender's Telephone

The value entered in the Telephone field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the
Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

C.3.4.7 Sender's Fax

The value entered in the Fax field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the Transmission
(Submission or Distribution) record.

C.3.4.8 Sender's E-mail Address

The value entered in the Email field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the Transmission
(Submission or Distribution) record.

C.4.r Literature Reference(s)
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

C.4.r.1 Literature Reference(s)

The value entered in the Reference document field for any Case documents classified with the Case > Source
> Literature document type, to a limit of 500 characters.

C.4.r.2 Included Documents

Any documents attached to the Case with the document type of Case > Source > Literature and the
Retransmit field set to Yes are included with the transmission.

C.5 Study Identification
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

C.5.1.r.1 Study Registration Number

The value entered in the Registration Number field on the Case Study Registration object.

C.5.1.r.2 Study Registration Country

The 2-letter ISO code associated with the country selected in the Country field on the Case Study Registration
object.
For EMA E2B exports, country codes within the jurisdiction of EMA are replaced with EU in the resulting E2B
file.

C.5.2 Study Name

The value entered in the Study Name field on the associated Case, to a limit of 2,000 characters.

C.5.3 Sponsor Study Number

The value entered in the Study Number field on the associated Study.

C.5.4 Study Type Where Reaction(s) / Event(s) Were Observed

The option populated in the Study Type field on the Case.

D Patient Characteristics
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

D.1 Patient (name or initials)

The value entered in the Patient Initials / ID field on the Case.

D.1.1 Patient Medical Record Number(s) and Source(s) of the Record Number
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

D.1.1.1 Patient Medical Record Number(s) and Source(s) of the Record

The value entered in the MRN - GP field on the Case.

Number (GP Medical Record Number)
D.1.1.2 Patient Medical Record Number(s) and Source(s) of the Record

The value entered in the MRN - Specialist field on the Case.

Number (Specialist Record Number)
D.1.1.3 Patient Medical Record Number(s) and Source(s) of the Record

The value entered in the MRN - Hospital field on the Case.

Number (Hospital Record Number)
D.1.1.4 Patient Medical Record Number(s) and Source(s) of the Record

The value entered in the MRN - Investigation field on the Case.

Number (Investigation Number)

D.2 Age Information
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

D.2.1 Date of Birth

The date entered in the Date of Birth field on the Case. For this data element to be transmitted, the full date is
required with year, month, and day.

D.2.2a Age at Time of Onset of Reaction / Event (number)

The value entered in the Age field on the Case. In accordance with ICH guidelines, this element is not
transmitted if the Patient Date of Birth (D.2.1) is transmitted.

D.2.2b Age at Time of Onset of Reaction / Event (unit)

The value selected in the Age (unit) field on the Case. In accordance with ICH guidelines, this element is not
transmitted if the Patient Date of Birth (D.2.1) is transmitted.

D.2.2.1a Gestation Period When Reaction / Event Was Observed in the

The value entered in the Gestation field on the Case.

Foetus (number)
D.2.2.1b Gestation Period When Reaction/Event Was Observed in the

The unit selected in the Gestation (unit) field on the Case.

Foetus (unit)
D.2.3 Patient Age Group (as per reporter)

The option populated in the Age Group field on the Case. In accordance with ICH guidelines, this element is
only transmitted when both the Patient Date of Birth (D.2.1) and Age at Onset (D.2.2) are not transmitted.

D.3 Body Weight (kg)

The value entered in the Weight field on the Case.

D.4 Height (cm)

The value entered in the Height (normalized) field on the Case.

D.5 Sex

The option populated in the Gender field on the Case.

D.6 Last Menstrual Period Date

The date entered in the Last Menstrual field on the Case.

D.7 Relevant Medical History and Concurrent Conditions
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

D.7.1.r.1a MedDRA Version for Medical History

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

D.7.1.r.1b Medical History (disease / surgical procedure / etc.) (MedDRA

The MedDRA LLT coded on the Case Medical History object.

code)
D.7.1.r.2 Start Date

The date entered in the Start Date field on the Case Medical History object.

D.7.1.r.3 Continuing

The appropriate value is populated, based on the Continuing field on the Case Medical History object.

D.7.1.r.4 End Date

The date entered in the End Date field on the Case Medical History object.

D.7.1.r.5 Comments

The text entered in the Comments field on the Case Medical History object, to a limit of 2,000 characters.

D.7.1.r.6 Family History

The value selected in the Family History field on the Case Medical History object.

D.7.2 Text for Relevant Medical History and Concurrent Conditions (not

The text entered in the Medical History Text field on the Case, to a limit of 10,000 characters.

including reaction / event)
D.7.3 Concomitant Therapies

Set to True when the Concomitant Therapies field is set to Yes on the Case.

D.8.r Relevant Past Drug History
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

D.8.r.1 Name of Drug as Reported

The value entered in the Drug (Reported) field on the Case Drug History record.

D.8.r.2a MPID Version Date/Number

The value entered in the MPID Version field on the Case Drug History record.

D.8.r.2b Medicinal Product Identifier (MPID)

The value entered in the MPID field on the Case Drug History record.

D.8.r.3a PhPID Version Date/Number

The value entered in the PhPID Version field on the Case Drug History record.

D.8.r.3b Pharmaceutical Product Identifier (PhPID)

The value entered in the PhPID field on the Case Drug History record.

D.8.r.4 Start Date

The date entered in the Start Date field on the Case Drug History record.

D.8.r.5 End Date

The value entered in the End Date field on the Case Drug History record.

D.8.r.6a MedDRA Version for Indication

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

D.8.r.6b Indication (MedDRA code)

The MedDRA LLT coded for the indication on the Case Drug History record.

D.8.r.7a MedDRA Version for Reaction

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

D.8.r.7b Reaction (MedDRA code)

The value entered in the Reaction MedDRA field on the Case Drug History record.

D.9 In case of Death
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

D.9.1 Date of Death

The date entered in the Date of Death field on the Case.

D.9.2.r.1a MedDRA Version for Reported Cause(s) of Death

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

D.9.2.r.1b Reported Cause(s) of Death (MedDRA code)

The MedDRA LLT coded on the Reported Case Cause of Death object.

D.9.2.r.2 Reported Cause(s) of Death (free text)

The text entered in the Name (Reported) field on the Reported Case Cause of Death object.

D.9.3 Was Autopsy Done?

The value selected in the Autopsy field on the Case.

D.9.4.r.1a MedDRA Version for Autopsy-determined Cause(s) of Death

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

D.9.4.r.1b Autopsy-determined Cause(s) of Death (MedDRA code)

The MedDRA LLT coded on the Autopsy-Determined Case Cause of Death object.

D.9.4.r.2 Autopsy-determined Cause(s) of Death (free text)

The information entered in the Name (Reported) field on the Autopsy-Determined Case Cause of Death object.

D.10 For a Parent-child / Foetus Report, Information Concerning the Parent
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

D.10.1 Parent Identification

The value entered in the Patient ID field on the associated Parental-type Case.

D.10.2.1 Date of Birth of Parent

The date entered in the Date of Birth field on the associated Parental-type Case. For this data element to be
transmitted, the full date is required with year, month, and day.

D.10.2.2a Age of Parent (number)

The value entered in the Age field on the associated Parental-type Case.

D.10.2.2b Age of Parent (unit)

The unit entered in the Age (unit) field on the associated Parental-type Case.

D.10.3 Last Menstrual Period Date of Parent

The date entered in the Last Menstrual field on the associated Parental-type Case.

D.10.4 Body Weight (kg) of Parent

The value entered in the Weight field on the associated Parental-type Case.

D.10.5 Height (cm) of Parent

The value entered in the Height (normalized) field on the associated Parental-type Case.

D.10.6 Sex of Parent

The value entered in the Gender field on the associated Parent-type Case.

D.10.7.1.r.1a MedDRA Version for Medical History

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field on the
associated Parental-type Case.

D.10.7.1.r.1b Medical History (disease / surgical procedure / etc.)

The MedDRA LLT coded on the Case Medical History object on the associated Parental-type Case.

(MedDRA code)
D.10.7.1.r.2 Start Date

The date entered in the Start Date field on the Case Medical History object on the associated Parental-type
Case.

D.10.7.1.r.3 Continuing

The value selected in the Continuing field on the Case Medical History object on the associated Parental-type
Case.

D.10.7.1.r.4 End Date

The date entered in the End Date field on the Case Medical History object on the associated Parental-type
Case.

D.10.7.1.r.5 Comments

The text entered in the Comments field on the Case Medical History object on the associated Parental-type
Case, to a limit of 2,000 characters.

D.10.7.2 Text for Relevant Medical History and Concurrent Conditions of

The text entered in the Medical History Text field on the associated Parental-type Case, to a limit of 10,000

Parent

characters.

D.10.8.r Relevant Past Drug History of Parent
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

D.10.8.r.1 Name of Drug as Reported

The text entered in the Name Reported field on the Case Drug History object on the associated Parental-type
Case.

D.10.8.r.2a MPID Version Date/Number

The value entered in the MPID Version field on the Case Drug History object on the associated Parental-type
Case.

D.10.8.r.2b Medicinal Product Identifier (MPID)

The value entered in the MPID field on the Case Drug History object on the associated Parental-type Case.

D.10.8.r.3a PhPID Version Date/Number

The value entered in the PhPID Version field on the Case Drug History object on the associated Parental-type
Case.

D.10.8.r.3b Pharmaceutical Product Identifier (PhPID)

The value entered in the PhPID field on the Case Drug History object on the associated Parental-type Case.

D.10.8.r.4 Start Date

The date entered in the Start Date field on the Case Drug History object on the associated Parental-type Case.

D.10.8.r.5 End Date

The date entered in the End Date field on the Case Drug History object on the associated Parental-type Case.

D.10.8.r.6a MedDRA Version for Indication

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field on the
associated Parental-type Case.

D.10.8.r.6b Indication (MedDRA code)

The indication MedDRA LLT coded on the Case Drug History object on the associated Parental-type Case.

D.10.8.r.7a MedDRA Version for Reaction

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field on the
associated Parental-type Case.

D.10.8.r.7b Reactions (MedDRA code)

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field on the
associated Parental-type Case.

E.I Reaction(s) / Event(s)
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

E.i.1.1a Reaction / Event as Reported by the Primary Source in Native

The text entered in the Event (Reported) field on the Case Adverse Event.

Language
E.i.1.1b Reaction / Event as Reported by the Primary Source Language

The text entered in the Event (Reported) - Language field on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.1.2 Reaction / Event as Reported by the Primary Source for

The text entered in the Event (Reported) - English (event_reported_english__v) field on the Case Adverse

Translation

Event.

E.i.2.1a MedDRA Version for Reaction / Event

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

E.i.2.1b Reaction / Event (MedDRA code)

The value entered in the Event (MedDRA) field on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.3.1 Term Highlighted by the Reporter

The value selected in the Highlighted Term field on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.3.2 Seriousness Criteria at Event Level
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

E.i.3.2a Results in Death

Set to True when Results in death is selected in the Seriousness field on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.3.2b Life Threatening

Set to True when Life threatening is selected in the Seriousness field on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.3.2c Caused / Prolonged Hospitalisation

Set to True when Caused / prolonged hospitalisation is selected in the Seriousness field on the Case
Adverse Event.

E.i.3.2d Disabling / Incapacitating

Set to True when Disabling / incapacitating is selected in the Seriousness field on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.3.2e Congenital Anomaly / Birth Defect

Set to True when Congenital anomaly / birth defect is selected in the Seriousness field on the Case Adverse
Event.

E.i.3.2f Other Medically Important Condition

Set to True when Other medically important condition is selected in the Seriousness field on the Case
Adverse Event.

E.i.4 Date of Start of Reaction / Event

The date entered in the Onset field on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.5 Date of End of Reaction / Event

The date entered in the Resolved field on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.6a Duration of Reaction / Event (number)

The value entered in the Duration field on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.6b Duration of Reaction / Event (unit)

The unit entered in the Duration (unit) field on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.7 Outcome of Reaction / Event at the Time of Last Observation

The value selected in the Outcome field on the Case Adverse Event.
You must select a Vault E2B Code value for this section.
See the following table for the E2B Code values and their corresponding E2B R3 Code values.

VAULT E2B CODE

E2B R3 CODE

1 - Recovered/Resolved

1 - Recovered/Resolved

2 - Recovering/Resolving

2 - Recovering/Resolving

3 - Not Recovered/Not Resolved/Ongoing

3 - Not Recovered/Not Resolved.Ongoing

4 - Recovered/Resolved with Sequelae

4 - Recovered/Resolved with Sequelae

5 - Fatal

5 - Fatal

Feedback?

0 - Unknown

E.i.8 Medical Confirmation by Healthcare Professional

0 - Unknown

Populated based on the value in the HCP Confirmed field on the Case Adverse Event. This field is only
transmitted when the Qualification field on the primary (Rank 1) Reporter-type Case Contact does not
designate a health professional. That is, the Qualification Controlled Vocabulary does not correspond to E2B
codes 1, 2, or 3.

E.i.9 Identification of the Country Where the Reaction / Event Occurred

The value entered in the Event Country field on the Case Adverse Event.

F.r Results of Tests and Procedures Relevant to the Investigation of the Patient
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

F.r.1 Test Date

The date entered in the Test Date field on the Case Test Result.

F.r.2.1 Test Name (free text)

The information entered in the Test Name (Reported) field on the Case Test Result.

F.r.2.2a MedDRA Version for Test Name

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

F.r.2.2b Test Name (MedDRA code)

The MedDRA LLT coded on the Case Test Result.

F.r.3.1 Test Result (code)

The value selected in the Result (code) field on the Case Test Result.

F.r.3.2 Test Result (value / qualifier)

The values entered in the Test Result (Qualifier) and (Number) fields on the Case Test Result. In accordance
with ICH guidelines, this element is not populated if the Test Result (code) (F.r.3.1) is provided.

Note

When the Test Result (Number) field is populated but the Test Result (Unit) field is blank, if

there is a value in the Result (Unit) Text field, this element is not populated. Instead, the Test Result
(Number) and Result (Unit) Text fields are mapped to F.r.3.4.

F.r.3.3 Test Result (unit)

The unit selected in the Result (Unit) field on the Case Test Result. In accordance with ICH guidelines, this
element is not populated if the Test Result (code) (F.r.3.1) is provided.

F.r.3.4 Result Unstructured Data (free text)

The information entered in the Result (Text) field on the Case Test Result. In accordance with ICH guidelines,
the system adheres to the following rules when mapping this field:
This field allows numeric values only and is not mapped if the value entered contains non-numeric
characters.
This field is not populated if the Test Result (code) (F.r.3.1) or F.r.3.2 Test Result (value / qualifier) is
provided.

Note

When the Test Result (Number) field is populated but the Test Result (Unit) field is blank, if

there is a value in the Result (Unit) Text field, the number and unit text are populated in this element.

F.r.4 Normal Low Value

The unit and value entered in the Normal Low Value field on the Case Test Result.
If the result does not have a unit, the system will map any text entered instead.

F.r.5 Normal High Value

The unit and value entered in the Normal High Value field on the Case Test Result.
If the result does not have a unit, the system will map any text entered instead.

F.r.6 Comments (free text)

The information entered in the Comments field on the Case Test Result.

F.r.7 More Information Available

The value entered in the More Information Available field on the Case Test Result.

G.k Drug(s) Information
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

G.k.1 Characterisation of Drug Role

The value entered in the Drug Role field on the Case Product record.

G.k.2.4 Identification of the Country Where the Drug Was Obtained

The value entered in the Country Obtained field on the Case Product record.

G.k.2.5 Investigational Product Blinded

The value entered in the Blinded field on the Case Product record.

G.k.5a Cumulative Dose to First Reaction (number)

The value entered in the Cumulative Dose field on the Case Product record.

G.k.5b Cumulative Dose to First Reaction (unit)

The unit selected in the Cumulative Dose (unit) field on the Case Product record.

G.k.6a Gestation Period at Time of Exposure (number)

The value entered in the Gestation Exposure field on the Case Product record.

G.k.6b Gestation Period at Time of Exposure (unit)

The unit selected in the Gestation Exposure (unit) field on the Case Product record.

G.k.8 Action(s) Taken with Drug

The value selected in the Action Taken field on the Case Product record.
You must select a Vault E2B Code value for this section.
See the following table for the E2B Code values and their corresponding E2B R3 Code values.

VAULT E2B CODE

E2B R3 CODE

1 - Drug Withdrawn

1 - Drug Withdrawn

2 - Dose Reduced

2 - Dose Reduced

3 - Dose Increased

3 - Dose Increased

4 - Dose Not Changed

4 - Dose Not Changed

0 - Unknown

0 - Unknown

9 - Not Applicable

9 - Not Applicable

G.k.10.r Additional Information on Drug (coded)

The value selected in the Additional Information field on the Case Product record.

G.k.11 Additional Information on Drug (free text)

The information entered in the Additional Information (text) field on the Case Product record.

G.k.2 Drug Identification
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

G.k.2.1.1a MPID Version Date / Number

The value entered in the MPID Version field on the Case Product record.

G.k.2.1.1b Medicinal Product Identifier (MPID)

The value entered in the MPID field on the Case Product record.

G.k.2.1.2a PhPID Version Date/Number

The value entered in the PhPID Version field on the Case Product record.

G.k.2.1.2b Pharmaceutical Product Identifier (PhPID)

The value entered in the PhPID field on the Case Product record.

G.k.2.2 Medicinal Product Name as Reported by the Primary Source

The information entered in the Product (Reported) field on the Case Product record.

G.k.2.3.r Substance / Specified Substance Identifier and Strength
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

G.k.2.3.r.1 Substance / Specified Substance Name

The information entered in the Name (Reported) field on the Case Product Substance.

G.k.2.3.r.2a Substance / Specified Substance TermID Version

The value entered in the TermID Version field on the Case Product Substance.

Date/Number
G.k.2.3.r.2b Substance / Specified Substance TermID

The value entered in the TermID field on the Case Product Substance.

G.k.2.3.r.3a Strength (number)

The value entered in the Strength (Number) field on the Case Product Substance.

G.k.2.3.r.3b Strength (unit)

The unit selected in the Strength (Unit) field on the Case Product Substance.

G.k.3 Holder and Authorisation / Application Number of Drug
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

G.k.3.1 Authorisation / Application Number

The information entered in the Registration Number field on the Case Product record.

G.k.3.2 Country of Authorisation / Application

The 2-letter country code for the country selected in the Registration Country field on the Case Product record.

G.k.3.3 Name of Holder / Applicant

The information entered in the Registration Holder/Applicant field on the Case Product record.

G.k.4.r Dosage and Relevant Information
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

G.k.4.r.1a Dose (number)

The value entered in the Dose (number) field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.1b Dose (unit)

The unit selected in the Dose (unit) field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.2 Number of Units in the Interval

The value entered in the Frequency (number) field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.3 Definition of the Time Interval Unit

The unit selected in the Frequency (unit) field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.4 Date and Time of Start of Drug

The information entered in the First Administration field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.5 Date and Time of Last Administration

The information entered in the Last Administration field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.6a Duration of Drug Administration (number)

The value entered in the Duration (number) field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.6b Duration of Drug Administration (unit)

The unit selected in the Duration (unit) field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.7 Batch / Lot Number

The information entered in the Batch/Lot Number field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.8 Dosage Text

The information entered in the Dose Text field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.9.1 Pharmaceutical Dose Form (free text)

The information entered in the Dose Form Text field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.9.2a Pharmaceutical Dose Form TermID Version Date/Number

The information entered in the Dose Form TermID Version field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.9.2b Pharmaceutical Dose Form TermID

The information entered in the Dose Form TermID field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.10.1 Route of Administration

The value in the Patient RoA field on the Case Product Dosage. This field is only included if structured data is
not provided in G.k.4.r.10.2a/b.

G.k.4.r.10.2a Route of Administration TermID Version Date / Number

The information entered in the Patient RoA TermID Version field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.10.2b Route of Administration TermID

The value entered in the Patient RoA TermID field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.11.1 Parent Route of Administration (free text)

The value in the Parent RoA field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.11.2a Parent Route of Administration TermID Version Date /

The information entered in the Parent RoA TermID Version field on the Case Product Dosage.

Number
G.k.4.r.11.2b Parent Route of Administration TermID

The value entered in the Parent RoA TermID field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.7.r Indication for Use in Case
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

G.k.7.r.1 Indication as Reported by the Primary Source

The text from the Name (Reported) field on the Case Product Indication.

G.k.7.r.2a MedDRA Version for Indication

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

G.k.7.r.2b Indication (MedDRA code)

The MedDRA LLT coded on the Case Product Indication.

G.k.9.i Drug-reaction(s) / Event(s) Matrix
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

G.k.9.i.1 Reaction(s) / Event(s) Assessed

The specific reaction or event being assessed, referenced in the Case Adverse Event field on the Case
Assessment. This is not a user-entered element.

G.k.9.i.3.1a Time Interval between Beginning of Drug Administration and

The value entered in the First Dose Latency (number) field on the Case Assessment.

Start of Reaction / Event (number)
G.k.9.i.3.1b Time Interval between Beginning of Drug Administration and

The unit selected in the First Dose Latency (unit) field on the Case Assessment.

Start of Reaction / Event (unit)
G.k.9.i.3.2a Time Interval between Last Dose of Drug and Start of

The value entered in the Last Dose Latency (number) field on the Case Assessment.

Reaction / Event (number)
G.k.9.i.3.2b Time Interval between Last Dose of Drug and Start of

The unit selected in the Last Dose Latency (unit) field on the Case Assessment.

Reaction / Event (unit)
G.k.9.i.4 Did Reaction Recur on Re-administration?

The appropriate value is populated, based on the option selected in the Reaction Recurrence field on the Case
Assessment:
1 : yes - yes (rechallenge was done, reaction reccurred)
2 : yes - no (rechallenge was done, reaction did not recur)
3 : yes - unk (rechallenge was done, outcome unknown)
4 : no - n/a (no rechallenge was done, recurrance is not applicable)

G.k.9.i.2.r Assessment of Relatedness of Drug to Reaction(s) / Event(s)
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

G.k.9.i.2.r.1 Source of Assessment

The system maps this value from one of the following fields on the Case Assessment Result, ordered by priority:
1. The system first attempts to map the E2B Code corresponding to the Source Type Controlled Vocabulary.
2. If the system cannot map the E2B code, the system maps the free text value from the Source (text) field.

G.k.9.i.2.r.2 Method of Assessment

The system maps a text value from one of the following fields on the Case Assessment Result, ordered by
priority:
1. The system first attempts to map the E2B Code corresponding to the Method of Assessment Controlled
Vocabulary.
2. If the system cannot map the E2B code, the system maps the free text value from the Method (text) field.

G.k.9.i.2.r.3 Result of Assessment

The system maps a text value from one of the following fields on the Case Assessment Result, ordered by
priority:
1. If enabled, the value is mapped from the Assessment Result (Override) field.
Note

An administrator must add the Assessment Result (Override) field to the layout and Veeva Support

must enable this usage in your vault.
2. The system otherwise attempts to map the E2B Code corresponding to the Assessment Result Controlled
Vocabulary.
3. If the system cannot map the E2B code, the system maps the free text value from the Result (text) field.

H Narrative Case Summary and Further Information
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

H.1 Case Narrative Including Clinical Course, Therapeutic Measures,

The text from the Narrative Text field on the Case, to a limit of 100,000 characters.

Outcome and Additional Relevant Information
H.2 Reporter's Comments

The text from the Reporter's Comments field on the Case, to a limit of 20,000 characters.

H.4 Sender's Comments

The information entered in the Sender Comments field on the Case, to a limit of 20,000 characters.
For Domestic Cases with Localization Scope set to Company Comments or blank, the Localized Company
Comments are populated to this element.

H.3.r Sender's Diagnosis
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

H.3.r.1a MedDRA Version for Sender's Diagnosis / Syndrome and / or

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

Reclassification of Reaction / Event
H.3.r.1b Sender's Diagnosis / Syndrome and / or Reclassification of

The MedDRA LLT coded on the Case Diagnosis.

Reaction / Event (MedDRA code)

H.5.r Case Summary and Reporter's Comments in Native Language
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

H.5.r.1a Case Summary and Reporter's Comments Text

If there is a Case document classified with the Case > Summary > Narrative, the contents of that document is
populated in this element, to a limit of 100,000 characters.
For Domestic Cases with Localization Scope set to “Narrative” or blank, the Localized Narrative document is
populated to this element.
This information is separate from the data captured by H.2 Reporter's Comments.

H.5.r.1b Case Summary and Reporter's Comments Language

The 3-letter ISO code from the Language (ISO) document field for the Case document classified with the Case
> Summary >Narrative.
For Domestic Cases with Localization Scope set to “Narrative” or blank, the language selected on the Localized
Narrative document (Document field ( language_iso__v ) is populated to this element.
This information is separate from the data captured by H.2 Reporter's Comments.
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E2B Generation Data Mapping
Learn how Vault Safety generates E2B R2 and E2B R3 files submittable to regulatory authorities.
Last Updated Aug 12, 2022

When you export a Case to an E2B file, either for an outbound Transmission or directly from the Case page, Vault Safety maps all case data and documents to the
appropriate E2B data elements.

Tip

Vault Safety automatically validates E2B files. E2B Validation provides more information.

Toggle between the following tabs to learn how Vault Safety maps information to generate ICH-compliant E2B (R3) and E2B (R2) files.

FDA VAERS E2B(R3) Mapping
The following tables define how each E2B data element is mapped for an FDA VAERS E2B(R3) file. Use the button below to toggle only regional FDA mappings that are
different from the ICH mappings.

Show Only FDA VAERS Regional Mappings

N.1 ICH ICSR Transmission Identification (batch wrapper)
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

N.1.1 Types of Message in batch

This value is always 1 for ICH ICSR.

N.1.2 Batch Number

The value entered in the E2B Message ID field on the Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

N.1.3 Batch Sender Identifier

The value entered in the Origin ID field on the Transmission Profile associated with the Transmission
(Submission or Distribution) record.

N.1.4 Batch Receiver Identifier

The value entered in the Destination ID field on the Transmission Profile associated with the Transmission
(Submission or Distribution) record.

N.1.5 Date of Batch Transmission

The value entered in the Transmission Date field on the Transmission Profile associated with the Transmission
(Submission or Distribution) record. Otherwise, the date and time when the report was generated or transmitted,
calculated with full precision down to the second.

N.2.r ICH ICSR Message Header (message wrapper)
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

N.2.r.1 Message Identifier

The value entered in the UID field on the Case.

N.2.r.2 Message Sender Identifier

The value entered in the Origin ID field on the Transmission Profile associated with the Transmission
(Submission or Distribution) record.

N.2.r.3 Message Receiver Identifier

The value entered in the Destination ID field on the Transmission Profile associated with the Transmission
(Submission or Distribution) record.

N.2.r.4 Date of Message Creation

If the Case is Approved or Closed, the date entered in the Approval Date field.
Otherwise, the date and time when the report was generated or transmitted, calculated with full precision down
to the second.

C.1 Identification of the Case Safety Report
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

C.1.1 Sender's (case) Safety Report Unique Identifier

The value from the UID field on the Case Number object.

C.1.2 Date of Creation

The date entered in the Approval Date field if the Case is Approved or Closed.
If Approval Date is unavailable, the date of report generation or Transmission with a system warning.
Otherwise, the date and time when the report was generated or Transmitted, calculated with full precision down
to the second.

C.1.3 Type of Report

The appropriate value is populated, based on the option selected in the Report Type field on the Case:
1 : Spontaneous
2 : Study
3 : Other
4 : Unknown

C.1.4 Date Report Was First Received from Source

For initial Cases, the date entered in the Receipt Date field on the Case.
For Follow-Up Cases, the date entered in the Initial Receipt Date field on the Case.

C.1.5 Date of Most Recent Information for This Report

The date entered in the New Info Date field on the Case.

C.1.7 Does This Case Fulfil the Local Criteria for an Expedited Report?

If the Local Expedited Criteria (case_expedited__v) field on the Transmission (Submission or Distribution)
record has a value, the system uses this value. If this field is not specified on the Transmission, the system looks
at the Expedited field on the Case.
If the value is Yes, this element is populated with 1 (expedited). Otherwise, this element is populated with 2
(non-expedited).

FDA.C.1.7.1 Local Criteria Report Type

If the primary product is set to Combination Product or if there are Vaccine Case Products, this field will autogenerate when the E2B file is created.
The system uses the following logic to populate this field:

POPULATED
E2B CODE

CONDITIONS

-

FDA.C.1.12 COMBINATION

C.1.7 EXPEDITED

DEVICE REPORT

PRODUCT REPORT FLAG

REPORT FLAG

TYPE FIELD

1

No

Yes

N/A

1

Yes

Yes

Blank

2

No

No

N/A

2

Yes

No

Blank

4

Yes

Yes

Public Health Risk

5

Yes

No

Malfunction Only

C.1.6 Additional Available Documents Held by Sender
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

C.1.6.1 Are Additional Documents Available?

Populated as True if there are documents attached to the Case with the document type of Case > Source >
Attachment with the Retransmit field set to Yes.

C.1.6.1.r.1 Documents Held by Sender

The text entered in the Attachment Description and Attachment Description Continued fields on any
documents attached to the Case with the document type of Case > Source > Attachment with the Retransmit
field set to Yes, to a limit of 2,000 characters. This field is mapped even when the document is a placeholder or
blank.

C.1.6.1.r.2 Included Documents

If any documents are attached to the Case with the document type of Case > Source > Attachment with the
Retransmit field set to Yes, they will be encoded.

FDA.C.1.6.1.r.3 Attachment File Name

The Case > Document > Filename for the attachment encoded in the transmission.

C.1.8 Worldwide Unique Case Identification
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

C.1.8.1 Worldwide Unique Case Identification Number

The value entered in the Worldwide UID field on the Case Number object.

C.1.8.2 First Sender of This Case

The value entered in the First Sender field on the original inbound Transmission.
The Transmission Date is used to find the original Transmission.

C.1.9.1 Other Case Identifiers in Previous Transmissions

Populated as True if there are any Case Identifier objects associated with the Case.

C.1.9.1.r.1 Source(s) of the Case Identifier

Repeated for the value entered in the Source field on each Case Identifier object.

C.1.9.1.r.2 Case Identifier(s)

The value entered in the Name field on the Case Identifier object.

C.1.10.r Identification Number of the Report Which Is Linked to This

The value entered in the Related Case Identifier field on the Case Relationship object.

Report
C.1.11.1 Report Nullification/Amendment

The appropriate value is populated, based on the option selected in the Reason field on the Transmission:
1 : Nullification
2 : Amendment

C.1.11.2 Reason for Nullification/Amendment

The text entered in the Reason Text field on the Transmission, to a limit of 2,000 characters.

FDA.C.1.12 Combination Product Report Flag

Set as "True" when any Case Product is of the type Combination Product.

C.2.r Primary Source(s) of Information
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

C.2.r.1.1 Reporter's Title

The value entered in the Title field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

C.2.r.1.2 Reporter's Given Name

The value entered in the First Name field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

C.2.r.1.3 Reporter's Middle Name

The value entered in the Middle Name field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

C.2.r.1.4 Reporter's Family Name

The value entered in the Last Name field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

C.2.r.2.1 Reporter’s Organisation

The value entered in the Organization field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

C.2.r.2.2 Reporter's Department

The value entered in the Department field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

C.2.r.2.3 Reporter's Street

The value entered in the Street Name field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

FDA.C.2.r.2.3 Reporter's Street Address - LINE 2

The value entered in the Street Name - Line 2 field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

C.2.r.2.4 Reporter's City

The value entered in the City field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

C.2.r.2.5 Reporter's State or Province

Populates the State/Province field on the Case Contact object for the primary reporter.
For Domestic Cases, the system checks if the state or province is mapped to a domestic state code on a
Country State/Province record. If a record exists, the Domestic State Code is exported to this field. This is
useful for countries, such as Spain or Italy, where the state code is required in submissions to the EMA. If no
mapping exists, the text value entered in the State/Province field is exported to this element.

FDA.C.2.r.2.5.1 Reporter's County

The value populated in the County field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

C.2.r.2.6 Reporter's Postcode

The value entered in the Zip/Postal Code field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

C.2.r.2.7 Reporter's Telephone

The value entered in the Telephone field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

FDA.C.2.r.2.8 Reporter’s Email

The value populated in the Reporter's Email Address field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

C.2.r.3 Reporter’s Country Code

The ISO code populated in the Country field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

C.2.r.4 Qualification

The option selected in the Qualification field on a Reporter-type Case Contact. If Patient or Parent is selected
in this field, then the FDA Concept Code (NCI Concept Identifier) is mapped.

C.2.r.5 Primary Source for Regulatory Purposes

Populated with 1 (true) if the Primary Source field is set to Yes on the associated Reporter-type Case
Contact.

C.3 Information on Sender of Case Safety Report
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

C.3.1 Sender Type

The option selected in the Sender Type field in the Organization record associated with the Sender User on the
Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.
If the Sender User is not specified on the Transmission, by default the system maps the Sender Type from the
Organization on the Case.

C.3.2 Sender's Organisation

The value entered in the Organisation field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the
Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.
If the Sender User is not specified on the Transmission, by default the system maps the Organization on the
Case.

C.3.3.1 Sender's Department

The value entered in the Department field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the
Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

C.3.3.2 Sender's Title

The value entered in the Title field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the Transmission
(Submission or Distribution) record.

C.3.3.3 Sender's Given Name

The value entered in the First Name field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the
Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

C.3.3.4 Sender's Middle Name

The value entered in the Middle Name field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the
Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

C.3.3.5 Sender's Family Name

The value entered in the Last Name field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the
Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

C.3.4.1 Sender's Street Address

The value entered in the Street field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the Transmission
(Submission or Distribution) record.

C.3.4.2 Sender's City

The value entered in the City field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the Transmission
(Submission or Distribution) record.

C.3.4.3 Sender's State or Province

The value entered in the State / Province field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the
Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

C.3.4.4 Sender's Postcode

The value entered in the Zip/Postal Code field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the
Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

C.3.4.5 Sender's Country Code

The 2-letter ISO code associated with the country selected in the Country field in the Person record associated
with the Sender User on the Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

C.3.4.6 Sender's Telephone

The value entered in the Telephone field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the
Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

C.3.4.7 Sender's Fax

The value entered in the Fax field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the Transmission
(Submission or Distribution) record.

C.3.4.8 Sender's E-mail Address

The value entered in the Email field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the Transmission
(Submission or Distribution) record.

C.4.r Literature Reference(s)
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

C.4.r.1 Literature Reference(s)

The value entered in the Reference document field for any Case documents classified with the Case > Source
> Literature document type, to a limit of 500 characters.

C.4.r.2 Included Documents

Any documents attached to the Case with the document type of Case > Source > Literature and the
Retransmit field set to Yes are included with the transmission.

C.5 Study Identification
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

C.5.1.r.1 Study Registration Number

The value entered in the Registration Number field on the Case Study Registration object.

C.5.1.r.2 Study Registration Country

The 2-letter ISO code associated with the country selected in the Country field on the Case Study Registration
object.
For EMA E2B exports, country codes within the jurisdiction of EMA are replaced with EU in the resulting E2B
file.

C.5.2 Study Name

The value entered in the Study Name field on the associated Case, to a limit of 2,000 characters.

C.5.3 Sponsor Study Number

The value entered in the Study Number field on the associated Study.

C.5.4 Study Type Where Reaction(s) / Event(s) Were Observed

The option populated in the Study Type field on the Case.

D Patient Characteristics
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

D.1 Patient (name or initials)

The value entered in the Patient Initials / ID field on the Case.

FDA.D.1a Patient Name Prefix

The value entered in the Title field on the Patient-type Case Contact. For Malfunction Only cases, if the Patient
Initials (patient_id_value__v) field is populated with "NONE", this element is set to None .

FDA.D.1b Patient First Name

The value entered in the First Name field on the Patient-type Case Contact. For Malfunction Only cases, if the
Patient Initials (patient_id_value__v) field is populated with "NONE", this element is set to None .

FDA.D.1c Patient Middle Name

The value entered in the Middle Name field on the Patient-type Case Contact. For Malfunction Only cases, if
the Patient Initials (patient_id_value__v) field is populated with "NONE", this element is set to None .

FDA.D.1d Patient Last Name

The value entered in the Last Name field on the Patient-type Case Contact. For Malfunction Only cases, if the
Patient Initials (patient_id_value__v) field is populated with "NONE", this element is set to None .

FDA.D.1e Patient Address Line 1

The value entered in the Street field on the Patient-type Case Contact. For Malfunction Only cases, if the
Patient Initials (patient_id_value__v) field is populated with "NONE", this element is set to None .

FDA.D.1f Patient Address Line 2

The value entered in the Street Line 2 field on the Patient-type Case Contact. For Malfunction Only cases, if the
Patient Initials (patient_id_value__v) field is populated with "NONE", this element is set to None .

FDA.D.1g Patient Address City

The value entered in the City field on the Patient-type Case Contact. For Malfunction Only cases, if the Patient
Initials (patient_id_value__v) field is populated with "NONE", this element is set to None .

FDA.D.1h Patient Address State or Foreign Province Name

The value entered in the State/Province field on the Patient-type Case Contact. For Malfunction Only cases, if
the Patient Initials (patient_id_value__v) field is populated with "NONE", this element is set to None .

FDA.D.1i Patient Address County

The value entered in the County field on the Patient-type Case Contact. For Malfunction Only cases, if the
Patient Initials (patient_id_value__v) field is populated with "NONE", this element is set to None .

FDA.D.1i Patient Address Country

The ISO country code for the country selected in the Country field on the Patient-type Case Contact. For
Malfunction Only cases, if the Patient Initials (patient_id_value__v) field is populated with "NONE", this element
is set to None .

FDA.D.1k Patient Address Postal Code

The value entered in the Zip/Postal Code field on the Patient-type Case Contact. For Malfunction Only cases, if
the Patient Initials (patient_id_value__v) field is populated with "NONE", this element is set to None .

FDA.D.1l Patient Telephone

The value entered in the Telephone field on the Patient-type Case Contact. For Malfunction Only cases, if the
Patient Initials (patient_id_value__v) field is populated with "NONE", this element is set to tel:None .

FDA.D.1m Patient Email

The value entered in the Email Address field on the Patient-type Case Contact. For Malfunction Only cases, if
the Patient Initials (patient_id_value__v) field is populated with "NONE", this element is set to mailto:None .

D.1.1 Patient Medical Record Number(s) and Source(s) of the Record Number
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

D.1.1.1 Patient Medical Record Number(s) and Source(s) of the Record

The value entered in the MRN - GP field on the Case.

Number (GP Medical Record Number)
D.1.1.2 Patient Medical Record Number(s) and Source(s) of the Record

The value entered in the MRN - Specialist field on the Case.

Number (Specialist Record Number)
D.1.1.3 Patient Medical Record Number(s) and Source(s) of the Record

The value entered in the MRN - Hospital field on the Case.

Number (Hospital Record Number)
D.1.1.4 Patient Medical Record Number(s) and Source(s) of the Record

The value entered in the MRN - Investigation field on the Case.

Number (Investigation Number)

D.2 Age Information
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

D.2.1 Date of Birth

The date entered in the Date of Birth field on the Case. For this data element to be transmitted, the full date is
required with year, month, and day.

FDA.D.2.1a Age at Time of Vaccination (number)

The number value entered in the Age at Vaccination field on the Case.

FDA.D.2.1a Age at Time of Vaccination (unit)

The unit selected in the Age at Vaccination field on the Case.

D.2.2a Age at Time of Onset of Reaction / Event (number)

The value entered in the Age field on the Case. In accordance with ICH guidelines, this element is not
transmitted if the Patient Date of Birth (D.2.1) is transmitted.

D.2.2b Age at Time of Onset of Reaction / Event (unit)

The value selected in the Age (unit) field on the Case. In accordance with ICH guidelines, this element is not
transmitted if the Patient Date of Birth (D.2.1) is transmitted.

D.2.2.1a Gestation Period When Reaction / Event Was Observed in the

The value entered in the Gestation field on the Case.

Foetus (number)
D.2.2.1b Gestation Period When Reaction/Event Was Observed in the

The unit selected in the Gestation (unit) field on the Case.

Foetus (unit)
D.2.3 Patient Age Group (as per reporter)

The option populated in the Age Group field on the Case. In accordance with ICH guidelines, this element is
only transmitted when both the Patient Date of Birth (D.2.1) and Age at Onset (D.2.2) are not transmitted.

D.3 Body Weight (kg)

The value entered in the Weight field on the Case.

D.4 Height (cm)

The value entered in the Height (normalized) field on the Case.

D.5 Sex

The option populated in the Gender field on the Case.

D.6 Last Menstrual Period Date

The date entered in the Last Menstrual field on the Case.

D.7 Relevant Medical History and Concurrent Conditions
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

D.7.1.r.1a MedDRA Version for Medical History

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

D.7.1.r.1b Medical History (disease / surgical procedure / etc.) (MedDRA

The MedDRA LLT coded on the Case Medical History object.

code)
D.7.1.r.2 Start Date

The date entered in the Start Date field on the Case Medical History object.

D.7.1.r.3 Continuing

The appropriate value is populated, based on the Continuing field on the Case Medical History object.

D.7.1.r.4 End Date

The date entered in the End Date field on the Case Medical History object.

D.7.1.r.5 Comments

The text entered in the Comments field on the Case Medical History object, to a limit of 2,000 characters.

D.7.1.r.6 Family History

The value selected in the Family History field on the Case Medical History object.

FDA.D.7.4a Illness at Time of Vaccination MedDRA Version

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

FDA.D.7.4a Illness at Time of Vaccination MedDRA Code

If a Case Medical History record has the Illness at Vaccination? field set to True, then this value is mapped
from the MedDRA LLT coded on the Case Medical History. If the LLT term is not available, the PT term is
populated.

D.7.2 Text for Relevant Medical History and Concurrent Conditions (not

The text entered in the Medical History Text field on the Case, to a limit of 10,000 characters. For a Case

including reaction / event)

identified as Malfunction Only, if the Patient Initials (case_version__v.patient_id_value__v) field is populated with
"NONE", then this data element is set to "None".

D.7.3 Concomitant Therapies

Set to True when the Concomitant Therapies field is set to Yes on the Case.

D.8.r Relevant Past Drug History
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

D.8.r.1 Name of Drug as Reported

The value entered in the Drug (Reported) field on the Case Drug History record.

D.8.r.2a MPID Version Date/Number

The value entered in the MPID Version field on the Case Drug History record.

D.8.r.2b Medicinal Product Identifier (MPID)

The value entered in the MPID field on the Case Drug History record.

D.8.r.3a PhPID Version Date/Number

The value entered in the PhPID Version field on the Case Drug History record.

D.8.r.3b Pharmaceutical Product Identifier (PhPID)

The value entered in the PhPID field on the Case Drug History record.

D.8.r.4 Start Date

The date entered in the Start Date field on the Case Drug History record.

D.8.r.5 End Date

The value entered in the End Date field on the Case Drug History record.

D.8.r.6a MedDRA Version for Indication

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

D.8.r.6b Indication (MedDRA code)

The MedDRA LLT coded for the indication on the Case Drug History record.

D.8.r.7a MedDRA Version for Reaction

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

D.8.r.7b Reaction (MedDRA code)

The value entered in the Reaction MedDRA field on the Case Drug History record.

FDA.D.8.r.8a Patient Age at Vaccination (number)

The number entered in the Age at Vaccination field on the Case Drug History record.

FDA.D.8.r.8b Patient Age at Vaccination (unit)

The unit selected in the Age at Vaccination field on the Case Drug History record.

D.9 In case of Death
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

D.9.1 Date of Death

The date entered in the Date of Death field on the Case.

D.9.2.r.1a MedDRA Version for Reported Cause(s) of Death

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

D.9.2.r.1b Reported Cause(s) of Death (MedDRA code)

The MedDRA LLT coded on the Reported Case Cause of Death object.

D.9.2.r.2 Reported Cause(s) of Death (free text)

The text entered in the Name (Reported) field on the Reported Case Cause of Death object.

D.9.3 Was Autopsy Done?

The value selected in the Autopsy field on the Case.

D.9.4.r.1a MedDRA Version for Autopsy-determined Cause(s) of Death

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

D.9.4.r.1b Autopsy-determined Cause(s) of Death (MedDRA code)

The MedDRA LLT coded on the Autopsy-Determined Case Cause of Death object.

D.9.4.r.2 Autopsy-determined Cause(s) of Death (free text)

The information entered in the Name (Reported) field on the Autopsy-Determined Case Cause of Death object.

D.10 For a Parent-child / Foetus Report, Information Concerning the Parent
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

D.10.1 Parent Identification

The value entered in the Patient ID field on the associated Parental-type Case.

D.10.2.1 Date of Birth of Parent

The date entered in the Date of Birth field on the associated Parental-type Case. For this data element to be
transmitted, the full date is required with year, month, and day.

D.10.2.2a Age of Parent (number)

The value entered in the Age field on the associated Parental-type Case.

D.10.2.2b Age of Parent (unit)

The unit entered in the Age (unit) field on the associated Parental-type Case.

FDA.D.10.2.2.1a Parent Age at Vaccination (number)

The number entered in the Age at Vaccination field on the associated Parental-type Case.

FDA.D.10.2.2.1b Parent Age at Vaccination (unit)

The unit selected in the Age at Vaccination field on the associated Parental-type Case.

D.10.3 Last Menstrual Period Date of Parent

The date entered in the Last Menstrual field on the associated Parental-type Case.

D.10.4 Body Weight (kg) of Parent

The value entered in the Weight field on the associated Parental-type Case.

D.10.5 Height (cm) of Parent

The value entered in the Height (normalized) field on the associated Parental-type Case.

D.10.6 Sex of Parent

The value entered in the Gender field on the associated Parent-type Case.

D.10.7.1.r.1a MedDRA Version for Medical History

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field on the
associated Parental-type Case.

D.10.7.1.r.1b Medical History (disease / surgical procedure / etc.)

The MedDRA LLT coded on the Case Medical History object on the associated Parental-type Case.

(MedDRA code)
D.10.7.1.r.2 Start Date

The date entered in the Start Date field on the Case Medical History object on the associated Parental-type
Case.

D.10.7.1.r.3 Continuing

The value selected in the Continuing field on the Case Medical History object on the associated Parental-type
Case.

D.10.7.1.r.4 End Date

The date entered in the End Date field on the Case Medical History object on the associated Parental-type
Case.

D.10.7.1.r.5 Comments

The text entered in the Comments field on the Case Medical History object on the associated Parental-type
Case, to a limit of 2,000 characters.

D.10.7.2 Text for Relevant Medical History and Concurrent Conditions of

The text entered in the Medical History Text field on the associated Parental-type Case, to a limit of 10,000

Parent

characters.

FDA.D.11 Patient Race Code

The appropriate NCI Concept Identifier is populated, based on the Race field on the Case.

FDA.D.12 Patient Ethnicity

The appropriate NCI Concept Identifier is populated, based on the Ethnicity field on the Case.

FDA.D.13 Pregnant at Time of Vaccination

The value from the Pregnant at Vaccination field on the Case.

FDA.D.14 Patient Military Status

The appropriate NCI Concept Identifier is populated, based on the Military Status field on the Case.

D.10.8.r Relevant Past Drug History of Parent
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

D.10.8.r.1 Name of Drug as Reported

The text entered in the Name Reported field on the Case Drug History object on the associated Parental-type
Case.

D.10.8.r.2a MPID Version Date/Number

The value entered in the MPID Version field on the Case Drug History object on the associated Parental-type
Case.

D.10.8.r.2b Medicinal Product Identifier (MPID)

The value entered in the MPID field on the Case Drug History object on the associated Parental-type Case.

Back to Top
D.10.8.r.3a PhPID Version Date/Number

The value entered in the PhPID Version field on the Case Drug History object on the associated Parental-type

Feedback?

Case.
D.10.8.r.3b Pharmaceutical Product Identifier (PhPID)
ICH E2B(R3)
D.10.8.r.4
Start Date FDA VAERS E2B(R3)

EMA E2B(R3)

The value entered in the PhPID field on the Case Drug History object on the associated Parental-type Case.
PMDAThe
E2B(R3)
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object on the associated Parental-type Case.

D.10.8.r.5 End Date

The date entered in the End Date field on the Case Drug History object on the associated Parental-type Case.

D.10.8.r.6a MedDRA Version for Indication

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field on the
associated Parental-type Case.

D.10.8.r.6b Indication (MedDRA code)

The indication MedDRA LLT coded on the Case Drug History object on the associated Parental-type Case.

D.10.8.r.7a MedDRA Version for Reaction

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field on the
associated Parental-type Case.

D.10.8.r.7b Reactions (MedDRA code)

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field on the
associated Parental-type Case.

E.I Reaction(s) / Event(s)
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

E.i.1.1a Reaction / Event as Reported by the Primary Source in Native

The text entered in the Event (Reported) field on the Case Adverse Event.

Language
E.i.1.1b Reaction / Event as Reported by the Primary Source Language

The text entered in the Event (Reported) - Language field on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.1.2 Reaction / Event as Reported by the Primary Source for

The text entered in the Event (Reported) - English (event_reported_english__v) field on the Case Adverse

Translation

Event.

FDA.E.i.1.3 Reaction Identifier

When G.k.9.i (Causality Assessment) is populated, this field is populated with the UUID/GUID Identifier to
associate the event from the Case Adverse Event with the Causality Assessment.

E.i.2.1a MedDRA Version for Reaction / Event

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

E.i.2.1b Reaction / Event (MedDRA code)

The value entered in the Event (MedDRA) field on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.3.1 Term Highlighted by the Reporter

The value selected in the Highlighted Term field on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.3.2 Seriousness Criteria at Event Level
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

E.i.3.2a Results in Death

Set to True when Results in death is selected in the Seriousness field on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.3.2b Life Threatening

Set to True when Life threatening is selected in the Seriousness field on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.3.2c Caused / Prolonged Hospitalisation

Set to True when Caused / prolonged hospitalisation is selected in the Seriousness field on the Case
Adverse Event.

FDA.E.i.3.2c.1 Hospitalization Required

Populated from the Hospitalization field on the Case Adverse Event.

FDA.E.i.3.2c.1a Number of days hospitalized

The value entered in the Days Hospitalized field on the Case Adverse Event.

FDA.E.i.3.2c.1b Hospital Name

The value entered in the Hospital Name field on the Case Adverse Event.

FDA.E.i.3.2c.1c City

The value entered in the Hospital City field on the Case Adverse Event.

FDA.E.i.3.2c.1d State

The value entered in the Hospital State field on the Case Adverse Event.

FDA.E.i.3.2c.2 Resulted in Prolongation of Hospitalization

Populated from the Hospitalization field on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.3.2d Disabling / Incapacitating

Set to True when Disabling / incapacitating is selected in the Seriousness field on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.3.2e Congenital Anomaly / Birth Defect

Set to True when Congenital anomaly / birth defect is selected in the Seriousness field on the Case Adverse
Event.

E.i.3.2f Other Medically Important Condition

Set to True when Other medically important condition is selected in the Seriousness field on the Case
Adverse Event.

FDA.E.i.3.3a Emergency room/department or urgent care

Populated using the Evaluated/Treated At field on the Case Adverse Event.

FDA.E.i.3.3b Doctor or other HCP office/clinic visit

Populated using the Evaluated/Treated At field on the Case Adverse Event.

FDA.E.i.3.2g AE Outcome None of the Above

Populated as True when both the Seriousness and Evaluated/Treated At fields are blank on the Case Adverse
Event.

FDA.E.i.3.4 Best doctor/healthcare professional title or prefix

The value entered in the Title field on the best doctor Health Care Professional Contact.

FDA.E.i.3.4a Best doctor/healthcare professional Last Name

The value entered in the Last Name field on the best doctor Health Care Professional Contact.

FDA.E.i.3.4b Best doctor/healthcare professional First Name

The value entered in the First Name field on the best doctor Health Care Professional Contact.

FDA.E.i.3.4c Best doctor/healthcare professional Middle Name

The value entered in the Middle Name field on the best doctor Health Care Professional Contact.

FDA.E.i.3.4d Best doctor/healthcare professional Telephone and

The value entered in the Telephone and Extension field on the best doctor Health Care Professional Contact.

extension
FDA.E.i.3.4e Best doctor/healthcare professional Email

The value entered in the Email field on the best doctor Health Care Professional Contact.

E.i.4 Date of Start of Reaction / Event

The date entered in the Onset field on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.5 Date of End of Reaction / Event

The date entered in the Resolved field on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.6a Duration of Reaction / Event (number)

The value entered in the Duration field on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.6b Duration of Reaction / Event (unit)

The unit entered in the Duration (unit) field on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.7 Outcome of Reaction / Event at the Time of Last Observation

The value selected in the Outcome field on the Case Adverse Event.
You must select a Vault E2B Code value for this section.
See the following table for the E2B Code values and their corresponding E2B R3 Code values.

E.i.8 Medical Confirmation by Healthcare Professional

VAULT E2B CODE

E2B R3 CODE

1 - Recovered/Resolved

1 - Recovered/Resolved

2 - Recovering/Resolving

2 - Recovering/Resolving

3 - Not Recovered/Not Resolved/Ongoing

3 - Not Recovered/Not Resolved.Ongoing

4 - Recovered/Resolved with Sequelae

4 - Recovered/Resolved with Sequelae

5 - Fatal

5 - Fatal

0 - Unknown

0 - Unknown

Populated based on the value in the HCP Confirmed field on the Case Adverse Event. This field is only
transmitted when the Qualification field on the primary (Rank 1) Reporter-type Case Contact does not
designate a health professional. That is, the Qualification Controlled Vocabulary does not correspond to E2B
codes 1, 2, or 3.

E.i.9 Identification of the Country Where the Reaction / Event Occurred

The value entered in the Event Country field on the Case Adverse Event.

F.r Results of Tests and Procedures Relevant to the Investigation of the Patient
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

F.r.1 Test Date

The date entered in the Test Date field on the Case Test Result.

F.r.2.1 Test Name (free text)

The information entered in the Test Name (Reported) field on the Case Test Result.

F.r.2.2a MedDRA Version for Test Name

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

F.r.2.2b Test Name (MedDRA code)

The MedDRA LLT coded on the Case Test Result.

F.r.3.1 Test Result (code)

The value selected in the Result (code) field on the Case Test Result.

F.r.3.2 Test Result (value / qualifier)

The values entered in the Test Result (Qualifier) and (Number) fields on the Case Test Result. In accordance
with ICH guidelines, this element is not populated if the Test Result (code) (F.r.3.1) is provided.

F.r.3.3 Test Result (unit)

The unit selected in the Result (Unit) field on the Case Test Result. In accordance with ICH guidelines, this
element is not populated if the Test Result (code) (F.r.3.1) is provided.

F.r.3.4 Result Unstructured Data (free text)

The information entered in the Result (Text) field on the Case Test Result. In accordance with ICH guidelines,
the system adheres to the following rules when mapping this field:
This field allows numeric values only and is not mapped if the value entered contains non-numeric
characters.
This field is not populated if the Test Result (code) (F.r.3.1) or F.r.3.2 Test Result (value / qualifier) is
provided.

F.r.4 Normal Low Value

The unit and value entered in the Normal Low Value field on the Case Test Result.
If the result does not have a unit, the system will map any text entered instead.

F.r.5 Normal High Value

The unit and value entered in the Normal High Value field on the Case Test Result.
If the result does not have a unit, the system will map any text entered instead.

F.r.6 Comments (free text)

The information entered in the Comments field on the Case Test Result.

F.r.7 More Information Available

The value entered in the More Information Available field on the Case Test Result.

G.k Drug(s) Information
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

G.k.1 Characterisation of Drug Role

The value entered in the Drug Role field on the Case Product record.

G.k.1.a FDA Other Characterization of Drug Role

Set to 1 when the Drug Role field on the Case Product record is set to Similar Device.

G.k.2.4 Identification of the Country Where the Drug Was Obtained

The value entered in the Country Obtained field on the Case Product record.

G.k.2.5 Investigational Product Blinded

The value entered in the Blinded field on the Case Product record.

G.k.5a Cumulative Dose to First Reaction (number)

The value entered in the Cumulative Dose field on the Case Product record.

G.k.5b Cumulative Dose to First Reaction (unit)

The unit selected in the Cumulative Dose (unit) field on the Case Product record.

G.k.6a Gestation Period at Time of Exposure (number)

The value entered in the Gestation Exposure field on the Case Product record.

G.k.6b Gestation Period at Time of Exposure (unit)

The unit selected in the Gestation Exposure (unit) field on the Case Product record.

G.k.8 Action(s) Taken with Drug

The value selected in the Action Taken field on the Case Product record.
You must select a Vault E2B Code value for this section.
See the following table for the E2B Code values and their corresponding E2B R3 Code values.

VAULT E2B CODE

E2B R3 CODE

1 - Drug Withdrawn

1 - Drug Withdrawn

2 - Dose Reduced

2 - Dose Reduced

3 - Dose Increased

3 - Dose Increased

4 - Dose Not Changed

4 - Dose Not Changed

0 - Unknown

0 - Unknown

9 - Not Applicable

9 - Not Applicable

G.k.10.r Additional Information on Drug (coded)

The value selected in the Additional Information field on the Case Product record.

FDA.G.k.10.r.1 FDA Specialized Product Category

The value selected in the Combination Type field for the Combination Product record associated with the Case
Product.

G.k.11 Additional Information on Drug (free text)

The information entered in the Additional Information (text) field on the Case Product record.

G.k.4.r.14 Vaccination Facility
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

FDA.G.k.4.r.14 Vaccination Facility Name

Mapped from the Facility Name field for the Facility selected in the Administration Facility field on the Case
Product Dosage for the Vaccine-type Case Product.

FDA.G.k.4.r.14.1a Vaccination Facility Address Line 1

Mapped from the Street field for the Facility selected in the Administration Facility field on the Case Product
Dosage for the Vaccine-type Case Product.

FDA.G.k.4.r.14.1b Vaccination Facility Address Line 2

Mapped from the Street Line 2 field for the Facility selected in the Administration Facility field on the Case
Product Dosage for the Vaccine-type Case Product.

FDA.G.k.4.r.14.2 Vaccination Facility City

Mapped from the City field for the Facility selected in the Administration Facility field on the Case Product
Dosage for the Vaccine-type Case Product.

FDA.G.k.4.r.14.3 Vaccination Facility State

Mapped from the State/Province field for the Facility selected in the Administration Facility field on the Case
Product Dosage for the Vaccine-type Case Product.

FDA.G.k.4.r.14.4 Vaccination Facility Country

Mapped from the Country field for the Facility selected in the Administration Facility field on the Case Product
Dosage for the Vaccine-type Case Product.

FDA.G.k.4.r.14.5 Vaccination Facility Postal Code

Mapped from the Zip/Postal Code field for the Facility selected in the Administration Facility field on the Case
Product Dosage for the Vaccine-type Case Product.

FDA.G.k.4.r.14.6 Vaccination Facility Telephone

Mapped from the Telephone field for the Facility selected in the Administration Facility field on the Case
Product Dosage for the Vaccine-type Case Product.

FDA.G.k.4.r.14.7 Vaccination Facility Fax

Mapped from the Fax field for the Facility selected in the Administration Facility field on the Case Product
Dosage for the Vaccine-type Case Product.

FDA.G.k.4.r.14.8 Vaccination Facility Type

The appropriate NCI Concept Identifier is populated, based on the Facility Type on the Facility Case Contact
selected in the Administration Facility field on the Case Product Dosage.

FDA.G.k.4.r.14.9 Vaccination Facility Military Flag

Mapped from the Facility Military Flag field for the Facility selected in the Administration Facility field on the
Case Product Dosage for the Vaccine-type Case Product.

G.k.2 Drug Identification
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

G.k.2.1.1a MPID Version Date / Number

The value entered in the MPID Version field on the Case Product record.

G.k.2.1.1b Medicinal Product Identifier (MPID)

The value entered in the MPID field on the Case Product record.

G.k.2.1.2a PhPID Version Date/Number

The value entered in the PhPID Version field on the Case Product record.

G.k.2.1.2b Pharmaceutical Product Identifier (PhPID)

The value entered in the PhPID field on the Case Product record.

G.k.2.2 Medicinal Product Name as Reported by the Primary Source

The information entered in the Product (Reported) field on the Case Product record.

FDA.G.k.2.2.1 U.S. Generic Name

The Generic Name field on the Product record associated with the Case Product record.

G.k.2.3.r Substance / Specified Substance Identifier and Strength
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

G.k.2.3.r.1 Substance / Specified Substance Name

The information entered in the Name (Reported) field on the Case Product Substance.

G.k.2.3.r.2a Substance / Specified Substance TermID Version

The value entered in the TermID Version field on the Case Product Substance.

Date/Number
G.k.2.3.r.2b Substance / Specified Substance TermID

The value entered in the TermID field on the Case Product Substance.

G.k.2.3.r.3a Strength (number)

The value entered in the Strength (Number) field on the Case Product Substance.

G.k.2.3.r.3b Strength (unit)

The unit selected in the Strength (Unit) field on the Case Product Substance.

G.k.3 Holder and Authorisation / Application Number of Drug
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

G.k.3.1 Authorisation / Application Number

The information entered in the Registration Number field on the Case Product record.

G.k.3.2 Country of Authorisation / Application

The 2-letter country code for the country selected in the Registration Country field on the Case Product record.

G.k.3.3 Name of Holder / Applicant

The information entered in the Registration Holder/Applicant field on the Case Product record.

G.k.4.r Dosage and Relevant Information
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

G.k.4.r.1a Dose (number)

The value entered in the Dose (number) field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.1b Dose (unit)

The unit selected in the Dose (unit) field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.2 Number of Units in the Interval

The value entered in the Frequency (number) field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.3 Definition of the Time Interval Unit

The unit selected in the Frequency (unit) field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.4 Date and Time of Start of Drug

The information entered in the First Administration field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.5 Date and Time of Last Administration

The information entered in the Last Administration field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.6a Duration of Drug Administration (number)

The value entered in the Duration (number) field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.6b Duration of Drug Administration (unit)

The unit selected in the Duration (unit) field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.7 Batch / Lot Number

The information entered in the Batch/Lot Number field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.8 Dosage Text

The information entered in the Dose Text field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.9.1 Pharmaceutical Dose Form (free text)

The information entered in the Dose Form Text field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.9.2a Pharmaceutical Dose Form TermID Version Date/Number

The information entered in the Dose Form TermID Version field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.9.2b Pharmaceutical Dose Form TermID

The information entered in the Dose Form TermID field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.10.1 Route of Administration

The value in the Patient RoA field on the Case Product Dosage. This field is only included if structured data is
not provided in G.k.4.r.10.2a/b.

G.k.4.r.10.2a Route of Administration TermID Version Date / Number

The information entered in the Patient RoA TermID Version field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.10.2b Route of Administration TermID

The value entered in the Patient RoA TermID field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.11.1 Parent Route of Administration (free text)

The value in the Parent RoA field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.11.2a Parent Route of Administration TermID Version Date /

The information entered in the Parent RoA TermID Version field on the Case Product Dosage.

Number
G.k.4.r.11.2b Parent Route of Administration TermID

The value entered in the Parent RoA TermID field on the Case Product Dosage.

FDA.G.k.4.r.12 Vaccine Anatomical Approach Site

The appropriate NCI Concept Identifier is populated, based on the Anatomical Site field on the Case Product
Dosage.

FDA.G.k.4.r.13 Dose Number in Series

The value selected in the Dose Number in Series field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.7.r Indication for Use in Case
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

G.k.7.r.1 Indication as Reported by the Primary Source

The text from the Name (Reported) field on the Case Product Indication.

G.k.7.r.2a MedDRA Version for Indication

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

G.k.7.r.2b Indication (MedDRA code)

The MedDRA LLT coded on the Case Product Indication.

G.k.9.i Drug-reaction(s) / Event(s) Matrix
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

G.k.9.i.1 Reaction(s) / Event(s) Assessed

The specific reaction or event being assessed, referenced in the Case Adverse Event field on the Case
Assessment. This is not a user-entered element.

G.k.9.i.3.1a Time Interval between Beginning of Drug Administration and

The value entered in the First Dose Latency (number) field on the Case Assessment.

Start of Reaction / Event (number)
G.k.9.i.3.1b Time Interval between Beginning of Drug Administration and

The unit selected in the First Dose Latency (unit) field on the Case Assessment.

Start of Reaction / Event (unit)
G.k.9.i.3.2a Time Interval between Last Dose of Drug and Start of

The value entered in the Last Dose Latency (number) field on the Case Assessment.

Reaction / Event (number)
G.k.9.i.3.2b Time Interval between Last Dose of Drug and Start of

The unit selected in the Last Dose Latency (unit) field on the Case Assessment.

Reaction / Event (unit)
G.k.9.i.4 Did Reaction Recur on Re-administration?

The appropriate value is populated, based on the option selected in the Reaction Recurrence field on the Case
Assessment:
1 : yes - yes (rechallenge was done, reaction reccurred)
2 : yes - no (rechallenge was done, reaction did not recur)
3 : yes - unk (rechallenge was done, outcome unknown)
4 : no - n/a (no rechallenge was done, recurrance is not applicable)

G.k.9.i.2.r Assessment of Relatedness of Drug to Reaction(s) / Event(s)
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

G.k.9.i.2.r.1 Source of Assessment

The system maps this value from one of the following fields on the Case Assessment Result, ordered by priority:
1. The system first attempts to map the E2B Code corresponding to the Source Type Controlled Vocabulary.
2. If the system cannot map the E2B code, the system maps the free text value from the Source (text) field.

G.k.9.i.2.r.2 Method of Assessment

The system maps a text value from one of the following fields on the Case Assessment Result, ordered by
priority:
1. The system first attempts to map the E2B Code corresponding to the Method of Assessment Controlled
Vocabulary.
2. If the system cannot map the E2B code, the system maps the free text value from the Method (text) field.

G.k.9.i.2.r.3 Result of Assessment

The system maps a text value from one of the following fields on the Case Assessment Result, ordered by
priority:
1. If enabled, the value is mapped from the Assessment Result (Override) field.
Note

An administrator must add the Assessment Result (Override) field to the layout and Veeva Support

must enable this usage in your vault.
2. The system otherwise attempts to map the E2B Code corresponding to the Assessment Result Controlled
Vocabulary.
3. If the system cannot map the E2B code, the system maps the free text value from the Result (text) field.

G.k.12 Device Information
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

FDA.G.k.12.r.1 Malfunction

This element is populated with 1 (Yes) when the Device Report Type field on the Case contains Malfunction.

FDA.G.k.12.r.2.r If follow-up, what type?

This element is populated with the value from the Device Follow-Up Type field on the Case

FDA.G.k.12.r.3.r Device Problem Code

The value is mapped from the Device Problem field on the device-type Case Product.

FDA.G.k.12.r.4 Device Brand Name

The value entered in the Product Name field on the Product record associated with the device-type Case
Product.

FDA.G.k.12.r.5 Common Device Name

The value entered in the Generic Name field on the Product record associated with the device-type Case
Product.

FDA.G.k.12.r.6 Device Product Code

The value entered in the Product Code field on the Product Registration record associated with the device-type
Case Product.

FDA.G.k.12.r.7.1a Device Manufacturer Name

The Name of the Manufacturer selected on the associated Product record.

FDA.G.k.12.r.7.1b Device Manufacturer Address

The Address of the Manufacturer selected on the associated Product record.

FDA.G.k.12.r.7.1c Device Manufacturer City

The City of the Manufacturer selected on the associated Product record.

FDA.G.k.12.r.7.1d Device Manufacturer State

The State of the Manufacturer selected on the associated Product record.

FDA.G.k.12.r.7.1e Device Manufacturer Country

The Country of the Manufacturer selected on the associated Product record.

FDA.G.k.12.r.8 Device Usage

The value selected on the Device Usage Type field on the Case Product record.

FDA.G.k.12.r.9 Device Lot Number

The value entered in the Lot Number field on the Case Product record.

FDA.G.k.12.r.10a Operator of the Device

The value entered in the device Operator of the Device field on the Case Product record.

FDA.G.k.12.r.11.r Remedial Action Initiated

The value selected on the Remedial Action field or the value entered in the Remedial Action - Other field on
the Case object.

FDA.G2 Vaccines Given Within 4 Weeks Organizer
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

FDA.G2.k.1 Vaccine Type

The value from the Vaccine Type field on non-primary Vaccine-type Case Products administered within 4 weeks
of the primary Vaccine-type Case Product.

FDA.G2.k.2a MPID Version Date / Number

The value from the MPID Version field on non-primary Vaccine-type Case Products administered within 4
weeks of the primary Vaccine-type Case Product.

FDA.G2.k.2b Medicinal Product Identifier (MPID)

The value from the MPID field on non-primary Vaccine-type Case Products administered within 4 weeks of the
primary Vaccine-type Case Product.

FDA.G2.k.3 Date Given

The value for the First Admin Date field on the earliest Case Product Dosages for non-primary Vaccine-type
Case Products administered within 4 weeks of the primary Vaccine-type Case Product.

FDA.G2.k.4a Route of Administration TermID Version Date / Number

The FDA Concept Code Version from the Patient RoA Version field on the Case Product Dosage for nonprimary Vaccine-type Case Products administered within 4 weeks of the primary Vaccine-type Case Product.

FDA.G2.k.4b Route of Administration TermID

The FDA Concept Code for the value selected in the Patient RoA field on the Case Product Dosage for nonprimary Vaccine-type Case Products administered within 4 weeks of the primary Vaccine-type Case Product.

FDA.G2.k.5 Vaccine Anatomical Approach Site

The FDA Concept Code for the value selected in the Anatomical Site field on the earliest Case Product
Dosages for non-primary Vaccine-type Case Products administered within 4 weeks of the primary Vaccine-type
Case Product.

FDA.G2.k.6 Dose Number in Series

The value from the Dose Number in Series field on the earliest Case Product Dosages for non-primary
Vaccine-type Case Products administered within 4 weeks of the primary Vaccine-type Case Product.

FDA.G2.k.7 Lot Number

The value from the Batch/Lot Number field on the earliest Case Product Dosages for non-primary Vaccine-type
Case Products administered within 4 weeks of the primary Vaccine-type Case Product.

FDA.G2.k.8 Manufacturer Name

The value from the Manufacturer field on the Product record for non-primary Vaccine-type Case Products
administered within 4 weeks of the primary Vaccine-type Case Product.

H Narrative Case Summary and Further Information
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

H.1 Case Narrative Including Clinical Course, Therapeutic Measures,

The text from the Narrative Text field on the Case, to a limit of 100,000 characters.

Outcome and Additional Relevant Information
H.2 Reporter's Comments

The text from the Reporter's Comments field on the Case, to a limit of 20,000 characters.

H.4 Sender's Comments

The information entered in the Sender Comments field on the Case, to a limit of 20,000 characters.
For Domestic Cases with Localization Scope set to Company Comments or blank, the Localized Company
Comments are populated to this element.

H.3.r Sender's Diagnosis
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

H.3.r.1a MedDRA Version for Sender's Diagnosis / Syndrome and / or

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

Reclassification of Reaction / Event
H.3.r.1b Sender's Diagnosis / Syndrome and / or Reclassification of

The MedDRA LLT coded on the Case Diagnosis.

Reaction / Event (MedDRA code)

H.5.r Case Summary and Reporter's Comments in Native Language
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

H.5.r.1a Case Summary and Reporter's Comments Text

If there is a Case document classified with the Case > Summary > Narrative, the contents of that document is
populated in this element, to a limit of 100,000 characters.
For Domestic Cases with Localization Scope set to “Narrative” or blank, the Localized Narrative document is
populated to this element.
This information is separate from the data captured by H.2 Reporter's Comments.

H.5.r.1b Case Summary and Reporter's Comments Language

The 3-letter ISO code from the Language (ISO) document field for the Case document classified with the Case
> Summary >Narrative.
For Domestic Cases with Localization Scope set to “Narrative” or blank, the language selected on the Localized
Narrative document (Document field ( language_iso__v ) is populated to this element.
This information is separate from the data captured by H.2 Reporter's Comments.
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Learn how Vault Safety generates E2B R2 and E2B R3 files submittable to regulatory authorities.
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When you export a Case to an E2B file, either for an outbound Transmission or directly from the Case page, Vault Safety maps all case data and documents to the
appropriate E2B data elements.

Tip

Vault Safety automatically validates E2B files. E2B Validation provides more information.

Toggle between the following tabs to learn how Vault Safety maps information to generate ICH-compliant E2B (R3) and E2B (R2) files.

EMA E2B(R3) Mapping
N.1 ICH ICSR Transmission Identification (batch wrapper)
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

N.1.1 Types of Message in batch

This value is always 1 for ICH ICSR.

N.1.2 Batch Number

The value entered in the E2B Message ID field on the Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

N.1.3 Batch Sender Identifier

The value entered in the Origin ID field on the Transmission Profile associated with the Transmission
(Submission or Distribution) record.

N.1.4 Batch Receiver Identifier

The value entered in the Destination ID field on the Transmission Profile associated with the Transmission
(Submission or Distribution) record.

N.1.5 Date of Batch Transmission

The value entered in the Transmission Date field on the Transmission Profile associated with the Transmission
(Submission or Distribution) record. Otherwise, the date and time when the report was generated or transmitted,
calculated with full precision down to the second.

N.2.r ICH ICSR Message Header (message wrapper)
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

N.2.r.1 Message Identifier

The value entered in the UID field on the Case.

N.2.r.2 Message Sender Identifier

The value entered in the Origin ID field on the Transmission Profile associated with the Transmission
(Submission or Distribution) record.

N.2.r.3 Message Receiver Identifier

The value entered in the Destination ID field on the Transmission Profile associated with the Transmission
(Submission or Distribution) record.

N.2.r.4 Date of Message Creation

If the Case is Approved or Closed, the date entered in the Approval Date field.
Otherwise, the date and time when the report was generated or transmitted, calculated with full precision down
to the second.

C.1 Identification of the Case Safety Report
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

C.1.1 Sender's (case) Safety Report Unique Identifier

The value from the UID field on the Case Number object.

C.1.2 Date of Creation

The date entered in the Approval Date field if the Case is Approved or Closed.
If Approval Date is unavailable, the date of report generation or Transmission with a system warning.
Otherwise, the date and time when the report was generated or Transmitted, calculated with full precision down
to the second.

C.1.3 Type of Report

The appropriate value is populated, based on the option selected in the Report Type field on the Case:
1 : Spontaneous
2 : Study
3 : Other
4 : Unknown

C.1.4 Date Report Was First Received from Source

For initial Cases, the date entered in the Receipt Date field on the Case.
For Follow-Up Cases, the date entered in the Initial Receipt Date field on the Case.

C.1.5 Date of Most Recent Information for This Report

The date entered in the New Info Date field on the Case.

C.1.7 Does This Case Fulfil the Local Criteria for an Expedited Report?

If the Local Expedited Criteria (case_expedited__v) field on the Transmission (Submission or Distribution)
record has a value, the system uses this value. If this field is not specified on the Transmission, the system looks
at the Expedited field on the Case.
If the value is Yes, this element is populated with 1 (expedited). Otherwise, this element is populated with 2
(non-expedited).

C.1.6 Additional Available Documents Held by Sender
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

C.1.6.1 Are Additional Documents Available?

Populated as True if there are documents attached to the Case with the document type of Case > Source >
Attachment with the Retransmit field set to Yes.

C.1.6.1.r.1 Documents Held by Sender

The text entered in the Attachment Description and Attachment Description Continued fields on any
documents attached to the Case with the document type of Case > Source > Attachment with the Retransmit
field set to Yes, to a limit of 2,000 characters. This field is mapped even when the document is a placeholder or
blank.

C.1.6.1.r.2 Included Documents

If any documents are attached to the Case with the document type of Case > Source > Attachment with the
Retransmit field set to Yes, they will be encoded.

C.1.8 Worldwide Unique Case Identification
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

C.1.8.1 Worldwide Unique Case Identification Number

The value entered in the Worldwide UID field on the Case Number object.

C.1.8.2 First Sender of This Case

The value entered in the First Sender field on the original inbound Transmission.
The Transmission Date is used to find the original Transmission.

C.1.9.1 Other Case Identifiers in Previous Transmissions

Populated as True if there are any Case Identifier objects associated with the Case.

C.1.9.1.r.1 Source(s) of the Case Identifier

Repeated for the value entered in the Source field on each Case Identifier object.

C.1.9.1.r.2 Case Identifier(s)

The value entered in the Name field on the Case Identifier object.

C.1.10.r Identification Number of the Report Which Is Linked to This

The value entered in the Related Case Identifier field on the Case Relationship object.

Report
C.1.11.1 Report Nullification/Amendment

The appropriate value is populated, based on the option selected in the Reason field on the Transmission:
1 : Nullification
2 : Amendment

C.1.11.2 Reason for Nullification/Amendment

The text entered in the Reason Text field on the Transmission, to a limit of 2,000 characters.

C.2.r Primary Source(s) of Information
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

C.2.r.1.1 Reporter's Title

The value entered in the Title field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

C.2.r.1.2 Reporter's Given Name

The value entered in the First Name field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

C.2.r.1.3 Reporter's Middle Name

The value entered in the Middle Name field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

C.2.r.1.4 Reporter's Family Name

The value entered in the Last Name field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

C.2.r.2.1 Reporter’s Organisation

The value entered in the Organization field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

C.2.r.2.2 Reporter's Department

The value entered in the Department field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

C.2.r.2.3 Reporter's Street

The value entered in the Street Name field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

C.2.r.2.4 Reporter's City

The value entered in the City field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

C.2.r.2.5 Reporter's State or Province

Populates the State/Province field on the Case Contact object for the primary reporter.
For Domestic Cases, the system checks if the state or province is mapped to a domestic state code on a
Country State/Province record. If a record exists, the Domestic State Code is exported to this field. This is
useful for countries, such as Spain or Italy, where the state code is required in submissions to the EMA. If no
mapping exists, the text value entered in the State/Province field is exported to this element.

C.2.r.2.6 Reporter's Postcode

The value entered in the Zip/Postal Code field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

C.2.r.2.7 Reporter's Telephone

The value entered in the Telephone field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

C.2.r.3 Reporter’s Country Code

The ISO code populated in the Country field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

C.2.r.4 Qualification

The option selected in the Qualification field on a Reporter-type Case Contact. If Patient or Parent is selected
in this field, then the E2B code of 5 is mapped.

C.2.r.5 Primary Source for Regulatory Purposes

Populated with 1 (true) if the Primary Source field is set to Yes on the associated Reporter-type Case
Contact.

C.3 Information on Sender of Case Safety Report
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

C.3.1 Sender Type

The option selected in the Sender Type field in the Organization record associated with the Sender User on the
Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.
If the Sender User is not specified on the Transmission, by default the system maps the Sender Type from the
Organization on the Case.

C.3.2 Sender's Organisation

The value entered in the Organisation field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the
Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.
If the Sender User is not specified on the Transmission, by default the system maps the Organization on the
Case.

C.3.3.1 Sender's Department

The value entered in the Department field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the
Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

C.3.3.2 Sender's Title

The value entered in the Title field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the Transmission
(Submission or Distribution) record.

C.3.3.3 Sender's Given Name

The value entered in the First Name field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the
Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

C.3.3.4 Sender's Middle Name

The value entered in the Middle Name field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the
Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

C.3.3.5 Sender's Family Name

The value entered in the Last Name field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the
Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

C.3.4.1 Sender's Street Address

The value entered in the Street field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the Transmission
(Submission or Distribution) record.

C.3.4.2 Sender's City

The value entered in the City field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the Transmission
(Submission or Distribution) record.

C.3.4.3 Sender's State or Province

The value entered in the State / Province field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the
Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

C.3.4.4 Sender's Postcode

The value entered in the Zip/Postal Code field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the
Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

C.3.4.5 Sender's Country Code

The 2-letter ISO code associated with the country selected in the Country field in the Person record associated
with the Sender User on the Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

C.3.4.6 Sender's Telephone

The value entered in the Telephone field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the
Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

C.3.4.7 Sender's Fax

The value entered in the Fax field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the Transmission
(Submission or Distribution) record.

C.3.4.8 Sender's E-mail Address

The value entered in the Email field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the Transmission
(Submission or Distribution) record.

C.4.r Literature Reference(s)
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

C.4.r.1 Literature Reference(s)

The value entered in the Reference document field for any Case documents classified with the Case > Source
> Literature document type, to a limit of 500 characters.

C.4.r.2 Included Documents

Any documents attached to the Case with the document type of Case > Source > Literature and the
Retransmit field set to Yes are included with the transmission.

C.5 Study Identification
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

C.5.1.r.1 Study Registration Number

The value entered in the Registration Number field on the Case Study Registration object.

C.5.1.r.2 Study Registration Country

The 2-letter ISO code associated with the country selected in the Country field on the Case Study Registration
object.
For EMA E2B exports, country codes within the jurisdiction of EMA are replaced with EU in the resulting E2B
file.

C.5.2 Study Name

The value entered in the Study Name field on the associated Case, to a limit of 2,000 characters.

C.5.3 Sponsor Study Number

The value entered in the Study Number field on the associated Study.

C.5.4 Study Type Where Reaction(s) / Event(s) Were Observed

The option populated in the Study Type field on the Case.

D Patient Characteristics
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

D.1 Patient (name or initials)

The value entered in the Patient Initials / ID field on the Case.

D.1.1 Patient Medical Record Number(s) and Source(s) of the Record Number
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

D.1.1.1 Patient Medical Record Number(s) and Source(s) of the Record

The value entered in the MRN - GP field on the Case.

Number (GP Medical Record Number)
D.1.1.2 Patient Medical Record Number(s) and Source(s) of the Record

The value entered in the MRN - Specialist field on the Case.

Number (Specialist Record Number)
D.1.1.3 Patient Medical Record Number(s) and Source(s) of the Record

The value entered in the MRN - Hospital field on the Case.

Number (Hospital Record Number)
D.1.1.4 Patient Medical Record Number(s) and Source(s) of the Record

The value entered in the MRN - Investigation field on the Case.

Number (Investigation Number)

D.2 Age Information
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

D.2.1 Date of Birth

The date entered in the Date of Birth field on the Case. For this data element to be transmitted, the full date is
required with year, month, and day.

D.2.2a Age at Time of Onset of Reaction / Event (number)

The value entered in the Age field on the Case. In accordance with ICH guidelines, this element is not
transmitted if the Patient Date of Birth (D.2.1) is transmitted.

D.2.2b Age at Time of Onset of Reaction / Event (unit)

The value selected in the Age (unit) field on the Case. In accordance with ICH guidelines, this element is not
transmitted if the Patient Date of Birth (D.2.1) is transmitted.

D.2.2.1a Gestation Period When Reaction / Event Was Observed in the

The value entered in the Gestation field on the Case.

Foetus (number)
D.2.2.1b Gestation Period When Reaction/Event Was Observed in the

The unit selected in the Gestation (unit) field on the Case.

Foetus (unit)
D.2.3 Patient Age Group (as per reporter)

The option populated in the Age Group field on the Case. In accordance with ICH guidelines, this element is
only transmitted when both the Patient Date of Birth (D.2.1) and Age at Onset (D.2.2) are not transmitted.

D.3 Body Weight (kg)

The value entered in the Weight field on the Case.

D.4 Height (cm)

The value entered in the Height (normalized) field on the Case.

D.5 Sex

The option populated in the Gender field on the Case.

D.6 Last Menstrual Period Date

The date entered in the Last Menstrual field on the Case.

D.7 Relevant Medical History and Concurrent Conditions
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

D.7.1.r.1a MedDRA Version for Medical History

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

D.7.1.r.1b Medical History (disease / surgical procedure / etc.) (MedDRA

The MedDRA LLT coded on the Case Medical History object.

code)
D.7.1.r.2 Start Date

The date entered in the Start Date field on the Case Medical History object.

D.7.1.r.3 Continuing

The appropriate value is populated, based on the Continuing field on the Case Medical History object.

D.7.1.r.4 End Date

The date entered in the End Date field on the Case Medical History object.

D.7.1.r.5 Comments

The text entered in the Comments field on the Case Medical History object, to a limit of 2,000 characters.

D.7.1.r.6 Family History

The value selected in the Family History field on the Case Medical History object.

D.7.2 Text for Relevant Medical History and Concurrent Conditions (not

The text entered in the Medical History Text field on the Case, to a limit of 10,000 characters.

including reaction / event)
D.7.3 Concomitant Therapies

Set to True when the Concomitant Therapies field is set to Yes on the Case.

D.8.r Relevant Past Drug History
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

D.8.r.1 Name of Drug as Reported

The value entered in the Drug (Reported) field on the Case Drug History record.

D.8.r.2a MPID Version Date/Number

The value entered in the MPID Version field on the Case Drug History record.

D.8.r.2b Medicinal Product Identifier (MPID)

The value entered in the MPID field on the Case Drug History record.

D.8.r.3a PhPID Version Date/Number

The value entered in the PhPID Version field on the Case Drug History record.

D.8.r.3b Pharmaceutical Product Identifier (PhPID)

The value entered in the PhPID field on the Case Drug History record.

D.8.r.4 Start Date

The date entered in the Start Date field on the Case Drug History record.

D.8.r.5 End Date

The value entered in the End Date field on the Case Drug History record.

D.8.r.6a MedDRA Version for Indication

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

D.8.r.6b Indication (MedDRA code)

The MedDRA LLT coded for the indication on the Case Drug History record.

D.8.r.7a MedDRA Version for Reaction

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

D.8.r.7b Reaction (MedDRA code)

The value entered in the Reaction MedDRA field on the Case Drug History record.

D.8.r.1 Name of Drug as Reported
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

D.8.r.1.EU.1 Name part - Invented name

The information entered in the Invented Name Part field on the Case Drug History object.

D.8.r.1.EU.2 Name part - Scientific name

The information entered in the Scientific Name Part field on the Case Drug History object.

D.8.r.1.EU.3 Name part - Trademark name

The information entered in the Trademark Name Part field on the Case Drug History object.

D.8.r.1.EU.4 Name part - Strength name

The information entered in the Strength Name Part field on the Case Drug History object.

D.8.r.1.EU.5 Name part - Form name

The information entered in the Form Name Part field on the Case Drug History object.

D.8.r.1.EU.6 Name part - Container name

The information entered in the Container Name Part field on the Case Drug History object.

D.8.r.1.EU.7 Name part - Device name

The information entered in the Device Name Part field on the Case Drug History object.

D.8.r.1.EU.8 Name part - Intended use name

The information entered in the Intended Use Name Part field on the Case Drug History object.

D.8.r.EU Substance / Specified Substance Identifier and Strength
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

D.8.r.EU.r.1 Substance / Specified Substance Name

The information entered in the Name (Reported) field on the Case Drug History Substance.

D.8.r.EU.r.2a Substance/Specified Substance TermID Version

The value entered in the TermID Version field on the Case Drug History Substance.

Date/Number
D.8.r.EU.r.2b Substance/Specified Substance TermID

The value entered in the TermID field on the Case Drug History Substance.

D.8.r.EU.r.3a Strength (number)

The value entered in the Strength (Number) field on the Case Drug History Substance.

D.8.r.EU.r.3b Strength (unit)

The unit selected in the Strength (Unit) field on the Case Drug History Substance.

D.9 In case of Death
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

D.9.1 Date of Death

The date entered in the Date of Death field on the Case.

D.9.2.r.1a MedDRA Version for Reported Cause(s) of Death

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

D.9.2.r.1b Reported Cause(s) of Death (MedDRA code)

The MedDRA LLT coded on the Reported Case Cause of Death object.

D.9.2.r.2 Reported Cause(s) of Death (free text)

The text entered in the Name (Reported) field on the Reported Case Cause of Death object.

D.9.3 Was Autopsy Done?

The value selected in the Autopsy field on the Case.

D.9.4.r.1a MedDRA Version for Autopsy-determined Cause(s) of Death

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

D.9.4.r.1b Autopsy-determined Cause(s) of Death (MedDRA code)

The MedDRA LLT coded on the Autopsy-Determined Case Cause of Death object.

D.9.4.r.2 Autopsy-determined Cause(s) of Death (free text)

The information entered in the Name (Reported) field on the Autopsy-Determined Case Cause of Death object.

D.10 For a Parent-child / Foetus Report, Information Concerning the Parent
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

D.10.1 Parent Identification

The value entered in the Patient ID field on the associated Parental-type Case.

D.10.2.1 Date of Birth of Parent

The date entered in the Date of Birth field on the associated Parental-type Case. For this data element to be
transmitted, the full date is required with year, month, and day.

D.10.2.2a Age of Parent (number)

The value entered in the Age field on the associated Parental-type Case.

D.10.2.2b Age of Parent (unit)

The unit entered in the Age (unit) field on the associated Parental-type Case.

D.10.3 Last Menstrual Period Date of Parent

The date entered in the Last Menstrual field on the associated Parental-type Case.

D.10.4 Body Weight (kg) of Parent

The value entered in the Weight field on the associated Parental-type Case.

D.10.5 Height (cm) of Parent

The value entered in the Height (normalized) field on the associated Parental-type Case.

D.10.6 Sex of Parent

The value entered in the Gender field on the associated Parent-type Case.

D.10.7.1.r.1a MedDRA Version for Medical History

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field on the
associated Parental-type Case.

D.10.7.1.r.1b Medical History (disease / surgical procedure / etc.)

The MedDRA LLT coded on the Case Medical History object on the associated Parental-type Case.

(MedDRA code)
D.10.7.1.r.2 Start Date

The date entered in the Start Date field on the Case Medical History object on the associated Parental-type
Case.

D.10.7.1.r.3 Continuing

The value selected in the Continuing field on the Case Medical History object on the associated Parental-type
Case.

D.10.7.1.r.4 End Date

The date entered in the End Date field on the Case Medical History object on the associated Parental-type
Case.

D.10.7.1.r.5 Comments

The text entered in the Comments field on the Case Medical History object on the associated Parental-type
Case, to a limit of 2,000 characters.

D.10.7.2 Text for Relevant Medical History and Concurrent Conditions of

The text entered in the Medical History Text field on the associated Parental-type Case, to a limit of 10,000

Parent

characters.

D.10.8.r Relevant Past Drug History of Parent
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

D.10.8.r.1 Name of Drug as Reported

The text entered in the Name Reported field on the Case Drug History object on the associated Parental-type
Case.

D.10.8.r.2a MPID Version Date/Number

The value entered in the MPID Version field on the Case Drug History object on the associated Parental-type
Case.

D.10.8.r.2b Medicinal Product Identifier (MPID)

The value entered in the MPID field on the Case Drug History object on the associated Parental-type Case.

D.10.8.r.3a PhPID Version Date/Number

The value entered in the PhPID Version field on the Case Drug History object on the associated Parental-type
Case.

D.10.8.r.3b Pharmaceutical Product Identifier (PhPID)

The value entered in the PhPID field on the Case Drug History object on the associated Parental-type Case.

D.10.8.r.4 Start Date

The date entered in the Start Date field on the Case Drug History object on the associated Parental-type Case.

D.10.8.r.5 End Date

The date entered in the End Date field on the Case Drug History object on the associated Parental-type Case.

D.10.8.r.6a MedDRA Version for Indication

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field on the
associated Parental-type Case.

D.10.8.r.6b Indication (MedDRA code)

The indication MedDRA LLT coded on the Case Drug History object on the associated Parental-type Case.

D.10.8.r.7a MedDRA Version for Reaction

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field on the
associated Parental-type Case.

D.10.8.r.7b Reactions (MedDRA code)

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field on the
associated Parental-type Case.

D.10.8.r.1 Relevant Past Drug History of Parent
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

D.10.8.r.1.EU.1 Name part - Invented name

The information entered in the Invented Name Part field on the Case Drug History object on the associated
Parental-Type Case.

D.10.8.r.1.EU.2 Name part - Scientific name

The information entered in the Scientific Name Part field on the Case Drug History object on the associated
Parental-Type Case.

D.10.8.r.1.EU.3 Name part - Trademark name

The information entered in the Trademark Name Part field on the Case Drug History object on the associated
Parental-Type Case.

D.10.8.r.1.EU.4 Name part - Strength name

The information entered in the Strength Name Part field on the Case Drug History object on the associated
Parental-Type Case.

D.10.8.r.1.EU.5 Name part - Form name

The information entered in the Form Name Part field on the Case Drug History object on the associated
Parental-Type Case.

D.10.8.r.1.EU.6 Name part - Container name

The information entered in the Container Name Part field on the Case Drug History object on the associated
Parental-Type Case.

D.10.8.r.1.EU.7 Name part - Device name

The information entered in the Device Name Part field on the Case Drug History object on the associated
Parental-Type Case.

Back to Top

Feedback?

D.10.8.r.1.EU.8 Name part - Intended use name

The information entered in the Intended Use Name Part field on the Case Drug History object on the
associated Parental-Type Case.

ICH E2B(R3)

FDA VAERS E2B(R3)

EMA E2B(R3)

PMDA E2B(R3)

ICH E2B(R2)

FDA E2B(R2)

HC E2B(R2)

D.10.8.r.EU Substance / Specified Substance Identifier and Strength
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

D.10.r.EU.r.1 Substance / Specified Substance Name

The information entered in the Name (Reported) field on the Case Drug History Substance object on the
associated Parental-Type Case.

D.10.8.r.EU.r.2a Substance/Specified Substance TermID Version

The value entered in the TermID Version field on the Case Drug History Substance object on the associated

Date/Number

Parental-Type Case.

D.10.8.r.EU.r.2b Substance/Specified Substance TermID

The value entered in the TermID field on the Case Drug History Substance object on the associated ParentalType Case.

D.10.8.r.EU.r.3a Strength (number)

The value entered in the Strength (Number) field on the Case Drug History Substance object on the associated
Parental-Type Case.

D.10.8.r.EU.r.3b Strength (unit)

The unit selected in the Strength (Unit) field on the Case Drug History Substance object on the associated
Parental-Type Case.

E.I Reaction(s) / Event(s)
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

E.i.1.1a Reaction / Event as Reported by the Primary Source in Native

The text entered in the Event (Reported) field on the Case Adverse Event.

Language
E.i.1.1b Reaction / Event as Reported by the Primary Source Language

The text entered in the Event (Reported) - Language field on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.1.2 Reaction / Event as Reported by the Primary Source for

The text entered in the Event (Reported) - English (event_reported_english__v) field on the Case Adverse

Translation

Event.

E.i.2.1a MedDRA Version for Reaction / Event

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

E.i.2.1b Reaction / Event (MedDRA code)

The value entered in the Event (MedDRA) field on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.3.1 Term Highlighted by the Reporter

The value selected in the Highlighted Term field on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.3.2 Seriousness Criteria at Event Level
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

E.i.3.2a Results in Death

Set to True when Results in death is selected in the Seriousness field on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.3.2b Life Threatening

Set to True when Life threatening is selected in the Seriousness field on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.3.2c Caused / Prolonged Hospitalisation

Set to True when Caused / prolonged hospitalisation is selected in the Seriousness field on the Case
Adverse Event.

E.i.3.2d Disabling / Incapacitating

Set to True when Disabling / incapacitating is selected in the Seriousness field on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.3.2e Congenital Anomaly / Birth Defect

Set to True when Congenital anomaly / birth defect is selected in the Seriousness field on the Case Adverse
Event.

E.i.3.2f Other Medically Important Condition

Set to True when Other medically important condition is selected in the Seriousness field on the Case
Adverse Event.

E.i.4 Date of Start of Reaction / Event

The date entered in the Onset field on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.5 Date of End of Reaction / Event

The date entered in the Resolved field on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.6a Duration of Reaction / Event (number)

The value entered in the Duration field on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.6b Duration of Reaction / Event (unit)

The unit entered in the Duration (unit) field on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.7 Outcome of Reaction / Event at the Time of Last Observation

The value selected in the Outcome field on the Case Adverse Event.
You must select a Vault E2B Code value for this section.
See the following table for the E2B Code values and their corresponding E2B R3 Code values.

E.i.8 Medical Confirmation by Healthcare Professional

VAULT E2B CODE

E2B R3 CODE

1 - Recovered/Resolved

1 - Recovered/Resolved

2 - Recovering/Resolving

2 - Recovering/Resolving

3 - Not Recovered/Not Resolved/Ongoing

3 - Not Recovered/Not Resolved.Ongoing

4 - Recovered/Resolved with Sequelae

4 - Recovered/Resolved with Sequelae

5 - Fatal

5 - Fatal

0 - Unknown

0 - Unknown

Populated based on the value in the HCP Confirmed field on the Case Adverse Event. This field is only
transmitted when the Qualification field on the primary (Rank 1) Reporter-type Case Contact does not
designate a health professional. That is, the Qualification Controlled Vocabulary does not correspond to E2B
codes 1, 2, or 3.

E.i.9 Identification of the Country Where the Reaction / Event Occurred

The value entered in the Event Country field on the Case Adverse Event.

F.r Results of Tests and Procedures Relevant to the Investigation of the Patient
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

F.r.1 Test Date

The date entered in the Test Date field on the Case Test Result.

F.r.2.1 Test Name (free text)

The information entered in the Test Name (Reported) field on the Case Test Result.

F.r.2.2a MedDRA Version for Test Name

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

F.r.2.2b Test Name (MedDRA code)

The MedDRA LLT coded on the Case Test Result.

F.r.3.1 Test Result (code)

The value selected in the Result (code) field on the Case Test Result.

F.r.3.2 Test Result (value / qualifier)

The values entered in the Test Result (Qualifier) and (Number) fields on the Case Test Result. In accordance
with ICH guidelines, this element is not populated if the Test Result (code) (F.r.3.1) is provided.

Note

When the Test Result (Number) field is populated but the Test Result (Unit) field is blank, if

there is a value in the Result (Unit) Text field, this element is not populated. Instead, the Test Result
(Number) and Result (Unit) Text fields are mapped to F.r.3.4.

F.r.3.3 Test Result (unit)

The unit selected in the Result (Unit) field on the Case Test Result. In accordance with ICH guidelines, this
element is not populated if the Test Result (code) (F.r.3.1) is provided.

F.r.3.4 Result Unstructured Data (free text)

The information entered in the Result (Text) field on the Case Test Result. In accordance with ICH guidelines,
the system adheres to the following rules when mapping this field:
This field allows numeric values only and is not mapped if the value entered contains non-numeric
characters.
This field is not populated if the Test Result (code) (F.r.3.1) or F.r.3.2 Test Result (value / qualifier) is
provided.

Note

When the Test Result (Number) field is populated but the Test Result (Unit) field is blank, if

there is a value in the Result (Unit) Text field, the number and unit text are populated in this element.

F.r.4 Normal Low Value

The unit and value entered in the Normal Low Value field on the Case Test Result.
If the result does not have a unit, the system will map any text entered instead.

F.r.5 Normal High Value

The unit and value entered in the Normal High Value field on the Case Test Result.
If the result does not have a unit, the system will map any text entered instead.

F.r.6 Comments (free text)

The information entered in the Comments field on the Case Test Result.

F.r.7 More Information Available

The value entered in the More Information Available field on the Case Test Result.

G.k Drug(s) Information
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

G.k.1 Characterisation of Drug Role

The value entered in the Drug Role field on the Case Product record.

G.k.2.4 Identification of the Country Where the Drug Was Obtained

The value entered in the Country Obtained field on the Case Product record.

G.k.2.5 Investigational Product Blinded

The value entered in the Blinded field on the Case Product record.

G.k.5a Cumulative Dose to First Reaction (number)

The value entered in the Cumulative Dose field on the Case Product record.

G.k.5b Cumulative Dose to First Reaction (unit)

The unit selected in the Cumulative Dose (unit) field on the Case Product record.

G.k.6a Gestation Period at Time of Exposure (number)

The value entered in the Gestation Exposure field on the Case Product record.

G.k.6b Gestation Period at Time of Exposure (unit)

The unit selected in the Gestation Exposure (unit) field on the Case Product record.

G.k.8 Action(s) Taken with Drug

The value selected in the Action Taken field on the Case Product record.
You must select a Vault E2B Code value for this section.
See the following table for the E2B Code values and their corresponding E2B R3 Code values.

VAULT E2B CODE

E2B R3 CODE

1 - Drug Withdrawn

1 - Drug Withdrawn

2 - Dose Reduced

2 - Dose Reduced

3 - Dose Increased

3 - Dose Increased

4 - Dose Not Changed

4 - Dose Not Changed

0 - Unknown

0 - Unknown

9 - Not Applicable

9 - Not Applicable

G.k.10.r Additional Information on Drug (coded)

The value selected in the Additional Information field on the Case Product record.

G.k.11 Additional Information on Drug (free text)

The information entered in the Additional Information (text) field on the Case Product record.

G.k.2 Drug Identification
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

G.k.2.1.1a MPID Version Date / Number

The value entered in the MPID Version field on the Case Product record.

G.k.2.1.1b Medicinal Product Identifier (MPID)

The value entered in the MPID field on the Case Product record.

G.k.2.1.2a PhPID Version Date/Number

The value entered in the PhPID Version field on the Case Product record.

G.k.2.1.2b Pharmaceutical Product Identifier (PhPID)

The value entered in the PhPID field on the Case Product record.

G.k.2.2 Medicinal Product Name as Reported by the Primary Source

The information entered in the Product (Reported) field on the Case Product record.

G.k.2.2.EU.9.r.1 Device Component Name

The information entered in the Product (Reported) field on the Case Product record for a device constituent in
a Combination Product.

G.k.2.2.EU.9.r.4 Device Batch Lot Number

The information entered in the Lot Number field on the Case Product record for a device constituent in a
Combination Product.

G.k.2.2 Medicinal Product Name as Reported by the Primary Source
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

G.k.2.2.EU.1 Name part - Invented name

The information entered in the Invented Name Part field on the Case Product record.

G.k.2.2.EU.2 Name part - Scientific name

The information entered in the Scientific Name Part field on the Case Product record.

G.k.2.2.EU.3 Name part - Trademark name

The information entered in the Trademark Name Part field on the Case Product record.

G.k.2.2.EU.4 Name part - Strength name

The information entered in the Strength Name Part field on the Case Product record.

G.k.2.2.EU.5 Name part - Form name

The information entered in the Form Name Part field on the Case Product record.

G.k.2.2.EU.6 Name part - Container name

The information entered in the Container Name Part field on the Case Product record.

G.k.2.2.EU.7 Name part - Device name

The information entered in the Device Name Part field on the Case Product record.

G.k.2.2.EU.8 Name part - Intended use name

The information entered in the Intended Use Name field on the Case Product record.

G.k.2.3.r Substance / Specified Substance Identifier and Strength
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

G.k.2.3.r.1 Substance / Specified Substance Name

The information entered in the Name (Reported) field on the Case Product Substance.

G.k.2.3.r.2a Substance / Specified Substance TermID Version

The value entered in the TermID Version field on the Case Product Substance.

Date/Number
G.k.2.3.r.2b Substance / Specified Substance TermID

The value entered in the TermID field on the Case Product Substance.

G.k.2.3.r.3a Strength (number)

The value entered in the Strength (Number) field on the Case Product Substance.

G.k.2.3.r.3b Strength (unit)

The unit selected in the Strength (Unit) field on the Case Product Substance.

G.k.3 Holder and Authorisation / Application Number of Drug
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

G.k.3.1 Authorisation / Application Number

The information entered in the Registration Number field on the Case Product record.

G.k.3.2 Country of Authorisation / Application

The 2-letter country code for the country selected in the Registration Country field on the Case Product record.

G.k.3.3 Name of Holder / Applicant

The information entered in the Registration Holder/Applicant field on the Case Product record.

G.k.4.r Dosage and Relevant Information
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

G.k.4.r.1a Dose (number)

The value entered in the Dose (number) field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.1b Dose (unit)

The unit selected in the Dose (unit) field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.2 Number of Units in the Interval

The value entered in the Frequency (number) field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.3 Definition of the Time Interval Unit

The unit selected in the Frequency (unit) field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.4 Date and Time of Start of Drug

The information entered in the First Administration field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.5 Date and Time of Last Administration

The information entered in the Last Administration field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.6a Duration of Drug Administration (number)

The value entered in the Duration (number) field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.6b Duration of Drug Administration (unit)

The unit selected in the Duration (unit) field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.7 Batch / Lot Number

The information entered in the Batch/Lot Number field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.8 Dosage Text

The information entered in the Dose Text field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.9.1 Pharmaceutical Dose Form (free text)

If the Dose Form Text field value maps to a current EDQM Term, the EDQM Name field is exported.
( dose_form__v.edqm__v.edqmname__v )
If the field value does not map to a current EDQM Term, the Name field is exported.
( dose_form__v.name__v )

G.k.4.r.9.2a Pharmaceutical Dose Form TermID Version Date/Number

If the Dose Form TermID Version field value maps to a current EDQM Term, the EDQM Version field is
exported. ( dose_form__v.edqm__v.edqmversion__v )
If the field value does not map to a current EDQM Term, the field is not populated.

G.k.4.r.9.2b Pharmaceutical Dose Form TermID

If the Dose Form TermID field value maps to a current EDQM Term, the EDQM Code field is exported.
( dose_form__v.edqm__v.edqmcode__v )
If the field value does not map to a current EDQM Term, the field is not populated.

G.k.4.r.10.1 Route of Administration

If the Patient RoA field value maps to a current EDQM Term, the EDQM Name field is exported.
( patient_route_of_admin__v.edqm__v.edqmname__v )
If the field value does not map to a current EDQM Term, the Name field is exported.
( patient_route_of_admin__v.name__v )

G.k.4.r.10.2a Route of Administration TermID Version Date / Number

If the Patient RoA TermID Version field value maps to a current EDQM Term, the EDQM Version field is
exported. ( patient_route_of_admin__v.edqm__v.edqmversion__v )
If the field value does not map to a current EDQM Term, the field is not populated.

G.k.4.r.10.2b Route of Administration TermID

If the Patient RoA TermID field value maps to a current EDQM Term, the EDQM Code field is exported.
( patient_route_of_admin__v.edqm__v.edqmcode__v )
If the field value does not map to a current EDQM Term, the field is not populated.

G.k.4.r.11.1 Parent Route of Administration (free text)

If the Parent RoA field value maps to a current EDQM Term, the EDQM Name field is exported.
( parent_route_of_admin__v.edqm__v.edqmname__v )
If the field value does not map to a current EDQM Term, the Name field is exported.
( parent_route_of_admin__v.name__v )

G.k.4.r.11.2a Parent Route of Administration TermID Version Date /

If the Parent RoA TermID Version field value maps to a current EDQM Term, the EDQM Version field is

Number

exported. ( parent_route_of_admin__v.edqm__v.edqmversion__v )
If the field value does not map to a current EDQM Term, the field is not populated.

G.k.4.r.11.2b Parent Route of Administration TermID

If the Parent RoA TermID field value maps to a current EDQM Term, the EDQM Code field is exported.
( parent_route_of_admin__v.edqm__v.edqmcode__v )
If the field value does not map to a current EDQM Term, the field is not populated.

G.k.7.r Indication for Use in Case
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

G.k.7.r.1 Indication as Reported by the Primary Source

The text from the Name (Reported) field on the Case Product Indication.

G.k.7.r.2a MedDRA Version for Indication

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

G.k.7.r.2b Indication (MedDRA code)

The MedDRA LLT coded on the Case Product Indication.

G.k.9.i Drug-reaction(s) / Event(s) Matrix
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

G.k.9.i.1 Reaction(s) / Event(s) Assessed

The specific reaction or event being assessed, referenced in the Case Adverse Event field on the Case
Assessment. This is not a user-entered element.

G.k.9.i.3.1a Time Interval between Beginning of Drug Administration and

The value entered in the First Dose Latency (number) field on the Case Assessment.

Start of Reaction / Event (number)
G.k.9.i.3.1b Time Interval between Beginning of Drug Administration and

The unit selected in the First Dose Latency (unit) field on the Case Assessment.

Start of Reaction / Event (unit)
G.k.9.i.3.2a Time Interval between Last Dose of Drug and Start of

The value entered in the Last Dose Latency (number) field on the Case Assessment.

Reaction / Event (number)
G.k.9.i.3.2b Time Interval between Last Dose of Drug and Start of

The unit selected in the Last Dose Latency (unit) field on the Case Assessment.

Reaction / Event (unit)
G.k.9.i.4 Did Reaction Recur on Re-administration?

The appropriate value is populated, based on the option selected in the Reaction Recurrence field on the Case
Assessment:
1 : yes - yes (rechallenge was done, reaction reccurred)
2 : yes - no (rechallenge was done, reaction did not recur)
3 : yes - unk (rechallenge was done, outcome unknown)
4 : no - n/a (no rechallenge was done, recurrance is not applicable)

G.k.9.i.2.r Assessment of Relatedness of Drug to Reaction(s) / Event(s)
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

G.k.9.i.2.r.1.EU.1 EU Source of Assessment

The system maps this value from one of the following fields on the Case Assessment Result, ordered by priority:
1. The system first attempts to map the E2B Code corresponding to the Source Type Controlled Vocabulary.
2. If the system cannot map the E2B code, the system maps the free text value from the Source (text) field.

G.k.9.i.2.r.2.EU.1 EU Method of Assessment

The system maps this value from one of the following fields on the Case Assessment Result, ordered by priority:
1. The system first attempts to map the E2B Code corresponding to the Method of Assessment Controlled
Vocabulary.
2. If the system cannot map the E2B code, the system maps the free text value from the Method (text) field.

G.k.9.i.2.r.3.EU.1 EU Result of Assessment

The system maps the value from one of the following fields on the Case Assessment Result, ordered by priority:
1. The system first attempts to map the E2B Code corresponding to the Assessment Result (Override)
Controlled Vocabulary. If no E2B Code is specified, the system finds the record Name of the Assessment
Result (Override) Controlled Vocabulary. Note An administrator must add the Assessment Result
(Override) field to the layout and Veeva Support must enable this usage in your vault.
2. If the Assessment Result (Override) is not available, the system attempts to map the E2B Code
corresponding to the Assessment Result Controlled Vocabulary.
If no E2B Code is specified, the system finds the record Name of the Assessment Result Controlled
Vocabulary.
3. If none of the above are available, the system maps the free text value from the Result (text) field.

H Narrative Case Summary and Further Information
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

H.1 Case Narrative Including Clinical Course, Therapeutic Measures,

The text from the Narrative Text field on the Case, to a limit of 100,000 characters.

Outcome and Additional Relevant Information
H.2 Reporter's Comments

The text from the Reporter's Comments field on the Case, to a limit of 20,000 characters.

H.4 Sender's Comments

The information entered in the Sender Comments field on the Case, to a limit of 20,000 characters.
For Domestic Cases with Localization Scope set to Company Comments or blank, the Localized Company
Comments are populated to this element.

H.3.r Sender's Diagnosis
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

H.3.r.1a MedDRA Version for Sender's Diagnosis / Syndrome and / or

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

Reclassification of Reaction / Event
H.3.r.1b Sender's Diagnosis / Syndrome and / or Reclassification of

The MedDRA LLT coded on the Case Diagnosis.

Reaction / Event (MedDRA code)

H.5.r Case Summary and Reporter's Comments in Native Language
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

H.5.r.1a Case Summary and Reporter's Comments Text

If there is a Case document classified with the Case > Summary > Narrative, the contents of that document is
populated in this element, to a limit of 100,000 characters.
For Domestic Cases with Localization Scope set to “Narrative” or blank, the Localized Narrative document is
populated to this element.
This information is separate from the data captured by H.2 Reporter's Comments.

H.5.r.1b Case Summary and Reporter's Comments Language

The 3-letter ISO code from the Language (ISO) document field for the Case document classified with the Case
> Summary >Narrative.
For Domestic Cases with Localization Scope set to “Narrative” or blank, the language selected on the Localized
Narrative document (Document field ( language_iso__v ) is populated to this element.
This information is separate from the data captured by H.2 Reporter's Comments.
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E2B Generation Data Mapping
Learn how Vault Safety generates E2B R2 and E2B R3 files submittable to regulatory authorities.
Last Updated Aug 12, 2022

When you export a Case to an E2B file, either for an outbound Transmission or directly from the Case page, Vault Safety maps all case data and documents to the
appropriate E2B data elements.

Tip

Vault Safety automatically validates E2B files. E2B Validation provides more information.

Toggle between the following tabs to learn how Vault Safety maps information to generate ICH-compliant E2B (R3) and E2B (R2) files.
ICH E2B(R3)

FDA VAERS E2B(R3)

EMA E2B(R3)

PMDA E2B(R3)

ICH E2B(R2)

FDA E2B(R2)

HC E2B(R2)

PMDA E2B(R3) Mapping
Note

A Japan Localized Case must contain a Case Product Registration assigned PMDA Rank 1 (primary), otherwise the system generates the entire PMDA

E2B(R3) file using ICH E2B(R3) mappings instead.

Per PMDA guidance, certain data elements are transmitted only for specific PMDA Reporting Categories (J2.1a). The PMDA Reporting Categories for which each
element is transmitted is outlined in the following Excel file: Data Transmitted by PMDA Reporting Category 
The following tables define how each E2B data element is mapped for a PMDA E2B(R3) file. Use the button below to toggle only regional PMDA mappings that are
different from the ICH mappings.

Show Only PMDA Regional Mappings

N.1 ICH ICSR Transmission Identification (batch wrapper)
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

N.1.1 Types of Message in batch

This value is always 1 for ICH ICSR.

N.1.2 Batch Number

The value entered in the E2B Message ID field on the Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

N.1.3 Batch Sender Identifier

The value entered in the Origin ID field on the Transmission Profile associated with the Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

N.1.4 Batch Receiver Identifier

The value entered in the Destination ID field on the Transmission Profile associated with the Transmission (Submission or Distribution)
record.

N.1.5 Date of Batch Transmission

The value entered in the Transmission Date field on the Transmission Profile associated with the Transmission (Submission or Distribution)
record. Otherwise, the date and time when the report was generated or transmitted. The time is converted to Japan Standard Time (JST) and
transmitted in the format CCYYMMDDhhmmss+0900 .

N.2.r ICH ICSR Message Header (message wrapper)
E2B DATA ELEMENT
NAME

POPULATED VALUE

N.2.r.1 Message Identifier

For PMDA, the system generates this value during E2B generation using the following fields:
case_version__v.reporter_country__v.abbreviation_2__v - transmission_profile__v.origin_id__v - case_number__v.name__v
For example: JP-VertBio-000001

N.2.r.2 Message Sender

The value entered in the Origin ID field on the Transmission Profile associated with the Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

Identifier
N.2.r.3 Message Receiver

The value entered in the Destination ID field on the Transmission Profile associated with the Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

Identifier
N.2.r.4 Date of Message

The exact date and time when the report was generated, in the format CCYYMMDDhhmmss+0900 . The time is converted to Japan Standard Time (JST).

Creation

C.1 Identification of the Case Safety Report
E2B DATA ELEMENT
NAME

POPULATED VALUE

C.1.1 Sender's (case)

For PMDA, the system generates this value during E2B generation using the following fields:

Safety Report Unique
case_version__v.reporter_country__v.abbreviation_2__v - transmission_profile__v.origin_id__v - case_number__v.name__v

Identifier

For example: JP-VertBio-000001
C.1.2 Date of Creation

The exact date and time when the report was generated, in the format CCYYMMDDhhmmss+0900 . The time is converted to Japan Standard Time (JST).

C.1.3 Type of Report

The appropriate value is populated, based on the option selected in the Report Type field on the Case:
1 : Spontaneous
2 : Study
3 : Other
4 : Unknown

C.1.4 Date Report Was
First Received from Source

C.1.5 Date of Most Recent

For initial Cases, the date entered in the Receipt Date field on the Case.
For Follow-Up Cases, the date entered in the Initial Receipt Date field on the Case.
The date entered in the New Info Date field on the Case.

Information for This Report
C.1.7 Does This Case Fulfil

If the Local Expedited Criteria (case_expedited__v) field on the Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record has a value, the system uses this value. If

the Local Criteria for an

this field is not specified on the Transmission, the system looks at the Expedited field on the Case.

Expedited Report?
If the value is Yes, this element is populated with 1 (expedited). Otherwise, this element is populated with 2 (non-expedited).

C.1.6 Additional Available Documents Held by Sender
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

C.1.6.1 Are Additional Documents

Populated as True if there are documents attached to the Case with the document type of Case > Source > Attachment with the

Available?

Retransmit field set to Yes.

C.1.6.1.r.1 Documents Held by Sender

The system first finds any file attached to the Case with the document type of Case > Source > Attachment with the Retransmit field set to
Yes. Then, the system retrieves the corresponding Japanese Localized Case Document and populates this element with the Attachment
Description, to a limit of 2,000 characters. This field is mapped even when the document is a placeholder or blank.
localized_case_document__v.attachment_description__v

C.1.6.1.r.2 Included Documents

If any documents are attached to the Case with the document type of Case > Source > Attachment with the Retransmit field set to Yes,
they will be encoded.

C.1.8 Worldwide Unique Case Identification
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

C.1.8.1 Worldwide Unique Case

The value entered in the Worldwide UID field on the Case Number object.

Identification Number
C.1.8.2 First Sender of This Case

The value entered in the First Sender field on the original inbound Transmission.
The Transmission Date is used to find the original Transmission.

C.1.9.1 Other Case Identifiers in Previous

Populated as True if there are any Case Identifier objects associated with the Case.

Transmissions
C.1.9.1.r.1 Source(s) of the Case Identifier

Repeated for the value entered in the Source field on each Localized Case Identifier object under the Japanese Localized Case.
localized_case_identifier__v.source__v

C.1.9.1.r.2 Case Identifier(s)

The value entered in the Name field on the Case Identifier object.

C.1.10.r Identification Number of the Report

The value entered in the Related Case Identifier field on the Case Relationship object.

Which Is Linked to This Report
C.1.11.1 Report Nullification/Amendment

The appropriate value is populated, based on the option selected in the Reason field on the Transmission:
1 : Nullification
2 : Amendment

C.1.11.2 Reason for

The text entered in the Reason Text field on the Transmission, to a limit of 2,000 characters.

Nullification/Amendment

C.2.r Primary Source(s) of Information
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

C.2.r.3 Reporter’s Country Code

The ISO code populated in the Country field on the primary Reporter-type Case Contact. This field is only transmitted if C.2.r.5 is set to 1
(Primary Source) for the corresponding Reporter-type Case Contact.

C.2.r.4 Qualification

The option selected in the Qualification field on a Reporter-type Case Contact. If Patient or Parent is selected in this field, then the E2B
code of 5 is mapped.

C.2.r.5 Primary Source for Regulatory

Populated with 1 (true) if the Primary Source field is set to Yes on the associated Reporter-type Case Contact.

Purposes

C.3 Information on Sender of Case Safety Report
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

C.3.1 Sender Type

The option selected in the Sender Type field in the Organization record associated with the Sender User on the Transmission (Submission or
Distribution) record.
If the Sender User is not specified on the Transmission, by default the system maps the Sender Type from the Organization on the Case.

C.3.2 Sender's Organisation

The Organization selected in the Origin field on the PMDA Transmission Profile.
transmission_profile__v.origin_transmission_id__v

C.3.3.2 Sender's Title

The value entered in the Title field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the Transmission (Submission or Distribution)
record.

C.3.3.3 Sender's Given Name

The value entered in the First Name field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the Transmission (Submission or
Distribution) record.

C.3.3.4 Sender's Middle Name

The value entered in the Middle Name field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the Transmission (Submission or
Distribution) record.

C.3.3.5 Sender's Family Name

The value entered in the Last Name field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the Transmission (Submission or
Distribution) record.

C.3.4.1 Sender's Street Address

The value entered in the Street field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the Transmission (Submission or Distribution)
record.

C.3.4.2 Sender's City

The value entered in the City field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the Transmission (Submission or Distribution)
record.

C.3.4.3 Sender's State or Province

The value entered in the State / Province field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the Transmission (Submission or
Distribution) record.

C.3.4.4 Sender's Postcode

The value entered in the Zip/Postal Code field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the Transmission (Submission or
Distribution) record.

C.3.4.5 Sender's Country Code

The 2-letter ISO code associated with the country selected in the Country field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the
Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

C.3.4.6 Sender's Telephone

The value entered in the Telephone field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the Transmission (Submission or
Distribution) record.

C.3.4.7 Sender's Fax

The value entered in the Fax field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the Transmission (Submission or Distribution)
record.

C.4.r Literature Reference(s)
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

C.4.r.1 Literature Reference(s)

The system first finds any Case attachments with the document type of Case > Source > Literature. Then, the system retrieves the
corresponding Japanese Localized Case Document and populates this element with the Reference, to a limit of 500 characters.
localized_case_document__v.reference__v

C.4.r.2 Included Documents

Any documents attached to the Case with the document type of Case > Source > Literature and the Retransmit field set to Yes are
included with the transmission.

C.5 Study Identification
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

C.5.1.r.1 Study Registration Number

The value entered in the Registration Number field on the Case Study Registration object.

C.5.1.r.2 Study Registration Country

The 2-letter ISO code associated with the country selected in the Country field on the Case Study Registration object.
For EMA E2B exports, country codes within the jurisdiction of EMA are replaced with EU in the resulting E2B file.

C.5.2 Study Name

The value entered in the Study Name field on the associated Japanese Localized Case, to a limit of 2,000 characters.
localized_study__v.study_name__v

C.5.3 Sponsor Study Number

The value entered in the Study Number field on the associated Study.

C.5.4 Study Type Where Reaction(s) /

The option populated in the Study Type field on the Case.

Event(s) Were Observed

D Patient Characteristics
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

D.1 Patient (name or initials)

The value entered in the Patient Initials / ID field on the Case.

D.1.1 Patient Medical Record Number(s) and Source(s) of the Record Number
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

D.1.1.1 Patient Medical Record Number(s)

This element is transmitted with nullFlavour MSK when the Case MRN - GP ( mrn_gp_value__v ) field has any value or is set to any

and Source(s) of the Record Number (GP

Reason Omitted ( mrn_gp_reason_omitted__v ). Otherwise, this element is not transmitted.

Medical Record Number)
D.1.1.2 Patient Medical Record Number(s)

This element is transmitted with nullFlavour MSK when the Case MRN - Specialist ( mrn_specialist_value__v ) field has any value or

and Source(s) of the Record Number

is set to any Reason Omitted ( mrn_specialist_reason_omitted__v ). Otherwise, this element is not transmitted.

(Specialist Record Number)
D.1.1.3 Patient Medical Record Number(s)

This element is transmitted with nullFlavour MSK when the Case MRN - Hospital ( mrn_hospital_value__v ) field has any value or is

and Source(s) of the Record Number

set to any Reason Omitted ( mrn_hospital_reason_omitted__v ). Otherwise, this element is not transmitted.

(Hospital Record Number)
D.1.1.4 Patient Medical Record Number(s)

This element is transmitted with nullFlavour MSK when the Case MRN - Investigation ( mrn_investigation_value__v ) field has any

and Source(s) of the Record Number

value or is set to any Reason Omitted ( mrn_investigation_reason_omitted__v ). Otherwise, this element is not transmitted.

(Investigation Number)

D.2 Age Information
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

D.2.1 Date of Birth

This element is transmitted with nullFlavour MSK when the Case Date of Birth ( dob_idate__v ) field has the full date with year, month,
and day, or is set to any Reason Omitted ( dob_reason_omitted__v ). Otherwise, this element is not transmitted.

D.2.2a Age at Time of Onset of Reaction /

The value entered in the Age field on the Case. In accordance with ICH guidelines, this element is not transmitted if the Patient Date of Birth

Event (number)

(D.2.1) is transmitted.

D.2.2b Age at Time of Onset of Reaction /

The value selected in the Age (unit) field on the Case. In accordance with ICH guidelines, this element is not transmitted if the Patient Date

Event (unit)

of Birth (D.2.1) is transmitted.

D.2.2.1a Gestation Period When Reaction /

The value entered in the Gestation field on the Case.

Event Was Observed in the Foetus
(number)
D.2.2.1b Gestation Period When

The unit selected in the Gestation (unit) field on the Case.

Reaction/Event Was Observed in the Foetus
(unit)
D.2.3 Patient Age Group (as per reporter)

The option populated in the Age Group field on the Case. In accordance with ICH guidelines, this element is only transmitted when both the
Patient Date of Birth (D.2.1) and Age at Onset (D.2.2) are not transmitted.

D.3 Body Weight (kg)

The value entered in the Weight field on the Case.

D.4 Height (cm)

The value entered in the Height (normalized) field on the Case.

D.5 Sex

The option populated in the Gender field on the Case.

D.6 Last Menstrual Period Date

The date entered in the Last Menstrual field on the Case.

D.7 Relevant Medical History and Concurrent Conditions
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

D.7.1.r.1a MedDRA Version for Medical

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

History
D.7.1.r.1b Medical History (disease /

The MedDRA LLT coded on the Case Medical History object.

surgical procedure / etc.) (MedDRA code)
D.7.1.r.2 Start Date

The date entered in the Start Date field on the Case Medical History object.

D.7.1.r.3 Continuing

The appropriate value is populated, based on the Continuing field on the Case Medical History object.

D.7.1.r.4 End Date

The date entered in the End Date field on the Case Medical History object.

D.7.1.r.5 Comments

Repeated for each Localized Case Medical History record related to the Japanese Localized Case. Mapped from the Comments field
( localized_case_medical_history__v.comments__v ), to a limit of 2,000 characters.

D.7.1.r.6 Family History

The value selected in the Family History field on the Case Medical History object.

D.7.2 Text for Relevant Medical History and

The text entered in the Medical History Text field on the Japan Localized Case, to a limit of 10,000 characters.

Concurrent Conditions (not including

localized_case__v.medical_history_text__v

reaction / event)
D.7.3 Concomitant Therapies

Set to True when the Concomitant Therapies field is set to Yes on the Case.

D.8.r Relevant Past Drug History
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

D.8.r.1 Name of Drug as Reported

Repeated for each Localized Case Drug History under the Japan Localized Case. Mapped from one of the following sources:
The system first attempts to map this value from the Drug (Reported) field.
localized_case_drug_history__v.name_reported__v
If the Drug (Reported) field is blank, the system maps the Drug (Coded) field.
localized_case_drug_history__v.product_name__v

D.8.r.2a MPID Version Date/Number

The value entered in the MPID Version field on the Case Drug History record.

D.8.r.2b Medicinal Product Identifier (MPID)

The value entered in the MPID field on the Case Drug History record.

D.8.r.3a PhPID Version Date/Number

The value entered in the PhPID Version field on the Case Drug History record.

D.8.r.3b Pharmaceutical Product Identifier

The value entered in the PhPID field on the Case Drug History record.

(PhPID)
D.8.r.4 Start Date

The date entered in the Start Date field on the Case Drug History record.

D.8.r.5 End Date

The value entered in the End Date field on the Case Drug History record.

D.8.r.6a MedDRA Version for Indication

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

D.8.r.6b Indication (MedDRA code)

The MedDRA LLT coded for the indication on the Case Drug History record.

D.8.r.7a MedDRA Version for Reaction

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

D.8.r.7b Reaction (MedDRA code)

The value entered in the Reaction MedDRA field on the Case Drug History record.

D.9 In case of Death
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

D.9.1 Date of Death

The date entered in the Date of Death field on the Case.

D.9.2.r.1a MedDRA Version for Reported

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

Cause(s) of Death
D.9.2.r.1b Reported Cause(s) of Death

The MedDRA LLT coded on the Reported Case Cause of Death object.

(MedDRA code)
D.9.2.r.2 Reported Cause(s) of Death (free

Repeated for each Localized Case Cause of Death under the Japan Localized Case. Mapped from the text entered in the Name (Reported)

text)

field.
localized_case_cause_of_death__v.name_reported__v

D.9.3 Was Autopsy Done?

The value selected in the Autopsy field on the Case.

D.9.4.r.1a MedDRA Version for Autopsy-

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

determined Cause(s) of Death
D.9.4.r.1b Autopsy-determined Cause(s) of

The MedDRA LLT coded on the Autopsy-Determined Case Cause of Death object.

Death (MedDRA code)
D.9.4.r.2 Autopsy-determined Cause(s) of

Repeated for each Autopsy-Determined Localized Case Cause of Death under the Japan Localized Case. Mapped from the value in the

Death (free text)

Name (Reported) field.
localized_case_cause_of_death__v.name_reported__v

D.10 For a Parent-child / Foetus Report, Information Concerning the Parent
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

D.10.2.1 Date of Birth of Parent

The date entered in the Date of Birth field on the associated Parental-type Case. For this data element to be transmitted, the full date is
required with year, month, and day.

D.10.2.2a Age of Parent (number)

The value entered in the Age field on the associated Parental-type Case.

D.10.2.2b Age of Parent (unit)

The unit entered in the Age (unit) field on the associated Parental-type Case.

D.10.3 Last Menstrual Period Date of Parent

The date entered in the Last Menstrual field on the associated Parental-type Case.

D.10.4 Body Weight (kg) of Parent

The value entered in the Weight field on the associated Parental-type Case.

D.10.5 Height (cm) of Parent

The value entered in the Height (normalized) field on the associated Parental-type Case.

D.10.6 Sex of Parent

The value entered in the Gender field on the associated Parent-type Case.

D.10.7.1.r.1a MedDRA Version for Medical

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field on the associated Parental-type Case.

History
D.10.7.1.r.1b Medical History (disease /

The MedDRA LLT coded on the Case Medical History object on the associated Parental-type Case.

surgical procedure / etc.) (MedDRA code)
D.10.7.1.r.2 Start Date

The date entered in the Start Date field on the Case Medical History object on the associated Parental-type Case.

D.10.7.1.r.3 Continuing

The value selected in the Continuing field on the Case Medical History object on the associated Parental-type Case.

D.10.7.1.r.4 End Date

The date entered in the End Date field on the Case Medical History object on the associated Parental-type Case.

D.10.7.1.r.5 Comments

Repeated for each Localized Case Medical History from the Localized Case for the associated Parental-type Case. Mapped from the
Comments field, to a limit of 2,000 characters.
localized_case_medical_history__v.comments__v

D.10.7.2 Text for Relevant Medical History

The text entered in the Medical History Text field, to a limit of 10,000 characters, from the Localized Case for the associated Parental-type

and Concurrent Conditions of Parent

Case.

D.10.8.r Relevant Past Drug History of Parent
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

D.10.8.r.1 Name of Drug as Reported

Repeated for each Localized Case Drug History under a Parental-type Case related to the Japan Localized Case. Mapped from the value
entered in the Name Reported field.
localized_case_drug_history__v.name_reported__v

D.10.8.r.2a MPID Version Date/Number

The value entered in the MPID Version field on the Case Drug History object on the associated Parental-type Case.

D.10.8.r.2b Medicinal Product Identifier

The value entered in the MPID field on the Case Drug History object on the associated Parental-type Case.

(MPID)
D.10.8.r.3a PhPID Version Date/Number

The value entered in the PhPID Version field on the Case Drug History object on the associated Parental-type Case.

D.10.8.r.3b Pharmaceutical Product

The value entered in the PhPID field on the Case Drug History object on the associated Parental-type Case.

Identifier (PhPID)
D.10.8.r.4 Start Date

The date entered in the Start Date field on the Case Drug History object on the associated Parental-type Case.

D.10.8.r.5 End Date

The date entered in the End Date field on the Case Drug History object on the associated Parental-type Case.

D.10.8.r.6a MedDRA Version for Indication

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field on the associated Parental-type Case.

D.10.8.r.6b Indication (MedDRA code)

The indication MedDRA LLT coded on the Case Drug History object on the associated Parental-type Case.

D.10.8.r.7a MedDRA Version for Reaction

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field on the associated Parental-type Case.

D.10.8.r.7b Reactions (MedDRA code)

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field on the associated Parental-type Case.

E.I Reaction(s) / Event(s)
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

E.i.1.1a Reaction / Event as Reported by

If the Event (Reported) - Language field is set to either English or Japanese, this value is mapped from the text entered in the Event

the Primary Source in Native Language

(Reported) field on the Case Adverse Event.
case_adverse_event__v.event_reported__v

E.i.1.1b Reaction / Event as Reported by

If the Event (Reported) - Language field is set to either English or Japanese, this value is mapped from the text entered in the Event

the Primary Source Language

(Reported) - Language field on the Case Adverse Event.
case_adverse_event__v.event_reported_language__v

E.i.1.2 Reaction / Event as Reported by the

Repeated for each Localized Case Adverse Event under the Japan Localized Case. Mapped from the text entered in the Event (Reported)

Primary Source for Translation

field on the Case Adverse Event.
localized_case_adverse_event__v.event_reported__v

E.i.2.1a MedDRA Version for Reaction /

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

Event
E.i.2.1b Reaction / Event (MedDRA code)

The value entered in the Event (MedDRA) field on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.3.1 Term Highlighted by the Reporter

The value selected in the Highlighted Term field on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.3.2 Seriousness Criteria at Event Level
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

E.i.3.2a Results in Death

Set to True when Results in death is selected in the Seriousness field on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.3.2b Life Threatening

Set to True when Life threatening is selected in the Seriousness field on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.3.2c Caused / Prolonged Hospitalisation

Set to True when Caused / prolonged hospitalisation is selected in the Seriousness field on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.3.2d Disabling / Incapacitating

Set to True when Disabling / incapacitating is selected in the Seriousness field on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.3.2e Congenital Anomaly / Birth Defect

Set to True when Congenital anomaly / birth defect is selected in the Seriousness field on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.3.2f Other Medically Important Condition

Set to True when Other medically important condition is selected in the Seriousness field on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.4 Date of Start of Reaction / Event

The date entered in the Onset field on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.5 Date of End of Reaction / Event

The date entered in the Resolved field on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.6a Duration of Reaction / Event (number)

The value entered in the Duration field on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.6b Duration of Reaction / Event (unit)

The unit entered in the Duration (unit) field on the Case Adverse Event.

E.i.7 Outcome of Reaction / Event at the

The value selected in the Outcome field on the Case Adverse Event.

Time of Last Observation
You must select a Vault E2B Code value for this section.
See the following table for the E2B Code values and their corresponding E2B R3 Code values.

VAULT E2B CODE

E2B R3 CODE

1 - Recovered/Resolved

1 - Recovered/Resolved

2 - Recovering/Resolving

2 - Recovering/Resolving

3 - Not Recovered/Not Resolved/Ongoing

3 - Not Recovered/Not Resolved.Ongoing

4 - Recovered/Resolved with Sequelae

4 - Recovered/Resolved with Sequelae

5 - Fatal

5 - Fatal

0 - Unknown

0 - Unknown

E.i.8 Medical Confirmation by Healthcare

Populated based on the value in the HCP Confirmed field on the Case Adverse Event. This field is only transmitted when the Qualification

Professional

field on the primary (Rank 1) Reporter-type Case Contact does not designate a health professional. That is, the Qualification Controlled
Vocabulary does not correspond to E2B codes 1, 2, or 3.

E.i.9 Identification of the Country Where the

The value entered in the Event Country field on the Case Adverse Event.

Back to Top

Feedback?

Reaction / Event Occurred

F.r Results of Tests and Procedures Relevant to the Investigation of the Patient
For PMDA, section F.r is repeated for each Case Test Result, in ascending order by date.
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

F.r.1 Test Date

The date entered in the Test Date field on the Case Test Result.

F.r.2.1 Test Name (free text)

The information entered in the Test Name (Reported) field on the Japan Localized Case Test Result.
localized_case_test_result__v.name_reported__v

F.r.2.2a MedDRA Version for Test Name

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

F.r.2.2b Test Name (MedDRA code)

The MedDRA LLT coded on the Case Test Result.

F.r.3.1 Test Result (code)

The value selected in the Result (code) field on the Case Test Result.

F.r.3.2 Test Result (value / qualifier)

The values entered in the Test Result (Qualifier) and (Number) fields on the Case Test Result. In accordance with ICH guidelines, this
element is not populated if the Test Result (code) (F.r.3.1) is provided.

Note

When the Test Result (Number) field is populated but the Test Result (Unit) field is blank, if there is a value in the Result

(Unit) Text field, this element is not populated. Instead, the Test Result (Number) and Result (Unit) Text fields are mapped to F.r.3.4.

F.r.3.3 Test Result (unit)

The unit selected in the Result (Unit) field on the Case Test Result. In accordance with ICH guidelines, this element is not populated if the
Test Result (code) (F.r.3.1) is provided.

F.r.3.4 Result Unstructured Data (free text)

The information entered in the Result (Text) field on the Japan Localized Case Test Result. In accordance with ICH guidelines, the system
adheres to the following rules when mapping this field:
This field allows numeric values only and is not mapped if the value entered contains non-numeric characters.
This field is not populated if the Test Result (code) (F.r.3.1) or F.r.3.2 Test Result (value / qualifier) is provided.

Note

When the Test Result (Number) field is populated but the Test Result (Unit) field is blank, if there is a value in the Result

(Unit) Text field, the number and unit text are populated in this element.

localized_case_test_result__v.result_text__v
F.r.4 Normal Low Value

The unit and value entered in the Normal Low Value field on the Case Test Result.
If the result does not have a unit, the system will map any text entered instead.

F.r.5 Normal High Value

The unit and value entered in the Normal High Value field on the Case Test Result.
If the result does not have a unit, the system will map any text entered instead.

F.r.6 Comments (free text)

The information entered in the Comments field on the Japan Localized Case Test Result.
localized_case_test_result__v.comments__v

F.r.7 More Information Available

The value entered in the More Information Available field on the Case Test Result.

G.k Drug(s) Information
The system transmits section G.k for all Case Product Registrations under the Japan Localized Case that contain a value in the PMDA Rank field, ordered by rank. If
there are no Case Product Registrations with a PMDA Rank, the system generates the entire PMDA E2B(R3) using ICH E2B(R3) mappings instead.
If some Case Products does not have a PMDA Rank assigned, the system transmits Localized Case Products that meet the following requirements:
The Case Product object type is not Device. All other object types are considered.
The Drug Role field must be set to "Suspect", "Interacting", or "Concomitant"
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

G.k.1 Characterisation of Drug Role

The value entered in the Drug Role field on the Case Product record.

G.k.2.4 Identification of the Country Where

The value entered in the Country Obtained field on the Case Product record.

the Drug Was Obtained
G.k.2.5 Investigational Product Blinded

The value entered in the Blinded field on the Case Product record.

G.k.5a Cumulative Dose to First Reaction

The value entered in the Cumulative Dose field on the Case Product record.

(number)
G.k.5b Cumulative Dose to First Reaction

The unit selected in the Cumulative Dose (unit) field on the Case Product record.

(unit)
G.k.6a Gestation Period at Time of

The value entered in the Gestation Exposure field on the Case Product record.

Exposure (number)
G.k.6b Gestation Period at Time of

The unit selected in the Gestation Exposure (unit) field on the Case Product record.

Exposure (unit)
G.k.8 Action(s) Taken with Drug

The value selected in the Action Taken field on the Case Product record.
You must select a Vault E2B Code value for this section.
See the following table for the E2B Code values and their corresponding E2B R3 Code values.

G.k.10.r Additional Information on Drug

VAULT E2B CODE

E2B R3 CODE

1 - Drug Withdrawn

1 - Drug Withdrawn

2 - Dose Reduced

2 - Dose Reduced

3 - Dose Increased

3 - Dose Increased

4 - Dose Not Changed

4 - Dose Not Changed

0 - Unknown

0 - Unknown

9 - Not Applicable

9 - Not Applicable

The value selected in the Additional Information field on the Case Product record.

(coded)
G.k.11 Additional Information on Drug (free
text)

The information entered in the Additional Information (text) field on the Localized Case Product record.
localized_case_product__v.additional_information_on_text__v

G.k.2 Drug Identification
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

G.k.2.1.1a MPID Version Date / Number

The value entered in the MPID Version field on the Case Product record.

G.k.2.1.1b Medicinal Product Identifier

The value entered in the MPID field on the Case Product record.

(MPID)
G.k.2.1.2a PhPID Version Date/Number

The value entered in the PhPID Version field on the Case Product record.

G.k.2.1.2b Pharmaceutical Product Identifier

The value entered in the PhPID field on the Case Product record.

(PhPID)
G.k.2.2 Medicinal Product Name as

For products assigned a PMDA Rank, the system maps data from the Case Product Registration:

Reported by the Primary Source
The system first attempts to map this value from the Local Product Code.
case_product_registration__v.case_local_product_code__v
If the Local Product Code is blank, the system then attempts to map the Clinical Compound Number.
case_product_registration__v.clinical_compound_number__v
If the Clinical Compound Number is also blank the system maps the Name.
case_product_registration__v.name__v
For Company and External Products without a PMDA Rank, the system maps data from the Localized Case Product:
The system first attempts to map this value from the Local MPID.
localized_case_product__v.local_mpid__v
If the Local MPID is blank, the system then attempts to map the Product Name.
localized_case_product__v.product_name__v
If the Local MPID is also blank the system maps the Product (Reported).
localized_case_product__v.product_reported__v

G.k.2.3.r Substance / Specified Substance Identifier and Strength
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

G.k.2.3.r.1 Substance / Specified Substance

For each Case Product Substance that is a child of a Case Product transmitted in section G.k, the system finds the corresponding Japan

Name

Localized Case Product Substance, and then maps the substance name using the following logic:
The system first attempts to map this value from the Local Product Code field.
localized_case_product_substance__v.local_product_code__v
If the Local Product Code is blank, the system then attempts to map the Name (Reported) field.
localized_case_product_substance__v.name_reported__v
If the Name (Reported) is also blank, then the system maps the Name (Reported) field on the Case Product Substance from the global
Case.
case_product_substance__v.name_reported__v

G.k.2.3.r.2a Substance / Specified

The value entered in the TermID Version field on the Case Product Substance.

Substance TermID Version Date/Number
G.k.2.3.r.2b Substance / Specified

The value entered in the TermID field on the Case Product Substance.

Substance TermID
G.k.2.3.r.3a Strength (number)

The value entered in the Strength (Number) field on the Case Product Substance.

G.k.2.3.r.3b Strength (unit)

The unit selected in the Strength (Unit) field on the Case Product Substance.

G.k.3 Holder and Authorisation / Application Number of Drug
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

G.k.3.1 Authorisation / Application Number

This element is only transmitted for products assigned a PMDA Rank on the Case Product Registration. This value is mapped from the
Registration Number field on the Case Product Registration.
case_product_registration__v.registration_number__v

G.k.3.2 Country of Authorisation /

This element is only transmitted for products assigned a PMDA Rank on the Case Product Registration. This value is mapped from the 2-

Application

letter country code for the country selected in the Registration Country on the Case Product Registration.
case_product_registration__v.registration_country__vr.abbreviation_2__v

G.k.3.3 Name of Holder / Applicant

This element is only transmitted for products assigned a PMDA Rank on the Case Product Registration. This value is mapped from the
Registration Holder/Applicant on the Case Product Registration.
case_product_registration__v.registration_mah__v

G.k.4.r Dosage and Relevant Information
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

G.k.4.r.1a Dose (number)

The value entered in the Dose (number) field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.1b Dose (unit)

The unit selected in the Dose (unit) field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.2 Number of Units in the Interval

The value entered in the Frequency (number) field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.3 Definition of the Time Interval Unit

The unit selected in the Frequency (unit) field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.4 Date and Time of Start of Drug

The information entered in the First Administration field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.5 Date and Time of Last

The information entered in the Last Administration field on the Case Product Dosage.

Administration
G.k.4.r.6a Duration of Drug Administration

The value entered in the Duration (number) field on the Case Product Dosage.

(number)
G.k.4.r.6b Duration of Drug Administration

The unit selected in the Duration (unit) field on the Case Product Dosage.

(unit)
G.k.4.r.7 Batch / Lot Number

The information entered in the Batch/Lot Number field on the Case Product Dosage.

G.k.4.r.8 Dosage Text

For each Case Product Dosage that is a child of a Case Product transmitted in section G.k, the system finds the corresponding Japan
Localized Case Product Dosage, and then maps the Dose Text field.
localized_case_product_dosage__v.dose_text__v

G.k.4.r.9.1 Pharmaceutical Dose Form (free

For each Case Product Dosage that is a child of a Case Product transmitted in section G.k, the system maps the Japan Localized Dose Form

text)

corresponding to the value selected in the Dose Form field.
case_product_dosage__v.dose_form__v.localized_dose_form__v.e2b_code__v

G.k.4.r.9.2a Pharmaceutical Dose Form

The information entered in the Dose Form TermID Version field on the Case Product Dosage.

TermID Version Date/Number
G.k.4.r.9.2b Pharmaceutical Dose Form

The information entered in the Dose Form TermID field on the Case Product Dosage.

TermID
G.k.4.r.10.1 Route of Administration

For each Case Product Dosage that is a child of a Case Product transmitted in section G.k, the system finds the corresponding Japan
Localized Case Product Dosage, and then maps the value from the Patient RoA field.
localized_case_product_dosage__v.patient_adminroute_text__v

G.k.4.r.10.2a Route of Administration

The information entered in the Patient RoA TermID Version field on the Case Product Dosage.

TermID Version Date / Number
G.k.4.r.10.2b Route of Administration

For each Case Product Dosage that is a child of a Case Product transmitted in section G.k, the system maps the E2B code corresponding to

TermID

the value selected in the Patient RoA field.
case_product_dosage__v.patient_adminroute__vr.e2b_code__v

G.k.4.r.11.1 Parent Route of Administration

For each Case Product Dosage that is a child of a Case Product transmitted in section G.k, the system finds the corresponding Japan

(free text)

Localized Case Product Dosage, and then maps the Patient RoA Text field.
localized_case_product_dosage__v.parent_adminroute_text__v

G.k.4.r.11.2a Parent Route of Administration

The information entered in the Parent RoA TermID Version field on the Case Product Dosage.

TermID Version Date / Number
G.k.4.r.11.2b Parent Route of Administration

This element is transmitted for parent-child/fetus cases only. For each Case Product Dosage that is a child of a Case Product transmitted in

TermID

section G.k, the system maps the E2B code corresponding to the value selected the Parent RoA field.
case_product_dosage__v.parent_adminroute__vr.e2b_code__v

G.k.7.r Indication for Use in Case
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

G.k.7.r.1 Indication as Reported by the

The text from the Name (Reported) field on the Japan Localized Case Product Indication.

Primary Source

localized_case_product_indication__v.name_reported__v

G.k.7.r.2a MedDRA Version for Indication

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

G.k.7.r.2b Indication (MedDRA code)

The MedDRA LLT coded on the Case Product Indication.

G.k.9.i Drug-reaction(s) / Event(s) Matrix
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

G.k.9.i.1 Reaction(s) / Event(s) Assessed

The specific reaction or event being assessed, referenced in the Case Adverse Event field on the Case Assessment. This is not a userentered element.

G.k.9.i.3.1a Time Interval between

The value entered in the First Dose Latency (number) field on the Case Assessment.

Beginning of Drug Administration and Start
of Reaction / Event (number)
G.k.9.i.3.1b Time Interval between

The unit selected in the First Dose Latency (unit) field on the Case Assessment.

Beginning of Drug Administration and Start
of Reaction / Event (unit)
G.k.9.i.3.2a Time Interval between Last

The value entered in the Last Dose Latency (number) field on the Case Assessment.

Dose of Drug and Start of Reaction / Event
(number)
G.k.9.i.3.2b Time Interval between Last

The unit selected in the Last Dose Latency (unit) field on the Case Assessment.

Dose of Drug and Start of Reaction / Event
(unit)
G.k.9.i.4 Did Reaction Recur on Readministration?

The appropriate value is populated, based on the option selected in the Reaction Recurrence field on the Case Assessment:
1 : yes - yes (rechallenge was done, reaction reccurred)
2 : yes - no (rechallenge was done, reaction did not recur)
3 : yes - unk (rechallenge was done, outcome unknown)
4 : no - n/a (no rechallenge was done, recurrance is not applicable)

G.k.9.i.2.r Assessment of Relatedness of Drug to Reaction(s) / Event(s)
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

G.k.9.i.2.r.1 Source of Assessment

For the option selected in the Source Type on the Case Assessment, the system finds the corresponding Japan Localized Controlled
Vocabulary and maps the record Name.
source_type__v.localized_controlled_vocabulary__v.name__v

G.k.9.i.2.r.2 Method of Assessment

For the option selected in the Method of Assessment on the Case Assessment, the system finds the corresponding Japan Localized
Controlled Vocabulary and maps the record Name.
method_of_assessment__v.localized_controlled_vocabulary__v.name__v

G.k.9.i.2.r.3 Result of Assessment

The system finds the record Name of the Assessment Result (Override) Controlled Vocabulary.
assessment_result_override__v.localized_controlled_vocabulary__v.name__v

Note

An administrator must add the Assessment Result (Override) field to the layout and Veeva Support must enable this usage in

your vault.

Note

There is a limitation with the Assessment Result (Override) Controlled Vocabulary where the system will find the English

record Name instead of the Japan Localized record. This limitation will be addressed in a future release.

If the Assessment Result (Override) is not available, the system finds the corresponding Japan Localized Controlled Vocabulary for the
Assessment Result value on the Case Assessment and maps the record Name.
assessment_result__v.localized_controlled_vocabulary__v.name__v

H Narrative Case Summary and Further Information
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

H.1 Case Narrative Including Clinical

The text from the Narrative Text field on the Japan Localized Case, to a limit of 100,000 characters.

Course, Therapeutic Measures, Outcome
and Additional Relevant Information

localized_case__v.narrative_document__v

H.2 Reporter's Comments

The text from the Reporter's Comments field on the Japan Localized Case, to a limit of 20,000 characters.

H.4 Sender's Comments

If the Japan Localized Case contains a Localized Case Comment for the primary PMDA product transmitted in the G.k section where the
Comments Label ( comments_label__v ) field is set to Company Comments ( companys_comments__v ), this is mapped from the
Comments Text field.
localized_case_comment__v.comments_text__v

H.3.r Sender's Diagnosis
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

H.3.r.1a MedDRA Version for Sender's

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

Diagnosis / Syndrome and / or
Reclassification of Reaction / Event
H.3.r.1b Sender's Diagnosis / Syndrome and

The MedDRA LLT coded on the Case Diagnosis.

/ or Reclassification of Reaction / Event
(MedDRA code)

Section J
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

J2.1a PMDA Reporting Category

The E2B code corresponding to the PMDA Reporting Category selected on the Case Product Registration for the primary PMDA product
transmitted in the G.k section.
case_product_registration__v.pmda_reporting_category__v.
controlled_vocabulary__v.e2b_code__v

J2.1b PMDA Identification Number

The value from the Destination Case ID field from the Transmission for the Japan Localized Case.
transmission__v.destination_case_id__v

J2.2.1 Day 0 of Reporting Timeframe

The date from the Local Awareness Date on the Japan Localized Case, in the format YYYYMMDD .
localized_case__v.local_awareness_date__v

J2.2.2 Comments on Initial Date for

If the Japan Localized Case contains a Localized Case Comment where the Comments Label ( comments_label__v ) field is set to

Reporting

Receipt Date Comments ( receipt_date_comments__v ), this is mapped from the Comments Text field.
localized_case_comment__v.comments_text__v

J2.3 Flag for Immediate Report

If the Immediate Report Type field is set to System (E2B) ( system_e2b__v ) on the Case Product Registration for the primary PMDA
product transmitted in the G.k section, this element is transmitted with 1 .
case_product_registration__v.immediate_report_type__v

J2.4.k License Category of New Drug

Repeated with the E2B Code for the Registration Type on each Case Product Registration corresponding to products transmitted in the G.k
section.
case_product_registration__v.registration_type__v.e2b_code__v

J2.5.k Classification of OTC drugs

Repeated with the E2B Code for the OTC Drug Classification on each Case Product Registration corresponding to products transmitted in
the G.k section.
case_product_registration__v.otc_drug_classification__v.e2b_code__v

J2.6.k Obtaining channels for OTC drugs

Repeated with the E2B Code or nullflavor for the OTC Drug Channel on each Case Product Registration corresponding to products
transmitted in the G.k section.
case_product_registration__v.otc_drug_channel__v.e2b_code__v

J2.7.1 Completion flag

The E2B Code for the Completeness on the Case Product Registration corresponding to the primary PMDA product transmitted in the G.k
section.
case_product_registration__v.completeness__v.e2b_code__v

J2.7.2 Comments on Incompletion

If the Japan Localized Case contains a Localized Case Comment for the primary PMDA product transmitted in the G.k section where the
Comments Label ( comments_label__v ) field is set to Comments on Completeness ( comments_on_completeness__v ), this is
mapped from the Comments Text field.
localized_case_comment__v.comments_text__v

J2.8.1 Downgrade Report

If the Downgraded field is set to Yes on the Transmission for the Japan Localized Case, this element is transmitted with 1 .
transmission__v.downgraded__v

J2.8.2 Reason for Downgrading Report

When J2.8.1 is transmitted with 1 , if the Japan Localized Case contains a Localized Case Comment where the Comments Label
( comments_label__v ) field is set to Downgrade Reason ( downgrade_reason__v ), this is mapped from the Comments Text field.
localized_case_comment__v.comments_text__v

J2.9 Retrospective analysis of infections

If the Japan Localized Case contains a Localized Case Comment for the primary PMDA product transmitted in the G.k section where the
Comments Label ( comments_label__v ) field is set to Retrospective analysis of infections
( retrospective_analysis_of_infections__v ), this is mapped from the Comments Text field.
localized_case_comment__v.comments_text__v

J2.10 Action to be taken

If the Japan Localized Case contains a Localized Case Comment for the primary PMDA product transmitted in the G.k section where the
Comments Label ( comments_label__v ) field is set to Future Actions ( future_actions__v ), this is mapped from the Comments
Text field.
localized_case_comment__v.comments_text__v

J2.11 Other references

If the Japan Localized Case contains a Localized Case Comment for the primary PMDA product transmitted in the G.k section where the
Comments Label ( comments_label__v ) field is set to Other References ( other_references__v ), this is mapped from the
Comments Text field.
localized_case_comment__v.comments_text__v

J2.12 Clinical Compound Number (CCN)

The Clinical Compound Number field on the Case Product Registration for the primary PMDA product transmitted in section G.k. This
element is only transmitted if the Registration Type on the Case Product Registration is set to one of the following values:
Unapproved
Under Partial Change Trial
Approved (excluding investigational drugs)
Unapproved (excluding investigational drugs)
case_product_registration__v.clinical_compound_number__v

J2.14.i Expectedness

This is mapped from the value in the Expected field on each Localized Case Assessment related to the primary PMDA product under the
Japan Localized Case:
If Yes, 2 is transmitted
If No, 1 is transmitted
Otherwise, this element is not transmitted
This element is repeated and placed under the appropriate E.i section, based on product and adverse event combination.
If there are multiple products assigned a PMDA Rank and transmitted in section G.k, this element is only transmitted if the primary (Rank 1)
PMDA product is the only suspect product (Drug Role = Suspect).
localized_case_assessment__v.expected__v

J2.15.r Country of publication

The 2-letter country code for the Publication Country on each document attached to the Case with the document type of Case > Source >
Literature.
publication_country__v.abbreviation_2__v

J2.16 Overview of the report

The value from the Report Overview field on the Case Product Registration for the primary PMDA product transmitted in section G.k.
case_product_registration__v.report_overview__v

J2.17.r Classification of trial/research

For each document identified in J2.15.r, mapped from the E2B Code for the Literature Classification on each document.
literature_classification__v.e2b_code__v

Section J2.13.r
This section is only populated when element J2.12 is transmitted.
This section is repeated for each Study with an associated Case Product Registration that has the same Clinical Compound Number as the CCN transmitted in J2.12.
For each matching Study, the system maps elements J2.13.r.1 to J2.13.r.4 using the corresponding Japan Localized Study.

E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

J2.13.r.1 Number of CTN

The value from the Number of Clinical Trial Notifications field on the Japan Localized Study.
localized_study__v.number_of_clinical_trial_notifications__v

J2.13.r.2 Study indications

The value from the Target Disease field on the Japan Localized Study.
localized_study__v.target_disease__v

J2.13.r.3 Development phase

The E2B Code corresponding to the value from the Development Phase field on the global Study related to the Japan Localized Study.
localized_study__v.study__v.development_phase__v.e2b_code__v

J2.13.r.4 Existence of subjects

The value from the Existence of Subjects field on the Japan Localized Study:
If Yes, true is transmitted
If No, false is transmitted
Otherwise, this element is not transmitted
localized_study__v.existence_of_subjects__v

Section J2.18
Vault Safety uses the Receiver Person from the Transmission Profile to map to elements J2.18.2 to J2.18.4.

E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

J2.18.1 Recipient organization name

Mapped using the Transmission for the Japan Localized Case. The system finds the Japan Localized Organization corresponding to the
Destination on the Transmission Profile used for the Transmission. From the Japan Localized Organization, the system maps the Official
Name.
localized_organization__v.official_name__v

J2.18.2 Recipient title

The Title field on the Receiver Person of the Transmission Profile.
person__sys.title__v

J2.18.3 Recipient's family name

The Last Name field on the Receiver Person of the Transmission Profile. If “Last Name” is selected in the
exclude_from_receiver_block__v field on the associated Receiver Person, this element is omitted.
person__sys.last_name__sys

J2.18.4 Recipient's given name

The First Name field on the Receiver Person of the Transmission Profile. If “First Name” is selected in the
exclude_from_receiver_block__v field on the associated Receiver Person, this element is omitted.
person__sys.first_name__sys
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When you export a Case to an E2B file, either for an outbound Transmission or directly from the Case page, Vault Safety maps all case data and documents to the
appropriate E2B data elements.

Tip

Vault Safety automatically validates E2B files. E2B Validation provides more information.

Toggle between the following tabs to learn how Vault Safety maps information to generate ICH-compliant E2B (R3) and E2B (R2) files.

ICH E2B(R2) Mapping
M.1 ICH ICSR Transmission Identification (batch wrapper)
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

M.1.1 Types of Message in Batch

For FDA and ICH E2B R2 exports, this element is always set to 1 for ICH ICSR.

M.1.2 Message Format Version

Set to default value 2.1 for an ICSR, or 1.0 for an acknowledgment.

M.1.3 Message Format Release

For FDA and ICH E2B R2 exports, this element is set to 1 .

M.1.4 Batch Number

The value entered in the E2B Message ID field on the Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

M.1.5 Batch Sender Identifier

The value entered in the Origin ID field on the Transmission Profile associated with the Transmission
(Submission or Distribution) record.

M.1.6 Batch Receiver Identifier

The value entered in the Destination ID field on the Transmission Profile associated with the Transmission
(Submission or Distribution) record.

M.1.7b Date of Batch Transmission

Date and time when the report was generated or Transmitted, calculated with full precision down to the second.

ICH ICSR Message Header (message wrapper)
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

N.2.r.4 Date of Message Creation

If the Case is Approved or Closed, the date entered in the Approval Date field.
Otherwise, the date and time when the report was generated or transmitted, calculated with full precision down
to the second.

A Administrative and Identification Numbers
A.1 Identification of the Case Safety Report
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

A.1.0.1 Sender's (case) Safety Report Unique Identifier

The value entered in the UID field on the Case Number object is populated in this element. Also, if the Safety
Report Version field is populated on the Transmission (Submission or Distribution), then the
< safetyreportversion > tag is populated with the text entered in the field.

A.1.1 Reporter's Country Code

The ISO code populated in the Country field on the Reporter-type Case Contact.

A.1.2 Identification of the Country Where the Reaction / Event Occurred

The value entered in the Event Country field on the primary Case Adverse Event.

A.1.3b Date of Transmission

If the Case is Approved or Closed, the date entered in the Approval Date field.
Otherwise, the date and time when the report was generated or transmitted, calculated with full precision down
to the second.

A.1.4 Type of Report

The appropriate value is populated, based on the option selected in the Report Type field on the Case
1 : Spontaneous
2 : Study
3 : Other
4 : Unknown

A.1.5.1 Serious

Set to 1 (Yes) if there is at least one Case Adverse Event with seriousness criteria.

A.1.5.2 Seriousness Criteria

Populated with seriousness tags corresponding to the criteria selected in the Seriousness field across all Case
Adverse Events. A seriousness criteria tag is set to 1 (Yes) if there is at least one Case Adverse Event with
that seriousness criteria.

A.1.6 Date Report Was First Received from Source

For initial Cases, the date entered in the Receipt Date field on the Case.
For Follow-Up Cases, the date entered in the Initial Receipt Date field on the Case.

A.1.7 Date of Most Recent Information for This Report

The date entered in the New Info Date field on the Case.

A.1.8.1 Are Additional Documents Available

Populated as True if there are documents attached to the Case with the document type of Case > Source >
Attachment with the Retransmit field set to Yes.

A.1.8.2 Documents Held by Sender

The text entered in the Attachment Description and Attachment Description Continued fields on any
documents attached to the Case with the document type of Case > Source > Attachment, to a limit of 2,000
characters.

A.1.9 Does this case fulfill the local criteria for an expedited report

If the Local Expedited Criteria (case_expedited__v) field on the Transmission (Submission or Distribution)
record has a value, the system uses this value. If this field is not specified on the Transmission, the system looks
at the Expedited field on the Case.
If the value is Yes, this element is populated with 1 (expedited). Otherwise, this element is populated with 2
(non-expedited).

A.1.10.1 Regulatory authority's case report number

The value entered in the Worldwide UID field on the Case Number object.

A.1.10.2 Other sender's case report number

The value entered in the First Sender field on the original inbound Transmission.
The Transmission Date is used to find the original Transmission.

A.1.11 Other Case Identifiers in Previous Transmissions

Populated as True if there are any Case Identifier objects associated with the Case.

A.1.11.1 Source(s) of the Case Identifier

The value entered in the Source field on the Case Identifier object.

A.1.11.2 Case Identifier(s)

The value entered in the Name field on the Case Identifier object.

A.1.13 Report Nullification / Amendment

Set to 1 when Nullification is selected in the Reason field on the Transmission.

A.1.13.1 Reason for Nullification / Amendment

The text entered in the Reason Text field on the Transmission, to a limit of 2,000 characters.

A.1.14 Medical Confirmation by Healthcare Professional

Populated based on the value in the HCP Confirmed field on the Case Adverse Event. This field is only
transmitted when the Qualification field on the primary (Rank 1) Reporter-type Case Contact does not
designate a health professional. That is, the Qualification Controlled Vocabulary does not correspond to E2B
codes 1, 2, or 3.

A.2 Primary Source(s) of Information
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

A.2.1.1a Reporter's Title

The value entered in the Title field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

A.2.1.1b Reporter's Given Name

The value entered in the First Name field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

A.2.1.1c Reporter's Middle Name

The value entered in the Middle Name field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

A.2.1.1d Reporter's Family Name

The value entered in the Last Name field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

A.2.1.2a Reporter's Organisation

The value entered in the Organization field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

A.2.1.2b Reporter's Department

The value entered in the Department field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

A.2.1.2c Reporter's Street

The value entered in the Street field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

A.2.1.2d Reporter's City

The value entered in the City field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

A.2.1.2e Reporter's State or Province

The value entered in the State/Province field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

A.2.1.2f Reporter's Postcode

The value entered in the Postal Code/Zip Code field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

A.2.1.3 Reporter's Country Code

The ISO code populated in the Country field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

A.2.1.4 Qualification

The option selected in the Qualification field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

A.3 Information on Sender and Reciever of Case Safety Report
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

A.3.1.1 Sender Type

The option selected in the Sender Type field in the Organization record associated with the Sender User on the
Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.
If the Sender User is not specified on the Transmission, by default the system maps the Sender Type from the
Organization on the Case.

A.3.1.2 Sender's Organisation

The value entered in the Organisation field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the
Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.
If the Sender User is not specified on the Transmission, by default the system maps the Organization on the
Case.

A.3.1.3a Sender's Department

The value entered in the Department field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the
Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

A.3.1.3b Sender's Title

The value entered in the Title field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the Transmission
(Submission or Distribution) record.

A.3.1.3c Sender's Given Name

The value entered in the First Name field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the
Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

A.3.1.3d Sender's Middle Name

The value entered in the Middle Name field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the
Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

A.3.1.3e Sender's Family Name

The value entered in the Last Name field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the
Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

A.3.1.4a Sender's Street Address

The value entered in the Street field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the Transmission
(Submission or Distribution) record.

A.3.1.4b Sender's City

The value entered in the City field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the Transmission
(Submission or Distribution) record.

A.3.1.4c Sender's State or Province

The value entered in the State / Province field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the
Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

A.3.1.4d Sender's Postcode

The value entered in the Postal Code / Zip Code field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on
the Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

A.3.1.4e Sender's Country Code

The 2-letter ISO code associated with the country selected in the Country field in the Person record associated
with the Sender User on the Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

A.3.1.4f Sender's Telephone

The value entered in the Telephone field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the
Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

A.3.1.4i Sender's Fax

The value entered in the Fax field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the Transmission
(Submission or Distribution) record.

A.3.1.4 Sender's E-mail Address

The value entered in the Email field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the Transmission
(Submission or Distribution) record.

A.2.2 Literature Reference(s)

The value entered in the Reference document field for any Case documents classified with the Case > Source
> Literature document type, to a limit of 500 characters.

A.2.3.1 Study Name

For FDA and ICH E2B R2, the value entered in the Study Name field on the associated Study, to a limit of 2,000
characters.

A.2.3.2 Sponsor Study Number

The value entered in the Study Number field on the associated Study.

A.2.3.3 Study Type Where Reaction(s) / Event(s) Were Observed

The option populated in the Study Type ( product_usage_reason__v ) field on the Case.

A.3.2.1 Receiver Type

The option selected in the Receiver Type field in the Organization record associated with the Receiver Person
on the Transmission Profile record. If the Receiver Person is not specified on the Transmission, by default the
system maps the Receiver Type from the Organization on the Case.

A.3.2.2a Receiver's Organisation

The value entered in the Organization field in the Person record associated with the Receiver Person on the
Transmission Profile record. If the Receiver Person is not specified on the Transmission, by default the system
maps the Organization on the Case.

A.3.2.2b Receiver's Department

The value entered in the Department field in the Person record associated with the Receiver Person on the
Transmission Profile record.

A.3.2.2c Receiver's Title

The value entered in the Title field in the Person record associated with the Receiver Person on the
Transmission Profile record.

A.3.2.2d Receiver's Given Name

The value entered in the First Name field in the Person record associated with the Receiver Person on the
Transmission Profile record.

A.3.2.2e Receiver's Middle Name

The value entered in the Middle Name field in the Person record associated with the Receiver Person on the
Transmission Profile record.

A.3.2.2f Receiver's Family Name

The value entered in the Last Name field in the Person record associated with the Receiver Person on the
Transmission Profile record.

A.3.2.3a Receiver's Street Address

The value entered in the Street field in the Person record associated with the Receiver Person on the
Transmission Profile record.

A.3.2.3b Receiver's City

The value entered in the City field in the Person record associated with the Receiver Person on the
Transmission Profile record.

A.3.2.3c Receiver's State or Province

The value entered in the State / Province field in the Person record associated with the Receiver Person on the
Transmission Profile record.

A.3.2.3d Receiver's Postcode

The value entered in the Postal Code / Zip Code field in the Person record associated with the Receiver
Person on the Transmission Profile record.

A.3.2.3e Receiver's Country Code

The 2-letter ISO code associated with the country selected in the Country field in the Person record associated
with the Receiver Person on the Transmission Profile record.

A.3.2.3f Receiver's Telephone

The value entered in the Telephone field in the Person record associated with the Receiver Person on the
Transmission Profile record.

A.3.2.3g Receiver's Telephone Extension

The value entered in the Telephone Extension field in the Person record associated with the Receiver Person
on the Transmission Profile record.

A.3.2.3h Receiver's Telephone Country

The value entered in the Telephone Country field in the Person record associated with the Receiver Person on
the Transmission Profile record.

A.3.2.3i Receiver's Fax

The value entered in the Fax field in the Person record associated with the Receiver Person on the
Transmission Profile record.

A.3.2.3j Receiver's Fax Extension

The value entered in the Fax Extension field in the Person record associated with the Receiver Person on the
Transmission Profile record.

A.3.2.3k Receiver's Fax Country

The value entered in the Fax Country field in the Person record associated with the Receiver Person on the
Transmission Profile record.

A.3.2.3l Receiver's E-mail Address

The value entered in the Email field in the Person record associated with the Receiver Person on the
Transmission Profile record.

B Information on the Case
B.1 Patient Characteristics
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

B.1.1 Patient initials

The value entered in the Patient Initials / ID field on the Case.

B.1.1.1a GP medical record number

The value entered in the MRN - GP field on the Case.

B.1.1.1b Specialist record number

The value entered in the MRN - Specialist field on the Case.

B.1.1.1c Hospital record number

The value entered in the MRN - Hospital field on the Case.

B.1.1.1d Investigation number

The value entered in the MRN - Investigation field on the Case.

B.1.2.1 Date of birth

The date entered in the Date of Birth field on the Case. For this data element to be transmitted, the full date is
required with year, month, and day.

B.1.2.2a Age at time of onset of reaction/event (number)

The value entered in the Age field on the Case. In accordance with ICH guidelines, this element is only
transmitted when the Patient Date of Birth (B.1.2.1) is not transmitted.

B.1.2.2b Age at time of onset of reaction/event (unit)

The value selected in the Age (unit) field on the Case. In accordance with ICH guidelines, this element is only
transmitted when the Patient Date of Birth (B.1.2.1) is not transmitted.

B.1.2.2.1a Gestation Period When Reaction / Event Was Observed in the

The value entered in the Gestation field on the Case.

Foetus (value)
B.1.2.2.1b Gestation Period When Reaction / Event Was Observed in the

The unit selected in the Gestation (unit) field on the Case.

Foetus (unit)
B.1.2.3 Patient age group

The option populated in the Age Group field on the Case. In accordance with ICH guidelines, this element is
only transmitted when both the Patient Date of Birth (B.1.2.1) and Age at Onset (B.1.2.2) are not transmitted.

B.1.3 Body Weight (kg)

The value entered in the Weight field on the Case.

B.1.4 Height (cm)

The value entered in the Height (normalized) field on the Case.

B.1.5 Sex

The option populated in the Gender field on the Case.

B.1.6 Last menstrual period date

The date entered in the Last Menstrual field on the Case.

B.1.7.1a.1 MedDRA Version for Medical History

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

B.1.7.1a.2 Medical History (disease / surgical procedure / etc.) (MedDRA

The MedDRA LLT coded on the Case Medical History object.

code)
B.1.7.1c Start Date

The date entered in the Start Date field on the Case Medical History object.

B.1.7.1d Continuing

The appropriate value is populated, based on the Continuing field on the Case Medical History object.

B.1.7.1f End Date

The date entered in the End Date field on the Case Medical History object.

B.1.7.1g Comments

The text entered in the Comments field on the Case Medical History object, to a limit of 2,000 characters.

Family history

The value selected in the Family History field on the Case Medical History object.

B.1.7.2 Text for Relevant Medical History and Concurrent Conditions (not

The text entered in the Medical History Text field on the Case, to a limit of 10,000 characters.

including reaction / event)
B.1.8a Name of Drug as Reported

The value entered in the Name Reported field on the Case Drug History Object.

B.1.8c Start date

The date entered in the Start Date field on the Case Drug History Object.

B.1.8e End Date

The value entered in the End Date field on the Case Drug History Object.

B.1.8f.1 MedDRA Version for Reaction

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

B.1.8f.2 Indication (MedDRA code)

The MedDRA LLT coded for the indication on the Case Drug History Object.

B.1.8g.1 MedDRA Version for Reaction

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

B.1.8g.2 Reaction (MedDRA code)

The value entered in the Reaction MedDRA field on the Case Drug History Object.

B.1.9.1 Date of Death

The date entered in the Date of Death field on the Case.

B.1.9.2a MedDRA Version for Reported Cause(s) of Death

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

B.1.9.2b Reported Cause(s) of Death (MedDRA code)

This field is exported from one of the following sources from the Reported Case Cause of Death record, ordered
by priority:
1. If the Cause of Death (LLT) (name_meddra__v) field is coded, the MedDRA code is exported.
2. If a coded term is unavailable, the Cause of Death (Reported) (name_reported__v) field is exported.

B.1.9.3 Was Autopsy Done?

The value selected in the Autopsy field on the Case.

B.1.9.4a MedDRA Version for Autopsy-determined Cause(s) of Death

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

B.1.9.4b Autopsy-determined Cause(s) of Death (MedDRA code)

This field is exported from one of the following sources from the Autopsy-Determined Case Cause of Death
record, ordered by priority:
1. If the Cause of Death (LLT) (name_meddra__v) field is coded, the MedDRA code is exported.
2. If a coded term is unavailable, the Cause of Death (Reported) (name_reported__v) field is exported.

B.1.10.1 Parent Identification

The value entered in the Patient ID field on the associated Parent-type Case.

B.1.10.2.1 Date of Birth of Parent

The date entered in the Date of Birth field on the associated Parental-type Case. For this data element to be
transmitted, the full date is required with year, month, and day.

B.1.10.2.2a Age of Parent (number)

The value entered in the Age field on the associated Parental-type Case.

Note

Ages above 100 are not exported.

B.1.10.2.2b Age of Parent (unit)

The unit entered in the Age (unit) field on the associated Parental-type Case.

B.1.10.3 Last Menstrual Period Date of Parent

The date entered in the Last Menstrual field on the associated Parental-type Case.

B.1.10.4 Body Weight (kg) of Parent

The value entered in the Weight field on the associated Parental-type Case.

B.1.10.5 Height (cm) of Parent

The value entered in the Height (normalized) field on the associated Parental-type Case.

B.1.10.6 Sex of Parent

The value entered in the Gender field on the associated Parent-type Case.

B.1.10.7.1a.1 MedDRA Version for Medical History

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field on the
associated Parental-type Case.

B.1.10.7.1a.2 Medical History (disease / surgical procedure/ etc.)

The MedDRA LLT coded on the Case Medical History object on the associated Parental-type Case.

(MedDRA code)
B.1.10.7.1c Start Date (value)

The date entered in the Start Date field on the Case Medical History object on the associated Parental-type
Case.

B.1.10.7.1d Continuing

The value selected in the Continuing field on the Case Medical History object on the associated Parental-type
Case.

B.1.10.7.1f End Date

The date entered in the End Date field on the Case Medical History object on the associated Parental-type
Case.

B.1.10.7.1g Comments

The text entered in the Comments field on the Case Medical History object on the associated Parental-type
Case, to a limit of 2,000 characters.

B.1.10.7.2 Text for Relevant Medical History and Concurrent Conditions

The information entered in the Medical History Text field on the associated Parental-type Case, to a limit of

of Parent

10,000 characters.

B.1.10.8a Name of Drug as Reported

The text entered in the Name Reported field on the Case Drug History object on the associated Parental-type
Case.

B.1.10.8c Start date

The date entered in the Start Date field on the Case Drug History object on the associated Parental-type Case.

B.1.10.8e End Date

The date entered in the End Date field on the Case Drug History object on the associated Parental-type Case.

B.1.10.8f.1 MedDRA Version for Indication

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field on the
associated Parental-type Case.

B.1.10.8f.2 Indication (MedDRA code)

The indication MedDRA LLT coded on the Case Drug History object on the associated Parental-type Case.

B.1.10.8g.1 MedDRA Version for Reaction

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field on the
associated Parental-type Case.

B.1.10.8g.2 Reactions (MedDRA code)

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field on the
associated Parental-type Case.

B.2 Reaction(s)/Event(s)
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

B.2.i.0 Reaction / Event as Reported by the Primary Source in Native

The text entered in the Event (Reported) field on the Case Adverse Event.

Language
B.2.i.1a MedDRA Version for Reaction / Event (LLT)

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

B.2.i.1b Reaction / Event (MedDRA code)

The value entered in the Event (MedDRA) field on the Case Adverse Event.

B.2.i.3 Term highlighted by the reporter

The value selected in the Highlighted Term field on the Case Adverse Event.

Seriousness criteria at event level

The appropriate seriousness is populated, based on the Seriousness field on the Case Adverse Event.

B.2.i.4b Date of start of reaction/event (value)

The date entered in the Onset field on the Case Adverse Event.

B.2.i.5b Date of end of reaction/event (value)

The date entered in the Resolved field on the Case Adverse Event.

B.2.i.6a Duration of reaction/event (value)

The value entered in the Duration field on the Case Adverse Event.

B.2.i.6b Duration of reaction/event (unit)

The unit entered in the Duration (unit) field on the Case Adverse Event.

B.2.i.7.1a Time interval between beginning of suspect drug administration

The value entered in the First Dose Latency (number) field on the Case Assessment.

and start of reaction/event
B.2.i.7.1b Time interval unit between suspect drug administration and

The unit selected in the First Dose Latency (unit) field on the Case Assessment.

start of reaction/event
B.2.i.7.2a Time interval between last dose and start of reaction/event

The value entered in the Last Dose Latency (number) field on the Case Assessment.

B.2.i.7.2b Time interval unit between last dose and start of reaction/event

The unit selected in the Last Dose Latency (unit) field on the Case Assessment.

B.2.i.8 Outcome of reaction/event at the time of last observation

The value selected in the Outcome field on the Case Adverse Event.
You must select a Vault E2B Code value for this section.
See the following table for the E2B Code values and their corresponding E2B R2 Code values.

VAULT E2B CODE

E2B R2 CODE

1 - Recovered/Resolved

1 - Recovered/Resolved

2 - Recovering/Resolving

2 - Recovering/Resolving

3 - Not Recovered/Not Resolved/Ongoing

3 - Not Recovered/Not Resolved

4 - Recovered/Resolved with Sequelae

4 - Recovered/Resolved with Sequelae

5 - Fatal

5 - Fatal

0 - Unknown

6 - Unknown

B.3 Results of Tests and Procedures Relevant to the Investigation of the Patient
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

B.3.1 Test Date

The date entered in the Test Date field on the Case Test Result.

B.3.1c Test Name

For FDA and ICH E2B R2 exports, this field is exported from one of the following sources from the Case Test
Result record, ordered by priority:
1. If the Name MedDRA (LLT) (name_meddra__v) field is coded, the MedDRA code is exported.
2. If a coded term is unavailable, the Test Name (Reported) (name_reported__v) field is exported.

B.3.1d Result

The value entered in the Test Result (Qualifier) and Test Result (Number) fields on the Case Test Result.

Note

When the Test Result (Number) field is populated but the Test Result (Unit) field is blank, if

there is a value in the Result (Unit) Text field, this element is not populated. Instead, the Test Result
(Number) and Result (Unit) Text fields are mapped to B.3.2.

B.3.1e Test Result (unit)

The unit selected in the Result (Unit) field on the Case Test Result.

B.3.1.1 Normal Low Value

The unit and value entered in the Normal Low Value field on the Case Test Result.
If the result does not have a unit, the system will map any text entered instead.

B.3.1.2 Normal High Value

The unit and value entered in the Normal High Value field on the Case Test Result.
If the result does not have a unit, the system will map any text entered instead.

B.3.1.3 More Information Available

The value entered in the More Information Available field on the Case Test Result.

B.3.2 Results of tests and procedures relevant to the investigation of the

This data element is mapped from the following fields from a Case Test Result:

patient
Result (Code)
Result (Text)
Comments

Note

When the Test Result (Number) field is populated but the Test Result (Unit) field is blank, if

there is a value in the Result (Unit) Text field, the number and unit text are populated in this element.

B.4 Drug(s) Information
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

B.4.k.1 Characterisation of Drug Role

This value is mapped from the Drug Role option selected on the Case Product:

Back to Top
DRUG ROLE

E2B CODE

Feedback?

ICH E2B(R3)

FDA VAERS E2B(R3)

EMA E2B(R3)

Suspect

1

Concomitant

2

PMDA E2B(R3)
Interacting

ICH E2B(R2)

FDA E2B(R2)
3

Treatment

HC E2B(R2)

N/A: Does not map to an E2B code

Drug Not Administered

1

B.4.k.2.1 Medicinal Product Name as Reported by the Primary Source

The information entered in the Product (Reported) field on the Case Product.

B.4.k.2.2 Substance / Specified Substance Name

The information entered in the Name (Reported) field on the Case Product Substance.

B.4.k.2.3 Identification of the Country Where the Drug Was Obtained

The value entered in the Country Obtained field on the Case Product.

Investigational Product Blinded

The value entered in the Blinded field on the Case Product.

B.4.k.4.1 Authorisation / Application Number

The information entered in the Registration Number field on the Case Product.

B.4.k.4.2 Country of Authorisation / Application

The value entered in the Registration Country field on the Case Product.

B.4.k.4.3 Name of Holder / Applicant

The information entered in the Registration Holder/Applicant field on the Case Product.

B.4.k.5.1 Dose (number)

The value entered in the Dose (number) field on the Case Product Dosage.

B.4.k.5.2 Dose (unit)

The unit selected in the Dose (unit) field on the Case Product Dosage.

B.4.k.5.3 Number of separate dosages

Set to the number of individual Case Product Dosage records associated with the Case.

B.4.k.5.4 Number of Units in the Interval

The value entered in the Frequency field on the Case Product Dosage.
For FDA and ICH E2B R2 only, when a non-standard frequency measurement (cyclical, as necessary, or total) is
specified in the Frequency field, this element is left blank and the non-standard unit is populated in data
element B.4.k.6.

B.4.k.5.5 Definition of the Time Interval Unit

The appropriate E2B R2 code is mapped based on the unit selected in the Frequency field on the Case Product
Dosage.
For FDA and ICH E2B R2 only, when a non-standard frequency measurement (cyclical, as necessary, or total) is
specified in the Frequency field, this element is left blank and the non-standard unit is populated in data
element B.4.k.6.

B.4.k.12 Date and Time of Start of Drug

The information entered in the First Administration field on the Case Product Dosage.

B.4.k.14 Date and Time of Last Administration

The information entered in the Last Administration field on the Case Product Dosage.

B.4.k.15a Duration of Drug Administration (number)

The value entered in the Duration (number) field on the Case Product Dosage.

B.4.k.15b Duration of Drug Administration (unit)

The unit selected in the Duration (unit) field on the Case Product Dosage.

B.4.k.3 Batch / Lot Number

The information entered in the Batch/Lot Number field on the Case Product Dosage.

B.4.k.6 Dosage Text

The information entered in the Dose Text field on the Case Product Dosage.
For FDA and ICH E2B R2 only, when a non-standard frequency measurement (cyclical, as necessary, or total) is
specified in the Frequency field, the frequency value and unit are also mapped to this element.

B.4.k.7 Pharmaceutical Dose Form

The information entered in the Dose Form Text field on the Case Product Dosage.

B.4.k.8 Route of Administration

The Route of Administration E2B code or custom value in the Patient RoA field on the Case Product Dosage.

B.4.k.9 Parent Route of Administration

The Route of Administration E2B code or custom value in the Parent RoA field on the Case Product Dosage.

B.4.k.5.6 Cumulative Dose to First Reaction (number)

The value entered in the Cumulative Dose field on the Case Product object.

B.4.k.5.7 Cumulative Dose to First Reaction (unit)

The unit selected in the Cumulative Dose (unit) field on the Case Product object.

B.4.k.10a Gestation Period at Time of Exposure (number)

The value entered in the Gestation Exposure field on the Case Product object.

B.4.k.10b Gestation Period at Time of Exposure (unit)

The unit selected in the Gestation Exposure (unit) field on the Case Product object.

B.4.k.11a MedDRA Version for Indication

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

B.4.k.16 Action(s) Taken with Drug

The value selected in the Action Taken field on the Case Product object.
You must select a Vault E2B Code value for this section.
See the following table for the E2B Code values and their corresponding E2B R2 Code values.

VAULT E2B CODE

E2B R2 CODE

1 - Drug Withdrawn

1 - Drug Withdrawn

2 - Dose Reduced

2 - Dose Reduced

3 - Dose Increased

3 - Dose Increased

4 - Dose Not Changed

4 - Dose Not Changed

0 - Unknown

5 - Unknown

9 - Not Applicable

6 - Not Applicable

B.4.k.18.1a MedDRA version for reaction(s)/event(s) assessed

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

B.4.k.18.1b Reaction(s) / Event(s) Assessed

The specific reaction or event being assessed, referenced in the Case Adverse Event field on the Case
Assessment. This is not a user-entered element.

B.4.k.18.2 Source of Assessment

The system maps a text value from one of the following fields on the Case Assessment Result, ordered by
priority:
1. Source Type
2. Source (text)

B.4.k.18.3 Method of Assessment

The system maps a text value from one of the following fields on the Case Assessment Result, ordered by
priority:
1. Method of Assessment
2. Method (text)

B.4.k.18.4 Result of Assessment

The system maps a text value from one of the following fields on the Case Assessment Result, ordered by
priority:
1. Assessment Result (Override)

Note

An administrator must add the Assessment Result (Override) field to the layout and Veeva

Support must enable this usage in your vault.

2. Assessment Result
3. Result (text)
B.4.k.13.1a Time Interval between Beginning of Drug Administration and

The value entered in the First Dose Latency (number) field on the Case Assessment.

Start of Reaction / Event (number)
B.4.k.13.1b Time Interval between Beginning of Drug Administration and

The unit selected in the First Dose Latency (unit) field on the Case Assessment.

Start of Reaction / Event (unit)
B.4.k.13.2a Time Interval between Last Dose of Drug and Start of

The value entered in the Last Dose Latency (number) field on the Case Assessment.

Reaction / Event (number)
B.4.k.13.2b Time Interval between Last Dose of Drug and Start of

The unit selected in the Last Dose Latency (unit) field on the Case Assessment.

Reaction / Event (unit)
B.4.k.17.1 Did Reaction Recur on Re-administration?

The appropriate value is populated, based on the option selected in the Reaction Recurrence field on the Case
Assessment:
1 : yes - yes (rechallenge was done, reaction reccurred)
2 : no - n/a (no rechallenge was done, recurrance is not applicable) or yes - no (rechallenge was done, reaction
did not recur)
3 : yes - unk (rechallenge was done, outcome unknown)

B.4.k.19 Additional Information on Drug (free text)

This field is populated with data from the following sources:
The text entered in the Additional Information (text) field on the Case Product.
If the Blinded field is set to "Yes" on the Case Product, the system appends 'INVESTIGATIONAL' to this
element.
If the Drug Role field is set to "Drug not administered" on the Case Product, the system appends 'DRUG
NOT ADMINISTERED' to this element.

B.5 Narrative Case Summary and Further Information
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

B.5.1 Case Narrative Including Clinical Course, Therapeutic Measures,

The text entered in the Narrative Text field on the Case, to a limit of 20,000 characters.

Outcome and Additional Relevant Information
Note

For Domestic Cases with Localization Scope set to “Narrative” or blank, the Localized Narrative

document is populated to this element. For any other setup, only the primary narrative is exported. Any
additional translated narratives and/or language tags are not exported.

B.5.2 Reporter's Comments

The text entered in the Reporter's Comments field on the Case, to a limit of 20,000 characters.

B.5.3a MedDRA Version for Sender's Diagnosis / Syndrome and / or

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

Reclassification of Reaction / Event
B.5.3b Sender's Diagnosis / Syndrome and / or Reclassification of

The MedDRA LLT coded on the Case Diagnosis.

Reaction / Event (MedDRA code)
B.5.4 Sender's Comments

The information entered in the Sender Comments field on the Case, to a limit of 20,000 characters.
For Domestic Cases with Localization Scope set to Company Comments or blank, the Localized Company
Comments are populated to this element.
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E2B Generation Data Mapping
Learn how Vault Safety generates E2B R2 and E2B R3 files submittable to regulatory authorities.
Last Updated Aug 12, 2022

When you export a Case to an E2B file, either for an outbound Transmission or directly from the Case page, Vault Safety maps all case data and documents to the
appropriate E2B data elements.

Tip

Vault Safety automatically validates E2B files. E2B Validation provides more information.

Toggle between the following tabs to learn how Vault Safety maps information to generate ICH-compliant E2B (R3) and E2B (R2) files.

FDA E2B(R2) Mapping
M.1 ICH ICSR Transmission Identification (batch wrapper)
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

M.1.1 Types of Message in Batch

For FDA and ICH E2B R2 exports, this element is always set to 1 for ICH ICSR.

M.1.2 Message Format Version

Set to default value 2.1 for an ICSR, or 1.0 for an acknowledgment.

M.1.3 Message Format Release

For FDA and ICH E2B R2 exports, this element is set to 1 .

M.1.4 Batch Number

The value entered in the E2B Message ID field on the Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

M.1.5 Batch Sender Identifier

The value entered in the Origin ID field on the Transmission Profile associated with the Transmission
(Submission or Distribution) record.

M.1.6 Batch Receiver Identifier

The value entered in the Destination ID field on the Transmission Profile associated with the Transmission
(Submission or Distribution) record.

M.1.7b Date of Batch Transmission

Date and time when the report was generated or Transmitted, calculated with full precision down to the second.

ICH ICSR Message Header (message wrapper)
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

N.2.r.4 Date of Message Creation

If the Case is Approved or Closed, the date entered in the Approval Date field.
Otherwise, the date and time when the report was generated or transmitted, calculated with full precision down
to the second.

A Administrative and Identification Numbers
A.1 Identification of the Case Safety Report
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

A.1.0.1 Sender's (case) Safety Report Unique Identifier

The value entered in the UID field on the Case Number object is populated in this element. Also, if the Safety
Report Version field is populated on the Transmission (Submission or Distribution), then the
< safetyreportversion > tag is populated with the text entered in the field.

A.1.1 Reporter's Country Code

The ISO code populated in the Country field on the Reporter-type Case Contact.

A.1.2 Identification of the Country Where the Reaction / Event Occurred

The value entered in the Event Country field on the primary Case Adverse Event.

A.1.3b Date of Transmission

If the Case is Approved or Closed, the date entered in the Approval Date field.
Otherwise, the date and time when the report was generated or transmitted, calculated with full precision down
to the second.

A.1.4 Type of Report

The appropriate value is populated, based on the option selected in the Report Type field on the Case
1 : Spontaneous
2 : Study
3 : Other
4 : Unknown

A.1.5.1 Serious

Set to 1 (Yes) if there is at least one Case Adverse Event with seriousness criteria.

A.1.5.2 Seriousness Criteria

Populated with seriousness tags corresponding to the criteria selected in the Seriousness field across all Case
Adverse Events. A seriousness criteria tag is set to 1 (Yes) if there is at least one Case Adverse Event with
that seriousness criteria.

A.1.6 Date Report Was First Received from Source

For initial Cases, the date entered in the Receipt Date field on the Case.
For Follow-Up Cases, the date entered in the Initial Receipt Date field on the Case.

A.1.7 Date of Most Recent Information for This Report

The date entered in the New Info Date field on the Case.

A.1.8.1 Are Additional Documents Available

Populated as True if there are documents attached to the Case with the document type of Case > Source >
Attachment with the Retransmit field set to Yes.

A.1.8.2 Documents Held by Sender

The text entered in the Attachment Description and Attachment Description Continued fields on any
documents attached to the Case with the document type of Case > Source > Attachment, to a limit of 2,000
characters.

A.1.9 Does this case fulfill the local criteria for an expedited report

For non-combination product reports, the system first attempts to use the Local Expedited Criteria
(case_expedited__v) field on the Transmission (Submission or Distribution). If this field is not available on
the Transmission, the system then looks at the Expedited field on the Case.
With either field, the following logic applies:
i. 1 (15-day): Populated when the expedited field value is Yes
ii. 2 (non-expedited): Populated when the expedited field value is No or both expedited fields are blank
For combination product reports, the following logic applies:
i. 4 (5-day): Populated when the Device Report Type field contains Public Health Risk.
ii. 5 (malfunction-only): Populated when the Device Report Type field is set to only Malfunction.
iii. If neither condition is met, the system uses the same logic as non-combination product reports to
populate 1 or 2 .

A.1.10.1 Regulatory authority's case report number

The value entered in the Worldwide UID field on the Case Number object.

A.1.10.2 Other sender's case report number

The value entered in the First Sender field on the original inbound Transmission.
The Transmission Date is used to find the original Transmission.

A.1.11 Other Case Identifiers in Previous Transmissions

Populated as True if there are any Case Identifier objects associated with the Case.

A.1.11.1 Source(s) of the Case Identifier

The value entered in the Source field on the Case Identifier object.

A.1.11.2 Case Identifier(s)

The value entered in the Name field on the Case Identifier object.

A.1.13 Report Nullification / Amendment

Set to 1 when Nullification is selected in the Reason field on the Transmission.

A.1.13.1 Reason for Nullification / Amendment

The text entered in the Reason Text field on the Transmission, to a limit of 2,000 characters.

A.1.14 Medical Confirmation by Healthcare Professional

Populated based on the value in the HCP Confirmed field on the Case Adverse Event. This field is only
transmitted when the Qualification field on the primary (Rank 1) Reporter-type Case Contact does not
designate a health professional. That is, the Qualification Controlled Vocabulary does not correspond to E2B
codes 1, 2, or 3.

A.2 Primary Source(s) of Information
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

A.2.1.1a Reporter's Title

The value entered in the Title field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

A.2.1.1b Reporter's Given Name

The value entered in the First Name field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

A.2.1.1c Reporter's Middle Name

The value entered in the Middle Name field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

A.2.1.1d Reporter's Family Name

The value entered in the Last Name field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

A.2.1.2a Reporter's Organisation

The value entered in the Organization field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

A.2.1.2b Reporter's Department

The value entered in the Department field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

A.2.1.2c Reporter's Street

The value entered in the Street field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

A.2.1.2d Reporter's City

The value entered in the City field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

A.2.1.2e Reporter's State or Province

The value entered in the State/Province field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

A.2.1.2f Reporter's Postcode

The value entered in the Postal Code/Zip Code field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

A.2.1.3 Reporter's Country Code

The ISO code populated in the Country field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

A.2.1.4 Qualification

The option selected in the Qualification field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

A.3 Information on Sender and Reciever of Case Safety Report
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

A.3.1.1 Sender Type

The option selected in the Sender Type field in the Organization record associated with the Sender User on the
Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.
If the Sender User is not specified on the Transmission, by default the system maps the Sender Type from the
Organization on the Case.

A.3.1.2 Sender's Organisation

The value entered in the Organisation field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the
Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.
If the Sender User is not specified on the Transmission, by default the system maps the Organization on the
Case.

A.3.1.3a Sender's Department

The value entered in the Department field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the
Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

A.3.1.3b Sender's Title

The value entered in the Title field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the Transmission
(Submission or Distribution) record.

A.3.1.3c Sender's Given Name

The value entered in the First Name field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the
Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

A.3.1.3d Sender's Middle Name

The value entered in the Middle Name field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the
Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

A.3.1.3e Sender's Family Name

The value entered in the Last Name field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the
Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

A.3.1.4a Sender's Street Address

The value entered in the Street field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the Transmission
(Submission or Distribution) record.

A.3.1.4b Sender's City

The value entered in the City field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the Transmission
(Submission or Distribution) record.

A.3.1.4c Sender's State or Province

The value entered in the State / Province field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the
Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

A.3.1.4d Sender's Postcode

The value entered in the Postal Code / Zip Code field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on
the Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

A.3.1.4e Sender's Country Code

The 2-letter ISO code associated with the country selected in the Country field in the Person record associated
with the Sender User on the Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

A.3.1.4f Sender's Telephone

The value entered in the Telephone field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the
Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

A.3.1.4i Sender's Fax

The value entered in the Fax field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the Transmission
(Submission or Distribution) record.

A.3.1.4 Sender's E-mail Address

The value entered in the Email field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the Transmission
(Submission or Distribution) record.

A.2.2 Literature Reference(s)

The value entered in the Reference document field for any Case documents classified with the Case > Source
> Literature document type, to a limit of 500 characters.

A.2.3.1 Study Name

For FDA and ICH E2B R2, the value entered in the Study Name field on the associated Study, to a limit of 2,000
characters.

A.2.3.2 Sponsor Study Number

The value entered in the Study Number field on the associated Study.

A.2.3.3 Study Type Where Reaction(s) / Event(s) Were Observed

The option populated in the Study Type ( product_usage_reason__v ) field on the Case.

A.3.2.1 Receiver Type

The option selected in the Receiver Type field in the Organization record associated with the Receiver Person
on the Transmission Profile record. If the Receiver Person is not specified on the Transmission, by default the
system maps the Receiver Type from the Organization on the Case.

A.3.2.2a Receiver's Organisation

The value entered in the Organization field in the Person record associated with the Receiver Person on the
Transmission Profile record. If the Receiver Person is not specified on the Transmission, by default the system
maps the Organization on the Case.

A.3.2.2b Receiver's Department

The value entered in the Department field in the Person record associated with the Receiver Person on the
Transmission Profile record.

A.3.2.2c Receiver's Title

The value entered in the Title field in the Person record associated with the Receiver Person on the
Transmission Profile record.

A.3.2.2d Receiver's Given Name

The value entered in the First Name field in the Person record associated with the Receiver Person on the
Transmission Profile record.

A.3.2.2e Receiver's Middle Name

The value entered in the Middle Name field in the Person record associated with the Receiver Person on the
Transmission Profile record.

A.3.2.2f Receiver's Family Name

The value entered in the Last Name field in the Person record associated with the Receiver Person on the
Transmission Profile record.

A.3.2.3a Receiver's Street Address

The value entered in the Street field in the Person record associated with the Receiver Person on the
Transmission Profile record.

A.3.2.3b Receiver's City

The value entered in the City field in the Person record associated with the Receiver Person on the
Transmission Profile record.

A.3.2.3c Receiver's State or Province

The value entered in the State / Province field in the Person record associated with the Receiver Person on the
Transmission Profile record.

A.3.2.3d Receiver's Postcode

The value entered in the Postal Code / Zip Code field in the Person record associated with the Receiver
Person on the Transmission Profile record.

A.3.2.3e Receiver's Country Code

The 2-letter ISO code associated with the country selected in the Country field in the Person record associated
with the Receiver Person on the Transmission Profile record.

A.3.2.3f Receiver's Telephone

The value entered in the Telephone field in the Person record associated with the Receiver Person on the
Transmission Profile record.

A.3.2.3g Receiver's Telephone Extension

The value entered in the Telephone Extension field in the Person record associated with the Receiver Person
on the Transmission Profile record.

A.3.2.3h Receiver's Telephone Country

The value entered in the Telephone Country field in the Person record associated with the Receiver Person on
the Transmission Profile record.

A.3.2.3i Receiver's Fax

The value entered in the Fax field in the Person record associated with the Receiver Person on the
Transmission Profile record.

A.3.2.3j Receiver's Fax Extension

The value entered in the Fax Extension field in the Person record associated with the Receiver Person on the
Transmission Profile record.

A.3.2.3k Receiver's Fax Country

The value entered in the Fax Country field in the Person record associated with the Receiver Person on the
Transmission Profile record.

A.3.2.3l Receiver's E-mail Address

The value entered in the Email field in the Person record associated with the Receiver Person on the
Transmission Profile record.

B Information on the Case
B.1 Patient Characteristics
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

B.1.1 Patient initials

The value entered in the Patient Initials / ID field on the Case.

B.1.1.1a GP medical record number

The value entered in the MRN - GP field on the Case.

B.1.1.1b Specialist record number

The value entered in the MRN - Specialist field on the Case.

B.1.1.1c Hospital record number

The value entered in the MRN - Hospital field on the Case.

B.1.1.1d Investigation number

The value entered in the MRN - Investigation field on the Case.

B.1.2.1 Date of birth

The date entered in the Date of Birth field on the Case. For this data element to be transmitted, the full date is
required with year, month, and day.

B.1.2.2a Age at time of onset of reaction/event (number)

The value entered in the Age field on the Case. In accordance with ICH guidelines, this element is only
transmitted when the Patient Date of Birth (B.1.2.1) is not transmitted.

B.1.2.2b Age at time of onset of reaction/event (unit)

The value selected in the Age (unit) field on the Case. In accordance with ICH guidelines, this element is only
transmitted when the Patient Date of Birth (B.1.2.1) is not transmitted.

B.1.2.2.1a Gestation Period When Reaction / Event Was Observed in the

The value entered in the Gestation field on the Case.

Foetus (value)
B.1.2.2.1b Gestation Period When Reaction / Event Was Observed in the

The unit selected in the Gestation (unit) field on the Case.

Foetus (unit)
B.1.2.3 Patient age group

The option populated in the Age Group field on the Case. In accordance with ICH guidelines, this element is
only transmitted when both the Patient Date of Birth (B.1.2.1) and Age at Onset (B.1.2.2) are not transmitted.

B.1.3 Body Weight (kg)

The value entered in the Weight field on the Case.

B.1.4 Height (cm)

The value entered in the Height (normalized) field on the Case.

B.1.5 Sex

The option populated in the Gender field on the Case.

B.1.6 Last menstrual period date

The date entered in the Last Menstrual field on the Case.

B.1.7.1a.1 MedDRA Version for Medical History

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

B.1.7.1a.2 Medical History (disease / surgical procedure / etc.) (MedDRA

The MedDRA LLT coded on the Case Medical History object.

code)
B.1.7.1c Start Date

The date entered in the Start Date field on the Case Medical History object.

B.1.7.1d Continuing

The appropriate value is populated, based on the Continuing field on the Case Medical History object.

B.1.7.1f End Date

The date entered in the End Date field on the Case Medical History object.

B.1.7.1g Comments

The text entered in the Comments field on the Case Medical History object, to a limit of 2,000 characters.

Family history

The value selected in the Family History field on the Case Medical History object.

B.1.7.2 Text for Relevant Medical History and Concurrent Conditions (not

The text entered in the Medical History Text field on the Case, to a limit of 10,000 characters.

including reaction / event)
B.1.8a Name of Drug as Reported

The value entered in the Name Reported field on the Case Drug History Object.

B.1.8c Start date

The date entered in the Start Date field on the Case Drug History Object.

B.1.8e End Date

The value entered in the End Date field on the Case Drug History Object.

B.1.8f.1 MedDRA Version for Reaction

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

B.1.8f.2 Indication (MedDRA code)

The MedDRA LLT coded for the indication on the Case Drug History Object.

B.1.8g.1 MedDRA Version for Reaction

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

B.1.8g.2 Reaction (MedDRA code)

The value entered in the Reaction MedDRA field on the Case Drug History Object.

B.1.9.1 Date of Death

The date entered in the Date of Death field on the Case.

B.1.9.2a MedDRA Version for Reported Cause(s) of Death

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

B.1.9.2b Reported Cause(s) of Death (MedDRA code)

This field is exported from one of the following sources from the Reported Case Cause of Death record, ordered
by priority:
1. If the Cause of Death (LLT) (name_meddra__v) field is coded, the MedDRA code is exported.
2. If a coded term is unavailable, the Cause of Death (Reported) (name_reported__v) field is exported.

B.1.9.3 Was Autopsy Done?

The value selected in the Autopsy field on the Case.

B.1.9.4a MedDRA Version for Autopsy-determined Cause(s) of Death

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

B.1.9.4b Autopsy-determined Cause(s) of Death (MedDRA code)

This field is exported from one of the following sources from the Autopsy-Determined Case Cause of Death
record, ordered by priority:
1. If the Cause of Death (LLT) (name_meddra__v) field is coded, the MedDRA code is exported.
2. If a coded term is unavailable, the Cause of Death (Reported) (name_reported__v) field is exported.

B.1.10.1 Parent Identification

The value entered in the Patient ID field on the associated Parent-type Case.

B.1.10.2.1 Date of Birth of Parent

The date entered in the Date of Birth field on the associated Parental-type Case. For this data element to be
transmitted, the full date is required with year, month, and day.

B.1.10.2.2a Age of Parent (number)

The value entered in the Age field on the associated Parental-type Case.

Note

Ages above 100 are not exported.

B.1.10.2.2b Age of Parent (unit)

The unit entered in the Age (unit) field on the associated Parental-type Case.

B.1.10.3 Last Menstrual Period Date of Parent

The date entered in the Last Menstrual field on the associated Parental-type Case.

B.1.10.4 Body Weight (kg) of Parent

The value entered in the Weight field on the associated Parental-type Case.

B.1.10.5 Height (cm) of Parent

The value entered in the Height (normalized) field on the associated Parental-type Case.

B.1.10.6 Sex of Parent

The value entered in the Gender field on the associated Parent-type Case.

B.1.10.7.1a.1 MedDRA Version for Medical History

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field on the
associated Parental-type Case.

B.1.10.7.1a.2 Medical History (disease / surgical procedure/ etc.)

The MedDRA LLT coded on the Case Medical History object on the associated Parental-type Case.

(MedDRA code)
B.1.10.7.1c Start Date (value)

The date entered in the Start Date field on the Case Medical History object on the associated Parental-type
Case.

B.1.10.7.1d Continuing

The value selected in the Continuing field on the Case Medical History object on the associated Parental-type
Case.

B.1.10.7.1f End Date

The date entered in the End Date field on the Case Medical History object on the associated Parental-type
Case.

B.1.10.7.1g Comments

The text entered in the Comments field on the Case Medical History object on the associated Parental-type
Case, to a limit of 2,000 characters.

B.1.10.7.2 Text for Relevant Medical History and Concurrent Conditions

The information entered in the Medical History Text field on the associated Parental-type Case, to a limit of

of Parent

10,000 characters.

B.1.10.8a Name of Drug as Reported

The text entered in the Name Reported field on the Case Drug History object on the associated Parental-type
Case.

B.1.10.8c Start date

The date entered in the Start Date field on the Case Drug History object on the associated Parental-type Case.

B.1.10.8e End Date

The date entered in the End Date field on the Case Drug History object on the associated Parental-type Case.

B.1.10.8f.1 MedDRA Version for Indication

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field on the
associated Parental-type Case.

B.1.10.8f.2 Indication (MedDRA code)

The indication MedDRA LLT coded on the Case Drug History object on the associated Parental-type Case.

B.1.10.8g.1 MedDRA Version for Reaction

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field on the
associated Parental-type Case.

B.1.10.8g.2 Reactions (MedDRA code)

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field on the
associated Parental-type Case.

B.2 Reaction(s)/Event(s)
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

B.2.i.0 Reaction / Event as Reported by the Primary Source in Native

The text entered in the Event (Reported) field on the Case Adverse Event.

Language
B.2.i.1a MedDRA Version for Reaction / Event (LLT)

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

B.2.i.1b Reaction / Event (MedDRA code)

The value entered in the Event (MedDRA) field on the Case Adverse Event.

B.2.i.3 Term highlighted by the reporter

The value selected in the Highlighted Term field on the Case Adverse Event.

Seriousness criteria at event level

The appropriate seriousness is populated, based on the Seriousness field on the Case Adverse Event.

B.2.i.4b Date of start of reaction/event (value)

The date entered in the Onset field on the Case Adverse Event.

B.2.i.5b Date of end of reaction/event (value)

The date entered in the Resolved field on the Case Adverse Event.

B.2.i.6a Duration of reaction/event (value)

The value entered in the Duration field on the Case Adverse Event.

B.2.i.6b Duration of reaction/event (unit)

The unit entered in the Duration (unit) field on the Case Adverse Event.

B.2.i.7.1a Time interval between beginning of suspect drug administration

The value entered in the First Dose Latency (number) field on the Case Assessment.

and start of reaction/event
B.2.i.7.1b Time interval unit between suspect drug administration and

The unit selected in the First Dose Latency (unit) field on the Case Assessment.

start of reaction/event
B.2.i.7.2a Time interval between last dose and start of reaction/event

The value entered in the Last Dose Latency (number) field on the Case Assessment.

B.2.i.7.2b Time interval unit between last dose and start of reaction/event

The unit selected in the Last Dose Latency (unit) field on the Case Assessment.

B.2.i.8 Outcome of reaction/event at the time of last observation

The value selected in the Outcome field on the Case Adverse Event.
You must select a Vault E2B Code value for this section.
See the following table for the E2B Code values and their corresponding E2B R2 Code values.

VAULT E2B CODE

E2B R2 CODE

1 - Recovered/Resolved

1 - Recovered/Resolved

2 - Recovering/Resolving

2 - Recovering/Resolving

3 - Not Recovered/Not Resolved/Ongoing

3 - Not Recovered/Not Resolved

4 - Recovered/Resolved with Sequelae

4 - Recovered/Resolved with Sequelae

5 - Fatal

5 - Fatal

0 - Unknown

6 - Unknown

B.3 Results of Tests and Procedures Relevant to the Investigation of the Patient
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

B.3.1 Test Date

The date entered in the Test Date field on the Case Test Result.

B.3.1c Test Name

For FDA and ICH E2B R2 exports, this field is exported from one of the following sources from the Case Test
Result record, ordered by priority:
1. If the Name MedDRA (LLT) (name_meddra__v) field is coded, the MedDRA code is exported.
2. If a coded term is unavailable, the Test Name (Reported) (name_reported__v) field is exported.

B.3.1d Result

The value entered in the Test Result (Qualifier) and Test Result (Number) fields on the Case Test Result.

Note

When the Test Result (Number) field is populated but the Test Result (Unit) field is blank, if

there is a value in the Result (Unit) Text field, this element is not populated. Instead, the Test Result
(Number) and Result (Unit) Text fields are mapped to B.3.2.

B.3.1e Test Result (unit)

The unit selected in the Result (Unit) field on the Case Test Result.

B.3.1.1 Normal Low Value

The unit and value entered in the Normal Low Value field on the Case Test Result.
If the result does not have a unit, the system will map any text entered instead.

B.3.1.2 Normal High Value

The unit and value entered in the Normal High Value field on the Case Test Result.
If the result does not have a unit, the system will map any text entered instead.

B.3.1.3 More Information Available

The value entered in the More Information Available field on the Case Test Result.

B.3.2 Results of tests and procedures relevant to the investigation of the

This data element is mapped from the following fields from a Case Test Result:

patient
Result (Code)
Result (Text)
Comments

Note

When the Test Result (Number) field is populated but the Test Result (Unit) field is blank, if

there is a value in the Result (Unit) Text field, the number and unit text are populated in this element.

Back to Top

Feedback?

B.4 Drug(s) Information
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME
ICH E2B(R3)
FDA VAERS E2B(R3)

EMA E2B(R3)

POPULATED VALUE
PMDA E2B(R3)
ICH E2B(R2)

B.4.k.1 Characterisation of Drug Role

FDA E2B(R2)

HC E2B(R2)

This value is mapped from the Drug Role option selected on the Case Product:

DRUG ROLE

E2B CODE

Suspect

1

Concomitant

2

Interacting

3

Treatment

N/A: Does not map to an E2B code

Drug Not Administered

1

B.4.k.2.1 Medicinal Product Name as Reported by the Primary Source

The information entered in the Product (Reported) field on the Case Product.

B.4.k.2.2 Substance / Specified Substance Name

The information entered in the Name (Reported) field on the Case Product Substance.

B.4.k.2.3 Identification of the Country Where the Drug Was Obtained

The value entered in the Country Obtained field on the Case Product.

Investigational Product Blinded

The value entered in the Blinded field on the Case Product.

B.4.k.4.1 Authorisation / Application Number

The information entered in the Registration Number field on the Case Product.

B.4.k.4.2 Country of Authorisation / Application

The value entered in the Registration Country field on the Case Product.

B.4.k.4.3 Name of Holder / Applicant

The information entered in the Registration Holder/Applicant field on the Case Product.

B.4.k.5.1 Dose (number)

The value entered in the Dose (number) field on the Case Product Dosage.

B.4.k.5.2 Dose (unit)

The unit selected in the Dose (unit) field on the Case Product Dosage.

B.4.k.5.3 Number of separate dosages

Set to the number of individual Case Product Dosage records associated with the Case.

B.4.k.5.4 Number of Units in the Interval

The value entered in the Frequency field on the Case Product Dosage.
For FDA and ICH E2B R2 only, when a non-standard frequency measurement (cyclical, as necessary, or total) is
specified in the Frequency field, this element is left blank and the non-standard unit is populated in data
element B.4.k.6.

B.4.k.5.5 Definition of the Time Interval Unit

The appropriate E2B R2 code is mapped based on the unit selected in the Frequency field on the Case Product
Dosage.
For FDA and ICH E2B R2 only, when a non-standard frequency measurement (cyclical, as necessary, or total) is
specified in the Frequency field, this element is left blank and the non-standard unit is populated in data
element B.4.k.6.

B.4.k.12 Date and Time of Start of Drug

The information entered in the First Administration field on the Case Product Dosage.

B.4.k.14 Date and Time of Last Administration

The information entered in the Last Administration field on the Case Product Dosage.

B.4.k.15a Duration of Drug Administration (number)

The value entered in the Duration (number) field on the Case Product Dosage.

B.4.k.15b Duration of Drug Administration (unit)

The unit selected in the Duration (unit) field on the Case Product Dosage.

B.4.k.3 Batch / Lot Number

The information entered in the Batch/Lot Number field on the Case Product Dosage.

B.4.k.6 Dosage Text

The information entered in the Dose Text field on the Case Product Dosage.
For FDA and ICH E2B R2 only, when a non-standard frequency measurement (cyclical, as necessary, or total) is
specified in the Frequency field, the frequency value and unit are also mapped to this element.

B.4.k.7 Pharmaceutical Dose Form

The information entered in the Dose Form Text field on the Case Product Dosage.

B.4.k.8 Route of Administration

The Route of Administration E2B code or custom value in the Patient RoA field on the Case Product Dosage.

B.4.k.9 Parent Route of Administration

The Route of Administration E2B code or custom value in the Parent RoA field on the Case Product Dosage.

B.4.k.5.6 Cumulative Dose to First Reaction (number)

The value entered in the Cumulative Dose field on the Case Product object.

B.4.k.5.7 Cumulative Dose to First Reaction (unit)

The unit selected in the Cumulative Dose (unit) field on the Case Product object.

B.4.k.10a Gestation Period at Time of Exposure (number)

The value entered in the Gestation Exposure field on the Case Product object.

B.4.k.10b Gestation Period at Time of Exposure (unit)

The unit selected in the Gestation Exposure (unit) field on the Case Product object.

B.4.k.11a MedDRA Version for Indication

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

B.4.k.16 Action(s) Taken with Drug

The value selected in the Action Taken field on the Case Product object.
You must select a Vault E2B Code value for this section.
See the following table for the E2B Code values and their corresponding E2B R2 Code values.

VAULT E2B CODE

E2B R2 CODE

1 - Drug Withdrawn

1 - Drug Withdrawn

2 - Dose Reduced

2 - Dose Reduced

3 - Dose Increased

3 - Dose Increased

4 - Dose Not Changed

4 - Dose Not Changed

0 - Unknown

5 - Unknown

9 - Not Applicable

6 - Not Applicable

B.4.k.18.1a MedDRA version for reaction(s)/event(s) assessed

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

B.4.k.18.1b Reaction(s) / Event(s) Assessed

The specific reaction or event being assessed, referenced in the Case Adverse Event field on the Case
Assessment. This is not a user-entered element.

B.4.k.18.2 Source of Assessment

The system maps a text value from one of the following fields on the Case Assessment Result, ordered by
priority:
1. Source Type
2. Source (text)

B.4.k.18.3 Method of Assessment

The system maps a text value from one of the following fields on the Case Assessment Result, ordered by
priority:
1. Method of Assessment
2. Method (text)

B.4.k.18.4 Result of Assessment

The system maps a text value from one of the following fields on the Case Assessment Result, ordered by
priority:
1. Assessment Result (Override)

Note

An administrator must add the Assessment Result (Override) field to the layout and Veeva

Support must enable this usage in your vault.

2. Assessment Result
3. Result (text)
B.4.k.13.1a Time Interval between Beginning of Drug Administration and

The value entered in the First Dose Latency (number) field on the Case Assessment.

Start of Reaction / Event (number)
B.4.k.13.1b Time Interval between Beginning of Drug Administration and

The unit selected in the First Dose Latency (unit) field on the Case Assessment.

Start of Reaction / Event (unit)
B.4.k.13.2a Time Interval between Last Dose of Drug and Start of

The value entered in the Last Dose Latency (number) field on the Case Assessment.

Reaction / Event (number)
B.4.k.13.2b Time Interval between Last Dose of Drug and Start of

The unit selected in the Last Dose Latency (unit) field on the Case Assessment.

Reaction / Event (unit)
B.4.k.17.1 Did Reaction Recur on Re-administration?

The appropriate value is populated, based on the option selected in the Reaction Recurrence field on the Case
Assessment:
1 : yes - yes (rechallenge was done, reaction reccurred)
2 : no - n/a (no rechallenge was done, recurrance is not applicable) or yes - no (rechallenge was done, reaction
did not recur)
3 : yes - unk (rechallenge was done, outcome unknown)

B.4.k.19 Additional Information on Drug (free text)

This field is populated with data from the following sources:
The text entered in the Additional Information (text) field on the Case Product.
If the Blinded field is set to "Yes" on the Case Product, the system appends 'INVESTIGATIONAL' to this
element.
If the Drug Role field is set to "Drug not administered" on the Case Product, the system appends 'DRUG
NOT ADMINISTERED' to this element.

B.5 Narrative Case Summary and Further Information
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

B.5.1 Case Narrative Including Clinical Course, Therapeutic Measures,

The text entered in the Narrative Text field on the Case, to a limit of 20,000 characters.

Outcome and Additional Relevant Information
Note

For Domestic Cases with Localization Scope set to “Narrative” or blank, the Localized Narrative

document is populated to this element. For any other setup, only the primary narrative is exported. Any
additional translated narratives and/or language tags are not exported.

B.5.2 Reporter's Comments

The text entered in the Reporter's Comments field on the Case, to a limit of 20,000 characters.

B.5.3a MedDRA Version for Sender's Diagnosis / Syndrome and / or

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

Reclassification of Reaction / Event
B.5.3b Sender's Diagnosis / Syndrome and / or Reclassification of

The MedDRA LLT coded on the Case Diagnosis.

Reaction / Event (MedDRA code)
B.5.4 Sender's Comments

The information entered in the Sender Comments field on the Case, to a limit of 20,000 characters.
For Domestic Cases with Localization Scope set to Company Comments or blank, the Localized Company
Comments are populated to this element.

Combination Product Elements
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

A.1.FDA.15 Combination Product Report Flag

If the Combination Product field on the primary Case Product contains a value, this field is set to 1 (Yes).

A.2.1.3.FDA.4 Reporter's Email Address

The value entered in the Email Address field on the Case Contact (Reporter).

B.4.k.2.4.FDA.1a Expiration Date Format

The code for the appropriate format is specified, based on the date entered in the Expiration Date field on the
Case Product.

B.4.k.2.4.FDA.1b Expiration Date

The date entered in the Expiration Date field on the Case Product.

B.4.k.2.FDA.5 Product available for evaluation

The value selected in the Device Available field on the device-type Case Product.

B.4.k.2.6.FDA.1a Product return date format

The appropriate format is specified, based on the date entered in the Returned Date field on the device-type
Case Product.

B.4.k.2.6.FDA.1b Product return date

The date entered in the Returned Date field on the device-type Case Product.

B.4.k.20.FDA.1 Brand Name

The value entered in the Trade Name field on the Product record associated with the device-type Case Product,
to a limit of 80 characters. If the Trade Name is not on the Case Product, it is populated from the Product
Registration, if available.

B.4.k.20.FDA.2 Common Device Name

The value entered in the Generic Name field on the Product record associated with the device-type Case
Product.

B.4.k.20.FDA.3 Product Code

The value entered in the Product Code field on the Product Registration record associated with the device-type
Product Constituent.

B.4.k.20.FDA.4a Device Manufacturer Name

If there is an organization linked to in the Manufacturer field on the corresponding Product record, the name of
that organization.
Otherwise, this value is mapped from the name of the organization linked to in the Organization field on the
Product record.

B.4.k.20.FDA.4b Manufacturer Address

If there is an organization linked to in the Manufacturer field on the corresponding Product record, this value is
mapped from the Street field on that Organization record.
Otherwise, this value is mapped from the Street field on the Organization record linked to in the Organization
field on the Product record.

B.4.k.20.FDA.4c Manufacturer City

If there is an organization linked to in the Manufacturer field on the corresponding Product record, this value is
mapped from the City field on that Organization record.
Otherwise, this value is mapped from the City field on the Organization record linked to in the Organization
field on the Product record.

B.4.k.20.FDA.4d Manufacturer State

If there is an organization linked to in the Manufacturer field on the corresponding Product record, this value is
mapped from the State field on that Organization record.
Otherwise, this value is mapped from the State field on the Organization record linked to in the Organization
field on the Product record.

B.4.k.20.FDA.4e Manufacturer Country

If there is an organization linked to in the Manufacturer field on the corresponding Product record, this value is
mapped from the Country field on that Organization record.
Otherwise, this value is mapped from the Country field on the Organization record linked to in the Organization
field on the Product record.

B.4.k.20.FDA.5 Model Number

The value entered in the Model Number field on the device-type Case Product.

B.4.k.20.FDA.6 Catalog Number

The value entered in the Catalog Number field on the device-type Case Product.

B.4.k.20.FDA.7 Serial Number

The value entered in the Serial Number field on the device-type Case Product.

B.4.k.20.FDA.8 Unique Identifier UDI#

The value entered in the Unique Identifier field on the device-type Case Product.

B.4.k.20.FDA.9a Implant Date Format

The appropriate format is specified, based on the date entered in the Date Implanted field on the device-type
Case Product.

B.4.k.20.FDA.9b Implanted Date

The value entered in the Date Implanted field on the device-type Case Product.

B.4.k.20.FDA.10a Explanted Date Format

The appropriate format is specified, based on the date entered in the Date Explanted field on the device-type
Case Product.

B.4.k.20.FDA.10b Explanted Date

The value entered in the Date Explanted field on the device-type Case Product.

B.4.k.20.FDA.11a Approximate age of device/product

The value entered in the Device Age - Number field on the device-type Case Product.

B.4.k.20.FDA.11b Approximate age unit of device/product

The unit selected in the Device Age - Unit field on the device-type Case Product.

B.4.k.20.FDA.12 Single Use Device

The value entered in the Single Use field on the device-type Case Product.

B.4.k.20.FDA.13a Device Manufacture Date Format

The appropriate format is specified, based on the date entered in the Manufacture Date field on the device-type
Case Product.

B.4.k.20.FDA.13b Device Manufacture Date

The value entered in the Manufacture Date field on the device-type Case Product.

B.4.k.20.FDA.14.1a Recall

This element is populated with 1 (Yes) when the Remedial Action field on the Case is set to Recall.

B.4.k.20.FDA.14.1b Repair

This element is populated with 1 (Yes) when the Remedial Action field on the Case is set to Repair.

B.4.k.20.FDA.14.1c Replace

This element is populated with 1 (Yes) when the Remedial Action field on the Case is set to Replace.

B.4.k.20.FDA.14.1d Relabeling

This element is populated with 1 (Yes) when the Remedial Action field on the Case is set to Relabeling.

B.4.k.20.FDA.14.1e Notification

This element is populated with 1 (Yes) when the Remedial Action field on the Case is set to Notification.

B.4.k.20.FDA.14.1f Inspection

This element is populated with 1 (Yes) when the Remedial Action field on the Case is set to Inspection.

B.4.k.20.FDA.14.1g Patient monitoring

This element is populated with 1 (Yes) when the Remedial Action field on the Case is set to Patient
Monitoring.

B.4.k.20.FDA.14.1h Modification/Adjustment

This element is populated with 1 (Yes) when the Remedial Action field on the Case is set to
Modification/Adjustment.

B.4.k.20.FDA.14.1i Other

This element is populated with 1 (Yes) when the Remedial Action field on the Case is set to Other.

B.4.k.20.FDA.15 Device Usage

The value entered in the Device Usage Type field on the device-type Case Product.

B.4.k.20.FDA.16 Device Lot Number

The value selected in the Lot Number field on the Product record associated with the device-type Case
Product.

B.4.k.20.FDA.17 Malfunction

This element is populated with 1 (Yes) when the Device Report Type field on the Case contains Malfunction.

B.4.k.20.FDA.18.1a Correction

This element is populated with 1 (Yes) when the Device Follow-Up Type field on the Case is set to
Correction.

B.4.k.20.FDA.18.1b Additional Information

This element is populated with 1 (Yes) when the Device Follow-Up Type field on the Case is set to
Additional Information.

B.4.k.20.FDA.18.1c Response to FDA request

This element is populated with 1 (Yes) when the Device Follow-Up Type field on the Case is set to
Response to FDA Request.

B.4.k.20.FDA.18.1d Device Evaluation

This element is populated with 1 (Yes) when the Device Evaluation field on the Case is set to Response to
FDA Request.

B.4.k.20.FDA.19.1a Evaluation Type

The value selected in the Evaluation Type field on the Product record associated with the device-type Case
Product.

B.4.k.20.FDA.19.1b Evaluation Value

The value is mapped from the Device Code object, using various fields on the device-type Case Product,
namely:
Device Problem
Evaluation Conclusion
Evaluation Method
Evaluation Result

B.4.k.20.FDA.20 Operator of the Device

The value selected in the Operator of Device field on the Product record associated with the device-type Case
Product.
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Learn how Vault Safety generates E2B R2 and E2B R3 files submittable to regulatory authorities.
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When you export a Case to an E2B file, either for an outbound Transmission or directly from the Case page, Vault Safety maps all case data and documents to the
appropriate E2B data elements.

Tip

Vault Safety automatically validates E2B files. E2B Validation provides more information.

Toggle between the following tabs to learn how Vault Safety maps information to generate ICH-compliant E2B (R3) and E2B (R2) files.

Health Canada E2B(R2) Mapping
M.1 ICH ICSR Transmission Identification (batch wrapper)
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

M.1.1 Types of Message in Batch

For Health Canada E2B R2 exports, the system maps this element from the Message Type (HC) field on the
Transmission.
If the Message Type (HC) field is blank, a default value is assigned using the following logic:
1 (ichicsr): For all non-clinical trial cases.
2 (cticsr): For clinical trial cases, defined by the following conditions:
The Case Report Type field is set to a Study report type. That is, the E2B Code on the Report Type
Controlled Vocabulary is set to 2 .
The Case Study Type field meets either of the following conditions:
a. Set to a Clinical Trial study type. That is, the E2B Code on the Study Type Controlled Vocabulary
is set to 1 .
b. The Study Type field on the Case is left blank.

M.1.2 Message Format Version

Set to default value 2.1 for an ICSR, or 1.0 for an acknowledgment.

M.1.3 Message Format Release

For Health Canada E2B R2 exports, this element is set to 2 .

M.1.4 Batch Number

The value entered in the E2B Message ID field on the Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

M.1.5 Batch Sender Identifier

The value entered in the Origin ID field on the Transmission Profile associated with the Transmission
(Submission or Distribution) record.

M.1.6 Batch Receiver Identifier

The value entered in the Destination ID field on the Transmission Profile associated with the Transmission
(Submission or Distribution) record.

M.1.7b Date of Batch Transmission

Date and time when the report was generated or Transmitted, calculated with full precision down to the second.

ICH ICSR Message Header (message wrapper)
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

N.2.r.4 Date of Message Creation

If the Case is Approved or Closed, the date entered in the Approval Date field.
Otherwise, the date and time when the report was generated or transmitted, calculated with full precision down
to the second.

A Administrative and Identification Numbers
A.1 Identification of the Case Safety Report
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

A.1.0.1 Sender's (case) Safety Report Unique Identifier

The value entered in the UID field on the Case Number object is populated in this element. Also, if the Safety
Report Version field is populated on the Transmission (Submission or Distribution), then the
< safetyreportversion > tag is populated with the text entered in the field.

A.1.1 Reporter's Country Code

The ISO code populated in the Country field on the Reporter-type Case Contact.

A.1.2 Identification of the Country Where the Reaction / Event Occurred

The value entered in the Event Country field on the primary Case Adverse Event.

A.1.3b Date of Transmission

If the Case is Approved or Closed, the date entered in the Approval Date field.
Otherwise, the date and time when the report was generated or transmitted, calculated with full precision down
to the second.

A.1.4 Type of Report

The appropriate value is populated, based on the option selected in the Report Type field on the Case
1 : Spontaneous
2 : Study
3 : Other
4 : Unknown

A.1.5.1 Serious

Set to 1 (Yes) if there is at least one Case Adverse Event with seriousness criteria.

A.1.5.2 Seriousness Criteria

Populated with seriousness tags corresponding to the criteria selected in the Seriousness field across all Case
Adverse Events. A seriousness criteria tag is set to 1 (Yes) if there is at least one Case Adverse Event with
that seriousness criteria.

A.1.6 Date Report Was First Received from Source

For initial Cases, the date entered in the Receipt Date field on the Case.
For Follow-Up Cases, the date entered in the Initial Receipt Date field on the Case.

A.1.7 Date of Most Recent Information for This Report

The date entered in the New Info Date field on the Case.

A.1.8.1 Are Additional Documents Available

Populated as True if there are documents attached to the Case with the document type of Case > Source >
Attachment with the Retransmit field set to Yes.

A.1.8.2 Documents Held by Sender

The text entered in the Attachment Description and Attachment Description Continued fields on any
documents attached to the Case with the document type of Case > Source > Attachment, to a limit of 2,000
characters.

A.1.9 Does this case fulfill the local criteria for an expedited report

If the Local Expedited Criteria (case_expedited__v) field on the Transmission (Submission or Distribution)
record has a value, the system uses this value. If this field is not specified on the Transmission, the system looks
at the Expedited field on the Case.
If the value is Yes, this element is populated with 1 (expedited). Otherwise, this element is populated with 2
(non-expedited).

A.1.10.1 Regulatory authority's case report number

The value entered in the Worldwide UID field on the Case Number object.

A.1.10.2 Other sender's case report number

The value entered in the First Sender field on the original inbound Transmission.
The Transmission Date is used to find the original Transmission.

A.1.11 Other Case Identifiers in Previous Transmissions

Populated as True if there are any Case Identifier objects associated with the Case.

A.1.11.1 Source(s) of the Case Identifier

The value entered in the Source field on the Case Identifier object.

A.1.11.2 Case Identifier(s)

The value entered in the Name field on the Case Identifier object.

A.1.13 Report Nullification / Amendment

Set to 1 when Nullification is selected in the Reason field on the Transmission.

A.1.13.1 Reason for Nullification / Amendment

The text entered in the Reason Text field on the Transmission, to a limit of 2,000 characters.

A.1.14 Medical Confirmation by Healthcare Professional

Populated based on the value in the HCP Confirmed field on the Case Adverse Event. This field is only
transmitted when the Qualification field on the primary (Rank 1) Reporter-type Case Contact does not
designate a health professional. That is, the Qualification Controlled Vocabulary does not correspond to E2B
codes 1, 2, or 3.

A.2 Primary Source(s) of Information
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

A.2.1.1a Reporter's Title

The value entered in the Title field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

A.2.1.1b Reporter's Given Name

The value entered in the First Name field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

A.2.1.1c Reporter's Middle Name

The value entered in the Middle Name field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

A.2.1.1d Reporter's Family Name

The value entered in the Last Name field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

A.2.1.2a Reporter's Organisation

The value entered in the Organization field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

A.2.1.2b Reporter's Department

The value entered in the Department field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

A.2.1.2c Reporter's Street

The value entered in the Street field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

A.2.1.2d Reporter's City

The value entered in the City field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

A.2.1.2e Reporter's State or Province

The value entered in the State/Province field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

A.2.1.2f Reporter's Postcode

The value entered in the Postal Code/Zip Code field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

A.2.1.3 Reporter's Country Code

The ISO code populated in the Country field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

A.2.1.4 Qualification

The option selected in the Qualification field on a Reporter-type Case Contact.

A.3 Information on Sender and Reciever of Case Safety Report
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

A.3.1.1 Sender Type

The option selected in the Sender Type field in the Organization record associated with the Sender User on the
Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.
If the Sender User is not specified on the Transmission, by default the system maps the Sender Type from the
Organization on the Case.

A.3.1.2 Sender's Organisation

The value entered in the Organisation field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the
Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.
If the Sender User is not specified on the Transmission, by default the system maps the Organization on the
Case.

A.3.1.3a Sender's Department

The value entered in the Department field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the
Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

A.3.1.3b Sender's Title

The value entered in the Title field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the Transmission
(Submission or Distribution) record.

A.3.1.3c Sender's Given Name

The value entered in the First Name field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the
Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

A.3.1.3d Sender's Middle Name

The value entered in the Middle Name field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the
Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

A.3.1.3e Sender's Family Name

The value entered in the Last Name field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the
Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

A.3.1.4a Sender's Street Address

The value entered in the Street field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the Transmission
(Submission or Distribution) record.

A.3.1.4b Sender's City

The value entered in the City field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the Transmission
(Submission or Distribution) record.

A.3.1.4c Sender's State or Province

The value entered in the State / Province field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the
Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

A.3.1.4d Sender's Postcode

The value entered in the Postal Code / Zip Code field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on
the Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

A.3.1.4e Sender's Country Code

The 2-letter ISO code associated with the country selected in the Country field in the Person record associated
with the Sender User on the Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

A.3.1.4f Sender's Telephone

The value entered in the Telephone field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the
Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.

A.3.1.4i Sender's Fax

The value entered in the Fax field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the Transmission
(Submission or Distribution) record.

A.3.1.4 Sender's E-mail Address

The value entered in the Email field in the Person record associated with the Sender User on the Transmission
(Submission or Distribution) record.

A.3.2.1 Receiver type

For Health Canada E2B R2 exports, this element is mapped from the option selected in the Sender Type field in
the Organization selected in the Destination field on the associated Submission record.

A.3.2.2b-f Receiver identifier

For Health Canada E2B R2 exports, this element is mapped from the value entered in the Destination ID field
on the Transmission Profile associated with the Submission record.

A.2.2 Literature Reference(s)

The value entered in the Reference document field for any Case documents classified with the Case > Source
> Literature document type, to a limit of 500 characters.

A.2.3.1 Study Name

When the Study Type (A.2.3.3) is Clinical Trial or blank, the system populates this element using the following
format:
(CTA Number)#(Study Name)
CTA Number: If there is an associated Study Registration with a Registration Type of CTA and the
Country is set to Canada, the value in the Registration Number field is populated as the CTA number. In
all other cases, this element is populated with Unknown .
Study Name: The value entered in the Study Name field on the associated Study, to a limit of 2,000
characters. If the Study Name is blank, this element is populated with Unknown .
When the Study Type (A.2.3.3) is any other value, this element is populated with the value entered in the Study
Name field on the associated Study, to a limit of 2,000 characters. If the Study Name is blank, this element is
populated with Unknown .

A.2.3.2 Sponsor Study Number

The value entered in the Study Number field on the associated Study.

A.2.3.3 Study Type Where Reaction(s) / Event(s) Were Observed

The option populated in the Study Type ( product_usage_reason__v ) field on the Case.

A.3.2.1 Receiver Type

The option selected in the Receiver Type field in the Organization record associated with the Receiver Person
on the Transmission Profile record. If the Receiver Person is not specified on the Transmission, by default the
system maps the Receiver Type from the Organization on the Case.

A.3.2.2a Receiver's Organisation

The value entered in the Organization field in the Person record associated with the Receiver Person on the
Transmission Profile record. If the Receiver Person is not specified on the Transmission, by default the system
maps the Organization on the Case.

A.3.2.2b Receiver's Department

The value entered in the Department field in the Person record associated with the Receiver Person on the
Transmission Profile record.

A.3.2.2c Receiver's Title

The value entered in the Title field in the Person record associated with the Receiver Person on the
Transmission Profile record.

A.3.2.2d Receiver's Given Name

The value entered in the First Name field in the Person record associated with the Receiver Person on the
Transmission Profile record.

A.3.2.2e Receiver's Middle Name

The value entered in the Middle Name field in the Person record associated with the Receiver Person on the
Transmission Profile record.

A.3.2.2f Receiver's Family Name

The value entered in the Last Name field in the Person record associated with the Receiver Person on the
Transmission Profile record.

A.3.2.3a Receiver's Street Address

The value entered in the Street field in the Person record associated with the Receiver Person on the
Transmission Profile record.

A.3.2.3b Receiver's City

The value entered in the City field in the Person record associated with the Receiver Person on the
Transmission Profile record.

A.3.2.3c Receiver's State or Province

The value entered in the State / Province field in the Person record associated with the Receiver Person on the
Transmission Profile record.

A.3.2.3d Receiver's Postcode

The value entered in the Postal Code / Zip Code field in the Person record associated with the Receiver
Person on the Transmission Profile record.

A.3.2.3e Receiver's Country Code

The 2-letter ISO code associated with the country selected in the Country field in the Person record associated
with the Receiver Person on the Transmission Profile record.

A.3.2.3f Receiver's Telephone

The value entered in the Telephone field in the Person record associated with the Receiver Person on the
Transmission Profile record.

A.3.2.3g Receiver's Telephone Extension

The value entered in the Telephone Extension field in the Person record associated with the Receiver Person
on the Transmission Profile record.

A.3.2.3h Receiver's Telephone Country

The value entered in the Telephone Country field in the Person record associated with the Receiver Person on
the Transmission Profile record.

A.3.2.3i Receiver's Fax

The value entered in the Fax field in the Person record associated with the Receiver Person on the
Transmission Profile record.

A.3.2.3j Receiver's Fax Extension

The value entered in the Fax Extension field in the Person record associated with the Receiver Person on the
Transmission Profile record.

A.3.2.3k Receiver's Fax Country

The value entered in the Fax Country field in the Person record associated with the Receiver Person on the
Transmission Profile record.

A.3.2.3l Receiver's E-mail Address

The value entered in the Email field in the Person record associated with the Receiver Person on the
Transmission Profile record.

B Information on the Case
B.1 Patient Characteristics
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

B.1.1 Patient initials

The value entered in the Patient Initials / ID field on the Case.

B.1.1.1a GP medical record number

The value entered in the MRN - GP field on the Case.

B.1.1.1b Specialist record number

The value entered in the MRN - Specialist field on the Case.

B.1.1.1c Hospital record number

The value entered in the MRN - Hospital field on the Case.

B.1.1.1d Investigation number

The value entered in the MRN - Investigation field on the Case.

B.1.2.1 Date of birth

The date entered in the Date of Birth field on the Case. For this data element to be transmitted, the full date is
required with year, month, and day.

B.1.2.2a Age at time of onset of reaction/event (number)

The value entered in the Age field on the Case. In accordance with ICH guidelines, this element is only
transmitted when the Patient Date of Birth (B.1.2.1) is not transmitted.

B.1.2.2b Age at time of onset of reaction/event (unit)

The value selected in the Age (unit) field on the Case. In accordance with ICH guidelines, this element is only
transmitted when the Patient Date of Birth (B.1.2.1) is not transmitted.

B.1.2.2.1a Gestation Period When Reaction / Event Was Observed in the

The value entered in the Gestation field on the Case.

Foetus (value)
B.1.2.2.1b Gestation Period When Reaction / Event Was Observed in the

The unit selected in the Gestation (unit) field on the Case.

Foetus (unit)
B.1.2.3 Patient age group

The option populated in the Age Group field on the Case. In accordance with ICH guidelines, this element is
only transmitted when both the Patient Date of Birth (B.1.2.1) and Age at Onset (B.1.2.2) are not transmitted.

B.1.3 Body Weight (kg)

The value entered in the Weight field on the Case.

B.1.4 Height (cm)

The value entered in the Height (normalized) field on the Case.

B.1.5 Sex

The option populated in the Gender field on the Case.

B.1.6 Last menstrual period date

The date entered in the Last Menstrual field on the Case.

B.1.7.1a.1 MedDRA Version for Medical History

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

B.1.7.1a.2 Medical History (disease / surgical procedure / etc.) (MedDRA

The MedDRA LLT coded on the Case Medical History object.

code)
B.1.7.1c Start Date

The date entered in the Start Date field on the Case Medical History object.

B.1.7.1d Continuing

The appropriate value is populated, based on the Continuing field on the Case Medical History object.

B.1.7.1f End Date

The date entered in the End Date field on the Case Medical History object.

B.1.7.1g Comments

The text entered in the Comments field on the Case Medical History object, to a limit of 2,000 characters.

Family history

The value selected in the Family History field on the Case Medical History object.

B.1.7.2 Text for Relevant Medical History and Concurrent Conditions (not

The text entered in the Medical History Text field on the Case, to a limit of 10,000 characters.

including reaction / event)
B.1.8a Name of Drug as Reported

The value entered in the Name Reported field on the Case Drug History Object.

B.1.8c Start date

The date entered in the Start Date field on the Case Drug History Object.

B.1.8e End Date

The value entered in the End Date field on the Case Drug History Object.

B.1.8f.1 MedDRA Version for Reaction

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

B.1.8f.2 Indication (MedDRA code)

The MedDRA LLT coded for the indication on the Case Drug History Object.

B.1.8g.1 MedDRA Version for Reaction

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

B.1.8g.2 Reaction (MedDRA code)

The value entered in the Reaction MedDRA field on the Case Drug History Object.

B.1.9.1 Date of Death

The date entered in the Date of Death field on the Case.

B.1.9.2a MedDRA Version for Reported Cause(s) of Death

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

B.1.9.2b Reported Cause(s) of Death (MedDRA code)

This field is exported from one of the following sources from the Reported Case Cause of Death record, ordered
by priority:
1. If the Cause of Death (LLT) (name_meddra__v) field is coded, the MedDRA code is exported.
2. If a coded term is unavailable, the Cause of Death (Reported) (name_reported__v) field is exported.

B.1.9.3 Was Autopsy Done?

The value selected in the Autopsy field on the Case.

B.1.9.4a MedDRA Version for Autopsy-determined Cause(s) of Death

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

B.1.9.4b Autopsy-determined Cause(s) of Death (MedDRA code)

This field is exported from one of the following sources from the Autopsy-Determined Case Cause of Death
record, ordered by priority:
1. If the Cause of Death (LLT) (name_meddra__v) field is coded, the MedDRA code is exported.
2. If a coded term is unavailable, the Cause of Death (Reported) (name_reported__v) field is exported.

B.1.10.1 Parent Identification

The value entered in the Patient ID field on the associated Parent-type Case.

B.1.10.2.1 Date of Birth of Parent

The date entered in the Date of Birth field on the associated Parental-type Case. For this data element to be
transmitted, the full date is required with year, month, and day.

B.1.10.2.2a Age of Parent (number)

The value entered in the Age field on the associated Parental-type Case.

Note

Ages above 100 are not exported.

B.1.10.2.2b Age of Parent (unit)

The unit entered in the Age (unit) field on the associated Parental-type Case.

B.1.10.3 Last Menstrual Period Date of Parent

The date entered in the Last Menstrual field on the associated Parental-type Case.

B.1.10.4 Body Weight (kg) of Parent

The value entered in the Weight field on the associated Parental-type Case.

B.1.10.5 Height (cm) of Parent

The value entered in the Height (normalized) field on the associated Parental-type Case.

B.1.10.6 Sex of Parent

The value entered in the Gender field on the associated Parent-type Case.

B.1.10.7.1a.1 MedDRA Version for Medical History

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field on the
associated Parental-type Case.

B.1.10.7.1a.2 Medical History (disease / surgical procedure/ etc.)

The MedDRA LLT coded on the Case Medical History object on the associated Parental-type Case.

(MedDRA code)
B.1.10.7.1c Start Date (value)

The date entered in the Start Date field on the Case Medical History object on the associated Parental-type
Case.

B.1.10.7.1d Continuing

The value selected in the Continuing field on the Case Medical History object on the associated Parental-type
Case.

B.1.10.7.1f End Date

The date entered in the End Date field on the Case Medical History object on the associated Parental-type
Case.

B.1.10.7.1g Comments

The text entered in the Comments field on the Case Medical History object on the associated Parental-type
Case, to a limit of 2,000 characters.

B.1.10.7.2 Text for Relevant Medical History and Concurrent Conditions

The information entered in the Medical History Text field on the associated Parental-type Case, to a limit of

of Parent

10,000 characters.

B.1.10.8a Name of Drug as Reported

The text entered in the Name Reported field on the Case Drug History object on the associated Parental-type
Case.

B.1.10.8c Start date

The date entered in the Start Date field on the Case Drug History object on the associated Parental-type Case.

B.1.10.8e End Date

The date entered in the End Date field on the Case Drug History object on the associated Parental-type Case.

B.1.10.8f.1 MedDRA Version for Indication

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field on the
associated Parental-type Case.

B.1.10.8f.2 Indication (MedDRA code)

The indication MedDRA LLT coded on the Case Drug History object on the associated Parental-type Case.

B.1.10.8g.1 MedDRA Version for Reaction

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field on the
associated Parental-type Case.

B.1.10.8g.2 Reactions (MedDRA code)

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field on the
associated Parental-type Case.

B.2 Reaction(s)/Event(s)
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

B.2.i.0 Reaction / Event as Reported by the Primary Source in Native

The text entered in the Event (Reported) field on the Case Adverse Event.

Language
B.2.i.1a MedDRA Version for Reaction / Event (LLT)

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

B.2.i.1b Reaction / Event (MedDRA code)

The value entered in the Event (MedDRA) field on the Case Adverse Event.

B.2.i.3 Term highlighted by the reporter

The value selected in the Highlighted Term field on the Case Adverse Event.

Seriousness criteria at event level

The appropriate seriousness is populated, based on the Seriousness field on the Case Adverse Event.

B.2.i.4b Date of start of reaction/event (value)

The date entered in the Onset field on the Case Adverse Event.

B.2.i.5b Date of end of reaction/event (value)

The date entered in the Resolved field on the Case Adverse Event.

B.2.i.6a Duration of reaction/event (value)

The value entered in the Duration field on the Case Adverse Event.

B.2.i.6b Duration of reaction/event (unit)

The unit entered in the Duration (unit) field on the Case Adverse Event.

B.2.i.7.1a Time interval between beginning of suspect drug administration

The value entered in the First Dose Latency (number) field on the Case Assessment.

and start of reaction/event
B.2.i.7.1b Time interval unit between suspect drug administration and

The unit selected in the First Dose Latency (unit) field on the Case Assessment.

start of reaction/event
B.2.i.7.2a Time interval between last dose and start of reaction/event

The value entered in the Last Dose Latency (number) field on the Case Assessment.

B.2.i.7.2b Time interval unit between last dose and start of reaction/event

The unit selected in the Last Dose Latency (unit) field on the Case Assessment.

B.2.i.8 Outcome of reaction/event at the time of last observation

The value selected in the Outcome field on the Case Adverse Event.
You must select a Vault E2B Code value for this section.
See the following table for the E2B Code values and their corresponding E2B R2 Code values.

VAULT E2B CODE

E2B R2 CODE

1 - Recovered/Resolved

1 - Recovered/Resolved

2 - Recovering/Resolving

2 - Recovering/Resolving

3 - Not Recovered/Not Resolved/Ongoing

3 - Not Recovered/Not Resolved

4 - Recovered/Resolved with Sequelae

4 - Recovered/Resolved with Sequelae

5 - Fatal

5 - Fatal

0 - Unknown

6 - Unknown

B.3 Results of Tests and Procedures Relevant to the Investigation of the Patient
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

B.3.1 Test Date

The date entered in the Test Date field on the Case Test Result.

B.3.1c Test Name

For Health Canada E2B R2, if the Case Test Result record contains a coded value in the Name MedDRA (LLT)
(name_meddra__v) field, the MedDRA code is exported.
If a coded term is not available but a reported term is, the Test Name (Reported) (name_reported__v) field is
exported to B.3.2.

B.3.1d Result

The value entered in the Test Result (Qualifier) and Test Result (Number) fields on the Case Test Result.

Note

When the Test Result (Number) field is populated but the Test Result (Unit) field is blank, if

there is a value in the Result (Unit) Text field, this element is not populated. Instead, the Test Result
(Number) and Result (Unit) Text fields are mapped to B.3.2.
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B.3.1e Test Result (unit)
B.3.1.1 Normal Low Value
ICH E2B(R3)
FDA VAERS E2B(R3)

The unit selected in the Result (Unit) field on the Case Test Result.

EMA E2B(R3)

The unit and value entered in the Normal Low Value field on the Case Test Result.
PMDAIfE2B(R3)
E2B(R2)
E2B(R2)
the result doesICH
not E2B(R2)
have a unit, theFDA
system
will map anyHC
text
entered instead.

B.3.1.2 Normal High Value

The unit and value entered in the Normal High Value field on the Case Test Result.
If the result does not have a unit, the system will map any text entered instead.

B.3.1.3 More Information Available

The value entered in the More Information Available field on the Case Test Result.

B.3.2 Results of tests and procedures relevant to the investigation of the

This data element is mapped from the following fields from a Case Test Result:

patient
Result (code)
Result (Text)
Comments
If a coded term is not available for B.3.1c but a reported term is, the Test Name (Reported)
(name_reported__v) field is also exported to B.3.2.

When the Test Result (Number) field is populated but the Test Result (Unit) field is blank, if

Note

there is a value in the Result (Unit) Text field, the number and unit text are populated in this element.

B.4 Drug(s) Information
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

B.4.k.1 Characterisation of Drug Role

This value is mapped from the Drug Role option selected on the Case Product:

DRUG ROLE

E2B CODE

Suspect

1

Concomitant

2

Interacting

3

Treatment

N/A: Does not map to an E2B code

Drug Not Administered

1

B.4.k.2.1 Medicinal Product Name as Reported by the Primary Source

The information entered in the Product (Reported) field on the Case Product.

B.4.k.2.2 Substance / Specified Substance Name

The information entered in the Name (Reported) field on the Case Product Substance.

B.4.k.2.3 Identification of the Country Where the Drug Was Obtained

The value entered in the Country Obtained field on the Case Product.

Investigational Product Blinded

The value entered in the Blinded field on the Case Product.

B.4.k.4.1 Authorisation / Application Number

The information entered in the Registration Number field on the Case Product.

B.4.k.4.2 Country of Authorisation / Application

The value entered in the Registration Country field on the Case Product.

B.4.k.4.3 Name of Holder / Applicant

The information entered in the Registration Holder/Applicant field on the Case Product.

B.4.k.5.1 Dose (number)

The value entered in the Dose (number) field on the Case Product Dosage.

B.4.k.5.2 Dose (unit)

The unit selected in the Dose (unit) field on the Case Product Dosage.

B.4.k.5.3 Number of separate dosages

Set to the number of individual Case Product Dosage records associated with the Case.

B.4.k.5.4 Number of Units in the Interval

The value entered in the Frequency field on the Case Product Dosage.

B.4.k.5.5 Definition of the Time Interval Unit

The appropriate Health Canada E2B R2 code is mapped based on the unit selected in the Frequency field on
the Case Product Dosage.

B.4.k.12 Date and Time of Start of Drug

The information entered in the First Administration field on the Case Product Dosage.

B.4.k.14 Date and Time of Last Administration

The information entered in the Last Administration field on the Case Product Dosage.

B.4.k.15a Duration of Drug Administration (number)

The value entered in the Duration (number) field on the Case Product Dosage.

B.4.k.15b Duration of Drug Administration (unit)

The unit selected in the Duration (unit) field on the Case Product Dosage.

B.4.k.3 Batch / Lot Number

The information entered in the Batch/Lot Number field on the Case Product Dosage.

B.4.k.6 Dosage Text

The information entered in the Dose Text field on the Case Product Dosage.

B.4.k.7 Pharmaceutical Dose Form

The information entered in the Dose Form Text field on the Case Product Dosage.

B.4.k.8 Route of Administration

The Route of Administration E2B code or custom value in the Patient RoA field on the Case Product Dosage.
For Health Canada E2B R2, the default value is 065 for Unknown when the Patient RoA field is blank.

B.4.k.9 Parent Route of Administration

The information entered in the Parent RoA TermID field on the Case Product Dosage.

B.4.k.5.6 Cumulative Dose to First Reaction (number)

The value entered in the Cumulative Dose field on the Case Product object.

B.4.k.5.7 Cumulative Dose to First Reaction (unit)

The unit selected in the Cumulative Dose (unit) field on the Case Product object.

B.4.k.10a Gestation Period at Time of Exposure (number)

The value entered in the Gestation Exposure field on the Case Product object.

B.4.k.10b Gestation Period at Time of Exposure (unit)

The unit selected in the Gestation Exposure (unit) field on the Case Product object.

B.4.k.11a MedDRA Version for Indication

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

B.4.k.11b Indication (MedDRA code)

For Health Canada E2B R2, this element is populated with the MedDRA LLT coded on the Case Product
Indication.

B.4.k.16 Action(s) Taken with Drug

The value selected in the Action Taken field on the Case Product object.
You must select a Vault E2B Code value for this section.
See the following table for the E2B Code values and their corresponding E2B R2 Code values.

VAULT E2B CODE

E2B R2 CODE

1 - Drug Withdrawn

1 - Drug Withdrawn

2 - Dose Reduced

2 - Dose Reduced

3 - Dose Increased

3 - Dose Increased

4 - Dose Not Changed

4 - Dose Not Changed

0 - Unknown

5 - Unknown

9 - Not Applicable

6 - Not Applicable

B.4.k.18.1a MedDRA version for reaction(s)/event(s) assessed

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

B.4.k.18.1b Reaction(s) / Event(s) Assessed

The specific reaction or event being assessed, referenced in the Case Adverse Event field on the Case
Assessment. This is not a user-entered element.

B.4.k.18.2 Source of Assessment

The system maps a text value from one of the following fields on the Case Assessment Result, ordered by
priority:
1. Source Type
2. Source (text)

B.4.k.18.3 Method of Assessment

The system maps a text value from one of the following fields on the Case Assessment Result, ordered by
priority:
1. Method of Assessment
2. Method (text)

B.4.k.18.4 Result of Assessment

The system maps a text value from one of the following fields on the Case Assessment Result, ordered by
priority:
1. Assessment Result (Override)

Note

An administrator must add the Assessment Result (Override) field to the layout and Veeva

Support must enable this usage in your vault.

2. Assessment Result
3. Result (text)
B.4.k.13.1a Time Interval between Beginning of Drug Administration and

The value entered in the First Dose Latency (number) field on the Case Assessment.

Start of Reaction / Event (number)
B.4.k.13.1b Time Interval between Beginning of Drug Administration and

The unit selected in the First Dose Latency (unit) field on the Case Assessment.

Start of Reaction / Event (unit)
B.4.k.13.2a Time Interval between Last Dose of Drug and Start of

The value entered in the Last Dose Latency (number) field on the Case Assessment.

Reaction / Event (number)
B.4.k.13.2b Time Interval between Last Dose of Drug and Start of

The unit selected in the Last Dose Latency (unit) field on the Case Assessment.

Reaction / Event (unit)
B.4.k.17.1 Did Reaction Recur on Re-administration?

The appropriate value is populated, based on the option selected in the Reaction Recurrence field on the Case
Assessment:
1 : yes - yes (rechallenge was done, reaction reccurred)
2 : no - n/a (no rechallenge was done, recurrance is not applicable) or yes - no (rechallenge was done, reaction
did not recur)
3 : yes - unk (rechallenge was done, outcome unknown)

B.4.k.19 Additional Information on Drug (free text)

This field is populated with data from the following sources:
The text entered in the Additional Information (text) field on the Case Product.
If the Blinded field is set to "Yes" on the Case Product, the system appends 'INVESTIGATIONAL' to this
element.
If the Drug Role field is set to "Drug not administered" on the Case Product, the system appends 'DRUG
NOT ADMINISTERED' to this element.

B.5 Narrative Case Summary and Further Information
E2B DATA ELEMENT NAME

POPULATED VALUE

B.5.1 Case Narrative Including Clinical Course, Therapeutic Measures,

The text entered in the Narrative Text field on the Case, to a limit of 20,000 characters.

Outcome and Additional Relevant Information
Note

For Domestic Cases with Localization Scope set to “Narrative” or blank, the Localized Narrative

document is populated to this element. For any other setup, only the primary narrative is exported. Any
additional translated narratives and/or language tags are not exported.

B.5.2 Reporter's Comments

The text entered in the Reporter's Comments field on the Case, to a limit of 20,000 characters.

B.5.3a MedDRA Version for Sender's Diagnosis / Syndrome and / or

Populated with the active MedDRA dictionary on the Case, taken from the MedDRA Version field.

Reclassification of Reaction / Event
B.5.3b Sender's Diagnosis / Syndrome and / or Reclassification of

The MedDRA LLT coded on the Case Diagnosis.

Reaction / Event (MedDRA code)
B.5.4 Sender's Comments

The information entered in the Sender Comments field on the Case, to a limit of 20,000 characters.
For Domestic Cases with Localization Scope set to Company Comments or blank, the Localized Company
Comments are populated to this element.
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About Schema Validation
Vault Safety validates E2B files against the XSD (XML Schema Definition) to catch E2B errors prior to ICSR submissions. The XML is validated automatically as part of
the E2B generation process.
During validation, the E2B file is validated against the appropriate agency’s schema. The following list describes how the system validates each type of E2B file type:
EMA E2B (R3) are validated against the EMA XSD schema
FDA E2B (R2) files are validated against FDA ICSR XML DTD version 2.1
FDA E2B (R2) files with combination products are validated against FDA ICSR XML DTD version 2.2
HC E2B (R2) files are validated against FDA ICSR XML DTD version 2.1
FDA VAERS E2B (R3) files are validated against the EMA XSD schema
PMDA E2B (R3) files are validated against PMDA XSD schema

About Case and Submission Business Validation
Vault Safety performs validation for E2B R2 and R3 formats (ICH/EMA/FDA/FDA VAERS/PMDA). E2B Schema validation occurs at Submission-level once the E2B file is
generated. Business Validation occurs at the Case-level and the Transmission-level (Submission and Distribution).
Non-SUSAR and manual submissions are not Case validated because Case validation operates on rule engine evaluation. Transmissions created manually will be
validated but the Case will not be validated. Transmissions must reference a Transmission Profile, for a supported file format, for the file to be validated.

Note

Consider the following limitations for E2B validation on Distribution-type Transmissions:

Vault Safety does not validate Email Distributions.
Other Distributions (non-email) are validated, but the system does not send a notification when validation is complete.
Vault Safety does not support Case-level validation for Imported Cases. See Migrate External Cases for more information on Imported Cases.

FDA Character Encoding Validation
The FDA only supports ISO 8859-1 characters for E2B(R2) submissions and does not support the UTF-8 character set.
During FDA E2B(R2) report validation at the Case-level and Transmission-level, if any text fields or narrative documents are found to have non-ISO 8859-1 characters,
the system generates a validation warning along with a .csv file to capture the validation results for conformance with ISO 8859-1. The .csv file provides a direct link
to the validation error for the character. Note that this is a separate file from the validation file, which captures all other validation errors.

ISO Smart Replace
Some UTF-8 characters with a matching character in ISO 8859-1 are auto-replaced in the generated FDA E2B(R2) file, while the remainder are replaced with blank
fields.
The following table displays the UTF-8 characters that are auto-replaced with ISO 8859-1-compliant characters:

UTF-8 CHARACTER

ISO 8859-1-COMPLIANT CHARACTER

“

"

”

"

‘

'

’

'

–

-

—

-

Other non-ISO-compliant character

[White Space]

Configure the Excel File to View Unsupported Characters
When you open the ISO 8859-1 validation .csv file with Microsoft Excel, the Unsupported Characters column contains ambiguous characters because Excel does not
automatically encode them as UTF-8.
To view these characters in the .csv file, perform the following steps:
1. Close the downloaded file.
2. Open a new Excel file.
3. Perform one of the following actions depending on your operating system:
Mac OS: Go to File > Import.
Windows: Go to Data > From Text/CSV.
4. Select CSV file then select Import.
5. In your folder, select the downloaded .csv file and then select Get Data.
6. From the File Origin dropdown, select Unicode (UTF-8), and then select Next.
7. Under Delimiters, deselect Tab, and then select Comma.
8. Perform one of the following actions depending on your operating system:
Mac OS: Select Finish.
Windows: Select Load.
Result
The unsupported characters on the .csv file are now viewable when you open the file.

Business Validation
Business validation occurs at the Case and/or Transmission level. Validations are completed based on global (ICH) and regional (EMA, FDA VAERS, PMDA)
conformance rules. Regional validation occurs only at the Submission/Distribution level.
Over 150 ICH conformance rules validated at the Case and Transmission level against E2B R3 documents (this includes ICH E2B R3, EMA E2B R3, and FDA
VAERS E2B R3 file formats).
Over 170 FDA VAERS conformance rules validated at the Transmission level against FDA VAERS E2B R3 file format.
Over 90 EMA conformance rules validated at the Transmission level against EMA E2B R3 file format.
Over 140 PMDA conformance rules validated at the Case and Transmission level against the PMDA E2B R3 file format.
Some regional rules supersede (override) ICH global rules. In this case, only the regional rule is validated at the Transmission level.
Vault’s created in 20R2 or earlier must be configured to add Case-level validation and add Validation Results section to the Submission and Distribution page layouts.
Business validation results with fail or warning outcomes are reported in the Validation Results object. If you regenerate the E2B file, the reported validation results are
deleted and new validation results records are created if there are any failures or warnings, specific to the validation criteria.

Trigger Validation
The following describes when the system performs validation:
Transmissions: When a Submission or Distribution file is created, Vault automatically validates against the schema (for supported file formats), and against the
Global (ICH) and regional (FDA VAERS, EMA, or PMDA) validation criteria.
Cases: A Case is validated when a user triggers the Evaluate Regulatory Conformance action. Administrators can configure your vault to automatically run the
Evaluate Regulatory Conformance action as part of the Case lifecycle.
Business validation results with fail or warning outcomes are reported in the Validation Results object. If you regenerate the E2B file, the reported validation results are
deleted and new validation results records are created if there are any failures or warnings, specific to the validation criteria.

Note

Regional validations are not executed on E2B formats that will not be sent to a region.

View Validation Results
When a validation criteria rule evaluates as a fail or warning, a corresponding Validation Result record is created for the Case and Transmission. Validation Result
records can be viewed from a Case or Transmission record. The Validation Results Summary record is also created for each validated Case and Transmission. The
Validation Results Summary record is listed with the other validation results (including regional FDA VAERS, PMDA, and EMA E2B R3 validation results). Each Validation
Results Summary record includes an attachment detailing all the results of the rules run: pass, fail, and warning.
The sections below describe the Validation Criteria and Validation Result objects. Validation Criteria and Validation Results appear on Cases or Transmissions after
validation.

Note

Validation Rules and Results are system managed. You cannot modify or delete existing system rules or validation rules. Custom validation criteria records

are excluded during evaluation.

Validation File
Upon validation completion, the system generates a .csv file that captures the pass or fail result of each validation rule.
The file is added as an attachment to the Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record and linked to from vault notifications.

Validation Criteria Fields
The Validation Criteria object captures validation rule criteria (such as business and conformance rules) based on industry guidance.
The following table describes the fields on the Validation Criteria object:

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Agency

Agency the rule originated from. For global (i.e. ICH) rules, this field will be blank.

API Name

The record's unique identifier.

Conformance

Business, conformance, schema or other rule definition based on the Source.

Data Element

The Data Element number, as specified in the guidance document, for the evaluated value.

Data Element Name

The name of the Data Element, as specified in the guidance document.

Data Element

The Data Element number, as specified in the guidance document, for the evaluated value.

Evaluation Level

The level at which the rule should evaluate (i.e. Case or Submission).

File Format

The format used to drive validation rules.

Result Status Type

Select Fail, Warning, or Hard Fail as the The rule result outcome. This field also populates the Validation Status on the Case or Transmission.
Note the difference between a Fail and Hard Fail value:
Either a Fail or Hard Fail result will prevent an auto-submission to a gateway.
Only a Hard Fail result will prevent you from triggering the Submit to Gateway action.

Rule Formula

The formula used to validate the data element conformance.

Rule Version

The validation criteria version.

Source

The origin of the validation rule.

Vault Field

The name of the field to be evaluated.

Vault Object

The name of the object to be evaluated.

Supersedes

Select a rule to override with the new conformance. The Superseded rule will not evaluate for the parameters specified.

Superseded Conformance

The conformance for the superseded rule.

Validation Result Fields
The Validation Result object captures validation criteria results from the imported Case or Submission. Validation Results indicate failed and warning messages - rules
that pass validation are not displayed.

Case Validation Result

Note

Not all warnings are displayed as validation results. Previously implemented warnings will continue to be sent via notifications or email.

The following table describes the fields on the Validation Result object:

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Validation Criteria

Reference to the validation criteria that resulted in the rule evaluation.

Conformance

Reference to the validation criteria conformance that resulted in the rule evaluation. Value is inherited from the Validation Criteria.

Data Element

The Data Element number, as specified in the guidance document, for the evaluated value.

Data Element Name

The name of the Data Element, as specified in the guidance document.

Vault Object

The name of the object to be evaluated.

Vault Field

The name of the field to be evaluated.

Validation Status

Indicates the rule outcome: pass, fail, or warning.

Agency

Agency the rule originated from. For global (i.e. ICH) rules, this field will be blank.

File Format

The format used to drive validation rules.

Case

The Case record this validation result was evaluated for.

Transmission

Specifies when the validation occurs at the Transmission level. This field references the related Transmission. This field will be blank if the rule was evaluated at
the Case level.

Validation Criteria

Version of the Validation Criteria used for the evaluation.

Version
Organization

Name of the organization associated with the case.

Vault Record ID

This is the record id for the evaluated field. We recommend you remove this field from page layouts.

Validation Summary Record
The following table is a comprehensive list of every unique Validation Result that can be encountered as a fail/warning or in the attachment on the Validation Results
Summary record.
For a complete list of the validation criteria, download the following file:
Download Validation Criteria 

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Field is always required.

The specified required field is missing a value.

A two character country code will be used in all instances for the country component of the Unique Identifier.

A country code value is invalid or a dash was inserted in the Company or

The country code EU exists in the ISO 3166 country code list as an exceptional reservation code to support any

Regulator Name field.

application that needs to represent the name European Union. In this case, ‘EU’ will be accepted as the country
code. The format of C.1.1 ensures a unique report identifier for the sender of particular ICSR. The use of a ‘-’
(dash/hyphen) should be avoided in the ‘company or regulator name’.
Minimum precision required is date and time to the second and the time zone may have to be specified (i.e.

The time entered on the Date field does not contain the necessary time

‘CCYYMMDDhhmmss[+/-ZZzz]’)

information (i.e. time zone).

The date specified cannot refer to a future date.

The date entered on a Date field is a date beyond the present.

Value Allowed 1=Spontaneous Report 2=Report from study 3=Other 4=Not available to sender (unknown)

A invalid value was selected on the Type of Report field.

Minimum precision required is the day (i.e. ‘CCYYMMDD’).

The day value entered on a Date field is empty or invalid.

if C.1.6.1.r.2 (Included Documents) = true, C.1.6.1.r.1 (Documents Held by Sender) is required for that

A value is required for the Documents Held by Sender field is required if

document.

there are Documents included on the Case.

Value Allowed 1=Regulator OR 2=Other

A invalid value was selected on the First Sender of This Case field.

Required when Report Type (C.1.11.1) is either Nullification (1) or Amendment (2).

A value is required for the Reason for Nullification / Amendment if the
Report Type is set to Nullification or Amendment.

Allowed nullFlavor: Masked (MSK), Asked but Unknown (ASKU), Not Asked (NASK)

A value entered on a Record reason omitted field is invalid.

Required if Primary Source for Regulatory Purposes (C.2.r.5) = 1.

A value is required on the Reporter’s Country Code field if the Primary
Source is set to Regulatory Purposes.

Value Allowed 1=Pharmaceutical Company 2=Regulatory Authority 3=Health Professional 4=Regional

An invalid value was selected for the Sender Type field.

Pharmacovigilance Centre 5=WHO collaborating centres for international drug monitoring 6=Other (e.g.
distributor or other organisation) 7=Patient / Consumer
Required if the ‘Sender Type’ (C.3.1) is not coded as 7 (Patient / Consumer).

The Sender’s Organisation is required if the Sender Type field is set to
Patient/Consumer.

Required if Type of Report (C.1.3) = 2 (Report from study).

The Study Type field is required if the Report Type is set to Study .

Value Allowed 1=Clinical trials 2=Individual patient use(e.g. ‘compassionate use’ or ‘named patient basis’)

An invalid value was selected for the Study Type Where

3=Other studies (e.g. pharmacoepidemiology, pharmacoeconomics, intensive monitoring)

Reaction(s)/Event(s) Were Observed field.

Each ICSR must contain at least one 'Suspect', 'Interacting', or 'Drug Not Administered'

An invalid value was selected for the Characterisation of Drug Role
field.

Value Allowed 1 = Suspect 2 = Concomitant 3 = Interacting 4 = Drug Not Administered

An invalid value was selected for the Characterisation of Drug Role
field.

Field is required if Strength (number) (G.k.2.3.r.3a) is populated.

The Strength (unit) field is required if the Strength (number) field
contains a value.

Required if Authorisation / Application Number (G.k.3.1) is provided.

The Country of Authorisation / Application field is required if the
Authorisation / Application Number contains a value.

Required if Cumulative Dose to First Reaction (unit) (G.k.5b) is populated.

The Cumulative Dose to First Reaction (number) field is required if the
Cumulative Dose to First Reaction (unit) contains a value.

Required if Cumulative Dose to First Reaction (number) (G.k.5a) is populated.

The Cumulative Dose to First Reaction (unit) field is required if the
Cumulative Dose to First Reaction (number) contains a value.

Required if Gestation Period at Time of Exposure (unit) (G.k.6b) is populated.

The Gestation Period at Time of Exposure (number) field is required if
the Gestation Period at Time of Exposure (unit) contains a value.

Required if Gestation Period at Time of Exposure (number) (G.k.6a) is populated.

The Gestation Period at Time of Exposure (unit) field is required if the
Gestation Period at Time of Exposure (number) contains a value.

Required if Indication (MedDRA code) (G.k.7.r.2b) is provided.

The MedDRA Version field is required if the Indication (MedDRA code)
contains a value.

if nullFlavor is used in Indication as Reported by the Primary Source (G.k.7.r.1), select an appropriate MedDRA

If the Indication (MedDRA code) does not contain a value, a MedDRA

term to reflect that the indication is not available.

term must be selected to indicate the information is unavailable.

Required if MedDRA Version for Indication (G.k.7.r.2a) is provided.

The Indication (MedDRA code) field is required if the MedDRA version
field contains a value.

Required if Time Interval between Beginning of Drug Administration and Start of Reaction / Event (unit)

The Time Interval between Beginning of Drug Administration and Start

(G.k.9.i.3.1) is provided.

of Reaction / Event (number) is required if a unit of measure was
provided in either field.

Required if Reported Cause(s) of Death (MedDRA code) (D.9.2.r.1) is populated.

The MedDRA Version for the Reported Cause(s) of Death field is
required if the Reported Cause(s) of Death (MedDRA code) field
contains a value.

Required if MedDRA Version for Reported Cause(s) of Death (D.9.2.r.1) is populated.

The Reported Cause(s) of Death (MedDRA code) field is required if the
MedDRA Version for the Reported Cause(s) of Death field contains a
value.

Required if Date of Death (D.9.1) is populated.

The Was Autopsy Done? field is required if the Date of Death field
contains a value.

Required if Autopsy-determined Cause(s) of Death (MedDRA code) (D.9.4.r.1b) is populated.

The MedDRA Version for the Autopsy-determined Cause(s) of Death
field is required if the Cause(s) of Death (MedDRA code) contains a
value.

Required if Test Name (F.r.2) is populated. Either Test Name (free text) (F.r.2.1) or Test Name (MedDRA code)

The Test Date field is required if either the Test Name (MedDRA code)

(F.r.2.2b).

or Test Name (free text) fields contain a value.

Required if Test Date (F.r.1) is populated and Test Name (MedDRA code) (F.r.2.2b) is not populated.

The Test Name (free text) and Test Name (MedDRA code) fields are
required if the Test Date field contains a value and the Test Name
(MedDRA code) field does not contain a value.

Required when Test Name (MedDRA code) (F.r.2.2b) is populated.

The MedDRA Version for Test Name is required if the Test Name
(MedDRA code) field contains a value.

Required if Test Name (F.r.2) is populated, and neither Test Result (value / qualifier) (F.r.3.2) nor Result

The Test Result (code) field is required if the Test Name field contains a

Unstructured Data (free text) (F.r.3.4) is populated.

value and the Test Result (value / qualifier) and Unstructured Data
(free text) fields do not contain values.

Value Allowed 1=Positive 2=Negative 3=Borderline 4=Inconclusive

An invalid value was selected for the Test Result (code) field.

Required if F.r.2 is populated, and Test Result (code) (F.r.3.1) and Result Unstructured Data (free text) (F.r.3.4) is

The Test Result (value / qualifier) is required if the Test Name and Test

not populated.

Result (code) fields contain a value and the Unstructured Data (free
text) field does not contain a value.

Required if Test Result (value / qualifier) (F.r.3.2) is populated.

The Test Result (unit) field is required if the Test Result (value /
qualifier) field contains a value.
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Required if Test Name (F.r.2) is populated, and Test Result (F.r.3) is not populated.

The Result Unstructured Data (free text) is required if the Test Result
field does not contain a value.

Required if Number of Units in the Interval (G.k.4.r.2) is populated.

The Time Interval Unit field in the interval is required if the Number of
Units field contains a value.

Minimum precision required is the year (i.e. 'CCYY')

The year value entered on a Date field is empty or invalid.

Required if Duration of Drug Administration (unit) (G.k.4.r.6b) is populated.

The Duration of Drug Administration (number) is required if the Drug
Administration (unit) field contains a value.

Required if Duration of Drug Administration (number) (G.k.4.r.6a) is populated.

The Drug Administration (unit) is required if the Drug Administration
(number) field contains a value.

This field is required. If the initials are known to the sender but cannot be transmitted due to data privacy

The Patient Name field is required. This field can be masked if

requirements, this data element should be left blank with nullFlavor = MSK (Masked).

confidentiality is required.

Required if Age at Time of Onset of Reaction / Event (unit) (D.2.2b) is populated.

The Age at Time of Onset of Reaction / Event (number) is required if
the Age at Time of Onset of Reaction / Event (unit) field contains a
value.

Required if Age at Time of Onset of Reaction / Event (number) (D.2.2a) is populated.

The Age at Time of Onset of Reaction / Event (unit) field is required if
the Age at Time of Onset of Reaction / Event (number) field contains a
value.

Required if Gestation Period When Reaction/Event Was Observed in the Foetus (unit) (D.2.2.1b) is populated.

The Gestation Period When Reaction / Event Was Observed in the
Foetus (number ) field is required if a unit of measure was provided in
the (unit) field.

Required if Gestation Period When Reaction / Event Was Observed in the Foetus (number) (D.2.2.1a) is

The Gestation Period When Reaction / Event Was Observed in the

populated.

Foetus (unit ) field is required if a number was provided in the (number)
field.

Required if Medical History (disease / surgical procedure / etc.) (MedDRA code) (D.7.1.r.1b) is populated.

The MedDRA Version for the Medical History field is required if the
Medical History (MedDRA code) field contains a value.

Required if MedDRA Version for Medical History (D.7.1.r.1a) is populated.

The Medical History (MedDRA code) field is required if the MedDRA
Version for the Medical History field contains a value.

When Parent Medical history already is provided (D.10.7), do not set this data element to 'true' (Yes) for similar

The Family History field should be set to ‘No’ if the Parent Medical

medical concepts also coded for the patient.

History field contains a value.

Required if Section D.7.1 (Relevant Medical History) is null.

Text for Relevant Medical History and Concurrent Conditions (except
reaction / event) fields are required if the Relevant Medical History field
does not contain a value.

Required by the schema if any data element in section D.8.r (Relevant Past Drug History) is used.

The Name of Drug as Reported field is required if any field in the
Relevant Past Drug History section contains a value.

Any given drug entry may have either MPID or PhPID, but NOT both.

A record may contain a Medicinal Product Identifier (MPID) or a
Pharmaceutical Product Identifier (PhPID) . A record with both
identifiers will result in an error upon validation.

Required if Indication (MedDRA code) (D.8.r.6b) is populated.

The MedDRA Version for the Indication field is required if the
Indication (MedDRA code) field contains a value.

Required if MedDRA Version for Indication (D.8.r.6a) is populated.

The Indication (MedDRA code) field is required if the MedDRA Version
for the Indication field contains a value.

Required if Reaction (MedDRA code) (D.8.r.7b) is populated.

The MedDRA Version for the Reaction field is required if the Reaction
(MedDRA code) contains a value.

Required if MedDRA Version for Reaction (D.8.r.7a) is populated.

The Reaction (MedDRA code) field is required if the MedDRA Version
for the Reaction field contains a value.

Required if Age of Parent (unit) (D.10.2.2b) is populated.

The Age of Parent (number) field is required if the Age of Parent (unit)
contains a value.

Required if Age of Parent (number) (D.10.2.2a) is populated.

The Age of Parent (unit) field is required if the Age of Parent (number)
field contains a value.

Required if any data element in the Parent (D.10) section is populated.

The Sex of Parent field is required if any field in the Parent section
contains a value.

Required if Medical History (disease / surgical procedure / etc.) (MedDRA code) (D.10.7.1.r.1b) is populated.

The MedDRA Version for the Medical History field is required if the
Medical History (MedDRA code) contains a value.

Required if MedDRA Version for Medical History (D.10.7.1.r.1a) is populated.

The Medical History (MedDRA code) is required if the MedDRA
Version for the Medical History field contains a value.

Required if Indication (MedDRA code) (D.10.8.r.6b) is populated.

The MedDRA Version for the Indication field is required if the
Indication (MedDRA code) contains a value.

Required if MedDRA Version for Indication (D.10.8.r.6a) is populated.

The Indication (MedDRA code) field is required if the MedDRA Version
for the Indication field contains a value.

Required if Reactions (MedDRA code) (D.10.8.r.7b) is populated.

The MedDRA Version for the Reaction field is required if the Reaction
(MedDRA code) contains a value.

Required if MedDRA Version for Reaction (D.10.8.r.7a) is populated.

The Reaction (MedDRA code) field is required if the MedDRA Version
for the Reaction field contains a value.

Required if H.3.r.1b (Sender's Diagnosis / Syndrome and / or Reclassification of Reaction / Event (MedDRA

The MedDRA Version for the Sender's Diagnosis , Sender’s

code)) is populated.

Syndrome and / or Reclassification of Reaction / Event is required if
any corresponding MedDRA Code field contains a value.

Required if H.3.r.1a (MedDRA Version for Sender's Diagnosis / Syndrome and / or Reclassification of Reaction /

The MedDRA Code for the Sender's Diagnosis , Sender’s Syndrome

Event) is populated.

and / or Reclassification of Reaction / Event is required if any
corresponding MedDRA Version field contains a value.

Required if H.5.r.1a (Case Summary and Reporter’s Comments Text) is populated.

The Case Summary and Reporter’s Comments Language fields are
required if the Case Summary and Reporter’s Comments Text fields
contain a value.

Ignore Validation Results
When a validation criteria rule evaluates as a fail or warning, you can ignore the validation result for the given criteria for any subsequent evaluations of that case or
transmission. This option allows for submissions without deleting any case data, even when the evaluation returns validation failures, which helps to ensure submissions
are not blocked.

Prerequisites
An administrator must perform the configurations in Enable Ignore Validation Rule to use this feature.

Ignore Validation Results for a Case
1. Go to Cases and select the case you want to submit.
2. In the Validation Results (Failures & Warnings) section, select

next to any validation results you want to ignore.

3. Select Ignore Validation Result. Note that you can include this validation result in evaluations again by selecting Activate Validation Result.
Result
The system ignores the respective validation results for the Case and its associated Transmissions. The Case can now be submitted, considering all other criteria are
met. The summary record will not include the validation result.

Ignore Validation Results for a Transmission
1. Go to Transmissions > Distributions or Submissions.
2. Select a Transmission.
3. In the Validation Results (Failures & Warnings) section, select

next to any validation results you want to ignore.

4. Select Ignore Validation Result. Note that you can include this validation result in evaluations again by selecting Activate Validation Result.
Result
The system ignores the respective validation results for that Transmission only. The summary record will not include the validation result.

Assign Hard Fail to Validation Rules
We recommend that an administrator configure the following Result Status Types to be “Hard Fail”:
ICH.C.1.3-1

ICH.C.1.5-3

ICH.E.i.4-2

ICH.C.1.3-2

ICH.C.2.r.3-1

ICH.E.i.7-1

ICH.C.1.4-1

ICH.C.2.r.3-2

ICH.E.i.7-2

ICH.C.1.4-2

ICH.C.5.4-1

ICH.G.k.1-1

ICH.C.1.4-3

ICH.C.5.4-2

ICH.G.k.1-2

ICH.C.1.5-1

ICH.D.1

ICH.G.k.2.2

ICH.C.1.5-2

ICH.E.i.4-1

Note that this is a recommended list. You may choose to add more or less of these depending on your business’s evaluation of severity of each validation criteria.
1. In the Admin area, go to Business Admin > Validation Criteria.
2. Select [Validation Criteria].
3. Select Hard Fail from the Result Status Type field.
4. Select Save.
An administrator must also configure workflow transitions for Case validations.

Data Entry Validation
In addition to validating E2B XML during file generation, Vault Safety validates certain fields during Case data entry to prevent issues that would generate an invalid E2B
file.

Value and Unit Field Validation
The system validates all standard (system-provided) combined Value and Unit fields.
When a field contains invalid data, the system prevents you from saving the record and marks the field with an Invalid label.
See the following example, where the Weight field has a unit but no value:

Invalid Data Tag

Reason Omitted Field Validation
The system validates standard (system-provided) Reason Omitted (nullFlavour) fields, with the exception of those listed below. Reason Omitted fields only allow you to
select valid NullFlavour values, according to E2B specifications.

Data Entry Validation Limitations
Note the the following limitations for data entry validation:
Custom (non-standard) fields are not validated.
The following Reason Omitted (nullFlavour) fields are not validated or filtered to valid values:

OBJECT OR DOCUMENT TYPE

FIELD

Case Contact Object

Country (reason omitted) ( country_reason_omitted__v )

Case Object

Medical History Text (reason omitted) ( medical_history_text_reason_omitted__v )

Case Object

Study Name (reason omitted) ( study_name_reason_omitted__v )

Case > Source > Literature Document Type

Reference (reason omitted) ( reference_reason_omitted__v )

Prerequisites for E2B XML Validation
While E2B XML validation is automatically available in all vaults, we recommend that an administrator performs the following configuration to prevent the Submit to
Gateway action when the system detects a validation error.

Read Less

1. In Admin, go to Configuration > Object Lifecycles > Transmission Lifecycle.
2. Open the Validation Error lifecycle state.
3. Under Atomic Security: Actions, select Edit.
4. For the Submit to Gateway action, change the State Behavior to Hide.

Change Submit to Gateway Behavior to Hide

Trigger E2B XML Validation
To validate an E2B file, generate an EMA E2B (R3), FDA E2B (R2), or HC E2B (R2) file from a Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record.
The system validates files generated using either of the following methods:
Manually with the Generate Transmission Document(s) user action.
Automatically as part of a Submission or Distribution workflow.

Note

The system does not validate E2B files generated from the Case.

Notifications
The system notifies the appropriate user if the system found errors during validation with a vault notification and email. These notifications are sent in addition to
notifications about the success or failure of generating the transmission file.
The following list describes which users receive notifications:
If the file was generated manually with a user action, the system notifies the user who started that action.
If the file was generated automatically through a workflow, the system notifies Distribution Manager users for the Transmission Organization.
Otherwise, the system notifies the System Admin user group.

Resolve Validation Errors
Once the Submission record enters the Pending state, the system generates an E2B XML file and immediately validates it against the corresponding schema. At the
same time, the Review Submission workflow starts, and the Distribution Manager should accept their task as they do in their standard workflow.
If there are validation errors, the Submission record lifecycle state changes to Validation Error. The Distribution Manager must review and fix the validation errors
attached in the .csv file. Once the errors are resolved, the Distribution Manager must regenerate the transmission documents.
If there are no further validation errors, the system removes the attached validation .csv file and you can proceed with completing the Submission workflow.
If there are new validation errors, the appropriate user receives a notification and a validation .csv file replaces the previous attachment.

E2B Error Message Guide
The following tables describe the E2B validation errors you may encounter, and the possible cause of each error message.

EMA E2B R3 Error Messages
ERROR

POSSIBLE CAUSE

cvc-complex-type.2.4.a: Invalid content was found starting with element

The Submission record is missing a value in the Transmission Date field.

'responseModeCode'. One of '{urn:hl7-org:v3:creationTime}' is expected.
cvc-complex-type.2.4.a: Invalid content was found starting with element 'creationTime'. One

The Submission record is missing a value in the E2B Message ID field.

of '{urn:hl7-org:v3:realmCode, urn:hl7-org:v3:typeId, urn:hl7-org:v3:templateId, urn:hl7org:v3:id}' is expected.
cvc-complex-type.2.4.a: Invalid content was found starting with element 'controlActProcess'.

A Transmission Profile was not found. Either the Transmission Profile was not configured, or

One of '{urn:hl7-org:v3:sequenceNumber, urn:hl7-org:v3:attachmentText, urn:hl7-

it was not assigned to the Submission record correctly. Verify the Transmission Profile field

org:v3:receiver}' is expected.

on the Submission record links to a Transmission Profile, and verify the record is set up
correctly.

cvc-complex-type.2.4.b: The content of element 'MCCI_IN200100UV01' is not complete. One

A Transmission Profile was not found. Either the Transmission Profile was not configured, or

of '{urn:hl7-org:v3:PORR_IN049016UV, urn:hl7-org:v3:PORR_IN049017UV, urn:hl7-

it was not assigned to the Submission record correctly. Verify the Transmission Profile field

org:v3:PORR_IN049018UV, urn:hl7-org:v3:receiver}' is expected.

on the Submission record links to a Transmission Profile, and verify the record is set up
correctly.

FDA and HC E2B R2 Error Messages
ERROR

POSSIBLE CAUSE

The content of element type ichicsrmessageheader must match (messagetype,

The message header is not formatted correctly due to missing Submission details. For

messageformatversion, messageformatrelease, messagenumb, messagesenderidentifier,

example, the Submission record may be missing values in the Transmission Date or E2B

messagereceiveridentifier, messagedateformat, messagedate).

Message ID fields.
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About the Reporting Rules Engine
Vault Safety provides a reporting rules engine that simplifies the process of managing Individual Case Safety Report (ICSR) reporting obligations. Admins can set up
reporting rules with regulatory agencies, partners, study sites, and market authorization holders.
When the Evaluate Reporting Obligation runs on a Case, either through auto-Submissions or when the Case enters the Approved state, Vault Safety’s reporting rule
engine automatically generates and assigns due dates for Submissions and Distributions.The rules engine comprises of the following parts:

COMPONENT

DESCRIPTION

Safety Rule Sets

A Safety Rule Set is a collection of reporting rules (Safety Rules), which can be assigned to an Agency for Submissions, or a Reporting Family for Distributions.

Rule Parameters

Reporting rules are comprised of rule parameters that define the conditions for which a Transmission is generated.

Transmission Profiles

Transmission Profiles are used to generate Submissions and Distributions for an origin-and-destination pair with the appropriate ICSR file format.

Vault Safety provides Safety Rule Sets, Safety Rules, and Transmission Profiles for certain standard agencies, such as FDA, EMA, and PMDA.

Submission Rules
The Submission Rules ( submission_rules__v ) field on an Agency assigns a Safety Rule Set to an Agency.
While certain standard agencies are preconfigured with a Submission Rule, you can assign Submission Rules to additional Agencies.
To generate a Submission for an Agency, the rules engine must evaluate a Product Registration or Study Registration for a country within the Agency’s jurisdiction. The
Agency field on the associated Country record identifies which regulatory agency has jurisdiction over that country.
When evaluating reporting obligations, the system looks at the country selection on Case Registrations. For general reporting, the system looks at the following
registrations by report type:
For Cases with a non Study Report Type, the system evaluates the Case Product Registrations.
For Cases with a Report Type of Study, the system evaluates the Study Registrations.
However, if the Study Has Unspecified Products field is selected on the associated Study, the system evaluates the Case Product Registrations instead for Cases
involving that Study.

Tip

If cross reporting is enabled, after Submissions are generated for general reporting, the system evaluates additional investigational or marketing registrations

associated with the Case.

The following illustration shows how Vault Safety evaluates regulatory reporting requirements for general reporting:

Evaluating Submission Reporting Rules for a Case

Case 00245 is entered and approved. The Case contains the primary Case Product Cholecap. The Case triggers the reporting rules engine by moving to the
Approved state.
To determine regulatory reporting requirements, the reporting rules engine evaluates Cholecap's Product Registrations.
Cholecap has Product Registrations for the following countries:
United States: This country's jurisdiction is the FDA. The system proceeds to evaluate the FDA rule set to generate an FDA Submission.
Germany: This country's jurisdiction is the EMA. The system proceeds to evaluate the EMA rule set to generate an EMA Submission.
France: This country's jurisdiction is also the EMA. No further Submissions are generated because another EMA registration is already being evaluated. The system
generates a single Submission when there are multiple registrations with the same agency jurisdiction.
For each rule set, the rules engine iterates through the rules in order. Each rule consists of parameters that define how it is evaluated. Each parameter is evaluated
against Case information. When all parameters of a rule are evaluated successfully, the rule is considered a match, and no other rules are evaluated for that rule set.
The system generates Submission records for the Case using the matching rules, and populates the due date and other fields on the Submission accordingly. The
system generates the transmission document in the appropriate format for submission.

Distribution Rules
Assign a Safety Rule Set to a Reporting Family to automatically generate Distributions for trading partners. Vault Safety supports two types of Reporting Families for
Distributions:
Partner Distribution List: You can create a Partner Distribution List to automatically generate Distributions for partners or sites.
MAH Distribution List: Assigned through the reporting_organization__v field on a Product Registration or Study Registration, an MAH Distribution List generates
a Distribution to a market authorization holder (MAH) in place of generating a Submission to an agency.

Note

In the event where both a Reporting Obligation and one or more Partner Distribution Rules exist for a single Product Registration or Study Registration,

Vault Safety creates a Distribution record for each reporting rule, including when both reporting rules are to the same destination.
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About Standard Safety Rule Sets
Vault Safety comes with Safety Rule Sets for certain standard agencies. Safety Rule Sets are comprised of one or more Safety Rules, which contain rule parameters that
define conditions for which a Transmission is generated.
For more information on how the rules engine is triggered to automatically generate Submissions and Distributions, see Understand Reporting Rules.
The standard Safety Rule Sets are automatically available for customers who have enabled the Evaluate Reporting Obligations action.
When new reporting rules are added, you can configure when to adopt the new rules using the Reporting Rule Version. See Manage Reporting Rule Versions for
instructions.

Vault Safety does not currently support adding custom Safety Rule Sets. If you require custom rule sets, we recommend getting help from Veeva Services.

Note

You can assign a Safety Rule Set to an Agency or distribution rule.
The following sections list the Safety Rules and their parameters for each of the standard Safety Rule Sets.

Tip

In the Excel file, the Regulation is the agency's regulation associated with the reporting rule.

FDA ICSR Reporting Rule Set
Click the following button to download an Excel file with the FDA Reporting Rules, including version 2.0 and 3.0 of the Rule Set:
Download FDA Reporting Rules 

For version 1.0 of the FDA Rule Set, used before the 21R1 release (April 2021), see Reporting Rule Sets (20R3 and Earlier).
Version 3.0 of the FDA ICSR Reporting Rule Set contains the following rules:
Public Health Risk

SUSAR (Death)

Malfunction-Only

SUSAR (Life Threatening)

Downgrade to Serious Expected

SUSAR

Downgrade to Non-Serious

Serious Expected

Downgrade to SAE

Non-Serious

Serious Unexpected

One Last Time

FDA Reporting Rules

EMA ICSR Reporting Rule Set
Click the following button to download an Excel file with the EMA Reporting Rules, including version 2.0 and 3.0 of the Rule Set:
Download EMA Reporting Rules 

For version 1.0 of the EMA Rule Set, used before the 21R1 release (April 2021), see Reporting Rule Sets (20R3 and Earlier).
Version 3.0 of the EMA ICSR Reporting Rule Set contains the following rules:
Downgrade to Non-Serious

SUSAR (Life Threatening)

Downgrade to SAE

SUSAR

Serious

Non-Serious

SUSAR (Death)

One Last Time

EMA Reporting Rules

MHRA Rule Set
The MHRA Rule Set inherits the EMA ICSR Reporting Rule Set.

PMDA ICSR Reporting Rule Set
Click the following button to download an Excel file with the PMDA Reporting Rules:
Download PMDA Reporting Rules 

The PMDA ICSR Reporting Rule Set contains the following rules:
INV - 7day - Death - Unexpected

PMK - 15day - ADR - Serious - Expected - Domestic - Recently Approved

INV - 7day - LT - Unexpected

PMK - 30day - ADR - Serious - Expected - Domestic

INV - 15day - Serious - Unexpected

PMK - 15day - Serious - Infection

INV - 15day - Serious -Death - Expected

PMK - 15day - NonSerious - Infection - Domestic

INV - 15day - Serious - LT - Expected

INV - 15day - Research/Safety Measure

PMK - 15day - ADR - Death - Unexpected

PMK - 30day - Research

PMK - 15day - ADR - Death - Expected

PMK - 15day - Safety Measure

PMK - 15day - ADR - Serious - Unexpected

Downgrade

Template Rule Sets
Vault Safety comes with two template rule sets: the General Distribution Rule Set and the Placeholder (Empty) Rule Set.
You can use these template rule sets as a starting point to set up general distribution rules for a reporting destination such as a partner or other safety system.

Warning

You must perform testing and validation during implementation to use the General Distribution or Placeholder (Empty) rule set. Contact Veeva Services

for assistance.

General Distribution Rule Set
You can assign the General Distribution Rule Set to an Agency or Partner Distribution List when you need more flexibility than the standard rule sets provide.
The General Distribution Rule Set is assigned the EMA ICSR Rule Set as it’s Base Rule Set, along with additional rules. This means that the General Distribution Rule
Set inherits all of the EMA reporting rules.
The rules in the General Distribution rule set exist as a starting point and an example of rules you can configure (such as initial case submission rules). This is not an
exhaustive list, nor does it cover every scenario.

Placeholder (Empty) Rule Set
To ensure the system does not automatically generate Transmissions (Submissions or Distributions) for a reporting destination, you can assign the Placeholder (Empty)
Rule Set to an Agency or Partner Distribution List.
The Placeholder (Empty) Rule Set is another configuration example of a rule set without any reporting rules associated with it. Thus, no Transmissions are generated
when a Product or Study Registration matches this rule set.

Override Study Reporting Rules
By default, Case due dates follow the FDA or EMA reporting rules, depending on the case criteria. To override Case due date calculations, add a Submission Rule
Override.
1. Go to the Study record page.
Find Study records on the Business Admin > Studies page.
2. Select Edit.
3. Expand Submission Rules.
4. Beside Due Date Override, select Yes.
5. To override the submission rule for adverse events that are life-threatening or result in death, edit the 7 Day Override field.
6. To override the submission rule for other serious adverse events, edit the 15 Day Override field.
7. Select Save.
Result
When the system calculated due dates for Cases linked to this Study Registration, the due dates follow the Submission Rule Override settings configured on the Study
Registration.
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About Safety Rules
The Safety Rules in a Safety Rule Set define the conditions for which a Transmission is generated. Each Safety Rule has a set of parameters. The parameters must
evaluate successfully for the rule to pass.
A Safety Rule’s Priority defines the order in which the system attempts to match each reporting rule, which are processed from lowest to highest. To prevent overreporting, once the system finds the first matching rule, further rules are not evaluated.
The following image shows an example of a Safety Rule:

Sample FDA Safety Rule

The following sections describe the parameters the system supports for Safety Rules.
For relevant parameters, the table identifies how the system evaluates parameters according to the Product Selection setting on the rule set. See Configure Reporting
Rules Product Selection for more information.

Note

The system uses one method to evaluate each rule set parameter. If an admin set the Product Selection to use the most conservative evaluation, the

system uses this method for parameters identified below.

Reporting Rule Parameters
The following table describes the reporting rule parameters that the system evaluates. The Type column identifies whether a parameter is an input or output parameter.
Input parameters evaluate Case criteria to find a matching rule. Output parameters control how the Transmission is generated.

TYPE
PARAMETER

(INPUT/OUTPUT)

DESCRIPTION

Report Type

Input

The Case's Report Type ( report_type__v ) classification.

Study Type

Input

The Case's Study Type ( product_usage_reason__v ) classification.
The EMA rule set uses the Study Type parameter to differentiate between clinical trials and other study types.

Serious

Input

Whether the case meets seriousness criteria.
The system evaluates this parameter using the method specified on the rule set:
Primary (default): Whether a value is populated in the Case Seriousness ( seriousness__v ) field.
Most Conservative: Whether a value is populated in the Seriousness ( seriousness__v ) field on the Case Adverse Event associated with
the most conservative Case Product and Assessment.

Life

Input

Whether the case meets life-threatening seriousness criteria.

Threatening
The system evaluates this parameter using the method specified on the rule set:
Primary (default): Whether "Life threatening" is populated in the Case Seriousness ( seriousness__v ) field.
Most Conservative: Whether "Life threatening" is populated in the Seriousness ( seriousness__v ) field on the Case Adverse Event
associated with the most conservative Case Product and Assessment.
Fatal

Input

Whether the case meets fatal seriousness criteria.
The system evaluates this parameter using the method specified on the rule set:
Primary (default): Whether "Results in death" is populated in the Case Seriousness ( seriousness__v ) field.
Most Conservative: Whether "Results in death" is populated in the Seriousness ( seriousness__v ) field on the Case Adverse Event
associated with the most conservative Case Product and Assessment.

Expected

Input

Locates the relevant Case Assessment Expectedness records based on the evaluation method specified on the rule set:
Primary (default): The system evaluates the Expectedness records under the primary Case Assessment.
Most Conservative: The system evaluates the Expectedness records under the most conservative Case Assessment.
The system uses logic to evaluate the appropriate Expectedness records for this parameter. To see the detailed logic, click the button below:

Toggle Logic

Suspect

Input

The Drug Role ( drug_role__v ) field on the relevant Case Product. This parameter is evaluated as "Yes" when the Drug Role is either Suspect or
Interacting.

AE in

Input

Evaluates whether the adverse event occurred in the agency's jurisdiction.

Jurisdiction
The system evaluates this parameter using the method specified on the rule set:
Primary (default): Whether the Agency is assigned jurisdiction over the Event Country ( event_country__v ) selected on the primary Case
Adverse Event.
Most Conservative: Whether the Agency is assigned jurisdiction over the Country ( country_value__v ) selected for the primary Reportertype Case Contact.
You can view the countries in an agency's jurisdiction by going to the Agency-type Organization record in the Business Admin area.
Exclude

Input

Evaluates whether the system excludes placebos when evaluating suspect Case Products for a Study Case.

Note

Submission rules to not apply to Study Products with a Study Product Role of Placebo. Once unblinding is completed, if all Case

Products are placebos, Submissions are not generated.

Assessment

Input

Evaluates whether the Case meets SUSAR or SAE criteria.

Criteria
The system evaluates this parameter using the method specified on the rule set:
Primary (default): The value from the Case Tags ( case_tags__v ) field on the Case.
Most Conservative: The value from the Assessment Tag ( assessment_tag__v ) field on the most conservative Case Assessment.
Vault Safety automatically assigns case and assessment tags. See How Case SAE and SUSAR Tags are Assigned for more information.
Assessment

Input

Source

Evaluates the Case Assessment Source in relation to the Related rule parameter, to consider the source of a causality assessment. This parameter
is evaluated as "True" when both Source Type matches this parameter and the Related parameter is evaluated as "Related".
The system evaluates this parameter using the method specified on the rule set:
Primary (default): The system evaluates the primary Case Assessment.
Most Conservative: The system evaluates the most conservative Case Assessment. The system only considers Case Assessment Results with
a matching Source Type to find the most conservative Case Assessment.
The system evaluates this parameter using the Controlled Vocabulary E2B Code corresponding to the Source Type ( source_type__v ) on a
Case Assessment.

Device

Input

The Case Device Report Type ( device_report_type__v ) classification. This parameter is used in FDA device reporting rules.

Input and Output

Evaluates whether the current Case's seriousness, expectedness, and relatedness are downgraded from the previous Case version. The current

Report Type
Downgrade

Case scenario is compared against the previous Case version, based on the following priority list:
1. Fatal/Life Threatening/ Serious Unexpected Related (SUSAR)
2. Serious Unexpected Related (SUSAR)
3. Serious Expected Related
4. Non-Serious Unexpected Related
5. Non-Serious Expected Related
6. Serious Unexpected Unrelated
7. Serious Expected Unrelated
8. Non-Serious Unexpected Unrelated
9. Non-Serious Expected Unrelated
If the current Case scenario is lower on the priority list than the previous Case version, this parameter is evaluated as "Yes".
This parameter also controls whether the Downgraded flag on the Transmission is turned on.
Transmission

Input and Output

Reason

This parameter is evaluated using the previous Transmissions to the same reporting destination and sets the Reason ( reason__v ) field on the
Transmission, using the following logic:
Evaluates as Follow-up if either of the following conditions are met:
If a previous Case version has a Transmission to the same reporting destination in either of the following states:
Completed
E2B ACK Accepted
If a previous Case version is of the Imported Case object type and the Imported Case does not have Transmission to same reporting
destination
In all other scenarios, evaluates as Initial

Registration

Input

Type

The Registration Type ( registration_type__v ) classification on the primary Case Product Registration for the most conservative Case
Product. If a primary Case Product Registration does not exist, the system evaluates the Registration Type on the Product Registration with the
earliest creation date within the agency's jurisdiction.
This parameter is used in PMDA reporting rules.

PMDA

Input

Reporting

The PMDA Reporting Category ( pmda_reporting_category__v ) classification on the primary Case Product Registration on a Japan
Localized Case. The primary Case Product Registration is designated by a rank of 1 in the PMDA Rank field.

Category
Infection

Input

Evaluates whether the Case is designated as an infection. This parameter is used in PMDA reporting rules. The system uses the following logic to
evaluate this parameter:
a. If there is a primary Case Product Registration on the Japan Localized Case, evaluated as "Yes" when the PMDA Reporting Category
( pmda_reporting_category__v ) classification is "AA" or "AC". The primary Case Product Registration is designated by a rank of 1 in
the PMDA Rank field.
b. If there is not a primary Case Product Registration, the system evaluates the Case Adverse Event associated with the most conservative Case
Assessment. Evaluated as "Yes" when the adverse event MedDRA Term is under the "Infections and Infestations" (10021881) MedDRA SOC.

Related

Input

Evaluates whether a causality assessment categorized the adverse event as related to the suspect product.
The system evaluates this parameter using the method specified on the rule set:
Primary (default): Evaluates Case Assessment Results under the primary Case Assessment.
Most Conservative: Evaluates Case Assessment Results under the most conservative Case Assessment.
This parameter is evaluated as "Related" when the relevant Case Assessment contains at least one Case Assessment Result with the Causality
Established ( causality_established__v ) field set to "Yes" or blank.

Previously

Input

Submitted

Evaluates whether a previous Case version has been submitted. This parameter is evaluated as "Yes" when the previous Case version meets the
following conditions:
Has a Transmission to the same reporting destination.
The Transmission to the same destination in the "E2B ACK Accepted" or "Completed" state.
The Downgrade reporting rule parameter was not evaluated as "Yes".

Upgrade

Input

Evaluates whether the current Case's seriousness, expectedness, and relatedness are upgraded from the previous Case version. The current Case
scenario is compared against the previous Case version, based on the following priority list:
1. Fatal/Life Threatening/ Serious Unexpected Related (SUSAR)
2. Serious Unexpected Related (SUSAR)
3. Serious Expected Related
4. Non-Serious Unexpected Related
5. Non-Serious Expected Related
6. Serious Unexpected Unrelated
7. Serious Expected Unrelated
8. Non-Serious Unexpected Unrelated
9. Non-Serious Expected Unrelated
If the current Case scenario is higher on the priority list than the previous Case version, this parameter is evaluated as "Yes".

Exclude

Input

MedDRA

Evaluates whether any Case Adverse Event matches a term defined within a MedDRA Query (SMQ/CMQ). If there is a match, a Transmission is not
generated.

Query
Include

Input

MedDRA

Evaluates whether at least one Case Adverse Event matches a term defined within a MedDRA Query (SMQ/CMQ). If there is a match, a
Transmission is generated.

Query
Reporting

N/A

Evaluates the reporting rule for potential cross reporting scenarios, if listed in this parameter.

Scenario
If this parameter is left blank, the system evaluates the Case for general reporting only.
To use cross reporting, specify one or more cross reporting scenarios. Specify “General Reporting” along with cross reporting scenarios if the rule
should general reporting too. This parameter accepts the following options:
Investigational to Marketing (same agency)
Investigational to Marketing (cross agency)
Investigational to Investigational (cross agency)
Marketing to Marketing (cross agency)
Marketing to Investigational (cross agency)
General Reporting
Note

You do not need to specify the general reporting scenario unless you are pairing it with additional cross reporting scenarios. The

general reporting scenario is used by default if this parameter is empty.

Product

Input

Evaluates whether a Case contains a specific Product.
This parameter accepts a comma-separated list of Product API Names.
This parameter evaluates as "True" when a Case contains a Case Product with a matching API Name and a Drug Role of "Suspect".

Study

Input

Evaluates whether a Case is associated with a specific Study.
This parameter accepts a comma-separated list of Study API Names.
This parameter evaluates as "True" when the Study ( study__v ) selected on the Case has a matching API Name.

Identifiable

Input

Evaluates whether the Case has an identifiable patient.

Patient
The following list describes how the system evaluates this parameter, depending on the value specified for a reporting rule set:

Definition

E2D: Evaluated as "True" when a patient is identified on a Case with an age, name, gender, or MRN. To see the list of fields the system
evaluates to find an identifiable patient, click the button below:
Toggle Fields
E2D or Patient Known to Exist: Evaluated as "True" when the Patient Known to Exist ( patient_known_to_exist__v ) field or any of
the above fields are populated on the Case.

Note

Local

Output

This parameter is only supported at the rule set level.

Controls the Local Expedited Criteria field on the Transmission. This parameter accepts the following values:

Expedited
Yes: Populates "Yes"

Criteria

No: Populates "No"
Same as Previous: If there is a previous version of the Case with a Transmission to the same agency in the "Completed" or "E2B ACK
Accepted" state, copies the value from the previous Transmission.
Due in Days

Output

The Transmission due date, in days. The earliest Transmission due date is also populated in the Case Due Date field.
For PMDA transmissions, see the following considerations:
If there is a Previously Submitted version of a Case, the Transmission due date is calculated by adding the value of the Local Awareness Date
on the Japan local Case and the Due in Days value.
If there is no Local Awareness Date, the Transmission due date is calculated by adding the New Info Date and the Due in Days value.
The Due in Days field value is also used to determine the Due in Days for PMDA downgrade reports. If the Due in Days field value in the
previous Transmission record is deleted or not entered when the transmission record is manually generated, the system will use 15 days as
default.
To avoid deleting or missing an entry in the Due in Days field, we recommend that an admin configures a validation rule for the “Due in Days"
field to be mandatory.

Mask PII

Output

Evaluates whether the Case requires Personal Identifiable Information (PII) masking for Submissions.
The following list describes how the system evaluates this parameter, depending on the value specified for a reporting rule:
All: The Patient Content Protection ( patient_content_protection__v ) field is set to "Mask PII" on the Submission.
Foreign: If the AE in Jurisdiction parameter is evaluated as "No", then the Patient Content Protection ( patient_content_protection__v )
field is set to "Mask PII" on the Submission.

Note

Exceptions

Output

to PII

This parameter only applies to Submissions. Distributions snapshot masking options from the Reporting Family.

Evaluates whether the Case requires exceptions to PII masking for Submissions. This parameter is only evaluated if the Mask PII parameter is in
use.

Masking
This parameter accepts a comma-separated list of the picklist values. For example:
blank_fields__v, parent_sex__v, patient_sex__v

If a reporting rule specifies this parameter, the Exceptions to Patient Content Protection
( exceptions_to_patient_content_protection__v ) field is set to the specified values on the Submission.

Note

Transmission

Output

This parameter only applies to Submissions. Distributions snapshot masking options from the Reporting Family.

If a reporting rule specifies this parameter and the rule executes resulting in a Submission/Distribution, the Transmission record will have the

Profile

Transmission Profile populated from the value in the rule parameter. This value will override any defaults selected on Product/Study Registrations or

Override

any defaulting logic based on the type of the products selected in the Case.
The parameter accepts the API Name of the appropriate Transmission Profile.
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About Cross Reporting
In extension to the general reporting rules engine, Vault Safety supports evaluating rules for cross reporting scenarios. The following list describes the difference between
general and cross reporting:
In general reporting, the system evaluates either Study or Product Registrations according, depending on the report type and study type of the case. In other words,
the system generates either investigational or marketing reports, not both.
For cross reporting, the system evaluates additional investigational or marketing registrations, based on where the company products on the Case (or their
Substances) are marketed or investigated worldwide. Cross reporting obligations are evaluated after Submissions are generated for general reporting.
Vault Safety supports the following scenarios to automatically generate additional Submissions for cross reporting:

SCENARIO

DESCRIPTION

Investigational to

After generating a Submission for a Clinical Trial Case per its Study Registrations (general reporting), the system evaluates whether any company Case Products,

Marketing

or their Substances, are marketed elsewhere.
This scenario is supported for both same-agency (e.g. FDA IND-to-NDA) and cross-agency reporting.

Investigational to

After generating a Submission for a Clinical Trial Case per its Study Registrations (general reporting), the system evaluates whether any company Case Products,

Investigational

or their Substances, are investigated in other studies.

Marketing to Marketing

After generating a Submission for a Postmarket Case per its Product Registrations, the system evaluates whether any company Case Products or their
Substances, are marketed elsewhere.

Marketing to

After generating a Submission for a Postmarket Case per its Product Registrations, the system evaluates whether the company Case Products, or their

Investigational

Substances, are investigated elsewhere.

The Reporting Scenario parameter on a Reporting Rule controls whether one or more cross reporting scenarios apply to a rule. Certain rules in the FDA Reporting Rule
Set support cross reporting. Cross reporting scenarios can be added to additional rules using the Reporting Scenario parameter. Contact Veeva Services for assistance
in adding custom cross reporting rules.
During cross reporting evaluations, the system uses the registration category to match the relevant cross reporting scenarios. Product and Study Registrations can be
categorized as Investigational or Marketing.
Generated Submissions must have a unique mapping to a Transmission Profile. In other words, the system does not generate multiple Submissions using the same
Transmission Profile.
On a system-generated Submission, the Transmission Message attachment contains a SafetyRuleLog audit log for the reporting rules and scenarios evaluated.

Cross Reporting in FDA Reporting Rule Set
Cross reporting is supported for version 3 of the FDA ICSR Reporting Rule Set.
The Active Rule Version on the Safety Rule Set must be set to 3 to activate the cross reporting scenarios. See Manage Reporting Rule Versions for more information.
The following FDA Safety Rules evaluate the Investigational to Marketing (same agency) scenario:
Downgrade to Non-Serious
Downgrade to SAE
SUSAR
SUSAR (Death)
SUSAR (Life Threatening)

Enable Cross Reporting Vault Setting
Cross reporting is turned on and off through an application setting.
To turn on cross reporting in your Vault, go to Admin > Settings > ICSR Reporting Settings, and then ensure the Cross-Reporting checkbox is selected.

ICSR Reporting Settings Cross Reporting Checkbox

Enable Same Agency Cross Reporting
The Inv. to Marketing (same agency) field on an Agency determines whether the system can generate two Submissions to the same agency for cross reporting.
This field is enabled for the FDA by default. An admin can enable this field on additional agencies if required.

Cross Reporting Scenarios
Each reporting rule can specify the reporting scenarios it supports using the Reporting Scenario rule parameter.
For same-agency reporting, two Submissions can be generated for the same reporting destination (for example, FDA IND-to-NDA). For cross-agency reporting, the
system ensures only one Submission per reporting destination is generated.

Note

When generating Submissions for cross reporting, the system ensures only one Submission per registration type (Investigational or Marketing) and Agency

is generated.

The following cross reporting scenarios are supported:

1. Investigational to Marketing (same agency)

This scenario applies to Clinical Trial Cases containing Case Products or Substances marketed in the same jurisdiction
where they are being investigated.

Note

The Inv. to Marketing (same agency) setting must be enabled on the target Agency for this cross reporting

scenario to execute.

Investigational to Marketing (Same Agency) Cross Reporting

The system generates Investigational Submissions for the applicable agencies, based on the Study Registration
countries (general reporting scenario).
The system queries each company Case Product with a Drug Role of "Suspect" or "Interacting" to find Marketing
Registrations from the following sources:
The Case Product's Product Registrations.
If the Case Product is part of a Combination Product, the system queries the Combination Product's Registrations
instead. The Combination Product Registration designated as the PMOA takes precedence above other registrations.
The Product Registrations of any company Product that shares the same Product Substance (active ingredient) with
the Case Product.
The system generates Marketing Submissions for Product Registrations that share the same reporting destination as
the Investigational Submissions generated by the general reporting scenario.
To generate these Submissions, a matching Transmission Profile must exist.

2. Investigational to Marketing (cross agency)

This scenario applies to Clinical Trial Cases containing Case Products or Substances marketed in a different jurisdiction
than where they are being investigated.

Investigational to Marketing (Cross Agency) Cross Reporting

The system generates Investigational Submissions for the applicable agencies, based on the Study Registration
countries (general reporting scenario).
The system queries each company Case Product with a Drug Role of "Suspect" or "Interacting" to find Marketing
Registrations from the following sources:
The Case Product's Product Registrations.
If the Case Product is part of a Combination Product, the system queries the Combination Product's Registrations
instead. The Combination Product Registration designated as the PMOA takes precedence above other registrations.
The Product Registrations of any company Product that shares the same Product Substance (active ingredient) with
the Case Product.
The system generates Marketing Submissions for Product Registrations with reporting destinations that are different
from the Investigational Submissions generated by the general reporting scenario.
To generate these Submissions, a matching Transmission Profile must exist.

3. Investigational to Investigational (cross agency)

For Clinical Trial Cases , after generating a Submission for the Study Registration (general reporting), the system
determines whether any company Case Products, or their Substances, are being investigated in another Study with an
Investigational registration in different jurisdictions.
If so, the system generates Submissions for the additional Study with unique reporting destinations.

4. Marketing to Marketing (cross agency)

For Postmarket Cases , after generating a Submission for a company Case Product, the system determines whether the
Substance (active ingredient) is shared by any company Products with a Marketing Registration in different jurisdictions.
If so, the system generates Submissions for the other company Product with unique reporting destinations.

5. Marketing to Investigational (cross agency)

For Postmarket Cases , after generating a Submission for a company Case Product, the system determines whether that
Product, or its Substance (active ingredient), is being investigated in another Study with Investigational registrations in
different jurisdictions.
If so, the system generates Submissions for the Study with unique reporting destinations.

Registration Categories: Investigational vs. Marketing
A registration can be assigned the Investigational or Marketing category. You can select the Registration Type ( registration_type__v ) on a Study or Product
Registration.
On a Registration Type Controlled Vocabulary, the Registration Category field identifies whether a registration category is Investigational or Marketing.
The following table outlines the system-managed Registration Types and their Registration Category:

REGISTRATION TYPE

API NAME

REGISTRATION CATEGORY

Marketing Authorisation Application (MAA)

maa_v

Marketing

Clinical Trial Application (CTA)

cta__v

Investigational

New Drug Application (NDA)

nda__v

Marketing

Abbreviated New Drug Application (ANDA)

anda__v

Marketing

Biologic License Application (BLA)

bla__v

Marketing

Investigation New Drug Application

ind__v

Investigational

Premarket Approval Application (PMA)

pma__v

Marketing

Premarket Notification 510k (510k)

510k__v

Marketing

Humanitarian Device Exemption (HDE)

hde__v

Marketing

If a Registration Type is not specified, the system used the following logic to classify the Registration Category for Study Cases:
Investigational: When the Case Study Type is "Clinical Trial" or blank.
Marketing: When the Case Study Type is any other value, such as Individual Patient Use or Other Study.

Cross-Reporting Evaluation of Expectedness Rule Parameter
When evaluating the Expected rule parameter for a cross-reporting scenario where additional products were found through a Substance lookup, the rule engine uses the
following logic:
1. Determines if there are other company Products with the same Substance that have an associated marketing Product Registration.
If so, the system evaluates expectedness using the Local and Core Datasheets for that company Product. If there are no Product Datasheets, the system uses the
value from the Expected field on the relevant (primary or most conservative) Case Assessment.
2. Determines if there are clinical trial Studies where company Case Products or their Substances have an associated investigational Study Registration.
If so, the system evaluates expectedness using the Study Core Datasheet, if available, otherwise the Local and Core Datasheets of the substituted product’s
registrations. If there are no Study or Product Datasheets, the system uses the value from the Expected field on the relevant (primary or most conservative) Case
Assessment.
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Rule Parameter Evaluation Methods
Certain rule set parameters are evaluated using a Case Product and Case Assessment. You can customize how the system selects the Case Product and Case
Assessment using the Product Selection field on the Safety Rule Sets.
Vault Safety supports the following methods for evaluating reporting rule set parameters:
(Default) Primary Case Product and Case Assessment
Most Conservative Case Product and Case Assessment
The following parameters are evaluated differently depending on the evaluation method:
Serious
Fatal
Life Threatening
Expected
Assessment Criteria
AE in Jurisdiction

Other than the above listed parameters, all other rule set parameters are evaluated the same for both methods.

Note

Primary Case Product and Case Assessment
By default, Vault Safety evaluates reporting rule parameters using the primary Case Product and Case Assessment.
The primary Case Product and Case Assessment are the records assigned a value of “1” in the Rank ( rank__v ) field. Typically, the primary Case Assessment links the
primary Case Adverse Event with the primary Case Product.
The system uses this method unless configured otherwise. If the Product Selection field is not specified, the system uses the primary product evaluation method by
default.

Most Conservative Case Product and Case Assessment
The most conservative product and assessment may be different when there are multiple reporting destinations and regions. Vault Safety supports the option of using the
most conservative Case Product and Case Assessment per region to evaluate certain rule set parameters.
You must set the Product Selection field to Most Conservative Product to use this method. We recommend using this method.

For Partner Distribution Lists, see the considerations for using the Most Conservative Product evaluation method on the Manage Partner Distribution Lists

Note

page.

Most Conservative Product Criteria
The system finds the most conservative Case Product for a region using the following criteria:
Contains a Product Registration for a Country within the jurisdiction of the Agency being evaluated by the rule set.
Contains a Drug Role set to Suspect or Interacting.
Associated with the most conservative Case Assessment for the region.
If one or more Case Products for the region are not associated with a Case Assessment, the system selects the primary Case Product and primary Case
Assessment by default.

Note

If multiple Case Products match the above criteria, the system uses the product with the highest value in the Rank field.

Note

Device constituents cannot be considered the most conservative product.

Most Conservative Assessment Criteria
The following table outlines how the system ranks Case Assessments using the above data, from most to least conservative:

SUMMARY

SERIOUSNESS

EXPECTEDNESS

RELATEDNESS

Fatal/LT

Fatal,

Unexpected

Related

SUSAR

or
Life Threatening1

SUSAR

Serious

Unexpected

Related

SESAR

Serious

Expected

Related

NSUR

Non-Serious

Unexpected

Related

NSER

Non-Serious

Expected

Related

SU

Serious

Unexpected

Unrelated

SE

Serious

Expected

Unrelated

NSU

Non-Serious

Unexpected

Unrelated

NSE

Non-Serious

Expected

Unrelated

1. If a case contains both a Life Threatening SUSAR and a Fatal SUSAR, the tiebreaker for Most Conservative Assessment will be the Fatal SUSAR.

The system considers the most conservative Case Assessment for a region using the following data:
Seriousness: The Seriousness of the Case Adverse Event associated with the Case Assessment.
Expectedness: The Expectedness associated with the Case Assessment. Case Assessment Expectedness are automatically calculated using Datasheets.
The system uses logic to evaluate the appropriate Expectedness records for this parameter. To see the detailed logic, click the button below:
Toggle Logic

Relatedness: The Causality Established field on Assessment Results under the Case Assessment. A product and event are considered Related when one or more
Case Assessment Results have the Causality Established field set to Yes or Blank.

Note

For rules that use the Assessment Source parameter, such as FDA SUSAR reporting rules, to evaluate relatedness, the system only considers Case

Assessment Results with a matching Source Type to find the most conservative Case Assessment.

Note

Assessments for device constituents cannot be considered the most conservative assessment.

Update Rule Set Product Selection to Use Most Conservative
1. In the Admin area, go to Business Admin > Safety Rule Sets.
2. Select a Safety Rule Set and then select the

icon.

3. Next to Product Selection, select Most Conservative.
4. Save the Rule Set.
Result
The system is updated to use the most conservative Case Product and Case Assessment when evaluating certain rule parameters for this Rule Set.
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Manage Reporting Rule Versions
The Active Rule Version on a Reporting Rule Set defines which reporting rule versions are active.
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Reporting Rule Versions
Each new system-provided Reporting Rule is assigned a version number in the Safety Rule Version field. Some rules are also assigned a Safety Rule Version End.
This version assignment allows admins to choose when to adopt new Reporting Rules in a standard Reporting Rule Set.
Admins can specify on the Reporting Rule Set which rule versions are active in their Vault. If a Reporting Rule version is outside of the active version on the Reporting
Rule Set, that Reporting Rule is inactive.

Prerequisites
To enable reporting rule version management, the rule version fields must appear on the Safety Rule Set page layout.
Ensure the following elements are exposed on the Safety Rule Set page layout:
Active Rule Version should be in the Details section.
Safety Rule Version and Safety Rule Version End should be columns in the Rules related object section (Safety Rule object).

Recommended Rule Set Versions
We strongly recommend that your reporting rule sets use the following versions to adopt the latest reporting rules:

SAFETY RULE SET

VERSION

FDA ICSR Reporting Rule Set

3

EMA ICSR Reporting Rule Set

3

PMDA ICSR Reporting Rule Set

1

Set the Active Reporting Rule Version on Rule Set
1. In the Admin area, go to Business Admin > Safety Rule Sets.
2. Open the Safety Rule Set that you want to edit.
3. Set the Active Rule Version field to the earliest version that should be made active.
This field accepts a number between 0 and 1,000.
4. Save the Safety Rule Set.

Rule Version Evaluation Logic
A Reporting Rule is made active within a Reporting Rule Set when the Reporting Rule Set’s Active Rule Version meets the following conditions:
a. Greater than or equal to a Reporting Rule's Safety Rule Version.
b. Less than a Reporting Rule's Safety Rule Version End, or the Safety Rule Version End is unspecified.
See the following examples for more information:

Active Range Examples for Reporting Rules
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Configure Back Reporting
Learn how to configure back reporting settings for agencies and trading partners.
Last Updated Apr 29, 2022
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About Back Reporting
Vault Safety supports configurable back reporting for any reporting destination, including agencies and licensed partners.
Back reporting means sending an individual case safety report (ICSR) back to the same organization from which you received the case.
By default, back reporting is disabled (prevented) for all reporting destinations, except Health Canada (HCP CVP Transmission Profile).

Example Scenario
Consider the example scenario shown in the following diagram and list, where Vault Safety prevents back reporting to the EMA:

Example of Back Reporting Prevention

A document with Origin=EMA is used to create an AER, which is then promoted to Case 00001. The Origin field from the source document is snapshotted to the
Inbound Transmission, which is a child record under Case 00001.
Case 00001 is processed and approved. The Case contains two suspect products: Cholecap and Labrinone. The Case triggers the Evaluate Reporting Obligations
action by moving to the Approved state.
To determine regulatory reporting requirements, the reporting rules engine evaluates Product Registrations for Cholecap and Labrinone. The combined reporting
obligations for both products require reporting to Health Canada, FDA, MHRA, and EMA.
Because the Case was received from the EMA (Case > Inbound Transmission >Origin=EMA), and the EMA Transmission Profile does not have the Back Reporting
checkbox selected, a Submission is not generated for the EMA. The system generates Submission records normally for the remaining reporting destinations.

Prerequisites
Contact Veeva Support to request that this feature be made available in your vault.
Once this feature has been turned on in your vault, administrators must make the following system configuration changes:
Add the Origin field to the Case > Source > Adverse Event Report document type.
Add the Back Reporting field to Transmission Profile page layouts.

Back Reporting Components
Back reporting is controlled through the Back Reporting setting on Transmission Profiles and the Origin field on Case Inbound Transmissions.

Transmission Profile Back Reporting Setting (Business Admin)
Use the Back Reporting checkbox on the Transmission Profile object to identify whether back reporting is turned on for a reporting destination. Leave the checkbox
blank to prevent back reporting.
The following image shows the Transmission Profile Back Reporting field:

Transmission Profile Back Reporting Field

Origin on Case Source Document and Inbound Transmission
The Origin field on the Case Inbound Transmission identifies the report sender.
There are two ways you can set this field:
Set the Origin field on the Case Inbound Transmission manually.
If you are creating an Inbox Item or AER from a source document, specify the Origin field on the document before using the Create Inbox Item/AER from Document
action.
The system will snapshot the Origin field from the document to the Inbound Transmission when the Inbox Item or AER is promoted to a Case.

Case Source Document Origin Field

How the System Evaluates Back Reporting
The system considers back reporting when the Evaluate Reporting Obligations action runs on a Case:
1. For each reporting rule that is triggered, the system looks at whether the Case was received from that reporting destination (Case>Inbound Transmission>Origin).
2. If the Case was received from that reporting destination, a Transmission (Submission Distribution) is not generated unless the Back Reporting field is selected on
the reporting destination’s Transmission Profile.
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Learn about the standard agencies for which Vault Safety supports submissions.
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FDA
The following sections provide an overview of how to set up ICSR submissions to the FDA, with links to articles for more information.

FDA Reporting Rules
FDA submissions are evaluated with the FDA ICSR Reporting Rule Set. Studies and suspect or interacting Case Products with registrations in a country within the FDA’s
jurisdiction trigger reporting rules to evaluate submissions to the FDA.

FDA Jurisdiction
The FDA is assigned jurisdiction over the following countries in the standard Vault Safety template:
American Samoa

Puerto Rico

Micronesia (Federated States of)

Palau

Guam

United States Minor Outlying Islands (the)

Marshall Islands (the)

United States of America

Northern Mariana Islands (the)

Virgin Islands (U.S.)

However, administrators can configure different countries to which the FDA is assigned jurisdiction. Confirm the settings in your vault by going to Business Admin >
Organizations and viewing the Jurisdictions listed under the FDA.

FDA Report Formats
The following table outlines the FDA report formats that Vault Safety generates. The links in the Format column describe how the system maps Case data to generate
these reports:

SUBMISSION TYPE

FORMAT

Biologics (CBER)

FDA E2B (R2)

Drugs (CDER)

FDA E2B (R2)

Vaccines (VAERS)

FDA VAERS E2B (R3)

Studies

FDA MedWatch 3500A

FDA Gateways
There are two gateway AS2 endpoints you can configure for electronic communications with the FDA. Configure FDA Gateway provides instructions on configuring these
gateways:

GATEWAY ENDPOINT

USAGE

US FDA ESG

For CDER (drugs) or CBER (biologics) submissions

US FDA CBER VAERS

For VAERS CBER (vaccines) submissions

FDA Transmission Profiles
There are multiple Transmission Profiles for the FDA:

TRANSMISSION
PROFILE

USAGE

CBER

Configure this Transmission Profile for ICSR transmissions to the Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research (CBER) with the US FDA ESG gateway.

CDER

Configure this Transmission Profile for ICSR transmissions to the Center for Drug Evaluation and Research (CDER) with the US FDA ESG gateway.

GWTEST

Configure this Transmission Profile for test transmissions with the US FDA ESG gateway.

CBER VAERS

Configure this Transmission Profile for VAERS ICSR transmissions to the Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research (CBER) with the US FDA CBER VAERS
gateway.

FDA Study

Because the FDA does not currently accept E2B Gateway submissions for ICSRs in a clinical study, configure this Transmission Profile to generate and manage
manual submissions of the FDA MedWatch 3500A form.

FDA MDN and ACKs
The following tables describe how Vault Safety maps FDA gateway responses to Vault Safety response labels (ACK 1–4) and Transmission lifecycle states.

FDA FAERS

VAULT SAFETY RESPONSE LABEL

AGENCY RESPONSE TYPE

VAULT LIFECYCLE STATES

ACK 1

MDN (Sync MDN)

MDN Received

ACK 2

Final ACK

ACK Accepted
ACK Rejected
ACK Warning

ACK 3

n/a

n/a

ACK 4

n/a

n/a

See Troubleshoot FDA Gateway Submissions for help resolving FDA E2B(R2) issues.

FDA VAERS

VAULT SAFETY RESPONSE LABEL

AGENCY RESPONSE TYPE

VAULT LIFECYCLE STATES

ACK 1

Handshake

No state change

ACK 2

MDN (Async MDN)

MDN Received

ACK 3

ACK 2

No state change

ACK 4

Final ACK

ACK Accepted
ACK Rejected
ACK Warning

EMA
The following sections provide an overview of how to set up ICSR submissions to the EMA, with links to articles for more information.

EMA Reporting Rules
EMA submissions are evaluated with the EMA ICSR Reporting Rule Set. Studies and suspect or interacting Case Products with registrations in a country within the
EMA’s jurisdiction trigger reporting rules to evaluate submissions to the EMA.

EMA Jurisdiction
The EMA is assigned jurisdiction over the following countries in the standard Vault Safety template:
Austria

Europe

Italy

Poland

Belgium

Finland

Latvia

Portugal

Bulgaria

France

Liechtenstein

Romania

Croatia

Germany

Lithuania

Slovakia

Cyprus

Greece

Luxembourg

Slovenia

Czechia

Hungary

Malta

Spain

Denmark

Iceland

Netherlands (the)

Sweden

Estonia

Ireland

Norway

United Kingdom (Northern
Ireland)

However, administrators can configure different countries to which the EMA is assigned jurisdiction. Confirm the settings in your vault by going to Business Admin >
Organizations and viewing the Jurisdictions listed under the EMA.

EMA Report Format
Submissions to the EMA generate reports in the EMA E2B (R3) format.

EMA Gateway
Vault Safety supports electronic reporting to EudraVigilance for electronic communications with the EMA. Configure EMA Gateway provides instructions on configuring
this gateway.

EMA Transmission Profiles
There are two Transmission Profiles for the EMA:

TRANSMISSION PROFILE

USAGE

EVCTMPROD

Configure this Transmission Profile for submissions to the EudraVigilance Clinical Trial Module (EVCTM).

EVHUMAN

Configure this Transmission Profile for submissions to the EudraVigilance Post-Authorisation Module (EVPM).

EMA MDN and ACKs
The following table describes how Vault Safety maps EMA gateway responses to Vault Safety response labels (ACK 1–4) and Transmission lifecycle states:

VAULT SAFETY RESPONSE LABEL

AGENCY RESPONSE TYPE

VAULT LIFECYCLE STATES

ACK 1

Handshake

No state change

ACK 2

MDN (Async MDN)

MDN Received

ACK 3

Final ACK

ACK Accepted
ACK Rejected
ACK Warning

ACK 4

n/a

n/a

See Troubleshoot EMA Gateway Submissions for help resolving EMA E2B(R3) issues.

MHRA
The following sections provide an overview of how to set up ICSR submissions to the MHRA, with links to articles for more information.

MHRA Reporting Rules
Submissions are evaluated using the MHRA Rule Set, which is based off of the EMA ICSR Reporting Rule Set. Studies and suspect or interacting Case Products with
registrations in the United Kingdom (Great Britain) trigger reporting rules to evaluate submissions to the MHRA.

MHRA Jurisdiction
The EMA is assigned jurisdiction over the United Kingdom (Great Britain) in the standard Vault Safety template.
However, administrators can configure different countries to which the MHRA is assigned jurisdiction. Confirm the settings in your vault by going to Business Admin >
Organizations and viewing the Jurisdictions listed under the MHRA.

MHRA Report Format
Submissions to the MHRA generate reports in the EMA E2B (R3) format.

MHRA Gateway
Vault Safety supports electronic communication with the United Kingdom Medical and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (UK MHRA). Configure MHRA Gateway
provides instructions on configuring this gateway.

MHRA Transmission Profile
Set up the MHRA Transmission Profile for electronic submissions.

PMDA
The following sections provide an overview of how to set up ICSR submissions to the PMDA, with links to articles for more information.

PMDA Reporting Rules
PMDA submissions are evaluated with the PMDA ICSR Reporting Rule Set. Studies and suspect or interacting Case Products with registrations in Japan trigger reporting
rules to evaluate submissions to the PMDA.

PMDA Jurisdiction
The PMDA is assigned jurisdiction over Japan in the standard Vault Safety template.
However, administrators can configure different countries to which the PMDA is assigned jurisdiction. Confirm the settings in your vault by going to Business Admin >
Organizations and viewing the Jurisdictions listed under the PMDA.

PMDA Report Format
Submissions to the PMDA generate reports in the PMDA E2B(R3) format.

PMDA Gateway
Vault Safety supports electronic communication with the Japan Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices Agency (PMDA). Configure PMDA Gateway provides instructions
on configuring this gateway.

PMDA Transmission Profile
Set up the PMDA Transmission Profile for electronic submissions.

PMDA MDN and ACKs
The following table describes how Vault Safety maps PMDA gateway responses to Vault Safety response labels (ACK 1–4) and Transmission lifecycle states:

VAULT SAFETY RESPONSE LABEL

AGENCY RESPONSE TYPE

VAULT LIFECYCLE STATES

ACK 1

MDN (Async MDN)

MDN Received

ACK 2

Final ACK

ACK Accepted
ACK Rejected
ACK Warning

ACK 3

n/a

n/a

ACK 4

n/a

n/a

Health Canada
The following sections provide an overview of how to set up ICSR submissions to Health Canada, with links to articles for more information.

Health Canada Reporting Rules
Vault Safety does not currently have a designated rule set for Health Canada. However, you can use the FDA ICSR Reporting Rule Set as a basic starting point. Health
Canada may be assigned this rule set already in certain vaults. If you require a custom rule set, contact Veeva Managed Services for assistance.

Note

By default, back reporting is turned on for reports received from Health Canada.

Health Canada Jurisdiction
The Health Canada is assigned jurisdiction over Canada in the standard Vault Safety template.
However, administrators can configure different countries to which Health Canada is assigned jurisdiction. Confirm the settings in your vault by going to Business Admin >
Organizations and viewing the Jurisdictions listed under Health Canada.

Health Canada Report Format
Submissions to Health Canada generate reports in the HC E2B (R2) format.

Health Canada Gateway
Vault Safety supports electronic communication with the Canada Vigilance Program (CVP). Configure Health Canada Gateway provides instructions on configuring this
gateway.

Note

Because Health Canada does not allow testing with 3rd party vendors, their gateway has not been vendor tested with Vault Safety. You must perform

additional testing when setting up Health Canada electronic submissions. Contact Veeva Managed Services for assistance.

Health Canada Transmission Profile
There are two Transmission Profiles for Health Canada:

TRANSMISSION PROFILE

USAGE

HC MHPD

For submitting postmarket reports to the Health Canada’s Marketed Health Products Directorate (MHPD).

HC TPD

For submitting clinical trial reports to the Health Canada's Therapeutic Products Directorate (TPD).

Other Agencies
Vault Safety comes with many inactive regulatory authority agencies out-of-box. You can view these agencies by going to Business Admin > Organizations, and filtering
by the Agency organization type. You can activate agencies or add custom Agencies.
The following sections provide an overview of how to set up ICSR submissions to different agencies, with links to articles for more information.

Custom Reporting Rules
To automatically generate regulatory Submissions to an agency, assign a reporting rule set to the Submission Rule field on the Agency Organization.
Reporting Rule Sets describes the standard reporting rule sets that you can assign agencies.

Other Agency Jurisdictions
You can assign agencies jurisdiction over countries for which ICSR reporting is required.
If you selected a Submission Rule for the Agency, Cases with Products or Studies registered to this country will follow the reporting rule and auto-generate Transmission
records as appropriate.

Custom Agency Report Formats
In addition to the formats mentioned above, you can generate an ICH E2B R2 or ICH E2B R3 file for global submissions.
Vault Safety also supports custom E2B formats using the E2B plus SDK tool. Contact your Veeva Managed Services representative for help generating custom E2B
formats.

Custom Agency Gateways
For electronic AS2 communication with an agency, configure a Custom AS2 Gateway.
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Assign a Rule Set to an Agency
To automatically generate regulatory Submissions, assign a reporting ruleset to an Agency Organization.
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About Agency Submission Rules
Assign a Safety Rule Set to an Agency to automatically generate Submissions to that Agency when a Case matches a reporting rule.
For more information on how the rules engine automatically generates Submissions for agencies, see Understand Reporting Rules.
To reduce chances of errors in regulatory reporting, we recommend that you create validation rules to ensure the appropriate regulatory rule set is assigned to each
regulatory agency. Vault Help provides more information about configuring validation rules on Vault objects.

Add Reporting Rules to a Custom Agency
Manage Organizations provides information on configuring new Agency Organizations.
1. Go to Business Admin > Organizations.
2. Open the Agency to which you want to add a reporting rule, and then select Edit.
3. In the Submission Rules field, select the reporting ruleset to use.
Reporting Rulesets provides more information on the available rulesets.
4. Select Save.
After You Finish
For electronic submissions, configure a Custom AS2 Gateway.
For manual submissions, configure a Manual Transmission Profile.

Add Reporting Rules to the FDA
If your vault is upgraded from Vault Safety 19R2, you must perform the following steps to enable the FDA reporting rule:
1. Go to Business Admin > Organizations.
2. On the Organizations page, open the FDA record.
3. Select Edit.
4. In the Submission Rules field, select FDA ICSR Reporting Rule Set.
5. Select Save.
After You Finish
For post-market submissions to the FDA ESG, configure the FDA Gateway.
For manual study submissions to the FDA, configure the FDA Manual Transmission Profile.

Add Reporting Rules to the EMA
If your vault is upgraded from version 19R2, you must perform the following steps to enable the EMA reporting rule:
1. Go to Business Admin > Organizations.
2. On the Organizations page, open the EMA record.
3. Select Edit.
4. In the Submission Rules field, select EMA ICSR Reporting Rule Set.
5. Select Save.
After You Finish
Configure the EMA Gateway.

Add Reporting Rules to the PMDA
If your vault was originally deployed before 21R3 (December 2021), you must perform the following steps to assign the PMDA reporting rule set:
1. Go to Business Admin > Organizations.
2. On the Organizations page, open the PMDA record.
3. Select Edit.
4. In the Submission Rules field, select PMDA ICSR Reporting Rule Set.
5. Select Save.
After You Finish
Configure the PMDA Gateway.
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Manage Partner Distribution Lists
Set up Partner Distribution Rules for Vault Safety to automatically generate and assign Case Distributions.
Last Updated Aug 17, 2022
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About Partner Distribution Lists
A Partner Distribution List is a type of Reporting Family that admins can configure to automatically generate Distributions for each partner or site with which you must
transmit ICSRs.
When you create a Partner Distribution List, you specify the Origin and Destination pair. You must assign a Reporting Rule Set, which defines the Reporting Rules, or
scenarios, for which a Distribution is generated and the due date. Once you save the Partner Distribution List, you can add Reporting Family Members to specify the
Products, Studies, Registrations, and Jurisdictions to which the list applies.
The following illustration shows how Vault Safety evaluates a Partner Distribution List:

Evaluating Partner Distribution Rules for a Case

Case 00245 is entered and approved. The Case contains the primary Case Product Cholecap. The Case triggers the reporting rules engine by moving to the
Approved state.
The primary Case Product Cholecap is part of a preconfigured Partner Distribution Reporting Family with a Destination Organization of Partner A.
The Partner Distribution Reporting Family is assigned a custom Partner ICSR Rule Set (provisioned by Veeva Support), which the reporting rules engine uses to
match the Case with the appropriate reporting rule and create the Distribution.
The system generates a Distribution record for the Case and populates the due date and other fields on the Submission according to the reporting rule. The system
generates the transmission document in the appropriate format, based on the Transmission Profile for the origin-destination pair.

Prerequisites
You must be an administrator to manage Partner Distribution Lists.
You must have already configured any Products, Studies, and Registrations for which the Distribution Rule will apply.
You must have already configured a Transmission Profile for the origin and destination pair.
You can configure one of the following types of Transmission Profile:
AS2 Gateway Transmission Profile
Email Transmission Profile
Manual Transmission Profile
To use the most conservative product selection when evaluating reporting rules for a Partner Distribution List, you must configure the product selection on the rule
set.
Note the following considerations for using the Most Conservative Product evaluation method in a Partner Distribution List:

IF THE CASE IS MATCHED BY...

THEN THE MOST CONSERVATIVE CASE ASSESSMENT IS SELECTED BY...

Study,

Querying all Case Products for the most conservative1 Case Assessment.

Study Registration
Product,

Querying only Case Assessments linked with Case Products defined in the Partner Distribution List.

Product Registration
1. The definition of most conservative is described on the Configure Reporting Rules Product Selection page.

Create a Partner Distribution Rule
1. Go to Business Admin > Reporting Families.
2. On the Reporting Families page, select Create.
3. In the Create Reporting Family window, select Partner Distributions, and then select Next.
4. On the Create Partner Distributions page, complete the following fields:

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Name

Enter a name for the Partner Distribution List.

Organization

Select the origin Organization that will coordinate outgoing Distribution.

Destination Organization

Select the destination Organization that will receive the Distribution.

Distribution Rules

Select which Reporting Rule Set to assign to this Distribution Rule.
Reporting Rule Sets provides more information on the available rule sets. You can change the assigned rule set at any time after you create the
Partner Distribution Rule.

Patient Content Protection

(Optional) To mask patient data in distributions, select a masking option.
Mask Personal Identifiable Information (PII) describes the data masked by each option.

Study Content Protection

(Optional) To protect unblinded study data in distributions, select Mask Unblinded Content.
Study Content Protection describes the data masked by this option.

Exceptions to Patient Content

(Optional) To leave certain information unmasked when using Patient Content Protection, select one or more fields to unmask.

Protection

Exceptions to Patient Content Protection describes the data unmasked by this option.

5. Save the record.
Next Steps
To indicate when Vault Safety should apply this ruleset, add Reporting Family Members.

Add Reporting Family Members
Once you have created a Partner Distribution Rule, add Reporting Family Members to specify which Studies, Products, Registrations, and Jurisdictions this rule applies
to.
Study: Apply the Distribution Rule when a Case is linked to the Study. This includes all registrations under the Study.
Study Registration: Apply the Distribution Rule when a Case is linked to the Study and includes the specific Study Registration.
Product: Apply the Distribution Rule when a Case Product links to this Product. This includes all registrations under the Product.
Product Registration: Apply the Distribution Rule when a Case Product links to this Product Registration.
Distribution Jurisdiction: Apply the Distribution Rule when a Case occurs in the specified jurisdiction. When specified, the Partner Distribution Rule will evaluate the
AE in Jurisdiction reporting rule parameter using the jurisdictions specified on the Partner Distribution List.

Add Study
1. On the Partner Distribution page, expand Studies for Distribution, and then select Create.
2. In the Create Reporting Family Member window, select Study.
3. In the Study field, select the Study that you want to apply the ruleset to.
The system populates the Organization and Reporting Organization fields automatically.
4. Select Save.

Add Study Registration
Note

The system generates a Distribution to the target organization regardless of the registration country on the Case Product or Study Registration.

1. On the Partner Distribution page, expand Studies for Distribution, and then select Create.
2. In the Create Reporting Family Member window, select Study Registration.
3. On the Create Study Registration page, complete the following fields:
Study: Select the Study
Study Registration: Select the Study Registration for which you want to apply the ruleset.
The system populates the Organization and Reporting Organization fields automatically.
4. Select Save.

Add Product
1. On the Partner Distribution page, expand Products for Distribution, and then select Create.
2. In the Create Reporting Family Member window, select Product.
3. In the Product field, select the Product for which you want to apply the ruleset.
The system populates the Organization and Reporting Organization fields automatically.
4. Select Save.

Add Product Registration
Note

The system generates a Distribution to the target organization regardless of the registration country on the Case Product or Study Registration.

1. On the Partner Distribution page, expand Products for Distribution, and then select Create.
2. In the Create Reporting Family Member window, select Product Registration.
3. On the Create Product Registration page, complete the following fields:
Product: Select the Product.
Product Registration: Select the Product Registration for which you want to apply the ruleset.
The system populates the Organization and Reporting Organization fields automatically.
4. Select Save.

Add Distribution Jurisdiction
Note

If you do not see the Distribution Jurisdiction (Countries) section in your Vault, an administrator may need to enable this functionality.

1. On the Partner Distribution page, expand Distribution Jurisdiction (Countries), and then select Add.
2. In the Search: Country window, select the countries required, then select OK.
Result
The selected countries are added to the Distribution Jurisdiction list.
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Manage MAH Distribution Lists
Set up an MAH Distribution List to create a reporting obligation between a sponsor and a market authorization holder (MAH).
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About MAH Distribution Lists
An MAH Distribution List is a type of Reporting Family that admins can configure to automatically generate Distributions to a market authorization holder who handles
regulatory reporting on your behalf, in place of generating Submissions to regulatory authorities.
Reporting Obligations are system-managed, meaning users cannot create, edit, or delete these records. When you populate the reporting_organization__v field field
on a Product Registration or Study Registration, Vault Safety automatically creates an MAH Distribution List.
Note the following considerations for MAH Distribution Lists:
You can set up one MAH Distribution List per Study or Product Registration.
By default, Vault Safety assigns the EMA ICSR Reporting Rule Set to all MAH Distribution Lists. You can change the assigned Rule Set after creating the MAH
Distribution List.
Do not set up an MAH Distribution List for a regulatory agency such as FDA or EMA. Reporting obligations through an MAH Distribution List generate Distributions,
not Submissions to regulatory agencies.
In the event where both an MAH Distribution List and one or more Partner Distribution Lists exist for the same Product Registration or Study Registration, Vault
Safety creates a Distribution record for each reporting rule, including when both reporting rules are to the same destination.
The reporting_organization__v field may be labelled MAH, Reporting Organization, or a custom name, depending on your Vault's configuration.
The following figure shows the workflow to set up and use an MAH Distribution List:

MAH Distribution List Setup and Workflow

Add an MAH Distribution List
To create an MAH Distribution List, assign the reporting_organization__v on a Product Registration or Study Registration.
1. Configure an Organization for the market authorization holder.
2. To create an MAH Distribution List for a Product Registration, configure a Product Registration and populate the MAH ( reporting_organization__v ) field.
When a Case contains a Case Product linked with this Product Registration, the MAH reporting obligation will be triggered.
3. To create an MAH Distribution List for a Study Registration, configure a Study Registration and populate the Reporting Organization
( reporting_organization__v ) field.
When a Case is associated with a Study linked with this Study Registration, the MAH reporting obligation will be triggered.
4. Configure the Transmission Profile for the Origin and Destination pair.
You can configure an Email Transmission Profile, Manual Transmission Profile, or AS2 Gateway Transmission Profile.
Result
When a Case includes a Product Registration or Study Registration with an MAH Distribution List, that reporting rule applies to the Case.

Note

For Reporting Families set up to use the FDA or EMA reporting ruleset, the system generates Distribution record(s) regardless of the registration country on

the Case Product or Study Registration.

View MAH Distribution Lists
You can view system-generated Reporting Obligations on the Business Admin > Reporting Families page.
Reporting Obligations are named using the default system-generated format, VV-{####} .

Note

If the Reporting Organization value on a Study Registration or the MAH value on a Product Registration changes, any previously-created Distribution

records remain active. If necessary, you can deactivate these records manually.

Edit an MAH Distribution List
You can edit specific details of an MAH Distribution List. To edit an MAH Distribution List, navigate to Business Admin > Reporting Families > [MAH Distribution List]
You can change the name of the distribution list by editing the value in the Name field.
You can change the reporting ruleset on a distribution list from the default EMA ruleset by selecting a ruleset from the Distribution Rules field.
See Reporting Rule Sets for more information on the available Rule Sets.
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About Vault Safety Transmissions
You can transmit Individual Case Safety Reports (ICSRs) through the Transmission object, either using Submissions or Distributions.
Vault Safety comes with preconfigured workflows that support tracking transmissions outside of Vault Safety or sending transmissions electronically or manually.
Manage Submissions and Distributions from the Transmissions tab.

Transmissions Tab

Transmission Object Types
You can transmit ICSRs to trading partners or regulatory authorities using Submissions or Distributions.

Submissions
Use Submissions to report ICSRs to regulatory authorities.
Vault Safety supports regulatory submissions to the FDA, EMA, PMDA, and custom agencies. An Admin must configure the Gateway for each agency.

Distributions
Use Distributions to share ICSRs with non-regulatory authorities, such as a partner, site, or market authorization holder.

Transmission Generation
Vault Safety automatically generates Transmissions when the Evaluate Reporting Obligations action runs. This action can be triggered by users through a user action on
the Case object, or triggered automatically as part of case processing workflow. You can also create Submissions and Distributions manually.
When the Evaluate Reporting Obligations action runs, the system checks if the Case requires reporting to agencies or other organizations. The Case must match a
reporting rule and Transmission Profile for a reporting destination. The following diagram shows an overview of this process:

How Transmissions are Generated

In standard Vault Safety configuration, the Evaluate Reporting Obligations action runs when a Case moves to the Approved state. You can also configure autosubmissions to run from the Case level.

Transmission Methods
A Transmission uses the Transmission Method specified on the associated Transmission Profile.
Vault Safety supports the following Transmission Methods:
AS2 Gateway
Email
Manual
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Creating Submissions
Submissions can be created automatically during Case workflows, or manually.
The Submission workflow depends on your vault configuration. By default, after a Submission is created, Vault Safety assigns a task to users in the Distribution Manager
role to review and approve the Transmission and Individual Case Safety Report (ICSR) document before transmitting the Submission.

Prerequisites
An administrator must have already configured the Transmission Profile and Gateway Settings for the destination agency.
To automatically generate Submissions, an administrator must configure the appropriate reporting rules.
You must have permissions to manage Transmission object records. Typically, these permissions are reserved for Distribution Manager users.

Automatic Creation
Vault Safety automatically creates Submission records when the Evaluate Reporting Obligations action runs on the Case. By default, when a Case enters the Approved
state, the system creates any necessary Submissions.

Note

When Submissions are generated for a Domestic Case, the system automatically links any Localized Cases for countries within the reporting jurisdiction.

Regenerate Automatically Created Submissions
To prevent duplicate Submission records, if Case details are changed, Vault Safety only regenerates a Submission record if one does not already exist for the same
Transmission Profile.
To regenerate a Submission record to replace one that already exists, mark the Submission record inactive, and then trigger the Evaluate Reporting Obligations action,
for example, by moving the Case back to the Approved state.

Manual Creation
While the system automatically creates Submission, you can manually create Submissions for ad-hoc reporting, such as amendments or nullifications.

Create a Submission
1. On the case that you want to submit, expand the Transmissions section, and then select Create.
2. In the Create Transmission window, select Submission, and then select Continue.
3. Complete the fields on the Create Submission page, as required.
Submission Fields provides more information.
4. Select Save.
Result
The system creates the Submission and creates a Review Submission task for users in the Distribution Manager role.

Submission Fields
FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Origin

Select the organization set up as Vault Customer ( vault_customer__v ) for your vault.
If you select the Transmission Profile, this field is automatically populated.

Destination

Select the destination agency to which the report will be sent.
If you select the Transmission Profile, this field is automatically populated.

Transmission Profile

Select the Transmission Profile configured for submitting ICSRs to the destination agency.

Transmission

Select ICSR document format to generate for the transmission.

Document Type

For Gateway Transmissions, select an E2B format. For more information on which report formats to generate for different regulatory agencies, see the report formats
detailed on Standard Agency ICSR Submissions.

Additional

If required, select additional ICSR document formats to generate for the transmission.

Transmission
Document Type(s)
Sender (User)

If an administrator has configured the Transmission Profile to populate this field with a default Sender User, this field is automatically populated in the system
generated transmission.
If this field is left blank on the Transmission Profile, it will be populated with the user assigned the Head of Safety sharing role.

Transmission

The reason for submitting this ICSR to the agency. This field may be automatically populated based on the reporting rule.

Reason

You can select one of the following options:
Initial: The first submission of the case.
Amendment: An amendment to a prior submission.
Follow-Up: A follow-up case.
Nullification: Report a case as nullified.

Reason Text

For nullification and amendments only, enter more information about the submission reason.

Due Date

The Submission due date is automatically generated based on the case attributes and reporting rule for the jurisdiction.

Local Expedited

Whether the Case requires expedited reporting, according to agency-specific criteria. For example, the FDA's local expedited criteria for post-market cases is

Criteria

serious and unexpected.
The system automatically sets this field after matching the Case to the appropriate reporting rule. You can manually edit this field to override the system-set local
expedited value.
This field does not appear on page layouts by default, but can be added to Transmission page layouts by an administrator.

Downgraded

Marks Cases that match a downgrade scenario. The system automatically sets this field after matching the Case to the appropriate reporting rule.
A downgraded case is a Follow-Up Case that does not fulfill local expedited criteria (Local Expedited Criteria=No), but has a preceding Case version with a
Transmission that meets the following conditions:
Expedited (Local Expedited Criteria=Yes)
Not downgraded (Downgraded=No)
This field does not appear on page layouts by default, but can be added to Transmission page layouts by an administrator.

Organization

The system automatically populates this field when you create a Transmission from a Case.

E2B Message ID

Message ID to use in the E2B message header. The system automatically populates this field with a message ID when the Submit to Gateway action is triggered.

Destination Case ID

The system automatically populates this field upon receipt of the final acknowledgment (ACK) when you export E2B Submissions.

Transmission Date

The date of transmission. The system automatically populates this field with time and date of submission when the Submit to Gateway action is triggered.
This field is required for EMA submissions.

FDA Report Type

For manual submissions using the FDA 3500A form, you can optionally use this field to specify the report type. The value in this field populates the appropriate
checkbox in box G.7 Type of Report.
If you don't specify this field, the system automatically calculates G.7 Type of Report.

Auto-Submit

Select Yes to enable automatic Transmissions directly from the Case.
Leave this field blank to require users to trigger the Transmission manually from the Submission or Distribution record. An administrator may need to configure this
field to appear in your vault.
Auto-Submissions provides more information.

Follow-up Number

The system automatically populates this field. The Follow-Up Number is based on the number of previously completed Submissions to the same reporting
destination for the Case, including previous Case versions. Prior Submissions must be in the ACK Accepted or Completed state to be counted.
You can manually override the value, however, this field is hidden by default. An administrator can add this field to the layout, or you can add the field to the grid view
on the Submissions tab.
Note the following considerations about the Submission Follow-up Number:
The system generates an initial Submission with a Follow-up Number when the initial Case is not a SUSAR or SAE but has a completed Submission, and the
Follow-Up Case is upgraded to a SUSAR or SAE.
The system generates a follow-up Submission without a Follow-up Number when the initial SUSAR or SAE Case does not have a completed Submission. For
example, E2B imported Cases. As a workaround, you can manually change the Reason to Follow-up and set the Follow-up Number to 1 .

Transmission

Contains any acknowledgments being sent in the submission process. The initial “Creation Message” captures the outcome of the rule engine.

Messages
Attachments

Contains a .csv attachment file which displays schema validation errors.

Transmission

Select the product type classification for generating the ICSR document.

Product Type
For Combination Product reports, the value in this field determines whether Device-type Product Constituents are exported in the E2B file. If this field is left blank or
set to Combination Product, the device constituents are exported. Otherwise, only non-device Product Constituents are exported to the E2B file.
See Exclude Device Constituents from E2B Exports for more information.
Safety Report

The version of the safety report. This field populates the < safetyreportversion > tag in E2B (R2) exports. By default, this field is populated with the Version

Version

from the Case. An admin can edit the default value in the field settings. This field has a two-character limit.
This field does not appear on page layouts by default, but can be added by an administrator.

Message Type (HC)

For submissions to Health Canada, you can use this field to select the Message Type (M.1.1) to populate when generating a transmission document in the "HC E2B
R2" format.
This picklist contains the following standard options:
ichicsr : Message type for post-market submissions to the Marketed Health Products Directorate (MHPD)
cticsr : Message type for clinical trial submissions the Therapeutic Products Directorate (TPD)
camricsr : Message type for the Canada’s Access to Medicines Regime (CAMR)
sapicsr : Message type for the Special Access Programme (SAP)
This field set to the following default values when using standard Health Canada Transmission Profile:
For the HC MHPD Transmission Profile, this field is set to ichicsr .
For the HC TPD Transmission Profile, this field is set to cticsr .
This field does not appear on page layouts by default, but can be added by an administrator.

Patient Content

(Optional) To mask patient data in the generated safety report, select a masking option.

Protection
Mask Personal Identifiable Information (PII) describes the data masked by each option.
This field does not appear on page layouts by default, but can be added by an administrator.
Exceptions to Patient

(Optional) To leave certain information unmasked when using Patient Content Protection, select one or more fields to unmask.

Content Protection
Exceptions to Patient Content Protection describes the data unmasked by this option.
This field does not appear on page layouts by default, but can be added by an administrator.
Validation Status

The calculated Validation Result for the Submission.
The following list describes the Validation Status field values:
Pass: No validation rule failures were found.
Warning: At least one validation rule has failed to pass with a Warning status.
Fail: At least one validation rule has failed to pass with a Fail status.
Hard Fail: At least one validation rule has failed to pass with a Hard Fail status.

Note

You cannot trigger the Submit to Gateway action if the Validation Status is Hard Fail. The system will not trigger auto-submission if the Validation

Status is Fail or Hard Fail.

To learn more, see Case and Submission Validation.

Next Steps to Complete the Transmission
Once you have created the Submission record, you can proceed with handling the transmission using one of the following methods, depending on the type of
Transmission Profile being used:
Send a Gateway Transmission
Send an Email Transmission
Track a Manual Transmission
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Creating Distributions
Distributions can be created automatically during Case workflows, or manually.
The Distribution workflow depends on your vault configuration. By default, after a Distribution is created, Vault Safety assigns a task to users in the Distribution Manager
role to review and approve the Transmission and Individual Case Safety Report (ICSR) document before transmitting the Distribution.

Prerequisites
An administrator must have already configured the Transmission Profile for the trading partner. The Transmission Profile may be one of the following types for
Distributions:
Email Profile
AS2 Gateway Transmission Profile
Manual Transmission Profile
To automatically generate Distributions, an administrator must configure Partner Distribution Rules.
You must have permissions to manage Transmission object records. Typically, these permissions are reserved for Distribution Manager users.

Automatic Creation
Vault Safety automatically creates Distribution records when the Evaluate Reporting Obligations action runs on the Case. By default, when a Case enters the Approved
state, the system creates any necessary Distributions.

Note

When Submissions are generated for a Domestic Case, the system automatically links any Localized Cases for countries within the reporting jurisdiction.

Regenerate Automatically Created Distributions
To prevent duplicate Distribution records, if Case details are changed, Vault Safety only regenerates a Distribution record if one does not already exist for the same
Transmission Profile.
To regenerate a Distribution record to replace one that already exists, mark the Distribution record inactive, and then trigger the Evaluate Reporting Obligations action, for
example, by moving the Case back to the Approved state.

Automatic Creation of Masked Distributions
For Cases linked to a Study or Product Family with a Partner Distribution Rule set up with content protection, when the Case enters the Approved state, Vault Safety
automatically generates Distributions with data masking.
The name of the generated Distribution includes a prefix that identifies the masking option:
Mask PII: Distributions generated with Patient Content Protection set to Mask PII.
Mask E2B (Includes PII): Distributions generated with Patient Content Protection set to Mask E2B (Includes PII).
Blinded: Distribution generated with Study Content Protection set to Mask Unblinded Content.

Manual Creation
While the system automatically creates Distribution, you can manually create Distributions for ad-hoc reporting, such as amendments or nullifications.

Create a Distribution
1. On the Case that you want to distribute, expand the Transmissions section, and then select Create.
2. In the Create Transmission window, select Distribution, and then select Continue.
3. Complete the fields on the Create Distribution page, as required.
Distribution Fields provides more information.
4. Select Save.
Result
The system creates the Distribution and creates a Review Submission task for users in the Distribution Manager role.

Distribution Fields
FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Origin

Select the organization set up as Vault Customer ( vault_customer__v ) for your vault.
If you select the Transmission Profile, this field is automatically populated.

Destination

Select the destination to direct the ICSR.
If you select the Transmission Profile, this field is automatically populated.

Transmission

Select the Transmission Profile configured for trading ICSRs with the partner.

Profile
Transmission

Select ICSR document format to generate for the transmission.

Document Type

For Gateway Transmissions, select an E2B format. Generate a Regulatory Report provides more information on the supported formats.

Sender (User)

If an administrator has configured the Transmission Profile to populate this field with a default Sender User, this field is automatically populated in the system
generated transmission.
If this field is left blank on the Transmission Profile, it will be populated with the user assigned the Head of Safety sharing role.

Due Date

If an administrator has configured reporting rules for distributions, the Distribution due date is automatically generated.

Reason

Select the reason for sending this ICSR to the destination Gateway.
You can select one of the following options:
Initial: The first submission of the case.
Amendment: An amendment to a prior submission.
Follow-Up: A follow-up case.
Nullification: Submission of a case to report it as nullified.

Reason Text

For nullification and amendments only, enter more information about the submission reason.

Follow-up Number

For follow-ups only, enter the follow-up number.

Organization

The system automatically populates this field when you create a Transmission from a Case.

E2B Message ID

Message ID to use in the E2B message header. The system automatically populates this field with a message ID when the Submit to Gateway action is triggered.

Destination Case ID

The system automatically populates this field upon receipt of the final acknowledgment (ACK) when you export E2B Submissions.

Transmission Date

The date of transmission. The system automatically populates this field with time and date of submission when the Submit to Gateway action is triggered.

Auto-Submit

Select Yes to enable automatic Transmissions directly from the Case.
Leave this field blank to require users to trigger the Transmission manually from the Submission or Distribution record. An administrator may need to configure this
field to appear in your vault.
Auto-Submissions provides more information.

Safety Report

The version of the safety report. This field populates the < safetyreportversion > tag in E2B (R2) exports. The default value is taken from the Version field on

Version

the Case. This field has a two-character limit.
This field does not appear on page layouts by default, but can be added to Transmission page layouts by an administrator.

Transmission

Select the product type classification for generating the ICSR document.

Product Type
For Combination Product reports, the value in this field determines whether Device-type Product Constituents are exported in the E2B file. If this field is left blank or
set to Combination Product, the device constituents are exported. Otherwise, only non-device Product Constituents are exported to the E2B file.
See Exclude Device Constituents from E2B Exports for more information.
Patient Content

(Optional) To mask patient data in distributions, select a masking option.

Protection

Mask Personal Identifiable Information (PII) describes the data masked by each option.

Study Content

(Optional) To protect unblinded study data in distributions, select Mask Unblinded Content.

Protection

Study Content Protection describes the data masked by this option.

Exceptions to

(Optional) To leave certain information unmasked when using Patient Content Protection, select one or more fields to unmask.

Patient Content

Exceptions to Patient Content Protection describes the data unmasked by this option.

Protection

Next Steps to Complete the Transmission
Once you have created the Submission record, you can proceed with handling the transmission using one of the following methods, depending on the type of
Transmission Profile being used:
Send a Gateway Transmission
Send an Email Transmission
Track a Manual Transmission
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About Auto-Submissions
With auto-submissions, Vault Safety can submit multiple ICSR files to the gateway destination directly from the Case. Once reporting obligations are evaluated for a
Case, users can submit at the Case level without having to navigate to each Submission or Distribution.

Key Concepts
Distribution: An Individual Case Study Report (ICSR) that is transmitted to an organization other than a health authority.
Submission: An ICSR that is sent to a health authority.
Transmission: Both Submission and Distribution records.
Schema Validation: An E2B file validation based on the file type and the XML Schema defined by the Agency (e.g. FDA E2B R2, EMA E2B R3).

Use the Submit to Gateway Action from a Case
When configured, the Submit to Gateway action allows you to submit multiple Distributions and Submissions from a Case record. Your system may be configured to
trigger this action when a Case is Approved.

Note

You will not be able to trigger this action if:

The Validation Status is Hard Fail. An administrator can configure the Result Status Type to Hard Fail for certain Validation Criteria to prevent Gateway
Submissions.
You will not be able to trigger this action if the system is in the process of evaluating reporting obligations for the Case.

The Transmission record is eligible for auto-submission if the Transmission record:
Is in the Active status
Has the Auto-Submit field set to "Yes"
The Validation Status is not Fail or Hard Fail.
Is not currently in any "In Progress" or "Complete" lifecycle states
In Progress States:
Sending ICSR
Sending Attachments
MDN Received
E2B ACK Accepted
Complete States:
Complete
Withdrawn
Inactive
Before submission to the Gateway, the Transmission files are regenerated and the schema is validated.

Use the Auto-Submit Field
Auto-Submit is a field on the Transmission and Transmission Profile objects. You can use the Auto-Submit field to include or exclude Distribution and Submission
Transmission records for auto-submission from a Case.
An administrator can configure the Auto-Submit field on the following types of Transmission Profiles:
AS2 Gateway
Email Profile
Partner Exchange Profile
System Gateway
When an administrator pre-configures the Auto-Submit value on a Transmission Profile, that value is copied to any transmissions generated using that profile.

Note

You may override the Transmission Profile Auto-Submit value at the Transmission level.

Note

Regardless of the setting on the Transmission Profile, if the Cancel Auto-Submit for Translations feature is enabled, the system prevents automatic

submissions for unapproved Localized Cases.

Transmission E2B XML Files
Transmission XML files are regenerated before submission to capture the most accurate Transmission Date. At this time, the Transmission Date field on the Transmission
record is also updated to reflect the value in the XML file.
When a Transmission record is created and Auto-Submit field is set to Yes, the Transmission Date field value will be set to the current date and time the record was
generated. The field will be set again at the time the file is auto-submitted to the Gateway. This is to ensure the value is populated with the most accurate date/time stamp
and that it doesn’t result in the schema Validation Error.

Note

These Auto-Submission default values can be overridden at the Transmission level.

The schema file is validated - if there are validation errors, and based on the configuration, the file is excluded from the submission.
Audit logs are created for each Transmission record. The recorded user in the audit trail is the user that started the action at the Case.
An email notification will be sent for each auto-submitted record.

Lifecycle State Changes after Schema Validation
When an E2B file is generated for a Transmission, Vault validates the file’s schema and sets the lifecycle states accordingly:
If there are no schema validation errors and the Auto-Submit field has a value (either “Yes” or “No”), the Transmission record (for submission and distribution object
types) is set to the Ready state.
The Transmission record is set to the Pending state if the Auto-Submit field is left blank.
If there are schema validation errors, the Transmission record is set to the Validation Error state. Correspondingly, the Case record is set to Transmission Error.
If the Transmission file is not E2B format, the schema validation is skipped and the lifecycle states are set accordingly:
The Transmission record (for submission and distribution object types) is set to the Ready state if the Auto-Submit field has a value (either “Yes” or “No”).
The Transmission record is set to the Pending state if the Auto-Submit field does not have a value.
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About Localized Cases
Localized Cases are automatically generated based on local submission requirements.
When a Submission or Distribution is created for a Destination Organization with the Localization field set to a non-global value, the system generates a Localized Case
for the appropriate locale.
When the Auto-select Inbox Item Localization by Reporter Country feature is enabled, for primary Reporter-type Contacts, if the Reporter Country has a Localization
record, the Localization field on the Inbox Item is automatically populated. When the Inbox Item is promoted to a Case, it is processed as a Domestic Case and a
Localized Case is generated. For more information, see Prepare a Domestic Case.
As part of the process for generating a Localized Case, the system also generates localized versions of several Case child objects. Localized Case is the root of all
localized records, additional Localized Case child records are generated and linked.

Important Terms
GLOBAL

Global refers to the main operating language of an international company. English is the only language considered global.
LOCALE

The locale is determined by the country and language of regional agencies that require submissions. For example, Portuguese (Brazil).
LOCALIZED CASE

A vault object used to prepare case translations for regional submissions and distributions.

Prerequisites
In vaults originally deployed in 21R2 or earlier, administrators must enable localized submissions and translation support.
The following items should be set up by an administrator:
The appropriate Product and Study Registrations.
A Transmission Profile for a Destination Organization with a non-Global Localization setting.
To automatically generate Localized Cases, set up Reporting Rules

Manually setting a Transmission's Destination to an Organization with a non-Global Localization setting also results in a Localized Case being

Note

generated.

Supported Languages and Locales
Vault supports a number of languages by default. See Vault Platform help for the list of standard supported languages.
Locale is determined using a combination of language and country. English is the only language considered global. All other languages generate Localized Case records.
Vault Safety supports generating Localized Cases for many standard languages. If you require additional languages for translations, your administrator can update your
vault configuration to support additional locales.

How Localized Cases are Generated
When a Transmission (Submission or Distribution) is created, the localization settings on the Destination Organization determine whether a Localized Case is generated
and for which locale.
Localization requirements are configured using the Localization field on Organization records in the Business Admin library. When a Transmission specifies a
Destination for which the Organization’s Localization field is populated, a Localized Case is generated.

In the standard Vault Safety template configuration, the PMDA (Japan) and MFDS (Korea) Organization records have the Localization field populated with

Note

their respective locales.

For example, consider the following process illustration where a Case matched Global Transmission Profiles for the FDA and EMA, and also matched a PMDA (Japan)
Transmission Profile:

Example Localized Case Process

If there are two transmissions with the same target language, they will reference the same Localized Case. The system does not generate duplicate Localized Cases with
the same language.
The system checks for localization requirements for both manually and automatically generated Transmissions. To be automatically generated, the Case must trigger preconfigured reporting rules for a reporting destination.

We recommend that Localized Cases are not translated until the initial Case is in the Approved state to ensure that the data is finalized before translation.

Note

How to Generate a Localized Case
The system generates Localized Cases automatically when a Transmission is generated for a global Case with a non-Global Localization setting.
1. Generate a Transmission using one of the following methods:
Automatically: Move the Case into the Approved state or run the Evaluate Reporting Obligations action on the Case.
Manually: Add a Submission or Distribution.
2. Verify the Transmission meets the following criteria:
Destination: Specifies a destination Organization with the Localization field set to any value other than Global.
Transmission Document Type: Set to one of the following:
ICH E2B R2
ICH E2B R3
Origin and Destination: Match the Transmission Profile.
Result
The system automatically generates Localized Cases for the target languages required for submissions.

Re-Evaluate Reporting Obligations for Localized Transmissions
The Re-evaluate Reporting Obligations action is used to review the reporting requirements to the local Case’s agency and re-calculate the due date once local Case
processing has been completed.
This action is available from the

menu on a Localized Case.

When you use this action, Vault searches for a matching reporting rule. Vault then regenerates and validates a submission with the following conditions:
If Vault finds a matching reporting rule:
Vault creates a new Transmission if no localized Case exists in an In Progress state.
OR
If there are localized Cases in an In Progress state, the Transmission field values of the Case(s) are updated with the parameters of the matched reporting rule.
If Vault does not find a matching reporting rule, Vault gathers all existing In Progress transmission records related to the Localized Case(s) and moves them to the
Withdrawn state.
An In Progress transmission refers to any transmission that is in one of the following states:
Active
Error
Pending
Ready for Submission
Ready
Validation Error

Translating Case Data
The system snapshots fields and child records from the global Case into the Localized Case as a starting point for conducting translations.
Note that, in the standard configuration for this feature, you cannot add child objects to a Localized Case that are not already on the global Case, such as Case Products.
The only exception to this is Case Comments and Case Product Registrations.
You can then use the Localized Case to translate text fields, translate the narrative, and enter region-specific information.
Non-text fields such as Units of Measurements, picklists, and Controlled Vocabularies are automatically translated for standard supported languages.
Changes made to the Localized Case will not impact the global Case or narrative.

Note

Fields with data that is transmitted through code in E2B, including MedDRA, are not translated.

Narrative Translation
For every Localized Case record that is generated, the system generates a corresponding narrative document to be used for the narrative translation.
The system populates the Localized Case narrative document with the English narrative at the point in time when the Localized Case was generated.
For more information on narratives, see Compose a Case Narrative.

Generate Localized Case Transmission Documents
Once translations have been entered into a Localized Case, go to the Transmission and use the Generate Transmission Document(s) action.
For more information, see Manually Generate a Submittable Report.

Manage Follow-Up Localized Cases
When a Follow-Up Case is created with the Localization field set to a non-global value, a Localized Follow-Up Case is generated automatically. All of the related
Localized Case records and localized field data are copied to the Follow-Up Localized Case. If the Follow-Up Case is created from an Inbox Item, new data from the
Inbox Item is merged into the Localized Follow-Up Case.
Because Localized Follow-Up Cases are automatically generated when the global Follow-Up Case is created, the system does not allow edits to Follow-Up Localized
Cases until the associated global Follow-Up Case has a Transmission record. This prevents starting translations before all the information from the global Case has been
entered.

Foreign Localized Case Synching
When a global Follow-Up Case is automatically or manually transmitted, the system performs a one-time data sync from the global Case to the Localized Case, as
follows:
New and edited records from the global Follow-Up Case are copied to the Localized Case
Deleted records and fields on the global Follow-Up Case are deleted from the Localized Follow-Up Case
Populated text fields on the Localized Case are copied to the Localized Follow-Up Case. If the Localized Case contains blank text fields, these fields are copied from
the global Follow-Up Case to the Localized Follow-Up Case.

Note

If a Localized Follow-Up Case exists and has a Transmission record, data will not be synched.

Translation Workflow
Refer to your organization’s standard operating procedures for details on your organization’s translation workflow.

Enter Localized Case Data
Vault Safety supports entering regional data fields for local submissions using the Localized Case object and child records. The following sections describe the fields on
Localized Cases that are specific to regional submissions.

Details Section
Use the Details section to view information about the Localized Case being prepared.
LOCALIZED CASE DETAILS

CHINA LOCALIZED CASE DETAILS

Localized Case Details Section

FIELD

AGENCY

DESCRIPTION

Case

N/A

Reference link to the global Case.
The system automatically populates this field.

Name

N/A

The name of the Localized Case record.
The system automatically generates a record name and populates this field.

Localization

N/A

The local language for which this Localized Case is being prepared.
The system automatically populates this field with the Localization setting used to generate the Localized Case.

Local Awareness Date

PMDA

Global Due Date

N/A

Localized Parent Information

PMDA

Reference to the Localized Case for the parent from the current (child) case.

NMPA

For a parent-child case, select the Localized Case for the parent.

Enter the date when the local affiliate became aware of the report.

The system automatically populates this field using the Due Date field on the Case.

MFDS
NMPA Report Classification

NMPA

Select the NMPA report classification type from the drop-down menu. The following options are available by default:
Domestic Report, Clinical Study
Domestic Reporting Post Marketing
Overseas report Clinical Study
Overseas Reporting Post Marketing

CIOMS Remarks

N/A

Translate any comments or additional information that should be populated in field 26. REMARKS on the CIOMS I form.
To learn more, see CIOMS I Generation Data Mapping.

Contacts Section
Each Case Contact from the global Case is snapshotted to create Localized Case Contacts.

Localized Case Contact Details Section
Use the Details section to translate general information about the contact. Certain fields appear for local data entry when the Localization field is set to Korea or China.
LOCALIZED CASE CONTACT

CHINA LOCALIZED CASE CONTACT

KOREA LOCALIZED CASE CONTACT

Localized Case Contact

The following table outlines the local fields available on a Localized Case Contact. For information about other fields, see the global Case field equivalents.

FIELD

AGENCY

MFDS Other Health

MFDS

Professional Type

DESCRIPTION

Select the MFDS Other Health Professional Type from the drop-down menu. This field is only available when the Reporter Qualification is set to
Other Health Professional for a Korean Domestic Case.

NMPA Report Source

NMPA

NMPA Patient Nationality

NMPA

NMPA Patient Race

NMPA

For Reporter-type Case Contacts, select the report source from the drop-down menu.

For Patient-type Case Contacts, enter the 2-letter Chinese nationality code.

For Patient-type Case Contacts, select the patient's race from the drop-down menu.

Localized Case Contact Address Section
Use the Address section to translate contact information.
For Domestic Cases, when Country State / Province records exist, the information is mapped to the Localized Case. If Localized Country State / Province records exist,
the information appears in the local language. For information about the other fields in this section, see the global Case field equivalents.

Recommended Page Layout for Reporter-type Contacts on Localized Cases

Products Section
Each Case Product from the global Case is snapshotted to create Localized Case Products.

Localized Case Product Details Section
Use the Details section to translate general information about the product and enter local data.
LOCALIZED CASE PRODUCT

CHINA LOCALIZED CASE PRODUCT

Localized Case Product

The following table outlines the local fields available on a Localized Case Product. For information about other fields, see the global Case field equivalents.

FIELD

AGENCY

Local MPID

PMDA
NMPA

DESCRIPTION

Use this field to enter the region-specific Medicinal Product Identification (MPID) code on a Localized Case Product for an External Product. For Company
Products, the Local Product Code field on Case Product Registrations should be used.

MFDS
Related Device

NMPA

Information

Enter the Medical Device Information that may be associated with the reported adverse event. This field corresponds to NMPA E2B data element
G.k.CN.2

Localized Case Product Dosages Section
Use a Localized Case Product Dosage to translate text fields from a global Case Product Dosage. For information about these fields, see the global Case field
equivalents.

Localized Case Product Dosage

Localized Case Product Indications Section
Feedback?

Use a Localized Case Product Indication to translate text fields from a global Case Product Indication. For information about these fields, see the global Case field
equivalents.

Localized Case Product Indication

Localized Case Product Substances Section
Use a Localized Case Product Substance to translate text fields from a global Case Product Substance and add a Local Product Code.

Localized Case Product Substance

The following table outlines the local field available on a Localized Case Product Substance. For information about other fields, see the global Case field equivalents.

FIELD

AGENCY

Local Product Code

PMDA

DESCRIPTION

Enter the region-specific product code for the substance.

NMPA
MFDS

Product Registrations Section
Use the Product Registrations section to add Case Product Registrations, with PMDA (Japan) region-specific product registration details.

Case Product Registration

The following table outlines the local fields available on a Case Product Registration. For information about other fields, see the global Case field equivalents.

FIELD

AGENCY

PMDA Rank

PMDA

DESCRIPTION

Enter a number to assign the PMDA Rank. The rank of 1 identifies the primary product for PMDA E2B(R3) reports.
In PMDA E2B(R3) exports, the system transmits section G.k for all Case Product Registrations under the Japan Localized Case that contain a value
in the PMDA Rank field, ordered by rank.
At least one Case Product Registration must be assigned PMDA Rank 1 to export an E2B file with PMDA mappings.
Local Product Code

PMDA

Clinical Compound

PMDA

Enter the region-specific product code.

Enter the Japanese Clinical Compound Number (CCN) of the investigational drug.

Number
OTC Drug

PMDA

Select the PMDA OTC Drug Risk category.

Classification
OTC Drug Channel

PMDA

OTC Drug Channel

PMDA

Select the route of acquiring the OTC drug.

When you do not know how the patient obtained the OTC drug or must mask the channel information, select the reason this information is

Reason Omitted

unavailable.

Registration Type

PMDA

PMDA Reporting

Select the product registration type. The following options are available:

PMDA

PMDA REGISTRATION TYPE

REGISTRATION CATEGORY (INV/ PMK)

Under EPPV

PMK

Within 2 Years After Approval

PMK

Unapproved

INV

Under Partial Change Trial

INV

Not Applicable

PMK

Under Re-examination

PMK

Post Market Study

PMK

Approved (excluding investigational drugs)

INV

Unapproved (excluding investigational drugs)

INV

The reporting category that adverse event belongs to under the PMDA guidelines. This field is available when using Domestic Case Processing and

Category

Case Follow-Up (domestic or foreign). The PMDA Reporting Category determines:
If the Case is domestic or foreign.
If the Case report type is Infection, Adverse Event, Research, or Safety Measure Report.
Select the reporting category from the dropdown menu. The following options are available:

Completeness

PMDA

Immediate Report

PMDA

CATEGORY

DESCRIPTION

AA

Post-Marketing Domestic Infection

AB

Post-Marketing Domestic AE

AC

Post-Marketing Foreign Infection

AD

Post-Marketing Foreign AE

AE

Post-Marketing Research Infection

AF

Post-Marketing Research AE

AG

Post-Marketing Safety-Measures

DA

Clinical Trial Domestic Infection

DB

Clinical Trial Domestic AE

DC

Clinical Trial Foreign Infection

DD

Clinical Trial Foreign AE

DE

Clinical Trial Research Infection

DF

Clinical Trial Research AE

DG

Clinical Trial Safety-Measures

Select the option that best describes the completeness of the data collection at the time of the PMDA Report.

Select System (E2B) to classify this report as an Immediate Report in PMDA reporting. When System (E2B) is selected, this field corresponds to

Type

code 1 in the PMDA J2.3 E2B data element.

Report Overview

PMDA

Enter a summary of the research or safety measure case. This field is used only for PMDA research and safety measure reports.

Case Comments Section
Use the Case Comments section to add Case Comments, with PMDA (Japan) region-specific comments.

Localized Case Comment

FIELD

AGENCY

DESCRIPTION

Case Product

N/A

The Case Product to which this comment applies.

Case Product

N/A

The Case Product Registration to which this comment applies.

Registration
Comments

PMDA
Select a label to describe the type of comment. The option that you select in this field determines how this Case Comment is exported in PMDA E2B(R3)

Label

reports. The following table outlines the E2B data elements corresponding to each option:

Comments Text

PMDA

COMMENTS LABEL

E2B ELEMENT

Company Comments ( companys_comments__v )

H.4

Receipt Date Comments ( receipt_date_comments__v )

J2.2.2

Comments on Completeness ( comments_on_completeness__v )

J2.7.2

Downgrade Reason ( downgrade_reason__v )

J2.8.2

Retrospective analysis of infections ( retrospective_analysis_of_infections__v )

J2.9

Future Actions ( future_actions__v )

J2.10

Other References ( other_references__v )

J2.11

Enter the comment.

Adverse Events Section
Each Case Adverse Event from the global Case is snapshotted to create Localized Case Adverse Events.
Use a Localized Case Adverse Event to translate text fields from a global Case Adverse Event. For information about these fields, see the global Case field equivalents.

Localized Case Adverse Event

Assessment Section
Each Case Assessment from the global Case is snapshotted to create Localized Case Assessments.
Use a Localized Case Assessment to translate text fields from a global Case Assessment. For information about these fields, see the global Case field equivalents.

Localized Case Assessment

Assessment Result Section
Each Case Assessment Result from the global Case is snapshotted to create Localized Case Assessment Results.
Use a Localized Case Assessment Result to translate text fields from a global Case Assessment Result. For information about these fields, see the global Case field
equivalents.

Localized Case Assessment Result

Causes of Death Section
Each Case Cause of Death from the global Case is snapshotted to create Localized Case Cause of Death records.
Use a Localized Case Cause of Death to translate text fields from a global Case Cause of Death. For information about these fields, see the global Case field
equivalents.

Localized Case Cause of Death

Medical History Section
Each Case Medical History from the global Case is snapshotted to create Localized Case Medical History records.
Use a Localized Case Medical History to translate text fields from the global Case Medical History. For information about these fields, see the global Case field
equivalents.

Localized Case Medical History

Drug History Section
Each Case Cause Drug History from the global Case is snapshotted to create Localized Case Drug History records
Use a Localized Drug History to translate text fields from the global Case Drug History and add a Local MPID for MFDS (Korea).

Localized Case Drug History

The following table outlines the local field available on a Localized Case Drug History. For information about other fields, see the global Case field equivalents.

FIELD

AGENCY

Local MPID

MFDS

DESCRIPTION

Enter the Local MPID. For South Korean submissions to MFDS, this field captures local drug codes on the Localized Case Drug History Object.

Test Results Section
Each Case Cause Test Result from the global Case is snapshotted to create Localized Case Test Results.
Use a Localized Case Test Result to translate text fields from a global Case Test Result. For information about these fields, see the global Case field equivalents.

Localized Case Test Result

Narrative Section
The case narrative and other case text fields are snapshotted to the Narrative section on a Localized Case.
Use the Narrative section to translate text fields, prepare the local case narrative, and add region-specific information for NMPA (China).

Localized Case Narrative Section

The following table outlines the local fields available in the Narrative section. For information about other fields, see the global Case field equivalents.

FIELD

AGENCY

Case Narrative

N/A

DESCRIPTION

The system automatically populates this field with a link to the narrative document for the local language, which is generated along with the Localized
Case. To open the narrative document, select the link.
Any text entered on the global narrative is copied over to the local narrative to use as a starting point for translation.
To learn more, see Compose a Case Narrative.
Narrative Preview

N/A

This field is read-only and automatically updated with a text excerpt of the local language narrative document, up to 32,000 characters. This field
shows a preview of the narrative that will be populated in generated regulatory reports. To update the narrative, edit the narrative document.

Additional

NMPA

Pregnancy Related

Enter any additional pregnancy-related information, such as history of previous pregnancy, fetus outcome, and so on.

Information

Study Section
Use the Study section to translate text fields related to the study associated with the case and add region-specific information for MFDS (Korea).

Localized Case Study Section

The following table outlines the local field available in the Study section. For information about other fields, see the global Case field equivalents.

FIELD

AGENCY

MFDS Other Study Type

MFDS

DESCRIPTION

Select the MFDS Study Type from the drop-down menu. This field is only available when the Study Type is set to Other Study.

Reference Numbers Section
Each Case Reference Number from the global Case is snapshotted to create Localized Case Reference Numbers.
Use a Localized Case Reference Number to translate text fields from a global Case Reference Number. For information about these fields, see the global Case field
equivalents.

Localized Case Identifier

Submissions & Distributions Section
The Submissions & Distributions section contains any outbound Transmission records associated with the Localized Case.
The following articles provide more information on preparing outbound Transmissions:
Submissions and Distributions Overview
Create a Submission
Create a Distribution

Localized Case Submissions & Distributions Section
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Prepare Vaccine Submissions
Learn how to process and prepare vaccine submissions using Vault Safety.
Last Updated Apr 29, 2022

Sections in this article
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Global Vaccine Submissions
EMA VAERS Submissions
FDA VAERS Submissions
FDA VAERS Acknowledgments
FDA VAERS Regional Units of Measurement
FDA VAERS Regional Fields

Vaccines Overview
Vault Safety supports processing and preparing submissions for adverse events in relation to a vaccine product. This support is provided through the Vaccine product
type, regional fields, and E2B formats.

Prerequisites
Vaults originally deployed in 20R2 or an earlier release require configuration to enable vaccine product types and data capture. The vaccine feature enablement
instructions provide more information.
For electronic submissions directly from Vault Safety, an administrator must configure the electronic gateway settings. The following pages provide more information:
FDA VAERS Gateway
EMA Gateway
Custom AS2 Gateway

Vaccine Product Type
Once the Vaccine product type is made active, Administrators can configure a Vaccine-type Product in Business Admin.
Case intake and processing users can then select that Vaccine-type Product when they add a product to an AER or Case. The Vaccine object type is available for the
Product, Study Product, and Case Product objects.

Preparing Vaccine Submissions
Vault Safety supports generating vaccine ICSR submissions using E2B formats. The following pages provide general information on generating reports and preparing
submissions:
Create a Submission
Generate a Regulatory Report
The following sections provide more information on preparing vaccine submissions to various health authorities.

Global Vaccine Submissions
Vault Safety supports generating ICH-compliant E2B files using the (R2) or (R3) format.

EMA VAERS Submissions
Vaccine submissions to the EMA should use the following settings:
The EMA E2B (R3) document type and file format
The EU EMA EV Gateway and Transmission Profile
EMA E2B (R3) specifications do not have regional fields for vaccines.

FDA VAERS Submissions
Vaccine submissions to the FDA should use the following settings:
The FDA VAERS E2B (R3) document type and file format
The US FDA CBER VAERS Gateway and FDA CBER VAERS Profile Transmission Profile
Vault Safety is compliant with the ten (10) VAERS submission scenarios, described on the FDA website.
The FDA VAERS E2B (R3) tab on the E2B Generation Data Mapping page provides detailed information on how the system generates each of the regional FDA VAERS
fields.

FDA VAERS Acknowledgments
Vault Safety supports exchanging the three types of VAERS automated acknowledgment messages (ACKs). When Vault Safety receives an ACK, it is attached to the
Submission record. Troubleshoot FDA Gateway Submissions provides more information on MDNs and ACKs.
The following table describes each VAERS ACK and the corresponding Vault Safety ACK:

VAULT SAFETY
ACK

VAERS ACK

DESCRIPTION

ACK1

-

Establishing connection between the origin and destination gateway

ACK2

VAERS

FDA Message Delivery Notification (MDN) status

ACK1

When this ACK is received, the Submission record is updated to the appropriate lifecycle state (MDN Received or MDN Failure)

VAERS

Center acceptance/FDA Receipt Date

ACK3

ACK2
ACK4

VAERS

FDA AE Program-Level Acknowledgment

ACK3

When this ACK is received, the Submission record is updated to the appropriate lifecycle state (E2B ACK Accepted, E2B ACK Rejected, or E2B ACK
Warning)

FDA VAERS Regional Units of Measurement
Vault Safety ensures that only units of measurements and the appropriate codes supported by FDA VAERS are exported in the FDA VAERS E2B (R3) file format.

Tip

If a Case contains a unit of measurement that is not supported by FDA VAERS, the system does not export the field and sends an email and vault notification

to the user who initiated the file generation.

Users with access to the Admin area can view these units in Business Admin > Agency Units of Measurement.

FDA VAERS Regional Fields
The FDA regional fields are not added to page layouts by default. An administrator must configure your vault to display these fields.

Note

Vault Safety includes vaccine-related regional fields to support FDA VAERS submissions.

Tip

If masked distributions are configured, the system masks sensitive VAERS E2B data elements in the generated file.

The following sections give an overview of how the system captures FDA regional data for VAERS.

Additional Patient Information
The following list describes how the system captures additional patient information for FDA VAERS:
Patient Contact Information — The Patient-type Case Contact captures patient contact information for FDA VAERS submissions. You cannot create more than one
Patient Case Contact. Patient Contact is created on every Case where the patient is not a primary reporter.
Additional Personal Information — The following Patient fields on the Case object capture additional patient information.
Patient Prefix
Patient First Name
Patient Middle Name
Patient Last Name
Age at Vaccination
Military Status
Ethnicity (Reason Omitted)
Race (Reason Omitted)
Vaccine-related Pregnancy Field — The Pregnant at Exposure field on the Case object captures information about pregnancy and vaccination.

Parent Age at Vaccination
The Age at Vaccination field is available for Parent-type Cases. This field is auto-calculated on Study Cases with Vaccine Study Products.

Vaccine Product Information
The Vaccine Type field is available for Vaccine-type Case Products.
The Similar Device Controlled Vocabulary for the Drug Role field is also available to inform the FDA about additional US-marketed products having the same or similar
device (FDA G.k.1.a) as the primary vaccine combination product for which a malfunction is being reported.

Vaccine Drug History
The following fields are available to capture vaccine drug history information:
Product Type
Age at Vaccination

Vaccines (Past 4 Weeks)
The system looks at all Vaccine-type Case Products to determine whether any vaccines were given within 4 weeks of the suspect product, based on the latest dose
recorded for each Case Product.

Vaccine Dosage
The following fields are available for Vaccine-type Case Product Dosages:
Administration Facility
Anatomical Site
Dose Number in Series

Illness at Vaccination
The Illness at Vaccination field is available on the Case Medical History object. When this field is set to “Yes”, the illness information is included in a separate section in
the E2B transmission message. When this field is set to “No”, the illness information is included in the Medical History section.

Adverse Event Hospitalization Details
The following fields are available to capture details about vaccine adverse events that resulted in hospitalization or treatment:
Reaction Identifier
Hospitalization Required
Number of days hospitalized
Hospital Name
City
State
Resulted in Prolongation of Hospitalization
Emergency room/department or urgent care
Doctor/healthcare professional office
Outcome: None of the Above

Vaccination Facility
The Facility-type Case Contact captures contact information for the facility where the vaccine was administered. You can add a Facility record from the Case, and then
reference the Facility from a Case Product Dosage record using the Administration Facility field.

Health Care Professional
The Health Care Professional-type Case Contact captures contact information for the health care professional who treated the patient for the adverse event that resulted
in hospitalization or treatment.

VAERS Best Doctor
The best doctor field designates a health care professional (or reporter) as the best point of contact. You can only have one Health Care Professional Case Contact
designated as the Best Doctor.

Additional Reporter Contact Information
The following fields capture additional reporter contact information for VAERS:
County
Street Line 2
Email

Reporter Qualification
Patient and Parent values are added as additional options in the Reporter Qualification field. These values are added in the deprecated state by default and must be set
to Active by an administrator.
The Patient option impacts how Case Contacts are automatically created and updated. For more information, see How Case Contacts are Automatically Created and
Updated.
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Suppress, Nullify, or Amend a Safety Report
Learn how to suppress submissions of a Case, and amend or nullify previous E2B Transmissions.
Last Updated Jun 21, 2022
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Overview
The following list provides an overview and links to topics covered in this article:
SUPPRESS SUBMISSION

During case processing, you can Suppress Submissions of a Case Version when a case should be excluded from reporting to health authorities for both Submissions and
aggregate or periodic reporting.
NULLIFICATION

When a previously transmitted ICSR is considered invalid, you can Nullify a Submission. You can also void a Case with the option of nullifying all previous transmissions.
After nullifying Submissions, you can perform additional steps to Omit a Nullified Case from Aggregate Reports.
AMENDMENT

When a previously transmitted ICSR contains information that must be changed, for example, to correct erroneous data entry or to retransmit attachments, you can
Amend a Submission.

Note

An amendment is different from a follow-up, which adds new information. Refer to E2B (R3) implementation guidance or your organizations standard

operating procedures for more information.

VOID

When a Case is logically deleted, the Case is considered void. A Case that was created by error, or a Case that a company will no longer submit follow-up information for,
are instances of a voided Case.
FOLLOW-UP

Additional information received for an AER past the initial submission.
See Case Processing Overview for more information on Voiding and Complete Case states.

Suppress Submissions of a Case Version
During case processing, if a case is considered invalid (for examples, see use cases), then you can select the Suppress Submission field to exclude that version of the
Case from ICSR submissions and periodic reports.

Note

An administrator may need to configure the Suppress Submissions feature, including adding the Suppress Submission field to the Case and AER page

layouts.

Suppress Submission Field

What Happens When You Suppress Submissions
When Suppress Submission is flagged on a Case, the system adheres to the following behavior:
Submissions and Distributions: When the Evaluate Regulatory Obligations action runs, the system ignores Submissions for the Case, and only generates
Distributions.
Aggregate Reporting: Aggregate report tabulations omit Case versions within the reporting period that have the Suppress Submissions field selected.

Suppress Submission Example Use Cases
Consider the following use cases where suppressing submissions for a Case may be useful:
The product associated with the case is not your company product.
A case that's missing valid ICSR criteria, such as patient or reporter information.
A case from literature that mentions your company but does not uniquely identify the exact product.
A case you receive from a partner for a non-company study, where the adverse event is not related to your product.

Amending or Nullifying Prior Submissions
You can amend previously transmitted E2B (R3) reports to include changes in information or correct errors. If an entire case has become invalid, you can nullify
previously transmitted reports in either E2B (R2) or E2B (R3) format.
Consult your organization’s standard operating procedures to decide whether a change in information should result in an amendment or a nullification.
The following links provide amendment and nullification guidelines for EMA and FDA submissions:
For the FDA, see the "C.1.11.1 Report Nullification / Amendment" section of the FDA E2B (R3) Implementation Guide.
For the EMA, see guidance on Creating and Sending ICSRs.

Nullify a Submission
To nullify a previously submitted report, perform the following steps:
1. From the Case page, go to the Transmissions section.
2. Open the Transmission you wish to amend or nullify.
3. Expand the All Actions (

) menu, and then select Copy Record.

The system copies the record to create a new Transmission record. You can also create a new Transmission and enter the details manually.
4. Ensure that the File, Reason, and E2B Message ID fields are cleared.
If these fields have been copied over, clear these fields manually and contact your administrator to correct your vault’s configuration.
5. On the Create Transmission page, complete the following fields and then select Save:
Reason: Select Nullification to report a case as nullified.
Reason Text: Enter more information about the reason for the nullification.
E2B Message ID: Enter a new message ID to use in the E2B message header.
6. Expand the All Actions (

) menu, and then select Generate Transmission Document(s).

7. Proceed to send the transmission to the destination gateway.

Omit a Nullified Case from Aggregate Reports
To omit a Case considered nullified from aggregate reporting, perform the following steps:
1. Nullify all Submissions associated with the Case.
Each nullification Transmission record must meet the following requirements:
The Reason field must be set to Nullification.
The Submission record must be in the ACK Accepted or Completed lifecycle state.
2. Move the Case to the Nullified lifecycle state.
Once a Case enters the Nullified state, it is locked to prevent further processing.

Note

An administrator may have configured a user action or workflow to change the Case state to Nullified. Consult your organization's standard operating

procedures for guidance.

Result
Once a nullification has been completed, upon moving the Case lifecycle to the Nullified state, the system automatically selects the Suppress Submission field on the
current version of the Case.
For future generated aggregate reports, the current version of the Case and previous versions within the aggregate reporting period are excluded.

Amend a Submission
To amend a previously submitted report, perform the following steps:
1. From the Case page, go to the Transmissions section.
2. Open the Transmission you wish to amend or nullify.
3. Expand the All Actions (

) menu, and then select Copy Record.

The system copies the record to create a new Transmission record.
4. Ensure that the File, Reason, and E2B Message ID fields are cleared.
If these fields have been copied over, clear these fields manually and contact your administrator to correct your vault’s configuration.
5. On the Create Transmission page, complete the following fields and then select Save:
File: Select the new ICSR file you want to submit.
Reason: Select Amendment to amend a prior submission.
Reason Text: Enter more information about the reason for the amendment.
E2B Message ID: Enter a new message ID to use in the E2B message header.
6. Expand the All Actions (

) menu, and then select Generate Transmission Document(s).

7. Proceed to send the transmission to the destination gateway.

Void a Case
You can use the Void Case action from the All Actions menu to logically delete a Case and (optionally) nullify all previous transmissions at the Case-level. When you
initiate the Void Case action, the system will automatically cancel any In-Progress Case workflows.
Note that void and logically delete are interchangeable terms. Vault Safety uses the term “void”, although logically delete is more widely used in the industry. You can relabel the action and state names accordingly for the customer.
When you choose to nullify previous transmissions, you can enter the nullification reason text that will be copied to all system-generated transmission records relevant to
the Case. The system will automatically generate Transmission records for all previously submitted destinations.

Note

The Void Case user action is only available for the latest Case version. Any state changes (for example, to Voided or Nullified state) only apply to the latest

Case version as well. The system also prevents this action when there is more than one active version for the Case.

Prerequisites
Administrators must enable Case nullification in order to run the Void Case user action.

Void a Case with No Previous Transmissions
To void a Case with no previous transmissions:
1. Navigate to the Case you want to void.
2. Expand the All Actions (

) menu, and then select Void Case.

The Case is moved to the Voiding state and must be reviewed before transitioning to the Voided state.
3. Select Complete beside Voiding of Case.
The Review Voiding of Case window is displayed.
4. Complete all of the fields to finalize the review.
5. Select Complete.
The Case is successfully voided and moved to the Voided state.

Void a Case and Nullify all Previous Transmissions
To void a Case with previous transmissions:
1. Navigate to the duplicate Case you want to void.
2. Expand the All Actions (

) menu, and then select Void Case.

The Nullification details window appears.
3. Select Yes from the Nullify Transmissions field.
4. Enter the nullification reason in the Reason (Text) field.
5. Select Continue.
The Case enters the Nullifying state.
Result
The system auto-generates transmission records with the entered nullification reason text to all previously submitted destinations.
If the Transmission profile has the Auto-Submit value set to Yes, the Case can be configured to auto-submit once the Case enters the Nullifying state. Otherwise, the
Case will remain in the Nullifying state until there is a receipt of positive ACKs and completion of all transmissions.

Void a Case and Submit One Last Time
1. Navigate to the duplicate Case you want to void.
2. Expand the All Actions (

) menu, and then select Void Case.

The Case is moved to the Voiding state and must be reviewed before transitioning to the Voided state.
3. Select Complete beside Voiding of Case.
The Nullification details window appears.
4. Select No (Submit one last time) from the Nullify Transmissions field.
5. Enter the nullification reason in the Reason (Text) field.
6. Select Continue.
Result
The system automatically cancels any existing workflows and the Case state transitions to Voiding. The system also automatically creates follow-up transmission records
with the entered nullification reason text to all previously submitted destinations.
When the transmissions have been completed, the Case state will be moved to the Logically Deleted state.

Audit Log for Case Voiding
Any Void Vase actions and workflow cancellations are captured in the audit trail during Case voiding.
If the “Workflow cancellation comment” for the Case Voiding workflow is enabled and the system cancels an in-progress workflow, the audit trail logs this cancellation as
“System”, with a system-generated comment, “Cancelling in-progress workflow to void the case”.
See Audit Case History for more information on the Case audit trail.
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Transmission Record State Requirements
In Vault Safety’s out-of-box configuration, all Transmission records (Submissions and Distributions) linked to a Case must be in the Completed state before you can close
the associated Case.
If a Submission or Distribution was created in error or must be removed for another reason, you can withdraw the record, which will enable Distribution Manager users to
close the Case.

Withdraw a Transmission
To withdraw a Transmission record, an administrator must first add the user action. Once the user action is configured, you can change a Transmission record’s state by
selecting Withdraw Record from the Workflow State Change Menu (

) on the Action Bar.

Change State to Withdraw

Add User Actions to Change the Record State
Note

You must have Administrator access to add user actions.

Add a User Action to Withdraw a Record
1. In the Admin area, go to Configuration > Object Lifecycles.
2. Open the Transmission Lifecycle.
3. Under States, open the Pending state.
4. On the Pending page, beside User Actions, select Edit.
5. Select Add Action, and then add an action to Change State to Withdraw.
6. Select Save.

Change State to Withdraw through User Action

Add a User Action to Reactivate a Record
1. In the Admin area, go to Configuration > Object Lifecycles.
2. Open the Transmission Lifecycle.
3. Under States, open the Withdrawn state.
4. On the Withdrawn page, beside User Actions, select Edit.
5. Select Add Action, and then add an action to Change State to Active.
6. Select Save.

Change State to Active through User Action
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Email Transmissions
Vault Safety supports sending Submissions and Distributions over email with full tracking of email events for delivery, opening, and errors.
This page provides instructions to Distribution Manager users to send Email Transmissions. For information on administering this feature, see Configure Email
Transmissions.
Email transmissions include an Individual Case Safety Report (ICSR) document and can be sent to one or more recipients. The ICSR format, optional cover letter, and
mailing list are managed on the transmission profile.

Prerequisites
An administrator must have already configured the email settings, including the destinations, in an Email Profile.
You must have permission to manage Transmission object records. Typically, these permissions are reserved for Distribution Manager users.

How Email Transmissions are Generated
When the Vault Safety rules engine determines that a Case meets reporting criteria for an organization and matches an Email Profile, the system generates a
Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record in the Ready state and associates it with the Case.
The Transmission uses the settings configured on the Email Profile to populate the email fields and generate the correct transmission documents, including a cover letter
if applicable.

Note

Vault Safety does not validate E2B XML files generated for Email Distributions.

View Email Contents
You can view the email contents and attachments from the following fields on the Transmission (Submission or Distribution) record:
Message Subject
Message Body
Cover Letter
File
Configure Email Transmissions provides more information on Email Transmission fields.

Send Email Transmission Action
Use the Send Email Transmission action to send email transmissions. Depending on your vault’s configuration, this action may be available as a user action or
triggered as part of a workflow.
For auto-submissions, the Send to Gateway action on the Case includes sending email transmissions with auto-submissions enabled.

Transmission Lifecycle States for Email Transmissions
The following table describes the Email Transmission states and how records enter these states:

TRANSMISSION STATE

DESCRIPTION

Sent

When the email has been sent to all recipients.

Complete

When the email has been delivered to all recipients.

Error

When the email could not be delivered to one or more recipients.

Track and Monitor Emails
When the Vault Safety reporting rules engine determines a Case requires an email distribution, the system automatically generates the appropriate type of Transmission
record (Submission or Distribution) and associates it with the Case.
The system automatically generates the transmission documents according to what is configured on the Email Profile and attaches them to the Transmission record.

Note

Total attachment size cannot exceed 15MB.

Email Events Log
Vault Safety tracks certain key events in the Transmission record. Events are logged for each recipient. Review the events log to view these events and monitor when the
email was sent and opened.
The following table describes the events the system logs for Email Transmissions:

EVENT TYPE

DESCRIPTION

Initial Message Sent

The initial email was sent to a recipient.

Message Delivered

An email was successfully delivered to a recipient.

Message Opened

An email was opened by a recipient.

Error

An email could not be delivered to a recipient.

Note

Consider the following when tracking email events:

Not all email addresses support full event tracking, depending on the recipient email server security settings.
Email receipt status updates may be delayed up to one hour.
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What is AS2 Gateway Communication
Vault Safety supports AS2 interchange to communicate with trading partners and regulatory authorities. AS2 is a secure electronic data transmission protocol between
two trading partners (gateways) through the Internet. Vault Safety can direct E2B transmissions to regulatory agencies and custom AS2 gateways.
The following interactive graphic shows the steps that occur when Vault Safety sends an E2B transmission to a regulatory agency gateway or trading partner.
Hover over the numbers for more information

2

3

AS2

1

Health Authority or
Partner Database

4

5

MDN

7
6

ACK

The above diagram shows the process for asynchronous AS2 transmissions, used for EMA E2B (R3) and FDA VAERS E2B (R3). For synchronous AS2

Note

transmissions, used for FDA E2B (R2), the MDN (step 4) is returned to Vault Safety using the same HTTP connection as the initial transmission (step 3).

Send a Gateway Transmission
To complete the ICSR Gateway Transmission, review the Transmission record and attachments to verify they are correct, and then trigger the Submit to Gateway action.

Prerequisites
The Transmission must be created, either as a Submission or Distribution.
An Administrator must have configured the Gateway and Transmission Profile for the destination organization.
You must have permissions to manage Submissions and Distributions. Typically, this is reserved for the Distribution Manager role.

Submit to Gateway Action
Use the Submit to Gateway action to send Submissions and Distributions with a System Gateway or AS2 Gateway Transmission Profile.

If the Validation Status for the Submission is Hard Fail, the Submit to Gateway action will not run. An administrator can configure the Result Status Type to

Note

Hard Fail for certain Validation Criteria.

When you trigger the Submit to Gateway action, the system automatically regenerates the E2B Transmission Document, assigns an E2B Message ID, and updates the
Transmission Date field.
Depending on your vault’s configuration, this action may be available as a user action on Transmissions or triggered automatically as part of a workflow.
The system sends the submission to the destination Gateway configured in the corresponding Transmission Profile. Once complete, a notification appears on the Home
tab under Notifications with the status of the submission.

Review the Transmission Document
1. Go to the Transmission.
Find Transmissions under the relevant Case or from the Transmissions tab.
2. Beside File select the file link.
The document appears in a new page.
3. From the

menu, select Source Document.

The system downloads the .xml file.
4. When the download is complete, open the file to review the ICSR.

Regenerate the Transmission Document
If the Case or Transmission changes, regenerate the transmission document.
1. Go to the Transmission.
Find Transmissions under the relevant Case or from the Transmissions tab.
2. Expand the All Actions (

) menu, and then select Generate Transmission Document(s).

Result
The system generates a new version of the document and updates the File field.

Types of Gateway Responses (ACKs and MDNs)
Every gateway transmission returns responses which indicate the success or failure of the transmission. These responses can be a Message Delivery Notification (MDN)
or an Acknowledgment (ACK).
When a Vault Safety gateway transmission is sent, MDN and ACKs from the trading partner are added as Transmission Messages referenced by the outbound
Transmission (Submission or Distribution).

The following articles provide more information on inbound ACKs and MDNs:

Tip

Resolve Gateway Issues provides the steps to view gateway response messages.
Standard Agency ICSR Submissions describes how Vault Safety maps agency MDNs and ACKs to Vault Safety's response labels (ACK 1–4) and Transmission
lifecycle states.

See Gateway Transmission Workflow for more information on the standard Transmission lifecycle states.

Transmission Lifecycle States for Gateway Transmissions
Note

This page describes the standard Transmission lifecycle states. If your organization has a custom lifecycle state configuration, follow the recommendations

in your business standard operating procedures.

LIFECYCLE STAGE
GROUP

LIFECYCLE STATE

DESCRIPTION

Pending

Ready

Ready is the initial stage and state of a Transmission for which the Auto-Submit field was set to a value. Auto-Submissions
provides more information.

Pending

Pending

Pending is the initial stage and state of a Transmission for which the Auto-Submit field was not set to a value. The system
assigns a task to review and approve the Transmission and ICSR E2B file.

Pending

Validation Error

Vault Safety found errors during the E2B XML validation process.

Pending

Ready for Submission

The transmission and transmission document have been reviewed and approved, and the system has queued the
transmission for sending to the destination gateway.

Sending

Sending ICSR

The transmission has been sent but the destination gateway has not sent an acknowledgment message yet.

Sent

Sending Attachments

Vault Safety is receiving an acknowledgment message from the destination gateway.

Sent

Error

Vault Safety could not send the transmission.

Sent

MDN Received

The transmission was acknowledged by the destination gateway.

Sent

MDN Failure

The transmission could not be delivered to, or acknowledged by, the destination gateway.

Sent

E2B ACK Warning

Vault Safety received the final ACK message indicating the destination gateway could not load the transmission.

Sent

E2B ACK Rejected

Vault Safety received the final ACK message with an error indicating the destination gateway loaded the transmission but
rejected it, likely due to an issue in the E2B file.

Accepted

E2B ACK Accepted

The system received the final ACK message indicating the destination gateway accepted the E2B file and the transmission is
complete. Note that the final ACK may still contain data warnings in this state.
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Messages and Acknowledgments
After the FDA receives a submission and validates the certificate, the FDA sends a receipt to Vault Safety, known as the Message Delivery Notification (MDN) or ACK1.
When the FDA attempts to unpackage the submission, they send another acknowledgment, known as ACK2. If the FDA cannot unpackage the submission, the ACK2 is
generated with an error and will not be processed further.
In FDA messaging, Warning means they could not parse the file and data and Error means they rejected the submission. Both errors and warnings are enclosed in the
<parsingerrormessage> tag in the message body.

The Submission record lifecycle state updates to reflect positive or negative FDA acknowledgments.
The following sections list common FDA Gateway issues and suggestions to resolve each issue.

Transmission Size Limits
All Vault Safety E2B transmissions have a maximum total size limit of 100 MB.

Sending Errors
The following table describes issues that can occur when the system attempts to send a submission to the FDA ESG.

ISSUE

CAUSE

RESOLUTION

Incorrect Gateway Profile Configuration

The Gateway Profile is inactive.

Make the Gateway Profile Active in Business Admin.

com.helger.as2lib.exception.

The system could not connect to the URL provided in the

Verify that the correct Health Authority URL is entered in the

WrappedOpenAS2Exception: java.net.ConnectException:

Gateway Profile.

Gateway Profile

Connection refused (Connection refused)

If the URL is correct, check FDA ESG status.

ACK1 Errors
The following table describes issues that the FDA communicates in ACK1 messages.

ISSUE

CAUSE

RESOLUTION

com.helger.as2lib.disposition.

The Gateway Profile contains Incorrect private or public

Verify that the correct public and private certificates are

DispositionException: automatic-action/mdn-sent-

certificates.

configured in the Gateway Profile.

automatically; processed/error: authentication-failed

Contact the FDA to ensure the certificates are correct and
registered.

com.helger.as2lib.processor.sender.

Incorrect trading partner URL used in gateway profile.

HttpResponseException: Not Found

Verify that the Health Authority URL is correctly entered in
the Gateway Profile.
If the URL is correct, check FDA ESG status.

ACK1 Not Received
The following table describes an issue that can prevent Vault Safety from receiving acknowledgements from the FDA.

ISSUE

CAUSE

RESOLUTION

Body of MDN/ACK1 message is empty

The Gateway Profile is incorrectly configured or does not

Ensure the Submission record is set up with the correct

exist.

Gateway Profile, Origin, and Destination.
If these settings are correct, verify that the Gateway Profile
is correctly configured in Business Admin.

ACK2 Warnings
The following table describes issues that the FDA communicates in ACK2 warning messages.

ISSUE

CAUSE

RESOLUTION

52:19:E: document type does not allow element

New Info Date is missing.

Ensure the New Info Date is specified on the case.

Organization information is missing for the Sender User.

Edit the Sender User record to specify the Organization.

67:8:E: end tag for "SENDER" which is not finished

No Sender User on the transmission record.

Select the Sender User for the transmission.

347:37:E: non SGML character number 128

The ICSR contains one or more non-valid characters. The

Review the ICSR E2B file and ensure that it only contains

FDA ESG only accepts standard latin characters (ISO 8859-

latin characters.

"ADDITIONALDOCUMENT" here
68:15:E: document type does not allow element
"SENDERGIVENAME" here

1).

ACK2 Errors
The following table describes an issue that the FDA communicates in ACK2 error messages.

ISSUE

CAUSE

RESOLUTION

Minimum data set not met

Missing required data for an FDA E2B(R2) ICSR.

Ensure the attachment meets the Specifications for
Preparing and Submitting Electronic ICSRs and ICSR
Attachments.

Unknown Case ACK
The following table describes an issue that can cause an unknown acknowledgement from the FDA.

ISSUE

CAUSE

RESOLUTION

Please note that an error has occurred in sending Unknown

The system received an AS2 message that cannot be traced

Contact the FDA with the ACK message and correlation ID

Transmission to the FDA ESG for Submission of Unknown

to the correct transmission.

to determine the appropriate attachment.

Case.

This may be caused by simultaneous submissions with

Then, add the ACK message to the correct Submission

attachments for the same case UID OR uncompleted tasks

record.

on a prior submission.
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Minimum Submission Requirements
Ensure that cases meet the following minimum requirements to be accepted by the European Medicines Agency (EMA):
A date entered in the New Info Date field
One identifiable patient
For example, you can identify a patient by entering their age, initials, or sex
One identifiable reporter
For example, you can identify a reporter by entering their initials, address, or qualifications
When you create a Case from an AER, the system checks for valid case criteria before you can promote the AER to a Case.
At least one adverse event or reaction that includes values entered in the following fields:
Event (Reported)
Event (Reported) - Language
Outcome
One suspect or interacting drug that must have a reported product

EMA Transmission Size Limits
For EMA E2B submissions, attachment file size cannot exceed 15 MB. All Vault Safety E2B transmissions have a maximum total size limit of 100 MB.

Common Data Entry Issues
The following table describes common data entry issues that can prevent EMA Submissions from being accepted.

ISSUE
OBJECT NAME(S)

FIELD(S)

REQUIREMENT

IMPACT

Case

MedDRA version

The EMA does not support "-" as a MeDDRA version code. You must enter the MedDRA version number.

Not
Processed
with
Warnings

Case

Gender

If the Gender field is set to Male, you must not enter a value in the Last Menstrual Period field.

Rejected

Units of Measurement

For any field with a unit of measurement, the unit should comply with the EMA Unified Code of Units of Measure

Accepted

Fields

(UCUM) list.

with

Last Menstrual Period
Multiple

Warnings
Multiple

Date Fields

Per EMA requirements, for any field with a date, you use the format CCYYMMDD to enter a date.

Rejected

Case Adverse Event

Seriousness

The value entered in the Seriousness field should be consistent with the value entered in the Outcome field.

Not

For example, if the outcome is fatal the seriousness should be results in death.

Processed

Outcome

with
Warnings

Case Product

Product (Reported)

The product name entered in the Product (Reported) field must match a valid product registered with WHODrug

Not

or the EMA.

Processed
with
Warnings

Study Registration

Country

Transmission Profile

Transmission Profile

The export action replaces country codes within the jurisdiction of EMA with EU in the resulting E2B file. To be

Not

accepted, the country code must equal EU in the E2B file.

processed

To correctly enter test results, you must use the test result field appropriate to the MedDRA value for the test type

Not

to correctly enter the test results.

Processed

For example, you cannot enter the Result value as 20 grams with the Name (MedDRA) value set to Abscess

with

Jaw. In this case, you must enter a Result (Code) or Result (Text) value to indicate the test result.

Warnings

If you entered a value in either the Normal High Value or Normal Low Value field, you must select a unit of

Rejected

Name
Case Test Result

Name (MedDRA)
All Test Result Fields

Case Test Result

Normal High Value
Normal Low Value

measurement in the Result field.

Result
Document (Case

Description

You must enter a description for any case attachments in each document's Description field.

Attachment)
Submission

Not
Processed

Transmission Date

You must enter the date of transmission in the Transmission Date field.

Not
Processed
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Resolve Submission Errors
When an error occurs during the Submission workflow, the system starts the Submission Error workflow and creates a Review Transmission Error(s) task for users
assigned the Distribution Manager role.
To resolve a Submission error, review the error message and resolve the issue, and then complete the Review Transmission Error(s) task.
Where you view Submission error messages depends on whether the error occurred before or after transmitting the submission to the destination gateway.

View Gateway Error Messages
Where you can view error messages depends on where the error occured in the gateway transmission process.

View Vault Safety Sending Errors
After attempting to send a Gateway Transmission, the system both sends an email and logs a notification on the Home tab with the results of the action.
If an error occurred in sending the Gateway Transmission, the notification explains the cause of the error.

View ACK Messages
1. Go to the Submission or Distribution record.
2. Expand Transmission Messages.
3. Under the message that you want to read, select Message Body.
A window appears displaying the message text.
4. To find a warning or error message, search for the <parsingerrormessage> tag.

Resend a Transmission After Resolving an Error
If a Gateway Transmission fails, resubmit the case after resolving the error.

Complete the Review Transmission Error(s) Task
1. Accept the Review Transmission Error(s) task.
2. On the Submission record page, in the Review Transmission Error(s) task banner, select

.

The Review Transmission Error(s) window appears.
3. Select one of the following options:
Address Error: Select this option if you plan to resolve the error and attempt to send the Submission again.
Withdraw Submission: Select this option to cancel the Submission workflow for this Submission record.
4. Enter your credentials in the User Name and Password fields.
5. Select

.

Result
One of the following results occur:
If you select Address Error, the Submission record returns to the Pending state and the system creates a review Submission task for users in the Distribution
Manager role.
If you select Withdraw Submission, the Submission record moves into the Withdrawn state and the Submission workflow is canceled.
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Manual Transmissions
If you cannot submit an ICSR electronically, for example if you must submit an FDA 3500A report for a study, you can coordinate the submission manually outside of
Vault Safety.
Vault Safety includes a Manual Transmission workflow to track past submissions and status of ongoing submissions. This page describes the default Manual
Transmission workflow. However, your organization may have a custom configuration.

Prerequisites
The Transmission must be created, either as a Submission or Distribution.
To populate the sender contact details on the generated ICSR, the Sender User should have full contact and organization details on their Vault Safety account.

Manual Transmission Workflow
Note

This page describes the default Manual Transmission workflow. If your organization has a custom workflow, follow the recommendations in your business

standard operating procedure.

STAGE

LIFECYCLE STATE

DESCRIPTION

Pending

Pending

Pending is the initial stage and state of the Submission record after you generate the submission document(s). The system
assigns a task to review and approve the submission.

Pending

Ready to Submit

After the Submission record and ICSR document(s) are reviewed and approved, the Submission record enters this state to
indicate that it is ready for submission. The system assigns a task to manually submit the report.

Accepted

Complete

After the task to manually submit the case is marked as complete, the Submission record enters the Accepted stage and the
Complete state to indicate submission is done.

Generate the ICSR Document for Submission
Generating the submission document starts the FDA Manual Submission workflow.
1. Go to the Submission record.
2. Check that the report type in the Transmission Document Type field is the report that you want to generate.
3. To change the report type, select Edit, and then choose a different report in the Transmission Document Type field.
4. Expand the All Actions (

) menu, and then select Generate Transmission Document(s).

Result
The system generates the case report document and adds a link to the document to the File field. If you do not see the file, refresh the page.
The Submission record enters the Pending stage. The system assigns a Review Submission task to the Sender User.

Review the Submission
1. Go to the Submission record.
2. Review the Details section and ensure the details are correct.
3. To review the submission document, in the File field, select the document link.
The document opens in the Library.
4. Once you have reviewed the file, return to the Submission record.
5. In the Review Submission task banner, select

.

The Review Submission window appears.
6. Select

.

Result
The system assigns a Submit to Regulatory Authority task.

Complete the Submission
Coordinate the submission outside of Vault Safety and then mark the submission as complete to finalize the submission.

Export the Submission Document
1. Go to the Submission record.
2. In the File field, select the document link.
The document opens in the Library.
3. Expand the Document menu, and then select Source Document.
The Document menu appears as

for CIOMS I and FDA 3500A reports and

for E2B reports.

Result
The file starts downloading to your computer.

Mark the Submission as Complete
1. Accept the Submit to Regulatory Authority task.
2. Beside the Submit to Regulatory Authority task, select

.

The Submit to Regulatory Authority window appears.

Submit to Regulatory Authority Window

3. Under Destination Case ID, enter the destination identification number for the submission.
4. Under Transmission Date, enter the date and time when the report was submitted.
5. Select

.

Result
The Submission record moves to the Completed state.
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This page provides basic information about adding documents. Vault Help provides more detailed information about document management.

Upload a Document to the Library
1. Go to the Library tab.
2. From the menu bar, select

. The Create Document window appears.

If you do not see the Create button, you do not have permission to upload documents.
3. On the Create Document window, select Upload > Continue.
4. On the Upload Files (Step 1) page, drag and drop the files into the blue area or select Choose to browse for the files on your device.
5. Select whether to classify the documents with a document type immediately or later.
Unclassified documents are visible only to you.
6. If you chose Classify documents now, under Choose document type, select the document type.
7. Select Next.
Vault immediately begins uploading the files and shows the progress on the page.
8. On the Upload Files (Step 2) page, complete the fields.
An asterisk (*) indicates a required field
9. Select Save.
If the Save button is disabled, the upload is not complete or required fields are blank.

Note

Only newer versions of Internet Explorer (v10+) support the drag and drop tool for selecting source files.

Result
View and manage the uploaded document on the Library tab. Depending on the file size, the thumbnail and viewable rendition can take up to several minutes to appear.

Add a Document to an Object Record
1. Go to the object record to which you want to attach a document.
2. Expand Documents.

Add a Document

3. Select Add.
The Search: Documents window appears.
4. To upload a document to the library, perform the following steps:
a. Select Create.
The Upload File (Step 1) window appears.
b. Select Choose.
c. Choose the file from your computer, and then select Open.
d. In the Upload File (Step 1) window, under Choose document type, select the document type.
e. Select Next.
f. In the Upload File (Step 2) window, complete the document information fields, and then select Save.
5. Enter a document search term, and then select

.

The table displays the documents that match your search criteria.
6. To attach a document to the case, select the checkbox beside it:

Search Documents Window

7. Select Close.
Result
The document is attached to the object record.

Documents Section

Remove a Document from an Object Record
1. On the object record page, expand Documents.
2. Select Add.
The Search: Documents window appears.
3. Use the search bar or filters to find the document.
4. To remove a document from the case, unselect the checkbox beside it.
5. Select Close.
Result
The document remains in the library but is no longer associated with the case or listed under Documents.
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Edit a Document
Edit documents on your local machine or directly in your browser with Microsoft Office Online.
Last Updated Apr 29, 2022

Sections in This Article
Edit a Document Locally
Undo Checkout
View and Compare Versions
This page provides basic information about using Vault’s document editing and versioning features. Vault Help provides more detailed information.

Edit a Document Locally
1. Go to the document.
2. Expand the All Actions (

) menu, and then select Check Out.

Check Out a Document

The document is checked out and the .docx file is downloaded to your machine.
3. When the download is complete, open the document in a text editor.
4. When you are done making changes, save and close the document.
5. Return to the Vault narrative document page, and then from the All Actions (

) menu, select Check In.

The Check In Document window appears.
6. Under Upload new file, select Choose, and then open the narrative document.
7. Under Version Description, enter a description for the changes, and then select Check In.
You can use collaborative authoring to edit documents with a Microsoft 365 Account. For more information see <a target=”_blank
href=”https://platform.veevavault.help/en/gr/56838/”>About Collaborative Authoring on Microsoft Office</a>.

Undo Checkout
1. On the document page, expand the All Actions (

) menu, and then select Undo Checkout.

2. In the Confirm Undo Checkout dialog box, select Continue.
Result
The document returns to the previous checked-in version.

View and Compare Versions
1. On the narrative document page, expand the All Actions (

) menu, and then select Version History.

The Version History window appears, listing all versions of the document.
2. To compare a previous version of the document to the current version, hover over the version, and then from the

menu, select Compare Version.

The narrative document appears in the comparison view, highlighting the differences between the two versions.

Version History Window
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Annotate a Document
Vault includes robust annotation capabilities, allowing you to add or reply to annotations in your browser.
Last Updated Apr 29, 2022

Sections in This Article
Annotation Tools
Suggest Text Revisions
View and Address Annotations
This page provides basic information on adding and addressing document annotations. Vault Online Help provides more information on annotating documents.

Annotation Tools
The following table describes the annotation tools for document collaboration.

TOOL ICON

DESCRIPTION
Use this tool to comment on text or leave sticky notes on the document.
Use this tool to draw lines on the document.
Use this tool to add an anchor link to another document.
Use this tool to grab and drag the document

Suggest Text Revisions
1. Go to the aggregate report document.
2. Select

.

The annotation tools appear.
3. Select

.

4. To comment on a specific phrase, highlight the text.
You can select up to 200 words.
5. In the annotation dialog that appears, expand the

menu, and then select the type of comment to leave:

Highlight: Leave a comment on the highlighted text.
This option is selected by default.
Insert: Suggest a text insertion.
Strikethrough: Suggest text deletion.
Revise text: Suggest a revision to the text.
External Link: Link the highlighted text to a webpage.
6. In the Comment field, enter a comment for the author.
7. (Optional) To notify a user about an annotation, add a user mention by typing @ and entering their name.
The user must have permission to access the document before you mention them.
8. Select Save.

View and Address Annotations
1. Go to the aggregate report document.
2. Select

.

If the document contains annotations, the number of annotations appears overlayed on the button.
3. Use the up (

) and down (

) arrows to navigate through annotations.

The number to the left of the arrows indicates how many annotations are on the document.
4. To address annotations, select the annotation, and then perform one of the following actions:
To reply to the annotation, select Reply.
To mark an annotation as resolved, select Resolved.
5. To filter or hide annotations, select an option from the

Edit a Document
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Merge a Binder to PDF
You can combine and merge multiple documents into one PDF using vault binders.
Last Updated Apr 29, 2022

Sections in This Article
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View and Download the Merged PDF
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About Binder PDF Merge
This page provides basic information to add documents to a binder and merge the binder contents into a single PDF. Vault Help provides more detailed information about
using binders.

Prerequisite
Before you can combine and merge documents into a PDF, an administrator must configure the user action. Define User Actions for Document States provides more
information.

Security Considerations
Review the following security considerations before you combine and merge a PDF binder:
The merged PDF will contain only the binder documents that you have access to view.
Any user who has access to view the binder will be able to view all documents in the merged PDF, regardless of the individual document security settings.

Create a Binder
1. From the menu bar, select Create > Binder.
2. On the Create Binder page, select a document type using the document type selector.
3. (Optional) Select a binder template.
This option is only available if the selected document type has associated binder templates.
4. Click Next.
5. Complete binder fields associated with the document type.
An asterisk (*) indicates a required field.
6. Click Save to create the binder and return to the My Documents view.

Adding Binder Content
You can add and arrange documents in the binder, including sections, to customize what’s included in the generated PDF. When the PDF is generated, the ordering of
documents and sections within the binder is maintained.
If you rearrange binder documents, Vault Safety does not update previously generated merged PDFs. You must merge the binder again to reflect the order in a merged
PDF.
Generated PDFs include all links and bookmarks from each document in the binder. Vault Safety also respects any version binding settings while combining and
generating the PDF. Vault Help provides more information about version binding.

Supported Document Types
You can combine and merge any type of document in a binder that has a viewable rendition. Vault Help lists the file formats supported for viewable renditions.

Note

Vault Safety does not support nested binders when generating a merged PDF. Any content inside of nested binders will not be included in the PDF.

Add Documents to a Binder
1. Open the binder.
2. Select Edit Binder.
3. From the binder header area, select Add, and then select one of the following options:
To add a document from the vault Library to the binder, select Existing Document.
To upload and add a document from your machine, select Upload File.
4. Once you have added the documents, select Done Editing.

Arrange Documents in a Binder
1. Open the binder.
2. Select Edit Binder.
3. Select and drag each document to the appropriate order.
4. Select Done Editing.
Result
When you combine and merge the binder, the resulting PDF arranges the documents in the same order.

Merge a Document Binder to PDF
1. Open the binder.
2. From the All Actions (

) menu, select Merge Binder to PDF.

This action may be labeled differently, depending on how your administrator configured the action.
Result
The merged PDF is added to the binder under Attachments.

View and Download the Merged PDF
You can view and download the merged PDF from the vault notification or the binder attachments.

From the Notification
Once the merge PDF action is complete, the system sends a vault notification and email to the user who initiated the action, with a link to download the PDF. The
notification contains a table listing which documents did and did not merge.

From the Binder
1. Open the binder.
2. Expand Attachments.
You must be in the Mixed View or Field View to see this section.
3. Select the name of the attachment.
A viewable rendition of the file appears in a new window.
4. To save the PDF to your machine, select Download.

Merged PDF Limits
Each time that you combine and merge a PDF on a binder, a new attachment is added to that binder. A binder can have a maximum of 50 attachments.
If you reach this limit and need to combine and merge a new PDF on a binder, you must delete another attachment first.
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Aggregate Reports Overview
Vault Safety supports creating and authoring aggregate reports.
Last Updated Aug 12, 2022

Sections in This Article
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Complete

About Aggregate Reports
You can generate and author ICH-compliant aggregate reports directly in your vault. Vault Safety processes relevant Case data within the specified time period to
generate aggregate report tables and populate their data.
Table generation is only available in environments with a Vault Safety application license. SafetyDocs vaults don’t support this functionality.
You can use a system-provided template to create and author the aggregate report document. The Business Administrator can configure custom report templates to align
with organizational requirements.
Create, view, and manage Aggregate Report records from the Aggregate Reports tab:

Aggregate Reports Tab

If you don’t see the Aggregate Reports tab, you may not have permission to participate in aggregate report workflows. By default, only users assigned the Head of
Safety or Safety Writer role can view and edit aggregate reports.

Supported Aggregate Reports
The following table outlines the types of aggregate reports that Vault Safety supports, and the regulatory guideline each report is based on:

REPORT TYPE

REGULATORY GUIDELINE

Development Safety Update Report (DSUR)

ICH E2F

Periodic Adverse Drug Experience Report (PADER)

FDA U.S. PADER

Periodic Benefit-Risk Evaluation Report (PBRER)

ICH E2C (R2),
GvP Module VII

Periodic Safety Update Report (PSUR)

ICH E2C (R1)

CIOMS II

ICH E2C (R1)

Overview of Aggregate Report Setup
The following list outlines the process to set up and prepare aggregate reports:
1. An admin must first set up a Reporting Product Family with the Products and Studies to include in the report.
2. If required, an admin can configure custom aggregate report templates for your organization. If custom templates are not configured, reports are generated with the
system-provided templates.
3. Users create the appropriate Aggregate Report: DSUR, PADER, PBRER, or PSUR.
When creating the Aggregate Report, you specify report settings such as the Product Family, States to Include, Reporting Period, and more.
4. Once the Aggregate Report has been created, Vault Safety initiates the Aggregate Report workflow to assist with the aggregate report generation. Tasks are
assigned to users to prepare the report.
5. The system generates the Aggregate Report tabulations.
6. Users proceed with a multi-document workflow to complete aggregate report authorship and coordinate the submission outside of Vault Safety.

Default Aggregate Reporting Workflow
The default aggregate report workflow occurs in four stages.

Note

Your organization may have a unique aggregate report workflow configuration. Refer to your standard operating procedures for more information.

The Lifecycle Stages Chevron panel at the top of the aggregate report page shows what stage the report is in:

Aggregate Report Status Bar

Pending
When you create the Aggregate Report record, it enters the Pending stage. During the Pending stage, you set up the Aggregate Report record, and then review and
confirm the report details.

Authorship
After you review and confirm the report details, the report enters the Authorship stage. During the Authorship stage, you can create the aggregate report document from
the appropriate report template and then assign user tasks to prepare and approve the report.

Submission
Once the aggregate report authoring is completed and approved, the report enters the Submission stage. During the Submission stage, you can coordinate the
submission outside of Vault Safety and then mark the submission as complete to finalize the aggregate report.

Complete
After you mark the aggregate report as submitted, the report enters the Complete stage. The system automatically creates a new Aggregate Report record for the next
upcoming reporting deadline according to the time period configured in the reporting family.
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Create DSUR Aggregate Reports
Learn how to set up DSUR aggregate reports and how DSUR tabulations are generated.
Last Updated Apr 29, 2022
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About DSUR Reports
Vault Safety provides Development Safety Update Report (DSUR) authoring and table generation capabilities, including region-specific table requirements for EMA and
FDA submissions. The Vault Safety DSUR report adheres to the ICH E2F regulatory guideline.
The following table summarizes the DSUR tabulations that Vault Safety generates:

TABULATION

GENERATED BY DEFAULT?

MASKING SUPPORT?

Cumulative Tabulation of Serious Adverse Events from Clinical Trials

Yes

Yes

Interval Line Listings of Serious Adverse Reactions

Yes

Yes

Appendix: Cumulative Summary Tabulation of Serious Adverse Reactions From Clinical Trials

No

No

Appendix: List of Subjects Who Died During the Reporting Period

No

No

Tip

An administrator can configure custom DSUR report templates for your organization.

Prerequisites
Consider the following prerequisites before you generate DSUR tables:
You must be assigned permissions to view and prepare aggregate reports.
Typically, these permissions are reserved for the Safety Writer and Head of Safety roles.
An administrator must have already configured the Reporting Product Family with the Products and Studies to include in the report.
For vaults originally deployed prior to the 20R2 release (August 2020), to generate DSUR appendices or masked tabulations, an admin must perform feature
enablement.
To generate table data from Study-type Cases, an administrator must have configured the appropriate Study Products.
Once a study enters the End of Study Reconciliation state for unblinding, each Case must be unblinded prior to table generation. For Studies without Study Arms,
you must unblind each suspect product before you can unblind the Case. For Studies with Study Arms, you can directly unblind the Case without having to unblind
individual products. Manage Case Blinding provides more information.

Create a DSUR Aggregate Report
Create a DSUR Aggregate Report and specify the report settings.

Add a DSUR
1. In the vault primary navigation bar, select Aggregate Reports > DSUR, and then select Create.
2. In the Create Aggregate Report window, under Select Aggregate Report Type, select DSUR.
3. Complete the fields on the Create DSUR page.
4. Save the page.
Result
The DSUR record enters the Pending state. The system assigns a task to users in the Safety Writer role to review the report details.

DSUR Fields
You can specify the following fields for a DSUR Aggregate Report:

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Product Family (Required)

Select the Reporting Family configured for aggregate reporting.

The Reporting Family object type should be Product Family.

Note

To learn more, see Configure Aggregate Reporting Families.
Organization

This field is automatically populated with the Organization on the selected Reporting Family.

Data Period Start (Required)

Enter the start date for the reporting period.
The system uses the Cases within the reporting period to generate the table data. Cases are included when the date corresponding to the
Filter Cases By setting is within the reporting period.
Cumulative tabulations do not consider the start date. Cumulative tabulations include all Cases from the product International Birth Date (IBD)
to the Data Period End.
To learn more, see How Aggregate Reports Filter by Data Period.

Data Period End (Required)

Enter the end date for the reporting period.
To learn more, see How Aggregate Reports Filter by Data Period.

Filter Case By

To customize how the system filter Cases within the specified date range, select an option:
Case Receipt Date / New Info Date (Default): The latest date when the source provided information, from the most recent available
date in the Receipt Date and New Info Date fields.
Case Approval Date: The date when the Case moved into the Approved state. If the Case was revised for a non-significant follow-up,
the most recent Approval date is used.
If this field is not specified, the Case Receipt Date/New Info Date are used by default. Depending on when your vault was originally deployed,
an administrator may need to add this field to appear on the page layout.

States to Include (Required)
Select the states that Cases must be in to be included in the report.
By default, only Cases in the Approved, Closed, Superseded, and Medical Review states are included. Note that while Superseded is not
listed as an option, the Closed state includes the Superseded state. Only system-provided states in the Case Processing Lifecycle are
supported.

Note

For Cases that have been nullified, ensure to change the Case Lifecycle State to a state that is not listed in the States to

Include field. For example, if a nullified Case remains in the Closed state, the system will still consider the Case in aggregate reports.

Documents to Generate

You can select which documents to generate. The following options are available:
Interval Line Listings of Serious Adverse Reactions
Cumulative Tabulation of Serious Adverse Events from Clinical Trials
Cumulative Tabulation of Serious Adverse Reactions
List of Subjects Who Died During the Reporting Period
If you don't specify this field, by default the system generates the following documents:
Interval Line Listings of Serious Adverse Reactions
Cumulative Tabulation of Serious Adverse Events from Clinical Trials
By default, the documents are unmasked unless you select the Generate Masked Documents option. Depending on when your vault was
originally deployed, an administrator may need to add this field to appear on the page layout.

Generate Masked Documents

Select this option to generate a masked copy of the following tables for masked distributions, depending on the tables selected in the
Documents to Generate field:
Cumulative Tabulation of Serious Adverse Events from Clinical Trials
Interval Line Listings of Serious Adverse Reactions (from Clinical Trials)
Depending on when your vault was originally deployed, an administrator may need to add this field to appear on the page layout.
To learn more, see Generate Masked Aggregate Tabulations (CIOMS II, PBRER and DSUR).

Indicate Unexpected Term

Select Yes to display an asterisk beside each unexpected adverse event term in the following reports:
Interval Line Listings of Serious Adverse Reactions (masked and unmasked)
Appendix: Cumulative Summary Tabulation of Serious Adverse Reactions From Clinical Trials

Datasheet

This field works alongside the Indicate Unexpected Term setting for evaluating approved terms in product datasheets.
For DSUR and PBRER, the system always uses Use Approved Version at the beginning of the reporting period, including when this field
is left blank. This setting means that the aggregate report Start Date must be within a term's active range to be considered Expected.
To learn more, see Active Range for Expectedness in Aggregate Reports.

Generate DSUR Tabulations
Review and verify the report settings. Once you have confirmed the report details are correct, use the Generate Aggregate Report Tabulations action to generate DSUR
report tables.

Mark Unexpected Terms in DSUR Reports
You can set the Indicate Unexpected Term on a DSUR so that when certain tabulations are generated, the system marks each unexpected adverse event with an
asterisk (*).
Unexpected terms can be identified in the following DSUR reports:
Interval Line Listings of Serious Adverse Reactions (masked and unmasked)
Appendix: Cumulative Summary Tabulation of Serious Adverse Reactions From Clinical Trials
To identify unexpected events, an administrator must have configured the Core Datasheet for the Study or investigational Study Product added to the DSUR Reporting
Family.
The Datasheet can specify the Active Date Start, and optionally an Active Date End, which indicates when a term is approved as expected for the product. If configured,
The DSUR Start Date must be within a term’s active range to be considered expected.
Active Range for Expectedness in Aggregate Reports provides more information.

DSUR Table Generation Data Mapping
Vault Safety populates aggregate report tables using Cases within the reporting period specified on the DSUR, and the reporting family members configured on the
associated Reporting Family.
The following sections describe how Vault Safety generates DSUR tabulations:
Cumulative Tabulation of Serious Adverse Events from Clinical Trials
Interval Line Listings of Serious Adverse Reactions
Appendix: Cumulative Summary Tabulation of Serious Adverse Reactions From Clinical Trials
Appendix: List of Subjects Who Died During the Reporting Period

Tip

For blinded studies, the system populates blinded product information as Blinded in the generated tables.

Cumulative Tabulation of Serious Adverse Events From Clinical Trials
The system generates the Cumulative Tabulation of Serious Adverse Events From Clinical Trials by default for DSUR Aggregate Reports.

Table Constraints
Note

In order for a Case to be considered for the report, the Case (created from AER, Inbox Item or Imported Case) must have a Case Product set to Primary.

The system filters Cases to include in the Cumulative Tabulation of Serious Adverse Events From Clinical Trials using the following constraints:

Case Not Suppressed

The Case Suppress Submission field must be set to No or blank (not suppressed).
case_version__v.suppress_submission__v ≠ Yes

Case Report and Study Type

To filter study cases, the system looks at the Case Report Type and Study Type fields. A Case is included when it
matches one of the following scenarios:

SCENARIO

REPORT TYPE

1

STUDY TYPE

Study

Clinical Trial

A custom Report Type with an E2B Code of 2

A custom Study Type with an E2B Code of 1

case_version_v.report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.
e2b_code__v = 2
AND case_version__v.study_product_reason__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.
e2b_code__v = 1
2

Study

Blank

A custom Report Type with:

A custom Study Type without a valid E2B Code

i. The E2B Code field set to 2
ii. The Literature field set to No or Blank

case_version_v.report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.
e2b_code__v = 2
AND case_version_v.report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.
literature__v ≠ Yes
AND case_version__v.study_product_reason__v = blank

Case Lifecycle State in Aggregate States to Include

The latest Case version within the reporting period must be in a state specified in the States to Include field on the DSUR.
case_version__v.state__v CONTAINS dsur__v.states_to_include__v

Note the following considerations:
Cases in the following states are omitted:
Nullified ( nullified_state__v )
Voided ( voided_state__v )

Note

You cannot select these states in the States to Include field. These states are always omitted.

If the Case is in a Lifecycle State assigned a State Type of "Deleted", the Case is omitted.
When evaluating the States to Include field, the system evaluates Cases in the Superseded
( superseded_state__v ) state as Closed ( closed_state__v ).

Case Date in Cumulative Reporting Period

The date must be within the aggregate report cumulative reporting period (Product IBD to Data Period End). How
Aggregate Reports Filter by Data Period provides more information.
DATE ≤ dsur__v.data_period_end__v

where DATE depends on the option selected in the DSUR Filter Cases By ( dsur__v.filter_cases_by__v ) field:
When Approval Date:
case_version__v.approval_date__v

When blank or Receipt Date / New Info Date (Default):
a. If the Case New Info Date ( new_info_date__v ) is blank, the Receipt Date is used:
case_version__v.receipt_date__v

b. Otherwise, the New Info Date is used:
case_version__v.new_info_date__v

If there are multiple versions of the Case within the reporting period, only the most recent Case version within the
reporting period is listed.

Serious Case Adverse Event

The Case must contain at least one Case Adverse Event with a value specified in the Seriousness field (not blank).
case_adverse_event__v.seriousness__v ≠ BLANK

Study Member of Reporting Family

The Study field links to a Study record that is either:
a. A member of the Reporting Family
case_version__v.study__v CONTAINS
reporting_family__v.reporting_family_member__v.study__v

b. Contains a Study Product that matches a Product Reporting Family Member
case_version__v.study__v CONTAINS
reporting_family__v.reporting_family_member__v.products__v.study_product__v.study__v

Note

To ensure Blind Protection, unblinded Cases are counted as blinded until End of Study Reconciliation unblinding is complete for each Case.

Table Mapping
The following table outlines how the system maps data to populate the Cumulative Tabulation of Serious Adverse Events From Clinical Trials:

NUMBER

NAME

DESCRIPTION

SOC

The MedDRA System Organ Class (SOC) for the adverse event.
case_adverse_event__v.event_meddra__v.soc_term__v

Preferred
Term

The MedDRA Preferred Term (PT) for each adverse event, grouped by the MedDRA SOC.
case_adverse_event__v.event_meddra__v.pt_term__v

Note

Contact Veeva Support to request PT Aggregation in periodic reports, which counts only unique instances of

Preferred Terms (PT) in summary tabulations. Once this feature is enabled, when a Case contains multiple Case Adverse
Events coded under the same MedDRA Preferred Term (PT), the report counts a single PT event instead of multiple
events.

Investigational
Medicinal
Product

The total number of adverse events with suspect investigational products.
COUNT IF
case_version__v.case_product__v.primary__v == Yes
AND case_product__v.study_product__v ≠ Blank
AND case_product__v.study_product__v.study_product_role__v == lead_agent__v (Investigational)

Blinded

The total number of adverse events with suspect blinded products.
COUNT IF
case_version__v.case_product__v.primary__v == Yes
AND case_version__v.case_product__v.study_product__v == Blank

Back to Top
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Active

The total number of adverse events with suspect active comparators.

Comparator

COUNT IF
case_version__v.case_product__v.primary__v == Yes
AND case_product__v.study_product__v ≠ Blank
AND case_product__v.study_product__v.study_product_role__v == active_comparitor__v

Placebo

The total number of adverse events with suspect placebos.
COUNT IF
case_version__v.case_product__v.primary__v == Yes
AND case_product__v.study_product__v ≠ Blank
AND case_product__v.study_product__v.study_product_role__v == placebo__v

The Cases contained in the report are listed in a separate table:

Interval Line Listings of Serious Adverse Reactions
The system generates the Serious Adverse Reactions from Clinical Trials Line Listings by default for all DSUR Aggregate Reports.

Table Constraints
The system filters Cases to include in the Interval Line Listings of Serious Adverse Reactions using the following constraints:

Case Not Suppressed

The Case Suppress Submission field must be set to No or blank (not suppressed).
case_version__v.suppress_submission__v ≠ Yes

Study Member of Reporting Family

The Study field links to a Study record that is either:
a. A member of the Reporting Family
case_version__v.study__v CONTAINS
reporting_family__v.reporting_family_member__v.study__v

b. Contains a Study Product that matches a Product Reporting Family Member
case_version__v.study__v CONTAINS
reporting_family__v.reporting_family_member__v.products__v.study_product__v.study__v

Case Report and Study Type

To filter study cases, the system looks at the Case Report Type and Study Type fields. A Case is included when it
matches one of the following scenarios:

SCENARIO

REPORT TYPE

1

STUDY TYPE

Study

Clinical Trial

A custom Report Type with an E2B Code of 2

A custom Study Type with an E2B Code of 1

case_version_v.report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.
e2b_code__v = 2
AND case_version__v.study_product_reason__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.
e2b_code__v = 1
2

Study

Blank

A custom Report Type with:

A custom Study Type without a valid E2B Code

i. The E2B Code field set to 2
ii. The Literature field set to No or Blank

case_version_v.report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.
e2b_code__v = 2
AND case_version_v.report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.
literature__v ≠ Yes
AND case_version__v.study_product_reason__v = blank

Case Date in Interval Reporting Period

The date must be within the aggregate report interval reporting period (Data Period Start to Data Period End). How
Aggregate Reports Filter by Data Period provides more information.
DATE ≥ dsur__v.data_period_start__v AND
DATE ≤ dsur__v.data_period_end__v

where DATE depends on the option selected in the DSUR Filter Cases By ( dsur__v.filter_cases_by__v ) field:
When Approval Date:
case_version__v.approval_date__v

When blank or Receipt Date / New Info Date (Default):
a. If the Case New Info Date ( new_info_date__v ) is blank, the Receipt Date is used:
case_version__v.receipt_date__v

b. Otherwise, the New Info Date is used:
case_version__v.new_info_date__v

If there are multiple versions of the Case within the reporting period, only the most recent Case version within the
reporting period is listed.

Serious Case Adverse Event

The Case must contain at least one Case Adverse Event with a value specified in the Seriousness field (not blank).
case_adverse_event__v.seriousness__v ≠ BLANK

Causality Established is Yes or Blank on Any Case Assessment

The Causality Established field must be either Yes or blank (unknown) on any Case Assessment to consider the Case.
case_assessment_result.causality_established == (Yes OR Blank)

A Case is excluded from this report if all serious Case Adverse Events are assessed as unrelated. That is, if all serious
Case Adverse Events are linked with at least two Case Assessment Results with the Causality Established field set to
No, where:
One Case Assessment Result is for the company ("Sponsor" or "MAH"). That is, the Source Type maps to E2B
Code 2 or 4 .
One other Case Assessment Result where the Source Type does not map to E2B Code 2 or 4 .

Case Lifecycle State in Aggregate States to Include

The latest Case version within the reporting period must be in a state specified in the States to Include field on the DSUR.
case_version__v.state__v CONTAINS dsur__v.states_to_include__v

Note the following considerations:
Cases in the following states are omitted:
Nullified ( nullified_state__v )
Voided ( voided_state__v )

Note

You cannot select these states in the States to Include field. These states are always omitted.

If the Case is in a Lifecycle State assigned a State Type of "Deleted", the Case is omitted.
When evaluating the States to Include field, the system evaluates Cases in the Superseded
( superseded_state__v ) state as Closed ( closed_state__v ).

Table Mapping
The following table outlines how the system maps data to populate the Interval Line Listings of Serious Adverse Reactions:

NUMBER

NAME

DESCRIPTION

SOC

The MedDRA System Organ Class (SOC) for the adverse event.
case_adverse_event__v.event_meddra__v.soc_term__v

Trial Number [EudraCT#]

For studies registered to a country in the European Union, values are mapped from the following fields:
Trial Number: Case > Study Number
case_version__v.study_number__v
EudraCT#: Case Study Registration > Registration Number
case_study_registration__v.registration_number_value
where country_value__v.agency__v = EMA

Case ID/ Subject #

Values from the following fields:
Case ID: Case > UID
case_version__v.uid__v
Subject ID: The system first attempts to map a value from the Case > MRN - Investigation field, but if this field is blank then the value is
mapped from the Case > Patient Initials field.
IF case_version__v.mrn_investigation_value__v = Blank
SHOW case_version__v.patient_id_value__v
ELSE SHOW case_version__v.mrn_investigation_value__v

Country, Gender, Age

Values from the following fields:
Country: Case > Event Country
case_version__v.event_country__v.name__v
Gender: Case > Patient Gender
case_version__v.gender_value__v.name__v
Age: Case > Age and Age (unit)
The system automatically calculates the age to the closest full number in years
(case_version__v.age_value__v case_version__v.age_unit__v)
OR
(case_version__v.age_normalized_year__v case_version__v.age_unit__v)

Serious ADR(s)

The MedDRA Preferred Term for the serious adverse event.
case_adverse_event__v.event_meddra__v.pt_term__v
where seriousness__v != null

The primary adverse event is listed first.
Outcome

The value selected in the Case Adverse Event Outcome field. If there are multiple Case Adverse Event records on a Case, the system
populates the most serious outcome, per E2B guidelines.
case_adverse_event__v.event_outcomes__v.name__v
where seriousness__v != null

Date of Onset, Time to

Values are mapped for the primary Case Adverse Event as follows:

Onset

Date of Onset: Case Adverse Event > Onset in the format (DD-MMM-YYYY)
case_adverse_event__v.onset_date__v
where primary__v = Yes
Time to Onset: Case Assessment > First Dose Latency (number) and First Dose Latency (unit)
case_assessment__v.first_dose_interval_number__v
case_assessment__v.first_dose_interval_unit__v
where case_assessment_v.case_product__v.primary__v = Yes
AND case_assessment_v.case_adverse_event__v.primary__v = Yes

Suspect Drug

The name of the primary Case Product with a Drug Role of Suspect.
If the product is blinded, the value is Blinded. To ensure Blind Protection, unblinded Cases are counted as blinded until End of Study
Reconciliation unblinding is complete for each Case.
IF [case_version__v.case_product__v.primary__v = Yes
AND case_version__v.case_product__v.study_product__v = Blank]
THEN "Blinded"
ELSE case_version__v.case_product__v.product_name__v
where primary__v = Yes

Daily Dose, Route,

If the primary Case Product is blinded, the value is Blinded.

Formulation
IF (case_product__v.primary__v = Yes)
AND (case_version__v.case_product__v.study_product__v = Blank)
THEN "Blinded"

If the not blinded, values are mapped from the primary Case Product > Case Product Dosage as follows:
Daily Dose: Values are mapped from the following fields:
i. Dose (number) and Dose (unit)
case_product__v.case_product_dosage__v.dose_number__v
AND dose_unit__v
ii. Frequency (number) and Frequency (unit)
case_product__v.case_product_dosage__v.frequency_number__v
AND frequency_unit__v
Route: Patient RoA Text
case_product__v.case_product_dosage__v.patient_adminroute_text__v
Formulation: Dose Form Text
case_product__v.case_product_dosage__v.dose_form_text__v
If there are multiple Dosages under the primary Case Product, values from each Dosage record are displayed in a line-separated list.
Dates of Treatment,

Values are mapped from the primary Case Product > Case Product Dosage object as follows:

Treatment Duration

Dates of Treatment: First Administration to Last Administration in the format (DD-MMM-YYYY)
(case_product__v.case_product_dosage__v.firstadmin_idate__v)
to (case_product__v.case_product_dosage__v.lastadmin_idate__v)
Treatment Duration: Duration (number) and Duration (unit)
(case_product__v.case_product_dosage__v.duration_number__v)
(case_product__v.case_product_dosage__v.duration_unit__v)

Comments

Any text entered in the Case Reporting Summary field.
case_version__v.reporting_summary__v

Appendix: Cumulative Summary Tabulation of Serious Adverse Reactions From Clinical Trials
To generate the Cumulative Summary Tabulation of Serious Adverse Reactions table for a DSUR report, select this table in the Documents to Generate field on the
DSUR Aggregate Report record.
In vaults originally deployed before the 20R2 release (August 2020), an administrator must Enable DSUR Appendices Generation.

Note

The Cumulative Summary Tabulation of Serious Adverse Reactions From Clinical Trials appendix tabulation does not list data about treatment arms or

identify unexpected adverse reactions.

Table Constraints

Note

In order for a Case to be considered for the report, the Case (created from AER, Inbox Item or Imported Case) must have a Case Product set to Primary.

The system filters Cases to include in the Cumulative Summary Tabulation of Serious Adverse Reactions From Clinical Trials using the following constraints:

Case Not Suppressed

The Case Suppress Submission field must be set to No or blank (not suppressed).
case_version__v.suppress_submission__v ≠ Yes

Case Report and Study Type

To filter study cases, the system looks at the Case Report Type and Study Type fields. A Case is included when it
matches one of the following scenarios:

SCENARIO

REPORT TYPE

1

STUDY TYPE

Study

Clinical Trial

A custom Report Type with an E2B Code of 2

A custom Study Type with an E2B Code of 1

case_version_v.report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.
e2b_code__v = 2
AND case_version__v.study_product_reason__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.
e2b_code__v = 1
2

Study

Blank

A custom Report Type with:

A custom Study Type without a valid E2B Code

i. The E2B Code field set to 2
ii. The Literature field set to No or Blank

case_version_v.report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.
e2b_code__v = 2
AND case_version_v.report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.
literature__v ≠ Yes
AND case_version__v.study_product_reason__v = blank

Case Lifecycle State in Aggregate States to Include

The latest Case version within the reporting period must be in a state specified in the States to Include field on the DSUR.
case_version__v.state__v CONTAINS dsur__v.states_to_include__v

Note the following considerations:
Cases in the following states are omitted:
Nullified ( nullified_state__v )
Voided ( voided_state__v )

Note

You cannot select these states in the States to Include field. These states are always omitted.

If the Case is in a Lifecycle State assigned a State Type of "Deleted", the Case is omitted.
When evaluating the States to Include field, the system evaluates Cases in the Superseded
( superseded_state__v ) state as Closed ( closed_state__v ).

Case Date in Cumulative Reporting Period

The date must be within the aggregate report cumulative reporting period (Product IBD to Data Period End). How
Aggregate Reports Filter by Data Period provides more information.
DATE ≤ dsur__v.data_period_end__v

where DATE depends on the option selected in the DSUR Filter Cases By ( dsur__v.filter_cases_by__v ) field:
When Approval Date:
case_version__v.approval_date__v

When blank or Receipt Date / New Info Date (Default):
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a. If the Case New Info Date ( new_info_date__v ) is blank, the Receipt Date is used:
case_version__v.receipt_date__v

b. Otherwise, the New Info Date is used:
case_version__v.new_info_date__v

If there are multiple versions of the Case within the reporting period, only the most recent Case version within the
reporting period is listed.

Serious Case Adverse Event

The Case must contain at least one Case Adverse Event with a value specified in the Seriousness field (not blank).
case_adverse_event__v.seriousness__v ≠ BLANK

Causality Established is Yes or Blank on Any Case Assessment

The Causality Established field must be either Yes or blank (unknown) on any Case Assessment to consider the Case.
case_assessment_result.causality_established = (Yes OR Blank)

Study or Substance Reporting Family Member

One of the following conditions must be met:
a. The Study field links to a Study record that is either:
A member of the Reporting Family
OR
Contains a Study Product for a Product that is a member of the Reporting Family
b. A Case Product links to a preconfigured Substance that is a member of the Reporting Family.
case_version__vr.study__v CONTAINS
(reporting_family__vr.reporting_family_member__vr.products__vr.study_product__vr.study__v
OR reporting_family__vr.reporting_family_member__vr.study__v)
OR
WHERE reporting_family_v.substance__v.substance_v is not BLANK
AND reporting_family_v.substance__v.substance_v = case_product__v.product__v.product_substance__v
AND case_version__v.report_type__v = study

Table Mapping
The following table describes how Vault Safety generates the Cumulative Summary Tabulation of Serious Adverse Reactions From Clinical Trials:

REPORT
NUMBER

FIELD

LOGIC

SOC

The MedDRA System Organ Class (SOC) for the adverse event.
case_adverse_event__v.event_meddra__v.soc_term__v

Preferred

The MedDRA Preferred Term (PT) for the adverse event. All qualifying Case Adverse Events are listed by MedDRA PT, grouped by the MedDRA SOC.

Term
case_adverse_event__v.event_meddra__v.pt_term__v

The system evaluates each Case Adverse Event relatedness for each Study Product before listing the event in this report. If at least one Study Product is
assessed as related to the Case Adverse Event (or blank/unknown), the event is listed.

Note

Contact Veeva Support to request PT Aggregation in periodic reports, which counts only unique instances of Preferred Terms (PT) in summary

tabulations. Once this feature is enabled, when a Case contains multiple Case Adverse Events coded under the same MedDRA Preferred Term (PT),
the report counts a single PT event instead of multiple events.

A Case Adverse Event is excluded from this report when two or more Case Assessment Results for the event and study product have Causality Established
set to No, where:
One Case Assessment Result is for the company ("Sponsor" or "MAH"). That is, the Source Type maps to E2B Code 2 or 4 .
One other Case Assessment Result where the Source Type does not map to E2B Code 2 or 4 .
EXCLUDE IF:
case_assessment_result__v.causality_established = No
FOR
Sponsor (source_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.e2b_code__v = 2 OR 4)
AND Reporter (source_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.e2b_code__v ≠ 2 OR 4)
Investigational

The total number of Cases with a primary suspect Study Case Product and the Study Product Role field set to Investigational on the associated Study

Medicinal

Product record.

Product

COUNT IF
case_version__v.case_product__v.primary__v = Yes
AND case_product__v.study_product__v ≠ Blank
AND case_product__v.study_product__v.study_product_role__v = lead_agent__v

Blinded

The total number of Cases with a blinded primary suspect Study Case Product.
COUNT IF:
case_version__v.case_product__v.primary__v = Yes
AND case_version__v.case_product__v.study_product__v = Blank

Active

The total number of Cases with a primary suspect Study Case Product and the Study Product Role field set to Active Comparator on the associated Study

Comparator

Product record.
COUNT IF
case_version__v.case_product__v.primary__v = Yes
AND case_product__v.study_product__v ≠ Blank
AND case_product__v.study_product__v.study_product_role__v = active_comparitor__v

Placebo

The total number of Cases with a primary suspect Study Case Product and the Study Product Role field set to Placebo on the associated Study Product
record.
COUNT IF
case_version__v.case_product__v.primary__v = Yes
AND case_product__v.study_product__v ≠ Blank
AND case_product__v.study_product__v.study_product_role__v = placebo__v

The Cases contained in the report are listed in a separate table:

Appendix: List of Subjects Who Died During the Reporting Period
To generate the List of Subjects Who Died During the Reporting Period table for a DSUR report, select this table in the Documents to Generate field on the DSUR
Aggregate Report record.
In vaults originally deployed before the 20R2 release (August 2020), an administrator must Enable DSUR Appendices Generation.

Table Constraints
The following list describes how the system filters Cases to include the List of Subjects Who Died During the Reporting Period.

Case Not Suppressed

The Case Suppress Submission field must be set to No or blank (not suppressed).
case_version__v.suppress_submission__v ≠ Yes

Case Report and Study Type

To filter study cases, the system looks at the Case Report Type and Study Type fields. A Case is included when it
matches one of the following scenarios:

SCENARIO

REPORT TYPE

1

STUDY TYPE

Study

Clinical Trial

A custom Report Type with an E2B Code of 2

A custom Study Type with an E2B Code of 1

case_version_v.report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.
e2b_code__v = 2
AND case_version__v.study_product_reason__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.
e2b_code__v = 1
2

Study

Blank

A custom Report Type with:

A custom Study Type without a valid E2B Code

i. The E2B Code field set to 2
ii. The Literature field set to No or Blank

case_version_v.report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.
e2b_code__v = 2
AND case_version_v.report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.
literature__v ≠ Yes
AND case_version__v.study_product_reason__v = blank

Study Member of Reporting Family

The Study field links to a Study record that is either:
a. A member of the Reporting Family
case_version__v.study__v CONTAINS
reporting_family__v.reporting_family_member__v.study__v

b. Contains a Study Product that matches a Product Reporting Family Member
case_version__v.study__v CONTAINS
reporting_family__v.reporting_family_member__v.products__v.study_product__v.study__v

Case Lifecycle State in Aggregate States to Include

The latest Case version within the reporting period must be in a state specified in the States to Include field on the DSUR.
case_version__v.state__v CONTAINS dsur__v.states_to_include__v

Note the following considerations:
Cases in the following states are omitted:
Nullified ( nullified_state__v )
Voided ( voided_state__v )

Note

You cannot select these states in the States to Include field. These states are always omitted.

If the Case is in a Lifecycle State assigned a State Type of "Deleted", the Case is omitted.
When evaluating the States to Include field, the system evaluates Cases in the Superseded
( superseded_state__v ) state as Closed ( closed_state__v ).

Case Indicates a Death Occurred

One of the following conditions must be met to indicate a death occurred:
A value in the Date of Death field
case_version__v.dod_normalized__v ≠ Blank

Any Case Adverse Event Seriousness field contains Results in Death
case_version__v.seriousness__v = results_in_death__v

Any Case Adverse Event Outcome field contains Fatal
case_version__v.case_adverse_event__v.outcome__v = fatal

Any Case Adverse Event has a coded event under the MedDRA HLT of 10011907 (Death and Sudden Death).
case_adverse_event__v.event_meddra__v.meddra__v.hlt_code__v = 10011907

A value in the Case Autopsy field.
case_version__v.autopsy_value__v = ≠ Blank

The Case contains a Case Cause of Death record.
case_version__v.case_cause_of_death__v ≠ 0

Case Date in Interval Reporting Period

The date must be within the aggregate report interval reporting period (Data Period Start to Data Period End). How
Aggregate Reports Filter by Data Period provides more information.
DATE ≥ dsur__v.data_period_start__v AND
DATE ≤ dsur__v.data_period_end__v

where DATE depends on the option selected in the DSUR Filter Cases By ( dsur__v.filter_cases_by__v ) field:
When Approval Date:
case_version__v.approval_date__v

When blank or Receipt Date / New Info Date (Default):
a. If the Case New Info Date ( new_info_date__v ) is blank, the Receipt Date is used:
case_version__v.receipt_date__v

b. Otherwise, the New Info Date is used:
case_version__v.new_info_date__v

If there are multiple versions of the Case within the reporting period, only the most recent Case version within the
reporting period is listed.

Table Mapping
The following table describes how Vault Safety generates the List of Subjects Who Died During the Reporting Period:

NUMBER

NAME

DESCRIPTION

Trial Number

For studies registered to a country in the European Union, values are mapped from the following fields:

[EudraCT#]

Trial Number: Case > Study Number
case_version__v.study_number__v
EudraCT#: Case Study Registration > Registration Number
case_study_registration__v.registration_number_value
where country_value__v.agency__v = EMA

Case ID/

Values from the following fields:

Subject #

Case ID: Case > UID
case_version__v.uid__v
Subject ID: The system first attempts to map a value from the Case > MRN - Investigation field, but if this field is blank then the value is mapped from the
Case > Patient ID field.
IF case_version__v.mrn_investigation_value__v = Blank
SHOW case_version__v.patient_id_value__v
ELSE SHOW case_version__v.mrn_investigation_value__v

Country

Values from the following fields:

Gender

Country: Case > Event Country

Age

case_version__v.event_country__v.name__v
Gender: Case > Patient Gender
case_version__v.gender_value__v.name__v
Age: Case > Age and Age (unit)
The system automatically calculates the age to the closest full number in years
(case_version__v.age_value__v case_version__v.age_unit__v)
OR
(case_version__v.age_normalized_year__v case_version__v.age_unit__v)

Cause of Death

The MedDRA preferred term (PT) associated with each Case Cause of Death record, followed by the reported (verbatim) term enclosed in brackets.
case_cause_of_death__v.cause_of_death_meddra_pt__c
(case_cause_of_death__v.name_reported__v)

Date of Onset

Values are mapped for the primary Case Adverse Event as follows:

Time to Onset

Date of Onset: Case Adverse Event > Onset in the format (DD-MMM-YYYY)
case_adverse_event__v.onset_date__v
where primary__v = Yes
Time to Onset: Case Assessment > First Dose Latency (number) and First Dose Latency (unit)
case_assessment__v.first_dose_interval_number__v
case_assessment__v.first_dose_interval_unit__v
where case_assessment_v.case_product__v.primary__v = Yes
AND case_assessment_v.case_adverse_event__v.primary__v = Yes

Suspect Drug

The name of the primary Case Product with a Drug Role of Suspect.
If the product is blinded, the value is Blinded. To ensure Blind Protection, unblinded Cases are counted as blinded until End of Study Reconciliation
unblinding is complete for each Case.
IF (case_version__v.case_product__v.primary__v = Yes
AND case_version__v.case_product__v.study_product__v = Blank)
THEN "Blinded"
ELSE case_version__v.case_product__v.product_name__v
where primary__v = Yes

Daily Dose

If the primary Case Product is blinded, the value is Blinded.

Route
Formulation

IF (case_product__v.primary__v = Yes)
AND (case_version__v.case_product__v.study_product__v = Blank)
THEN "Blinded"

If the not blinded, values are mapped from the primary Case Product > Case Product Dosage as follows:
Daily Dose: Values are mapped from the following fields:
i. Dose (number) and Dose (unit)
case_product__v.case_product_dosage__v.dose_number__v
AND dose_unit__v
ii. Frequency (number) and Frequency (unit)
case_product__v.case_product_dosage__v.frequency_number__v
AND frequency_unit__v
Route: Patient RoA Text
case_product__v.case_product_dosage__v.patient_adminroute_text__v
Formulation: Dose Text
case_product__v.case_product_dosage__v.dose_form_text__v
If there are multiple Dosages under the primary Case Product, values from each Dosage record are displayed in a line-separated list.
Dates of

Values are mapped from the primary Case Product Dosages as follows:

Treatment

Dates of Treatment: First Administration to Last Administration in the format (DD-MMM-YYYY)

Treatment
Duration

(case_product__v.case_product_dosage__v.firstadmin_idate__v)
to (case_product__v.case_product_dosage__v.lastadmin_idate__v)
Treatment Duration: Duration (number) and Duration (unit)
(case_product__v.case_product_dosage__v.duration_number__v)
(case_product__v.case_product_dosage__v.duration_unit__v)

Comments

Any text entered in the Case Reporting Summary field.
case_version__v.reporting_summary__v
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About PADER Reports
Vault Safety provides U.S. Periodic Adverse Drug Experience Report (PADER) authoring and table generation capabilities.
The following table summarizes the PADER tabulations that Vault Safety generates:

TABULATION

GENERATED BY DEFAULT?

MASKING SUPPORT?

15 Day and Non-15-Day Summary Reports

Yes

No

Summary of ADR from Postmarketing Sources

Yes

No

Interval Line Listings

Yes

No

Appendix: Non-Primary Suspect Product Report

Yes

No

Appendix: List of Death Cases

No

No

Tip

An administrator can configure custom PADER report templates for your organization.

Prerequisites
Consider the following prerequisites before you generate PADER tables:
You must be assigned permissions to view and prepare aggregate reports.
Typically, these permissions are reserved for the Safety Writer and Head of Safety roles.
An administrator must have already configured the Reporting Family with the Products and Studies to include in the report.
An administrator must have configured US-based Local Product Datasheets that list expected adverse events for the reporting family product.
Vault Safety uses Product Datasheets to classify adverse events as labeled or unlabeled in PADER tables.
To generate table data from Study-type Cases, an administrator must have configured the appropriate Study Products.

Tip

Vault Safety generates PADER tables using controlled vocabularies to determine when causality is not related. An administrator can configure these

controlled vocabularies differently. Configure Controlled Vocabularies provides instructions.

Create a PADER Aggregate Report
Create a PADER Aggregate Report and specify the report settings.

Add a PADER
1. In the vault primary navigation bar, select Aggregate Reports > PADER, and then select Create.

Note

If you do not see PADER as an option, an administrator must update your vault to Enable PADER Authoring and Table Generation.

2. In the Create Aggregate Report window, under Select Aggregate Report Type, select PADER.
3. Complete the fields on the Create PADER page.
4. Save the page.
Result
The PADER record enters the Pending state. The system assigns a task to users in the Safety Writer role to review the report details.

PADER Fields
You can specify the following fields for a PADER Aggregate Report:

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Product Family (Required)

Select the Reporting Family configured for aggregate reporting.

Note

The Reporting Family object type should be Product Family.

To learn more, see Configure Aggregate Reporting Families.
Organization

This field is automatically populated with the Organization on the selected Reporting Family.

Data Period Start (Required)

Enter the start date for the reporting period.
The system uses the Cases within the reporting period to generate the table data. Cases are included when the date corresponding to the
Filter Cases By setting is within the reporting period.
Cumulative tabulations do not consider the start date. Cumulative tabulations include all Cases from the product International Birth Date (IBD)
to the Data Period End.
To learn more, see How Aggregate Reports Filter by Data Period.

Data Period End (Required)

Enter the end date for the reporting period.
To learn more, see How Aggregate Reports Filter by Data Period.

Filter Case By

Regardless of what you select in this field, PADER reports always filter Cases by the Transmission Date on completed FDA Transmissions
associated with the Case. Note that when filtering by Transmission Date, the States to Include setting is ignored.
This field is not required for PADER, but this field may appear if it is on the Aggregate Report page layout.

States to Include (Required)
Note

This setting is ignored for PADER reports, because PADER reports look for Cases at the Transmission-level, filtering by

Transmission Date.

By default, only Cases in the Approved, Closed, Superseded, and Medical Review states are included. Note that while Superseded is not
listed as an option, the Closed state includes the Superseded state.
Documents to Generate

You can select which documents to generate. The following options are available:
Summary Tabulations of ADRs from Postmarketing Sources
15 Day and Non 15 Day Reports
Interval Line Listings
Non-Primary Suspect Product
List of Death Cases
If you don't specify this field, by default the system generates the following documents:
Summary Tabulations of ADRs from Postmarketing Sources
15 Day and Non 15 Day Reports
Interval Line Listings
Non-Primary Suspect Product
Depending on when your vault was originally deployed, an administrator may need to add this field to appear on the page layout.

Generate PADER Tabulations
Review and verify the report settings. Once you have confirmed the report details are correct, use the Generate Aggregate Report Tabulations action to generate PADER
report tables.

PADER Table Generation Data Mapping
Vault Safety populates aggregate report tables using Cases within the reporting period specified on the PADER, and the reporting family members configured on the
associated Reporting Family.
The following sections describe how Vault Safety generates PADER tabulations:
15 Day and Non-15-Day Summary Reports
Summary of ADR from Postmarketing Sources
Interval Line Listings
Appendix: Non-Primary Suspect Product Report
Appendix: List of Death Cases

15 Day and Non-15-Day Summary Reports
Case-Based Report

The 15-Day and Non-15 Day Summary Reports tables are generated for both initial reports and follow-up reports.
The following image shows the Summary of 15 Day and Non-15-Day Reports table. While the following image is of initial report tables, equivalent tables are generated
for follow-up reports:

Table Constraints
The system filters Cases to include in the PADER 15-Day and Non-15 Day Summary Reports using the following constraints:

Case Not Suppressed

The Case Suppress Submission field must be set to No or blank (not suppressed).
case_version__v.suppress_submission__v ≠ Yes

FDA Transmission in Reporting Period

The system filters by the Transmission Date to find Case submitted to the FDA within the reporting period. How
Aggregate Reports Filter by Data Period provides more information.
PADER reports filter by FDA Transmissions regardless of the value in the Filter Cases By field on the aggregate report.
The Case must have an associated Transmission that meets all of the following conditions:
1. The Transmission Destination is FDA
case_version__v.transmission__v.destination__v = fda__v

2. The Transmission Date is within the interval reporting period specified on the Reporting Family.
transmission__v.transmission_date__v ≥ data_period_start__v
AND transmission__v.transmission_date__v ≤ data_period_end__v

3. The Transmission is in the E2B ACK Accepted or Completed lifecycle state
case_version__v.transmission__v.state__v = (e2b_ack_accepted_state__v OR completed_state__v)

Only the latest version of the Case Transmitted to the FDA within the reporting period is listed in the report.

If the system finds a matching Transmission where the Transmission Reason field is set to "Follow-Up",

Note

the Case omitted if the Case is in one of the following states:
Voided ( voided_state__v )
A Lifecycle State assigned a State Type of "Deleted"

Suspect or Interacting Product in Reporting Family

A Case Product must meet both of the following conditions:
The Product field must link to a Product record added as a member of the Reporting Family

Note

For Study Products in PADER Reporting Families, you must add both the Study and Product.

case_version__vr.case_product__v.product__v IN
aggregate_report_family__vr.aggregate_report_family_join__vr.products__v

The Drug Role field must be set to Suspect (E2B Code=1) or Interacting (E2B Code=3)
case_product__v.drug_role__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.e2b_code__v = 1 OR 3

Initial vs. Follow-Up Report

To determine whether Cases should be listed in Initial or Follow-Up Reports, the system evaluates the Transmission
Reason ( transmission_reason__v ) field on FDA Transmissions within the reporting period using the following logic:
Initial Reports: When there is at least one FDA Transmission within the reporting period with the Transmission
Reason set to one of the following:
a. Initial
b. A custom Transmission Reason Controlled Vocabulary where the E2B Code is set to I (Initial)
transmission__v.reason__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.e2b_code__v = I

Follow-Up Reports: When all FDA Transmissions within the reporting period have the Transmission Reason set to
one of the following:
a. Amendment
b. Follow-Up
c. A custom Transmission Reason Controlled Vocabulary where the E2B Code is not set to I (Initial) or 1
(Nullification)
transmission__v.reason__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.e2b_code__v ≠ I OR 1

Table Mapping
Sorting: Cases are sorted in ascending order by Worldwide UID.

NUMBER

NAME

DESCRIPTION

Summary of 15 Day

The Summary of 15 Day Alerts table contains Cases with one or more FDA Transmissions within the reporting period where the Local Expedited

Alerts

Criteria field is set to Yes or is blank.
case_version__v.transmission__v.case_expedited__v = Yes OR Blank

Serious, Unlabeled -

The sum of all adverse events that meet the following criteria:

Non-Fatal

Serious (Non-Fatal): The Case Adverse Event > Seriousness field is set to a value, but fatal criteria is not met.
case_adverse_event__v.seriousness__v ≠ EMPTY
Unlabeled: The following conditions must be true for the primary Case Assessment:
i. The Case Assessment Expectedness must be No.
ii. The Local Datasheet used to calculate the Case Assessment Expectedness must specify FDA as the Agency on the Country.
If there are no Local Datasheets within the FDA's jurisdiction configured, the Case-level Expectedness must be No.
(case_assessment__v.case_assessment_expectedness__v.expected__v = No
AND
case_assessment_expectedness__v.country__v.agency__v = fda__v)
ELSE
(case_version__v.expected__v = No)

Fatal

One of the following conditions must be met to indicate a death occurred:
i. A value in the Case Date of Death field
case_version__v.dod_normalized__v ≠ Blank

ii. Any Case Adverse Event Seriousness field contains Results in Death.
case_adverse_event__v.seriousness__v = results_in_death__v

iii. Any Case Adverse Event Outcome field contains Fatal
case_adverse_event__v.outcome__v = fatal

iv. Any Case Adverse Event has a coded event under the MedDRA HLT of 10011907 (Death and Sudden Death).
case_adverse_event__v.event_meddra__v.meddra__v.hlt_code__v = 10011907

v. The Case Autopsy field is set to Yes.
case_version__v.autopsy_value__v = Yes

No. of Solicited Reports -

Number of Cases that match one of the following scenarios:

Study
SCENARIO

REPORT TYPE

1

2

STUDY TYPE

Study

Clinical Trial

A custom Report Type with an E2B Code of 2

A custom Study Type with an E2B Code of 1

Study

Blank

A custom Report Type with:

A custom Study Type without a valid E2B Code

i. The E2B Code field set to 2
ii. The Literature field set to No or Blank

COUNT IF
(case_version_v.report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.e2b_code__v = 2
AND case_version__v.study_product_reason__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.e2b_code__v = 1)
OR
(case_version_v.report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.e2b_code__v = 2
AND case_version_v.report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.literature__v ≠ Yes
AND case_version__v.study_product_reason__v = blank)
No. of Solicited Reports -

Number of Cases that match one of the following scenarios:

Other
SCENARIO

REPORT TYPE

1

STUDY TYPE

Study

Individual Patient Use

Literature (Study)

Other Study

A custom Report Type with an E2B Code of 2

A custom Study Type with an E2B Code of 2 or
3

2

Study

Blank

A custom Report Type with:

A custom Study Type without a valid E2B Code

i. The E2B Code field set to 2
ii. The Literature field set to Yes

COUNT IF
(case_version_v.report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.e2b_code__v = 2
AND case_version__v.study_product_reason__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.e2b_code__v = 2 or 3)
OR
(case_version_v.report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.e2b_code__v = 2
AND case_version_v.report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.literature__v = Yes
AND case_version__v.study_product_reason__v = blank)
No. of Spontaneous

Number of adverse events with the Case > Report Type set to one of the following:

Reports

Spontaneous
Literature (Spontaneous)
Other
Not Available
A custom Report Type with an E2B Code of 1 , 3 , 4 , or null (blank).
case_version_v.report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.e2b_code__v ≠ 2

Total

The total sum of adverse events for each category.

Summary of Non 15 Day

The Summary of Non 15 Day Alerts table contains Cases where all FDA Transmissions within the reporting period have the Local Expedited

Alerts

Criteria field set to No.
case_version__v.transmission__v.case_expedited__v = No

Serious, Unlabeled, Not

The sum of Cases with primary Case Adverse Events that meet the following criteria:

Related

Serious: The Case Adverse Event > Seriousness field is set to a value.
case_adverse_event__v.seriousness__v ≠ EMPTY
Unlabeled: The following conditions must be true for the primary Case Assessment:
i. The Case Assessment Expectedness must be No.
ii. The Local Datasheet used to calculate the Case Assessment Expectedness must specify FDA as the Agency on the Country.
If there are no Local Datasheets within the FDA's jurisdiction configured, the Case-level Expectedness must be No.
(case_assessment__v.case_assessment_expectedness__v.expected__v = No
AND
case_assessment_expectedness__v.country__v.agency__v = fda__v)
ELSE
(case_version__v.expected__v = No)
Not Related: When the Causality Established field in at least two primary Assessment Results is set to No, including one company assessment
and one reporter's assessment.

(case_assessment__v.case_assessment_result__v.causality_established__v = No
where primary__v = True
and source_type__v.e2b_code__v = 1 [Investigator],
5 [Health Care Professional], or 6 [Non-Health Care Professional])
OR
(case_assessment__v.case_assessment_result__v.causality_established__v = No
where primary__v = True
and source_type__v.e2b_code__v = 2 [Sponsor] or 4 [MAH])
Serious, Labeled

The sum of Cases with primary Case Adverse Events that meet the following criteria:
Serious: The Case Adverse Event > Seriousness field is set to a value.
case_adverse_event__v.seriousness__v ≠ EMPTY
Labeled: The following conditions must be true for the primary Case Assessment:
i. The Case Assessment Expectedness must be Yes.
ii. The Local Datasheet used to calculate the Case Assessment Expectedness must specify FDA as the Agency on the Country.
If there are no Local Datasheets within the FDA's jurisdiction configured, the Case-level Expectedness must be Yes.
(case_assessment__v.case_assessment_expectedness__v.expected__v = Yes
AND
case_assessment_expectedness__v.country__v.agency__v = fda__v)
ELSE
(case_version__v.expected__v = Yes)

Non Serious, Labeled

The sum of Cases with primary Case Adverse Events that meet the following criteria:
Non Serious: The Case Adverse Event > Seriousness field is empty.
case_adverse_event__v.seriousness__v = EMPTY
Labeled: The following conditions must be true for the primary Case Assessment:
i. The Case Assessment Expectedness must be Yes.
ii. The Local Datasheet used to calculate the Case Assessment Expectedness must specify FDA as the Agency on the Country.
If there are no Local Datasheets within the FDA's jurisdiction configured, the Case-level Expectedness must be Yes.
(case_assessment__v.case_assessment_expectedness__v.expected__v = Yes
AND
case_assessment_expectedness__v.country__v.agency__v = fda__v)
ELSE
(case_version__v.expected__v = Yes)

Non Serious, Unlabeled

The sum of Cases with primary Case Adverse Events that meet the following criteria:
Non Serious: The Case Adverse Event > Seriousness field is empty.
case_adverse_event__v.seriousness__v = EMPTY
Unlabeled: The following conditions must be true for the primary Case Assessment:
i. The Case Assessment Expectedness must be No.
ii. The Local Datasheet used to calculate the Case Assessment Expectedness must specify FDA as the Agency on the Country.

Back to Top

Feedback?

If there are no Local Datasheets within the FDA's jurisdiction configured, the Case-level Expectedness must be No.
(case_assessment__v.case_assessment_expectedness__v.expected__v = No
AND
case_assessment_expectedness__v.country__v.agency__v = fda__v)
ELSE
(case_version__v.expected__v = No)

Summary of ADR from Postmarketing Sources
Event-Based Report

The following image shows the PADER Summary of ADR from Postmarketing Sources report:

Table Constraints
The system filters Cases to include in the PADER Summary of Adverse Drug Reactions from Postmarketing Sources using the following constraints:

Case Not Suppressed

The Case Suppress Submission field must be set to No or blank (not suppressed).
case_version__v.suppress_submission__v ≠ Yes

FDA Transmission in Reporting Period

The system filters by the Transmission Date to find Case submitted to the FDA within the reporting period. How
Aggregate Reports Filter by Data Period provides more information.
PADER reports filter by FDA Transmissions regardless of the value in the Filter Cases By field on the aggregate report.
The Case must have an associated Transmission that meets all of the following conditions:
1. The Transmission Destination is FDA
case_version__v.transmission__v.destination__v = fda__v

2. The Transmission Date is within the interval reporting period specified on the Reporting Family.
transmission__v.transmission_date__v ≥ data_period_start__v
AND transmission__v.transmission_date__v ≤ data_period_end__v

3. The Transmission is in the E2B ACK Accepted or Completed lifecycle state
case_version__v.transmission__v.state__v = (e2b_ack_accepted_state__v OR completed_state__v)

Only the latest version of the Case Transmitted to the FDA within the reporting period is listed in the report.

If the system finds a matching Transmission where the Transmission Reason field is set to "Follow-Up",

Note

the Case omitted if the Case is in one of the following states:
Voided ( voided_state__v )
A Lifecycle State assigned a State Type of "Deleted"

Suspect or Interacting Product in Reporting Family

A Case Product must meet both of the following conditions:
The Product field must link to a Product record added as a member of the Reporting Family

Note

For Study Products in PADER Reporting Families, you must add both the Study and Product.

case_version__vr.case_product__v.product__v IN
aggregate_report_family__vr.aggregate_report_family_join__vr.products__v

The Drug Role field must be set to Suspect (E2B Code=1) or Interacting (E2B Code=3)
case_product__v.drug_role__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.e2b_code__v = 1 OR 3

Note

The PADER Summary of ADR from Postmarketing Sources report only considers Case Adverse Events with Case Assessments.

Table Mapping
Sorting: Cases are sorted in ascending order, first by UID and then by Worldwide UID.

NUMBER

NAME

DESCRIPTION

SOC

The MedDRA System Organ Class (SOC) for the adverse event. The sum of all adverse events under this SOC is listed under each column.

Class

Preferred
Term

event_meddra__v.soc_term__v
The MedDRA Preferred Term coded on the Case Adverse Event, grouped by the MedDRA SOC.
case_adverse_event__v.event_meddra__v.pt_term__v

Note

Contact Veeva Support to request PT Aggregation in periodic reports, which counts only unique instances of Preferred Terms (PT) in summary

tabulations. Once this feature is enabled, when a Case contains multiple Case Adverse Events coded under the same MedDRA Preferred Term (PT), the
report counts a single PT event instead of multiple events.

Domestic

The sum of adverse events where the Case Adverse Event > Event Country field is set to a Country with the Agency field set to FDA.
case_adverse_event__v.event_country__v.agency__v = fda__v

Foreign

The sum of adverse events where the Case Adverse Event > Event Country field is set to a Country with the Agency field not set to FDA.
case_adverse_event__v.event_country__v.agency__v ≠ fda__v

Serious,

Primary adverse events that meet the following criteria:

Unlabeled

Serious: The Case Adverse Event > Seriousness field is set to a value.
case_adverse_event__v.seriousness__v ≠ EMPTY
Unlabeled: One of the following conditions must be met on the Case Assessment for the Case Adverse Event:
a. If Local Product Datasheets are configured, the system looks for Case Assessment Expectedness records under the Case Assessment:
i. A Case Assessment Expectedness record must exist with the Expected field set to No.
ii. The Local Datasheet used to calculate the Case Assessment Expectedness must specify FDA as the Agency on the Country.
b. If there are no Local Datasheets within the FDA's jurisdiction configured, the system evaluates the Case Assessment for each adverse event. The Case
Assessment > Expected field must be set to No or Blank to be considered Unlabeled.
(case_assessment__v.case_assessment_expectedness__v.expected__v = No
AND
case_assessment_expectedness__v.country__v.agency__v = fda__v)
ELSE
(case_assessment__v.expectedness__v = No or Blank)

Serious,

Primary adverse events that meet the following criteria:

Labeled

Serious: The Case Adverse Event > Seriousness field is set to a value.
case_adverse_event__v.seriousness__v ≠ EMPTY
Labeled: One of the following conditions must be met on the Case Assessment for the Case Adverse Event:
a. If Local Product Datasheets are configured, the system looks for Case Assessment Expectedness records under the Case Assessment:
i. A Case Assessment Expectedness record must exist with the Expected field set to Yes.
ii. The Local Datasheet used to calculate the Case Assessment Expectedness must specify FDA as the Agency on the Country.
b. If there are no Local Datasheets within the FDA's jurisdiction configured, the system evaluates the Case Assessment for each adverse event. The Case
Assessment > Expected field must be set to Yes to be considered Labeled.
(case_assessment__v.case_assessment_expectedness__v.expected__v = Yes
AND
case_assessment_expectedness__v.country__v.agency__v = fda__v)
ELSE
(case_assessment__v.expectedness__v = Yes)

Non

Primary adverse events that meet the following criteria:

Serious

Non Serious: The Case Adverse Event > Seriousness field is empty.

Unlabeled

case_adverse_event__v.seriousness__v = EMPTY
Unlabeled: One of the following conditions must be met on the Case Assessment for the Case Adverse Event:
a. If Local Product Datasheets are configured, the system looks for Case Assessment Expectedness records under the Case Assessment:
i. A Case Assessment Expectedness record must exist with the Expected field set to No.
ii. The Local Datasheet used to calculate the Case Assessment Expectedness must specify FDA as the Agency on the Country.
b. If there are no Local Datasheets within the FDA's jurisdiction configured, the system evaluates the Case Assessment for each adverse event. The Case
Assessment > Expected field must be set to No or Blank to be considered Unlabeled.
(case_assessment__v.case_assessment_expectedness__v.expected__v = No
AND
case_assessment_expectedness__v.country__v.agency__v = fda__v)
ELSE
(case_assessment__v.expectedness__v = No or Blank)

Non

Primary adverse events that meet the following criteria:

Serious

Non Serious: The Case Adverse Event > Seriousness field is empty.

Labeled

case_adverse_event__v.seriousness__v = EMPTY
Labeled: One of the following conditions must be met on the Case Assessment for the Case Adverse Event:
a. If Local Product Datasheets are configured, the system looks for Case Assessment Expectedness records under the Case Assessment:
i. A Case Assessment Expectedness record must exist with the Expected field set to Yes.
ii. The Local Datasheet used to calculate the Case Assessment Expectedness must specify FDA as the Agency on the Country.
b. If there are no Local Datasheets within the FDA's jurisdiction configured, the system evaluates the Case Assessment for each adverse event. The Case
Assessment > Expected field must be set to Yes to be considered Labeled.
(case_assessment__v.case_assessment_expectedness__v.expected__v = Yes
AND
case_assessment_expectedness__v.country__v.agency__v = fda__v)
ELSE
(case_assessment__v.expectedness__v = Yes)

Subtotal

Subtotal sum of adverse events for each MedDRA SOC and PT, within domestic or foreign jurisdiction.

Total

Total sum of domestic and foreign adverse events for each MedDRA SOC and PT.

Grand

Total sum of all adverse events.

Total

The Cases contained in the report are listed in a separate table:

Interval Line Listings
Case-Based Report

Vault Safety generates Interval Line Listings tables for both initial and follow-up reports. PADER Interval Line Listings include the following 10 indexes:
Index 1: Serious, Labeled Initial Reports

Index 6: Serious Unlabeled, Not Related, Followup (Solicited)

Index 2: Serious Unlabeled, Not Related, Initial (Solicited)

Index 7: Non-Serious, Labeled, Followup

Index 3: Non-Serious, Labeled, Initial

Index 8: Non-Serious, Unlabeled, Followup

Index 4: Non-Serious, Unlabeled, Initial

Index 9: Serious, Unlabeled, Initial

Index 5: Serious, Labeled Followup

Index 10: Serious, Unlabeled, Followup

The following image shows the PADER Interval Line Listings. While the following image is of initial report tables, equivalent tables are generated for follow-up reports:

Table Constraints
The following table describes how the system filters Cases to include in the PADER Interval Line Listings.

Case Not Suppressed

The Case Suppress Submission field must be set to No or blank (not suppressed).
case_version__v.suppress_submission__v ≠ Yes

FDA Transmission in Reporting Period

The system filters by the Transmission Date to find Case submitted to the FDA within the reporting period. How
Aggregate Reports Filter by Data Period provides more information.
PADER reports filter by FDA Transmissions regardless of the value in the Filter Cases By field on the aggregate report.
The Case must have an associated Transmission that meets all of the following conditions:
1. The Transmission Destination is FDA
case_version__v.transmission__v.destination__v = fda__v

2. The Transmission Date is within the interval reporting period specified on the Reporting Family.
transmission__v.transmission_date__v ≥ data_period_start__v
AND transmission__v.transmission_date__v ≤ data_period_end__v

3. The Transmission is in the E2B ACK Accepted or Completed lifecycle state
case_version__v.transmission__v.state__v = (e2b_ack_accepted_state__v OR completed_state__v)

Only the latest version of the Case Transmitted to the FDA within the reporting period is listed in the report.

If the system finds a matching Transmission where the Transmission Reason field is set to "Follow-Up",

Note

the Case omitted if the Case is in one of the following states:
Voided ( voided_state__v )
A Lifecycle State assigned a State Type of "Deleted"

Suspect or Interacting Product in Reporting Family

A Case Product must meet both of the following conditions:
The Product field must link to a Product record added as a member of the Reporting Family

Note

For Study Products in PADER Reporting Families, you must add both the Study and Product.

case_version__vr.case_product__v.product__v IN
aggregate_report_family__vr.aggregate_report_family_join__vr.products__v

The Drug Role field must be set to Suspect (E2B Code=1) or Interacting (E2B Code=3)
case_product__v.drug_role__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.e2b_code__v = 1 OR 3

Initial vs. Follow-Up Report

To determine whether Cases should be listed in Initial or Follow-Up Reports, the system evaluates the Transmission
Reason ( transmission_reason__v ) field on FDA Transmissions within the reporting period using the following logic:
Initial Reports: When there is at least one FDA Transmission within the reporting period with the Transmission
Reason set to one of the following:
a. Initial
b. A custom Transmission Reason Controlled Vocabulary where the E2B Code is set to I (Initial)
transmission__v.reason__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.e2b_code__v = I

Follow-Up Reports: When all FDA Transmissions within the reporting period have the Transmission Reason set to
one of the following:
a. Amendment
b. Follow-Up
c. A custom Transmission Reason Controlled Vocabulary where the E2B Code is not set to I (Initial) or 1
(Nullification)
transmission__v.reason__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.e2b_code__v ≠ I OR 1

Note

For each Case included in the report, the PADER Interval Line Listings displays all Case Adverse Events.

Note

For each Case included in the report, the PADER Interval Line Listings displays all Case Adverse Events.

Table Mapping

NUMBER

NAME
Non 15-Day Report
Serious Labeled

DESCRIPTION
1. The system first filters Cases that meet the following criteria:
Non-15 Day: When all FDA Transmissions within the reporting period have the Local Expedited Criteria field set to No.
case_version__v.transmission__v.case_expedited__v = No
Labeled: The following conditions must be true for the primary Case Assessment:
i. The Case Assessment Expectedness must be Yes.
ii. The Local Datasheet used to calculate the Case Assessment Expectedness must specify FDA as the Agency on the
Country.
If there are no Local Datasheets within the FDA's jurisdiction configured, the Case-level Expectedness must be Yes.
(case_assessment__v.case_assessment_expectedness__v.expected__v = Yes
AND
case_assessment_expectedness__v.country__v.agency__v = fda__v)
ELSE
(case_version__v.expected__v = Yes)
2. Then, the system displays all Case Adverse Events under that Case with the Seriousness field set to a value.
case_adverse_event__v.seriousness__v ≠ EMPTY

Non 15-Day Report
Serious, Unlabeled, Not Related
(solicited)

1. The system first filters Cases that meet the following criteria:
Non-15 Day: When all FDA Transmissions within the reporting period have the Local Expedited Criteria field set to No.
case_version__v.transmission__v.case_expedited__v = No
Unlabeled: The following conditions must be true for the primary Case Assessment:
i. The Case Assessment Expectedness must be No.
ii. The Local Datasheet used to calculate the Case Assessment Expectedness must specify FDA as the Agency on the
Country.
If there are no Local Datasheets within the FDA's jurisdiction configured, the Case-level Expectedness must be No.
(case_assessment__v.case_assessment_expectedness__v.expected__v = No
AND
case_assessment_expectedness__v.country__v.agency__v = fda__v)
ELSE
(case_version__v.expected__v = No)
Not Related: When the Causality Established field in at least two primary Assessment Results is set to No, including one
company assessment and one reporter's assessment.

(case_assessment__v.case_assessment_result__v.causality_established__v = No
where primary__v = True
and source_type__v.e2b_code__v = 1 [Investigator],
5 [Health Care Professional], or 6 [Non-Health Care Professional])
OR
(case_assessment__v.case_assessment_result__v.causality_established__v = No
where primary__v = True
and source_type__v.e2b_code__v = 2 [Sponsor] or 4 [MAH])
Solicited: The Case > Report Type ( report_type__v ) field is set to one of the following:
a. Study
b. Literature (Study)
c. A custom Report Type with an E2B Code of 2
2. Then, the system displays all Case Adverse Events under that Case with the Seriousness field set to a value.
case_adverse_event__v.seriousness__v ≠ EMPTY

Non 15-Day Report
Non Serious Labeled

1. The system first filters Cases that meet the following criteria:
Non-15 Day: When all FDA Transmissions within the reporting period have the Local Expedited Criteria field set to No.
case_version__v.transmission__v.case_expedited__v = No
Labeled: The following conditions must be true for the primary Case Assessment:
i. The Case Assessment Expectedness must be Yes.
ii. The Local Datasheet used to calculate the Case Assessment Expectedness must specify FDA as the Agency on the
Country.
If there are no Local Datasheets within the FDA's jurisdiction configured, the Case-level Expectedness must be Yes.
(case_assessment__v.case_assessment_expectedness__v.expected__v = Yes
AND
case_assessment_expectedness__v.country__v.agency__v = fda__v)
ELSE
(case_version__v.expected__v = Yes)
2. Then, the system displays all Case Adverse Events under that Case with the Seriousness field empty.
case_adverse_event__v.seriousness__v = EMPTY

Non 15-Day Report Non Serious
Unlabeled

1. The system first filters Cases that meet the following criteria:
Non-15 Day: When all FDA Transmissions within the reporting period have the Local Expedited Criteria field set to No.
case_version__v.transmission__v.case_expedited__v = No
Unlabeled: The following conditions must be true for the primary Case Assessment:
i. The Case Assessment Expectedness must be No.
ii. The Local Datasheet used to calculate the Case Assessment Expectedness must specify FDA as the Agency on the
Country.
If there are no Local Datasheets within the FDA's jurisdiction configured, the Case-level Expectedness must be No.
(case_assessment__v.case_assessment_expectedness__v.expected__v = No
AND
case_assessment_expectedness__v.country__v.agency__v = fda__v)
ELSE
(case_version__v.expected__v = No)
2. Then, the system displays all Case Adverse Events under that Case with the Seriousness field empty.
case_adverse_event__v.seriousness__v = EMPTY
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15 Day Report Serious Unlabeled

1. The system first filters Cases that meet the following criteria:
15 Day: When one or more FDA Transmissions within the reporting period have the Local Expedited Criteria field set to Yes or
is blank.
case_version__v.transmission__v.case_expedited__v = Yes OR Blank
Unlabeled: The following conditions must be true for the primary Case Assessment:
i. The Case Assessment Expectedness must be No.
ii. The Local Datasheet used to calculate the Case Assessment Expectedness must specify FDA as the Agency on the
Country.
If there are no Local Datasheets within the FDA's jurisdiction configured, the Case-level Expectedness must be No.
(case_assessment__v.case_assessment_expectedness__v.expected__v = No
AND
case_assessment_expectedness__v.country__v.agency__v = fda__v)
ELSE
(case_version__v.expected__v = No)
2. Then, the system displays all Case Adverse Events under that Case with the Seriousness field set to a value.
case_adverse_event__v.seriousness__v ≠ EMPTY

Manufacturer Report Number

This value is mapped from the Case > UID field.
case_version__v.uid__v

Adverse Experience Reported Term

Both the reported name and the MedDRA Preferred Term for the adverse event.

(MedDRA Term)

(IF event_reported_english__v ≠ BLANK
THEN case_adverse_event.event_reported_english__v
ELSE case_adverse_event.event_reported__v)
(event_meddra__v.PT)

Initial Report Date or Latest Follow-

The latest FDA transmission date. This value is mapped from the Transmission Date field for the most recent FDA Transmission

Up Report Date

within the reporting period.
case_version__v.transmission__v.transmission_date__v

Appendix: Non-Primary Suspect Product Report
Case-Based Report

The Non-Primary Suspect Drug Report is a summary listing of the adverse events in which the drug or biological product was listed as one of the suspect products, but
the report was filed to another NDA, ANDA, or BLA held by the applicant.

Note

Starting in 21R1, the Non-Primary Suspect Product Report is generated for PADER reports by default. For vaults originally deployed before 21R1, an

administrator must upload the Non-Primary Suspect Product Report template, otherwise the system cannot generate this report.

Table Constraints
The system filters Cases to include in the PADER Non-Primary Suspect Product Report using the following constraints:

Case Not Suppressed

The Case Suppress Submission field must be set to No or blank (not suppressed).
case_version__v.suppress_submission__v ≠ Yes

FDA Transmission in Reporting Period

The system filters by the Transmission Date to find Case submitted to the FDA within the reporting period. How
Aggregate Reports Filter by Data Period provides more information.
PADER reports filter by FDA Transmissions regardless of the value in the Filter Cases By field on the aggregate report.
The Case must have an associated Transmission that meets all of the following conditions:
1. The Transmission Destination is FDA
case_version__v.transmission__v.destination__v = fda__v

2. The Transmission Date is within the interval reporting period specified on the Reporting Family.
transmission__v.transmission_date__v ≥ data_period_start__v
AND transmission__v.transmission_date__v ≤ data_period_end__v

3. The Transmission is in the E2B ACK Accepted or Completed lifecycle state
case_version__v.transmission__v.state__v = (e2b_ack_accepted_state__v OR completed_state__v)

Only the latest version of the Case Transmitted to the FDA within the reporting period is listed in the report.

If the system finds a matching Transmission where the Transmission Reason field is set to "Follow-Up",

Note

the Case omitted if the Case is in one of the following states:
Voided ( voided_state__v )
A Lifecycle State assigned a State Type of "Deleted"

Non-Primary Case Product in Reporting Family

The Case must contain a Case Product that meets the following conditions:
The Product field must link to a Product record added as a member of the Reporting Family

Note

For Study Products in PADER Reporting Families, you must add both the Study and Product.

The Drug Role field must be set to Suspect or Interacting
The Case Product must not be designated as the primary product (Primary is No and Rank does not equal 1)
case_version__vr.case_product__v.product__v
where primary__v ≠ True (Rank ≠1)
AND drug_role__v = Suspect OR Interacting
IN aggregate_report_family__vr.aggregate_report_family_join__vr.products__v

Table Mapping
Sorting: Cases are sorted in ascending order, first by UID and then by Worldwide UID.

NUMBER

NAME

DESCRIPTION

Case WWID / UID

Values are mapped from the following fields:
UID: Case > UID
case_version__v.uid__v
WWID: Case > Worldwide UID
case_version__v.worldwide_uid__v

Non-Primary Suspect Product

Name of each non-primary suspect or interacting Case Product.
case_version__v.case_product__v.product_name__v
where primary__v ≠ True (Rank ≠1)
AND drug_role__v = Suspect OR Interacting

Adverse Events

MedDRA PT of each Case Adverse Event, sorted by primary first.
case_adverse_event__v.event_meddra__v.pt_term__v

Approval Number

Value from the Registration Number field on the Product Registration associated with the Case Product.
case_product__v.product_registration__v.registration_number__v

Approval Type

Value from the Registration Type field on the Product Registration associated with the Case Product.
case_product__v.product_registration__v.registration_type__v

Submission Date

The most recent Transmission Date for a Case Transmission that meets the following criteria:
The Transmission Lifecycle State is either ACK Accepted or Completed.
transmission__v.state__v = {E2B ACK Accepted | Completed}
The Transmission Reason field is set to one of the following:
a. Initial
b. Follow-up
c. Amendment
d. A custom Transmission Reason Controlled Vocabulary where the E2B Code is set to I (Initial), F (Follow-up) or 2 (Amendment)
transmission__v.transmission_reason__v = {I, F, OR 2}

Submission Type

The type is determined using the Transmission Reason and Local Expedited Criteria fields on Transmissions associated with the Case.
Expedited: When one or more FDA Transmissions within the reporting period have the Local Expedited Criteria field set to Yes or is blank.
case_version__v.transmission__v.case_expedited__v = Yes OR Blank
Non-Expedited: When all FDA Transmissions within the reporting period have the Local Expedited Criteria field set to No.
case_version__v.transmission__v.case_expedited__v = No
Initial: When at least one FDA Transmission within the reporting period has the Transmission Reason set to one of the following:
a. Initial
b. A custom Transmission Reason Controlled Vocabulary where the E2B Code is set to I (Initial).
transmission__v.reason__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.e2b_code__v = I
Follow-Up: When all FDA Transmissions within the reporting period have the Transmission Reason set to one of the following:
a. Amendment
b. Follow-Up
c. A custom Transmission Reason Controlled Vocabulary where the E2B Code is not set to I (Initial) or 1 (Nullification)
transmission__v.reason__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.e2b_code__v ≠ I OR 1

Appendix: List of Death Cases
Case-Based Report

The List of Death Cases for PADER lists all cases that were transmitted to the FDA during the reporting period as a 15 or non-15 day report, where the patient has died.

Note

For vaults originally deployed before 21R1, an administrator must upload the List of Death Cases report template before you can generate this report.

Table Constraints
The system filters Cases to include in the PADER List of Death Cases using the following constraints:

Case Not Suppressed

The Case Suppress Submission field must be set to No or blank (not suppressed).
case_version__v.suppress_submission__v ≠ Yes

FDA Transmission in Reporting Period

The system filters by the Transmission Date to find Case submitted to the FDA within the reporting period. How
Aggregate Reports Filter by Data Period provides more information.
PADER reports filter by FDA Transmissions regardless of the value in the Filter Cases By field on the aggregate report.
The Case must have an associated Transmission that meets all of the following conditions:
1. The Transmission Destination is FDA
case_version__v.transmission__v.destination__v = fda__v

2. The Transmission Date is within the interval reporting period specified on the Reporting Family.
transmission__v.transmission_date__v ≥ data_period_start__v
AND transmission__v.transmission_date__v ≤ data_period_end__v

3. The Transmission is in the E2B ACK Accepted or Completed lifecycle state
case_version__v.transmission__v.state__v = (e2b_ack_accepted_state__v OR completed_state__v)

Only the latest version of the Case Transmitted to the FDA within the reporting period is listed in the report.

If the system finds a matching Transmission where the Transmission Reason field is set to "Follow-Up",

Note

the Case omitted if the Case is in one of the following states:
Voided ( voided_state__v )
A Lifecycle State assigned a State Type of "Deleted"

Suspect or Interacting Product in Reporting Family

A Case Product must meet both of the following conditions:
The Product field must link to a Product record added as a member of the Reporting Family

Note

For Study Products in PADER Reporting Families, you must add both the Study and Product.

case_version__vr.case_product__v.product__v IN
aggregate_report_family__vr.aggregate_report_family_join__vr.products__v

The Drug Role field must be set to Suspect (E2B Code=1) or Interacting (E2B Code=3)
case_product__v.drug_role__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.e2b_code__v = 1 OR 3

Case Indicates a Death Occurred

One of the following conditions must be met to indicate a death occurred:
a. A value in the Case Date of Death field
case_version__v.dod_normalized__v ≠ Blank

b. Any Case Adverse Event Seriousness field contains Results in Death.
case_adverse_event__v.seriousness__v = results_in_death__v

c. Any Case Adverse Event Outcome field contains Fatal
case_adverse_event__v.outcome__v = fatal

d. Any Case Adverse Event has a coded event under the MedDRA HLT of 10011907 (Death and Sudden Death).
case_adverse_event__v.event_meddra__v.meddra__v.hlt_code__v = 10011907

e. The Case Autopsy field is set to Yes.
case_version__v.autopsy_value__v = Yes

Table Mapping
Sorting: Cases are sorted in ascending order, first by UID and then by Worldwide UID.

NUMBER

NAME

DESCRIPTION

Case WWID / UID

Values are mapped from the following fields:
UID: Case > UID
case_version__v.uid__v
WWID: Case > Worldwide UID
case_version__v.worldwide_uid__v

Country / Patient Gender / Age

Values from the following fields:
Country: Case > Event Country
case_version__v.event_country__v.name__v
Patient Gender: Case > Patient Gender
case_version__v.gender_value__v.name__v
Age: Case > Age and Age (unit)
The system automatically calculates the age to the closest full number in years
(case_version__v.age_value__v case_version__v.age_unit__v)
OR
(case_version__v.age_normalized_year__v case_version__v.age_unit__v)

Suspect Drug

The Case Product name, where the Drug Role is Suspect or Interacting.
case_version__v.case_product__v.product_name__v
where drug_role__v = Suspect OR Interacting

Cause of Death

Both MedDRA PT and reported term entered on the Case > Cause of Death record.
IF case_cause_of_death__v.cause_of_death_meddra_pt__c ≠ Blank
THEN (cause_of_death_meddra_pt__c) AND IF case_cause_of_death__v.name_reported__v ≠ Blank
THEN (name_reported__v)
ELSE ""-""

Example PADER Generation
Consider the following example, where a Vault contains four Cases for the product Cholecap. Toggle through the following tabs to see details of each of these Cases and
their versions:
CASE 000001

CASE 000002

CASE 000003

CASE 000004

Toggle the following tabs to view how Vault Safety generates PADER reports with this data set for two different reporting periods.
PADER 000001

PADER 000002

Cholecap PADER 000001

PADER Summary ADR

15 and Non-15 Day Summary Reports

Interval Line Listings
Index 8: Non-Serious, Unlabeled, Follow-up

Index 9: Serious, Unlabeled, Initial

Non-Primary Suspect Report
Not Applicable: Empty Table Generated

List of Death Cases

Note

The colored highlighting in the above reports is added to illustrate the Case from which data originates. Actual reports are not highlighted.
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About PBRER Reports
Vault Safety provides Periodic Benefit-Risk Evaluation Report (PBRER) authoring and table generation capabilities. The Vault Safety PBRER report adheres to the ICH
E2C (R2) and GvP Module VII regulatory guidelines.
The following table summarizes the PBRER tabulations that Vault Safety generates:

TABULATION

GENERATED BY DEFAULT?

MASKING SUPPORT?

Summary Tabulation of Adverse Drug Reactions from Postmarketing Sources

Yes

No

Cumulative Tabulation of Serious Adverse Events (from Clinical Trials)

Yes

Yes

Interval Line Listings of Serious Adverse Reactions (from Clinical Trials)

No

Yes

Tip

An administrator can configure custom PBRER report templates for your organization.

Prerequisites
Consider the following prerequisites before you generate aggregate report tables:
You must be assigned permissions to view and prepare aggregate reports.
Typically, these permissions are reserved for the Safety Writer and Head of Safety roles.
An administrator must have already configured the Reporting Family with the Products and Studies to include in the report.
To generate table data from Study-type Cases, an administrator must have configured the appropriate Study Products.

Create a PBRER Aggregate Report
Create a PBRER Aggregate Report and specify the report settings.

Add a PBRER
1. In the vault primary navigation bar, select Aggregate Reports > PBRER, and then select Create.
2. In the Create Aggregate Report window, under Select Aggregate Report Type, select PBRER.
3. Complete the fields on the Create PBRER page.
4. Save the record.
Result
The Aggregate Report record enters the Pending state. The system assigns a task to users in the Safety Writer role to review the report details.

PBRER Fields
You can specify the following fields for a PBRER Aggregate Report:

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Product Family (Required)

Select the Reporting Family configured for aggregate reporting.

Note

The Reporting Family object type should be Product Family.

To learn more, see Configure Aggregate Reporting Families.
Organization

This field is automatically populated with the Organization on the selected Reporting Family.

Data Period Start (Required)

Enter the start date for the reporting period.
The system uses the Cases within the reporting period to generate the table data. Cases are included when the date corresponding to the
Filter Cases By setting is within the reporting period.
Cumulative tabulations do not consider the start date. Cumulative tabulations include all Cases from the product International Birth Date (IBD)
to the Data Period End.
To learn more, see How Aggregate Reports Filter by Data Period.

Data Period End (Required)

Enter the end date for the reporting period.
To learn more, see How Aggregate Reports Filter by Data Period.

Filter Case By

To customize how the system filter Cases within the specified date range, select an option:
Case Receipt Date / New Info Date (Default): The latest date when the source provided information, from the most recent available
date in the Receipt Date and New Info Date fields.
Case Approval Date: The date when the Case moved into the Approved state. If the Case was revised for a non-significant follow-up,
the most recent Approval date is used.
If this field is not specified, the Case Receipt Date/New Info Date are used by default. Depending on when your vault was originally deployed,
an administrator may need to add this field to appear on the page layout.

States to Include (Required)
Select the states that Cases must be in to be included in the report.
By default, only Cases in the Approved, Closed, Superseded, and Medical Review states are included. Note that while Superseded is not
listed as an option, the Closed state includes the Superseded state. Only system-provided states in the Case Processing Lifecycle are
supported.

Note

For Cases that have been nullified, ensure to change the Case Lifecycle State to a state that is not listed in the States to

Include field. For example, if a nullified Case remains in the Closed state, the system will still consider the Case in aggregate reports.

Documents to Generate

You can select which documents to generate.
The following options are available:
Summary Tabulation of Adverse Drug Reactions from Postmarketing Sources
Cumulative Tabulation of Serious Adverse Events from Clinical Trials
Interval Line Listings of Serious Adverse Reactions from Clinical Trials
If you don't specify this field, by default the system generates the following documents:
Summary Tabulation of Adverse Drug Reactions from Postmarketing Sources
Cumulative Tabulation of Serious Adverse Events from Clinical Trials
By default, the documents are unmasked unless you select the Generate Masked Documents option. Depending on when your vault was
originally deployed, an administrator may need to add this field to appear on the page layout.

Generate Masked Documents

Select this option to generate a masked copy of the following tables for masked distributions, depending on the tables selected in the
Documents to Generate field:
Cumulative Tabulation of Serious Adverse Events from Clinical Trials
Interval Line Listings of Serious Adverse Reactions (from Clinical Trials)
Depending on when your vault was originally deployed, an administrator may need to add this field to appear on the page layout.
To learn more, see Generate Masked Aggregate Tabulations (CIOMS II, PBRER and DSUR).

Indicate Unexpected Term

Select Yes to display an asterisk beside each unexpected adverse event term in the Interval Line Listings of Serious Adverse Reactions
report (masked and unmasked).

Datasheet

This field works alongside the Indicate Unexpected Term setting for evaluating approved terms in product datasheets.
For DSUR and PBRER, the system always uses Use Approved Version at the beginning of the reporting period, including when this field
is left blank. This setting means that the aggregate report Start Date must be within a term's active range to be considered Expected.
To learn more, see Active Range for Expectedness in Aggregate Reports.

Generate PBRER Tabulations
Review and verify the report settings. Once you have confirmed the report details are correct, use the Generate Aggregate Report Tabulations action to generate PBRER
report tables.

Mark Unexpected Terms in PBRER Reports
You can set the Indicate Unexpected Term on a PBRER so that when the Interval Line Listings of Serious Adverse Reactions report (masked and unmasked) report is
generated, the system marks each unexpected adverse event with an asterisk (*).
To identify unexpected events, an administrator must have configured the Core Datasheet for the Study or investigational Study Product added to the PBRER Reporting
Family.
The Datasheet can specify the Active Date Start, and optionally an Active Date End, which indicates when a term is approved as expected for the product. If configured,
The PBRER Start Date must be within a term’s active range to be considered expected.
Active Range for Expectedness in Aggregate Reports provides more information.

PBRER Table Generation Data Mapping
Vault Safety populates aggregate report tables using Cases within the reporting period specified on the PBRER, and the reporting family members configured on the
associated Reporting Family.
The following sections describe how Vault Safety generates PBRER tabulations:
Cumulative Adverse Drug Reactions from Postmarketing
Cumulative Tabulation of Serious Adverse Events (from Clinical Trials)
Interval Line Listings of Serious Adverse Reactions (from Clinical Trials)

Tip

For blinded studies, the system populates blinded product information as Blinded in the generated tables.

Summary Tabulation of Adverse Drug Reactions from Postmarketing Sources
The following image map shows how Vault Safety generates the Summary Tabulation of Adverse Drug Reactions from Postmarketing Sources table.

Table Constraints
The system filters Cases to include in the Summary Tabulation of Adverse Drug Reactions from Postmarketing Sources using the following constraints:

Case Not Suppressed

The Case Suppress Submission field must be set to No or blank (not suppressed).
case_version__v.suppress_submission__v ≠ Yes

Case Product in Reporting Family

A Case Product must be a member of the Reporting Family.
case_version__vr.case_product__v.product__v IN
aggregate_report_family__vr.aggregate_report_family_join__vr.products__v

Case Date in Cumulative Reporting Period

The date must be within the aggregate report cumulative reporting period (Product IBD to Data Period End). How
Aggregate Reports Filter by Data Period provides more information.
DATE ≤ pbrer__v.data_period_end__v

where DATE depends on the option selected in the PBRER Filter Cases By ( pbrer__v.filter_cases_by__v ) field:
When Approval Date:
case_version__v.approval_date__v

When blank or Receipt Date / New Info Date (Default):
a. If the Case New Info Date ( new_info_date__v ) is blank, the Receipt Date is used:
case_version__v.receipt_date__v

b. Otherwise, the New Info Date is used:
case_version__v.new_info_date__v

If there are multiple versions of the Case within the reporting period, only the most recent Case version within the
reporting period is listed.

Case Lifecycle State in Aggregate States to Include

The latest Case version within the reporting period must be in a state specified in the States to Include field on the
PBRER.
case_version__v.state__v CONTAINS pbrer__v.states_to_include__v

Note the following considerations:
Cases in the following states are omitted:
Nullified ( nullified_state__v )
Voided ( voided_state__v )

Note

You cannot select these states in the States to Include field. These states are always omitted.

If the Case is in a Lifecycle State assigned a State Type of "Deleted", the Case is omitted.
When evaluating the States to Include field, the system evaluates Cases in the Superseded
( superseded_state__v ) state as Closed ( closed_state__v ).

Table Mapping

NUMBER

NAME

DESCRIPTION

Spontaneous,

Cases are listed in this category when the Case Report Type is set to one of the following:

including regulatory

Spontaneous

authority and

Literature (Spontaneous)

literature

Other
Not Available
case_version__v.report_type__v = 1, 3, 4
{Spontaneous | Literature (Spontaneous) | Other | Not available}
Non-interventional

Cases are listed in this category when they match one of the following scenarios:

CAUSALITY
SCENARIO

REPORT TYPE

1

STUDY TYPE

Study

Individual Patient Use

Yes

Literature (Study)

Other Study

Blank

A custom Report Type with an E2B Code of

A custom Study Type where the E2B Code
is not set to 1 (Clinical Trial)

2
2

ESTABLISHED

Literature (Study)

Blank

Yes

A custom Report Type with both of the

A custom Study Type without a valid E2B

Blank

following:

Code

i. The E2B Code field set to 2
ii. The Literature field set to Yes

COUNT IF
(case_version_v.report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.e2b_code__v = 2
AND case_version__v.study_product_reason__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.e2b_code__v ≠ 1)
AND case_assessment__v.case_assessment_result__v.causality_established__v = Yes OR Blank
OR
(case_version_v.report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.e2b_code__v = 2
AND case_version_v.report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.literature__v = Yes
AND case_version__v.study_product_reason__v = blank)
AND case_assessment__v.case_assessment_result__v.causality_established__v = Yes OR Blank
Serious

Number of adverse events with a value entered in the Case Adverse Event Seriousness field.
case_adverse_event__v.seriousness__v ≠ EMPTY

Non-Serious

Number of adverse events with an empty Case Adverse Event Seriousness field.
case_adverse_event__v.serious__v = EMPTY

SOC

The MedDRA System Organ Class (SOC) for the adverse event.
event_meddra__v.soc_term__v

Preferred Term

The MedDRA Preferred Term (PT) for each adverse event, grouped by the MedDRA SOC.
case_adverse_event__v.event_meddra__v.pt_term__v

Case Adverse Events must have an associated Case Assessment to be listed in this report.

Note

Contact Veeva Support to request PT Aggregation in periodic reports, which counts only unique instances of Preferred Terms (PT) in

summary tabulations. Once this feature is enabled, when a Case contains multiple Case Adverse Events coded under the same MedDRA
Preferred Term (PT), the report counts a single PT event instead of multiple events.

Interval

Number of adverse events with a Case date within the aggregate report interval reporting period (Data Period Start to Data Period End). How
Aggregate Reports Filter by Data Period provides more information.
DATE ≥ pbrer__v.data_period_start__v AND
DATE ≤ pbrer__v.data_period_end__v

where DATE depends on the option selected in the PBRER Filter Cases By ( pbrer__v.filter_cases_by__v ) field:
When Approval Date:
case_version__v.approval_date__v
When blank or Receipt Date / New Info Date (Default):
a. If the Case New Info Date is blank, the Receipt Date is used:
case_version__v.receipt_date__v

b. Otherwise, the New Info Date is used:
case_version__v.new_info_date__v

Cumulative

Number of adverse events with a Case date within the aggregate report cumulative reporting period (up to the Data Period End). How Aggregate
Reports Filter by Data Period provides more information.
DATE ≤ pbrer__v.data_period_end__v

where DATE depends on the option selected in the PBRER Filter Cases By ( pbrer__v.filter_cases_by__v ) field:
When Approval Date:
case_version__v.approval_date__v
When blank or Receipt Date / New Info Date (Default):
a. If the Case New Info Date is blank, the Receipt Date is used:
case_version__v.receipt_date__v

b. Otherwise, the New Info Date is used:
case_version__v.new_info_date__v

Total Spontaneous

The total number of all adverse events within the "Spontaneous, including regulatory authority and literature" category, including both serious and nonserious, within the cumulative reporting period.

The Cases contained in the report are listed in a separate table:

Cumulative Tabulation of Serious Adverse Events From Clinical Trials
The system generates the Cumulative Tabulation of Serious Adverse Events From Clinical Trials by default for PBRER Aggregate Reports.

Table Constraints

Note

In order for a Case to be considered for the report, the Case (created from AER, Inbox Item or Imported Case) must have a Case Product set to Primary.

The system filters Cases to include in the Cumulative Tabulation of Serious Adverse Events From Clinical Trials using the following constraints:

Case Not Suppressed

The Case Suppress Submission field must be set to No or blank (not suppressed).
case_version__v.suppress_submission__v ≠ Yes

Case Report and Study Type

Back to Top

Feedback?

To filter study cases, the system looks at the Case Report Type and Study Type fields. A Case is included when it
matches one of the following scenarios:

SCENARIO

REPORT TYPE

1

STUDY TYPE

Study

Clinical Trial

A custom Report Type with an E2B Code of 2

A custom Study Type with an E2B Code of 1

case_version_v.report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.
e2b_code__v = 2
AND case_version__v.study_product_reason__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.
e2b_code__v = 1
2

Study

Blank

A custom Report Type with:

A custom Study Type without a valid E2B Code

i. The E2B Code field set to 2
ii. The Literature field set to No or Blank

case_version_v.report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.
e2b_code__v = 2
AND case_version_v.report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.
literature__v ≠ Yes
AND case_version__v.study_product_reason__v = blank

Case Lifecycle State in Aggregate States to Include

The latest Case version within the reporting period must be in a state specified in the States to Include field on the
PBRER.
case_version__v.state__v CONTAINS pbrer__v.states_to_include__v

Note the following considerations:
Cases in the following states are omitted:
Nullified ( nullified_state__v )
Voided ( voided_state__v )

Note

You cannot select these states in the States to Include field. These states are always omitted.

If the Case is in a Lifecycle State assigned a State Type of "Deleted", the Case is omitted.
When evaluating the States to Include field, the system evaluates Cases in the Superseded
( superseded_state__v ) state as Closed ( closed_state__v ).

Case Date in Cumulative Reporting Period

The date must be within the aggregate report cumulative reporting period (Product IBD to Data Period End). How
Aggregate Reports Filter by Data Period provides more information.
DATE ≤ pbrer__v.data_period_end__v

where DATE depends on the option selected in the PBRER Filter Cases By ( pbrer__v.filter_cases_by__v ) field:
When Approval Date:
case_version__v.approval_date__v

When blank or Receipt Date / New Info Date (Default):
a. If the Case New Info Date ( new_info_date__v ) is blank, the Receipt Date is used:
case_version__v.receipt_date__v

b. Otherwise, the New Info Date is used:
case_version__v.new_info_date__v

If there are multiple versions of the Case within the reporting period, only the most recent Case version within the
reporting period is listed.

Serious Case Adverse Event

The Case must contain at least one Case Adverse Event with a value specified in the Seriousness field (not blank).
case_adverse_event__v.seriousness__v ≠ BLANK

Study Member of Reporting Family

The Study field links to a Study record that is either:
a. A member of the Reporting Family
case_version__v.study__v CONTAINS
reporting_family__v.reporting_family_member__v.study__v

b. Contains a Study Product that matches a Product Reporting Family Member
case_version__v.study__v CONTAINS
reporting_family__v.reporting_family_member__v.products__v.study_product__v.study__v

Note

To ensure Blind Protection, unblinded Cases are counted as blinded until End of Study Reconciliation unblinding is complete for each Case.

Table Mapping
The following table outlines how the system maps data to populate the Cumulative Tabulation of Serious Adverse Events From Clinical Trials:

NUMBER

NAME

DESCRIPTION

SOC

The MedDRA System Organ Class (SOC) for the adverse event.
case_adverse_event__v.event_meddra__v.soc_term__v

Preferred

The MedDRA Preferred Term (PT) for each adverse event, grouped by the MedDRA SOC.

Term

case_adverse_event__v.event_meddra__v.pt_term__v

Note

Contact Veeva Support to request PT Aggregation in periodic reports, which counts only unique instances of

Preferred Terms (PT) in summary tabulations. Once this feature is enabled, when a Case contains multiple Case Adverse
Events coded under the same MedDRA Preferred Term (PT), the report counts a single PT event instead of multiple
events.

Investigational

The total number of adverse events with suspect investigational products.

Medicinal

COUNT IF

Product

case_version__v.case_product__v.primary__v == Yes
AND case_product__v.study_product__v ≠ Blank
AND case_product__v.study_product__v.study_product_role__v == lead_agent__v (Investigational)

Blinded

The total number of adverse events with suspect blinded products.
COUNT IF
case_version__v.case_product__v.primary__v == Yes
AND case_version__v.case_product__v.study_product__v == Blank

Active

The total number of adverse events with suspect active comparators.

Comparator

COUNT IF
case_version__v.case_product__v.primary__v == Yes
AND case_product__v.study_product__v ≠ Blank
AND case_product__v.study_product__v.study_product_role__v == active_comparitor__v

Placebo

The total number of adverse events with suspect placebos.
COUNT IF
case_version__v.case_product__v.primary__v == Yes
AND case_product__v.study_product__v ≠ Blank
AND case_product__v.study_product__v.study_product_role__v == placebo__v

The Cases contained in the report are listed in a separate table:

Interval Line Listings of Serious Adverse Reactions
For PBRER reports, this table is not generated by default. You can generate Interval Line Listings of Serious Adverse Reactions by selecting this table in the Documents
to Generate field on the PBRER record.

Table Constraints
The system filters Cases to include in the Interval Line Listings of Serious Adverse Reactions using the following constraints:

Case Not Suppressed

The Case Suppress Submission field must be set to No or blank (not suppressed).
case_version__v.suppress_submission__v ≠ Yes

Study Member of Reporting Family

The Study field links to a Study record that is either:
a. A member of the Reporting Family
case_version__v.study__v CONTAINS
reporting_family__v.reporting_family_member__v.study__v

b. Contains a Study Product that matches a Product Reporting Family Member
case_version__v.study__v CONTAINS
reporting_family__v.reporting_family_member__v.products__v.study_product__v.study__v

Case Report and Study Type

To filter study cases, the system looks at the Case Report Type and Study Type fields. A Case is included when it
matches one of the following scenarios:

SCENARIO

REPORT TYPE

1

STUDY TYPE

Study

Clinical Trial

A custom Report Type with an E2B Code of 2

A custom Study Type with an E2B Code of 1

case_version_v.report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.
e2b_code__v = 2
AND case_version__v.study_product_reason__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.
e2b_code__v = 1
2

Study

Blank

A custom Report Type with:

A custom Study Type without a valid E2B Code

i. The E2B Code field set to 2
ii. The Literature field set to No or Blank

case_version_v.report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.
e2b_code__v = 2
AND case_version_v.report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.
literature__v ≠ Yes
AND case_version__v.study_product_reason__v = blank

Case Date in Interval Reporting Period

The date must be within the aggregate report interval reporting period (Data Period Start to Data Period End). How
Aggregate Reports Filter by Data Period provides more information.
DATE ≥ pbrer__v.data_period_start__v AND
DATE ≤ pbrer__v.data_period_end__v

where DATE depends on the option selected in the PBRER Filter Cases By ( pbrer__v.filter_cases_by__v ) field:
When Approval Date:
case_version__v.approval_date__v

When blank or Receipt Date / New Info Date (Default):
a. If the Case New Info Date ( new_info_date__v ) is blank, the Receipt Date is used:
case_version__v.receipt_date__v

b. Otherwise, the New Info Date is used:
case_version__v.new_info_date__v

If there are multiple versions of the Case within the reporting period, only the most recent Case version within the
reporting period is listed.

Serious Case Adverse Event

The Case must contain at least one Case Adverse Event with a value specified in the Seriousness field (not blank).
case_adverse_event__v.seriousness__v ≠ BLANK

Causality Established is Yes or Blank on Any Case Assessment

The Causality Established field must be either Yes or blank (unknown) on any Case Assessment to consider the Case.
case_assessment_result.causality_established == (Yes OR Blank)

A Case is excluded from this report if all serious Case Adverse Events are assessed as unrelated. That is, if all serious
Case Adverse Events are linked with at least two Case Assessment Results with the Causality Established field set to
No, where:
One Case Assessment Result is for the company ("Sponsor" or "MAH"). That is, the Source Type maps to E2B
Code 2 or 4 .
One other Case Assessment Result where the Source Type does not map to E2B Code 2 or 4 .

Case Lifecycle State in Aggregate States to Include

The latest Case version within the reporting period must be in a state specified in the States to Include field on the
PBRER.
case_version__v.state__v CONTAINS pbrer__v.states_to_include__v

Note the following considerations:
Cases in the following states are omitted:
Nullified ( nullified_state__v )
Voided ( voided_state__v )

Note

You cannot select these states in the States to Include field. These states are always omitted.

If the Case is in a Lifecycle State assigned a State Type of "Deleted", the Case is omitted.
When evaluating the States to Include field, the system evaluates Cases in the Superseded
( superseded_state__v ) state as Closed ( closed_state__v ).

Table Mapping
The following table outlines how the system maps data to populate the Interval Line Listings of Serious Adverse Reactions:

NUMBER

NAME

DESCRIPTION

SOC

The MedDRA System Organ Class (SOC) for the adverse event.
case_adverse_event__v.event_meddra__v.soc_term__v

Trial Number [EudraCT#]

For studies registered to a country in the European Union, values are mapped from the following fields:
Trial Number: Case > Study Number
case_version__v.study_number__v
EudraCT#: Case Study Registration > Registration Number
case_study_registration__v.registration_number_value
where country_value__v.agency__v = EMA

Case ID/ Subject #

Values from the following fields:
Case ID: Case > UID
case_version__v.uid__v
Subject ID: The system first attempts to map a value from the Case > MRN - Investigation field, but if this field is blank then the value is
mapped from the Case > Patient Initials field.
IF case_version__v.mrn_investigation_value__v = Blank
SHOW case_version__v.patient_id_value__v
ELSE SHOW case_version__v.mrn_investigation_value__v

Country, Gender, Age

Values from the following fields:
Country: Case > Event Country
case_version__v.event_country__v.name__v
Gender: Case > Patient Gender
case_version__v.gender_value__v.name__v
Age: Case > Age and Age (unit)
The system automatically calculates the age to the closest full number in years
(case_version__v.age_value__v case_version__v.age_unit__v)
OR
(case_version__v.age_normalized_year__v case_version__v.age_unit__v)

Serious ADR(s)

The MedDRA Preferred Term for the serious adverse event.
case_adverse_event__v.event_meddra__v.pt_term__v
where seriousness__v != null

The primary adverse event is listed first.
Outcome

The value selected in the Case Adverse Event Outcome field. If there are multiple Case Adverse Event records on a Case, the system
populates the most serious outcome, per E2B guidelines.
case_adverse_event__v.event_outcomes__v.name__v
where seriousness__v != null

Date of Onset, Time to

Values are mapped for the primary Case Adverse Event as follows:

Onset

Date of Onset: Case Adverse Event > Onset in the format (DD-MMM-YYYY)
case_adverse_event__v.onset_date__v
where primary__v = Yes
Time to Onset: Case Assessment > First Dose Latency (number) and First Dose Latency (unit)
case_assessment__v.first_dose_interval_number__v
case_assessment__v.first_dose_interval_unit__v
where case_assessment_v.case_product__v.primary__v = Yes
AND case_assessment_v.case_adverse_event__v.primary__v = Yes

Suspect Drug

The name of the primary Case Product with a Drug Role of Suspect.
If the product is blinded, the value is Blinded. To ensure Blind Protection, unblinded Cases are counted as blinded until End of Study
Reconciliation unblinding is complete for each Case.
IF [case_version__v.case_product__v.primary__v = Yes
AND case_version__v.case_product__v.study_product__v = Blank]
THEN "Blinded"
ELSE case_version__v.case_product__v.product_name__v
where primary__v = Yes

Daily Dose, Route,

If the primary Case Product is blinded, the value is Blinded.

Formulation
IF (case_product__v.primary__v = Yes)
AND (case_version__v.case_product__v.study_product__v = Blank)
THEN "Blinded"

If the not blinded, values are mapped from the primary Case Product > Case Product Dosage as follows:
Daily Dose: Values are mapped from the following fields:
i. Dose (number) and Dose (unit)
case_product__v.case_product_dosage__v.dose_number__v
AND dose_unit__v
ii. Frequency (number) and Frequency (unit)
case_product__v.case_product_dosage__v.frequency_number__v
AND frequency_unit__v
Route: Patient RoA Text
case_product__v.case_product_dosage__v.patient_adminroute_text__v
Formulation: Dose Form Text
case_product__v.case_product_dosage__v.dose_form_text__v
If there are multiple Dosages under the primary Case Product, values from each Dosage record are displayed in a line-separated list.
Dates of Treatment,

Values are mapped from the primary Case Product > Case Product Dosage object as follows:

Treatment Duration

Dates of Treatment: First Administration to Last Administration in the format (DD-MMM-YYYY)
(case_product__v.case_product_dosage__v.firstadmin_idate__v)
to (case_product__v.case_product_dosage__v.lastadmin_idate__v)
Treatment Duration: Duration (number) and Duration (unit)
(case_product__v.case_product_dosage__v.duration_number__v)
(case_product__v.case_product_dosage__v.duration_unit__v)

Comments

Any text entered in the Case Reporting Summary field.
case_version__v.reporting_summary__v
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About PSUR Reports
Vault Safety provides Periodic Safety Update Report (PSUR) authoring and table generation capabilities, including CIOMS II line listings. The Vault Safety PSUR report
adheres to the ICH E2C (R1) regulatory guideline.

Note

See Create CIOMS II Reports if you need to create a standalone CIOMS II report. The CIOMS II standalone report supports masking and can optionally

include additional information beyond that required by regulations.

The following table summarizes the PSUR tabulations that Vault Safety generates:

TABULATION

GENERATED BY DEFAULT?

MASKING SUPPORT?

CIOMS II Interval Line Listing of Adverse Drug Reactions

Yes

No

Summary Tabulation of Serious Unlisted Adverse Drug Reactions

Yes

No

Summary Tabulation of Serious Listed and Non Serious Adverse Drug Reactions

Yes

No

Tip

An administrator can configure custom PSUR report templates for your organization.

Prerequisites
Consider the following prerequisites before you generate PSUR tables:
You must be assigned permissions to view and prepare aggregate reports.
Typically, these permissions are reserved for the Safety Writer and Head of Safety roles.
An administrator must have enabled PSUR Tabulations and CIOMS II Line Listings
The Reporting Family with the Products, Studies, and Substances to include in the PSUR tabulations and CIOMS II line listings.
An administrator must have configured each product’s Core Datasheet with a list of expected adverse events for the reporting family product.
Vault Safety uses Core Product Datasheets to classify adverse events as listed or unlisted in PSUR tabulations.

Create a PSUR Aggregate Report
Create a PSUR Aggregate Report and specify the report settings.

Add a PSUR
1. In the vault primary navigation bar, select Aggregate Reports > PSUR, and then select Create.

Note

If you do not see PSUR as an option, an administrator must update your vault to enable PSUR.

2. In the Create Aggregate Report window, under Select Aggregate Report Type, select PSUR.
3. Complete the fields on the Create PSUR page.
4. Save the record.
Result
The PSUR record enters the Pending state. The system assigns a task to users in the Safety Writer role to review the report details.

PSUR Fields
You can specify the following fields for a PSUR Aggregate Report:

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Product Family (Required)

Select the Reporting Family configured for aggregate reporting.

Note

The Reporting Family object type should be Product Family.

To learn more, see Configure Aggregate Reporting Families.
Organization

This field is automatically populated with the Organization on the selected Reporting Family.

Data Period Start (Required)

Enter the start date for the reporting period.
The system uses the Cases within the reporting period to generate the table data. Cases are included when the date corresponding to the
Filter Cases By setting is within the reporting period.
Cumulative tabulations do not consider the start date. Cumulative tabulations include all Cases from the product International Birth Date (IBD)
to the Data Period End.
To learn more, see How Aggregate Reports Filter by Data Period.

Data Period End (Required)

Enter the end date for the reporting period.
To learn more, see How Aggregate Reports Filter by Data Period.

Filter Case By

To customize how the system filter Cases within the specified date range, select an option:
Case Receipt Date / New Info Date (Default): The latest date when the source provided information, from the most recent available
date in the Receipt Date and New Info Date fields.
Case Approval Date: The date when the Case moved into the Approved state. If the Case was revised for a non-significant follow-up,
the most recent Approval date is used.
If this field is not specified, the Case Receipt Date/New Info Date are used by default. Depending on when your vault was originally deployed,
an administrator may need to add this field to appear on the page layout.

States to Include (Required)
Select the states that Cases must be in to be included in the report.
By default, only Cases in the Approved, Closed, Superseded, and Medical Review states are included. Note that while Superseded is not
listed as an option, the Closed state includes the Superseded state. Only system-provided states in the Case Processing Lifecycle are
supported.

Note

For Cases that have been nullified, ensure to change the Case Lifecycle State to a state that is not listed in the States to

Include field. For example, if a nullified Case remains in the Closed state, the system will still consider the Case in aggregate reports.

Indicate Unexpected Term

Select Yes to display an asterisk beside each unexpected adverse event term in the CIOMS II Line Listings.

Datasheet

This field works alongside the Indicate Unexpected Term setting for evaluating approved terms in product datasheets.
You can specify the following options for PSUR and CIOMS II reports:
Use Approved Version at the beginning of the reporting period: The aggregate report Start Date must be within a term's active
range to be considered Expected. This option is used by default, including when this field is left blank.
Use Approved Version at the end of the reporting period: The aggregate report End Date must be within a term's active range to be
considered Expected.
To learn more, see Active Range for Expectedness in Aggregate Reports.

Generate PSUR Tabulations
Review and verify the report settings. Once you have confirmed the report details are correct, use the Generate Aggregate Report Tabulations action to generate PSUR
report tables.

Mark Unexpected Terms in PSUR Reports
You can set the Indicate Unexpected Term on a PSUR so that when the CIOMS II Line Listings are generated, the system marks each unexpected adverse event with
an asterisk (*).
To identify unexpected events, an administrator must have configured the Core Datasheet for the products in the PSUR Reporting Family.
The Datasheet can specify the Active Date Start, and optionally an Active Date End, which indicates when a term is approved as expected for the product. If configured,
The PSUR Start Date must be within a term’s active range to be considered expected.
Expectedness in Aggregate Reports provides more information.

Note

If an active start date is defined for the term on the datasheet, the system considers the Active Range for Expectedness. This behavior always applies to

PSUR, regardless of the Indicate Unexpected Term setting.

PSUR Table Generation Data Mapping
Vault Safety populates aggregate report tables using Cases within the reporting period specified on the PSUR, and the reporting family members configured on the
associated Reporting Family.

Tip

For blinded studies, the system populates blinded product information as Blinded in the generated tables.

The following sections describe how Vault Safety generates PSUR tabulations:
CIOMS II Interval Line Listing of Adverse Drug Reactions
Summary Tabulation of Serious Unlisted Adverse Drug Reactions
Summary Tabulation of Serious Listed and Non Serious Adverse Drug Reactions

CIOMS II Interval Line Listing of Adverse Drug Reactions

Table Constraints
The system filters Cases to include in the CIOMS II Interval Line Listing of Adverse Drug Reactions using the following constraints:

Case Not Suppressed

The Case Suppress Submission field must be set to No or blank (not suppressed).
case_version__v.suppress_submission__v ≠ Yes

Case Lifecycle State in Aggregate States to Include

The latest Case version within the reporting period must be in a state specified in the States to Include field on the PSUR.
case_version__v.state__v CONTAINS psur__v.states_to_include__v

Note the following considerations:
Cases in the following states are omitted:
Nullified ( nullified_state__v )
Voided ( voided_state__v )

Note

You cannot select these states in the States to Include field. These states are always omitted.

If the Case is in a Lifecycle State assigned a State Type of "Deleted", the Case is omitted.
When evaluating the States to Include field, the system evaluates Cases in the Superseded
( superseded_state__v ) state as Closed ( closed_state__v ).

Case Date in Interval Reporting Period

The date must be within the aggregate report interval reporting period (Data Period Start to Data Period End). How
Aggregate Reports Filter by Data Period provides more information.
DATE ≥ psur__v.data_period_start__v AND
DATE ≤ psur__v.data_period_end__v

where DATE depends on the option selected in the PSUR Filter Cases By ( psur__v.filter_cases_by__v ) field:
When Approval Date:
case_version__v.approval_date__v

When blank or Receipt Date / New Info Date (Default):
a. If the Case New Info Date ( new_info_date__v ) is blank, the Receipt Date is used:
case_version__v.receipt_date__v

b. Otherwise, the New Info Date is used:
case_version__v.new_info_date__v

Suspect or Interacting Case Product or Substance in Reporting Family

A Case Product must meet both of the following conditions:
The Case Product must be a member of the Reporting Family
case_version__vr.case_product__v.product__v IN
aggregate_report_family__vr.aggregate_report_family_join__vr.products__v

OR
The Case Product must have a Product Substance that is a member of the Reporting Family
reporting_family_v.substance__v.substance_v ≠ BLANK
AND reporting_family_v.substance__v.substance_v =
case_product__v.product__v.product_substance__v

The Drug Role field must be set to Suspect (E2B Code=1) or Interacting (E2B Code=3)
case_product__v.drug_role__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.e2b_code__v = 1 OR 3

Case Report Type, Seriousness, Expectedness, and Causality

The Case must match one of the following scenarios:

CAUSALITY
SCENARIO

REPORT TYPE

1

Spontaneous
Literature (Spontaneous)

SERIOUSNESS

EXPECTEDNESS

ESTABLISHED

Serious (not

Any

Any

blank)

A custom Report Type with an E2B Code
of 1

case_version_v.report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.e2b_code__v = 1
AND case_version_v.seriousness__v ≠ blank
2

Spontaneous

Blank (Non-

Literature (Spontaneous)

Unexpected

Any

Serious)

A custom Report Type with an E2B Code
of 1

case_version_v.report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.e2b_code__v = 1
AND case_version_v.seriousness__v = blank
AND case_version_v.expected__v = false
3

Study

Serious (not

Any

blank)

Literature (Study)

For any primary Case
Assessment:
Yes

A custom Report Type with an E2B Code

Unknown

of 2

Blank

case_version_v.report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.e2b_code__v = 2
AND case_version_v.seriousness__v ≠ blank
AND case_assessment__v.case_assessment_result__v.causality_established__v =
Yes OR Null OR Unknown
WHERE case_assessment__v.case_product__v.primary__v = True
4

Other

Serious (not

Any

Any

blank)

Not Available
A custom Report Type with an E2B Code
of 3 or 4

case_version_v.report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.e2b_code__v = 3 OR 4
AND case_version_v.seriousness__v ≠ blank
5

Other

Blank (Non-

Unexpected

Any

Serious)

Not Available
A custom Report Type with an E2B Code
of 3 or 4

case_version_v.report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.e2b_code__v = 3 OR 4
AND case_version_v.seriousness__v = blank
AND case_version_v.expected__v = false

Table Mapping

NUMBER

NAME

DESCRIPTION

MAH Case Reference Number

The value from the Case UID field.
case_version__v.uid__v

Country of Event

The value from the Case Event Country field.
case_version__v.event_country__vr.name__v

Source

The value selected in the Case Report Type field.
case_version_v.report_type__v

Sex

Values from the following fields:

Age

Sex: Case > Patient Gender
case_version__v.gender_value__v.name__v
Age: Case > Age value and unit
The system automatically calculates the age to the closest full number in years
(case_version__v.age_value__v case_version__v.age_unit__v)
OR
(case_version__v.age_normalized_year__v case_version__v.age_unit__v)

Daily Dose, Route, Formation of Suspect

The following information is listed:

Drug

Daily Dose: Values are mapped from the following fields:
i. Dose (number) and Dose (unit)
case_product__v.case_product_dosage__v.dose_number__v
AND dose_unit__v
ii. Frequency (number) and Frequency (unit)
case_product__v.case_product_dosage__v.frequency_number__v
AND frequency_unit__v
Route: Patient RoA Text
case_product__v.case_product_dosage__v.patient_adminroute_text__v
Formulation of Suspect Product: Dose Form Text
case_product__v.case_product_dosage__v.dose_form_text__v
If there are multiple Dosages under the primary Case Product, values from each Dosage record are displayed in a lineseparated list.

Date of Onset

The date entered in the Date of Onset field on the primary Case Adverse Event in the format DD-MM-YYYY .
case_adverse_event__v.onset_date__v
where primary__v = Yes

Time to Onset

The value from the First Dose Latency on the primary Case Adverse Event.
case_assessment__v.first_dose_interval_number__v
case_assessment__v.first_dose_interval_unit__v
where case_assessment_v.case_product__v.primary__v = Yes
AND case_assessment_v.case_adverse_event__v.primary__v = Yes

Dates of Treatment

Values are mapped from primary Case Product Dosages as follows:

Treatment Duration

Dates of Treatment: First Administration to Last Administration in the format (DD-MMM-YYYY)
(case_product__v.case_product_dosage__v.firstadmin_idate__v)
to (case_product__v.case_product_dosage__v.lastadmin_idate__v)
Treatment Duration: Duration (number) and Duration (unit)
(case_product__v.case_product_dosage__v.duration_number__v)
(case_product__v.case_product_dosage__v.duration_unit__v)

Description of Reaction Reported

The list of adverse events, including both the reported term and MedDRA preferred term from each Case Adverse Event.
Reported:
case_adverse_event__vr.event_reported__v
MedDRA:
case_adverse_event__vr.event_meddra__vr.pt_term__v
Data from the primary Case Adverse Event is listed first, followed by other Case Adverse Events ordered by rank.

Outcome

The value selected in the Case Adverse Event Outcome field.
If there are multiple Case Adverse Event records on a Case, the system populates the most serious outcome.
case_adverse_event__v.event_outcomes__v.name__v
where seriousness__v ≠ blank

Back to Top
Comments

Any text entered in the Case Reporting Summary field. You can use this field to highlight causality information.

Feedback?

case_version__v.reporting_summary__v

Summary Tabulation of Serious Unlisted Adverse Drug Reactions
The following image map shows how Vault Safety generates the PSUR Summary Tabulation of Serious Unlisted Adverse Drug Reactions table.

Table Constraints
The system filters Cases to include in the Summary Tabulation of Serious Unlisted Adverse Drug Reactions using the following constraints:

Case Not Suppressed

The Case Suppress Submission field must be set to No or blank (not suppressed).
case_version__v.suppress_submission__v ≠ Yes

Suspect or Interacting Case Product or Substance in Reporting Family

A Case Product must meet both of the following conditions:
The Case Product must be a member of the Reporting Family
case_version__vr.case_product__v.product__v IN
aggregate_report_family__vr.aggregate_report_family_join__vr.products__v

OR
The Case Product must have a Product Substance that is a member of the Reporting Family
reporting_family_v.substance__v.substance_v ≠ BLANK
AND reporting_family_v.substance__v.substance_v =
case_product__v.product__v.product_substance__v

The Drug Role field must be set to Suspect (E2B Code=1) or Interacting (E2B Code=3)
case_product__v.drug_role__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.e2b_code__v = 1 OR 3

Case Lifecycle State in Aggregate States to Include

The latest Case version within the reporting period must be in a state specified in the States to Include field on the PSUR.
case_version__v.state__v CONTAINS psur__v.states_to_include__v

Note the following considerations:
Cases in the following states are omitted:
Nullified ( nullified_state__v )
Voided ( voided_state__v )

Note

You cannot select these states in the States to Include field. These states are always omitted.

If the Case is in a Lifecycle State assigned a State Type of "Deleted", the Case is omitted.
When evaluating the States to Include field, the system evaluates Cases in the Superseded
( superseded_state__v ) state as Closed ( closed_state__v ).

Case Date in Cumulative Reporting Period

The date must be within the aggregate report cumulative reporting period (Product IBD to Data Period End). How
Aggregate Reports Filter by Data Period provides more information.
DATE ≤ psur__v.data_period_end__v

where DATE depends on the option selected in the PSUR Filter Cases By ( psur__v.filter_cases_by__v ) field:
When Approval Date:
case_version__v.approval_date__v

When blank or Receipt Date / New Info Date (Default):
a. If the Case New Info Date ( new_info_date__v ) is blank, the Receipt Date is used:
case_version__v.receipt_date__v

b. Otherwise, the New Info Date is used:
case_version__v.new_info_date__v

If there are multiple versions of the Case within the reporting period, only the most recent Case version within the
reporting period is listed.

Table Mapping

NUMBER

NAME

DESCRIPTION

Spontaneous

Number of adverse events that meet the following criteria:

Serious -

Spontaneous: Case Report Type is set to Spontaneous. This does include Spontaneous (Literature).

Unlisted

case_version__v.report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.e2b_code__v = 1

Sub-total

AND report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.literature__v = (No or Blank)
Serious: A value selected in the Case Adverse Event > Seriousness field.
case_adverse_event__v.seriousness__v ≠ EMPTY
Unlisted: The MedDRA Preferred Term for the adverse event is not listed on the Core Datasheet for the primary Case Product within the reporting period.
If an active start date is defined for the term on the datasheet, the system considers the Active Range for Expectedness.
case_product__v.product__v.core_datasheet__v.meddra_criteria_datasheet__v
DOES NOT CONTAIN case_adverse_event__vr.event_meddra__v

Clinical

Number of adverse events that meet the following criteria:

Studies

Clinical Trials: Case Report Type is set to Study and the Study Type is set to Clinical Trial. This does include the Study (Literature) Report Type.

Serious -

case_version__v.report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.e2b_code__v = 2 (Study)

Unlisted

AND case_version__v.study_product_reason__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.

Sub-total

e2b_code__v = 1 (Clinical Trial)
AND report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.literature__v = (No or Blank)
Causality Established: The Case Assessment Result > Causality Established field is set to Yes or is blank (unknown).
case_assessment_result.causality_established = (Yes OR Blank)
Serious: A value selected in the Case Adverse Event > Seriousness field.
case_adverse_event__v.seriousness__v ≠ EMPTY
Unlisted: The MedDRA Preferred Term for the adverse event is not listed on the Core Datasheet for the primary Case Product within the reporting period.
If an active start date is defined for the term on the datasheet, the system considers the Active Range for Expectedness.
case_product__v.product__v.core_datasheet__v.meddra_criteria_datasheet__v
DOES NOT CONTAIN case_adverse_event__vr.event_meddra__v

Literature

Number of adverse events that meet the following criteria:

Serious -

Literature: Case > Report Type set to one of the following:

Unlisted

Literature (Spontaneous)

Sub-total

Literature (Study)
A custom Report Type where the Literature field is set to Yes
case_version_v.report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.literature__v = Yes
Causality Established: The Case Assessment Result > Causality Established field is set to Yes or is blank (unknown).
case_assessment_result.causality_established = (Yes OR Blank)
Serious: A value selected in the Case Adverse Event > Seriousness field.
case_adverse_event__v.seriousness__v ≠ EMPTY
Unlisted: The MedDRA Preferred Term for the adverse event is not listed on the Core Datasheet for the primary Case Product within the reporting period.
If an active start date is defined for the term on the datasheet, the system considers the Active Range for Expectedness.
case_product__v.product__v.core_datasheet__v.meddra_criteria_datasheet__v
DOES NOT CONTAIN case_adverse_event__vr.event_meddra__v

Other

Number of adverse events that meet the following criteria:

Sources

Other Sources: When either of the following conditions are met:

Serious Unlisted

SCENARIO

Sub-total

REPORT TYPE

1

Other

STUDY TYPE
N/A

Not Available
A custom Report Type with:
i. The E2B Code field set to 3 or 4
ii. The Literature field set to No or Blank

case_version_v.report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.e2b_code__v = 3 OR 4
AND report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.literature__v = No or Blank
2

Study

Individual Patient Use

A custom Report Type with:

Other

i. The E2B Code field set to 2

A custom Study Type with an E2B Code of 2 or 3

ii. The Literature field set to No or Blank

case_version_v.report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.e2b_code__v = 2
AND report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.literature__v = No or Blank
AND case_version_v.study_type__v = 2 OR 3

Serious: A value selected in the Case Adverse Event > Seriousness field.
case_adverse_event__v.seriousness__v ≠ EMPTY
Unlisted: The MedDRA Preferred Term for the adverse event is not listed on the Core Datasheet for the primary Case Product within the reporting period.
If an active start date is defined for the term on the datasheet, the system considers the Active Range for Expectedness.
case_product__v.product__v.core_datasheet__v.meddra_criteria_datasheet__v
DOES NOT CONTAIN case_adverse_event__vr.event_meddra__v
SOC

The MedDRA System Organ Class (SOC) for the adverse event.
If the MedDRA term is not coded on the Case Adverse Event, the SOC is blank.
event_meddra__v.soc_term__v

Preferred

The MedDRA Preferred Term for the adverse event.

Term

case_adverse_event__v.event_meddra__v.pt_term__v

Contact Veeva Support to request PT Aggregation in periodic reports, which counts only unique instances of Preferred Terms (PT) in summary

Note

tabulations. Once this feature is enabled, when a Case contains multiple Case Adverse Events coded under the same MedDRA Preferred Term (PT),
the report counts a single PT event instead of multiple events.

Listed on

Whether each adverse event is listed on the Core Datasheet for the primary Case Product within the reporting period.

Core
Datasheet? Event

The system uses the MedDRA Preferred Term (PT) to determine whether an adverse event is listed.
If an active start date is defined for the term on the datasheet, the system considers the Active Range for Expectedness.

MedDRA.PT
Yes/No

Yes IF
(case_product__v.product__v.core_datasheet__v.meddra_criteria_datasheet__v
CONTAINS case_adverse_event__v.event_meddra__v)
ELSE No

Summary Tabulation of Serious Listed and Non Serious Adverse Drug Reactions
The following image map shows how Vault Safety generates the PSUR Summary Tabulation of Serious Listed and Non Serious Adverse Drug Reactions table.

Table Constraints
The system filters Cases to include in the Summary Tabulation of Serious Listed and Non Serious Adverse Drug Reactions using the following constraints:

Case Not Suppressed

The Case Suppress Submission field must be set to No or blank (not suppressed).
case_version__v.suppress_submission__v ≠ Yes

Suspect or Interacting Case Product or Substance in Reporting Family

A Case Product must meet both of the following conditions:
The Case Product must be a member of the Reporting Family
case_version__vr.case_product__v.product__v IN
aggregate_report_family__vr.aggregate_report_family_join__vr.products__v

OR
The Case Product must have a Product Substance that is a member of the Reporting Family
reporting_family_v.substance__v.substance_v ≠ BLANK
AND reporting_family_v.substance__v.substance_v =
case_product__v.product__v.product_substance__v

The Drug Role field must be set to Suspect (E2B Code=1) or Interacting (E2B Code=3)
case_product__v.drug_role__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.e2b_code__v = 1 OR 3

Case Date in Interval Reporting Period

The date must be within the aggregate report interval reporting period (Data Period Start to Data Period End). How
Aggregate Reports Filter by Data Period provides more information.
DATE ≥ psur__v.data_period_start__v AND
DATE ≤ psur__v.data_period_end__v

where DATE depends on the option selected in the PSUR Filter Cases By ( psur__v.filter_cases_by__v ) field:
When Approval Date:
case_version__v.approval_date__v

When blank or Receipt Date / New Info Date (Default):
a. If the Case New Info Date ( new_info_date__v ) is blank, the Receipt Date is used:
case_version__v.receipt_date__v

b. Otherwise, the New Info Date is used:
case_version__v.new_info_date__v

If there are multiple versions of the Case within the reporting period, only the most recent Case version within the
reporting period is listed.

Case Lifecycle State in Aggregate States to Include

The latest Case version within the reporting period must be in a state specified in the States to Include field on the PSUR.
case_version__v.state__v CONTAINS psur__v.states_to_include__v

Note the following considerations:
Cases in the following states are omitted:
Nullified ( nullified_state__v )
Voided ( voided_state__v )

Note

You cannot select these states in the States to Include field. These states are always omitted.

If the Case is in a Lifecycle State assigned a State Type of "Deleted", the Case is omitted.
When evaluating the States to Include field, the system evaluates Cases in the Superseded
( superseded_state__v ) state as Closed ( closed_state__v ).

Table Mapping

NUMBER

NAME

DESCRIPTION

Spontaneous

Adverse events with the Case Report Type set to Spontaneous.
case_version__v.report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.e2b_code__v = 1
AND report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.literature__v = (No or Blank)

Clinical

Adverse events with the Case Report Type set to Study and the Study Type is set to Clinical Trial. This does include the Study (Literature) Report Type.

Studies

case_version__v.report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.e2b_code__v = 2 (Study)
AND case_version__v.study_product_reason__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.
e2b_code__v = 1 (Clinical Trial)
AND report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.literature__v = (No or Blank)

Literature

Number of adverse events with the Case Report Type set to one of the following:
Literature (Spontaneous)
Literature (Study)
A custom Report Type where the Literature field is set to Yes
case_version_v.report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.literature__v = Yes

Other

An adverse event is counted when either of the following conditions are met:

SCENARIO
1

REPORT TYPE
Other

STUDY TYPE
N/A

Not Available
A custom Report Type with:
i. The E2B Code field set to 3 or 4
ii. The Literature field set to No or Blank

case_version_v.report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.e2b_code__v = 3 OR 4
AND report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.literature__v = No or Blank
2

Study

Individual Patient Use

A custom Report Type with:

Other

i. The E2B Code field set to 2

A custom Study Type with an E2B Code of 2 or 3

ii. The Literature field set to No or Blank

case_version_v.report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.e2b_code__v = 2
AND report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.literature__v = No or Blank
AND case_version_v.study_type__v = 2 OR 3

SOC

The MedDRA System Organ Class (SOC) for the adverse event.
If the MedDRA term is not coded on the Case Adverse Event, the SOC is blank.
event_meddra__v.soc_term__v

Preferred

The MedDRA Preferred Term for the adverse event.

Term

case_adverse_event__v.event_meddra__v.pt_term__v

Note

Contact Veeva Support to request PT Aggregation in periodic reports, which counts only unique instances of Preferred Terms (PT) in summary

tabulations. Once this feature is enabled, when a Case contains multiple Case Adverse Events coded under the same MedDRA Preferred Term (PT),
the report counts a single PT event instead of multiple events.

Listed on

Whether each adverse event is listed on the Core Datasheet for the primary Case Product.

Core
Datasheet? Event
MedDRA.PT

The system uses the MedDRA Preferred Term (PT) to determine whether an adverse event is listed.
If an active start date is defined for the term on the datasheet, the system considers the Active Range for Expectedness.

Yes/No

Yes IF
(case_product__v.product__v.core_datasheet__v.meddra_criteria_datasheet__v
CONTAINS case_adverse_event__v.event_meddra__v)
ELSE No

Serious -

Number of adverse events that meet the following criteria:

listed

Serious: A value is selected in the Case Adverse Event > Seriousness field.

Sub-total

case_adverse_event__v.seriousness__v ≠ EMPTY
Listed: The adverse event is listed on the Core Datasheet for the primary Case Product.
If an active start date is defined for the term on the datasheet, the system considers the Active Range for Expectedness.
Yes IF
(case_product__v.product__v.core_datasheet__v.meddra_criteria_datasheet__v
CONTAINS case_adverse_event__v.event_meddra__v)
ELSE No

Non-Serious

Number of adverse events that do not have a value selected in the Case Adverse Event > Seriousness field.
case_adverse_event__v.seriousness__v = EMPTY

The PSUR line listings contain a log of each Case included in the line listings.
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About CIOMS II Reports
Vault Safety provides Council for International Organizations of Medical Sciences (CIOMS) II authoring and table generation capabilities. The Vault Safety CIOMS II
report adheres to the ICH E2C (R1) regulatory guideline.

Tip

An administrator can configure custom CIOMS II report templates for your organization.

Prerequisites
Consider the following prerequisites before you generate CIOMS II tables:
You must be assigned permissions to view and prepare aggregate reports.
Typically, these permissions are reserved for the Safety Writer and Head of Safety roles.
An administrator must have enabled CIOMS II Line Listings
The Reporting Family with the Products, Studies, and Substances to include in the CIOMS II tabulations and CIOMS II line listings.
An administrator must have configured each product’s Core Datasheet with a list of expected adverse events for the reporting family product.
Vault Safety uses Core Product Datasheets to classify adverse events as listed or unlisted in CIOMS II tabulations.

Create a CIOMS II Aggregate Report
Create a CIOMS II Aggregate Report and specify the report settings.

Add a CIOMS II
1. In the vault primary navigation bar, select Aggregate Reports > CIOMS II, and then select Create.

Note

If you do not see CIOMS II as an option, an administrator must update your vault to enable CIOMS II.

2. In the Create Aggregate Report window, under Select Aggregate Report Type, select CIOMS II.
3. Complete the fields on the Create CIOMS II page.
4. Save the record.
Result
The CIOMS II record enters the Pending state. The system assigns a task to users in the Safety Writer role to review the report details.

CIOMS II Fields
You can specify the following fields for a CIOMS II Aggregate Report:

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Product Family (Required)

Select the Reporting Family configured for aggregate reporting.

Note

The Reporting Family object type should be Product Family.

To learn more, see Configure Aggregate Reporting Families.
Organization

This field is automatically populated with the Organization on the selected Reporting Family.

Data Period Start (Required)

Enter the start date for the reporting period.
The system uses the Cases within the reporting period to generate the table data. Cases are included when the date corresponding to the
Filter Cases By setting is within the reporting period.
Cumulative tabulations do not consider the start date. Cumulative tabulations include all Cases from the product International Birth Date (IBD)
to the Data Period End.
To learn more, see How Aggregate Reports Filter by Data Period.

Data Period End (Required)

Enter the end date for the reporting period.
To learn more, see How Aggregate Reports Filter by Data Period.

Filter Case By

To customize how the system filter Cases within the specified date range, select an option:
Case Receipt Date / New Info Date (Default): The latest date when the source provided information, from the most recent available
date in the Receipt Date and New Info Date fields.
Case Approval Date: The date when the Case moved into the Approved state. If the Case was revised for a non-significant follow-up,
the most recent Approval date is used.
If this field is not specified, the Case Receipt Date/New Info Date are used by default. Depending on when your vault was originally deployed,
an administrator may need to add this field to appear on the page layout.

Generate Masked Documents

Select this option to generate a masked copy of the Interval Line Listings of Adverse Drug Reactions table for masked distributions
Depending on when your vault was originally deployed, an administrator may need to add this field to appear on the page layout.
To learn more, see Generate Masked Aggregate Tabulations (CIOMS II, PBRER and DSUR).

Indicate Unexpected Term

Select Yes to display the unexpected adverse event term in the CIOMS II Line Listings.

Datasheet

This field works alongside the Indicate Unexpected Term setting for evaluating approved terms in product datasheets.
You can specify the following options for PSUR and CIOMS II reports:
Use Approved Version at the beginning of the reporting period: The aggregate report Start Date must be within a term's active
range to be considered Expected. This option is used by default, including when this field is left blank.
Use Approved Version at the end of the reporting period: The aggregate report End Date must be within a term's active range to be
considered Expected.
To learn more, see Active Range for Expectedness in Aggregate Reports.

Comments

To customize the reports, select optional fields to be included in the report. Most of these will appear in the comments area of the report.
You can select the following options:
Assessment Results
Study ID (will display in the source column when applicable)
EudraCT Number
Patient ID
Action Taken

Generate CIOMS II Tabulations
Review and verify the report settings. Once you have confirmed the report details are correct, use the Generate Aggregate Report Tabulations action to generate CIOMS
II report tables.

Mark Unexpected Terms in CIOMS II Reports
You can set the Indicate Unexpected Term on a CIOMS II report so that the system marks each unexpected adverse event.
To identify unexpected events, an administrator must have configured the Core Datasheet for the products in the CIOMS II Reporting Family.
The Datasheet can specify the Active Date Start, and optionally an Active Date End, which indicates when a term is approved as expected for the product. If configured,
The CIOMS II Start Date must be within a term’s active range to be considered expected.
Expectedness in Aggregate Reports provides more information.

Note

If an active start date is defined for the term on the datasheet, the system considers the Active Range for Expectedness. This behavior always applies to

CIOMS II, regardless of the Indicate Unexpected Term setting.

CIOMS II Table Generation Data Mapping
CIOMS II Interval Line Listing of Adverse Drug Reactions

Table Constraints
The system filters Cases to include in the CIOMS II Interval Line Listing of Adverse Drug Reactions using the following constraints:

Case Not Suppressed

The Case Suppress Submission field must be set to No or blank (not suppressed).
case_version__v.suppress_submission__v ≠ Yes

Case Lifecycle State in Aggregate States to Include

The latest Case version within the reporting period must be in a state specified in the States to Include field on the
CIOMS II.
case_version__v.state__v CONTAINS cioms_ii__v.states_to_include__v

Note the following considerations:
Cases in the following states are omitted:
Nullified ( nullified_state__v )
Voided ( voided_state__v )

Note

You cannot select these states in the States to Include field. These states are always omitted.

If the Case is in a Lifecycle State assigned a State Type of "Deleted", the Case is omitted.
When evaluating the States to Include field, the system evaluates Cases in the Superseded
( superseded_state__v ) state as Closed ( closed_state__v ).

Case Date in Interval Reporting Period

The date must be within the aggregate report interval reporting period (Data Period Start to Data Period End). How
Aggregate Reports Filter by Data Period provides more information.
DATE ≥ cioms-ii__v.data_period_start__v AND
DATE ≤ cioms-ii__v.data_period_end__v

where DATE depends on the option selected in the CIOMS II Filter Cases By ( cioms-ii__v.filter_cases_by__v )
field:
When Approval Date:
case_version__v.approval_date__v

When blank or Receipt Date / New Info Date (Default):
a. If the Case New Info Date ( new_info_date__v ) is blank, the Receipt Date is used:
case_version__v.receipt_date__v

b. Otherwise, the New Info Date is used:
case_version__v.new_info_date__v

Suspect or Interacting Case Product or Substance in Reporting Family

A Case Product must meet both of the following conditions:
The Case Product must be a member of the Reporting Family
case_version__vr.case_product__v.product__v IN
aggregate_report_family__vr.aggregate_report_family_join__vr.products__v

OR
The Case Product must have a Product Substance that is a member of the Reporting Family
reporting_family_v.substance__v.substance_v ≠ BLANK
AND reporting_family_v.substance__v.substance_v =
case_product__v.product__v.product_substance__v

The Drug Role field must be set to Suspect (E2B Code=1) or Interacting (E2B Code=3)
case_product__v.drug_role__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.e2b_code__v = 1 OR 3

Case Report Type, Seriousness, Expectedness, and Causality

The Case must match one of the following scenarios:

CAUSALITY
SCENARIO

REPORT TYPE

1

Spontaneous
Literature (Spontaneous)

SERIOUSNESS

EXPECTEDNESS

ESTABLISHED

Serious (not

Any

Any

blank)

A custom Report Type with an E2B Code
of 1

case_version_v.report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.e2b_code__v = 1
AND case_version_v.seriousness__v ≠ blank
2

Spontaneous

Blank (Non-

Literature (Spontaneous)

Unexpected

Any

Serious)

A custom Report Type with an E2B Code
of 1

case_version_v.report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.e2b_code__v = 1
AND case_version_v.seriousness__v = blank
AND case_version_v.expected__v = false
3

Study

Serious (not

Literature (Study)

Any

For any primary Case

blank)

Assessment:
Yes

A custom Report Type with an E2B Code

Unknown

of 2

Blank

case_version_v.report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.e2b_code__v = 2
AND case_version_v.seriousness__v ≠ blank
AND case_assessment__v.case_assessment_result__v.causality_established__v =
Yes OR Null OR Unknown
WHERE case_assessment__v.case_product__v.primary__v = True
4

Other

Serious (not

Any

Any

blank)

Not Available
A custom Report Type with an E2B Code
of 3 or 4

case_version_v.report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.e2b_code__v = 3 OR 4
AND case_version_v.seriousness__v ≠ blank
5

Other

Blank (Non-

Unexpected

Any

Serious)

Not Available
A custom Report Type with an E2B Code
of 3 or 4

case_version_v.report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.e2b_code__v = 3 OR 4
AND case_version_v.seriousness__v = blank
AND case_version_v.expected__v = false

Table Mapping

NUMBER

NAME

DESCRIPTION

MAH Case Reference Number

The value from the Case UID field.
case_version__v.uid__v

Source

The value selected in the Case Report Type field.
case_version_v.report_type__v

Country of Event

The value from the Case Event Country field.
case_version__v.event_country__vr.name__v

Sex

Values from the following fields:

Age

Sex: Case > Patient Gender
case_version__v.gender_value__v.name__v
Age: Case > Age value and unit
The system automatically calculates the age to the closest full number in years
(case_version__v.age_value__v case_version__v.age_unit__v)
OR
(case_version__v.age_normalized_year__v case_version__v.age_unit__v)

Product Route, Formulation, Daily Dose

The following information is listed:
Daily Dose: Values are mapped from the following fields:
i. Dose (number) and Dose (unit)
case_product__v.case_product_dosage__v.dose_number__v
AND dose_unit__v
ii. Frequency (number) and Frequency (unit)
case_product__v.case_product_dosage__v.frequency_number__v
AND frequency_unit__v
Route: Patient RoA Text
case_product__v.case_product_dosage__v.patient_adminroute_text__v
Formulation of Suspect Product: Dose Form Text
case_product__v.case_product_dosage__v.dose_form_text__v
If there are multiple Dosages under the primary Case Product, values from each Dosage record are displayed in a line-separated
list.

Dates of Treatment

Values are mapped from primary Case Product Dosages as follows:

Treatment Duration

Dates of Treatment: First Administration to Last Administration in the format (DD-MMM-YYYY)
(case_product__v.case_product_dosage__v.firstadmin_idate__v)
to (case_product__v.case_product_dosage__v.lastadmin_idate__v)
Treatment Duration: Duration (number) and Duration (unit)
(case_product__v.case_product_dosage__v.duration_number__v)
(case_product__v.case_product_dosage__v.duration_unit__v)

Date of Onset

These values are mapped as follows:

Time to Onset

Date of Onset: The date entered in the Date of Onset field on the primary Case Adverse Event in the format DD-MM-YYYY .
case_adverse_event__v.onset_date__v
where primary__v = Yes
Time to Onset: The value from the First Dose Latency on the primary Case Adverse Event.
case_assessment__v.first_dose_interval_number__v
case_assessment__v.first_dose_interval_unit__v
where case_assessment_v.case_product__v.primary__v = Yes
AND case_assessment_v.case_adverse_event__v.primary__v = Yes

Description of Reaction as Reported

The list of adverse events, including both the reported term and MedDRA preferred term from each Case Adverse Event.

(PT)

Reported:
case_adverse_event__vr.event_reported__v
MedDRA:
case_adverse_event__vr.event_meddra__vr.pt_term__v
Data from the primary Case Adverse Event is listed first, followed by other Case Adverse Events ordered by rank.

Patient Outcome

The value selected in the Case Adverse Event Outcome field.
If there are multiple Case Adverse Event records on a Case, the system populates the most serious outcome.
case_adverse_event__v.event_outcomes__v.name__v
where seriousness__v ≠ blank

Comments

Any text entered in the Case Reporting Summary field. You can use this field to highlight causality information.
case_version__v.reporting_summary__v
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How Aggregate Reports Filter by Data Period
Learn how aggregate reports filter by the reporting data period for interval and cumulative tabulations.
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How Cases are Filtered Within Reporting Period
During table generation, Vault Safety filters Cases to ensure aggregate tabulations contain relevant data and comply with regulatory requirements.
DSUR, PBRER, and PSUR tabulations use the Case Receipt Date and New Info Date fields by default. However, the Filter Cases By field on the Aggregate Report can
be set to Approval Date to use the Case Approval Date instead.
PADER tabulations filter Cases by the Transmission Date on completed FDA Transmissions associated with the Case.
If there are multiple versions of the Case within the reporting period, only the most recent Case version within the reporting period is listed.

Interval vs. Cumulative Reporting Period
The reporting period date range used to generate tabulations depends on whether the tabulation counts cases on a cumulative or interval basis.
The following table describes the reporting period that each report tabulation uses. The help articles for each report type provide more information on the specific table
constraints for each tabulation

REPORT
TYPE

INTERVAL TABULATIONS

DSUR

PADER

CUMULATIVE TABULATIONS

Interval Line Listings of Serious Adverse Reactions

Cumulative Tabulation of Serious Adverse Events from Clinical Trials

List of Subjects Who Died During the Reporting Period (Appendix)

Cumulative Summary Tabulation of Serious Adverse Reactions (Appendix)

15 Day and Non-15 Day Summary Reports

N/A

Interval Line Listings
Summary of ADR Tabulation Post Market
Non-Primary Suspect Product Report
List of Death Cases (Postmarketing)
PBRER

Interval Line Listings of Serious Adverse Reactions

Summary Tabulation of Adverse Drug Reactions from Postmarketing
Sources*
Cumulative Tabulation of Serious Adverse Events from Clinical Trials

PSUR

CIOMS II Interval Line Listing of Adverse Drug Reactions

Summary Tabulation of Serious Unlisted Adverse Drug Reactions

Summary Tabulation of Serious Listed and Non Serious Adverse Drug
Reactions
*The PBRER Summary Tabulation of Adverse Drug Reactions from Postmarketing Sources report lists Cases using both interval and cumulative counts.

Interval Reporting Period
Interval report tabulations adhere to the following start and end dates:
1. Start Date: The Data Period Start Date on the Aggregate Report record
2. End Date: The Data Period End Date on the Aggregate Report record

Cumulative Reporting Period
Cumulative report tabulations adhere to the following start and end dates:
1. Start Date: The International Birth Date (IBD) on the Reporting Family record
If there is no IBD specified, the data period contains all Cases up to the Data Period End Date
2. End Date: The Data Period End Date on the Aggregate Report record

Example Reporting Period Filter
The following interactive graphic provides two reporting period examples for both cumulative and interval line listings in a DSUR report.

Note

In the following example, the DSUR report uses the default Filter Cases By setting (Receipt Date/New Info Date).

How Aggregate Reports Filter by Data Period

Select a sample report to learn more
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Generate Aggregate Report Tabulations
Learn how to set up DSUR aggregate reports and generate DSUR report tables.
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Trigger Table Generation
Once the Aggregate Report (DSUR, PSUR, PBRER, or PADER) has been created, trigger table generation through the Generate Aggregate Report Tabulations action.
This action may be available as a user action from the All Actions (

) menu on the Aggregate Report, or may be initiated automatically as part of the Aggregate

Report workflow.
The table generation process duration depends on the size of the vault and the number of Cases. Once table generation is complete, the user who initiated the report
generation is notified with an email and vault notification.
In the standard Vault Safety template, table generation occurs after you complete the Review Report Record task. Once complete, the Aggregate Report record enters
the Authorship stage and the system starts generating the tables.

Note

This page describes the Review Report Record task in the default configuration. If your organization has a custom workflow, follow the recommendations in

your business standard operating procedure for generating aggregate report tables.

Regenerate Report Tabulations
To regenerate and update the report tabulations prior to submission, once the aggregate report is approved, select Regenerate Report Tabulations when you complete
the Review & Author Report task.

Generate Next Aggregate Report
Vault Safety enables you to automatically generate subsequent reports and assign tasks according to the aggregate reporting period.
The Generate Next Aggregate Report Record action automatically generates the next aggregate report, using the reporting period defined on the Reporting Family, and
the Start Date and End Date defined on the Aggregate Report record. This action may be available as a user action or may be triggered automatically as part of
workflows in your vault.
When the Generate Next Aggregate Report action is triggered, the system creates a new Aggregate Report (DSUR, PSUR, PBRER, or PADER) with the following
settings:

FIELD

VALUE

Product Family

The same Reporting Family specified on the initial Aggregate Report.

States to Include

The same States to Include specified on the initial Aggregate Report

Data Period Start

The Data Period End on the initial Aggregate Report, plus 1 day.

Data Period End

The Data Period Start on the initial Aggregate Report, plus the Reporting Period (Months) specified on the Reporting Family, minus 1 day.

*The initial Aggregate Report refers to the Aggregate Report (DSUR, PSUR, PBRER, or PADER) from which the Generate Next Aggregate Report action is triggered.

The following diagram shows an example of how the Generate Next Aggregate Report action sets the report time period:

Generate Next Aggregate Report Action Date Calculation
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About Masked Aggregate Report Tabulations
Vault Safety can generate both masked and unmasked aggregate tabulations, so that you can have the documents ready for both masked non-regulatory distributions
and unmasked regulatory submissions. This feature is available for the CIOMS II standalone report, DSURs and PBRERs that contain a Study reporting family member,
where the associated Study has the Blinded field set to Yes.

Note

Masked documents are not available for the CIOMS II table that is part of the PSUR.

Configure Masked Aggregate Reports
Use the Generate Masked Documents option on the Aggregate Report (CIOMS II, DSUR or PBRER) record to generate a masked copy of report tables.

Note

Masked documents are not generated for DSUR appendices.

Supported Tables
The system supports generating masked copies of the Interval Line Listings of Adverse Drug Reactions table for the CIOMS II standalone report.
The system supports generating masked copies of the following tables for PBRER and DSUR:
Interval Line Listings of Serious Adverse Reactions
Cumulative Tabulation of Serious Adverse Events from Clinical Trials

Masked and Unmasked Report Copies
When an aggregate report is configured to enable Generate Masked Documents, the system generates both a masked and unmasked copy of the supported tables.
For the masked copy, the system prepends “Blinded” to the name of the report document.
The system protects the unmasked copy with Vault Safety blind protection. Only users with authorized access to unblinded information can access the unmasked copy.
If a double-blinded Case is unblinded before a study is complete, for example, a SUSAR Case, the Case data will be shown as unblinded in the unmasked report
document. But the data will be still masked as Blinded in the masked version of the report document.
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Create the Report Document
Create the report document from an aggregate report template.
1. Go to the Library.
2. Select Create > Document from Template.
The Create Document from Template (Step 1) page appears.
3. Under Choose document type, select one of the following types:
For a DSUR, select Aggregate Reports > Clinical > DSUR.
For a PSUR, select Aggregate Reports > Postmarketing > PSUR.
For a PBRER, select Aggregate Reports > Postmarketing > PBRER.
For a PADER, select Aggregate Reports > Postmarketing > PADER.
4. Under Choose template, select the template to build the report from.
5. Select Next.
The Create Document from Template (Step 2) page appears.
6. In the Name field, enter a name for the document.
7. In the Organization field, select the appropriate organization.
8. In the Aggregate Report field, select the aggregate report.
9. Select Save.
Result
The system starts generating the report document. Vault sends a notification when the document generation is complete.

Author the Report
Once the system generates the aggregate report document, you can author the report using vault’s collaborative authoring capabilities. Edit a Document provides more
information.
To learn more about versioning documents, management, or collaborative authoring, visit Vault Help.

Your administrator can set up custom aggregate report document templates for your organization. Configure Aggregate Report Templates provides more

Tip

information.

Upload a Document to an Aggregate Report
You can upload additional documents as you prepare an aggregate report.
1. From the Aggregate Reports tab, go to the Aggregate Report record to which you want to add documents.
2. Expand Documents, and then select Add.
3. If the document exists in your vault already, select it and close the window.
4. To upload a document from your computer, perform the following steps:
a. On the Upload Files (Step 1) page, drag and drop the file into the blue area or select Choose to browse for the file on your computer.
b. From the Choose document type list, start typing Aggregate Reports , and then select one of the following classifications:
For a DSUR, select Aggregate Reports > Clinical > DSUR.
For a PSUR, select Aggregate Reports > Postmarketing > PSUR.
For a PBRER, select Aggregate Reports > Postmarketing > PBRER.
For a PADER, select Aggregate Reports > Postmarketing > PADER.
c. Select Next.
d. Complete the Upload Files (Step 2) page, and ensure to set the Organization field to the same organization specified on the aggregate report.
The system automatically populates the Aggregate Report field with the name of the Aggregate Report record.
e. Select Save.

Download Aggregate Report Documents
To download a document, open the document, and then select an option from the Download Options menu. The icon for this menu depends on the document type.
The following image highlights the Download Options menu:

Download Options Menu

Combine Documents to Binder and Merge
You can combine all documents for an aggregate report into a single binder and then merge that binder to a PDF.

Create Aggregate Report Binder
1. From the Aggregate Reports tab, go to the Aggregate Report record to which you want to add documents.
2. Expand Documents, and then select Show in Tab.
The Library tab appears, filtered to show only the documents within the aggregate report.
3. From the All Actions (

) menu, under Perform Bulk Action, select All x Documents.

4. On the Refine Selection (Step 1) page, ensure that the documents you want to add to a binder are selected, and then select Next.
5. On the Choose Action (Step 2) page, under Manage Documents, select Add to Binder, and then select Next.
6. On the Add to Binder (Step 3), from the Choose document type list, start typing Aggregate Reports , and then select one of the following classifications:
For a DSUR, select Aggregate Reports > Clinical > DSUR.
For a PSUR, select Aggregate Reports > Postmarketing > PSUR.
For a PBRER, select Aggregate Reports > Postmarketing > PBRER.
For a PADER, select Aggregate Reports > Postmarketing > PADER.
7. Select Next.
8. Complete the Create Binder (Step 4) page, and ensure to select the Organization and Aggregate Report that match the source Aggregate Report record.
9. Select Next.
10. On the Confirmation (Step 5) page, check that the binder details are correct, and then select Finish.

Merge Aggregate Report Documents
Merge a Binder to PDF provides instructions to merge the PDF once you have created the binder.

Assign User Tasks to Prepare the Report
1. Go to the Aggregate Report record.
2. Expand Documents.
3. Beside the search bar, select Show in Tab.
The Library tab appears, filtered to the documents in the aggregate report.
4. Expand the Workflow State Change Menu (

) on the Action Bar, and then select Start Multi-document Workflow.

5. Complete the following fields in the Start Multi-document Workflow window:
Multi-document Workflow: Select Aggregate Report Workflow, and then select Continue.
Description: (Optional) Edit the workflow description.
Primary Author: Select the user responsible for writing the report.
Collaborators: Select one or more users who will collaborate on the report.
Approvers: Select one or more users who must review and approve the report.
6. Select Start.
Result
The system starts the workflow and assigns a task to the Primary Author to prepare the report.

Complete Aggregate Workflow Tasks
Note

The following sections describe tasks in the default aggregate report workflow configuration. If your organization has a custom workflow, follow the

recommendations in your business standard operating procedure for approving cases.

Mark the Author Report Task as Complete
1. From Home > My Tasks, accept the Author Aggregate Report task.
2. Beside the Author Aggregate Report task, select Continue.
The aggregate report document envelope appears.
3. In the Review & Author Report task banner, select

.

The Review & Author Report window appears.
4. Select

.

Result
The system assigns a Review and Approve Documents task to appropriate workflow participant.

Review and Approve Report Documents
1. From Home > My Tasks, accept the Author Aggregate Report task.
2. Beside the Author Aggregate Report task, select Continue.
The aggregate report document envelope appears.
3. After reviewing the documents, select a verdict for each:

Select a Verdict for Each Document

4. In the Review and Approve Documents task banner, select

.

The Review and Approve Documents window appears.
5. Select

.

Result
Each approved document moves into the Approved lifecycle state, and the task is complete.

Mark the Aggregate Report as Complete
Once the report is complete and approved, mark the aggregate report as complete.
1. Accept the Review & Author Report task.
2. Beside the Review & Author Report task, select

.

The Review & Author Report window appears.
3. Under Verdict, select Report Authorship Complete.
4. Select

.

Result
The Aggregate Report record enters the Submission stage.
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About Aggregate Report Submission
Vault Safety doesn’t currently support direct submissions of aggregate reports. You must coordinate the submission outside of Vault Safety and then mark the submission
as complete to finalize the aggregate report.

Prerequisites
By default, you must be assigned the Safety Writer or Head of Safety role to view and prepare aggregate reports.
The aggregate report must be fully authored and approved.

Export Aggregate Report Documents
1. Go to the Aggregate Report record.
2. Expand Documents.
3. Beside the search bar, select Show in Tab.
The Library tab appears, filtered to the documents in the aggregate report.
4. Expand the All Actions (

) menu, and then select All 3 Documents.

The Refine Selection (Step 1) page appears.
5. Select which documents you want to export, and then select Next.
The Choose Action (Step 2) page appears.
6. Under Manage Documents, select Document Export, and then select Next.
The Choose Artifacts and Naming Rule (Step 3) page appears.
7. Select Source Documents, and then under Version Selection, select Follow version binding rule.
8. Under Define Document Naming Rule, select which document field the system should name each file with.
9. Select Next.
10. Review the Confirmation (Step 4) page, and then select Finish.
Result
The system starts exporting the files and sends a notification when the export is complete. Access the file download link in the notification from the Home tab or in the
email notification.

Mark Submission as Complete
Note

This page describes the default aggregate report workflow configuration. If your organization has a custom workflow, follow the recommendations in your

business standard operating procedure for marking submissions as complete.

1. Accept the Coordinate Document Submission task.
2. Beside the Coordinate Document Submission task, select

.

The Coordinate Document Submission window appears.
3. Select

.

Result
The Aggregate Report record is marked as Completed.
The system automatically creates the Aggregate Report record for the next upcoming reporting deadline according to the time period configured in the reporting family.
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Reports and Dashboards Overview
Use reports and dashboards to understand important metrics about your business operations.
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About Reports and Dashboards
Use reports to generate and analyze information about business operations in your vault at any point-in-time. Use dashboards to visualize report data for at-a-glance
understanding of key metrics.

Reports Overview
You can use reports to organize, analyze, and share any data related to your Cases, documents, and processes.
The following list highlights some examples of what you can do with Vault reports:
Create a forward-looking report to see which Cases need attention. For example, which Cases are approaching the submission due date.
Create a historical report to analyze how long it takes for a Case to go through the review process, discover how it differs across products, and identify the
bottlenecks.
Use custom metrics to answer questions such as, what are some of the different reasons why a document failed to make it all the way through an approval process?
Create, view, and manage reports from the Reports tab.

Reports Tab

Vault Online Help provides more overview information about reports.

Dashboards Overview
Dashboards provide an at-a-glance understanding of key metrics. Each dashboard contains one or more dashboard components and each component displays metrics
from a report.
Create, view, and manage dashboards from the Dashboards tab. The dashboards you see on the Dashboards tab are those that you have created or that another user
has created and shared with you.

Dashboards Tab
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Manage Reports
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About Report Types
Vault reports make it easy to track content and business processes in a vault. The report type determines the reporting objects for the new report. For example, Product
with Study means that your report looks at Product and Study records.
The report type also affects what fields are available as report columns, filters, etc. When a user creates a new report, the first step is selecting a report type.
Vault Online Help provides more information about report types.

Custom Report Types
Vault includes standard, default report types, which are not editable, but also allows Admins to create custom report types.
Custom report types are the only way to create certain kinds of reports, including a report that displays only object data records without including documents, or a report
that displays details for custom objects.
Vault Online Help provides more information about creating custom report types.

Create a Report
1. Go to Analytics > Reports.
The tabs that appear in the navigation bar depend on your system’s custom configuration.
2. From the menu bar, select

.

The Create Report page appears.
3. In the Name field, enter a report name.
4. In the Description field, enter a report description.
5. To set aliases that appear for columns (tabular only) and filters in the report viewer and in the exported report, select Enable filter and column aliases.
6. Under Report Format, select one of the following options:
Tabular: Shows fields in columns and individual records in rows.
Matrix: Shows fields in both columns and rows and performs summary calculations in the cells.
7. Select Continue.
Vault Online Help provides more information about creating reports.

Create Conditional Fields
To apply colored labels to report items in a specified category, create Conditional Fields.
1. On the report page, under Conditional Fields, select

.

The Create Conditional Field page appears.
2. In the Label field, enter a name for the Conditional Field.
3. Under Field Categories, select Create Category.
4. Select a field, condition, and value.
For example:

Approved Cases Category

5. To define additional Conditional Fields, select Create Category.
6. Under Default Category, in the Label field, enter a name for the default category.
If none of the other conditions are met, the report uses the default category label.
7. To select a color for each label, expand

.

8. Select Save.

Add Report Filters
To filter objects to include in the report, add filters.
1. Under Filters, select a field from the drop-down list.
2. Choose a condition and enter a field value, if needed.
3. To add more filters, select

.

4. To remove a condition, select

.

Add Prompts
Add report prompts to configure values users must specify when they run the report.
1. Under Prompts, select a field from the drop-down.
2. Select a condition for the field.
The user running the report will provide value.
3. To add more prompts, select

.

4. To remove a prompt, select

.

Add Groups
Use groups to organize your documents by a specific field. You can create up to two levels of grouping, for example, you could group a document report by Product and
then by Marketing Campaign.
1. Select the Group rows by drop-down menu and choose a field.
2. Add a secondary grouping by clicking Add field to group by and choosing another grouping field.
3. Select Save.

Run the Report
Once you are done editing the report, run the report to see the results.
1. To save the report, select Save.
2. Select Run.

Report Configuration Examples
Create a Report on Non-Serious DMEs

1. Create a report with the Report Type set to Case.
2. Under Filters, add the following filter:
a. For the field, select Case > Watchlist Tags.
b. For the condition, select contains.
c. For the field value, select DME.
3. Add the following second filter:
a. For the field, select Case > Serious.
b. For the condition, select equals.
c. For the field value, select No.
4. (Optional) To filter, by Case state, add the following third filter:
a. For the field, select Case > Lifecycle State.
b. For the condition, select contains.
c. For the field value, add each Lifecycle state to include in the report.
5. Select Save.
6. Select Run.
Result
The report lists any Cases that are flagged as DMEs evaluated as non-serious.

Non-Serious DME Cases Report

You can schedule flash reports to receive alerts about non-serious DME cases. To schedule a flash report, expand the All
Actions (

) menu, and then select Schedule Flash Report.

Vault Online Help provides more information on flash reports.

Create a Report on Cases by Seriousness Criteria

1. Create a report with the Report Type set to Case.
2. Under Case, in the Group Rows By field, select Case > Seriousness.
3. Select Save.
4. Select Run.
Result
The report groups all Cases by their seriousness criteria.

Cases by Seriousness Assessment Report

Create a Report on Active Cases by Adverse Event Classification per Country

1. Create a report with the Report Type set to Case.
2. To limit the report to only active cases, specify the following Filters:

3. Under Case, in the Group Rows By field, select Case > Classification.
4. Select Add field to group by (optional), and then select Country from the drop-down list.
5. Select Save.
6. Select Run.
Result
The report lists all active Cases grouped by classification.

Back to Top
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Active Cases by Classification Report

Create a Report on Adverse Events for a Specific Product

1. Create a report with the Report Type set to Case.
2. Under Filters, add the following filter:
a. For the field, select Case > Product.
b. For the condition, select in.
c. For the field value, enter the product name.
In this example, the product is Cholecap.
3. Under Case, in the Group Rows By field, select Case > Event (MedDRA).
4. Select Save.
5. Select Run.
Result
The report lists adverse events for the specified Product.

Adverse Events by Product Report

Create a Report on Expedited Cases by Age

1. Create a report with the Report Type set to Case.
2. (Optional) Under Conditional Fields, create the following conditional fields:

3. To limit the report to only active cases, specify the following Filters:

4. Add the following filter:
a. For the field, select Case > Expedited.
b. For the condition, select equals.
c. For the field value, enter Yes.
5. Under Case, in the Group Rows By field, select Age.
6. Select Save.
7. Select Run.
Result
The report lists expedited Cases grouped and labeled by age.

Case Aging Expedited Report

Create a Report on Study Cases by Sponsor Organization

1. Create a report with the Report Type set to Case with Study.
2. Add the following filter:
a. For the field, select Study > Organization.
b. For the condition, select is not blank.
3. Under Case, in the Group Rows By field, select Study > Organization.
4. Select Save.
5. Select Run.
Result
The report lists all study Cases grouped by sponsor organization.

Study Cases by Sponsor Report

Scheduled (Flash) Reports
Flash reports give you the option to schedule reports on a daily, weekly, or monthly frequency and distribute them, via email, to users with the Owner, Editor, or Viewer
role.
When scheduling a flash report, you can determine the frequency, the preferred start time, and notification preferences. Note that the scheduling action is not available for
reports with prompts and including the report in an email is not available for matrix reports.
Vault Online Help provides more information on flash reports.

CRO Security Considerations
If you are scheduling a flash report in a Contract Research Organization (CRO) vault, consider the following security limitations:
The security privileges of the user who schedules the report determines the records included in the report. If a CRO user who has access to multiple organizations
schedules a flash report, sponsor users who receive the report may see other organizations in the email body.
Report sharing settings cannot be hidden. If multiple sponsors can see the same report, they can see each sponsor the report is shared with from Sharing Settings
In a CRO vault, we recommend that you set up and schedule separate reports for each organization to prevent security issues.

Schedule a Report
1. On the report page, expand the All Actions (

) menu, and then select Schedule Flash Report.

2. Select the scheduling frequency from the Run report picklist.
3. Select the scheduled start time from the Preferred Start Time picklist.
Note that flash reports do not honor daylight savings time.
4. Select a notification preference from the Email and Vault notification preferences picklist.
When you select the Only send when at least one record is returned option, Vault only sends a notification when the report returns at least one record.
5. (Optional) If you do not want to include a copy of the report in the flash report’s email, clear the Include report in email checkbox.
6. (Optional) Clear the Collapse report groups in email checkbox.
7. (Optional) To prevent users from refreshing the report, clear the Allow flash report to be refreshed checkbox.
8. Select OK.

Exporting Reports
If you need to conduct further analysis and processing on your data outside of Vault, you can export a report.
Vault supports four formats for export: .pdf , CSV (comma-separated values), text ( .txt ), and Excel ( .xlsx ).
You can configure a custom report cover page for the system to preface the exported reports.
Vault Online Help provides more information on exporting reports.

Export a Report
1. From the Reports page or report viewer, expand the All Actions (

) menu.

2. Select one of the following options:
Export to CSV
Export to Text
Export to Excel
Export to PDF
Result
A dialog appears while Vault processes your request. You can choose to cancel the request from this dialog. The dialog closes automatically when the file is ready.
Depending on your computer’s configuration, the file may download automatically or you may have to choose to save it.

Report Export Limitations
The following limitations apply to exporting reports:
Export to CSV is only available if your vault does not use localization settings, and Export to Text is only available if your vault uses localization settings.
Export to PDF is only available for tabular reports.
Export to PDF removes all hyperlinks.
Excel cannot open files containing more than 65,000 hyperlinks. To open the file, Excel will remove all hyperlinks.
Vault only exports 100,000 records to Export to PDF and Export to Excel operations. If your report contains over 100,000 records, you must export to CSV or TXT.
You cannot export reports with multiple down objects to CSV.
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Use Case or Transmission Unique Numbers in Reporting
Learn how to use the Case or Transmission Unique Number field in custom reporting.
Last Updated Apr 29, 2022
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How to Use Case or Transmission Unique Numbers in Reporting

About Case and Transmission Unique Numbers
Vault Safety assigns a unique sequence number to each Case and Transmission. The numbers are generated and recorded in the following fields:
Case: Case Unique Number ( case_unique_number__v )
Transmission: Transmission Unique Number ( transmission_unique_number__v )
The sequence numbers are generated in a monotonically increasing series. These numbers are generated automatically for all Cases and Transmissions created after
the 21R1 release (April 23, 2021), starting at 10,001.
Contact Veeva Support for assistance to enable the unique sequence number to Cases and Transmissions created prior to the 21R1 release. A buffer of numbers 110,000 are available and can be applied to Cases and Transmissions created prior to the 21R1 release.

How to Use Case or Transmission Unique Numbers in Reporting
The Case and Transmission unique numbers can be used with Vault’s reporting capabilities to create a custom report that retrieves the latest version of a Case or
Transmission in a time period.

Tip

Administrators can apply custom formatting to downloaded reports from Vault using Excel Templates. See Vault Online Help for more information on

configuring Excel Templates in your environment.

The following video provides a demo of configuring a multi-pass report using the Case Unique Number field to ensure only the latest Cases are listed in the report:

09:22
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Manage Report Cover Pages
Vault auto-generates report export cover pages and attaches them to PDF exports of reports.
Last Updated Dec 11, 2020
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About Report Cover Pages
By editing the default Report Export Cover Page template, you can change the information that appears on these pages.
All PDF exports from reports use the same template. While you can change the information that appears, you cannot create custom cover page templates.

Accessing Cover Page Templates
Administration options are in Admin > Business Admin > Templates > Signature & Cover Pages.

Edit the Template
1. From the Signature & Cover Page Templates page, select the Report Export Cover Page template.
2. Select Edit.
3. Make any necessary changes.
4. Select Save.
Result
The new template takes effect immediately for all new PDF exports of reports.

Example Report Export Cover Page

Tokens
You can use tokens to make your cover page specific to each report. Except for Name, all fields for the Report Export Cover Page template are editable.

Report Export Cover Page Configuration

When editing the Report Export Cover Page, you can use the following tokens:

LABEL

SUGGESTED TOKEN

DESCRIPTION

Name

Report Export Cover Page

Non-editable, name of the cover page template

Title

${reportName)

Name of the report

Subtitle

${exportDateTime}

Date/time of the export, in the user’s time zone

Body Block 1

${description}

Description of the report

Body Block 2

${exportedByUsername}

Username of the user exporting the report

Body Block 3

${reportType}

Report Type of the report

Body Block 4

${pages__v}

Number of pages for the exported report

Dates & Times
Vault displays dates and times, including in exported cover pages, in the current user’s selected time zone.

Inactivate the Template
If you do not wish to show cover pages with PDF exports, you can make the Report Export Cover Page template inactive. To do this, remove all tokens from all fields in
the template and save. Rather than generating a blank page, Vault generates a PDF without a cover page.
You cannot delete the Report Export Cover Page template.
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Manage Dashboards
Use dashboards to visualize report data for at-a-glance understanding of key metrics.
Last Updated Apr 29, 2022

Sections in This Article
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Edit Dashboards
Share Dashboards
Export Charts as Images

Using Dashboards
Each dashboard contains one or more dashboard components and each component displays metrics from a report. Create, view, and manage dashboards from the
Dashboards tab.

Global Safety Dashboard

Create a Dashboard
1. Go to Analytics > Dashboards.
The tabs that appear in the navigation bar depend on your system’s custom configuration.
2. From the menu bar, select

.

The Create Dashboard window appears.
3. Enter a Name and optional Description for your dashboard and then select Continue.
4. Choose the layout (2 columns or 3 columns) from the picklist.
5. Select Add Component and set options in the Add New Component dialog.
6. Review the component settings for the chart type.
Repeat the process to create as many components as you need to display on the dashboard. You can add up to 15 components.
7. Rearrange components by selecting on the component and dragging it to the new location.
8. Select the bullhorn icon in the component header to feature that chart at the top of the dashboard.
9. Select Save & Run.
Vault Online Help provides more information about managing dashboards.

Add Dashboard Components
Create a Gauge Chart

1. While in edit mode, select Add Component.
2. Enter a Name for the component.
3. Select Gauge as the chart type.
4. On the Chart Data tab, select a report and a metric from that report to serve as the data for the chart. If the report
uses grouping, choose whether to include all groups or select specific groups.
5. On the Formatting tab, enter the range of metric values to show on the chart.
6. If you want the exact metric value to appear below the chart, select Display Actual Value and enter the unit label.
7. Select the Display Metric Label checkbox to show the name of the metric in the chart.
8. Select the Display Groupings checkbox to show details for the groupings applied to the chart. You can also add up
to three colored bands to the chart by selecting a color and an end value for the band.
9. Select Continue to add the new component to the dashboard.
Result

Gauge Chart

Create a Number Chart

1. While in edit mode, select Add Component.
2. Enter a Name for the component.
3. Select Number as the chart type.
4. On the Chart Data tab, select a report and a metric from that report to serve as the data for the chart.
5. Select All Values or choose a specific grouping (only available for grouped reports).
6. Optional: Select the % of Grand Total checkbox to display this chart as a percentage. This is only available if your
metric is a sum or count and the chart shows a specific grouping.
7. On the Formatting tab, enter a unit label for the number.
If you want the number to show in a specific color, depending on the value, use the range selectors to choose a color
and enter the start/end values for the range. Note that the ranges must be in ascending order, meaning that Range 1
must be lower numbers than Range 2.
8. Select Continue to add the new component to the dashboard.
Result

Number Chart

Create a Bar Chart

1. While in edit mode, select Add Component.
2. Enter a Name for the component.
3. Select Bar as the chart type.
4. On the Chart Data tab, select a report and a metric (x-axis value) from that report to serve as the data for the chart.
5. In Y-Axis (Category), select a field to serve as category in the report.
6. In Group By, select a field to group by within each category.
Select Stacked, Grouped, or % Stacked as the Group Styling.
7. On the Formatting tab, choose to show or hide the x and y axis labels.
Modify the labels if needed.
8. Select the Show Chart Values checkbox to display the exact value for each category or group after the bar.
9. Select the Show Legend checkbox to display a legend below the chart.
10. Enter a value for Target Line if you want to display a target value as a line on the chart.
11. Select Preview Report Data to preview the chart with data.
12. Select Continue to add the new component to the dashboard.
Result

Bar Chart

Create a Column Chart

1. While in edit mode, select Add Component.
2. Enter a Name for the component.
3. Select Column as the chart type.
4. On the Chart Data tab, select a report and a metric (y-axis value) from that report to serve as the data for the chart.
5. In X-Axis (Category), select a field to serve as category in the report.
6. In Group By, select a field to group by within each category.
Select Stacked, Grouped, or % Stacked as the Group Styling.
7. On the Formatting tab, choose to show or hide the x and y axis labels.
Modify the labels if needed.
8. Select the Show Chart Values checkbox to display the exact value for each category or group above the column.
9. Select the Show Legend checkbox to display a legend below the chart.
10. Enter a value for Target Line if you want to display a target value as a line on the chart.
11. Select Preview Report Data to preview the chart with data.
12. Select Continue to add the new component to the dashboard.
Result

Column Chart

Create a Line Chart

1. While in edit mode, select Add Component.
2. Enter a Name for the component.
3. Select Line as the chart type.
4. On the Chart Data tab, select a report and a Metric (y-axis value) from that report to serve as the data for the chart.
5. In X-Axis (Category), select a field to serve as the category in the report.
6. In Group By, select a field to group by within each category, if available.
7. On the Formatting tab, choose to show or hide the x- and y-axis labels.
Modify the labels if needed.
8. Select the Show Chart Values checkbox to display the exact value for each category or group above the data point
on the line.
9. Select the Show Legend checkbox to display a legend below the chart.
10. Enter a value for Target Line if you want to display a target value as a line on the chart.
11. Select Preview Report Data to preview the chart with data.
12. Select Continue to add the new component to the dashboard.
Result

Line Chart

Create a Pie Chart

1. While in edit mode, select Add Component.
2. Enter a Name for the component.
3. Select Pie as the chart type.
4. On the Chart Data tab, select a report and a metric from that report to serve as the data for the chart. In Group By,
select a field to group by within each category.
5. On the Formatting tab, select the Show Category Labels checkbox to display the labels for each grouping
category.
6. Select Show Percentages to display the percentage for each grouping category.
7. Select the Show Legend checkbox to display a legend below the chart.
8. Select Preview Report Data to preview the chart with data.
9. Select Continue to add the new component to the dashboard.
Result

Pie Chart

View Dashboards
The dashboards you see on the Dashboards tab are those that you have created or that another user has created and shared with you.
To view a dashboard, click on the dashboard name from the Dashboards tab or click Save & Run from the specific dashboard’s editing page.

About Color Coding
By default, Vault automatically chooses colors to represent a grouping in a dashboard chart. Color coding is on a chart-by-chart basis, so one chart in a dashboard may
show the product Cholecap in yellow, while another chart shows this product in blue.
Admins can configure specific colors to always represent lifecycle states. This feature is only available for lifecycle states. In cases where states have the same name
across different lifecycles, but are visible in a single chart, the states share the same color setting.

Edit Dashboards
Only the dashboard owner, a user listed as Editor for the dashboard, or an Admin can edit a dashboard.
To edit a dashboard, open the dashboard and select Edit. When finished, select Save or Save & Run.

Set a Featured Component

To toggle a featured component, beside the component name, select

.

The featured chart appears in full width at the top of the dashboard.

Rename a Component

To rename a component, beside the component name, select

.

Delete a Component

To delete a component, beside the component name, select

.

Rearrange Components

To rearrange components, select a component and drag it to a new location.

Change the Dashboard Layout

To change the dashboard layout, from the dropdown list beside Dashboard Edit Mode, select either 2 columns or 3
columns.
To make a component the full width of the page, make it featured.

Add a Component

To add a component, select Add Component.

Toggle Legend Groups

Legends can appear in bar or column charts. To toggle a group being included in the chart, select the group from the
legend.

Share Dashboards
Vault Online Help provides more information on viewing and sharing dashboards.
1. From the Dashboards tab or from inside a specific dashboard, expand the All Actions (

) menu, and then select Share.

2. Add users in the Editors and Viewers fields.
Editors are able to edit, copy, and share the dashboard. Viewers have view-only access.
3. Select OK.
Result
Users with permissions to a dashboard automatically receive the same permissions (Viewer or Editor) on all related reports.

Export Charts as Images
Vault allows you to download specific dashboard components as image files. Note that this option is only available for bar, column, and pie charts.
1. While viewing a dashboard, click the Full screen icon for the specific chart.
2. Click the Download Image button in the lower right corner of the pop-out box.
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Administration Overview
An administrator must set up Vault Safety before certain features are available for users.
Last Updated Apr 29, 2022
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Administering Vault Safety
Vault Safety comes with various default configurations, including a set of fields, document types, lifecycles, and workflows.
You can use your vault immediately with the default configuration settings. Simply follow the appropriate First Steps for Administrators to set up your vault when you first
get started:
First Steps for Safety Administrators
First Steps for SafetyDocs Administrators
You can also customize your vault to match your company’s unique processes. Vault Safety is built on the Vault Platform and shares the same configuration concepts.
Vault Online Help provides information on general Vault Platform administration.

Navigating the Admin Area
The Admin area contains the following tabs.

Business Admin
Access on-going day-to-day administration options, such as product, organization, and study object records, document templates, picklist options, and applicationspecific settings.

Logs
Monitor the audit trails for document activity, system changes, and user logins.

Users & Groups
Create user accounts for your employees and external partners who will be accessing your vault. Organize your users into groups for ease of managing document-level
access controls.

Configuration
Structure how your content is organized and how your vault functions by configuring document types, document fields, lifecycles, workflows, and user notifications.

Settings
Configure settings for various aspects of your vault’s functionality, including enabling or disabling features, and for all vaults in your domain, including password security
policies.

About Safety System Settings
Safety System Settings is a component on the Business Admin tab. Only authorized users have access to view Safety System Settings.
This page is informational only to show which settings are enabled. Safety System Settings cannot be edited directly in Vault Safety. If you require settings which are not
enabled in your vault, contact Veeva Support or your Veeva Services representative.
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Manage Organizations
View and manage organizations from the Business Admin > Organizations page.
Last Updated Apr 29, 2022
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About Organization Records
Organizations are biopharmaceutical sponsors, partners, agencies, sites (and more) that direct transmissions and regulatory submissions to agencies such as the FDA
and EMA. Organization Vault Object records contain data about organizations and security controls.
Adverse Event Reports, Cases, and documents all require linking to an organization. Vault Safety restricts user access to information by role in each organization. Setting
up Organization records is a key step in setting up access control.
You must set up your Vault with the following Organizations:
Your organization (Vault Customer).
Sponsors for which you will process information.
Trading partners with which you will exchange Individual Case Safety Reports (ICSRs).
Agencies to which you will submit ICSRs.
Vault Safety comes with a number of Standard Organizations by default. You can add Custom Organizations as required.

Standard Organizations
Standard Organizations come pre-configured in each vault, including Vault Customer and several worldwide health authorities. For a complete list of these Standard
Organizations, navigate to Business Admin > Organizations in your vault.
You can identify Standard Organization records by the __v in the API name field. The system protects Standard Organization records from changes that could cause
functional issues, which is why you cannot edit the API name or delete Organization records that contain __v in the API name.

Note

Standard Organizations in Vault are inactive by default. Organizations and their associated Transmission Profiles must be activated before they can be used

for Submissions.
Enable Regulatory Agencies as Standard Organizations provides more information.

Custom Organizations
Configure custom organizations for any organization involved in case processing or distributions that is not pre configured in Vault Safety. For example, add the following
organizations:
If your organization is a CRO, add each sponsor for which you will process cases and information.
Add each organization to which you will send and receive information, such as cases, reports, and documents.
You cannot configure custom Organization records with __v in the API name, which identifies a standard organization.

Set Up Vault Customer
Vault Customer is a standard Organization record that comes preconfigured in each vault. To enable FDA Gateway Submissions, you must configure Vault Customer for
your organization.
You can identify the Vault Customer record by the vault_customer__v API name.

Set Up Vault Customer as a Contract Research Organization
1. Go to Business Admin > Organizations.
2. Find the Organization record named Vault Customer. If there are multiple pages, use the Next Page arrow button to move through the list.
3. Hover over Vault Customer, and then select
4. Select Change Type, and then in the Select New Organization Type dropdown list, select CRO.
5. In the Change Organization Type window, select Continue.
6. On the CRO: Vault Customer page, in the Details section update the Organization fields. Note that fields appear based on your vault's configuration.
7. In the Address section, add contact information. For organizations that manufacture and report on medical device products, this section is required to populate
device fields on the MedWatch 3500A form.
8. (Optional) In the Localized Organizations section, for Japan reporting destinations other than PMDA, you can create a Localized Organization.
9. In the Transmission Profiles section, add the Organization’s Transmission Profiles to facilitate Submissions and Distributions.
10. (Optional) In the Distribution Lists section, create a Distribution List using your Organization’s Reporting Family type. This enables automatically generating
Distributions for each partner or site with which you must transmit ICSRs.
11. Select Save.
Next Steps
Add secondary Organization records for each sponsor for which you will process cases and information.

Set Up Vault Customer as a Sponsor
1. Go to Business Admin > Organizations.
2. Find the Organization record named Vault Customer. If there are multiple pages, use the Next Page arrow button to move through the list.
3. Hover over Vault Customer, and then select

.

4. Select Change Type, and then in the Select New Organization Type dropdown list, select Sponsor.
5. Select Continue.
6. On the Sponsor: Vault Customer page, in the Details section update the Organization fields.
7. In the Address section, add contact information. For organizations that manufacture and report on medical device products, this section is required to populate
device fields on the MedWatch 3500A form.
8. In the Studies section, add Studies that your Organization monitors and reports on.
9. In the Products section, add Products that your Organization monitors and reports on.
10. In the Combination Products section, add Combination Products that your Organization monitors and reports on.
11. (Optional) In the Distribution Lists section, create a Distribution List using your Organization’s Reporting Family type. This enables automatically generating
Distributions for each partner or site with which you must transmit ICSRs.
12. In the Transmission Profiles section, add the Organization’s Transmission Profiles to facilitate Submissions and Distributions.
13. (Optional) In the Localized Organizations section, for Japan reporting destinations other than PMDA, you can create a Localized Organization.
14. Select Save.

Add an Organization
Set up Organization records for any sponsors for which you process cases and any organizations to which you send and receive information.
1. Go to Business Admin > Organizations.
2. Select Create.
The Create Organization window appears.
3. On the Create Organization window, select the organization type, and then select Continue.
4. Complete the fields that appear.
The following table describes the Organization object fields that may appear, depending on your vault's configuration:

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Name

Enter the name of the Organization.

( name__v )
Organization UID Code
(organization_uid_code__v)
PV Agreement
(pv_agreement__v)

Enter the Unique Identification (UID) Code of the Organization. The system uses this value to assign Case UID numbers.
By default, this field appears only for Sponsor-type Organizations.
Select the type of Pharmacovigilance Agreement. Select Agent if your organization acts on behalf of sponsor organizations, as agreed to in the
pharmacovigilance contract.
By default, this field appears only for CRO-type Organizations.
This field impacts how the system imports the Receipt Date and New Info Date from inbound E2B Transmissions.

Sender Type

Select the type of Sender Organization or Individual.

(sender_type__v)
This field is used in E2B report generation for Sender Type (A.3.1.1/C.3.1).
Submission Rules

Select the submission ruleset associated with the Organization.

(submission_rules__v)
Note

Submission Rules are intended for use with Agency-type organizations only, and populating this field assigns a reporting ruleset

to the Agency. For more information, see Regulatory Agency Reporting Rules.

Localization
(localization__v)

Select the Localization record corresponding to the organization's region.
The Localization option, along with the reporting rules configured for the Organization, control the Translations generated for Cases reportable
to this Organization.

5. Select Save.

Add an Organization Address
Once you add an Organization, complete the Address section to specify contact information. For organizations that manufacture and report on medical device products,
this section is required to populate device fields on the MedWatch 3500A form.

Edit an Organization
1. Go to Business Admin > Organizations.
2. Hover over the organization, and then select

.

3. Select Edit.
The Organization page appears in edit mode.
4. Make the required changes to the Organization.
5. Select Save.

Delete an Organization
Note

You cannot delete an Organization if it is referenced by Cases or other records.

1. Go to Business Admin > Organizations.
2. Hover over the organization, and then select

.

3. Select Delete.
A dialog box appears asking you to confirm the delete action.
4. Select Continue.
Result
The system deletes the Organization record.

Manage Agencies
Vault Safety comes with a number of regulatory authority agencies out-of-box. You can edit these Agencies or add custom Agencies.

Add a Custom Agency
1. Go to Business Admin > Organizations.
2. Select Create.
The Create Organization window appears.
3. Under Select Organization Type, select the Agency, and then select Continue.
4. Complete the following fields on the Create Agency page:
Name: Enter the agency name.
Sender Type: Select Regulatory Authority.
Submission Rules: To create a reporting rule for this agency, select which rule set to use.
Reporting Rule Sets provides more information about the available rule sets.
Localization: Select the Localization record corresponding to the organization's region.
The Localization and Submission Rule options control the Translations generated for Cases reportable to this organization.
5. Select Save.

Update Agency Country Jurisdiction
Add the Agency to the countries over which it has jurisdiction.
1. Go to Business Admin > Countries.
2. Select the country to which you want to add the agency
3. Select Edit.
4. In the Agency field, select the agency.
5. Select Save.
Result
If you selected a Submission Rule for the Agency, Cases with Products or Studies registered to this country will follow the reporting rule and auto-generate Transmission
records as appropriate.
Next Steps
To enable reporting to this agency, configure a Transmission Profile for the Agency. You can configure a Manual Transmission Profile or AS2 Gateway Transmission
Profile.
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Manage Products
View and manage your company Product library from Business Admin > Products.
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About Product Administration
Configure a Product with product, registration, and substance details for each product family on which your organization monitors and reports.
Product setup is a prerequisite for adding Study Products and Combination Products.
Your company Product library is a key component in many Vault Safety features, which includes the following functionalities:

FUNCTIONALITY

RELATIONSHIP

E2B Import

During an E2B import, the system attempts to match products in the E2B file to products configured in the Product library.

ICSR Report Generation

When the system generates ICSRs (including E2B, FDA 3500A, and CIOMS I reports) certain fields are mapped from the Product library.
These fields are identified in their descriptions below.

Aggregate Reports

Products added to an aggregate report Reporting Family are used to filter Cases to include in report tabulations.

Reporting Rules

The system looks at local Product Registrations for Case Products to generate Submissions according to reporting rules in your vault.

Watchlists

You can set up Watchlists to monitor Cases with certain Products. Case Products must be suspect or interacting to trigger watchlists.

Automatic Expectedness and Listedness

Set up Products and Product Datasheets for Vault Safety to automatically determine whether an adverse event is expected or unexpected.

Create Products
Add a Product for each company product for which you will process Cases in Vault Safety.
Snapshotting: When you add a Case Product linked to a record in the company Product library, the system snapshots pre-configured product fields to the Case Product.

Add a Product
1. Go to Business Admin > Products.
2. On the Products page, select Create.
3. In the Create Product window, select the product type, and then select Continue.

Note

When you select a product type registered in the FDA's jurisdiction, the product type determines how the system automatically generates submissions

to the FDA. See FDA Report Formats for more information.

4. Complete the fields on the Create Product page.
5. Select Save.

Product Fields
FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Organization

Select the Organization to which the product belongs.

( organization__v )
When adding a Case Product, the Case must be associated with this organization to allow users to select this product.
Product Name

Enter the primary name of the product. Vault Safety references the product using the name that you enter in this field.

( name__v )
When a Case Product references this Product record, the system uses this field to generate the Case Product Name.
Abbreviation

Enter the abbreviated name for the product.

( abbreviation__v )
This field is for reference only.
Generic Name

Enter the generic name for the product.

( generic_name__v )
For Device-type products, this field is used in report generation for FDA E2B (R2), FDA VAERS E2B (R3), and FDA MedWatch 3500A
report formats.
Vaccine Type

If the product is a vaccine, select the vaccine type.

( vaccine_type__v )
When a Vaccine-type Case Product references this Product record, the system snapshots this field to the Case Product.
International Birthdate

Enter the date when a regulatory authority first granted marketing authorization for the product.

( international_birthdate__v )
If this field is specified, aggregate reports use this date as the start of the reporting period for cumulative reports.
This field is also used in report generation for the FDA MedWatch 3500A format (G.5 Pre-1983).
Expiration Date

Enter the expiration date for the product. Partial dates are supported and the minimum precision required is the year.

( case_product_expiration_control__v )
The system snapshots this field to the Case Product. For Device-type products, this field is used in report generation for FDA E2B (R2)
(B.4.k.2.4.FDA.1).
Manufacturer

Select the organization that manufactures the product, if it is different from the one selected in the Organization field.

( manufacturer__v )
For Device-type products, this field is used in report generation for FDA E2B (R2), FDA VAERS E2B (R3), and FDA MedWatch 3500A
report formats.
Core Datasheet

Select the Core Datasheet for the product family.

( datasheet__v )
Datasheets are used to automatically detect expectedness for an adverse event and the suspect or interacting Case Products.
API Name

Enter a unique identifier that can be used with the Safety Rule "Product" parameter to define a specific Product for a reporting rule.

( api_name__v )
To learn more, see Reporting Rule Parameter Reference.

Add Product Registration Details
Add Product Registrations for each country the product is registered in.
The system looks at the Product Registration Countries for Case Products to generate Submissions according to reporting rules in your vault. Understand Reporting
Rules provides more information.
Snapshotting: When you select the Product Registration on a Case Product, upon saving the record, the system snapshots fields from the Product Registration to the
Case Product.

Add a Product Registration
Add product registration details for each country the product is registered in.
1. Go to the Product record page.
Find Product records on the Business Admin > Products page.
2. Under Registrations, select Create.
3. Complete the Create Product Registration page.
4. Select Save.

Product Registration Fields
FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Organization

The system automatically populates this field with a reference link to the Organization on the Product parent record.

( organization__v )
The system snapshots this field to the Registration Holder field on a Case Product.
Product

The system automatically populates this field with a reference link to the Product parent record.

( product__v )
Registration Name

(Required) Enter a name for the Product Registration. Vault Safety references the registration using the name that you enter in this field.

( name__v )
Product Type

The system automatically populates this field with the product type of the Product parent record.

( product_type__v )
Combination Type

If the product is a combination product, select the combination type.

( combination_type__v )
The system snapshots this field to the Case Product and is used in report generation for the FDA VAERS E2B (R3) format.
Registration Number

Enter the product authorization or application number for the country where the product is marketed.

( registration_number__v )
For U.S. Registrations, ensure that the value you enter in this field adheres to the FDA E2B format requirements for element B.4.k.4.1
(Authorisation / Application Number).
The system snapshots this field to the Case Product and is used in report generation for E2B, FDA MedWatch 3500A, and PADER formats.
Registration Date

Enter the date when the product was registered.

( registration_date__v )
This field is for reference only.
Registration Type

Select the registration type.

( registration_type__v )
This field is used in report generation for FDA MedWatch 3500A and PADER formats.
Country

Select the country where the product is registered and authorized.

( country__v )
The system snapshots this field to the Registration Country field on a Case Product and is used in report generation for E2B formats.
Route of Administration

Select the route of administration TermID code.

( route_of_administration__v )
This field is for reference only.
Compounding Type

If the product is a compounded product, select the compounding type.

( compounding_type__v )
The system snapshots this field to the Case Product and is used in report generation for E2B formats.
Agency

Based on the Country selected on the Product Registration, the system automatically populates this field with the Agency assigned jurisdiction

( agency__v )

over that country.
If configured, reporting rules generate Submissions to this Agency when a Case Product references this Product Registration.

Transmission Profile

To specify the Transmission Profile the system should use when automatically generating Submissions for this registration, select the

( transmission_profile__v )

Transmission Profile. We recommend setting this field when you have a Transmission Profile corresponding to this reporting destination and
report type.

Local Datasheet

Select the Local Datasheet for this product registration. A Local Datasheet is specific to a country or region, listing expected adverse events that

( datasheet__v )

apply to that product registration.
Datasheets are used to automatically detect expectedness for an adverse event and the suspect or interacting Case Products.

MAH

This field may also be named Reporting Organization depending on your vault's configuration.

( reporting_organization__v )
If you have a Marketing Authorization Holder (MAH) that manages your ICSR reporting obligations for this registration, select the Organization.
Selecting an Organization in this field creates an MAH Distribution List, and thereby a reporting obligation, for this registration.

Note

Removing the last remaining MAH/Reporting Organization from an MAH Distribution List will also delete the MAH Distribution list.

Warning

Use caution when setting this field. Reporting Obligations are for Distributions only and override agency submission rules. Do

not select an Agency such as the FDA or EMA.

Transmission Product Type

Select the product type for this registration.

( transmission_product_type__v )
The system snapshots this field when generating Transmissions for this registration, then uses that value to determine whether Device-type
Combination Product Constituents are exported in E2B transmissions.
See Exclude Device Constituents from E2B Exports for more information.
This field does not appear on page layouts by default, but can be added to Transmission page layouts by an administrator.
Strength

Enter the strength of the product.

( strength_number__v |

In the first field, enter a numeric value. In the second field, select a unit of measurement from the picklist or enter a custom unit.

strength_unit__v )
MPID

Enter the Medicinal Product Identifier (MPID) for the product.

( mpid__v )
Note

You can specify only one type of product identifier. Do not specify a MPID if you have entered a PhPID.

The system snapshots this field to the Case Product and is used in report generation for E2B (R3) and CIOMS I formats.
PhPID

Enter the Pharmaceutical Product Identifier (PhPID).

( phpid__v )
Note

You can specify only one type of product identifier. Do not specify a PhPID if you have entered a MPID.

The system snapshots this field to the Case Product and is used in report generation for E2B (R3) and CIOMS I formats.
National Drug Code

Enter the US National Drug Code (NDC) or unique identifier for the product.

( ndc__v )
This field is used in report generation for the FDA MedWatch 3500A format.
Product Code

Enter the device Product Code.

( product_code__v )
The system snapshots this field to Device-type Case products, and it is used in report generation for FDA E2B(R2), FDA VAERS E2B(R3), and
FDA MedWatch 3500A report formats.
Local Product Code

Enter the region-specific Medicinal Product Identification (MPID) code. This field is used for Localized Cases.

( local_product_code__v )
Trade Name

The system snapshots this field to Device-type Case products, and it is used in report generation for FDA E2B(R2) (B.4.k.20.FDA.1).

( trade_name__v )

PMDA Fields
Use the PMDA section on a Product Registration to set up information for a Japanese Product Registration. Add a Japan Product Registration provides information on
the PMDA fields.

Add Substances
Configure substance information to snapshot information to Cases for E2B R3 section G.k.2.3.r Substance / Specified Substance Identifier and Strength.
PSUR aggregate reports can leverage Substances to filter Cases to include in the report tabulations. Other aggregate reports do not leverage Substances.
You may need to configure your vault to access this feature. See Enable Substances for more information.
Snapshotting: When a Case contains a Case Product linked to a company Product with pre-configured Substances, the system snapshots each Substance to create
Case Product Substance records.

We recommend that you link a Substance at the Product level instead of adding a Substance to a Study Product. You should only add a Substance at the

Note

Study Product level when you need the Strength fields to appear. If a Study Product Substance exists, it will supersede any Product Substances on the Case.

Add a Substance to a Product
1. On the Product page, expand Substances, and then select Add.
Your Administrator may need to configure your vault to add the Substance section to the Product page.
2. There are two options available to add a Substance:
Select a Substance(s) from the library.
Select Create, then on the Create Substance page, enter the substance details, and then select Save.
You can also add a Product to a Substance by going to Business Admin > Substances, selecting a Substance, and then expanding Products.
3. Select OK.

Product Substance Fields
FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Substance Name

(Required) Enter the name of the substance. Vault Safety references the Substance using the name that you enter in this field.

( name__v )
The system snapshots this field to the Case Product Substance and is used in report generation for E2B R2 and E2B R3 formats.
Organization

(Required) Select the organization or use the binoculars icon to search for the organization associated with the substance.

( organization__v )
Substance ID

Enter the unique identifier for the substance.

( substance_id__v )
This field is for reference only.
Term ID

Enter the substance TermID.

( termid__v )
The system snapshots this field to the Case Product Substance and is used in report generation for E2B R3 formats.
Term ID Version

Enter the version date or number for the TermID.

( termid_version__v )
The system snapshots this field to the Case Product Substance and is used in report generation for E2B R3 formats.
Description

Enter a description for the substance.

( description__v )
This field is for reference only.

Create Product and Substance Aliases
During E2B import, the system attempts to match the Case Product with the relevant Product in the Business Admin library.
You can set up Product matching using Product and Substance Aliases. If the system can not find a match for the Case Product using non-Study matching, it will attempt
to use aliases you set up in the Business Admin library.

Add a Product Alias
1. Go to Business Admin > Product Aliases.
2. Select Create.
3. Complete the following information:
Product: (Required) Select the Product the alias is associated with.
Alias: (Required) Enter the alias name.
4. Select Save.
Result
You have saved the alias in the Product Aliases library. Now, the system can match any Case Product with this alias to the associated Product in the Business Admin
library. The Generic and Localized Product Names are automatically added from the Product record as Product aliases.

Note

You can also add Substance aliases to the Product Aliases library. You might consider this for cases where users mistakenly enter a Substance Name as

the Product.

Add a Substance Alias
1. Go to Business Admin > Substance Aliases.
2. Select Create.
3. Complete the following information:
Substance: (Required) Select the Substance the alias is associated with.
Alias: (Required) Enter the alias name.
4. Select Save.
Result
You have saved the alias in the Substance Aliases library. Now, the system can match any Case Product with this Substance alias to the associated Substance in the
Business Admin library and, subsequently, to the associated Product in the library.
The Localized Substance Name is added as an alias automatically.

Bulk Import Product and Substance Aliases Using Vault Loader
You can use Vault Loader to load Product and Substance Aliases in bulk from a Company Product in the Vault Library. Note that you must repeat the instructions below to
upload two different CSV input files for Product Aliases and Substance Aliases.
The procedure for bulk importing Product and Substance aliases is as follows:
1. Prepare the CSV Input File
2. Load Aliases into Your Vault

Prepare the CSV Input File

Prepare the Import File for Product Aliases

1. Use Vault Loader to extract the Product Aliases fields. Keep only the Field Names, which will serve as the column
headers for the import file. See Vault’s Preparing CSV Input Files for more information.
2. Use Vault Loader to extract the following Product ( product__v ) fields:
Product Name ( name__v )
Organization ( organization__v )
Generic Name ( generic_name__v )
3. Copy the extracted fields from step 2 into the import file under the respective column. The following table displays the
field mapping between the extracted file and the import file columns:
PRODUCT FIELDS
FIELD LABEL

EXTRACTED FIELD NAME

IMPORT FIELD NAME

Product Name

name__v

product__v

Organization

organization__v

organization__v

Generic Name

generic_name__v

alias__v

4. Use Vault Loader to extract the following Localized Product ( localized_product__v ) fields.
Name ( name__v )
Product ( product__v )
Organization ( organization__v )
5. Copy the extracted fields from step 4 into the import file under the respective column. The following table displays the
field mapping between the extracted file and the import file columns:
LOCALIZED PRODUCT FIELDS
FIELD LABEL

EXTRACTED FIELD NAME

IMPORT FIELD NAME

Name

name__v

alias__v

Product

product__v

product__v

Organization

organization__v

organization__v

6. In the import file, perform the following steps:
I. Capitalize the fields under the Alias (alias__v) column.
II. Go through the aliases and remove any duplicates.

Prepare the Import File for Substance Aliases

1. Use Vault Loader to extract the Substance Aliases fields. Keep only the Field Names, which will serve as the column
headers for the import file. See Vault’s Preparing CSV Input Files for more information.
2. Use Vault Loader to extract the following Substance ( substance__v ) fields:
Substance Name ( name__v )
Organization ( organization__v )
3. Copy the extracted fields from step 2 into the import file under the respective column. The following table displays the
field mapping between the extracted file and the import file columns:
SUBSTANCE FIELDS
FIELD LABEL

EXTRACTED FIELD NAME

IMPORT FIELD NAME

Substance Name

name__v

substance__v

Organization

organization__v

organization__v

4. Use Vault Loader to extract the following Localized Substance (localized_substance__v) fields.
Name ( name__v )
Substance ( substance__v )
Organization ( organization__v )
5. Copy the extracted fields from step 4 into the import file under the respective column. The following table displays the
field mapping between the extracted file and the import file columns:
LOCALIZED SUBSTANCE FIELDS
FIELD LABEL

EXTRACTED FIELD NAME

IMPORT FIELD NAME

Name

name__v

alias__v

Substance

substance__v

substance__v

Organization

organization__v

organization__v

6. In the import file, perform the following steps:
I. Capitalize the fields under the Alias ( alias__v ) column.
II. Go through the aliases and remove any duplicates.

Load Aliases into Your Vault
Vault Help provides instructions on using Vault Loader to upload object records to your vault. Follow the steps in Loading Object Records with your respective CSV input
file.
Note the following when completing the steps:
In the Action Type dropdown menu, select “Upsert”.
In the Key Field dropdown menu, select “Alias”.
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About Combination Products
Vault Safety supports end-to-end case processing for post-marketing Combination Products , including those with device constituents, and submission rules that adhere
to the FDA’s postmarketing safety reporting (PMSR) requirements for combination products.
Admins can set up and manage combination products using the Combination Product object type within the Product object. A Combination Product can contain multiple
Product Constituents and Combination Product Registrations. Product Registrations are a key part of setting up Combination Products, as the system relies on these
registrations to generate the appropriate Submission records for each constituent part.
Once these records are set up, the system downloads the pre-configured Product Constituents to Cases concerning that Combination Product, and generates Case
Assessments for each constituent. Once the Case is Approved, Vault Safety automatically generates the required Transmissions for Cases concerning the Combination
Product, determined by the Product Registrations and your Vault’s reporting rules.

Prerequisites
An admin must configure the Combination Product object type and Product Constituent and Combination Product Registration objects before you can use combination
products. Enable Combination Products provides instructions.

Add a Combination Product
1. In the Admin area, go to Business Admin > Products.
2. On the Products page, select Create.
3. In the Create Product window, select Combination Product, and then select Continue.
4. On the Create Combination Product page, complete the following fields:

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Organization

Select the Organization to which the product belongs.

( organization__v )
When adding a Case Product, the Case must be associated with this organization to allow users to select this product.
Product Name

Enter the primary name of the product. Vault Safety references the product using the name that you enter in this field.

( name__v )
When a Case Product references this Product record, the system uses this field to generate the Case Product Name.
Combination Type

Select one of the following options to describe the combination type:

( combination_type__v )

Single Entity: Multiple components that are combined and produced into a single entity.
Co-Packaged: Multiple separate products that are packaged together into a single product.
Cross-Labelled: Multiple products that are packaged separately but are intended for use together.

Abbreviation

Enter the abbreviated name for the product.

( abbreviation__v )
This field is for reference only.
Generic Name

Enter the generic name for the product.

( generic_name__v )
For Device-type products, this field is used in report generation for FDA E2B (R2), FDA VAERS E2B (R3), and FDA MedWatch 3500A report
formats.
Manufacturer

Select the organization that manufactures the product, if it is different from the one selected in the Organization field.

( manufacturer__v )
For Device-type products, this field is used in report generation for FDA E2B (R2), FDA VAERS E2B (R3), and FDA MedWatch 3500A report
formats.
Core Datasheet

Select the Core Datasheet for the product family.

( datasheet__v )
Datasheets are used to automatically detect expectedness for an adverse event and the suspect or interacting Case Products.

5. Select Save.
Result
The Combination Product is created and listed on the Organization to which you added the record.
Next Steps
Add Product Constituents and Product Registrations.

Combination Product Constituents
Product constituents are the individual components that make up a combination product. When you add a Combination Product to your vault, ensure to add the Product
Constituents.

Note

Product Constituents reference Product records. Before you can add a Product Constituent, you must first set up the Products.

Add a Product Constituent
1. Go to the Combination Product record to which you want to add the Product Constituent.
2. Expand Product Constituents.
3. Select Create.
4. On the Create Product Constituent page, complete the following fields:

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Combination Product

The parent Combination Product for which this product is a constituent part. Vault Safety automatically populates this field when you create the

( combination_product__v )

Product Constituent from the Combination Product record.

Constituent Product

(Required) Select the Product, or select Create Product to add a new Product.

( constituent_product__v )
Manage Product Families provides more information on creating Products.
Name

Enter the name of the constituent product, as it should appear when being referenced throughout the system.

( name__v )
Product Type

The system populates this field, based on the product type specified on the associated Product record. To edit this value, edit the Product record.

( product_type__v )

5. Select Save.

Combination Product Registrations
The system uses the information entered in Product Registration to automatically populate certain fields, calculate expectedness, and generate Submissions for Cases
concerning the Combination product.
When setting up Combination Products, we recommend that you add the following Product Registrations:
1. Create Product Registrations for the entire Combination Product.
For Combination Products with device constituents, you can use the Transmission Product Type field to specify whether device constituents should be exported in
E2B files generated for that jurisdiction.
2. Create additional Product Registrations for each Product Constituent.
You can designate which constituent is the PMOA using the PMOA field on the Product Registration, which is used to designate the primary Case Product in
Combination Product Cases.

Note

Ensure each Combination Product is set up with a Product Registration designating the Product Constituent that is the PMOA. The PMOA registration is

used to generate Submissions involving the Combination Product using the appropriate ICSR report type.

Add a Combination Product Registration
1. Go to the Product for which you want to add the Product Registration.
2. Expand Registrations, and then select Create.
3. On the Create Product Registration page, complete the following fields:

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Organization

The system automatically populates this field with a reference link to the Organization on the Product parent record.

( organization__v )
The system snapshots this field to the Registration Holder field on a Case Product.
Product Constituent

The Product Constituent for which this registration applies. Vault Safety automatically populates this field when you create the Product

( product_constituent__v )

Registration from the Product Constituent record.

Product Type

The system automatically populates this field with the product type of the Product parent record.

( product_type__v )
Combination Type

If the product is a combination product, select the combination type.

( combination_type__v )
The system snapshots this field to the Case Product and is used in report generation for the FDA VAERS E2B (R3) format.
Registration Number

Enter the product authorization or application number for the country where the product is marketed.

( registration_number__v )
For U.S. Registrations, ensure that the value you enter in this field adheres to the FDA E2B format requirements for element B.4.k.4.1
(Authorisation / Application Number).
The system snapshots this field to the Case Product and is used in report generation for E2B, FDA MedWatch 3500A, and PADER formats.
PMOA

Select Yes or No, depending on whether the product is designated as the Primary Mode of Action (PMOA).

( pmoa__v )
The product designated as the PMOA is set as the primary Case Product on Cases concerning the Combination Product. The reporting
rules engine uses the PMOA registration to match the Transmission Profile when generating Submissions for Cases involving the
Combination Product.
Registration Date

Enter the date when the product was registered.

( registration_date__v )
This field is for reference only.
Registration Type

Select the registration type.

( registration_type__v )
This field is used in report generation for FDA MedWatch 3500A and PADER formats.
Country

Select the country where the product is registered and authorized.

( country__v )
The system snapshots this field to the Registration Country field on a Case Product and is used in report generation for E2B formats.
Route of Administration

Select the route of administration TermID code.

( route_of_administration__v )
This field is for reference only.
Compounding Type

If the product is a compounded product, select the compounding type.

( compounding_type__v )
The system snapshots this field to the Case Product and is used in report generation for E2B formats.
Agency

Based on the Country selected on the Product Registration, the system automatically populates this field with the Agency assigned

( agency__v )

jurisdiction over that country.
If configured, reporting rules generate Submissions to this Agency when a Case Product references this Product Registration.

Local Datasheet

Select the Local Datasheet for this product registration. A Local Datasheet is specific to a country or region, listing expected adverse events

( datasheet__v )

that apply to that product registration.
Datasheets are used to automatically detect expectedness for an adverse event and the suspect or interacting Case Products.

Transmission Product Type

Select the product type for this registration.

( transmission_product_type__v )
The system snapshots this field when generating Transmissions for this registration, then uses that value to determine whether Device-type
Combination Product Constituents are exported in E2B transmissions.
See Exclude Device Constituents from E2B Exports for more information.
This field does not appear on page layouts by default, but can be added to Transmission page layouts by an administrator.

4. Select Save.

How to Open a Case for Combination Products
1. Create an Inbox Item or AER (manually or through import).
2. For manual creation, select the Combination Product as the case product.
You must select the Combination Product and not a Product Constituent to leverage the full capabilities of combination products.
3. Promote the Inbox Item or AER to a Case.
Result
Once you promote to Case, each Combination Product will break apart into their constituents and the system automatically adds each pre-configured Product Constituent
as a Case Product.

Primary Case Product Designation for Combination Products
Upon Case promotion, the system automatically designates the primary Case Product, using the following logic:
If there is a Product Constituent set as the PMOA on the Product Registration, Vault Safety automatically designates that product as the primary Case Product.
If there are no PMOA Product Constituents, the Case Product generated first becomes the primary.
Product Constituents are set as PMOA through the PMOA field on the Product Registration.
Once the primary Case Product is determined, the system attaches a Case Assessment to it.
For E2B-imported Inbox Items containing a Combination Product(s) with attached Case Assessments, upon Cases promotion, the system will copy the imported Case
Assessments to the Product Constituents.

Note

There is a limitation where, when promoting an E2B-imported Inbox Item with a Combination Product to a Follow-Up Case, the imported Case Assessments

and Case Assessment Results are not being copied to the Follow-Up Case. This limitation will be addressed in a future release.

Enter Combination Product-Related Case Data
Vault Safety includes data entry capabilities that support combination products and device constituents, including device-specific product fields. You can classify the
device report type (malfunction, public health risk, or both) and add additional combination product-related information for the reason a Follow-Up Case was created.
When a Combination Product Registration is selected for a Case Product Constituent, the system automatically copies all of the pre-configured registration details to the
Case.
The following list outlines the specific sections that you can use to enter data for Cases concerning combination products with device constituents:
The Device Details section on the Case object.
The Device Information section on the Case Product object.

Combination Product E2B Export
Vault Safety supports generating compliant FDA E2B (R2) and EMA E2B (R3) files for combination products, including device-related elements.
For FDA E2B (R2), there is a separate section appended to the file for combination product elements. For EMA E2B (R3), combination product elements are nested
under other sections.

Exclude Device Constituents from E2B Exports
By default, E2B files generated for a Combination Product Case include both Device-type and Drug-type Product Constituents.
Because certain jurisdictions do not accept combination product submissions, you can configure a Transmission to exclude Device-type product constituents from E2B
files generated for Combination Product reports.

Prerequisites
Ensure the following fields appear on page layouts and the appropriate user groups have edit permissions:
The Transmission Product Type field on Product Registration and Study Registration page layouts
The Exclude Device Constituents by Default field on Transmission Profile page layouts

Exclude Devices for Submissions
To exclude device constituents, set the Transmission Product Type field to any value other than “Combination Product” on the Product and Study Registration(s). If left
blank, the system continues to transmit device constituents by default.
When evaluating reporting rules and generating Submissions, the system looks at the Transmission Profile Type on the Product or Study Registration being used to
generate each Submission.
When evaluating whether to exclude the device constituents for a given jurisdiction, if there are multiple registrations, the system applies the following logic:

TRANSMISSION PROFILE TYPE SETTING

E2B GENERATION

“Combination Product” or blank on any Registration

All Product Constituents are transmitted, including devices.

Any value other than “Combination Product” or blank on all Registrations

Device-related data elements are omitted. Only non-device Product Constituents are transmitted.

If you’re submitting a report to a destination where a product is not registered, you can use the Exclude Device Constituents by Default field on a Transmission Profile
to specify how the system should treat products in unregistered jurisdictions.

Exclude Devices for Distributions
The Transmission Product Type field is not used for Distributions. To omit device constituents, select the Exclude Device Constituents by Default field on the
Transmission Profile corresponding to the Distribution.

Frequently Asked Questions About Combination Products
Click through the following sections to learn more about how combination products work:

How does the system automatically calculate expectednesss for Combination Product Cases?

For each Case Assessment created for a Combination Product Constituent, the system automatically calculates the
expectedness using the Datasheets related to the associated Product.

Can I set up Watchlists for a Combination Product?

Yes. You can create watchlists for Combination Products. When you add a Combination Product to a watchlist, that
watchlist applies to any Case with Product Constituents that belong to that Combination Product.
However, if you create a watchlist for an individual Product that happens to be a Product Constituent, the watchlist will
only track Cases involving the standalone Product.
Configure Adverse Event Watchlists provides more information about how to set up watchlists.

How are Submissions generated for Cases concerning combination products?

Vault Safety uses Combination Product Registrations to evaluate reporting obligations and the target health agency for
Submissions. The system assigns the appropriate Transmission Profile and due dates for Submissions, based on the
primary product type, report type, and product registration country.
For example, for a Case concerning a Combination Product combining the drug Cholecap with the biologic Labrinone,
both registered in the United States, Vault Safety generates the following Submissions:
For the drug Cholecap, the system generates a Submission using the FDA E2B (R2) format and the CDER
Transmission Profile.
For the biologic Labrinone, the system generates a Submission using the FDA E2B (R2) format and the CBER
Transmission Profile.

How are Case reporting due dates calculated for combination products?

For Combination Products with a drug or biologic constituent and a device constituent, Submissions adhere to the
following due dates, based on the receipt date:
For a Case classified as a public health risk, the system generates a Submission due in 5 days.
For a non-serious Case classified as a malfunction but not a public health risk, the system generates a Submission
due in 30 days.
Otherwise, the system generates a Submission due in 15 days.
Reporting Rule Sets provides more information on the reporting timelines that Vault Safety uses.

Do we support FDA 3500A reporting elements for combination products?

Yes. Vault Safety generates compliant FDA 3500A forms for combination-type product submissions, including the
required Reporting Elements for Combination Products.
FDA 3500A Generation Data Mapping provides more information about the 3500A fields that Vault Safety populates.

Do we support Device Only for combination products?

No. A combination product is a product containing multiple constituents and any combination of drug, device, and/or
biologic components. Vault Safety does not support configuring combination products as device only.
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About Study Administration
Vault Safety stores all internal Study records on the Business Admin > Studies page. Add each study that your organization monitors and reports on to the Study
library.
Vault Safety references Studies for many features, including the following functionality:

FUNCTIONALITY

RELATIONSHIP

E2B Import

During an E2B import for a study case, the system attempts to match the study in the E2B file to Studies configured in the Study library.

Case Blinding

When a Study has the Blinded field set to Yes, all Cases linked to that Study are blinded automatically.

ICSR Report Generation

When the system generates ICSRs, including E2B, FDA 3500A, and CIOMS I reports, certain fields are mapped from the Study library. These
fields are identified in their descriptions below.

Masked Safety Reports

While not configured at the Study-level, you can configure Distributions to selectively mask sensitive information on Individual Case Safety
Reports (ICSRs), such as unblinded study data.

Aggregate Reports

Studies added to an aggregate report Reporting Family are used to filter Cases to include in report tabulations. Also, the product role
configured on a Study Product is used to classify study products in DSUR reports.

Reporting Rules

The system looks at local Study Registrations for Study Cases to generate Submissions according to reporting rules in your vault.

Watchlists

You can set up Watchlists to monitor Cases linked to a Study and Study Product.

Automatic Expectedness and Listedness

Set up a Study Datasheet for Vault Safety to automatically determine whether an adverse event is expected or unexpected in the Study.

Study Setup Overview
Vault Safety supports Studies with and without Study Arms. A Study Arm contains data specific to a group of study participants receiving a specific intervention or
treatment, or no intervention, according to the study’s protocol.
We recommend that you set up Study Arms due to the added benefits and additional functionality. The following table compares features available to Studies with and
without Study Arms:

CAPABILITIES

STUDY WITH ARMS

STUDY WITHOUT ARMS

Manual Inbox Item Intake

Yes

No

Snapshot Study Site Reporter

Yes

Yes

Snapshot Multiple Case Products

Yes

No

Snapshot Case Product Indications

Yes

No

Snapshot Case Product Dosages

Yes

No

Configure Blinded Names

Yes

No

Configure Standard of Care Products

Yes

No

Blinded Study Product Names

Yes

No

Unblind an Individual Case

One-step process

Multi-step process per Case Product

Bulk Unblind the Study

Yes

No

Use the following checklists to guide you while you set up Studies in your vault.

Studies Without Study Arms
A Study must have Study Arms to be used to manually create Inbox Items. You cannot select Studies without Study Arms when you manually create Inbox

Note

Items.

The following checklist outlines how to set up a basic Study without Study Arms:
Add a Study
Add Study Products
Add Study Registrations
(Optional) Add Study Site and Study Site Reporters
(Optional) Add Study Indication

Studies With Study Arms
The following checklist outlines how to set up a Study with Study Arms:
Add a Study
Add Study Products
Add Study Arms
Add Study Arm Products
Add Study Registrations
(Optional) Add Study Site and Study Site Reporters

Example Study Configuration With Study Arms
The following examples demonstrate a few variations of using study arms in a 52-week study for patients with Type 1 Diabetes.
The example study investigates the effects of Cholecap and Gleenomex on glycemic control, with Insulin as the Standard of Care where applicable.

Tip

Vault does not support dose run-in periods. You can, however, configure multiple Study Arms to represent different dosages to simulate a run-in dosage

period.

Example 1: Different Products in Each Study Arm

The following diagram shows an example of an open study with different products and dosages in each arm:

Example of Different Products in Every Arm

The following image shows how this Study and its Study Arms would be configured in Vault Safety:

Vault Configuration of Different Products in every Arm

Example 2: Blinded Product Names and Standard of Care

The following diagram shows an example of a blinded study with blinded product names and a Standard of Care in each
arm:

Example of Blinded Product Names and Standard of Care

The following image shows how this Study, its Study Arms, and Blinded Names would be configured in Vault Safety:

Vault Configuration of Blinded Product Names and Standard of Care

Example 3: Open and Blinded Arms

The following diagram shows an example of a blinded study with open and blinded arms:

Example of Open and Blinded Arms

The following image shows how this Study and its Study Arms would be configured in Vault Safety:

Vault Configuration of Open and Blinded Arms

Example 4: Cycles with the Same Dosage

The following diagram shows an example of an open study with multiple dosing cycles:

Example of Cycles with the same Dosage

The following image shows how this Study and its Study Arms would be configured in Vault Safety:

Vault Configuration of Cycles with the same Dosage

Add a Study
Add a Study for each study that your organization monitors and reports on. Here
1. Go to Business Admin > Studies.
2. Select Create.
3. Complete the fields on the Create Study page.
4. Select Save.

Study Details Fields
FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Study Number

Enter the sponsor study number. Vault Safety references the study using the number that you enter in this field.

( name__v )
The system snapshots this field to Cases linked to this Study and uses the Study Number to generate Case Names.
This field is also used in E2B, DSUR, and FDA 3500A report generation.
Development Phase

For Studies reportable to the PMDA (Japan), select the development phase. While Vault Safety does not currently export to PMDA E2B

( development_phase__v )

R3, this field corresponds to data element J2.13.r.3
If this field does not appear on the page layout, an administrator can add it as part of the steps to enable PMDA (Japan) fields.

Study Type

Select the reason the patient was administered the Study Product. The following options are available, but your vault may be configured

( study_type__v )

with additional options:
Clinical Trial: This option corresponds to E2B code 1 for data element C.5.4.
Individual Patient Use: For example, compassionate use, named patient basis. This option corresponds to E2B code 2 for data
element C.5.4.
Other Study: For example, pharmacoepidemiology, pharmacoeconomics, intensive monitoring. This option corresponds to E2B
code 3 for data element C.5.4.
The system snapshots this field to Cases linked to this Study.
This field is used to define postmarket studies for PADER, PBRER, PSUR, CIOMS I, and FDA MedWatch 3500A reports. This field is also
used in E2B report generation.
If this field does not appear on the page layout, an administrator can add it as part of the steps to enable post market studies.

Masking

(Required) Select the masking level required for the study.

( masking__v )
When this field is set to Double-Blind, you can use the Blinded field to enable blind protection.
Start Date

Enter the start date for the study.

( start_date__v )
This field is for reference only.
Completion Date

Enter the completion date for the study.

( completion_date__v )
This field is for reference only.
Study Name

Enter the study name as registered in the jurisdiction where you will submit case reports.

( study_name__v )
The system snapshots this field to Cases linked to this Study.
This field is also used in E2B report generation.
Organization

Select the Organization that sponsors the study.

( organization__v )
When selecting the Study on a Case, the Case must be associated with this organization to allow users to select this study.
MedDRA Version

Select the MedDRA version for the study.

( meddra_version__v )
This field is for reference only.

Note

Download Dosage to Case

This field does not control the MedDRA Version used by Cases associated with the Study.

This field only appears when the following conditions are true on the Study record:

( download_dosage_to_case__v )
i. Blinded is set to Yes
ii. Study Has Arms is set to Yes
Select one of the following options to control how the system will snapshot Study Arm Product Dosage information to Cases involving the
Study:
When Case is Opened: Dosage information will be populated upon case promotion.
When Case is Unblinded: (Default) Dosage information will be populated once the Case has been unblinded.
Never: The system will not snapshot Study Arm Product Dosage information to Cases.
Blinded

This field appears when you set the Masking field to Double-blind. The following list outlines how to set this field:

( blinded__v )

Blank: Leave this field blank when the study is not a double-blind study (single-blind or open).
Yes: Select this option when the study is a double-blind study that is still in progress. When you select Yes, the system applies blind
protection to this Study and its Cases.
Blind protection is activated after unblinding for Case products and associated assessments.
No: Select this option when the study is double-blind study that has been unblinded at the study completion.

Study Has Arms

Select Yes if the study has arms. Once you save the Study, you can add Study Arms. Select No if the study does not have arms.

( study_has_arms__v )
Study Has Unspecified Products

Select this checkbox if you want to create a Study with Unspecified Products.

( study_has_unspecified_products__v )
This option is mostly for organized data collection of reports from non-clinical trial studies. For example, for Patient Support Programs
(PSPs) and Market Research Programs (MRPs) that may not have Study information available, such as Study Products or Study Product
Registrations.
If you select this option, the system uses Product Registrations when evaluating reporting obligations for Cases involving this Study.
The system can not save the Study if you select this checkbox for a Study that has Study Products, Study Arms, or Registrations.

Note

Core Datasheet

If you do not see this checkbox, you must add it to the Study page layout.

Select the Core Datasheet for the Study.

( datasheet__v )
Datasheets are used to automatically detect expectedness for an adverse event reported for a Study.
API Name

Enter a unique identifier that can be used with the Safety Rule "Study" parameter to define a specific Study for a reporting rule.

( api_name__v )
To learn more, see Reporting Rule Parameter Reference.

Create a Study with Unspecified Products
You can create Study placeholders for when study information is not available and has Unspecified Products. An Unspecified Product indicates there are no Study Arms,
Study Products, or Study Product Registrations.
1. Go to Business Admin > Studies.
2. Select Create.
3. Use the Study Details Fields table to complete the fields on the Create Study page.
You must select the Study Has Unspecified Products checkbox.

Note

Note

If you do not see this checkbox, you must add it to the Study page layout.

You can not save the Study placeholder if you set the Study Has Arms field or the Blinded field to Yes.

(Optional) Study Submission Rules Fields
To override reporting rule due dates for Cases linked to this Study, you can specify custom reporting rule timelines. When the system calculates due dates for Cases
linked to this Study, the due dates follow the Submission Rule Override settings.

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Due Date Override

To override the Due in Days parameter on reporting rules evaluated for Cases associated with this Study, select Yes.

( fda_due_date_override__v )
7 Day Override

To override the Due in Days parameter on reporting rules due in 7 days, enter the number of days in which reports are due.

( fda_7_day_override__v )
This setting overrides the following FDA and EMA reporting rules:

AGENCY

RULES

FDA

SUSAR (Death)
SUSAR (Life Threatening)

EMA

SUSAR (Death)
SUSAR (Life Threatening)

15 Day Override

To override the Due in Days parameter on reporting rules due in 15 days, enter the number of days in which reports are due.

( fda_15_day_override__v )
This setting overrides the following FDA and EMA reporting rules:

AGENCY

RULES

FDA

Downgrade Serious Unexpected to Serious Expected
Downgrade Serious Unexpected to Non-Serious
Downgrade SUSAR to SAE
Downgrade SUSAR to Non-Serious
Serious Unexpected
SUSAR

EMA

Downgrade Serious to Non-Serious
Downgrade SUSAR to SAE
Downgrade SUSAR to Non-Serious
Serious
SUSAR

Add Study Products
Note

You must add the Product to the product library before you can add a Study Product.

1. Go to the Study to which you want to add the Study Product.
Find Study records on the Business Admin > Studies page.
2. Under Study Products, select Create.
3. In the Create Study Product window, select the product type, and then select Continue.
Select the same product type that the Product record is set to.
4. Complete the fields on the Create Study Product page and select Save.

Study Product Fields
FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Organization

The system automatically populates this field with the Organization the Study is associated with. Products must be linked to the same Organization to

( organization__v )

be selected on the Study Product.

Study

The system automatically populates this field with the parent Study record.

( study__v )
Name

Enter a name to identify the Study Product. The name should be consistent with the relevant Product Registration.

( name__v )
Study Product Role

Select the role of the product in the study. If you leave this field blank, Investigational is used by default.

( study_product_role__v )
The following standard options are available:
Investigational (Default)
Active Comparator
Placebo
Device
Diagnostic
Standard of Care
This field is used to classify products in DSUR report generation.
Product

Select the Product from the product library. Start typing the name of the product to live search the product library.

( product__v )
Product Registration

Select the Product Registration associated with this Study Product. The list of records is filtered by the Product selected in the Product field.

( product_registration__v )
Dose

Enter the amount of product that is administered in each dose. In the first field, enter a numeric value. In the second field, select a unit of measurement

( dose_number__v |

from the picklist or enter a custom unit.

dose_unit__v |
dose_unit_text__v )

When a blinded Study Arm Product references this Study Product, the system snapshots this field to Cases in accordance with the Download Dosage
to Case setting on the Study.

Frequency
( frequency__v )

Enter a numeric value specifying the frequency of the administered dose.

Back to Top

Feedback?

When a blinded Study Arm Product references this Study Product, the system snapshots this field to Cases in accordance with the Download Dosage
to Case setting on the Study.
Frequency (unit)

Select the unit of measurement specifying the frequency of the administered dose.

( frequency_unit__v )
When a blinded Study Arm Product references this Study Product, the system snapshots this field to Cases in accordance with the Download Dosage
to Case setting on the Study.
Dose Form

Select the pharmaceutical dose form of the product from the picklist, or use a custom entry.

( dose_form__v |
Vault Safety supports a selection of dose form terms, including terms from the Extended Eudravigilance Medicinal Product Dictionary (xEVMPD) and

dose_form_text__v )

the Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (MHRA).
For open-label and single-blinded Studies and Study Arms, the system snapshots this field to Cases upon Case promotion.
When a blinded Study Arm Product references this Study Product, the system snapshots this field to Cases in accordance with the Download Dosage
to Case setting on the Study.
RoA

Select the route of administration of the product from the picklist or enter a custom entry.

( roa__v | roa_text__v )
For open-label and single-blinded Studies and Study Arms, the system snapshots this field to Cases upon Case promotion.
When a blinded Study Arm Product references this Study Product, the system snapshots this field to Cases in accordance with the Download Dosage
to Case setting on the Study.
Dosage Notes

(Optional) Enter any additional notes about the dose.

( dosage_notes__v )
This field is for reference only.

Set Up Study Arms
For both open-label and blinded studies, you can configure study arms and their respective products. During intake, users can select the appropriate study arm by
selecting an open arm or indicating that the patient is in one of the blinded arms.
The system snapshots data from a Study Arm to create Study Products, Dosages, and Indications under Cases linked to a Study Arm. You can configure when the
system will snapshot Dosage information using the Download Dosage to Case field.

To add Study Arms, you must set the Study Has Arms field to Yes on the parent Study.

Note

The following video explains enabling and using study arms in further detail:

05:00

Study Arm Prerequisites
Before you can set up study arm records, ensure that the study arms feature is fully configured in your environment.

Considerations
When setting up study arms, keep the following considerations in mind:
Study arms can be set up on a per-study basis.
Open-label studies can only have open arms, while blinded studies can have both open and blinded arms.
Patients in each arm can receive the same or different products and dosages.
Different open arms can be configured with different indications.
Studies with dosing cycles are supported by this feature when cycles involve the same dosages and some variation in frequency.

Add a Study Arm
1. Go to the Study to which you want to add the Study Arm.
Find Study records on the Business Admin > Studies page.
2. Under Study Arms, select Create. The Create Study Arm window appears.
3. Complete the fields on the Create Study Arm window.
4. Select Save.

Study Arm Fields

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Organization

The system automatically populates this field with the Organization the parent Study is associated with.

( organization__v )
Study

The system automatically populates this field with the parent Study record.

( study__v )
Name

Enter a name to identify the Study Arm. Vault Safety references the Study Arm using the name that you enter in this field.

( name__v )
Blinded

This field only appears when the Blinded field is set to Yes on the parent Study. You cannot configure blinded Study Arms on open-label or single-

( blinded__v )

blinded Studies.
Select one of the following options:
If this arm requires blind protection, select Yes. The system applies blind protection to Cases and Study Products linked to this Study Arm.
If this arm does not require blind protection, select No.

Indication

Enter the reported term in the text field, then use the Auto-Code button to automatically match and code the MedDRA term. Alternatively, use the

( indication_meddra__v )

binoculars icon to open the MedDRA browser.
To learn more, see Code MedDRA Terms.
The system snapshots this field to create a Case Product Indication under the Study Products for this Study Arm. For blinded Study Arms, the
indication will be snapshot according to the Download Dosage to Case option.

Description

Enter a description for the Study Arm.

( description__v )
This field is for reference only.

Add a Study Arm Product
Once you have added a Study Arm, you can add Study Arm Products. When a Study Arm is selected on a Case, the system snapshots each Study Arm Product to
automatically generate Case Products.

You must add the Study Product to the Study before you can add a Study Arm Product.

Note

1. Go to the Study to which you want to add the Study Arm Product.
Find Study records on the Business Admin > Studies page.
2. Under Study Arm Products, select Create.
3. Complete the fields on the Create Study Arm Product window, and then select Save.

Study Arm Product Fields

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Organization

The system automatically populates this field with the Organization the parent Study is associated with.

( organization__v )
Study Arm

If you add the Study Arm Product under a Study Arm, the system automatically populates this field with the parent Study Arm record. Otherwise,

( study_arm__v )

select the Study Arm.

Study Product

Select the Study Product for this arm from the drop-down list.

( study_product__v )
Name

Enter a name to identify the Study Arm Product. Vault Safety references the Study Arm using the name that you enter in this field.

( name__v )
Dose

Enter the amount of product that is administered in each dose.

( dose_number__v |

In the first field, enter a numeric value. In the second field, select a unit of measurement from the picklist or enter a custom unit.

dose_unit__v |
For open Study Arms, the system snapshots this field to Cases upon Case promotion.

dose_unit_text__v )

This field is hidden for blinded Study Arms. Instead, the system snapshots the Dose from the referenced Study Product.
Frequency

Enter a numeric value specifying the frequency of the administered dose.

( frequency__v )
For open Study Arms, the system snapshots this field to Cases upon Case promotion.
This field is hidden for blinded Study Arms. Instead, the system snapshots the Frequency from the referenced Study Product.
Frequency (unit)

Select the unit of measurement specifying the frequency of the administered dose.

( frequency_unit__v )
For open Study Arms, the system snapshots this field to Cases upon Case promotion.
This field is hidden for blinded Study Arms. Instead, the system snapshots the Frequency (unit) from the referenced Study Product.
Blinded Name

This field is hidden for open Study Arms.

( study_product_placeholder__v )
You can use this field to specify a Blinded Name to assign descriptive Case Product names while still protecting the blind.
To specify a blinded name for this product, perform one of the following actions:
If a blinded name (Study Product Placeholder) has already been added, select the record from the list or select the binoculars to open the
browser.
If a blinded name has not been added, create one:
i. Click into the field, and then select Create Study Product Placeholder from the drop-down.
ii. In the Create Study Product Placeholder window, enter the blinded name in the Name field.
iii. Select Save.

Blinded Names in Study Arms
You can set up blinded product names for Study Arm Products using the Study Product Placeholder object. When a Blinded Name is specified, the system can generate
descriptive Case Product names while maintaining the blinded nature of a Study.
When patients are administered an investigational product in one study arm and a placebo in another study arm, you can specify a single Blinded Name for both of these
Study Arm Products such as “Investigational vs. Placebo.” When you open a Case associated with this Study Arm, a Study Product will be added named Investigational
vs. Placebo, keeping the product blinded but identifiable.
You can also assign a generic blinded name to the Standard of Care product being administered in both arms.

Blinded names are only used to generate Case Product names for blinded Study Arms. Each product should have the same blinded name as its counterpart

Note

(investigational or placebo) in another arm.

The following video explains enabling and using blinded names in further detail:

02:53

Refer to the diagram below for a visual representation of this example, where Cholecap and Gleenomex are investigational products, and Insulin is the Standard of Care:

Example of Blinded Study Arm Products

How Dosage is Downloaded to a Case
The dosage information that is automatically downloaded to a Case depends on the blinding settings on the Study.
For Cases with blinded Study Arms, you can set the Download Dosage to Case field to automatically download information about Dosage information from a Study to
the Case at the appropriate time.

Open-Label and Single-Blinded Studies
For Open-Label and Blinded Studies the following fields are automatically downloaded to a Case from the Study Product record:
Dose Form
RoA
The following fields are automatically downloaded to a Case from the Study Arm Product record:
Dose
Dose (unit)
Frequency
Frequency (unit)

Study Products and Study Arm Products on a Open-Label Studies.

Double-Blinded Studies
For Double-Blinded studies, the following fields are retrieved from the Study Product record associated with the Study Arm selected during unblinding:
Dose
Dose (unit)
Frequency
Frequency (unit)
Dose Form
RoA

Study Products on a Double-Blind Study.

Add a Study Registration
Add a Study Registration for each country the study is registered in.
When a Case Report Type is Study, the system looks at the Study Registration Countries to generate Submissions according to reporting rules in your vault. Understand
the Reporting Rules Engine provides more information.
1. Go to the Study record page.
Find Study records on the Business Admin > Studies page.
2. Under Registrations, select Create.
3. Complete the fields on the Create Study Registration page.
4. Select Save.

Study Registration Fields
FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Organization

The system automatically populates this field with a reference link to the Organization on the Product parent record.

( organization__v )
The system snapshots this field to the Registration Holder field on a Case Product.
Study

The system automatically populates this field with a reference link to the Study parent record.

( study__v )
Registration Number

Enter the study identifier assigned by the registry.

( registration_number__v )
Country

(Required) Select the country where the product is registered and authorized.

( country__v )
Reporting Organization

This field may also be named MAH depending on your vault's configuration.

( reporting_organization__v )
If you have a Marketing Authorization Holder (MAH) that manages your ICSR reporting obligations for this registration, select the Organization.
Selecting an Organization in this field creates an MAH Distribution List, and thereby a reporting obligation, for this registration.

Warning

Use caution when setting this field. Reporting Obligations are for Distributions only and override agency submission rules. Do

not select an Agency such as the FDA or EMA.

Transmission Profile

To specify the Transmission Profile the system should use when automatically generating Submissions for this registration, select the

( transmission_profile__v )

Transmission Profile. We recommend setting this field when you have a Transmission Profile corresponding to this reporting destination and
report type.

Transmission Product Type

Select the product type for this registration.

( transmission_product_type__v )
The system snapshots this field when generating Transmissions for this registration, then uses that value to determine whether Device-type
Combination Product Constituents are exported in E2B transmissions.
See Exclude Device Constituents from E2B Exports for more information.
This field does not appear on page layouts by default, but can be added to Transmission page layouts by an administrator.

Set Up Study Site Reporters
You can configure study contacts across your study sites to be entered as site reporters during AER intake of study cases.
Configuring a study site reporter enables more efficient and accurate entry of the reporter details for a Case. Upon Case promotion, the selected reporter and their study
site is used to auto-generate the primary Reporter-type Case Contact, including name, address, and contact information.

Snapshotting study site reporters is not currently supported for Inbox Items.

Note

To set up study site reporters, you must first add a Study Site, and then add Study Persons under the site.

Prerequisite
Ensure that your vault has the Study Site Reporter feature enabled.

Add a Study Site
For multisite clinical studies, create a Study Site record for each site. Study Sites are linked with Site-type Organization records.
1. Go to the Study to which you want to add a Study Site.
Find Study records on the Business Admin > Studies page.
2. Under Study Sites, select Create. The Create Study Site page appears.
3. Complete the fields on the Create Study Site page.
4. Select Save.

Study Site Fields

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Organization

The system automatically populates this field with a reference link to the Organization on the Product parent record.

( organization__v )
The system snapshots this field to the Registration Holder field on a Case Product.
Study

The system automatically populates this field with a reference link to the Study parent record.

( study__v )
Study Site Number

Select the Study Site with which this Study Person should be associated. When performing intake, users must select this Study Site to be able to select this Study

( name__v )

Person on an AER.

Registration

Select the Study Registration associated with this Study Site.

( registration__v )
Site

To specify the site, perform one of the following actions:

( site__v )
If the Site-type Organization has already been added, select the record from the list or select the binoculars to open the browser.
If a Site-type Organization has not been added, create one:
i. Click into the field, and then select Create Organization from the drop-down.
ii. In the Create Organization window, select Site as the Organization Type, and then select Continue.
iii. In the Create Site window, enter the name and address of the Study Site.
iv. Select Save.

Add a Study Contact
Use the Study Person object to add study contacts for each site.
1. Go to the Study to which you want to add a Study Contact.
Find Study records on the Business Admin > Studies page.
2. Under Study Contacts, select Create. The Create Study Person page appears.
3. Complete the fields on the Create Study Person page, and then select Save.

Study Person Fields

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Organization

The system automatically populates this field with a reference link to the Organization on the Product parent record.

( organization__v )
The system snapshots this field to the Registration Holder field on a Case Product.
Study

The system automatically populates this field with a reference link to the Study parent record.

( study__v )
Study Site

Enter the identification number for the Study Site. Vault Safety references the Study Site using the ID that you enter in this field.

( study_site__v )
Person

(Required) To specify the site, perform one of the following actions:

( registration__v )
If the Person has already been added, select the record from the list or select the binoculars to open the browser.
If the Person has not been added, create one:
i. Click into the field, and then select Create Person from the drop-down.
ii. In the Create Person window, select Study Person as the Person Type, and then select Continue.
iii. In the Create Study Person window, enter the name and contact information.
iv. Select Save.
When this contact is selected on an AER during intake, the system snapshots the pre-configured contact information on the Study Person to generate a Reportertype Case Contact upon Case promotion.
Name

(Required) Enter a name to identify the Study Person. Vault Safety references the Study Person using the name that you enter in this field.

( name__v )

Add a Study Indication
Tip

For Studies with Study Arms, you can code the Indication at the Study Arm level instead, which the system can snapshot to Case Products.

Add a Study Indication to code the MedDRA term for the medical condition relevant to the study.
1. Go to the Study record page.
Find Study records on the Business Admin > Studies page.
2. Under Indications, select Create.
3. Specify the Indication on the Create Study Indication page.
4. Select Save.

Study Indication Field
FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Indication

Enter the reported term in the text field, then use the Auto-Code button to automatically match and code the MedDRA term. Alternatively, use the

( indication_meddra__v )

binoculars icon to open the MedDRA browser.
To learn more, see Code MedDRA Terms.

Mark Study for End of Study Reconciliation
At the end of a study, change the Study record state to End of Study Reconciliation to indicate that you can reconcile medical coding.
For example, if a long–term study uses multiple versions of the MedDRA dictionary, reconcile the coding to use a consistent dictionary version across the study Cases.
If your Study is blinded, you can Bulk Unblind the Study, which will change the record state to End of Study Reconciliation automatically.
Refer to your organization’s standard operating procedures for information about end of study reconciliation.

Manually Mark Study for End of Study Reconciliation
1. Go to Business Admin > Studies.
The Studies page appears.
2. Select the study number for the study that you want to unblind.
The Study:{number} page appears.
3. From the All Actions (

) menu, select Change State to End of Study Reconciliation.

Result
The Study record enters the End of Study Reconciliation lifecycle state.
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Bulk Unblind a Study
You can bulk unblind all Cases under a Study using the bulk unblind operation.
Last Updated Jun 22, 2022
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About Bulk Unblind
Once your blinded clinical trial ends, you can use the bulk unblind operation to unblind all Cases under a Vault Safety Study as part of the end of study reconciliation.
Bulk unblind removes blind protection for previously blinded Cases and snapshots product information for blinded, closed Cases. Cases currently being processed are
not modified by bulk unblind.
You can initiate bulk unblind from a Study record. You cannot use bulk unblind for Cases across different Studies. For instructions to unblind an individual Case for
SUSAR reporting, see Manage Case Blinding.

Procedure Overview
At a high-level, bulk unblind involves the following steps:
1. Prepare a CSV file with the study participants
2. Trigger bulk actions from the Study
3. Complete the Bulk Unblinding Screen

Audit Logging
When the bulk unblind operation runs, all changes are recorded in the applicable audit log as “System on behalf of {user}.”

Prerequisites
You must be a Business Administrator with access to the target Study to perform bulk unblind.
The Study must be configured with Study Arms.
Ensure your Vault has the necessary configuration to enable this feature.

Prepare the Study Participants CSV File
You must upload a CSV file to complete the Bulk Unblinding screen. The CSV file should list each patient in the study and the treatment group they were in.
See the following considerations when preparing the CSV file:
The file can contain up to 20,000 rows.
Each row must be unique.
A Case's Investigational MRN or Patient ID must match a row to be included in the unblinding operation. If a Case doesn't match a patient, it is still included in the
summary report.
Each Case can map to exactly one row.
Each row can map to any number of Cases, or none.

CSV Sample
See the following example CSV list:
patient_initials,investigational_mrn,study,study_arm,randomization_number
AR,pt001,STU-004,Investigational,jfgoubas7823nf982
MM,pt002,STU-004,Investigational,fdggf3212fsdf
SK,pt003,STU-004,Placebo,f32c6665ggdg
FL,pt004,STU-004,Active Comparator,324dsgasd235
EW,pt005,STU-004,Active Comparator,fhhybg57674
SKI,pt006,STU-004,Placebo,mnut564
AL,pt007,STU-004,Investigational,khuyjh754d43
RP,pt008,STU-004,Investigational,75hgf65jhgg
SS,pt009,STU-004,Placebo,hrfg5453

CSV Format
The following table describes the columns supported in the CSV file:

CHARACTER
COLUMN
patient_initials

LIMIT

DESCRIPTION

60

Each row must specify at least one patient identifier to match to a Case, which can be patient_initials or
investigational_mrn or both.
This value matches to the Vault Safety Case > Patient Initials ( patient_id_value__v ) field.

investigational_mrn

20

Each row must specify at least one patient identifier to match to a Case, which can be patient_initials or
investigational_mrn or both.
If both values are specified and there is a conflict on a matching Case, the investigational_mrn takes precedence over
patient_initials .
This value matches to the Vault Safety Case > MRN - Investigation ( mrn_investigation_value__v ) field.

-

study

Identifies the study to match Cases for the bulk unblind process. The value must exactly match either the Name on the Study linked to the
Case, or the Study Number on the Case.
This value matches to either of the following Vault Safety fields:
A. Case > Study > Name ( name__v )
Or
B. Case > Study Number ( study_number__v )

study_arm

-

Identifies the treatment group the patient was assigned. The value must exactly match a valid Study Arm name.
This value matches to the Vault Safety Case > Study Arm > Name ( name__v ) field.

randomization_number

200

(Optional) Identifies the patient's randomization number from the clinical trial randomization system.
The system snapshots this value to the Randomization Number ( patient_randomization_number__v ) field to the Follow-Up
Case version.

Trigger the Bulk Unblind User Action
Initiate bulk unblinding using the Launch Bulk Actions user action from the All Actions (

) menu on the Study.

Once you trigger this action, the Bulk Unblinding screen appears.

Complete the Bulk Unblinding Screen
The following image shows the Bulk Unblinding screen:

Bulk Unblinding Screen

Upload List of Study Participants: Upload the CSV file that lists each patient in the study and the treatment group they were on.
Narrative Text: You can enter up to 2,000 characters, which will be appended to the narrative document on Follow-Up Cases created as a result of the bulk unblind
action.
Unblinding Reason: You can enter up to 250 characters, which will be populated in the Unblinded Reason field on Follow-Up Cases created as a result of the bulk
unblind action.
Dosage Options: To snapshot Dosages to Follow-Up Cases created as a result of the bulk unblind action, select "Add if none present".
Indication Options: To snapshot Indications to Follow-Up Cases created as a result of the bulk unblind action, select "Add if none present".
Preview Bulk Unblind: Select this button to process the uploaded CSV file. Once you select this button, the system validates the contents of the CSV file and
shows a summary of the Cases found for the bulk unblind operation.
Summary of Changes: Once the system has processed the CSV file, this section shows a summary of the Cases found. Cases are divided into colors by category.
The following table outlines different categories and the bulk unblind impact on each:

CATEGORY

COLOR

DESCRIPTION

Previously Unblinded Cases

Green

These Cases have been unblinded, which is identified by the following attributes:
The Case Blinded ( blinded__v ) field is set to No.
The Case Blind Protection ( blind_protection__v ) field is set to Yes.
These Cases can be in any lifecycle state, including a Closed state.
Once the bulk unblind action runs, the system removes blind protection from these Cases and all related documents.

Closed Cases

Blue

These Cases meet the following criteria:
The Case Blinded ( blinded__v ) field is set to Yes or blank.
The Case is in the Approved or Closed lifecycle state.
Once the bulk unblind action runs, the system creates a new Case version with follow-up information added.

Inflight Cases

Purple

These Cases meet the following criteria:
The Case Blinded ( blinded__v ) field is set to Yes or blank.
The Case is in any active lifecycle state (such as Data Entry, QC, Medical Review).
The system does not make any changes to these Cases through the bulk unblind action.

Cases Without a Matching Patient

Red

These Cases are associated with the Study but did not match a patient identifier in the CSV file.
The system does not make any changes to these Cases through the bulk unblind action.

Source File Information: Once the system has processed the CSV file, this section displays a summary of the file contents.
Run Bulk Unblind: Once you have confirmed the settings and summary are correct, select this button to run the bulk unblind action.

Note

You can navigate to other pages while the operation runs in the background. Vault sends a notification once the bulk unblind operation is complete.

Summary Report
Vault Safety generates a summary report for each successful bulk unblind operation. Once the operation is complete, the Vault notification includes a link to the summary
report. The system attaches the Summary Report to the Study.
The summary report is an XLSX file that includes the following tabs:

TAB

DESCRIPTION

Input

A summary of the input options specified on the Bulk Unblinding screen, the user who ran the action, and the date and time
when the action ran.

Summary

A summary of the number of Cases in each category.

Activity Log

A detailed log of each Case evaluated by the bulk unblind action and the action taken. The Activity Log includes the following
columns:
case: The Case name
wwuid: The Case Worldwide UID
action_taken: The action the system took on the Case. This can be one of the following actions:
Blind Protection removed (Previously Unblinded Cases)
Follow-up created and unblinded (Closed Cases)
No action (Inflight Cases and Cases Without a Matching Patient)
arm: The Study Arm name
message: Any warning or error messages will appear here if applicable.
patient_id: The patient identifier used to match the Case to the CSV file.
fields_updated: List of Vault fields modified by the bulk unblind action.

Bulk Unblind Summary Report Activity Log

Bulk Unblind Study Modifications
Once the bulk unblind operation runs, the system makes the following changes to the source Study:
Sets the Study Blinded field to "No"
Sets the Study lifecycle state to End of Study Reconciliation
Adds the bulk unblind Summary Report as an attachment to the Study

Bulk Unblind Follow-Up Case Updates
When the bulk unblind action runs, the system creates a follow-up version of all closed Cases that have not been unblinded (blue category). The Follow-Up Case is
assigned the End of Study Unblinding lifecycle state.
New data is not added to the previous Case version, and the previous version moves to the Superseded lifecycle state.
For Follow-Up Cases created as a result of the bulk unblind action, the system updates certain information on the new Case version. Some changes are conditional,
which are identified in the following table:

CASE PROPERTY

CHANGES

Narrative Document

The system appends any text entered in the Narrative Text field on the Bulk Unblinding screen to the narrative document.

Randomization Number Field

When the Randomization Number ( patient_randomization_number__v ) field is empty, the system snapshots the
Randomization Number if it is available in the CSV file. The value is truncated at 60 characters to adhere to the field limit.

New Info Date Field

The system updates the New Info Date ( new_info_idate__v ) field to the point in time when the operation was run in the
initiating user's timezone.

Unblinded Reason Field

The system populates the Unblinded Reason ( unblinded_reason__v ) field with the text entered in the Unblinding
Reason field on the Bulk Unblinding screen.

Unblinded Date Field

The system updates the Unblinded Date ( unblinded_date__v ) field to the point in time when the operation was run in
the initiating user's timezone.

Unblinded By Field

The system sets the Unblinded By ( unblinded_source__v ) field to Sponsor ( sponsor__v ).

Study Type Field

If the Study Type ( study_product_reason__v ) is blank, the system sets the field value to the Study Type specified on
the Study.

Blinded Field

The system sets the Blinded ( blinded__v ) field to No.

Case Product Record

The system updates the Case Product for the blinded Study Product with the actual Study Arm Product the patient was
administered in the treatment group.

Case Product Dosage Record

When the Dosage Options field on the Bulk Unblinding screen is set to "Add if none present", the system snapshots the
dosage from the associated Study Arm Product. This change only occurs if the Case Product does not contain any Dosage
records.

Case Product Indication Record

When the Indication Options field on the Bulk Unblinding screen is set to "Add if none present", the system snapshots the
Indication field value from the associated Study Arm Product.
If the Study Arm Product does not have an Indication specified, then the system snapshots each Indication under the Study.
This change only occurs if the Case Product does not contain any Indication records.
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Manage Datasheets and Auto-Expectedness
Set up datasheets to enable Vault Safety to automatically determine expectedness. Go to Business Admin > Datasheets to manage Product and Study
Datasheets.
Last Updated Aug 12, 2022
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About Datasheets
Use Datasheets to configure expected adverse events for a Study or Product. Datasheets enable Vault Safety to automatically determine expectedness of adverse
events, based on the listed events.
To use auto-expectedness, an admin must set up a Core Datasheet at minimum for the Study or Product. Admins can optionally set up additional Local Datasheets for
more precise reporting rules evaluation.
Local Datasheets allow the reporting rules engine to evaluate expectedness specific to a country in which the product is registered (for non-Study Cases only). Core
datasheets are used to evaluate expectedness in some Aggregate Reports.

Important Terms
EXPECTEDNESS

Expectedness refers to whether an adverse event is expected and listed on product labels and investigator brochures.
LISTEDNESS

Listedness refers to the expectedness defined in core datasheets (Product CCDS or Study IB/DCSI).
CONDITIONAL EXPECTEDNESS

Conditional expectedness is a level of configuration where you can define seriousness criteria for which listed adverse events are unexpected. There are two related
fields:
"Unexpected Seriousness Criteria" on a Datasheet
"Seriousness Exclusion" on a MedDRA Criteria
PRECISE EXPECTEDNESS

Precise expectedness is a level of configuration where you can define the expectedness of individual terms on the datasheet. There are two related fields:
"Enable Precise Expectedness" on a Datasheet
"Expectedness" on a MedDRA Criteria
ACTIVE RANGE

The active range defines the period for which a term was approved to be listed and considered expected for aggregate reporting (DSUR, PBRER, and PSUR).
PRIMARY CASE ASSESSMENT

The primary Case Assessment is the assessment assigned a value of "1" in the Rank (rank__v) field. Typically, this is the assessment that links the primary Case
Adverse Event with the primary Case Product.

How Expectedness is Used in Safety Features
Expectedness is a component in many Vault Safety features, which includes the following functionalities:

FUNCTIONALITY

RELATIONSHIP

Reporting Rules

When Vault Safety evaluates reporting rules, the Case Assessment Expectedness records for the primary (or most conservative) Case
Assessment are used to evaluate whether the case is expected or unexpected in the relevant jurisdiction. This is evaluated through the
Expected reporting rule parameter.

Case Expedited Flag

If a Case contains a Case Assessment for a serious adverse event that is determined to be unexpected, the Case Expedited field is enabled,
which identifies that the Case requires expedited reporting.

Case and Assessment SUSAR Tagging

When assigning Case tags, Vault Safety evaluates the Expectedness field on Case Assessments, which must reflect an unexpected adverse
event to assign the SUSAR tag.

Aggregate Reports

PADER and PSUR aggregate reports rely on Datasheets to identify labeled and listed terms.
Also, aggregate reports can be configured to mark unexpected terms with an asterisk.

Datasheet Types
There are three types of Datasheets admins can configure, which are described in the following sections:
Product Core Datasheet
Local Datasheets (Product Registration)
Study Core Datasheet

Product Core Datasheet
A Core Datasheet is the central datasheet for a Product, corresponding to a Company Core Data Sheet (CCDS). You can add only one Core Datasheet per Product.

Study Core Datasheet
A Core Datasheet is the central datasheet for a Study, corresponding to a study’s Investigational Brochure (IB). You can add only one Core Datasheet per Study.
For Study Cases, Vault Safety uses the Study Core Datasheet to drive reporting rules for the Expected parameter reporting rules evaluation. This way, study datasheets
can list expected adverse events that are different from the Product Datasheets.

Local Datasheets (Product Registration)
A Local Datasheet is specific to a country or region to which a product is registered. For example, a Local Datasheet may correspond to a United States Prescribing
Information (USPI) sheet for FDA reporting or Summary of Product Characteristics (SmPC) for EMA reporting.
Local Expectedness allows for more precise reporting rules evaluation. When Local Datasheets are configured, Vault Safety looks at all Local Datasheets in the
jurisdiction of the agency for precise expectedness evaluation for that region when matching the Case to a reporting rule. You can configure Local Datasheets to inherit
the adverse events listed on the Core Datasheet.

Configure Datasheets
To set up datasheets, first configure a Core Datasheet for the Study or Product, then set up additional Local Datasheets, if required. After creating a datasheet, you can
add MedDRA Criteria records to list terms.

Prerequisites
You must be an administrator to manage datasheets.
Ensure your Vault has the following configuration to enable certain datasheet features:
Enable Listedness and Expectedness From Core Datasheets
Enable Conditional Expectedness
Before you create a Datasheet, upload the source product label or investigator's brochure document to the Library. Once you upload the source document, classify
the document with the appropriate Datasheet document type.
The MedDRA Criteria object must be configured so the Organization field is mandatory.
Certain vaults may not have this configuration by default. Ensure your vault has this setting configured, otherwise users may not have access to datasheets.
Read Less

Make the Organization Field Mandatory
1. In Admin, go to Configuration > Objects > MedDRA Criteria.
2. Go to the Object Types tab.
3. Go to the Datasheet Criteria object type, and then select the Organization field.
4. In the Organization field, ensure User must always enter a value (required)* is selected.
Do not modify the Criteria VQL
5. If datasheets were already added to your vault before enabling this setting, go to each datasheet and manually
specify the Organization field in the System section.
Result
The system will automatically populate the Organization field for all new MedDRA Criteria object, using the default
Criteria VQL.

Create a Core Datasheet (Study or Product)
1. Go to the Study or Product record for which you want to add a Core Datasheet:
Find Products in Business Admin > Products.
Find Studies in Business Admin > Studies.
2. Select Edit.
3. In the Core Datasheet field, select

.

4. In the Search: Core Datasheet window, select Create.
5. Complete the fields on the Create Datasheet page.
6. Select Save.

Create a Local Datasheet
1. Go to Business Admin > Products
2. Open the Product that contains the Product Registrations for which you want to add a Local Datasheet.
3. Open the Product Registration for which you want to add a Local Datasheet.
4. Select Edit.
5. In the Local Datasheet field, select

.

6. In the Search: Local Datasheet window, select Create.
7. Expand Local Datasheets, and then select Create.
8. Complete the fields on the Create Datasheet page.
9. Select Save.

Datasheet Fields
FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Name

Enter a name for the datasheet.

Organization

Select the organization to which the datasheet belongs.

Label/Brochure

Select the document corresponding to the datasheet from the Library.

Core

Identify whether this datasheet is a core datasheet:
For a Core Product or Study Datasheet, select Yes.
For a Local Datasheet specific to a product registration, select No.

Core Datasheet

(Optional) To inherit expected adverse events from a Core Datasheet, select the Core Datasheet. This field only appears for Local Datasheets.

Country

Select the country for which the datasheet applies. Submissions for agencies with jurisdiction over this country will evaluate expectedness using this
datasheet. This field only appears for Local Datasheets.

MedDRA Version

Select the version of MedDRA to use in coding expected adverse events (MedDRA Criteria).

Enable Precise Expectedness

Select this field to prevent the system from assigning an Expectedness value of "No" (Unexpected) for terms that are not listed on the Datasheet.
When this field is selected, if Vault Safety evaluates Expectedness for an unlisted term, the system leaves the Expectedness blank.
You can define which terms are unexpected using the Expectedness field on the Datasheet's MedDRA Criteria.

Unexpected Seriousness Criteria

To define conditions for which events are always unexpected, select one or more seriousness criteria.
When this field is defined, if Vault Safety evaluates Expectedness for a listed term with one or more matching values in the Case Adverse Event
Seriousness field, the system populates Expectedness as "No" (Unexpected).
Note that if Seriousness Exclusion is defined at the MedDRA Criteria level, the MedDRA Criteria setting takes precedence and this field is ignored for
that term.

Manage Expected Adverse Events on a Datasheet
Once you create and save a Datasheet, the Expected Adverse Events section appears, which you can use to list expected adverse events by adding MedDRA Criteria
records.
When a Case Adverse Event matches a MedDRA term listed on a Datasheet, the system automatically detects that the adverse event is expected in Cases with the
associated Product or Study.

Add Expected Adverse Events (MedDRA Criteria)
Add each expected adverse event as a MedDRA Criteria record under the Datasheet.
1. Go to the Datasheet record page.
Find Datasheets on the Business Admin > Datasheets page.
2. Under Expected Adverse Events, select Create.
3. Complete the fields on the Create MedDRA Criteria window:

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

MedDRA Term

(Required) Select the MedDRA Preferred Term (PT) or Lower Level Term (LLT) term for the adverse event. If you select a PT, consider turning on
Include Lower Levels.
Code MedDRA Terms provides more information on coding with MedDRA.

Include Lower Levels

To include lower-levels when the system evaluates expectedness, select Yes. If an adverse event does not match a Preferred Term (PT) in the
Datasheet, the system checks whether the adverse event matches a Lower Level Term (LLT).

Medical Condition

Enter the name of the medical condition to which the adverse event applies. The system matches the medical condition with the Product
Indications on a Case to determine whether an adverse event is expected.

Active Date Start

To specify when a term was approved to be listed on the datasheet, enter the date of approval. The date is inclusive.
This setting impacts expectedness evaluation in aggregate reports (DSUR, PBRER, and PSUR). Active Range for Expectedness in Aggregate
Reports provides more information.

Active Date End

Optionally, to specify the last day when a term was approved to be listed on the datasheet, enter the end date. The date is inclusive.
The day after the Active Date End is the first day the term is considered unlisted and unexpected.If you don't specify an end date, the term is
considered actively approved and expected.
This field is not displayed by default and must be added to the page layout to appear.
This setting impacts expectedness evaluation in aggregate reports (DSUR, PBRER, and PSUR). Active Range for Expectedness in Aggregate
Reports provides more information.

Description

Enter a description of the expected adverse event.

Expectedness

By default, all terms on the datasheet are considered expected. However, you can use this field to specify whether terms on the sheet are
unexpected. If unspecified, this field defaults to Yes (expected).

Seriousness Exclusion

To define conditions for which this event is always unexpected, select one or more seriousness criteria.
When this field is defined, if Vault Safety evaluates Expectedness for a Case Adverse Event with this term and one or more matching Seriousness
values, the system populates Expectedness as "No" (Unexpected).
If you populate this field, the system ignores the Unexpected Seriousness Criteria setting on the Datasheet for this term.

4. Select Save.

Case Assessment Expectedness Generation
Vault Safety assesses expectedness for each Case Assessment through system-generated Expectedness records.
An Expectedness record identifies whether the MedDRA term on a Case Adverse Event is considered expected on the corresponding Product or Study Datasheet.
Expectedness records are generated for each of the following Datasheet sources associated with the Case Product in the Case Assessment:

SOURCE

EXPECTEDNESS GENERATION

Product Core

If an assessment’s Case Product has a Core Datasheet, an Expectedness record is generated for the Core Datasheet.

Datasheet
Study Core

When the assessment’s Case Product is of the type Study Product, and if the Study Product Role is Investigational, an Expectedness record is generated for the

Datasheet

Study’s Core Datasheet.

Local Datasheets

Expectedness records are generated for each Case Product Registration with a Local Datasheet. Admins can configure Local Datasheets to inherit listed events
from the Core Datasheet.

All Expectedness records are linked to the source Datasheet and the latest version of the referenced datasheet document in Vault Library.
Back to Top
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Note

When assessing Combination Products, the Case expectedness is based on the drug or biologic constituent. The device constituent expectedness is not

assessed.

How Expectedness is Evaluated
When evaluating whether a Case Adverse Event is expected in relation to a Case Product’s Datasheet, the system first checks whether the event MedDRA is listed on
the Datasheet. Then, the system performs a number of checks based on the precise expectedness and conditional expectedness settings on the Datasheet.
The following flowchart illustrates how Vault Safety evaluates Case Assessment Expectedness. The green components show the precise expectedness evaluation
evaluation, while the orange components show the conditional expectedness evaluation:

Expectedness Evaluation Logic

The following table outlines the different expectedness scenarios, based on the Datasheet settings and MedDRA Criteria settings for the event term:

MEDDRA CRITERIA

DATASHEET
UNEXPECTED
TERM LISTED ON

PRECISE EXPECTEDNESS

SERIOUSNESS

SERIOUSNESS

CASE ASSESSMENT

DATASHEET?

ENABLED?

CRITERIA

EXPECTEDNESS

EXCLUSION

EXPECTEDNESS

Yes

n/a

Blank

Expected 1

Blank

Yes

Yes

n/a

n/a 2

Expected

Yes: not matching 3

Yes

Yes

n/a

Yes: not matching 3

Expected

Blank

Yes

Yes

n/a

n/a 2

Expected

Yes: matching 3

No

Yes

n/a

Yes: matching 3

Expected

Blank

No

Yes

n/a

n/a

Unexpected

n/a

No

No

No

n/a

n/a

n/a

No

No

Yes

n/a

n/a

n/a

Blank

1. If "Expectedness" is not defined, the value defaults to Expected.
2. When "Seriousness Exclusion" is defined on a MedDRA Criteria record, this setting takes precedence and the Datasheet's "Unexpected Seriousness Criteria" setting is ignored.
3. Matching refers to whether the Case Adverse Event has one or more Seriousness values that match a Seriousness condition defined on the Datasheet or MedDRA Criteria.

When is Expectedness Evaluated
Expectedness is evaluated upon Case creation, and re-evaluated when the related Case Assessment, Case Adverse Event, or Case Product are updated.
When re-evaluating expectedness, the system replaces the previous system-generated Case Assessment Expectedness records with new records.

Note

Case Assessment Expectedness records with an Overridden status are not deleted and do not get re-created, unless an associated Product or Adverse

Event is updated.

The following table provides more information:

OBJECT

CONDITIONS

Case

Expectedness is evaluated upon Case promotion.
For Follow-Up Cases, Case Assessment Expectedness records are copied from the previous Case version. Expectedness is not recalculated unless the Case Adverse
Event Seriousness or MedDRA Term (Event MedDRA) changed in the new version.

Note

To evaluate expectedness for an E2B-imported Case, products in the E2B file must be matched to a preconfigured Company Product.
Expectedness is not evaluated for the Imported Case object type.

Case

Expectedness is evaluated when a Case Assessment is created or updated.

Assessment
Case Adverse

Expectedness is evaluated when a Case Adverse Event related to a Case Assessment is created or either of the following fields are modified:

Event
MedDRA Term (Event MedDRA)
Seriousness
Case Product

Expectedness is evaluated when a suspect or interacting Case Product related to a Case Assessment is created or the linked Product or Study Product are updated.

Case Product

Expectedness is evaluated when an Indication under the Case Product related to a Case Assessment is created or the Indication (Reported) field is updated.

Indication

How Expectedness Rolls Up to Case Expectedness and Listedness
The system uses Expectedness records to automatically populate the Expectedness and Listedness fields on a Case.
How the system populates these fields depends on the Datasheets available, and whether the Case is associated with a Study. The following section provide more
information on the auto-calculation logic for Study and non-Study Cases.
The Listed (Status) and Expectedness (Status) fields become “Auto-Calculated” when Vault Safety automatically populates these fields. Users can override the field
values manually.

Expectedness Roll Up Evaluation
The following illustrations show the auto-expectedness process for a Case using the Product or Study Datasheets:
NON-STUDY CASE

STUDY CASE

Expectedness from Core Product Datasheet

Expectedness Generation
Vault Safety generates Case Assessment Expectedness records for each relevant Datasheet:
Non-Study Cases: An Expectedness record is generated for each Product Datasheet (Core or Local) related to the Case Product.
Study Cases: An Expectedness record is generated for the Study Datasheet, if configured, as well as any Product Datasheets (Core or Local) related to the Case
Product.
Case Assessment Listedness and Expectedness
To automatically populate the Expected and Listed fields on a Case Assessment, the system looks at the Case Assessment’s Expectedness records using the following
logic:
A. To populate the Listed field on the Case Assessment:

CASE REPORT
TYPE

AUTO-POPULATION LOGIC

Non-Study Case

If there is an Expectedness record corresponding to the Product’s Core Datasheet, this rolls up to populate the Listed field on the Case Assessment.
If there is no Product Core Datasheet, the Listed field is not automatically populated.

Study Case

If there is an Expectedness record corresponding to the Study’s Core Datasheet, this Expectedness rolls up to populate the Listed field on the Case
Assessment.
If there is no Study Datasheet but there is an Expectedness record corresponding to the Product’s Core Datasheet, this value rolls up to the Listed field.
If there are no Core Datasheets, the Listed field is not automatically populated.

B. To populate the Expected field on the Case Assessment:

CASE REPORT
TYPE

AUTO-POPULATION LOGIC

Non-Study Case

The system evaluates all Expectedness records under the Case Assessment to set the Expected field, using the following logic:
Unexpected: If one or more Expectedness records are set to No or blank
Expected: If all Expectedness records are set to Yes

Study Case

If there is an Expectedness record corresponding to the Study’s Core Datasheet, this Expectedness rolls up to populate the Expected field on the Case
Assessment.
If there is no Study Datasheet, the system evaluates all Expectedness records under the Case Assessment to set the Expected field as follows:
Unexpected: If one or more Expectedness records are set to No or blank
Expected: If all Expectedness records are set to Yes

Case Listedness and Expectedness
At the Case-level, both the Listedness and Expectedness fields are synced with the primary Case Assessment. Unless the Case fields are overridden, any time the
primary Case Assessment changes, the associated Case-level fields are updated to match.

Override Case Expectedness or Listedness
There are two ways to update the Case Expectedness or Listedness fields:
A. Edit the field on the primary Case Assessment to override the system-calculated expectedness. The associated (Status) field updates to "Overridden" on the Case
Assessment but remains Auto Calculated on the Case.
This will automatically update the associated field at the Case-level, because the Case fields are synced with the primary Case Assessment.

Note

Overridden Case Assessment Expectedness records are not deleted or re-created, unless an associated Product or Adverse Event is updated.

B. Edit the field directly on the Case to override the value, and prevent the system from syncing the value with the primary Case Assessment. The associated (Status)
field updates to "Overridden" on the Case.

Note

If you use this option, the system will not update the Case Expectedness or Listedness to match any future changes to the associated fields on the

primary Case Assessment.

Active Range for Expectedness in Aggregate Reports
You can define a range when a datasheet term is approved to be listed and considered expected for aggregate reports using the Active Date Start, and optionally the
Active End Date on a Core Datasheet. Outside of this active range, the term is considered unexpected in aggregate report tabulations.

Note

When the Active Date End is unspecified, the term is considered actively approved and expected to the present day.

The system uses the reporting period on the aggregate report alongside the active dates on the datasheet to determine if a term is expected during the reporting period:
Expected: When the aggregate reporting period1 is within the datasheet term’s active dates.
Unexpected: When the aggregate reporting period1 is outside the datasheet term’s active dates.
When a term is referenced by multiple MedDRA Criteria on the same datasheet (being unlisted and later relisted), the term is considered expected when the
aggregate reporting period is within the active dates on any matching term.
By default, the aggregate reporting period is taken from the Data Period Start on an Aggregate Report. However, you can configure PSUR reports to use the Data Period
End.

Note

If there is no active range specified on the datasheet, the system looks up if the term exists to consider the term as expected.

DSUR, PBRER, and PSUR tabulations consider the active dates when evaluating expectedness. PADER reports do not consider the active dates.
When you configure the Aggregate Report (DSUR, PBRER, or PSUR), you can configure the report to identify unexpected terms using the Indicate Unexpected Term
field. The PSUR Summary Tabulations consider a datasheet term’s active date, regardless of the Indicate Unexpected Term setting.

Note

Aggregate Reports evaluate the Active Range on a product's Core Datasheet only. Local Datasheets are not evaluated.
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Set Up the Localized Business Admin Library
Add Localized Product and Study information to the Business Admin library to snapshot data when Localized Cases are created.
Last Updated Apr 29, 2022
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Localized Business Administration
Vault Safety supports capturing data in fields required by regional agencies, such as the PMDA. Administrators can preconfigure certain data in the Business Admin vault
library.
In vaults originally deployed in 20R3 or earlier, you must enable localized submissions and translation support before configuring localized Business Admin records.

Set Up Localized Product and Substance Information
Add a Japan Product Registration
1. Go to Business Admin > Products and create the Product.
If the Product is already in your vault, go to the record.
2. Under the Product, add a Product Registration child record.
3. Set the Product Registration Country to Japan.
4. Use the PMDA section to enter Japan product registration data.

Product Registration Japan Fields

Japan Product Registration Fields
FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Registration Type

Select the product Registration Type.

Dose Form

Select the dose form.

Japan Product Code Type

Select the classification of the local product code for Japan.

Local Product Code

Enter the region-specific product code: J-Drug Code, OTC, or Temporal.

Clinical Compound Number

Enter the Japanese Clinical Compound Number (CCN) of the investigational drug.

OTC Drug Classification

Select the PMDA OTC Drug Risk category.

Add a Localized Substance
1. Go to Business Admin > Products and open the Product.
2. Add the Substance under the Product.
If the Substance is already in your vault, open the Substance.
3. Under the Substance, add a Localized Substance child record.
You may need to update the Substance page layout to add the Localized Substance related object section.

Japan Localized Substance

Japan Substance Fields
FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Name

Enter the Japanese substance name.

Local Product Code

Enter the Japan local product code.

Localization

Select the locale for the regional data.

Substance

The referenced Substance record. The system automatically populates this field when you create the Localized Substance as
a child object from the initial Substance.

Add a Japan Dose Form Code
You can configure the 3-letter PMDA E2B Code for Dose Forms users can select during PMDA data entry.
1. Go to Business Admin > Dose Form and open the Dose Form.
Under the Dose Form, you can see a Localized Dose Form.
2. Open the Localized Dose Form child record.
3. Set the value of E2B Code.

Set Up Localized Study Information
Add a Localized Study Information to automatically populate PMDA information for Localized Study Cases.

Add the Study
1. Go to Business Admin > Studies and create the Study.
If the Study is already in your vault, go to the record.
2. Specify the Development Phase field on the Study for PMDA submissions:

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Development Phase

Select the development phase of the study.

Development Japan Field

Add a Localized Study
1. Open the Study.
2. Under the Study, add a Localized Study child record.
You may need to update the Study page layout to add the Localized Study related object section.

Japan Localized Study

Japan Localized Study Fields
FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Localization

Select Japanese (Japan).

Study

The referenced Study record. The system automatically populates this field if you create the Localized Study as a child object
from the initial Study.

Study Name

Enter the Japanese study name.

Target Disease

Describe the disease being studied.

Existence of Subjects

Select Yes or No, to indicate whether subjects are present in this study.

Number of Clinical Trial Notifications

Enter the number of clinical trial notifications submitted to the PMDA for this study.

Create Japan Organizations (Non-PMDA Only)
Vault Safety includes Japan regulatory agency PMDA out of box. If you prepare submissions for the PMDA only, you can skip these steps. For other Japan reporting
destinations, such as Partner Distributions, create an Organization.
1. Go to Business Admin > Organizations and create the Organization.
If the Organization is already in your vault, go to the record.
2. On the Organization, set the Localization field to Japan.
You may need to update the Organization page layout to add this field.
3. Under the Organization, add a Localized Organization child record.
You may need to update the Organization page layout to add the Localized Organization related object section.
4. Set up reporting rules for the destination organization.
You must set up reporting rules to automatically generate Localized Japan Cases when reporting obligations are evaluated.
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Migrate External Cases
You can migrate external cases from an E2B file to the Imported Case object type, where case processing features are disabled.
Last Updated Apr 29, 2022
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About Imported Cases
When you import a Case using E2B Case Migration, the resulting Case is an Imported Case.
An Imported Case is a special type of Case, which is reserved for previously processed and migrated Cases. Most case processing actions are permanently disabled on
Imported Cases, including generating E2B transmissions. However, you can create and process a Follow-Up Case from an Imported Case.
The following table summarized which reports you can generate with an Imported Case:

REPORT FORMAT

SUPPORT FOR IMPORTED CASE?

E2B

No

CIOMS I

Yes

FDA 3500A

Yes

Aggregate Reports (DSUR, PADER, PBRER, PSUR)

Yes

E2B Case Migration
If you have an E2B export of an external case, you can import a Vault Safety Case directly from the E2B file. You can import a Case from both E2B(R2) and (R3) files.
However, we strongly recommend that you use an E2B(R3) file when available.

Enable E2B Case Migration
An administrator must configure a User Action on the AER Document Lifecycle to allow the Create Imported Case from E2B action. Define User Actions for Document
States provides more information.

Migrate a Case from an E2B File
Once an administrator has enabled E2B Case migration, you can migrate E2B Cases.

Note

We recommend that you contact Veeva Managed Services for assistance with migrating Cases from E2B files.

1. Go to the Library tab.
2. From the menu bar, select

. The Create Document window appears.

If you do not see the Create button, you do not have permission to upload documents.
3. On the Create Document window, select Upload > Continue.
4. On the Upload Files (Step 1) page, drag and drop the E2B file into the blue area or select Choose to browse for the files on your device.
5. Select Classify documents now, and then under Choose document type select Case › Source › Adverse Event Report.
6. Select Next.
7. On the Upload Files (Step 2) page, select the Organization.
8. Select Save.
9. Expand the All Actions (

) menu, and then select Create Imported Case from E2B.

This option may have a different label, depending on how your administrator configured the User Action.
Result
The system creates an Imported Case from the E2B file and maps the Study and Product to appropriate records in the Vault Safety admin library, if they are available.
E2B Case Import Data Mapping provides more information.

(Non-E2B) Vault Loader Migration
As an alternative to migrating cases from E2B, you can use Vault Loader to bulk migrate Imported Cases. Vault Online Help provides instructions on using Vault Loader to
migrate records. Contact Veeva Managed Services for assistance with importing Cases using Vault Loader.
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Configure Narrative Templates
Configure narrative templates to customize how narrative documents are generated when Cases are opened.
Last Updated Aug 12, 2022
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About Narrative Templates
When a Case is opened, the system generates a narrative document using either a custom or system-provided standard narrative template.
Custom narrative templates are applied based on the Case details. Using custom narrative templates saves case processing time by generating a narrative document
with only case-specific details. Admins can configure custom templates for any combination of Organization, Report Type, Study Type, Study, and Localization.
System-provided narrative templates are blank. They are applied when no custom template is found or custom templates are not enabled. See more information on
Enable Narrative Templates for Report Types and Studies. Admins can update these custom narrative document templates or add versions for certain organizations, by
using controlled document templates.
Vault Online Help provides more information about managing document templates.

Narrative Template Types
When generating narrative documents on a Case, Vault Safety uses the appropriate template for the type of Case. Configure each type of narrative template that your
organization requires.
The system includes the following types of narrative templates by default:
Default: The default narrative template type is used to generate the narrative document for Cases that were manually entered and promoted from an Adverse Event
Report or Inbox Item.
Blinded: You can upload a blinded narrative template, which the system uses to generate the narrative document for blinded Study Cases.
If the blinded narrative template is not available, the system uses the default narrative template to populate the case narrative. Blinded Study Cases imported from an
E2B file use the E2B import narrative template.

Do not enter any study product information in your blinded narrative template. If there is any product information in the blinded narrative template, it will

Note

not be masked in the blinded Distribution records.

E2B Import: The E2B import narrative template is used to generate the narrative document in the following scenarios:
Cases created from an E2B file import.
Importing narrative text to a Case from the Import Narrative REST API

Update the Default Narrative Template
1. Go to Business Admin > Documents & Binders.
2. Expand Template > Narrative, and then select Default.
3. Open the Narrative Template - Default template, and then select Edit.
4. Under More Information, select Upload File, and then open the file that you want to use as a template.
The template must be a .docx file.
5. Select Save.
Result
The system uses this template to generate case narratives. By default, all Cases use this template except Cases under organizations with organization-specific narrative
templates.

Update the E2B Import Narrative Template
1. Go to Business Admin > Documents & Binders.
2. Expand Template > Narrative, and then select E2B Import.
3. Open the Narrative Template - E2B Import template, and then select Edit.
4. Under More Information, select Upload File, and then open the file that you want to use as a template.
The template must be a .docx file.
5. Select Save.
Result
The system uses this template to generate case narratives for Cases imported from an E2B file and narratives imported from the REST API.

Manage the Blinded Narrative Template
You can set up a dedicated blinded narrative template to generate narratives on blinded study cases.

Add a Blinded Template
If a blinded template does not already exist in your vault, you can manually add one.
1. Go to Business Admin > Documents & Binders.
2. Expand Template > Narrative, and then select Default.
3. Select Create > Document Template, and then on the Create Document Template page, enter the following details:
Type: Select Basic Document Template.
Label: Enter Narrative Template Blinded .
Name: Verify the name is narrative_template_blinded__c .
4. Beside File Details, select

, and then upload the document that you want to use as the blinded narrative template.

The template must be a .docx file.
5. Select Save.

Update the Blinded Template
1. Go to Business Admin > Documents & Binders.
2. Expand Template > Narrative, and then select Default.
3. Select Narrative Template Blinded, and then select Edit.
4. Under More Information, select Upload File, and then open the file that you want to use as a template.
The template must be a .docx file.
5. Select Save.

Add an Organization-Specific Narrative Template
For vaults that contain Cases across multiple organizations, you can create organization-specific narrative templates.
This type of template allows you to create a custom template for one or more sponsors within your vault. The system uses a sponsor’s template to generate the narrative
document when a Case is opened for that Organization.
Organization-specific templates use controlled document templates. Controlled document templates point to a Steady-state vault document, referred to as a template
document, as the source file for the template.

Activate Narrative Template Document Types
Before you can add organization-specific narrative templates, narrative template document types must be active in your vault.
1. In the Admin area, go to Configuration > Document Types.
2. If Template (template__v) is inactive, expand the Actions (

) menu, select Edit Details, and then set the Status to Active.

3. Expand Template (template__v) > Narrative (narrative__v).
4. If the narrative template type for which you want to add is inactive, expand the Actions (

) menu, select Edit Details, and then set the Status to Active.

Add a Controlled Document Narrative Template
Note

Controlled document narrative templates do not support both regular and blinded templates. If your organization handles blinded study data, do not upload

a template with tokens for sensitive data that should be blind-protected.

1. Go to the Library tab.
2. From the menu bar, select

and then create the document.

If you do not see the Create button, you do not have permission to upload documents.
3. Specify the following document type fields, depending on the template type:
To create a default template:
a. On the Step 1 page, under Choose document type, select Template › Narrative (Template) › Default.
b. On the Step 2 page, set the Template Document Type to Default.

Note

You can only configure one default organization-specific template. You cannot upload both a standard default template and a blinded template for

the same organization.

To create an E2B import template:
a. On the Step 1 page, under Choose document type, select Template › Narrative (Template) › E2B Import.
b. On the Step 2 page, set the Template Document Type to E2B Import.
4. On the Step 2 page, complete the following document fields, and any additional fields as required:
Name: Enter a name to identify the template.
We recommend that you include the organization in the name. For example, Narrative Template - Default - Verteo BioPharma .
Organization: Select the organization that the template is for.
5. Save the document.
If the Save button is inactive, the system has not finished creating the document or the required fields are blank.
Result
The document is added to the Library in the Draft state. To apply the template, approve the template document.

Approve the Template Document
You must approve a document to use it in a controlled document template.
1. On the document page, expand the All Actions (

) menu , and then select Approve.

2. In the Change Document Status dialog, select Yes.
Result
The new template should be listed for the appropriate template type, in addition to any existing templates. If you do not see the template, verify that the source document
is in the Approved state and the Template Document Type field is completed.

View the Template
1. In the Admin area, go to Business Admin > Documents & Binders.
2. On the Document & Binder Templates page, expand Template > Narrative, and then select the narrative template type.
Result
The new template should be listed for the appropriate template type. If you do not see the template, verify that the source document is in the Approved state and the
Template Document Type field is completed.

Add Merge Fields to Templates
To populate a narrative template with values populated in Case fields, use the Vault merge fields for Microsoft Word feature. Merge fields trigger Vault to search within a
Microsoft Word ( .docx only) source file and replace certain tokens with values from the Case.
Merge fields allow you to create templates that auto-populate with details like product name, organization, and receipt date. Vault Online Help provides information on
using merge fields.

Note

Because narratives are transmitted as plain text in submissions, we recommend that you use merge fields with caution and keep templates with merge

fields very basic. The use of tables and images is not recommended.

Disable and Delete Templates
Disabling a template makes it temporarily unavailable to users creating new documents. Setting the disabled template back to Active makes it available again.
Deleting a template permanently removes it from the vault and deletes the attached file or the association to the template document. Neither action affects case narrative
documents previously created from the template.

Disable a Basic or Controlled Template
To disable a basic or controlled template, perform one of the following actions:
From the template list panel, select Set to Disabled from the Actions menu.
From the template detail page, select Edit, change the status, and then select Save.

Delete a Basic Template
To delete a basic template, perform one of the following actions:
From the template list panel, select Delete from the Actions menu.
From the template details page, select Delete.

Note

You cannot delete controlled document templates directly from the Admin area. Vault Online Help provides details about deleting controlled document

templates.

Custom Narrative Templates
When generating narrative documents on a Case, Vault Safety applies custom templates based on Case details, including the following:
Case Type (E2B or manual)
Organization
Report Type
Study Type
Study
Blinded or Unblinded
Localization
The system applies the narrative template that shares the most details with the Case.

Vault Safety Applies the Most Specific Narrative Template

If no custom template details match, a system-provided narrative template is applied.
Custom templates are applied during the Case promotion or E2B import process. If a Domestic Case is created, the system generates a localized Narrative document
using a localized template, if available. Otherwise, a global narrative template is applied.

Add a Custom Narrative Template
Custom templates use controlled document templates as the source file for the template.

Note

To use custom templates, your administrator must enable Narrative Template Type on the applicable Transmission Profile. See Update the Transmission

Profile to Use Custom Narrative Templates for more information.

1. Go to the Library tab.
2. From the menu bar, select

and then create the document.

If you do not see the Create button, you do not have permission to upload documents.
3. Specify the following document type fields, depending on the template type:
To create a non-E2B template:
1. On the Step 1 page, under Choose document type, select Template › Narrative (Template) › Default. Upload the file you want to use as a template, and
then select Next. The template must be a .docx file.
2. On the Step 2 page, set the Template Document Type to Narrative.
To create an E2B import template:
1. On the Step 1 page, under Choose document type, select Template › Narrative (Template) › E2B Import.
2. On the Step 2 page, set the Template Document Type to Narrative.
4. On the Step 2 page, complete the Name field, and any additional fields as required.
5. As needed, populate template matching details in the following fields:
Organization
Localization
Study Type
Report Type
Study
6. Save the document.
If the Save button is inactive, the system has not finished creating the document or the required fields are blank.
Result
The document is added to the Library in the Draft state. For the template to be matched to a Case during promotion, the document must be in the Approved state. To
enable the template in Document & Binders, approve the document using the steps below.

Approve the Template Document
You must move the template document to a steady-state, such as Approved, to make the template active.
1. On the document page, select the Workflow State Change Menu (

), and then select Approve.

2. In the Change Document Status dialog, select Yes.
Result
The new template is available for use.

Note

If a new version of the template is uploaded, it must be approved to be available for matching to a Case. Vault Safety will not use the last steady state

document.

View the Template
1. In the Admin area, go to Business Admin > Documents & Binders.
2. On the Document & Binder Templates page, expand Case > Summary > Narrative.
Result
The new template is listed. If you do not see the template, verify that the source document is in the Approved state and the Template Document Type field is completed.
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Configure the Inbox Item Follow-Up Case Compare Layout
Learn how to customize Case Compare for merging new information from an Inbox Item to an existing Case, either by creating a Follow-Up or new
minor Case version.
Last Updated Apr 29, 2022
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Inbox Item Follow-Up Case Compare Administration
Administrators can customize the Inbox Item Follow-Up Case Compare page to choose which fields are available for merging follow-up information and their ordering.
If a field is not on the page layout, the field cannot be merged during follow-up creation. Instead of being merged, the previous Case value is used in the new Follow-Up
Case version.

Customize the Inbox Item Follow-Up Case Compare Layout
You can manage the Case Compare layout from Configuration > Pages.
The Default Filter Options section controls the default filters that are enabled each time the page is loaded. We recommend showing new and modified as a base but
some companies may want to show more detail by default.
All other sections correspond to sections with fields on the page layout.

Access the Case Compare Followup Layout
1. In the Admin area, go to the Configuration tab.
2. Under User Interface, open Pages.
3. Open Case Compare Page.
4. Under Layouts, open Case Compare Followup (case_compare_followup__v).
5. On the Case Compare Followup page, edit sections on the layout under Sections.

Customize Fields
1. On the Case Compare Followup page, under Sections, select the section with which you want to add or remove fields.
2. Select Edit.
3. Beside Fields, customize the fields for your business needs:
To add a field, start typing the name to instantly filter fields, and then select the field from the dropdown list.
To remove a field, select

.

To rearrange fields, drag and drop.
Fields appear in the same order on the page layout.
4. Select Save.

Layout Considerations
Consider the following information as you customize the Case Compare layout:
You can add both custom and standard fields to the layout.
Do not configure Reason Omitted fields on the layout.
You cannot add the same field to multiple sections.
Lookup and formula fields cannot be merged.
You cannot add custom Case child object sections to the layout. The system will copy any custom child records to the new Case version, though the custom child
objects will not be visible on the Case Compare page.
Note

The system can only copy up to 2 custom child objects and up to 100 records per custom child object to the new Case version.

Follow-Up Case Compare Security
The Case Compare layout adheres to atomic security to ensure users can only view and merge content for fields and objects that they have the appropriate access to.
If users are missing Read permissions at the field or object level, fields adhere to their default promote to follow-up behavior.
The audit log records the follow-up case compare updates as performed by the system. Users must have access to the “Case Compare Page” in their Permission Set.
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Configure the Case Promotion Settings Page
Learn how to configure the Case Promotion Settings to enable multiple Case promotion features.
Last Updated Aug 17, 2022
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Next Configuration Steps
The Case Promotion Settings page has multiple configuration options that can enable features such as copying patient details to a new Case, Case compare, merging an
Inbox Item to an In-Flight Case , and allowing Case promotion to proceed with mismatching case identifiers.

Case Promotion Settings

Enable Initial Case Options
Administrators must select the Allow Copy Patient Information checkbox to enable the New Case - Copy Patient Info option on the Potential Matches page. When a
user selects this option during Inbox Item promotion, a new Case is created and populated with the patient’s details.
See Copy Patient Information from Existing Case to learn more.

Enable Copy Patient Information

Enable Follow-Up Options
Administrators must select the Allow Follow-Up from Inbox Item checkbox to enable the Follow-Up option on the Potential Matches page. Once a user selects FollowUp on the Potential Matches page, they can access the Case Compare page.
Administrators can add or remove states as needed in the Prohibited States field to prevent users from creating a Follow-Up Case from a Case that is in a prohibited
state.

Enable Follow-Up Case Creation for Mismatching WWUID
Administrators can enable the Follow-Up option to allow users to promote an Inbox Item when the Worldwide UID does not match but matches another UID, such as an
External System UID or a Case Identifier. For example, the Inbox Item WWUID does not match the WWUID on the Initial Case, but the Inbox Item Case Identifier
matches the Initial Case WWUID.

Note

This configuration is only available for Inbox Items and not AERs.

Enable Follow-Up Creation with Mismatching Case Identifiers

If the Inbox Item contains a WWUID value but the matching Case does not, the system will snapshot the WWUID value to the Case upon promoting to Follow-Up.

Enable Merge to In-Flight Case
Administrators must select the Allow Merge into Active Case checkbox to display the Merge to Current button on the Case Compare page.
See Merge to In-Flight Case to learn more.
Administrators can add or remove states as needed in the Prohibited States field to prevent users from merging Inbox Item information into an In-Flight Case that is in a
prohibited state.

Note

You can not remove the Approved, Closed, and Superseded states from this field.

The Require user performing merge to have edit access to case checkbox requires any user who is performing the merge to have edit access to the In-Flight Case in
its current state.

Enable Mark as Follow-Up
Administrators must select the Allow as Follow-Up checkbox to display the Mark as Follow-Up option on the Potential Matches page.
See Complete the Potential Matches Page to learn more about the Mark as Follow-Up option.
Administrators can add or remove states as needed in the Prohibited States field to prevent users from linking an Inbox Item to an existing Case that is in a prohibited
state.

Next Configuration Steps
See Enable Merge to In-Flight Case to add the appropriate Prohibited States for each configuration option and perform additional configurations to enable merging an
Inbox Item into an In-Flight Case.
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Configure Adverse Event Watchlists
Configure watchlists to flag and monitor adverse events of special interest (AESI) under a product or study.
Last Updated Jul 22, 2022
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About Watchlists
Set up a watchlist to monitor Adverse Events of Special Interest (AESI) and other Important Medical Events (IMEs). You can configure watchlists to always expedite
Cases, regardless of the Case expectedness or causality.
Watchlists can be created for marketed products, combination products, or studies. They can also be created without being based on a product or study. Cases with an
adverse event that matches a watchlist MedDRA term are automatically tagged with the appropriate watchlist tag during case processing in the Watchlist Tags field.

Designated Medical Events (DME) Watchlist
The official DME watchlist is available by default in all Vault Safety vaults. By default, the DME watchlist only monitors Cases with a product or study registered in a
country under the jurisdiction of the EMA.
When a Case Adverse Event MedDRA Preferred Term (PT) matches an entry in the DME watchlist, Vault Safety automatically tags the Case as a DME and expedites the
reporting due date.

Prerequisites
You must be an administrator to manage Watchlists.
Ensure that your vault has the Adverse Event Watchlists feature enabled.
The MedDRA Criteria object must be configured so the Organization field is mandatory.
Certain vaults may not have this configuration by default. Ensure your vault has this setting configured, otherwise users may not have access to watchlists.
Read Less

Make the Organization Field Mandatory
1. In Admin, go to Configuration > Objects > MedDRA Criteria.
2. Go to the Object Types tab.
3. Go to the Watchlist Field Criteria object type, and then select the Organization field.

Note

If you don't see the Watchlist Criteria object type, add this object type under the MedDRA Criteria

object. Contact your Veeva Services representative for assistance.

4. In the Organization field, ensure User must always enter a value (required)* is selected.
Do not modify the Criteria VQL
5. If watchlists were already added to your vault before enabling this setting, go to each watchlist and manually specify
the Organization field in the System section.
Result
The system will automatically populate the Organization field for all new MedDRA Criteria object, using the default
Criteria VQL.

Set Up a Watchlist
To set up a new watchlist, add the watchlist and then add the MedDRA terms.

Add a Watchlist
1. Go to Business Admin > Watchlists.
2. Select Create.
3. On the Create Watchlist page, complete the following fields:
Organization: Select the organization that monitors the watchlist.
Name: Enter a name for the watchlist.
Watchlist Tag: Select a Watchlist Tag with which to label Cases that match this watchlist.
Study: (Optional) To monitor cases associated with a study, select the Study.
Study Product: (Optional) For study watchlists, to watch cases associated with a specific study product, select the Study Product.
To enable this field, you must first select the Study.
Product: (Optional) To monitor cases associated with a marketed product, select the Product. If you select a Combination Product, the system automatically
monitors cases containing its Product Constituents. A Case Product must link to this product with a Drug Role of Suspect or Interacting to trigger a watchlist.

Note

Specifying a Product or Study is optional. If you choose to specify one of these fields, note that you cannot complete the other. Otherwise, the

Watchlist can not run.

MedDRA Version: Select the MedDRA version to use when adding MedDRA terms to the watchlist.
4. Select Save.

Add Updates to Case Fields
Configure your watchlist to automatically set the Expedited and Seriousness values for cases with matching adverse events.
1. On the Watchlist page to which you want to edit, expand Updates to Case Fields.
2. On the Updates to Case Fields section, complete the following fields:
Expedited: To expedite the reporting timeline for Cases that match this watchlist, select Yes.
If you enable this option, Cases will be expedited regardless of expectedness or causality.
Default Seriousness: Select the Seriousness criteria.
3. Select Save.
Result
Any Cases matching the watchlist criteria will be automatically assigned the set Expedited and Seriousness value. For example, an Inbox Item with a matching adverse
event will be assigned these values by the watchlist upon Case promotion.

Note

If the Inbox Item being promoted already has a specified Seriousness field, the watchlist will not update it upon Case promotion.

Add MedDRA Terms
1. On the Watchlist page to which you want to edit, expand MedDRA Terms.
2. Select Create.
3. In the Create MedDRA Criteria window, complete the following fields:
MedDRA Term: Enter a term and select Auto-code, or select

, and then select the MedDRA term.

Code MedDRA Terms provides more information on using the MedDRA browser.
Include Lower Levels: (Optional) To also watch for Lower Level Terms (LLT) under the selected Preferred Term (PT), select Yes.
Description: (Optional) Enter a description for the watchlist term.
4. Select Save.
5. Repeat for any other applicable MedDRA terms.
Result
Your watchlist is now configured to watch the specified adverse event(s). Inbox Items with matching adverse event(s) will be updated with the criteria set in the watchlist
(Watchlist Tag, Seriousness, Expedited) upon being promoted to Case.

Add Watchlist Tags
By default, Vault Safety comes with two watchlist tags out-of-box: DME and AESI.
To add custom watchlist tags, configure the Watchlist Tags picklist to add new options. Vault Help provides more information about configuring picklists.

Watchlist Questionnaires
After configuring a Watchlist, you can configure watchlist questionnaires to allow case processors to quickly send an automated email to case reporters for follow-up
information. You can set up the questionnaire for the entire Watchlist or for specific MedDRA Terms within a Watchlist. Set Up Scheduled Follow-Up Questionnaire Emails
provides more information.
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Set Up Scheduled Follow-Up Questionnaire Emails
Administrators can configure vaults to automatically generate and send email questionnaires to case reporters for follow-up information.
Last Updated Apr 29, 2022
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About Scheduled Follow-Up Emails
This page provides instructions to Administrators to configure their vaults to automatically generate and send questionnaires to case reporters for follow-up information.
For instructions on how to use this feature once configured, see Send a Follow-Up Email Questionnaire to a Case Reporter.
You can set up questionnaires using vault’s controlled document management capabilities. To customize the criteria for which a questionnaire is sent, you can configure
Follow-Up Rules or leverage Watchlists to monitor Adverse Events of Special Interest (AESI).
If a Case matches with a questionnaire template for a Follow-Up Rule or Watchlist and the reporter provides their email and consent to be contacted, then the system
automatically performs the following actions:
Generates a Correspondence Transmission record to log events regarding the email
Emails the questionnaire to the reporter's designated email address

Prerequisites
Note the following requirements before you can configure follow-up questionnaires:
Before you can access this feature, an administrator must enable Scheduled Follow-Up Questionnaire Emails.
Before you can add questionnaire templates for Watchlists and AESI, an administrator must have already configured the Watchlist.

Important Terms
Before you start configuring follow-up questionnaires, it’s important to understand the following terms:
REPORTER

The person reporting the adverse event. This may be a medical professional or the patient themselves. Reporter information is stored using a Case Contact record.
EMAIL CONSENT

The reporter has explicitly provided consent to be contacted about this adverse event report by email.
QUESTIONNAIRE

A predefined document with questions and requests for information to be sent to a reporter or health professional.
WATCHLIST

A specific set of MedDRA terms of special interest for a specific product. Sometimes referred to as Adverse Events of Special Interest (AESI).

Best Practices & Recommendations
Specify base global templates as much as possible.
Only specify the Country and Language template document fields when required. This will make maintenance easier.
Try to use templates at the watchlist-level instead of the MedDRA Criteria level where possible.
You can have multiple watchlists under the same watchlist tag for easier management.

Create the Questionnaire Template Document
You must create a source questionnaire and add it as a controlled document template. Vault uses the questionnaire template to generate specific questionnaires for each
Case and add the resulting document as an attachment on the Correspondence record. To learn more about controlled document templates, see Vault Platform Help.
You can create the questionnaire source file using any document type. However, we recommend that you use a .docx file format, which allows you to configure merge
field tokens in the file.
Merge field tokens are replaced by field values from the relevant Case when the system generates a case questionnaire. To learn more about using merge fields, see
Vault Platform Help.

Add Reply-To Contact Emails
Add Person records to configure the email addresses that should be the reply-to contact on questionnaire emails. You must select the reply-to contact when you
configure the questionnaire template. The email does not have to be associated with a vault user.
1. In Admin, go to Business Admin > Persons.
2. Select Create.
3. In the Create Person window, select the type of person, and then Continue.
You can add any type of Person record to store the email address.
4. On the Create Person page, specify the fields, and then select Save.
Result
The Person record is added and available to be selected as the reply-to email address in automated questionnaire emails.

Case Follow-Up Rules
Set up case Follow-Up Rules to add questionnaires for a given product. When this feature is enabled, basic Follow-Up Rules are added to your vault. You can customize
these default Follow-Up Rules to specify the number of attempts to reach out to the reporter and how long to wait between each attempt.
Follow-Up Rule questionnaire templates use the Template > Correspondence (Template) > Questionnaire (Template) document type.
To set up questionnaires specific to certain adverse events of special interest, set up a Watchlist or MedDRA Term questionnaire template.

Customize a Case Follow-Up Rule
1. In Admin, go to Business Admin > Follow-Up Rules.
2. Open the Follow-Up Rule that you want to customize.
3. Select Edit, and modify the following fields as required:

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Name

Enter a name to describe the Follow-Up Rule.

Rank

This field does not currently control any functionality, but can be used to sort Follow-Up Rules in Business Admin.

Total Attempts to Make

Enter the total number of attempts that the system should make to email the reporter. After the first email, the system waits the specified Days
Between Attempts before sending the next email, and each one thereafter. You can specify up to 10 attempts.

Days Between Attempts

Enter the number of days that should pass between each email attempt to the reporter. You can specify up to 30 days.

Follow-up Type

Select the follow-up type from the picklist. The Follow-up Type on an AER or Case must match the type that you select in this field to qualify for the
questionnaire.

4. Select Save.
After You Finish
Add one or more questionnaire template documents.

Add a Follow-Up Rule Questionnaire Template
We recommend adding the Follow-Up Rule questionnaire from the Follow-Up Rule record to automatically populate the Follow-Up Rule field and filter the document type
field. However, you can also add templates from the Library tab.
1. On the new Follow-Up Rule record, expand Template Documents.
2. Select Add.
3. Perform one of the following action sequences:
To use an existing template, select the document, and then select Close.
To add a new template, perform the following steps:
a. Select Create.
b. On the Upload Files (Step 1) page, upload the file and classify the document as Template > Correspondence (Template) > Questionnaire (Template),
and then select Next.
c. On the Upload Files (Step 2) page, specify the General Document Fields and Questionnaire Settings Fields, and then select Save.
Once you save the document, you are directed back to the Follow-Up Rule record.
d. Go to the template document in the Library.
Select the document name link under Template Documents to find the document quickly.
e. Move the document to a Steady state, such as Approved.
The method to move the document to a steady-state depends on your vault's configuration. We recommend configuring a document workflow for approval.
The document must be in a steady-state to be used as a controlled template.
Result
The template document is added to the Follow-Up Rule. You can add additional template documents as required. The system uses the Follow-Up Type along with the
Questionnaire Settings to determine when to send the email questionnaire. See Questionnaire Matching Logic to understand how the system matches a Case to a
template.

Watchlist and AESI Questionnaires
You can add questionnaire templates at the Watchlist-level and at the MedDRA Term level. If you add a questionnaire template for the entire Watchlist, and also add a
questionnaire template for certain MedDRA Terms, the MedDRA Term template supersedes the Watchlist template for those terms only.

Note

When a MedDRA Term supersedes a Watchlist, only the questionnaire for that MedDRA Term is sent for Cases and AERs with that MedDRA Term. The

core questionnaire for the Watchlist is not sent.

Watchlist questionnaire templates use the Template > Correspondence (Template) > AESI Questionnaire (Template) document type.

Add a Questionnaire Template for a Watchlist or MedDRA Term
We recommend adding the questionnaire from the Watchlist or MedDRA Term record to automatically populate certain fields. However, you can also add templates from
the Library tab.
1. In Admin, go to Business Admin > Watchlists.
2. Open the Watchlist for which you want to schedule automated email follow-ups.
3. Perform one of the following action sequences, depending on where you want to add the template:
To add a template for the entire Watchlist:
a. On the Watchlist record, expand Templates.
b. Select Add.

Note

The Watchlist page layout must be configured to show the Templates section. If this section is not configured in your vault, you can add the

document from the Library tab.

To add a template for specific MedDRA Term:
a. Expand MedDRA Terms, and then open the term for which you want to add the questionnaire template.
b. On the MedDRA Criteria record, expand Template Documents.
c. Select Add.

Note

The MedDRA Term page layout must be configured to show the Template Documents section. If this section is not configured in your vault, you can

add the document from the Library tab.

4. Perform one of the following action sequences:
To use an existing template, select the document, and then select Close.
To add a new template, perform the following steps:
a. Select Create.
b. On the Upload Files (Step 1) page, upload the file and classify the document as Template > Correspondence (Template) > AESI Questionnaire
(Template), and then select Next.
c. On the Upload Files (Step 2) page, specify the General Document Fields and Questionnaire Settings Fields, and then select Save.
Once you save the document, you are directed back to the Follow-Up Rule record.
d. Go to the template document in the Library.
Select the document name link under Template Documents to find the document quickly.
e. Move the document to a Steady state, such as Approved.
The method to move the document to a steady-state depends on your vault's configuration. We recommend configuring a document workflow for approval.
The document must be in a steady-state to be used as a controlled template.
Result
The template document is added to the Watchlist or MedDRA Criteria. You can add additional template documents as required. The system uses the Watchlist or
MedDRA Criteria along with the Questionnaire Settings to determine when to send the email questionnaire. See Questionnaire Matching Logic to understand how the
system matches a Case to a template.

Questionnaire Template Document Fields
The following sections describe the fields that appear on questionnaire document templates.

General Document Fields
The following table describes the General fields. These fields appear on the Questionnaire (Template) document.

General Template Document Fields

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Organization

(Required) Select the Organization to which this Follow-Up Rule applies.
The AER or Case Organization field must match the Organization that you select in this field.

Name

(Required) Enter a name for this document. The name determines how the system displays and refers to the document in the user interface.

Title

Enter an optional secondary identifier for the document.

Template Document Type

(Required) Select Questionnaire.

Questionnaire Settings Fields
The following tables describe the Questionnaire Settings fields and usage for each type of questionnaire. These fields appear on the Questionnaire (Template) document.
Back to Top
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Questionnaire Template Document Fields

Note the table captions that identify which template type each field appears for.
1. Fields for Follow-Up Rule Questionnaire Templates Only
FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Follow-Up Rule

(Required) The Follow-Up Rule referencing this template. The system automatically populates this field when you add the template to a Follow-Up
Rule.
The AER or Case Follow-Up Type field must match the Follow-Up Rule set in this field.

Products

(Required) Select the Products to which this questionnaire applies. You can enter multiple values in this field. The questionnaire will be sent to
reporters of cases involving any of these products.
The AER or Case must match the Product that you select in this field, according to the following conditions:
AER — The Product or Study Product on the AER must match a Product that you select in this field.
Case — The Case must contain a Case Product that meets both of the following requirements:
a. The Product or Study Product matches a Product set in this field.
b. The Drug Role is Suspect or Interacting.

2. Fields for AESI Questionnaire Templates Only
FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Watchlist

The Watchlist referencing this template. The system automatically populates this field when you add the template to a Watchlist.
The Case Watchlist Tags field must contain the tag for the Watchlist set in this field.

MedDRA Terms

The specific MedDRA Terms to which this questionnaire applies. When you add the template under a MedDRA term in a Watchlist, the system
populates this field automatically.
Cases must contain a Case Adverse Event with a coded MedDRA term that matches the MedDRA Term set in this field.

3. Fields for All Questionnaire Templates
FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Countries

To make this questionnaire specific to certain countries, select the countries to which this questionnaire applies. You can enter multiple values in this
field.
The AER or Case must match a Country that you select in this field, according to the following conditions:
AER — The Reporter Country field must match the Country selected in this field.
Case — The Reporter Country field on the primary Case Contact must match the Country selected in this field. If the Reporter Country field is
blank, then the system looks at the Event Country field on the primary Case Adverse Event.
If each of the above fields are blank, the system only matches questionnaires with an empty Country field.

Language

To make this questionnaire specific to certain languages, select the language to which this questionnaire applies. You can enter multiple values in this
field.
The AER or Case must match a Language that you select in this field, according to the following conditions:
AER — The Reporter Language field must match a Language selected in this field.
Case — The Reporter Language field on the primary Case Contact must match a Language selected in this field. If the Reporter Language field
is blank, then the system looks at the Event (Reported) - Language field on the primary Case Adverse Event.
If each of the above fields are blank, the system only matches questionnaires with the Country field either left blank or set to English.

Reply-To

(Required) Select the contact whose email should be populated in the Reply-To field on the email sent to the reporter. The available options depend on
the Reply-To records set up.

How Vault Safety Determines When to Send a Questionnaire
The following flowchart illustrates what the system looks at to determine whether to generate the Correspondence record and email questionnaire for a given Case:

Follow-Up Questionnaire Flowchart

The following list provides more information on each of the actions and decisions in the above flowchart:
1. Once per day, at approximately midnight EST, to determine which Cases to consider sending a questionnaire for, the system searches for Cases and AERs with the
Send Follow-Up checkbox selected.
2. The system verifies that the Case or AER matches either a Follow-Up Rule, Watchlist tag, or MedDRA Term for which a questionnaire document template is
configured.
3. The system queries the Product, Language, and Country information from the Case or AER.
4. The system verifies whether the Case or AER matches the criteria configured in the Questionnaire Settings section on a template document for the given Follow-Up
Rule or Watchlist. If the Case matches multiple template documents, the system generates multiple questionnaires.
5. If the Case or AER matches a questionnaire template, the system verifies that the reporter provided their consent to be contacted for more information to use the
appropriate Correspondence Transmission Method:
If the Case or AER contains the reporter's email address and consent, then the system generates and sends an automatic Email Correspondence.
If the Case or AER is missing either the reporter's email or their consent, then the system generates a Manual Correspondence.

Example: Follow-Up Rule Cholecap Questionnaire
The following diagram shows an example questionnaire for a post-market product, Cholecap, and an example Case that would trigger this questionnaire being sent to the
reporter:

Matching Questionnaire Settings with Case Data

Questionnaire Matching Logic
The following sections describes how the system determines matching between a Case or AER and the Questionnaire Settings for each template type.

Field Calculation
The following list describes how the system calculates the Product, Language, and Country when evaluating a Case or AER:
Product
AER — The Product on the AER.
Case — All Case Products where the Drug Role is Suspect or Interacting.
Country
AER — The Reporter Country field.
Case — The Reporter Country field on the primary Case Contact. If the Reporter Country field is blank, then the system looks at the Event Country field on the
primary Case Adverse Event.
Language
AER — The Reporter Language field.
Case — The Reporter Language field on the primary Case Contact. If the Reporter Language field is blank, then the system looks at the Event (Reported) Language field on the primary Case Adverse Event.

Note

In addition to the criteria mentioned below, for the system to generate a questionnaire, the Case or AER must always match with the Organization specified

on the questionnaire template.

Follow-Up Rule Questionnaire Matching
For Follow-Up Rules, the system evaluates each suspect or interacting Case Product for a matching questionnaire template using the following logic:

PRIORITY

CASE⮀QUESTIONNAIRE

ORDER

MATCHING

SYSTEM ACTION

Level 1

 Product

Generates a questionnaire for each template that matches on all of these fields.

 Country
 Language
Level 2

 Product

If either of the following conditions are true, then the system only considers templates with an empty Country field.

 Country

The Case or AER does not match the Country on a template

 Language

The Country fields are blank on the Case or AER
The system generates a questionnaire if there is a template matching on Product and Language with a blank Country field.

Level 3

 Product

If the following conditions are true, then the system only considers templates with a Language field empty or set to English.

 Country

The Case or AER does not match the Language on a template

 Language

The Language fields are blank on the Case or AER
The system generates a questionnaire if there is a template matching on Product and Country with a blank or English
Language field.

Level 4

 Product
 Country

The system generates a questionnaire for each template that only matches on Product when both of the following conditions
are met:

 Language

The Country field on the template document is blank
The Language field on the template document is blank or set to English
If neither of the above conditions are met, the system does not generate a questionnaire.

-

 Product

Questionnaire not generated.

 Country
 Language

Watchlist and MedDRA Term Questionnaire Matching
For Watchlist questionnaires, the system evaluates each Case Adverse Event with a MedDRA term of special interest for a matching questionnaire template.
The system uses the same Country and Language matching as the Follow-Up Rule matching, with the additional considerations:
1. MedDRA Term Questionnaire — If there is a MedDRA Term questionnaire matching the term coded on the Case Adverse Event, then only the specific MedDRA
Term template is used to create the questionnaire.
2. Watchlist Questionnaire — If there is no matching MedDRA Term questionnaire, but there is a Watchlist template matching the term coded on the Case Adverse
Event, then the Watchlist template is used to create the questionnaire.
3. Neither — If the event coded on the Case Adverse Event does not match either a Watchlist or MedDRA Term template, then no Watchlist questionnaire is sent.
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Configure Controlled Vocabularies
Controlled Vocabularies contain standard ICH-based terminologies used to describe or code information in a Vault Safety Case.
Last Updated Apr 29, 2022
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About Controlled Vocabularies
Controlled Vocabularies impact how users can enter data in Vault Safety and how information is recorded and transferred in accordance with E2B and ICH standards.
Vault Safety comes with standard and preconfigured Controlled Vocabularies that have varying levels of configurability.
Controlled Vocabularies that have E2B mapping defaults have the highest level of protection to ensure data can easily flow in and out of the system during E2B import
and exports, followed by Controlled Vocabularies related to feature functionality.
For standard system-managed Controlled Vocabularies, you can only edit the Name. All other fields are protected. However, you can add custom Controlled
Vocabularies, which can be completely customized by administrators.
Once a custom Controlled Vocabulary is in use, the system protects it from deletion to maintain data integrity. If a custom Controlled Vocabulary becomes obsolete, you
can deprecate it.

Tip

You can tell the difference between standard and custom Controlled Vocabularies by looking at the API Name. Standard Controlled Vocabularies have API

Names ending with __v .

Configure Controlled Vocabularies
1. Go to Business Admin > Controlled Vocabularies.
2. On the Controlled Vocabularies page, perform one of the following actions:
To add a new Controlled Vocabulary, select Create.
To edit an existing Controlled Vocabulary, open the record, and then select Edit.
3. Complete the Create Controlled Vocabulary window.
4. Save the page.

Common Controlled Vocabulary Fields
The following table describes the default Controlled Vocabularies fields that appear on all Controlled Vocabulary object types. Certain fields appear only for certain
Controlled Vocabulary types, which are described along with the types below.
Common Controlled Vocabulary Fields
FIELD NAME

DESCRIPTION

Type

The Controlled Vocabulary object type. The default Controlled Vocabulary types are described below.

Name

The label for the Controlled Vocabulary record. You can edit this field for standard system-provided Controlled Vocabularies.

E2B Default Value

Set this field to Yes for a Controlled Vocabulary with an associated E2B default code that Vault Safety should map to during an E2B import.
Case Import Data Mapping describes how Vault Safety imports E2B data to a Case.
You cannot edit this field for records with an API Name ending in __v . You cannot set this field to Yes for custom records.

E2B Code

The E2B Code specifies the E2B value that a Controlled Vocabulary maps to for E2B export. You should always populate this field to ensure your E2B
exports contain the valid mapping for your custom Controlled Vocabularies.
E2B Generation Data Mapping describes how Vault Safety exports Case data to an E2B file.
For records with an API Name ending in __v , you can only edit this field when the E2B Default Value field is set to No or is blank.

Note

Vault’s Controlled Vocabularies only capture E2B R3 codes. Vault will automatically detect and convert captured E2B R3 codes to the

E2B R2 format when you generate an E2B R2 transmission.

API Name

The system name for the record. You can tell whether a record is standard or custom from the API name. If the name ends with __c , it is a custom
record. If the name ends with __v , it is a standard record.
You cannot edit this field for records with an API Name ending in __v . You cannot add an API Name ending in __v for a custom record.

Status

The Status field determines whether a Controlled Vocabulary is active, deprecated, or inactive. Inactive records are not available for use. Deprecating
records prevents future use of the term, while still allowing users to look back at the historic usage of the term.
You cannot modify this field in the edit view. You can only edit the Status through a user action on the Controlled Vocabulary.
For records with an API Name ending in __v , you can only edit this field when the E2B Default Value field is set to No or is blank.

Deprecated Controlled Vocabularies
Deprecated Controlled Vocabularies are Controlled Vocabularies that a user no longer wants to support or use in Vault Safety. When you deprecate a Controlled
Vocabulary, you prevent future use of the term by any user, while still allowing users to look back at the historic usage of the term.

Import Cases With Deprecated Controlled Vocabularies
When an E2B case contains terms that match deprecated Controlled Vocabularies in Vault Safety, you can import the Case from another system into Vault Safety. Once
you import the Case with deprecated Controlled Vocabularies, you can still view the deprecated terms.
If you promote an AER or add a Follow-Up Case with deprecated Controlled Vocabularies, these deprecated terms are copied over.

Note

While editing a Case or AER, if you replace a deprecated Controlled Vocabulary by selecting a new term in the picklist, the deprecated term will no longer

appear in the picklist.

Deprecate a Controlled Vocabulary
Admins can deprecate custom Controlled Vocabularies in the Active or Inactive state. System-managed Controlled Vocabularies cannot be deprecated.
1. Go to Business Admin > Controlled Vocabularies.
2. Hover over the Controlled Vocabulary record to which you want to deprecate.
3. Select the

menu that appears next to the term, and then select Change State to Deprecated.

Result
The Controlled Vocabulary is deprecated and is identified with a deprecated badge:
This term is unavailable for future use but users can still look back and view any pre-existing references to the deprecated Controlled Vocabulary.

View Deprecated Controlled Vocabularies
To view the list of deprecated terms, you can go to the Controlled Vocabularies page, and filter by Lifecycle State to find terms in the Deprecated state.
Admins can still edit Cases and AERs that use deprecated terms if needed.

Controlled Vocabulary Types
Vault Safety includes the following Controlled Vocabularies out-of-box.

Anatomical Site
This Controlled Vocabulary type determines what options are available in the Anatomical Approach Site when entering dosage information for a vaccine on a Case
Product Dosage record. This Controlled Vocabulary maps to FDA VAERS E2B (R3) data element FDA.G.k.4.r.12 Vaccine Anatomical Approach Site.

Age Group
This Controlled Vocabulary type determines which options are available in the Age Group field for entering patient information on a Case. This Controlled Vocabulary
maps to E2B data element D.2.3

Action Taken
This Controlled Vocabulary type determines which options are available in the Action Taken field. This Controlled Vocabulary maps to E2B data element G.k.8.
This Controlled Vocabulary also impacts how the system populates the dechallenge fields on the CIOMS I and FDA 3500A forms. If you configure custom Action Taken
records, ensure the E2B code is mapped properly. For more information, see how the system populates the dechallenge fields on the CIOMS I and FDA 3500A forms.

Case Assessment Method
This Controlled Vocabulary type determines which options appear for selection in the Method of Assessment field on a Case Assessment. This Controlled Vocabulary
maps to EMA E2B data element G.k.9.i.2.r.2.EU.1 and ICH E2B data element G.k.9.i.2.r.2
The Method of Assessment field is unique to the Case Assessment Method Controlled Vocabulary. The following table describes this field:
Case Assessment Method Fields
FIELD NAME

DESCRIPTION

Method of Assessment

This field does not control any functionality. This field shows the mapping to the deprecated Case Assessment Method field and is for reference
purposes only.
This field cannot be edited for records with an API Name ending in __v .

Case Assessment Result
This Controlled Vocabulary type determines which options appear for selection in the Assessment Result field on a Case Assessment. This Controlled Vocabulary maps
to EMA E2B data element G.k.9.i.2.r.3.EU.1 and ICH E2B data element G.k.9.i.2.r.3
The system uses this Controlled Vocabulary type to determine whether case causality was established to be related to the suspect product, which impacts the following
Vault Safety features:
Classifying adverse events in PADER line listings
Auto-calculating Case-level relatedness
The Assessment Result and Causality Established fields are unique to the Case Assessment Result Controlled Vocabulary. The following table describes these fields:
Case Assessment Result Fields
FIELD NAME

DESCRIPTION

Assessment Result

This field does not control any functionality. This field shows the mapping to the deprecated Case Assessment Result field and is for reference
purposes only.
You cannot edit this field for records with an API Name ending in __v .

Causality Established

This field controls whether a Controlled Vocabulary record indicates relatedness (causality) between a suspect product and adverse event. You can
select one of the following options:
Yes: When this kind of assessment result is used, it will indicate that the adverse event was caused by the suspect product.
No: When this kind of assessment result is used, it will indicate the adverse event was not caused by the suspect product.
This setting is used for PADER aggregate reporting to classify adverse events in non-15 day reports and line listings. Generate PADER Aggregate
Reports describes how PADER reports are generated.
This setting is also used to determine Case-level relatedness and automatically populate the Relatedness field.
For records with an API Name ending in __v , you can only edit this field when the E2B Default Value field is set to No or is blank.

Case Assessment Source
This Controlled Vocabulary type determines which options appear for selection in the Source Type field on a Case Assessment. This Controlled Vocabulary maps to
EMA E2B data element G.k.9.i.2.r.2.EU.1 and ICH E2B data element G.k.9.i.2.r.1
For custom Case Assessment Sources that should be considered a company source, set the E2B Code to 2 (sponsor) or 4 (MAH). All other codes are considered
from the source reporter.
This Controlled Vocabulary type impacts how the system populates the Case Relatedness field. Case Relatedness provides more information.
The Source Type field is unique to the Case Assessment Source Controlled Vocabulary. The following table describes this field:
Case Assessment Source Fields
FIELD NAME

DESCRIPTION

Source Type

This field does not control any functionality. This field shows the mapping to the deprecated Case Assessment Source field and is for reference
purposes only.
You cannot edit this field for records with an API Name ending in __v .

Combination Product Type
This Controlled Vocabulary type determines which options are available in the Combination Type field for entering registration information while adding a product to the
Product Library.

Device Follow-Up Type
This Controlled Vocabulary type determines which options are available in the Device Follow-Up Type field for entering information about the follow-up reason for
Follow-Up Cases concerning a combination product with a device constituent. This Controlled Vocabulary maps to E2B data elements B.4.k.20.FDA.18.1a–d
The FDA Concept Code field is available for this Controlled Vocabulary type. The following table describes this field:
Device Follow-Up Type Fields
FIELD NAME

DESCRIPTION

FDA Concept Code
For custom Device Follow-Up Type or Device Usage Type Controlled Vocabularies, enter the FDA concept code for electronic Medical Device
Reporting (eMDR).

Completeness
This Controlled Vocabulary type maps to the Completeness field for entering data about the case completeness on each reporting Case. This Controlled Vocabulary
maps to PMDA E2B (R3) data element J2.7.1

Development Phase
This Controlled Vocabulary type maps to the Development Phase field to determine which options are available in that field for entering study information. This
Controlled Vocabulary maps to PMDA E2B (R3) data element J2.13.r.3

Device Usage Type
This Controlled Vocabulary type determines which options are available in the Device Usage Type field for entering information on a device-type Case Product. This
Controlled Vocabulary maps to E2B data element B.4.k.20.FDA.15
The FDA Concept Code field is available for this Controlled Vocabulary type. The following table describes this field:
Device Usage Type Fields
FIELD NAME

DESCRIPTION

FDA Concept Code
For custom Device Follow-Up Type or Device Usage Type Controlled Vocabularies, enter the FDA concept code for electronic Medical Device
Reporting (eMDR).

Drug Role
This Controlled Vocabulary type determines which options are available in the Drug Role field for entering product information on the Case. This Controlled Vocabulary
maps to E2B data element G.k.1

Ethnicity
This Controlled Vocabulary type determines which options are available in the Ethnicity field for entering patient information on the Case.
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This Controlled Vocabulary maps to FDA VAERS E2B (R3) data element FDA.D.12 Patient Ethnicity.

Facility Type
This Controlled Vocabulary type determines which options are available in the Facility Type field on Facility-type Case Contact records.
This Controlled Vocabulary maps to FDA VAERS E2B (R3) data element FDA.G.k.4.r.14.8 Vaccination Facility Type.

First Sender
This Controlled Vocabulary type determines which options are available in the First Sender field on the Transmission object. This Controlled Vocabulary maps to E2B
data element A.1.10.2

Gender
This Controlled Vocabulary type determines which options are available in the Gender field for entering patient information on the Case. This Controlled Vocabulary maps
to E2B data element B.1.5

Highlighted Term
This Controlled Vocabulary type determines which options are available in the Highlighted Term field when entering information on a Case Adverse Event. This
Controlled Vocabulary maps to E2B data element B.2.i.3

Literature Classification
This Controlled Vocabulary type maps to the Literature Classification field on the document for classifying the literature document. This Controlled Vocabulary maps to
PMDA E2B (R3) data element J2.17.r

Military Status Type
This Controlled Vocabulary type maps to the Military Status field for entering data about the patient on a Case.
This Controlled Vocabulary maps to FDA VAERS E2B (R3) data element FDA.D.14 Patient Military Status.

MFDS Health Professional Type
This Controlled Vocabulary type determines which options appear for selection in the MFDS Health Professional Type field on a Localized Organization. This Controlled
Vocabulary maps to MFDS E2B (R3) data element C.3.1.KR.1.

MFDS Other Health Professional Type
This Controlled Vocabulary type determines which options appear for selection in the MFDS Other Health Professional Type field on a Localized Case Contact. This
Controlled Vocabulary maps to MFDS E2B (R3) data element C.2.r.4.KR.1.

MFDS Other Study Type
This Controlled Vocabulary type determines which options appear for selection in the MFDS Other Study Type field on a Localized Study and/or Localized Case for study
cases. This Controlled Vocabulary maps to MFDS E2B (R3) data element C.5.4.KR.1.

NMPA Report Source
This Controlled Vocabulary type determines which options appear for selection in the NMPA Report Source field on a Localized Case Contact for a reporter. This
Controlled Vocabulary maps to NMPA E2B (R3) data element C.1.CN.1.

NMPA Report Classification
This Controlled Vocabulary type determines which options appear for selection in the NMPA Report Classification field on a Localized Case. This Controlled Vocabulary
maps to NMPA E2B (R3) data element C.1.CN2.

NMPA Race
This Controlled Vocabulary type determines which options appear for selection in the NMPA Patient Race field on a Localized Case Contact. This Controlled Vocabulary
maps to NMPA E2B (R3) data element D.CN.2.

Outcome
This Controlled Vocabulary type determines which options are available in the Outcome field when entering information on a Case Adverse Event. This Controlled
Vocabulary maps to E2B data element B.2.i.8

OTC Drug Channel
This Controlled Vocabulary type maps to the OTC Drug Channel field for entering data about from where the reported OTC drug obtained. This Controlled Vocabulary
maps to PMDA E2B (R3) data element J2.6.k

OTC Drug Classification
This Controlled Vocabulary type maps to the OTC Drug Classification field for entering data about the classification of OTC drugs. This Controlled Vocabulary maps to
PMDA E2B (R3) data element J2.5.k

PMDA Reporting Category
This Controlled Vocabulary type maps to the PMDA Reporting Category field for entering data about the reporting category for PMDA. This Controlled Vocabulary maps
to PMDA E2B (R3) data element J2.1a

Qualification
This Controlled Vocabulary type determines which options are available in the Qualification field for entering the Case Contact, and which options indicate a qualified
health care professional (HCP). This Controlled Vocabulary maps to E2B data element A.2.1.4
The Qualified HCP and Reason Omitted fields are specific to the Qualification Controlled Vocabulary. The following table describes these fields:
Qualification Fields
FIELD NAME

DESCRIPTION

Qualified HCP

This field determines whether an occupation qualifies as a health care professional for the source reporter.
This field determines how the HCP Confirmed field is populated on the Case Adverse Event and how Case Assessment Results are generated. Enter
a Case Assessment provides more details.

Reason Omitted

Set this field to Yes for a Controlled Vocabulary that should allow users to enter data in the Reasons Omitted field.

Reaction Recurrence
This Controlled Vocabulary type determines which options are available in the Reaction Recurrence field when entering a Case Assessment. This Controlled Vocabulary
maps to E2B data element B.4.k.17.1

Registration Type
This Controlled Vocabulary type determines which options are available in the Registration Type field for entering registration information while adding a product to the
Product Library.
The Registration Category field is specific to the Registration Type Controlled Vocabulary. The following table describes this fields:
Registration Type Field
FIELD NAME

DESCRIPTION

Registration Category

You can categorize a Registration Type as either Investigational or Marketing. The Registration Category is considered during cross reporting
evaluation.

Remedial Action
This Controlled Vocabulary type determines which options are available in the Remedial Action field for entering information about device-type Cases. This Controlled
Vocabulary maps to E2B data elements B.4.k.20.FDA.14.1a–i

Report Type
This Controlled Vocabulary type determines which options are available in the Report Type field for entering how an adverse event was reported on a Case or Adverse
Event Report. This Controlled Vocabulary maps to E2B data element A.1.4
Vault Safety has logic to determine whether reports are considered solicited or non-solicited. By default, Cases with a report type of Study are considered solicited. Other
report types are considered non-solicited or spontaneous.
The Solicited Report and Literature fields are specific to the Report Type Controlled Vocabulary. The following table describes these fields:
Report Type Fields
FIELD NAME

DESCRIPTION

Solicited Report

When set to Yes, indicates a solicited report type.
PADER aggregate reports no longer use this field to determine which report types are solicited. See PADER Table Data Mapping for details on how the
system determines solicited Cases for PADER.

Literature

When set to Yes, indicates a report type from a literature source.

Sender Type
This Controlled Vocabulary type determines which options are available in the Sender Type field for adding an Organization. This Controlled Vocabulary maps to E2B
data element A.3.1.1

Study Type
This Controlled Vocabulary type determines which options are available in the Study Type (product_usage_reason__v) field for entering study information on a Case.
The Study Type Controlled Vocabulary also determines how Study Cases are classified in aggregate reports.
This Controlled Vocabulary maps to E2B data element A.2.3.3/C.5.4

Test Result
This Controlled Vocabulary type determines which options are available in the Result (Code) field for entering Case Test Results. This Controlled Vocabulary maps to
E2B data element F.r.3.1

Transmission Reason
This Controlled Vocabulary type determines which options are available in the Reason field on the Transmission object. This Controlled Vocabulary maps to E2B data
element C.1.11.1

Deactivate a Controlled Vocabulary
To deactivate a Controlled Vocabulary, an administrator must enable the user action to modify the object state. Enable Controlled Vocabulary User Actions provides more
information.
Admins can deactivate Controlled Vocabularies using the user action. Access the user action on the Controlled Vocabulary from the All Actions (

Note

) menu.

If you try to import a Case containing terms that match inactive Controlled Vocabularies in Vault Safety, the import will fail. For this reason, we recommend

that you deprecate Controlled Vocabularies instead of deactivating them.
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Configure Reasons Omitted
Reasons omitted, or nullFlavor, options available to users for data entry are controlled by the Reason Omitted object.
Last Updated Apr 22, 2021
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Update a Picklist to Use a Reasons Omitted Group

About the Reasons Omitted Object
Vault Safety comes with the following standard Reasons Omitted values out-of-box:
No Information
Masked
Unknown
Not Applicable
Asked But Unknown
Not Asked
Negative Infinity
Positive Infinity
Other
Each of the above system-provided Reason Omitted values correspond to a standard E2B nullFlavor code. The above system-provided standard records are protected
from changes that may cause issues with E2B-compliance.
Business administrators can edit the Name and Description of these standard records but can make no other changes to the system-provided records. However,
business administrators can configure additional Reason Omitted records if your organization requires custom options.

Tip

You can tell the difference between standard and custom Reasons Omitted records by looking at the API Name. Standard Reasons Omitted have API Names

ending with __v . You cannot create a custom Reasons Omitted record with an __v API Name.

Standard Reasons Omitted

Configure Reasons Omitted
1. Go to Business Admin > Reasons Omitted.
2. On the Reasons Omitted page, perform one of the following actions:
To add a new Reasons Omitted record, select Create.
To edit an existing Reasons Omitted record, open the record, and then select Edit.
3. Complete the Create Reasons Omitted page.
4. Save the page.

Reasons Omitted Fields
The following table describes the default Reasons Omitted fields:

FIELD NAME

DESCRIPTION

Name

The label for the Reasons Omitted record. The label determines how this option will appear in Reason Omitted fields during data entry.

Code

The E2B Code specifies the E2B value that a Reasons Omitted record maps to for E2B transmissions. You should always populate this field
with an ICH-compliant nullFLavor code to ensure your E2B exports contain the valid mapping for your custom Reasons Omitted.
You cannot edit this field on records with an API Name ending in __v .

Group

(Optional) To add this Reason Omitted record to a Reason Omitted Group, select the group. Reason Omitted Groups are described below.

Description

(Optional) A description of the Reasons Omitted record.

Status

The Status field determines whether a Reasons Omitted record is active or inactive. Inactive records are not available for use.
You cannot modify this field in the edit view. You can only edit the Status through a user action on the Reasons Omitted object.

API Name

The system name for the record. You can tell whether a record is standard or custom from the API name. If the name ends with __c , it is a
custom record. If the name ends with __v , it is a standard record.
You cannot edit this field for records with an API Name ending in __v . You cannot add an API Name ending in __v for a custom record.

Managing Reason Omitted Groups
According to ICH E2B guidelines, not all reasons omitted values are allowed on all data types. You can use Reason Omitted Groups to manage which reasons omitted
values show up for certain Case fields.
With Reason Omitted Groups, you can group together Reasons Omitted options that should be available for a certain data type, and then constrain that field’s picklist to
display only the options available based on that group.

Add a Group
1. Go to Business Admin > Reason Omitted Groups.
2. Select Edit.
3. In the new field box under Picklist values, enter a group name, and then select
4. Select Save.
5. Make note of the group API name, you will need this later.

Add Reasons Omitted to a Group
Perform the following steps for each Reason Omitted value that you want to add to the group.
1. Go to Business Admin > Reasons Omitted.
2. On the Reasons Omitted page, open the Reasons Omitted record to which you want to add to the group.
3. Select Edit.
4. In the Group field, select the Reason Omitted Group.
5. Select Save.

Update a Picklist to Use a Reasons Omitted Group
1. Go to Configuration > Objects.
2. Open the object containing the field that you want to update.
3. Go to the Fields tab.
4. Open the field to which you want to filter by the Reason Omitted Group.
Search for reason_omitted__v to quickly find Reason Omitted fields.
5. Select Edit.
6. Under Constrain Records in Referenced Object, in the Criteria VQL field, add the following VQL:
group__v = 'group_name__c'

Where group_name__c is the Reason Omitted Group API Name.
7. Select Save.
Result
The options available in this Reason Omitted picklist are filtered to only include the options in the Reason Omitted Group.
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Configure Email to Vault Safety Inbox Item
To enable manual intake from emails, configure email to vault.
Last Updated Jul 5, 2022

Sections in This Article
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Create Inbound Email Addresses
To enable manual intake from emails, you must set up inbound email addresses.
The Email to Vault feature exists in both Vault and Vault Safety. See Vault Platform’s instructions for creating inbound email addresses.
Note the following differences when completing the page:
For the Allowed Senders field, the Anyone option does not exist in Vault Safety.
For the Email Processor field, you must select Create Inbox Item from Email.
Result
After you complete the page, Allowed Senders can send emails to the specified inbound email address.

Note

The sender must match an email address in the Allowed Senders group you selected. Otherwise, the system ignores the email and does not create an

Inbox Item.

You can continue to use an existing email address by setting up an auto-redirecting rule to a Vault-owned email in your email inbox. Or, Allowed Senders can send emails
directly to a Vault-owned email address.

Using a Subaddress
When you are sending an email to a Vault-owned email address, you have the option of adding a subaddress to the Vault-owned email address to specify the
organization.
For example, in the email address aer+organization__v=sponsor1__v@cro-abc.veevavault.com, the subaddress is organization__v=sponsor1__v.
If the subaddress matches the API name of a Sponsor-type record, the system will use it to set the Organization field for the Inbox Item and all linked Vault documents
when an Allowed Sender sends an email to the specified Email Address.

Note

The Organization specified in the subaddress must be of Sponsor-type. If you are not using a subaddress, the Vault Customer must be of Sponsor-type.
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Configure Blind Protection Relatedness Override for CIOMS
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You must add the Assessment Result (Override) field before you can override the Case Assessment Results for E2B and CIOMS I reports.
Last Updated May 26, 2022
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About this Feature
Vault Safety has the ability to blind protect double-blinded Study Cases after you have unblinded them for CIOMS I and E2B documents. You can override the Case
Assessment Results for these Study Cases in the Transmissions and previews of the generated reports.

Prerequisites
Contact Veeva Support to request that this feature be made available in your vault.
Once this feature has been turned on in your vault, you must either:
Add the Assessment Result (Override) column to the Assessment Results section on the Case page layout OR
Add the Assessment Result (Override) field to the Case Assessment Result page layout

Note

If an Assessment Result (Override) value is specified, there are two limitations:

The system will always generate the masked version of aggregate reports.
When the system attempts to map the record Name of the Assessment Result Controlled Vocabulary, it always finds the English record Name instead of the
Localized record Name. For example, when the system maps to Result of Assessment for PMDA E2B(R3).
These limitations will be addressed in a future release.

Update the Case Page Layout
If you perform this configuration, the configuration steps in Update the Case Assessment Result Page Layout are optional.
In the Admin area, go to Configuration > Objects > Case.
1. Go to the Page Layouts tab.
2. Select Case Page Layout.
3. In the Assessment Results section, add the Assessment Result (Override) column.
4. Save the page.

Update the Case Assessment Result Page Layout
If you perform this configuration, the configuration steps in Update the Case Page Layout are optional.
In the Admin area, go to Configuration > Objects > Case Assessment Result.
1. Go to the Page Layouts tab.
2. Select Case Assessment Result Detail Page Layout.
3. In the Details section, add the Assessment Result (Override) field.
4. Save the page.
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Manage Users
Create and manage users from the Admin > Users & Groups tab.
Last Updated Apr 29, 2022
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Understand the Vault User Name and Email Address
Each Vault user has a unique user name for logging in. In Vault, all user names include the domain name your company uses for its vaults.
The user name format is username@domainname, for example, bruce.ashton@veevapharm.com. Although the user name has the same format as an email address,
Vault does not send email notifications to the user name. Vault only sends email notifications to the address in the Email field.

Add a User
Note

Vault Online Help provides more information on creating and managing users.

1. In the Admin area, go to the Users & Groups tab and select

.

2. On the Create User page, select an existing Domain User from the picklist to auto-populate some general information fields.
3. If a Domain User does not already exist, select the Create Domain User option from the picklist. Complete the following fields on the Create Domain User window
and select Save:

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

First

Enter the user's first name.

Name
Last

Enter the user's last name.

Name
User

Enter the user's user name.

Name

The system formats the user name as an email address with the vault domain name. For example, if you enter john.smith in the User Name field, the system saves the
user name as john.smith@domain.com.

Email

Enter the user's email address.

Language

Select the user's preferred language.
This option controls localization options for the user (number and date formats and label language respectively).

Locale

Select the user's preferred local.
This option controls localization options for the user (number and date formats and label language, respectively).

Timezone

Select the user's time zone.
Vault stores time and date information in UTC (Coordinated Universal Time), but displays that information to users in their own time zones.

4. In the Details section, complete the following fields:

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

License Type

Select the type of license to assign the user.
Manage License Types describes license types.

Security Profile

Select the type of security profile to assign the user.
Manage Security Profiles describes security profiles.

Domain Admin

Select this field if the user is a domain administrator.

Security Policy

(Optional) Select a password security policy for the user.

Federated ID

(Optional) To associate the user with an external user ID for single-sign-on or other system integration purposes, enter the external user ID.

Application Licensing

Select the license type for each application that the user has access to.

5. Select Save.
Result
The system creates the user. View and manage the user on the Users & Groups > Vault Users page.
After You Finish
Add User Role Setup records to assign the user to an application role.

Add User Contact Information
Update each User record to add the appropriate organization and contact details. You must complete these steps to use Action Items, generate ICSR forms, and
complete Submissions.
1. In the Admin area, go to Business Admin > Users.
2. Select the name of a user to open their user record.
3. Select Edit.
4. In the Organization field, select the organization to which the user belongs.
5. For users assigned the ICSR Approver role, enter contact information in the General Info and Address sections.
The system uses this information to populate sender details on ICSR forms and Submissions.
6. Select Save.

Edit a User
1. From the Users & Groups > Vault Users page, select a user to open the user detail page.
2. Select Edit, and then modify the information as needed.
3. Select Save when finished.

Note

You must have the Vault Owner security profile to edit other user accounts with the Vault Owner profile.

Reset User Passwords
You can reset a single user password or all user passwords.

Note

Users can reset their own passwords from their user profiles.

Reset a Single User Password
1. From the Users & Groups > Vault Users page, select a user to open their user detail page.
2. From the All Actions (

) menu, select Reset Password.

3. Vault sets a temporary password and sends an email notification to the user.

Reset All User Passwords
1. Navigate to Admin > Settings > Security Policies.
2. Select Reset All Passwords.
3. Select Continue in the confirmation dialog.

Deactivate a User
For audit and compliance reasons, Vault users cannot be deleted. You must deactivate the user account. Deactivating users prevents them from accessing Vault, but
does not remove the user account from the system.
1. From the Users & Groups > Vault Users page, select a user to open their user detail page.
2. From the All Actions (

) menu, select Make User Inactive.

Result
The user is deactivated. Vault does not notify users when their accounts become inactive.

Note

If you deactivate a user on a multi-vault domain, the user becomes inactive only in the current vault. Alternatively, users with edit permissions on User

records can change a user’s state through the Action menu.

Manage User Groups
Groups are key to managing user access in Vault. A group is simply a named list of users, but by defining groups that reflect the teams and roles in your company, and
assigning those groups to document roles, you can manage document access more easily and efficiently.

About System Provided Groups
Each vault has a number of groups designated as system-provided. Vault includes these groups in your initial configuration and updates group membership automatically
based on standard security profiles.
When you create new users or modify their security profile, the system-managed groups will reflect those changes. You cannot delete these groups.

About Auto Managed Groups
Auto Managed groups are a feature of Dynamic Access Control. Once you begin creating User Role Setup records, you’ll see Auto Managed groups appear.
These groups correspond to User Role Setup records, which include a user reference, a single lifecycle role reference, and one or more document or object field
references.
User Role Setup records with the same values are placed into the same group, excluding the user reference.

Create a Custom Group
1. From the Users & Groups > Groups page, select Create.
2. Enter the group’s Label and an optional Description.
3. Select one or more profiles under Included Security Profiles (optional).
Vault automatically includes any user with the selected security profile in the group.
4. Select Save.

Add Users to a Custom Group
1. From the Users & Groups > Groups page, select the custom group that you want to modify, and open the Members tab.
2. Select Edit Members. The Edit Group Membership window appears.
3. Search for users and select the

icon to add them to the group or the

icon to remove them.

To search for users from another existing group, select a group from the Show picklist.
4. When finished, select Close.
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Manage License Types
A user's license type controls high-level access to Vault Safety features.
Last Updated Apr 29, 2022

Sections in This Article
Vault Safety License Types
Application License Types
Assign License Types
Default License Types
Full User License
External User License
Read-only User License

Vault Safety License Types
In Vault, each user has an assigned license type. The license type grants the user access to functional areas in Vault Safety. The license is the highest level of access
control in Vault Safety.
Vault Online Help provides more information on Vault license types.

Note

Admins must have a permission set that grants the Admin: Users: Edit permission to change a user’s license type.

Application License Types
Some vaults use multiple applications, for example, SafetyDocs and Safety Management. In these vaults, users have an application license type for each application they
can access in addition to their Vault Safety license type. An application license type lets the system track available licenses at the application level but does not control a
user’s access in the vault.
A single user assigned to two applications uses two licenses.

Note

When assigning the Application License Type for a user, you cannot select a type with greater permissions than those granted by the selected License

Type.

Assign License Types
Vault Safety and application license types are assigned when you create a user account. To edit a license type assigned to a user account, perform the following steps.
1. From the Users & Groups > Vault Users page, select the user that you want to edit.
2. On the user page, select Edit.
3. Under Primary Information, beside License Type, select the Vault Safety license type that you want to assign the user.
4. Under Application Licensing, beside each application, select the application license type that you want to assign the user.
5. Select Save.

Default License Types
Vault contains the Full User, External User, and Read-only User license types.

Full User License
The Full User license is the most common license type. This license type does not block access to any functionality. The licenser may be assigned to regular users or
administrators.
This is the only license type that allows a user to access Admin functionality. This license type also grants users access to FTP servers.

External User License
The External User license is for users outside your company who have slightly limited access. These users have most functionality, but Vault prevents them from
accessing reports or dashboards, using bulk document actions, and creating CrossLink documents.
With the required permissions, they can access the Admin area, but can only view object record lists. Note that External User accounts must use an email address with a
different domain from the vault’s domain.

Read-only User License
The Read-only User license provides extremely limited access. Read-only Users cannot access reports or dashboards, edit documents, binders, or object records, initiate
workflows, or access the Admin area.
They can sign Read & Understood workflow tasks, but cannot otherwise participate in workflows. With the required permissions, Read-only Users can view documents,
including document field values and audit trails.
They can view and download source files and renditions. They can also review object records, but only through custom object tabs.
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Manage Security Profiles
A user's security profile assigns one or more permission sets to access Vault Safety functionality.
Last Updated Apr 29, 2022

Sections in This Article
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Default Security Profiles
Administration
Case Distributions
Case Processing
Safety Operations
Safety Writer

About Security Profiles
In Vault, each user has an assigned security profile. Each security profile includes one or more permission sets. Each permission set grants the user access to
functionality in Vault Safety.
Vault Online Help provides more information on Vault security profiles.
For domain-level settings, a user must have the Domain Admin user setting in addition to a security profile that grants the correct permissions.
When you assign security profiles to users, Vault checks to see if you have all of the permissions included in the security profile you are assigning. Vault does not allow
you to assign a profile that includes permissions which you do not have.

Note

Admins must have a permission set that grants the Admin: Users: Edit permission to change a user’s security profile.

Assign a Security Profile to a User
1. From Admin > Users & Groups > Security Profiles, click into the profile.
2. Open the Users tab.
3. Select Edit Members.
The Edit Security Profile Membership window appears. You can search for users and filter on various criteria.
4. To add a user, select

.

5. To remove a user, select

.

6. Select Close.

Default Security Profiles
Vault Safety includes the following default security profiles and associated permission sets. Confirm with Veeva Services that the security profiles in your environment
meet your business requirements.
Drill-down into a security profile within Admin > Users & Groups > Security Profiles to view which permissions are associated with that profile.

Note

There are several other standard security profiles available in your vault as part of the Vault Platform. We recommend that you use only the security profiles

listed below or custom security profiles set up by Veeva Services. Other standard profiles may not have functional access to Vault Safety application functionality.

Administration
The Administration security profile includes the Administration Actions permission set.
Assign this profile to users who will set up and maintain the Vault Safety system. This profile grants full access to the Admin area, administrator actions for dashboards
and reports, read-level access to most case objects and full edit permissions for user-related, organization, study-related, and product-related objects.

Case Distributions
The Case Distributions security profile includes the Case Distribution Actions permission set.
Assign this profile to users who will manage case submissions and distributions. This profile grants read-level access to case information and documents and full edit
access to transmission records.
This profile does not grant access to the Admin area or to administrator actions (bulk update, merge anchors, create CrossLinks) in the Vault Safety area.

Case Processing
The Case Processing security profile includes the following permission sets:
Case Intake Actions
Case Entry Actions
Case Review Actions
Assign this profile to users who will participate in case processing, including intake, triage, data entry, coding, and review.
This profile does not grant access to the Admin area or to administrator actions (bulk update, merge anchors, create CrossLinks) in the Vault Safety area.

Safety Operations
The Safety Operations security profile includes the Safety Operations Actions permission set.
Assign this profile to users who oversee safety operations.
This profile grants read-level access to Cases and documents and administrator-level access to workflows and tasks.
Users in this profile can assign tasks, create deadlines, and cancel workflows.
This profile does not grant access to the Admin area.

Safety Writer
The Safety Writer security profile includes the Safety Writer permission set.
Assign this profile to users who coordinate and author aggregate reports.
This profile grants full edit access to Aggregate Report and Reporting Family objects, as well as read-level access to case information and documents.
Users in this profile can assign tasks, create deadlines, and cancel workflows.
This profile does not grant access to the Admin area.
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Manage Application Roles
You must grant each user the appropriate application role for each organization that they must access by creating User Role Setup records.
Last Updated May 26, 2022

Sections in This Article
About User Role Setup
Set Up User Roles
Default Application Roles

About User Role Setup
Vault Safety controls user access to information and records at the organization level. Each time you add new user or Organization to Vault Safety, you must assign
application roles. Assign application roles by creating User Role Setup records.
Users must be assigned an application role in their organization to see Case-related data and participate in Case Processing workflows. A single user can have a
different role in each organization they have access to. You can assign users to multiple organizations and multiple roles per organization.

Set Up User Roles
1. On the Business Admin tab, go to User Role Setup and select

.

The Create User Role Setup page appears.
You can also create user role setup records on a user profile from the Business Admin > Users page.
2. Complete the following fields:
User: Select the user that you want to assign the role to.
Role: Select the Application Role that you want to assign the user.
Organization: Select the organization that the user should have access to with the application role.
Status: To make the role assignment active, select Active. To save the role assignment record for future use, select Inactive.
3. Select Save.
Result
The user is granted access to case information and workflows for the organization, according to their application role.

Default Application Roles
The following application roles are standard in Vault Safety. Confirm with Veeva Services that the application roles in your environment meet your business requirements.

Note

There are several other standard application roles available in your vault as part of the Vault Platform. We recommend that you use only the application

roles listed below or custom application roles set up by Veeva Services. Other roles may not have access to Vault Safety application functionality.

APPLICATION
ROLE

DESCRIPTION

Data Entry

Assign the Data Entry role to users who are responsible for entering and revising case information.

Distribution

Assign the Distribution Manager role to users who are responsible for sending safety information and reports, including ICSRs and aggregate reports, to partners and

Manager

regulatory authorities.

ICSR Approver

Assign the ICSR Approver role to users who oversee all safety case processing, submissions, and compliance.
Users in this role can review and approve ICSRs and aggregate reports.

Note

This role was previously named Head of Safety. It may appear as Head of Safety in your vault.

Intake

Assign the Intake role to users who are responsible for the initial intake and triage of adverse event reports.

Medical Coder

Assign the Medical Coder role to users who are responsible for coding medical events and products using MedDRA and WHODrug dictionaries.

Medical Reviewer

Assign the Medical Reviewer role to users who are responsible for reviewing Cases and determining the causality assessment for each adverse event.

Quality Controller

Assign the Quality Controller (QC) role to users who are responsible for reviewing case data entry and ensuring case processing quality control.

(QC)
Safety Operations

Assign the Safety Operations role to users who oversee safety case processing operations.

Safety Writer

Assign the Safety Writer role to users who coordinate and author aggregate reports.
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Configure User Access to Inbox Items
Configure permissions to grant users access to Inbox Items.
Last Updated Apr 29, 2022

Sections in This Article
Permission Set Security
Lifecycle State Security
Atomic Security
Users must be assigned permissions to access to Inbox Item actions. There are different levels of security for Inbox Items. The following sections describe how the
system grants access to Inbox Items based on the configured permissions.

Permission Set Security
A user’s Security Profile must contain a Permission Set granting them the appropriate access to Inbox Items. Vault Online Help provides more guidance on configuring
Permission Sets.
The following table describes the level of access each permission grants to Inbox Items:

PERMISSION

ACCESS GRANTED

Read

See Inbox Item fields
See the Source panel

Create

Manually create Inbox Items
Add additional Inbox Item sections

Edit

Verify, Edit, and Save Inbox Item sections
Edit Inbox Item fields

Delete

Delete and Undo (Undelete) Inbox Item sections

Lifecycle State Security
Administrators can optionally configure additional security at the object lifecycle state level, using object lifecycle roles. Vault Online Help provides more information about
configuring object lifecycle roles.
Inbox Items permissions adhere to the object lifecycle roles for each state:

PERMISSION
Read

ACCESS GRANTED
See Inbox Item fields
See the Source panel

Edit

Add additional Inbox Item sections
Verify, Edit, and Save Inbox Item sections
Edit Inbox Item fields

Delete

Delete and Undo (Undelete) Inbox Item sections

Atomic Security
Administrators can optionally configure granular permissions at the field-level using atomic security.
If you configure atomic (field-level) security, the system adheres to those settings configured at the field-level. Edit, Read, or Hide permissions can be configured within
each state for a field.
Vault Online Help provides more information about atomic security.

Note

Atomic security is not supported for Inbox Item child section fields (Products, Patient, Case Contacts, and Medical Events).

There are two methods to view the Inbox Item fields that are supported by atomic security in the Admin area:
In Users & Groups > Permission Sets > Case Intake Actions, select the Object tab and then select Inbox Item.
In Configuration > Objects > Inbox Item, go to the Fields tab.
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Manage the MedDRA Dictionary
Set up and manage the MedDRA dictionary for coding medical terms.
Last Updated Jun 13, 2022

Sections in This Article
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Prerequisites
Set Up MedDRA Centralization
Upgrade from a Self-Managed (Local) Dictionary to Centralized MedDRA
Troubleshoot MedDRA Transition Issue
Delete MedDRA Dictionary Attachments
Update MedDRA Dictionary Source
Fetch Dictionary releases
Download the Full Active MedDRA Version to Your Vault
Prerequisites
Run the Download Full MedDRA to Vault Action
Update the MedDRA Version
Central MedDRA Versions
Supported Languages
Enable Multilingual MedDRA
Configure the Default MedDRA Version on Follow-Up Cases
Update the MedDRA Hierarchy
Prerequisites
Run the Update MedDRA Hierarchy Action
MedDRA Synonyms
Synonym Auto-Coding
Considerations for MedDRA Synonyms
Add a MedDRA Synonym Manually
Bulk Import MedDRA Synonyms
Local MedDRA Dictionary
Prerequisites
Upload a Self-Managed (Local) MedDRA Dictionary
Activate a MedDRA Dictionary Version
Update the Local MedDRA Dictionary
(Optional) Update the MedDRA Version on Existing Cases
Case MedDRA Version Update Best Practices and Considerations
Update a Single Case MedDRA Version
Bulk Update Multiple Cases to a New MedDRA Version

About MedDRA Administration
To enable medical coding with the Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities (MedDRA) for coding symptoms, disease, indicators, and adverse events, you must
activate a MedDRA dictionary.
There are two ways you can activate and manage a MedDRA dictionary in Vault Safety: central MedDRA or local MedDRA. We recommend using central MedDRA,
which is system managed and regularly updated. Alternatively, you can manually upload a MedDRA dictionary to your vault and maintain upgrading the dictionary
manually. You must have a current MedDRA license to use either option.
View MedDRA terms within the active dictionary on the Business Admin > MedDRA page. You cannot edit MedDRA terms in Vault Safety. If you must change MedDRA
terms, activate a new version of the dictionary.

Central MedDRA
Vault Safety hosts a centralized MedDRA dictionary that is managed and regularly updated twice a year by Veeva. If you decide to use this centralized MedDRA
dictionary, you will not have to manually update it in your own vault.
When a new dictionary version becomes available in the centralized repository, you can choose when to transition to it.

With central MedDRA you must still manually upload Standardized MedDRA Queries (SMQs) and import a MedDRA .zip file. SMQs will not be managed

Note

or updated by the system.

Prerequisites
You must maintain a valid MedDRA license to use the centralized MedDRA service.

Set Up MedDRA Centralization
1. Go to Business Admin > Dictionaries.
2. On the Dictionaries page, select MedDRA Dictionary from the table.
3. On the MedDRA Dictionary page, select Edit.
4. In the Dictionary Source field, select Central.
5. In the Active MedDRA Version field, select the dictionary version you want to use.
6. In the Languages field, select one or more of the supported languages. This field determines which languages are available for localized MedDRA coding.

Note

If selected, a new MedDRA language will only take effect on new cases.

7. In the MedDRA ID and MedDRA Password fields, enter your MedDRA credentials.
Your MedDRA username and password are PHI-protected and will only be used to ensure you have an active MedDRA license. Also, these fields will only appear
when you select Central as your Dictionary Source.
8. Select Save.
Result
Your system has been updated to use the Centralized MedDRA dictionary.

Upgrade from a Self-Managed (Local) Dictionary to Centralized MedDRA
If you previously uploaded a MedDRA dictionary manually and want to transition to the central MedDRA dictionary, perform the following steps.
1. Go to Business Admin > Dictionaries.
2. On the Dictionaries page, select MedDRA Dictionary from the table.
3. On the MedDRA Dictionary page, select Edit.
4. In the Dictionary Source field, select Central.
5. In the MedDRA ID and MedDRA Password fields, enter your MedDRA credentials.
6. Select Save.
You must save to update the MedDRA Dictionary record before selecting a new active version.
7. To fetch the latest available dictionary versions, select the All Actions (

) menu and then select Fetch Dictionary Releases from the menu.

8. Select Edit.
9. In the Active MedDRA Version field, select the dictionary version you want to use.
10. Save the MedDRA Dictionary record.
Result
Your system has been updated to use the centralized MedDRA dictionary.

Troubleshoot MedDRA Transition Issue
When you transition from local MedDRA to central MedDRA, an issue can occur where certain dictionary term records are missing the llit_term field value. When this
occurs, the system prevents some actions.
For example, when promoting an Inbox Item to a Case, Vault displays the following error message,
“Failed to open case from case RecordFamily. Error: java.lang.IllegalStateException: Duplicate key
com.veeva.vault.app.safety.common.util.SdkRecordAdapter@148e193b.”
To resolve this MedDRA issue, complete the following setup:
Delete any attachments that were uploaded
Ensure the Dictionary Source is Central
Fetch Dictionary releases

Delete MedDRA Dictionary Attachments
If any attachments have been uploaded, delete them using the following steps.
1. Go to Business Admin > Dictionaries.
2. On the Dictionaries page, select MedDRA Dictionary from the table.
3. In the Attachments section, on each attachment select the Actions (

) menu, and then select Delete.

4. Confirm the deletion request.

Update MedDRA Dictionary Source
If the MedDRA Dictionary Source is Local or blank, update it to Central using the following steps:
1. Go to Business Admin > Dictionaries.
2. On the Dictionaries page, select MedDRA Dictionary from the table.
3. Select the All Actions (

) menu, and then select Edit from the menu.

4. From the Dictionary Source picklist, select Central.
5. Save the page.

Fetch Dictionary releases
1. Go to Business Admin > Dictionaries.
2. On the Dictionaries page, select MedDRA Dictionary from the table.
3. Select the All Actions (

) menu, and then select Fetch Dictionary Releases from the menu.

4. When the process completes, select Edit.
5. In the Active MedDRA Version field, select a previous MedDRA version, and then select Save.
6. When the process completes, select Edit.
7. In the Active MedDRA Version field, select the latest dictionary version, and then select Save.
Result
All of the MedDRA records are updated.

Download the Full Active MedDRA Version to Your Vault
When you upload .zip files for the MedDRA dictionary, this can lead to loading discrepancies. Instead, you can download the full active MedDRA version from the
central dictionary to your vault.

You can run this user action for vault migrations instead of manually uploading .zip files for the MedDRA dictionary.

Tip

Prerequisites
An admin must first update the Dictionary object to add and enable the Download Full MedDRA to Vault action for it to appear in the actions menu.

Run the Download Full MedDRA to Vault Action
Follow these steps to download the full MedDRA dictionary to your vault:
1. Go to Business Admin > Dictionaries.
2. Select

beside MedDRA Dictionary.

3. Select Download Full MedDRA to Vault.

Note

The Active MedDRA Version must be 19.0 or later to successfully run this action.

Result
The system sends a notification to alert you of whether the action was successfully completed. If successful, the full active MedDRA version is snapshotted from the
centralized MedDRA dictionary to your vault.

Update the MedDRA Version
When a new central MedDRA dictionary version becomes available, an administrator must activate the new version.
1. Go to Business Admin > Dictionaries.
2. On the Dictionaries page, select MedDRA Dictionary from the table.
The MedDRA Dictionary page appears.
When the list of available MedDRA versions is out of sync with the server, you will see the following notification in the Active MedDRA Version field:
“The list of available MedDRA versions is out of sync with the server. Please sync the MedDRA versions to update the list.”
3. To sync the list of available MedDRA versions, perform the following steps:
a. Open the All Actions (

) menu.

b. Select Fetch Dictionary Releases.
This action retrieves any new central MedDRA dictionary versions.
4. To activate a new MedDRA version:
a. Select Edit on the MedDRA Dictionary.
b. In the Active MedDRA Version field, select the dictionary version from the picklist.
c. Save the MedDRA Dictionary.

Note

Ensure that your MedDRA license is up to date before activating a new MedDRA version.

Result
Your system has been updated with the current active MedDRA version. New Cases default to the latest active MedDRA Version by default. If configured, Follow-Up
Cases also default to the latest active MedDRA.

Existing Cases already being processed will not be impacted by the new MedDRA version.

Note

Central MedDRA Versions
Vault Safety currently supports the following dictionary versions in central MedDRA:
25.0

22.0

24.1

21.1

24.0

21.0

23.1

20.1

23.0

20.0

22.1

19.1

Supported Languages
Vault Safety supports the following languages for the central MedDRA dictionary:
Chinese

Italian

Czech

Korean

Dutch

Portuguese

English

Brazilian Portuguese

French

Russian

German

Spanish

Hungarian

Enable Multilingual MedDRA
An administrator must enable Multilingual MedDRA in order to auto-code and browse for multilingual terms on a Case.
1. Go to Business Admin > Dictionaries.
2. On the Dictionaries page, select MedDRA Dictionary from the table.
The MedDRA Dictionary page appears.
3. Select

and then select the Enable Multilingual MedDRA Control checkbox.

Enable the Multilingual MedDRA

4. Select

.

Result
Your vault has been updated with the multilingual MedDRA capabilities.

Configure the Default MedDRA Version on Follow-Up Cases
Perform the following steps to configure Follow-Up Cases to default to the currently active system MedDRA Version instead of copying the MedDRA Version from the
initial Case.

Tip

This configuration is highly recommended as health authorities require the latest MedDRA version for submissions. Please consult your standard operating

procedures for your regulatory agency MedDRA guidelines regarding grace periods and standard practices.

1. Go to Business Admin > Dictionaries.
2. On the Dictionaries page, select MedDRA Dictionary from the table.
3. On the MedDRA Dictionary page, select Edit.
4. In the Follow-Up Case MedDRA Version field, select Active MedDRA Version.
5. Select Save.
Result
All future Follow-Up Cases default to the active system MedDRA Version.

Note

If you leave the Follow-Up Case MedDRA Version field blank, Same as Previous Case will automatically be used and the MedDRA Version on each

Follow-Up Case will not change from the initial Case.

Update the MedDRA Hierarchy
Whether you are using the Central or Local Dictionary Source, you can update the MedDRA hierarchy for all existing LLT terms in your vault.
The system also updates the MedDRA Hierarchy and creates the MedDRA Join records when any of the following events occur:
An LLT term is coded using Auto-code or the MedDRA Browser.
An E2B file containing an LLT term is imported to your vault.
An Inbox Item with a coded Adverse Event (LLT Term) is promoted to a Case.

Prerequisites
An admin must first update the Dictionary object to add and enable the Update MedDRA Hierarchy action for it to appear in the actions menu.

Run the Update MedDRA Hierarchy Action
Follow these steps to update the MedDRA hierarchy in your vault:
1. Go to Business Admin > Dictionaries.
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2. Select

beside MedDRA Dictionary.

3. Select Update MedDRA Hierarchy.
Result
The system sends a notification to alert you of whether the action was successfully completed. If successful, the different level terms under the same MedDRA hierarchy
are updated for all existing LLT terms in your vault.

MedDRA Synonyms
Administrators can configure MedDRA Synonyms with the centralized MedDRA dictionary to allow for more comprehensive auto-coding, allowing for synonyms, coding
preferences, common typos, and deprecated terms to take on different codes without human intervention.
You can manually create and edit synonyms in Vault Safety, or bulk import synonyms from an external source using Vault Loader or the REST API.

Synonym Auto-Coding
When auto-coding a MedDRA field from a reported term, Vault Safety first searches for an exact match to an active MedDRA Synonym. If there are multiple matching
synonyms, they will be shown in the MedDRA browser.
If no exact match to a MedDRA synonym is found, the system then attempts to auto-code a match from the MedDRA dictionary.

Considerations for MedDRA Synonyms
Synonyms are supported for the central MedDRA dictionary only.
Synonyms must be in the "Active" or "Updates" lifecycle states to be used in auto-coding.
Synonyms apply to all MedDRA fields. You cannot exclude fields.

Add a MedDRA Synonym Manually
1. Go to Business Admin > MedDRA Synonyms.
2. Select Create.
3. On the Create MedDRA Synonym page, complete the following fields:

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Verbatim

(Required) Enter the verbatim (reported) term to match to this synonym for auto-coding. Verbatim terms must match this text exactly to be auto-coded using this
Synonym (case-insensitive).

MedDRA

(Required) Code the MedDRA term PT/LLT that will be auto-coded to the verbatim term.

Reference

4. Select Save.
5. Ensure the Synonym lifecycle state is Active.

Bulk Import MedDRA Synonyms
You can bulk import synonyms from an external source using Vault Loader or the REST API. The following resources provide information on these tools:
Vault Developer Portal 
Vault Loader: Create, Update & Delete Object Records 
The following example shows the syntax for a sample Vault Loader .csv that can be loaded to bulk import MedDRA synonyms:

verbatim__v,meddra_code__v
Rash with itching,10023092
Rash on nose,10037873
Rash on nose,10037856
haemorrhage,10019524
headache recurrent,10019211
recurrent headache,10019211
headache occuring,10019211
occurin headache,10019211

Local MedDRA Dictionary
The instructions in this section apply if you choose to manually upload a MedDRA dictionary rather than use the Vault Safety centralized MedDRA dictionary.

Prerequisites
To upload a MedDRA dictionary, you must have a .zip file containing the dictionary and the license key to access the file.

Note

Non-English .zip files are not supported for local MedDRA.

You cannot upload a version of MedDRA that is older than the currently active version. If you are migrating older versions of MedDRA, start with the oldest version
and proceed in order to the newest version.

Upload a Self-Managed (Local) MedDRA Dictionary
1. Go to Business Admin > Dictionaries.
2. On the Dictionaries page, select MedDRA Dictionary from the table.

3. On the MedDRA Dictionary page, select Edit.
4. In the License Key field, enter the password for the MedDRA dictionary .zip file.
Vault Safety encrypts the MedDRA license key.
5. Select Save.

Note

For self-managed MedDRA dictionaries, the Languages field is informational only. The list of supported languages only applies to the Centralized

MedDRA dictionary.

6. Expand Attachments, and then select Upload.
Note that if you upload more than one .zip file, only the most recently uploaded one will be used.
7. Browse to the MedDRA .zip file, select the file, and then select Open.
8. Open the All Actions (

) menu, and then select Import MedDRA Dictionary.

Result
The system imports the MedDRA dictionary into the environment, including SMQs. A notification appears on the Home tab when the import operation completes.

Activate a MedDRA Dictionary Version
If you upload a new version of the MedDRA dictionary and want to use the new version for medical coding, you must make the new version active.
1. On the MedDRA dictionary page, open the All Actions (

) menu , and then select Change Active MedDRA.

A dialog box appears with the following message:
“Changing the active MedDRA version will impact all new Cases. Do you wish to proceed?”
2. To accept the message and continue, select Start.
An action banner appears at the top of the page for the Change Active MedDRA action.
3. In the action banner, select Complete.
4. In the Change Active MedDRA Version window, under Verdict, select Change.
5. From the Current MedDRA Version list, select the MedDRA version that you want to make active.
6. Select Complete.
Result
The active MedDRA dictionary is the default dictionary that all future adverse event reports and cases use for coding.

Update the Local MedDRA Dictionary
To update the MedDRA dictionary, upload the new version of the dictionary, and then make the version active.
Note that you can only upload a version of the dictionary that is more recent than the currently active dictionary.

(Optional) Update the MedDRA Version on Existing Cases
When you update the MedDRA Dictionary, new Cases default to the latest active MedDRA Version by default. If configured, Follow-Up Cases also default to the latest
active MedDRA.
Existing Cases and AERs in any lifecycle state continue to use the MedDRA version they were created with. If required, you can update the MedDRA version on one or
more existing Cases in Vault Safety.
The Case MedDRA Version ( meddra_version__v ) field controls the active MedDRA version on a Case. You can update this field on a Case-by-Case basis or using the
Vault Bulk Action feature.

Note

FDA, EMA, and other agencies generally allow a grace period after a MedDRA update. During this grace period, you can submit ICSRs using 1 version

below the latest MedDRA version. Unless you have follow-up cases that are not configured to use the latest MedDRA Version, you do not need to update the
MedDRA version on all existing Cases, only ones that will be submitted after the grace period ends.

Case MedDRA Version Update Best Practices and Considerations
Consider the following best practices and considerations if you must update the MedDRA Version on existing Cases:
Before you update the MedDRA Version on existing Cases, consult your company's standard operating procedures and consider the impact on your business
operations. If you have updated the system MedDRA dictionary version within the grace period and you have configured follow up to the latest active version, there
may be no action required.
We highly recommend running a MedDRA Impact Assessment report before bulk updating the MedDRA Version on existing Cases. A custom MedDRA Impact
Assessment Report can be configured to find Cases with coded terms that may be impacted by the new MedDRA version. Contact Veeva Managed Services for
assistance in configuring a MedDRA Impact Assessment Report for your vault.
Carefully consider the state Cases are in. In accordance with GxP, Cases should not be in a locked Lifecycle State (Approved, Closed, Superseded, Nullified, Invalid)
or manually locked by a user.
Once the coding process is complete on a Case, the MedDRA Version should not be updated.
When switching a Case MedDRA Version, consult the MedDRA Release Documentation for guidance on the changes being introduced in that version.
Updating the Case MedDRA Version does not modify MedDRA terms that were previously coded on the Case. If terms must be recoded, each term must be recoded
manually. The system marks terms that require recoding with a Recode Badge.

Update a Single Case MedDRA Version
To update the MedDRA Version on a Case, simply edit the value in the MedDRA Version field. You can edit this field on the individual Case, or directly from the tabular
view of the Cases tab, as shown in the following image:

Update the MedDRA Version on a Single Case

If the MedDRA Version field is not displayed in the Cases table, you must first edit the table columns to add the field.

Bulk Update Multiple Cases to a New MedDRA Version
To quickly update multiple Cases, you can use the Vault Bulk Action feature to edit the MedDRA Version field on multiple records simultaneously.

Warning

Before you bulk update the Case MedDRA Version, review the Case MedDRA Version Update Best Practices and Considerations.

1. Open the Cases tab to the All Cases view.
2. (Optional) Apply a filter to limit the list of Cases, such as by Lifecycle State or MedDRA Version. For example, the following image shows Cases filtered by an
outdated MedDRA Version:

Example: Filter Cases by MedDRA Version

3. Expand the All Actions (

) menu, and then under Perform Bulk Action, select All x Records.

Start Bulk Action

4. On the Refine Selection page, select which Cases you want to update, and then select Next.

Refine Case Selection

5. On the Choose Action page, select Edit Fields, and then select Next.

Choose Edit Fields Bulk Action

6. On the Edit Fields page, under MedDRA Version select the pencil icon and set the field to the new MedDRA version for which you want to make active, and then
select Next.

Edit MedDRA Version Field Settings

7. On the Confirmation page, review the summary of the changes that will be applied. To confirm and apply the changes, select Finish.

Confirm Bulk Action

Result
The active MedDRA Version on each of the selected Cases is updated. Vault Safety sends you a notification with the results of the operation, as shown in the following
image:

Bulk MedDRA Update Notification
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About MedDRA Queries
MedDRA queries are a useful tool for signal detection and analysis of similar adverse events. Vault Safety supports both Standard MedDRA Queries (SMQs) and Custom
MedDRA Queries (CMQs).
MedDRA queries are added to your vault by importing a MedDRA dictionary (for SMQs) or by configuring custom queries (for CMQs). Each SMQ is a group of MedDRA
Preferred Terms (PTs) for a medical condition or area of interest. To run a MedDRA query, you can use Vault’s robust reporting features to search for cases.
When you import a MedDRA dictionary, Vault Safety imports all Standard MedDRA Queries (SMQs) included in that MedDRA version. Vault Safety keeps track of which
MedDRA versions apply to each SMQ.
To view the standard queries loaded in your vault, go to the Business Admin > MedDRA Queries page. SMQs are labeled with (SMQ) in the MedDRA Query name.

Prerequisites
You must be a Business Administrator to manage MedDRA SMQs and CMQs.
Ensure that your Vault has the configuration required to support the following features, as needed:
Enable MedDRA Hierarchy Updates for CMQ and Vault Reporting
Support for MedDRA Queries in Submission Rules
Standardized and Custom MedDRA Queries

Import Standard MedDRA Queries
You can import standard MedDRA SMQs from a MedDRA Dictionary.
1. Go to Business Admin > Dictionaries.
2. On the MedDRA Dictionary page, expand Attachments, and then select Upload.
3. Browse to the MedDRA .zip file, select the file, and then select Open.
4. In the Details section, enter the license key for the MedDRA .zip file.

Note

To load successfully, the MedDRA .zip file version needs to match the current active version in your vault.

5. Select Save, open the All Actions (

) menu, and then select Import Standard MedDRA Queries.

Result
The system imports the SMQs and their associated terms from the MedDRA .zip file.

Run a MedDRA Query
There are a number of pre-configured MedDRA SMQ/CMQ multi-pass reports in Vault Safety. Reports can contain a Root Query or Multiple Queries. Run these reports to
search for Cases that match one or more SMQs/CMQs.
SMQ/CMQ Search by Study Using Root Query Report: Search for Cases under a certain Study and with an Adverse Event that matches a given root query’s
hierarchy.
SMQ/CMQ Search by Study Across Multiple Queries Report: Search for Cases under a certain Study and with an Adverse Event that matches one or more given
queries.
SMQ/CMQ Search by Product Using Root Query Report: Search for Cases with a certain Product and an Adverse Event that matches a given root query’s
hierarchy.
SMQ/CMQ Search by Product Across Multiple Queries Report: Search for Cases with a certain Product and an Adverse Event that matches one or more given
queries.
You can run these reports as-needed, schedule flash reports, or set up dashboards to monitor SMQs and CMQs. Manage Reports provides more information on using
reports.

Configure Custom MedDRA Queries
You can configure Custom MedDRA Queries (CMQs) to meet your organization’s adverse event monitoring needs.

Add a Custom MedDRA Query
1. Go to Business Admin > MedDRA Queries.
2. Select Create.
3. On the Create MedDRA Query page, complete the following fields:

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Organization

Select the organization that should have access to the query.

Name

Enter a name to label the query.

Description

Enter a description.

Hierarchical

To create a hierarchical CMQ that contains sub-queries, select Yes. To create a regular CMQ, select No.
If you create a hierarchical CMQ, you cannot add MedDRA terms to the parent CMQ. You can add the MedDRA terms to the sub-queries.

Submission Rule Scope

If using MedRA query parameters in a reporting rule, select one or both scopes for the MedDRA query:
Select Broad to query MedDRA terms where the Scope field is set to Broad.
Select Narrow to query MedDRA terms where the Scope field is set to Narrow.
To learn more, see Reporting Rule Parameter Reference.

4. Select Save.
After You Finish
Add Sub-Queries and MedDRA Terms, as required.

Add a Sub-Query
You can add Sub-Queries to hierarchical MedDRA queries.
1. On a hierarchical MedDRA Query page, expand Sub-Queries, and then select Create.
2. Complete the Create MedDRA Query window, and then select Save.
3. Add additional Sub-Queries, as required.

Add an LLT MedDRA Term
You can add MedDRA Terms to non-hierarchical MedDRA Queries and Sub-Queries.
1. On a non-hierarchical MedDRA Query or Sub-Query page, expand MedDRA Terms, and then select Create.
2. In the Create MedDRA Criteria window, complete the following fields:

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

MedDRA Term

Select

, and then select the MedDRA term.

Code MedDRA Terms provides more information on using the MedDRA browser.
Scope

Select whether the term is Narrow or Broad.

3. Add additional MedDRA Terms, as required.

Add a Higher-Level MedDRA Term
You can add higher-level terms (PT, HLT, HLGT, and SOC) to a CMQ using Vault Loader to load the MedDRA query criteria.
Vault Loader: Create, Update & Delete Object Records  provides more information on how to use this tool.

Copy a MedDRA Query
You can perform a deep copy of a CMQ (Custom MedDRA Query) or SMQ (Standard MedDRA Query). This action creates a duplicate of the MedDRA query and all its
associated records, such as the MedDRA Criteria. The MedDRA query copy and its records are editable.
1. Go to Business Admin > MedDRA Queries.
2. Select

beside a MedDRA query.

3. Select Copy MedDRA Query.
Result
The system copies the MedDRA query and its associated MedDRA criteria records. Both the copy and original query are linked to the respective MedDRA term.
The following diagram shows the MedDRA query deep copy process:

Deep Copy of MedDRA Query

The Copy of MedDRA Query 3 does not have a Parent or Root query but it is the Parent/Root query for the Copy of MedDRA Query 4 and 5.
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About WHODrug Administration
Vault Safety supports the C3 format of the WHODrug Global dictionary. Veeva manages and updates the IDMP-compliant WHODrug dictionary through a central
database.
To enable the WHODrug dictionary, or to update to a newly available version, update the active dictionary version.

Activate the WHODrug Dictionary
1. Go to Business Admin > Dictionaries.
2. On the Dictionaries page, select WHODrug Dictionary from the table.

3. On the WHODrug Dictionary page, select Edit.
4. Beside Active Version (WHODrug), select the version of the dictionary that you want to activate from the list.
If the list of WHODrug versions is out of date, you can sync the list of available WHODrug versions.
5. Select Save.
Result
The system activates the WHODrug version and it is available for use.

WHODrug Versions
WHODrug releases new versions of the dictionary twice per year: March and September. Veeva updates the Vault Safety WHODrug dictionary within 30 days of the
WHODrug release date. The system names dictionary versions in the format of GLOBALC3{Date} , where {Date} is the release date.
If you are using a version of the dictionary that becomes out-of-date and unavailable, you must update to a newer version.
Vault Safety currently supports the following WHODrug dictionary versions:

VERSION

VAULT SAFETY LABEL

WHODrug March 2022

GLOBALC3Mar22

WHODrug March 2022

GLOBALC3Mar22

WHODrug September 2021

GLOBALC3Sep21

WHODrug March 2021

GLOBALC3Mar21

WHODrug September 2020

GLOBALC3Sep20

WHODrug March 2020

GLOBALC3Mar20

WHODrug September 2019

GLOBALC3Sep19

WHODrug March 2019

GLOBALC3Mar19

WHODrug September 2018

GLOBALC3Sep18

WHODrug March 2018

GLOBALC3Mar18

WHODrug September 2017

GLOBALC3Sep17

WHODrug March 2017

DDEC3Mar17

Sync List of Available WHODrug Versions
If your vault has the latest Active Version control on the page layout, you can see when the list of versions on your vault is out-of-sync with the latest WHODrug
releases.
The field will display the following message when your vault is out-of-sync:
“The list of available WHODrug versions is out of sync with the server. Please sync the WHODrug versions to update the list.”
If this occurs, you can use the Fetch WHODrug Releases action from the All Actions (

Use MedDRA Queries
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) menu to update the list of available versions.
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About Transmission Profiles
A Transmission Profile is a Vault object that facilitates Submissions and Distributions by automatically populating preferences such as the file format and destination. You
can edit Transmission Profiles from the Business Admin area in Vault Safety.
You must configure a Transmission Profile for each organization with which you send or receive cases.
Certain Transmission Profiles are system-provided. You can create custom Transmission Profiles for any additional Transmission requirements.

Transmission Profile Duplicate Prevention
You cannot create duplicate Transmission Profiles.
Transmission Profiles are considered duplicate when the following field values match an existing Transmission Profile:
Origin
Destination
Format

Create a Transmission Profile
1. Go to Business Admin > Transmission Profiles.
2. On the Transmission Profiles page, select Create.
3. In the Create Transmission Profile window, select the appropriate type.
The following table describes the Transmission Profile Types:

TRANSMISSION PROFILE TYPE

DESCRIPTION

AS2 Gateway

Use this type to exchange or receive AS2 Transmissions from custom gateways.

Connection

Use this type to receive API Transmissions from the Intake Inbox Item endpoint.

Email Profile

Use this type when setting up Email Transmissions.

Manual

Use this type for Transmissions you will complete outside of Vault Safety.

System Gateway

This type is reserved for Transmission Profiles corresponding to standard agency gateways provided by default with Vault Safety.

4. Select Continue.
5. On the Create Transmission Profile page, complete the fields.
6. Select Save.
7. Ensure the Transmission Profile Status is "Active."

Note

Some Vaults may also display the Partner Exchange Profile type, which was used for the legacy Receive E2B API endpoint. Partner Exchange Profile

should no longer be used. For API Transmissions, set up a Connection Transmission Profile.

Transmission Profile Fields
FIELD

DESCRIPTION

TYPE

DIRECTION

Name

Enter a name for the Transmission Profile.

All

Inbound,

( name__v )

Outbound

Origin

Select the Organization that will send the Transmissions.

All

Inbound,

( origin__v )

Outbound
This is the Organization set up as Vault Customer
( vault_customer__v ) for your vault.

Origin ID

Enter the identifier for the origin organization.

All

Inbound,

( origin_id__v )

Outbound

Destination

Select the Organization that will receive the Transmissions.

All

Inbound,

( destination__v )

Outbound

Destination ID

Enter the identifier for the destination organization.

All

Inbound,

( destination_id__v )

Outbound

Organization

Select the Organization responsible for reporting ICSRs.

All

Inbound,

( organization__v )

Outbound
Your Vault may be configured to allow only users assigned the
Distribution Manager role in the selected Organization to use this
Transmission Profile.

Outbound Format

Select the format that the system should use to generate and attach

( format__v )

individual case safety reports to Email Transmissions. Generate a

All

Inbound,
Outbound

Regulatory Report provides more information on the supported report
formats.
For Email Transmissions, to attach only a cover letter to Email
Transmissions without generating a case report, select Cover Letter Only.
Additional Output Formats

If required, select any additional formats that the system should use when

( additional_outbound_formats__v )

generating and attaching individual case safety reports to Email or

All

Outbound

All

Outbound

All

Outbound

Outbound

Manual Transmissions.
Sender User

Select the user whose contact details should be populated on the

( sender_user__v )

generated ICSR. This user will become the default Sender User on
generated transmissions.
For Email Transmissions, this user's email will be populated as the replyto contact on outbound emails. This does not change the origin email
address.
If you leave this field blank, it will be populated with the user assigned the
Head of Safety sharing role.
Depending on your Vault’s configuration, an administrator may need to
add this field to appear on the page layout.

Auto-Submit

Select Yes to allow users to send Transmissions directly from the Case.

( auto_submit__v )

Leave this field blank to require users to use an action to send the
Transmission from each individual record. See Auto-Submissions for
more information.

Receiver Person

Select the person who will be used to populate the Receiver Block on the

AS2 Gateway,

( receiver_person__v )

generated ICSR.

Email Profile,
Manual,

Prerequisite: To be able to select a Receiver Person for a Transmission

System Gateway

Profile, you must first add a Receiver Person record. See Create a
Receiver Person below for more information.
Gateway Type

Select one of the following options, depending on the gateway settings:

( gateway_type__v )

AS2 Gateway,

Inbound,

System Gateway

Outbound

Synch MDNs: Send MDNs immediately using the same connection.
Async MDNs: Establish a separate connection and send the MDN
at a later time.
Gateway Profile

The system automatically populates this field with the associated

AS2 Gateway,

Inbound,

( gateway_profile__v )

Gateway Profile.

System Gateway

Outbound

Exclude Device Constituents by Default

Select this checkbox to exclude Combination Product device constituents

All

Outbound

( exclude_device_

in the transmission document.

AS2 Gateway

Outbound

Email Profile

Outbound

Email Profile

Outbound

Email Profile

Outbound

All

Inbound

AS2 Gateway, Connection

Inbound

Inbound

constituents_by_default__v )
For Submissions, the system uses this setting when there is no
registration in the jurisdiction of the target Agency. For Distributions, the
system always uses this setting in determining whether to export device
constituents.

Note

This setting only applies E2B file formats.

Disable Chunking

This field can be used to disable chunked encoding in AS2 gateway

( disable_chunking__v )

transmissions. You must contact Veeva Support to enable this field's
functionality in your Vault. This field must be added by an administrator to
appear on page layouts.

Cover Letter Template

This field is required when the Format field is set to "Cover Letter Only".

( cover_letter_template__v )

To include an email cover letter, select the template the system should
use to generate the cover letter. Configure Email Transmissions provides
more information on adding a template. The template document must be
in a Steady-state, such as Approved.
If you do not select a template, the system does not generate a cover
letter for Email Transmissions that use this profile. Merge field tokens
may be used in these templates.

Message Subject

Enter text to include in the email subject, up to 200 characters. You can

( message_subject__v )

use a limited set of tokens in the message subject.
Configure Email Transmissions provides more information.

Message Body

Enter text to include in the email body, up to 5,000 characters. You can

( message_body__v )

use a limited set of tokens in the message body.
Configure Email Transmissions provides more information.

Back Reporting

Select the checkbox if back reporting is required. That is, if inbound

( back_reporting__v )

ICSRs should be transmitted back to the same organization from which
you received the case once processing is complete.
By default, back reporting is disabled (prevented) for all reporting
destinations, except Health Canada (HCP CVP Transmission Profile).
See Configure Back Reporting for more information.

Inbound Format

Specify an override file format to be used for received ICSRs. If left blank,

( inbound_format__v )

the system uses the Format by default.

Import to Inbox

Select Yes to import incoming E2B transmissions from this destination to

AS2 Gateway, Partner Exchange Profile,

( import_to_inbox__v )

Inbox Items instead of AERs.

System Gateway

This field does not appear on page layouts by default and must be added
by an administrator to appear.
Narrative Template Type

Select Override Template to enable the system to apply custom

( narrative_template_type__v )

narrative templates based on Case details.

AS2 Gateway, System Gateway, Connection

Inbound

AS2 Gateway, Connection

Inbound

AS2 Gateway, Connection

Inbound

AS2 Gateway, Connection

Inbound

See Configure Narrative Templates for more information.
Enable Auto Promote

For sources that require little to no triage of inbound reports, select Yes

( enable_auto_promote__v )

to automatically promote Inbox Items received from this source to a
Case.
See Automated Case Promotion for more information.

Non Serious Merge Method

If Auto Promote is enabled, select the merge method to use for non-

( non_serious_merge_method__v )

serious cases.

Serious Merge Method

If Auto Promote is enabled, select the merge method to use for serious

( serious_merge_method__v )

cases.

Create a Receiver Person
In order to select a Receiver Person for a Transmission Profile, a Receiver Person record must be created first, as described in the following steps. Set up a Receiver
Person to enable E2B mapping to the receiver block for E2B(R2) and PMDA E2B(R3) formats.
1. Go to Business Admin > Persons and click Create.
2. Select the Receiver Person person type, then click Continue.
3. Enter the details of the new Receiver Person.
Enter the receiver’s contact information and specify the following fields, as required:
Receiver Type: Select the type classification for the organization or individual receiver. The options available in this field map from the Sender Type Controlled
Vocabulary.
Exclude from Receiver Block: To omit the First Name and/or the Last Name of the Receiver Person from the receiver block, select one or both options.
4. Click Save.

Transmission Profile Matching for Submission Rules
Transmission Profiles are a key component of reporting rules that enable the system to automatically create Transmissions with the correct settings, such as the
destination and document format.
There are three ways the system can automatically match a Transmission Profile when generating a Submission, evaluated in the following priority order:
1. If a matching registration specifies the Transmission Profile field, the specified Transmission Profile is used.

Note

For Combination Products, the system uses the Combination Product Registration assigned the PMOA role to match a Transmission Profile.

2. Otherwise, the system attempts to match a Transmission Profile based on the available Transmission Profile Scopes, which match based on the Registration's
Agency, Registration Type, and Product Type:

AGENCY

TRANSMISSION PROFILE

REGISTRATION TYPE

PRODUCT TYPES

REPORT FORMAT

FDA

FDA Study

IND (Investigational)

All

FDA 3500A

FDA

CDER

ANDA (Marketing)

All

FDA E2B(R2)

FDA

CDER

NDA (Marketing)

All

FDA E2B(R2)

FDA

CBER

BLA (Marketing)

Biologic

FDA E2B(R2)

FDA

CBER VAERS

BLA (Marketing)

Vaccine

FDA VAERS E2B(R3)

EMA

EVHUMAN

MAA (Marketing)

All

EMA E2B(R3)

EMA

EVCTM

CTA (Investigational)

All

EMA E2B(R3)

Health Canada

HC MHPD

MAA (Marketing)

All

HC E2B(R2)

Health Canada

HC TPD

CTA (Investigational)

All

HC E2B(R2)

Note

The above table is based on the default, system-provided Transmission Profile Scopes. Administrators can configure additional Transmission Profile

Scopes, as required.

3. If the above two methods are unsuccessful, the system falls back to the earliest created Transmission Profile for the origin and destination pair.

Create Additional Transmission Profile Scopes
If a Transmission Profile in your Vault requires a Transmission Profile Scope that is not included in the list of system-provided profile scopes, you can create it by following
these steps.
1. Go to Business Admin > Transmission Profiles and select the Transmission Profile to which you want to add profile scopes.
2. Expand the Profile Scope section, then select Create.
3. Enter the details of the new Transmission Profile Scope:
Name
Registration Type: Select the Registration Type for this profile scope. The options available in this field map from the Registration Type Controlled Vocabulary.
Product Types: Select one or more Product Types that apply to this profile scope. If you do not select any products, the scope will apply to any products for the
selected Registration.
4. Select Save.
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Overview
Vault Safety supports sending Transmissions over email. This feature is useful for both sending distributions to partner organizations and sending submissions to
regulatory authorities. You can also set up cover letter templates using Vault’s controlled document management capabilities.

Purpose
This page provides instructions for Administrators to configure their vaults to automatically generate Email Transmissions when a Case matches the reporting rules. For
information on sending Email Transmissions for distribution manager users, see Send an Email Transmission.

Configuration Checklist
The following list outlines the high-level steps to configuring Email Transmissions:
Add an Email Transmission Profile
Add Email Destination Persons
Configure Reporting Rules
(Optional) Add an Email Cover Letter Template

Prerequisites
Consider the following prerequisites before you configure Email Transmissions:
You must be an administrator.
A vault user must exist with the reply-to email address for outgoing emails (Sender User).
The Organization records must exist for the origin and destination organizations.
Ensure that your Vault has the required configuration to make the Email Submissions and Distributions feature available.

Configure an Email Transmission Profile and Recipients
To configure an Email Transmission Profile, you must set up the Email Profile and add email destinations.

Add an Email Profile
You must add an Email Profile, which is a type of Transmission Profile, to use Email Transmissions. Manage Transmission Profiles provides instructions on setting up
Transmission Profiles.
Once complete, the system creates the Email Profile and uses the Origin and Destination settings to match Cases with this Email Profile when evaluating reporting
obligations.
Next, add Email Destinations to specify the email addresses that receive the email transmissions.

Add Email Recipients
You can add up to ten Email Destinations per Email Profile.

Prerequisite: Add Person Records
Before you can add Email Destinations, you must add a Person record for each recipient with the appropriate email address. Manage Person records from Business
Admin > Persons.

Add Email Destinations to Email Profile
1. On the Email Profile, expand Email Destinations, and then select Create.
2. In the Destination Person field, select the preconfigured Person record with the appropriate email address.
3. In the Recipient Type field, specify the type of recipient.

Note

An Email Profile can contain only one Destination Person with the Recipient Type of To.

Result
The Person is added as an email destination for this Email Profile. Add additional recipients as required.

Supported Tokens for Email Message Subject and Body
Only certain tokens are supported for use in the Message Subject and Message Body fields. Unsupported tokens are not generated.

Note

If a token causes the Message Subject or Message Body to exceed the character limit, the text will be truncated at the character limit without a vault

notification.

The following table lists the supported tokens:

FIELD

TOKEN

Case Number

${Custom.case_number}

Date of Birth (normalized)

${Custom.dob}

Date of Death (normalized)

${Custom.dod}

Due Date

${Custom.due_date}

Receipt Date

${Custom.receipt_date}

Name

${Custom.name}

New Info Date

${Custom.new_info_date}

Patient Initials

${Custom.patient_id}

Study Name

${Custom.study_name}

UID

${Custom.uid}

Worldwide UID

${Custom.worldwide_uid}

Report Type

${Custom.report_type}

CIOMS Remarks

${Custom.cioms_remarks}

Company Comments

${Custom.sender_comments}

Configure Reporting Rules
There are two types of reporting rules that you can use with Email Transmissions:
Partner Distribution List: You can set up a Reporting Family of the type Partner Distribution List to assign a reporting ruleset and add the Products and Studies that
should trigger email transmission generation.
MAH Distribution List: You can assign an MAH reporting obligation to a Product or Study Registration for Email Distributions in place of regulatory submissions.
The system matches reporting rules with the appropriate Transmission Profile, including Email Profiles, using the Origin and Destination pair.

Email Cover Letter Templates
You can create email cover letter templates using vault’s controlled document template functionality.
Vault Online Help provides more information on controlled document templates.

About Cover Letter Templates
You can add cover letter templates using the Template › Cover Letter (Template) › Email Cover Letter (Template) document type.
When an Email Profile references a cover letter template, any Email Transmissions created from that profile generate and attach a cover letter using that template.
Generated cover letters use the Case › Cover Letter › Email Cover Letter document type.
You can use Vault merge field tokens within email cover letter templates. Vault Online Help provides information on using merge fields.

Note

Do not include merge field tokens for sensitive information that should be blinded or masked. Blind protection is not available for email cover letters.

Add an Email Cover Letter Template
1. From the primary navigation bar, select Create > Document > Upload.
2. Select Classify documents now.
3. Set the Choose document type field to:
Template › Cover Letter (Template) › Email Cover Letter (Template)
You may need to activate this template document type before it is available for use.
4. On the Upload Files (Step 2) page, set the Template Document Type to Email Cover Letter.

Email Cover Letter Template General Settings

5. Complete additional fields on the Upload Files (Step 2) page as required.
6. Move the document to a Steady-state, such as Approved.
The method to move the document to a steady-state depends on your vault's configuration. We recommend configuring a document workflow for approval. The
document must be in a steady-state to be used as a controlled template.
Result
The steady-state email cover template document is saved to the Library and available for selection on an Email Profile.

Note

Merge field tokens are not replaced on the template document. The tokens will be replaced with the appropriate field values when a cover letter is

generated for an Email Transmission using the template.
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About Vault Safety FDA Gateway Integration
Vault Safety supports the FDA Electronic Submissions Gateway (ESG) through AS2 (system-to-system) communication. Vault Safety supports CDER, CBER, and CBER
VAERS electronic submissions to the FDA.
Vault’s integration with the FDA ESG allows you to set up a Gateway Profile for users to submit directly from Vault Safety and receive gateway responses.

Types of FDA Electronic Submission Endpoints
The following table outlines the different FDA ESG endpoints that Vault Safety supports and the details for each:

ENDPOINT

SETUP

CDER (Drugs)

DOCUMENT FORMAT

Register your account with the FDA

FDA E2B (R2)

Configure Sender User
Set up the US FDA ESG Gateway Profile
Set up the CDER Transmission Profile
CBER (Biologics)

Register your account with the FDA

FDA E2B (R2)

Configure Sender User
Set up the US FDA ESG Gateway Profile
Set up the CBER Transmission Profile
CBER VAERS (Vaccines)

Register your account with the FDA

FDA VAERS E2B (R3)

You can use the same account used to registered with FDA ESG for CBER submissions
Configure Sender User
Set up the US FDA CBER VAERS Gateway Profile
Set up the CBER VAERS Transmission Profile

Configure an FDA ESG AS2 Account
Before you can configure the Vault Safety Gateway Profile, you must have an active FDA ESG AS2 account. The FDA Website provides instructions to set up an AS2
account.
As part of the registration process, you must send a public and private certificate pair to the FDA. If you need help generating these certificates, contact Veeva Services.
When you configure your FDA ESG account, ensure that AS2 URL exactly matches the Vault AS2 URL for your vault.

Tip

You can use the same FDA ESG account for both the US FDA ESG Gateway and the US FDA CBER VAERS Gateway.

Copy Your Vault AS2 URL
1. Go to Admin > Settings > Gateway Profiles.
2. Open the appropriate Gateway Profile:
For CDER (drugs) or CBER (biologics), select US FDA ESG.
For VAERS CBER (vaccines), select US FDA CBER VAERS.
3. Under Vault AS2 URL, select Copy URL.

Note

Starting in Vault Safety 20R3, the Vault AS2 URL contains /inboundV2/ . This change does not affect communication in gateways previously set up with

/inbound/ .

Configure Sender User
For Submissions to the FDA, you must enter full contact details for the Sender User. This user’s information will appear in generated forms and E2B files. The Sender
User is assigned on Submission records in the Sender (User) field.
Manage Users provides more information on setting up user contact details.
An administrator can configure an FDA ESG Transmission Profile to populate this field with a default Sender User on system generated transmissions based on the
Transmission Profile.

Note

If your organization is a CRO making Submissions on behalf of clients, you must configure a separate Sender User for each sponsor. You can leave the

Sender (User) field blank on the Transmission Profile so it can be populated based on your sharing settings.

Configure the Vault Safety Gateway Profile
Vault comes provisioned with an inactive standard profile for the US FDA ESG and US FDA CBER VAERS. In order for users to send Submissions to the FDA ESG, you
must configure and activate the appropriate Gateway Profile.

Open the Gateway Profile for Editing
1. In the Admin area, go to the Settings tab.
2. In the left pane, select Gateway Profiles.
3. Open the appropriate Gateway Profile:
For CDER (drugs) or CBER (biologics), select US FDA ESG.
For VAERS CBER (vaccines), select US FDA CBER VAERS.
4. Select Edit.
The profile page is unlocked for editing.

Enter the Gateway Profile Information
1. Under Details, in the Sponsor Email Address field, enter the Vault user email address to be used as a contact in gateway transmissions.
2. Under AS2 Profile Configuration, complete the following fields:
Vault AS2 URL: Enter the URL where the FDA sends acknowledgments and responses for submissions.
The DNS configured in the FDA Gateway Account must exactly match the URL in this field.
Sponsor Certificate: Select Choose, and then open the private encryption certificate.
The private certificate is usually a .pfx file.
Sponsor Certificate Password: Enter the password for the sponsor certificate.
Sponsor ID: Enter the ID registered with FDA Gateway, typically your FDA D-U-N-S number.
Health Authority Certificate: Select Choose, and then open the public encryption certificate received from the FDA during account setup.
The public certificate is usually a .p7b file.
Health Authority ID: Enter one of the following FDA identification codes:
For a production account, enter ZZFDA .
For a test account, enter ZZFDATST .
Health Authority URL: Enter the destination FDA Gateway URL.
Gateway User: Select the Vault Safety user whose name should appear in audit logs and gateway transactions.
3. Select Save.
4. To activate the profile, on the top-right corner, select Set Active.

Note

The Gateway User Required checkbox is automatically populated by the system and is informational only.

Result
The FDA Gateway Profile is active and available to use to submit case reports to the FDA.

Configure FDA Transmission Profiles
Vault Safety comes with standard, system-provided Transmission Profiles for FDA Submissions. You must configure these Transmission Profiles as part of the FDA
gateway setup.
The following table lists the system-provided FDA Transmission Profiles:

TRANSMISSION PROFILE

DESCRIPTION

CORRESPONDING GATEWAY

ROUTING ID

CBER

ICSR transmissions to the Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research (CBER).

US FDA ESG

FDA_AERS

CDER

ICSR transmissions to the Center for Drug Evaluation and Research (CDER).

US FDA ESG

FDA_AERS

GWTEST

Test transmissions to the FDA.

US FDA ESG

GWTEST_CONNECTION

CBER VAERS

VAERS ICSR transmissions to the Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research (CBER).

US FDA CBER VAERS

CBER_VAERS

Manage Transmission Profiles provides instructions on setting up Transmission Profiles.
When setting up the Transmission Profiles, see the following guidance on setting the Origin and Destination IDs:
Origin ID: Enter the ID registered with FDA ESG, typically your FDA D-U-N-S number.
Destination ID: Enter one of the following destination IDs:
For a production account, enter ZZFDA .
For a test account, enter ZZFDATST .

Note

When editing the FDA Transmission Profiles, do not edit the Routing ID.

Once you set up the FDA Transmission Profiles, the system uses the appropriate Transmission Profile to generate Submissions based on your Vault’s FDA reporting
rules.

Configure FDA Study Manual Transmissions
For manual study case report submissions to the FDA to be coordinated outside of Vault Safety, configure the FDA Study Transmission Profile.
Manage Transmission Profiles provides instructions on setting up Transmission Profiles.
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About Vault Safety EudraVigilance Integration
Vault Safety supports electronic reporting to EudraVigilance through AS2 (system-to-system) communication.
You must set up a Gateway Profile and a corresponding Transmission Profile for users to report cases to EudraVigilance and receive gateway responses.

If your organization is a CRO making Submissions on behalf of clients, you must complete each of the steps on this page separately for each sponsor,

Note

including setting up a new EudraVigilance Account and obtaining new certificates per sponsor.

Configure a EudraVigilance Account
Before you can configure the Vault Safety EudraVigilance Gateway Profile, you must have an active EudraVigilance account. The EMA Website provides instructions to
register with EudraVigilance.

Public and Private Certificates
As part of the EMA registration process, you must send a public and private certificate pair to the EMA. If you need help generating these certificates, contact Veeva
Services.

Gateway Connection Settings
When you configure your EudraVigilance account, ensure that you complete the Connectivity Form to match the EMA EU EV Gateway Profile settings in your vault.

View Vault Gateway Settings
View your connection settings from the Admin > Settings > Gateway Profiles > EU EMA EV page.
The following image shows where to locate the gateway connection settings on the EU EMA EV Gateway Profile:

EMA Gateway Profile Connection Settings

Complete the EMA Connectivity Form
Once you have the EU EMA EV Gateway Profile information for your vault, use these settings to complete the EMA Connectivity Form from the EMA Website.
The following table provides more information on the EMA Connectivity Form settings:

SETTING

DESCRIPTION

AS2 IP Address

The AS2 IP address is not required

AS2 Hostname

The domain name in your Vault AS2 URL
For example: https://vern-safety.veevavault.com

EMA Receive Port (Vault Transmit Port)

The receive port for the EMA is 8080 . This is the transmit port that Vault Safety uses when sending outbound Transmissions.
When submitting the EMA Gateway connectivity form this value should be entered as the Transmit Port.

EMA Transmit Port (Vault Receive Port)

The transmit port for the EMA is 4080 . This is the receive port that Vault Safety uses when receiving inbound Transmissions.
When submitting the EMA Gateway connectivity form this value should be entered as the Receive Port.

Exchange Point

The path following :4080 in the Vault AS2 URL
For example: /gateway/inboundV2/eu-ema-ev

AS2 ID

The organization ID registered with the EMA

Configure Sender User
For Submissions to the EMA, you must enter full contact details for the Sender User. This user’s information will appear in generated forms and E2B files. The Sender
User is assigned on Submission records in the Sender (User) field.
Manage Users provides more information on setting up user contact details.
An administrator can configure the EMA Transmission Profile to populate this field with a default Sender User on system generated transmissions based on the
Transmission Profile.

Configure the Vault Safety Gateway Profile
Vault comes provisioned with an inactive standard profile for the EMA. In order for users to send Submissions to the EMA, you must configure and activate the Gateway
Profile.
1. In the Admin area, go to the Settings tab.
2. In the left pane, select Gateway Profiles.
3. Select EU EMA EV.
The Gateway Profiles page appears for the EU EMA EV profile.
4. Select Edit.
The profile page is unlocked for editing.
5. Under Details, in the Sponsor Email Address field, enter the Vault user email address to be used as a contact in gateway transmissions.
6. Under AS2 Profile Configuration, complete the following fields:
Vault AS2 URL: This field is read-only. Verify that the DNS configured in the EudraVigilance account exactly matches the URL in this field.
Sponsor Certificate: Select Choose, and then open the private encryption certificate used to register with EudraVigilance.
The private certificate is usually a .pfx file.
Sponsor Certificate Password: Enter the password for the sponsor certificate.
Sponsor ID: Enter the sponsor ID registered with EudraVigilance.
Health Authority Certificate: Select Choose, and then open the public encryption certificate received from EudraVigilance during registration.
The public certificate is usually a .p7b file.
Health Authority ID: Enter one of the following EMA identification codes:
For a production account, enter EVHUMAN .
For a test account, enter EVTEST .
Whether you will be submitting study or post-market cases, enter one of these values. You can specify the destination gateway endpoint in the Transmission
Profile.
Health Authority URL: Enter one of the following destination EudraVigilance Gateway URLs:
For a production account, enter http://pgateway.ema.europa.eu:8080/exchange/EVHUMAN .
For a test account, enter http://vgateway.ema.europa.eu:8080/exchange/EVTEST .
Gateway User: Select the Vault Safety user whose name should appear in audit logs and gateway transactions.
7. Select Save.
8. To activate the profile, on the top-right corner, select Set Active.

Note

The Gateway User Required checkbox is automatically populated by the system and is informational only.

Result
The EU EMA EV Gateway Profile is active and available to use to submit case reports to the EMA.

Configure EMA Transmission Profiles
Vault Safety comes with standard, system-provided Transmission Profiles for EMA Submissions. You must configure these Transmission Profiles as part of the EMA
gateway setup.
The following table lists the system-provided EMA Transmission Profiles:

TRANSMISSION PROFILE

USAGE

EVHUMAN

Submissions to the EudraVigilance Post-Authorisation Module (EVPM).

EVCTMPROD

Submissions to the EudraVigilance Clinical Trial Module (EVCTM).

Note

The HC MHPD Transmission Profile was originally named 'HC CVP', but the Transmission Profile was renamed and the Destination ID updated as a result

of a second profile being added in 22R1.

Manage Transmission Profiles provides instructions on setting up Transmission Profiles.
When setting up the Transmission Profiles, see the following guidance on setting the Origin and Destination IDs:
Origin ID: Enter the sponsor ID registered with EudraVigilance.
Destination ID: Enter one of the following destination IDs for the appropriate Eudravigilance Gateway:
For a production EVCTM account, enter EVCTMPROD .
For a test EVCTM account, enter EVCTMTEST .
For a production EVHUMAN account, enter EVHUMAN .
For a test EVHUMAN account, enter EVTEST .
Once you set up the EMA Transmission Profiles, the system uses the appropriate Transmission Profile to generate Submissions based on your Vault’s EMA reporting
rules.
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About Vault Safety Health Canada Gateway Integration
Vault Safety supports electronic submissions to Health Canada (HC) through AS2 (system-to-system) communication. Vault Safety supports clinical trial and postmarket
electronic submissions to Health Canada’s Canada Vigilance Program (CVP).

Contact Veeva Managed Services for guidance on best practices before configuring the HC CVP gateway.

Note

Once the gateway and transmission profiles are configured, you can transmit ICSRs to Health Canada using the HC E2B (R2) .xml document format on a Submission.

Prerequisites
Ensure your Vault has the following configuration before you configure electronic submissions to Health Canada:
The Transmission Profile with the API Name hc_cvp__v should be named HC MHPD, with a Destination ID of "MHPDVAL".

Note

This Transmission Profile was originally named HC CVP, but the Transmission Profile must be renamed and the Destination ID updated as a result a

second profile being added in 22R1.

To allow users to manually specify a value for the Message Type (M.1.1) E2B data element when preparing a Submission to Health Canada, add the Message Type
(HC) ( message_type_hc__v ) field to the Submission Page Layout.
The Health Canada Agency must be in the Active state.
Health Canada is a standard Agency provided with Vault Safety. However, in certain Vaults, an admin must activate the Agency record.
Read Less

Activate the Health Canada Organization
Health Canada comes pre configured in each Vault as a standard Organization. In certain Vaults, an admin must make
the Agency active.
Complete the following steps if Health Canada is Inactive in your vault:
1. Go to Business Admin > Organizations.
2. Open the Health Canada Agency record.
3. Select the All Actions (

) menu.

4. Select Change State to Active.

Note

The Change State to Active user action will only appear if it has been configured in your vault. Add User

Action to the Organization Lifecycle provides instructions for this configuration.

Configure a Health Canada CVP AS2 Account
Before you can configure the Vault Safety Gateway Profile, you must have an active Health Canada CVP AS2 account.
As part of the registration process, you must send a public and private certificate pair to Health Canada. If you need help generating these certificates, contact Veeva
Services.
When you configure your account, ensure that the AS2 URL exactly matches the Vault AS2 URL for your vault. The following steps will help you in this process:

Copy Your Vault AS2 URL
1. Go to Admin > Settings > Gateway Profiles.
2. Open the HC CVP Gateway Profile.
3. Under Vault AS2 URL, select Copy URL.

Configure Sender User
For Submissions to Health Canada, you must enter full contact details for the Sender User. This user’s information will appear in generated forms and E2B files. The
Sender User is assigned on Submission records in the Sender (User) field.
Manage Users provides more information on setting up user contact details.
An administrator can configure the Health Canada Transmission Profile to populate this field with a default Sender User on system generated transmissions based on the
Transmission Profile.

Configure the Vault Safety Gateway Profile
Vault comes provisioned with an inactive standard profile for the HC CVP. In order for users to send Submissions to the HC CVP, you must configure and activate the
appropriate Gateway Profile by completing the following steps:
1. In the Admin area, go to the Settings tab.
2. In the left pane, select Gateway Profiles.
3. Open the HC CVP Gateway Profile and select Edit.
The profile page is unlocked for editing.
4. Under Details, in the Sponsor Email Address field, enter the Vault user email address to be used as a contact in gateway transmissions.
5. Under AS2 Profile Configuration, complete the following fields:
Vault AS2 URL: This field is read-only. Verify that the DNS configured in the Health Canada account exactly matches the URL in this field.
Sponsor Certificate: Select Choose, and then open the private encryption certificate used to register with Health Canada.
The private certificate is usually a .pfx file.
Sponsor Certificate Password: Enter the password for the sponsor certificate.
Sponsor ID: Enter the sponsor ID registered with Health Canada.
Health Authority Certificate: Select Choose, and then open the public encryption certificate received from Health Canada during account setup.
The public certificate is usually a .p7b file.
Health Authority ID: Enter the appropriate Health Canada identification code.
Health Authority URL: Enter the destination Health Canada Gateway URL.
Gateway User: Select the Vault Safety user whose name should appear in audit logs and gateway transactions.
6. Select Save.
7. To activate the profile, on the top-right corner, select Set Active.

The Gateway User Required checkbox is automatically populated by the system and is informational only.

Note

Result
The HC CVP Gateway Profile is active and available to use to submit case reports to Health Canada.

Because Health Canada does not allow testing with 3rd party vendors, their gateway has not been vendor tested with Vault Safety. You must perform

Note

additional testing when setting up Health Canada electronic submissions. Contact Veeva Managed Services for assistance.

Add a Submission Rule Set
Vault Safety comes preconfigured with Health Canada as a Standard Organization. To define case criteria for submissions to the HC CVP Gateway, you need to add a
Submission Rule Set to the organization by completing the following steps:
1. In the Business Admin area, go to Organizations.
2. On the Organizations page, select Health Canada.
3. On the Health Canada page, select Edit.
4. Under Details, in the Submission Rules field, select a standard rule set from the picklist.

Note

Reporting Rule Sets provides more information about the available rule sets. If these do not fulfill your requirements and you need a different rule set,

contact your Veeva Managed Services representative.

5. Select Save.
Result
The system will now be able to auto-generate submission records for ICSR submissions to Health Canada based on the rule set you selected.

Configure Health Canada Transmission Profiles
Vault Safety comes with standard, system-provided Transmission Profiles for Health Canada Submissions. You must configure these Transmission Profiles as part of the
Health Canada gateway setup.
The following table lists the system-provided Health Canada Transmission Profiles:

TRANSMISSION PROFILE

USAGE

HC MHPD

For submitting postmarket reports to the Health Canada’s Marketed Health Products Directorate (MHPD).

HC TPD

For submitting clinical trial reports to the Health Canada's Therapeutic Products Directorate (TPD).

Note

The HC MHPD Transmission Profile was originally named 'HC CVP', but the Transmission Profile was renamed and the Destination ID updated as a result

of a second profile being added in 22R1.

Manage Transmission Profiles provides instructions on setting up Transmission Profiles.
When setting up the Transmission Profiles, see the following guidance on setting the Origin and Destination IDs:
Origin ID: Enter the Sponsor ID registered with Health Canada.
Destination ID: Enter the Destination ID for the Health Canada gateway. You can specify one of the following IDs:

TRANSMISSION PROFILE
HC MHPD

HC TPD

SUPPORTED DESTINATION IDS

DESCRIPTION

MHPD

For postmarket reports being sent to the production gateway.

MHPDVAL

For postmarket reports being sent to the validation gateway.

TPD

For clinical trial reports being sent to the production gateway.

TPDVAL

For clinical trial reports being sent to the validation gateway.

Once you set up the Health Canada Transmission Profiles, the system uses the appropriate Transmission Profile to generate Submissions based on your Vault’s
reporting rules for Health Canada.
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About Vault Safety MHRA Gateway Integration
Vault Safety supports the United Kingdom Medical and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency (UK MHRA) Gateway through AS2 (system-to-system) communication.
The UK MHRA Gateway can be used for ICSR submissions to the MHRA in the EMA E2B (R3) file format. Vault Safety defines the case criteria for these submissions
using the MHRA Rule Set, which is based on the EMA ICSR Reporting Rule Set.
Vault’s integration with the UK MHRA allows you to set up a Gateway Profile to submit ICSRs directly from Vault Safety and receive gateway responses.

Note

If your organization is a CRO making Submissions on behalf of clients, you must complete each of the steps on this page separately for each sponsor,

including setting up a new MHRA Account and obtaining new certificates per sponsor.

Prerequisites
You must perform the following one-time configuration changes before you can set up MHRA Gateway submissions:
Activate MHRA as a Standard Organization
Update Country Records

Prerequisite: Activate MHRA as a Standard Organization
MHRA comes preconfigured in each vault as a standard Organization. In certain vaults, an admin must make the Agency active.
Complete the following steps if MHRA is Inactive in your vault:
1. Go to Business Admin > Organizations.
2. Open the MHRA (UK) Agency record.
3. Select the All Actions (

) menu.

4. Select Change State to Active.

Note

The Change State to Active user action will only appear if it has been configured in your vault. Add User Action to the Organization Lifecycle provides

instructions for this configuration.

Prerequisite: Update Country Records
From January 1, 2021, all products authorized in Great Britain must have their ICSRs submitted to the MHRA owing to Brexit, the United Kingdom’s formal exit from the
European Union. ICSRs for products authorized in Northern Ireland should be submitted to the EMA. For more information, visit the United Kingdom’s Pharmacovigilance
Procedures website.
To ensure all new cases reference the correct country and agency, we recommend you update the existing United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland record
in your vault to separate Great Britain and Northern Ireland records.
Complete the following steps to update the country records:
Step One: Update Existing Country Record to the United Kingdom (Great Britain) Record
Step Two: Create the United Kingdom (Northern Ireland) Record

Step One: Update Existing Country Record to the United Kingdom (Great Britain) Record
1. Go to Business Admin > Countries.
2. Search for United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and select it. The Country page appears.
3. Select Edit.
4. Under Details, update the following fields:
Name: Enter United Kingdom (Great Britain).
Code (2-letter): Enter GB.
Code (3-letter): Enter GBR.
Agency: Select MHRA (UK) from the picklist.
5. Select Save.

Note

We recommend updating the existing country record as detailed above instead of changing its state to Inactive and creating a new record for Great Britain.

Owing to an overlap in Code (3-letter) values, doing so will cause E2B imports to fail.

Step Two: Create the United Kingdom (Northern Ireland) Record
1. Go to Business Admin > Countries.
2. Select

. The Create Country page appears.

3. Under Details, complete the following fields:
Name: Enter United Kingdom (Northern Ireland).
Code (2-letter): Enter XI.
Code (3-letter): Enter GBR.
Agency: Select EMA from the picklist.
4. Select Save.
Result
Your vault has two updated country records:

Updated Country Records for the United Kingdom

Note

Once the country records have been updated, it is recommended that pre-existing products and cases should be reviewed and updated with the correct

country and agency.
For more information, see the EMA's Northern Ireland Submission Guidelines.

Configure a UK MHRA AS2 Account
Before you can configure the Vault Safety Gateway Profile, you must have an active UK MHRA AS2 account. The MHRA website provides instructions to set up the
gateway registration.

Public and Private Certificates
As part of the registration process, you must obtain a public and private certificate pair and upload the public certificate to your MHRA account. If you need help
generating these certificates, contact Veeva Managed Services.

Copy Your Vault AS2 URL
When you configure your UK MHRA account, ensure that AS2 URL exactly matches the Vault AS2 URL for your vault. The following steps will help you in this process:
1. Go to Admin > Settings > Gateway Profiles.
2. Open the UK MHRA Gateway Profile.
3. Under Vault AS2 URL, select Copy URL.

Configure Sender User
For Submissions to the MHRA, you must enter full contact details for the Sender User. This user’s information will appear in generated forms and E2B files. The Sender
User is assigned on Submission records in the Sender (User) field.
Manage Users provides more information on setting up user contact details.
An administrator can configure the MHRA Transmission Profile to populate this field with a default Sender User on system generated transmissions based on the
Transmission Profile.

Configure the Vault Safety Gateway Profile
Vault comes provisioned with an inactive standard profile for the UK MHRA. In order for users to send Submissions to the UK MHRA, you must configure and activate the
appropriate Gateway Profile by completing the following steps:
1. In the Admin area, go to the Settings tab.
2. In the left pane, select Gateway Profiles.
3. Open the UK MHRA Gateway Profile and select Edit.
The profile page is unlocked for editing.
4. Under Details, in the Sponsor Email Address field, enter the Vault user email address to be used as a contact in gateway transmissions.
5. Under AS2 Profile Configuration, complete the following fields:
Vault AS2 URL: This field is read-only. Verify that the DNS configured in your MHRA account exactly matches the URL in this field.
Sponsor Certificate: Select Choose, and then open the private encryption certificate used to register with the MHRA.
The private certificate is usually a .pfx file.
Sponsor Certificate Password: Enter the password for the sponsor certificate.
Sponsor ID: Enter the sponsor ID registered with the MHRA. This value is the same as the customer's Routing ID you provided when setting up your production
or test MHRA account.
Health Authority Certificate: Select Choose, and then open the public encryption certificate received from the MHRA during account setup.
The public certificate is usually a .p7b file.
Health Authority ID: Enter one of the following EMA identification codes:
For a production account, enter MHRAUK .
For a test account, enter MHRAUKTEST .
Health Authority URL: Enter one of the following destination MHRA Gateway URLs:
For a production account, enter:
https://mft.mhra.gov.uk:443/as2receiver.aspx?Tag=PV

For a test account, enter:
https://mft-test.mhra.gov.uk:443/as2receiver.aspx?Tag=PV

Gateway User: Select the Vault Safety user whose name should appear in audit logs and gateway transactions.
6. Select Save.
7. To activate the profile, on the top-right corner, select Set Active.

Note

The Gateway User Required checkbox is automatically populated by the system and is informational only.

Result
The UK MHRA Gateway Profile is active and available to use to submit case reports to the MHRA.

Configure the MHRA Transmission Profile
Vault Safety comes with a system-provided MHRA Transmission Profile for electronic Submissions to MHRA.
Manage Transmission Profiles provides instructions on setting up Transmission Profiles.
Complete the following steps to set up the Transmission Profile:
Origin ID: Enter the ID registered with the MHRA, typically your D-U-N-S number. This value is the same as the customer's Routing ID you provided when setting up
your production or test MHRA account.
Destination ID: Enter one of the following Destination IDs:
For a production account, enter MHRAUK .
For a test account, enter MHRAUKTEST .
Routing ID: Enter one of the following Routing IDs:
For a production account, enter MHRAUK .
For a test account, enter MHRAUKTEST .
Once you set up the MHRA Transmission Profile, the system uses the appropriate Transmission Profile to generate Submissions based on your Vault’s MHRA reporting
rules.
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Configure PMDA Gateway
Set up a Vault Safety PMDA Gateway profile to support submissions through the PMDA Gateway.
Last Updated Apr 29, 2022
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About Vault Safety PMDA Gateway Integration
Vault Safety supports the Japan Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices Agency (PMDA) Gateway through AS2 (system-to-system) communication. The PMDA Gateway
can be used for ICSR submissions to the PMDA in the PMDA E2B(R3) file format. Vault Safety defines the case criteria for these submissions using the PMDA Rule Set.
Vault’s integration with the PMDA allows you to set up a Gateway Profile to submit ICSRs directly from Vault Safety and receive gateway responses.

Prerequisites
You must perform the following one-time configuration changes before you can set up PMDA Gateway submissions:
Activate PMDA as a Standard Organization
Enable PMDA E2B(R3) Export

Prerequisite: Activate PMDA as a Standard Organization
PMDA comes preconfigured in each vault as a standard Organization. In certain vaults, an admin must make the Agency active before you can set up PMDA Gateway
submissions.
If PMDA is Inactive in your vault, an admin must complete the following steps:
1. Go to Business Admin > Organizations.
2. Open the PMDA Agency record.
3. Select the All Actions (

) menu.

4. Select Change State to Active.

The Change State to Active user action will only appear if it has been configured in your vault. Add User Action to the Organization Lifecycle provides

Note

instructions for this configuration.

Apply for a PMDA Gateway Connection
Before you can configure the Vault Safety Gateway Profile, you must apply for a gateway connection between Vault Safety and the PMDA. The PMDA website provides
instructions to set up the gateway registration.

Public and Private Certificates
As part of the PMDA registration process, you must send a public and private certificate pair to the PMDA. If you need help generating these certificates, contact Veeva
Services.

Complete the PMDA Connectivity Form
When you configure your PMDA gateway connection, ensure that you complete the PMDA Connectivity Form from the PMDA website. Use the appropriate information in
your vault gateway settings and the PMDA Website, which provides the latest information available.

View Vault Gateway Settings
View your connection settings in the Admin area by going to Settings > Gateway Profiles > JP PMDA page.
The following image shows the gateway connection settings on the JP PMDA Gateway Profile:

PMDA Gateway Profile Connection Settings

The Vault AS2 URL is your customer vault URL. You can copy it by selecting Copy URL.
Note that port 443 must be open to send AS2 messages to the PMDA and port 4080 must be open to receive AS2 messages from the PMDA.

Configure Sender User
For Submissions to the PMDA, you must enter full contact details for the Sender User. This user’s information will appear in generated forms and E2B files. The Sender
User is assigned on Submission records in the Sender (User) field.
Manage Users provides more information on setting up user contact details.
An administrator can configure the PMDA Transmission Profile to populate this field with a default Sender User on system generated transmissions based on the
Transmission Profile.

Add the Recipient User for PMDA Submissions
Vault Safety maps the Email Destination associated with the PMDA JP Transmission Profile when generating PMDA E2B(R3) files.
1. Go to Business Admin > Transmission Profiles.
2. Open the PMDA JP ( jp_pmda__v ) Gateway Profile.
3. In the Recipients section, select Create.

Note

If you do not see this section, you must add the Recipients section to the page layout.

4. In the Destination Person field, select the preconfigured Person record with the appropriate email address.

Note

Before you can add an Email Destination, you must add a Person record for each recipient with the appropriate email address. Manage Person records

from Business Admin > Persons.

5. In the Recipient Type field, specify To.
Result
Vault Safety uses the contact information for the referenced Person to populate E2B elements J2.18.2 to J2.18.4 in PMDA E2B(R3) exports.

Configure the Vault Safety Gateway Profile
Vault comes provisioned with an inactive standard profile for the JP PMDA. In order for users to send Submissions to the JP PMDA, you must configure and activate the
appropriate Gateway Profile by completing the following steps:
1. In the Admin area, go to the Settings tab.
2. In the left pane, select Gateway Profiles.
3. Open the JP PMDA Gateway Profile and select Edit.
The profile page is unlocked for editing.
4. Under Details, in the Sponsor Email Address field, enter the Vault user email address to be used as a contact in gateway transmissions.
5. Under AS2 Profile Configuration, complete the following fields:
Vault AS2 URL: This field is read-only. Verify that the DNS configured in your PMDA account exactly matches the URL in this field.
Sponsor Certificate: Select Choose, and then open the private encryption certificate used to register with the PMDA.
The private certificate is usually a .pfx file.
Sponsor Certificate Password: Enter the password for the sponsor certificate.
Sponsor ID: Enter the sponsor ID registered with the PMDA. This value is the same as the customer's Routing ID you provided when setting up your production
or test PMDA account.
Health Authority Certificate: Select Choose, and then open the public encryption certificate received from the PMDA during account setup.
The public certificate is usually a .p7b file.
Health Authority ID: Enter the PMDA identification code: PMDA
Health Authority URL: Enter the destination PMDA Gateway URL.

Note

You will receive the gateway URL from the PMDA after connection testing.

Encryption Algorithm: This algorithm encrypts outbound AS2 messages and decrypts inbound AS2 messages. Select AES-256-CBC .

Note

If you do not see this field, an administrator needs to configure your vault.

Signing Algorithm: This algorithm signs outgoing AS2 messages and verifies the signature of incoming AS2 messages. Select SHA-256 .

Note

If you do not see this field, an administrator needs to configure your vault.

Gateway User: Select the Vault Safety user whose name should appear in audit logs and gateway transactions.
6. Select Save.
7. To activate the profile, on the top-right corner, select Set Active.

Note

The Gateway User Required checkbox is automatically populated by the system and is informational only.

Result
The JP PMDA Gateway Profile is active and available to use to submit case reports to the PMDA.

Configure the PMDA Transmission Profile
Vault Safety has a system-provided PMDA Transmission Profile for electronic PMDA Submissions. You must configure this Transmission Profiles as part of the PMDA
gateway setup.
Manage Transmission Profiles provides instructions on setting up Transmission Profiles.
When setting up the Transmission Profiles, see the following guidance on setting the Origin and Destination IDs:
Origin ID: Enter the ID registered with the PMDA, typically your D-U-N-S number. This value is the same as the customer's Routing ID you provided when setting up
your PMDA account.
Destination ID: Enter PMDA .

Note

The Routing ID should be 'PMDA'. Do not edit this value.

Once you set up the PMDA Transmission Profile, the system uses the appropriate Transmission Profile to generate Submissions based on your Vault’s reporting rules for
PMDA.
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Configure Custom AS2 Gateways
Vault Safety supports AS2 (system-to-system) communication to exchange ICSRs with other organizations.
Last Updated Apr 29, 2022
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About Custom AS2 Gateways
To configure Vault Safety to communicate with another organization through AS2 Gateway, you must set up a Transmission Profile and Gateway Profile.
Set these profiles up for each organization that you want to exchange information with. You only need one profile per trading partner, which includes both sending and
receiving transmissions.
Vault Safety supports both synchronous and asynchronous AS2 interchange. Set up your Gateway type to match the external Gateway with which you want to
communicate.

Note

If you are configuring a CRO vault, which multiple sponsor organizations can access, consider setting up multiple AS2 Gateways for sponsor transmissions

to a common destination. A unique AS2 Gateway for each sponsor enforces organization-specific Transmission security.

Prerequisites
Your environment must meet the following requirements before you set up an AS2 Gateway Profile:
You must contact Veeva Support to enable configurable AS2 Gateways in your vault.
You must have your own public and private certificate pair set up for communication with the destination gateway.
You must have the public certificate and URL for the destination gateway.
You must configure contact details for the Sender User.
Typically, the Sender User is the Head of Safety for the organization sending a transmission. Manage Users provides more information on setting up user contact
details.

Create an AS2 Transmission Profile
You must first create a Transmission Profile of the type AS2 Gateway. Manage Transmission Profiles provides instructions on setting up Transmission Profiles.
If Veeva Support has enabled custom AS2 Gateways in your vault, the system automatically creates a Gateway Profile for the Transmission Profile once you save the
record. Next, configure the Gateway Profile.

Configure the AS2 Gateway Profile
1. In the Admin area, go to Settings.
2. In the left pane, select Gateway Profiles.
3. On the Gateway Profiles page, select the name of the Gateway Profile that matches the Transmission Profile.
If you do not see the Gateway Profile, ensure that your vault has the AS2 Gateway feature enabled.
4. Under Details, complete the following fields:
Sponsor Email Address: Enter a contact email address for your organization.
This email address is included in the message header.
Description: Enter a description of the Gateway Profile.
5. Under AS2 Profile Configuration, complete the following fields:
Sponsor Certificate: Select Choose, and then open the certificate containing both the public and private encryption keys for the origin organization.
The private certificate is usually a .pfx file.
Sponsor Certificate Password: Enter the password for the sponsor certificate.
Sponsor ID: If your organization is a registered sender with the destination, enter the registration ID.
The Sponsor ID and Health Authority ID combination must not match an existing profile.
Health Authority Certificate: Select Choose, and then open the public encryption certificate for the destination organization.
The public certificate is usually a .p7b file.
Health Authority ID: Enter the ID for the destination organization.
The Sponsor ID and Health Authority ID combination must not match an existing profile.
Health Authority URL: Enter the destination Gateway URL.
Gateway User: For Async Gateway Profiles only, select the Vault Safety user whose name should appear in audit logs and gateway transactions.

Note

The Gateway User Required checkbox is automatically populated by the system and is informational only.

6. Select Save.
7. To activate the Gateway Profile, in the top-right corner, select Set Active.
Result
The Gateway Profile is active and available to use to exchange data with external organizations.

Note

For partner gateways that transmit MDNs asynchronously, the partner gateway should send the MDN to the URL included in the header of the Vault Safety

Transmission.

Configure Transmission Lifecycles and Workflows
We recommend that you configure Transmission Lifecycles and Workflows to align with your organization’s standard operating procedures. The following items are best
practices and recommendations:
Configure a Case Transmission Error workflow to handle transmission errors.
Configure a workflow to prevent a Transmission record from entering a Ready for Submission state until a Transmission Profile is specified.
Vault Help provides more information about configuring Lifecycles and Workflows.
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Configure Your Vault for the Receive E2B API
Vault Safety integrates with Vault API to allow organizations to exchange AERs or Inbox items through the Receive E2B API endpoint.
Last Updated Aug 12, 2022
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Receiving AERs or Inbox items from Vault API
Vault Safety supports AER and Inbox intake by passing a source E2B file through the API using the Receive E2B endpoint. Before your vault can receive AERs or Inbox
items from the Vault API Receive E2B endpoint, an administrator must set up a Partner Exchange Transmission Profile and ensure the user initiating the API is set up
correctly.

Note

As of the 22R2 release (August 12, 2022), you can receive Inbox items from the Vault API by using the Import to Inbox field on your Partner Exchange

Transmission Profile. See Transmission Profile Fields for details of this field.

Receive an E2B Transmission provides more information about how Vault Safety processes inbound E2B transmissions.

Set Up a Partner Exchange Transmission Profile
You must configure a Partner Exchange Profile to use the Receive E2B API, which is a type of Transmission Profile.
Vault Safety comes with a system-provided Partner Exchange Profile that you can edit. Manage Transmission Profiles provides instructions on setting up Transmission
Profiles.
When setting up the Partner Exchange Profile, see the following guidance on setting the Origin and Destination:
Origin: Select the organization set up as Vault Customer ( vault_customer__v ) for your vault.
Origin ID: Enter the identifier for the organization that will receive E2B files from the API.
This field is required to match API calls with the correct Transmission Profile, and corresponds to the destinationId API parameter.
Destination: Select the trading partner organization that will send the E2B files.
Destination ID: Enter the identifier for the organization that will send the E2B files.
This field is required to match API calls with the correct Transmission Profile, and corresponds to the originId API parameter.

API User Setup Requirements
The user initiating the API must meet the following requirements in the receiving vault:
The User record must link to the Organization receiving the transmission in the Organization field.
Edit User records in Admin > Users & Groups.
The user must have permissions to create Transmission ( transmission__v ) objects and Case > Source > Adverse Event Report
( case__v>source__v>adverse_event_report__v ) documents.

System Configuration Considerations
Note the following considerations when receiving Cases through the API:
VQL criteria may cause the job to fail. Do not configure VQL criteria for Organizations, Users, or Transmission Profiles in the following records:
The Transmission ( transmission__v ) object
The AER ( case_version__v>aer__v ) Case object type
The Case > Source > Adverse Event Report ( case__v>source__v>adverse_event_report__v ) document type
All non-standard mandatory fields must have a default value for the following records:
The Transmission ( transmission__v ) object
The AER ( case_version__v>aer__v ) Case object type
The Case > Source > Adverse Event Report ( case__v>source__v>adverse_event_report__v ) document type

Using the Receive E2B API
Once you’ve set up the Transmission Profile and user account, the Vault Developer’s Portal provides more information about using the Receive E2B API endpoint.
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Configure Aggregate Reporting Families
Before you can create an aggregate report, you must configure the product Reporting Family.
Last Updated Apr 22, 2021
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About Aggregate Reporting Families
To enable aggregate report authoring in Vault Safety, you must set up the Reporting Family. The Reporting Family defines which products and studies to include in an
aggregate report and the reporting time period.

Create a Reporting Family
Note

The Base Reporting Family object type is deprecated and should not be used for aggregate reporting. We recommend that all aggregate reporting families

be of the type Product Family. This recommendation applies both to creating new aggregate report tabulations and re-generating tabulations on existing aggregate
reports already setup in the system.

1. From the Business Admin tab, go to Reporting Families.
2. Select Create.
3. In the Create Reporting Family window, select Product Family, and then select Continue.
4. Complete the following fields on the Create Reporting Family page:

FIELD

DESCRIPTION

Name

Enter a name for the product family.

Organization

Select the organization that is responsible for preparing the report.

IBD

Select the international birth date (IBD) for the product family. The date you enter in this field is used as the data period start date for reports that generate cumulative
data, such as the "Cumulative Tabulation of Serious Adverse Events from Clinical Trials" and "Cumulative Summary Tabulation of Serious Adverse Reactions" for
DSUR.

Reporting

Enter the number of months that the reporting period spans. The time period you enter in this field determines the reporting schedule the system uses to automatically

Period

generate subsequent aggregate reports when the Generate Next Aggregate Report Record action is triggered.

(Months)

5. Select Save.

Add Reporting Family Members
Note

For PADER Reporting Families, add both the product and study to ensure all study cases are included.

You must configure the Reporting Family for aggregate reports.

Add a Product
1. On the reporting family page, expand Products.
2. Select Create.
The Create Reporting Family Member window appears.
3. In the Product field, select the Product to include in the report.
The products that appear are filtered by the organization.
4. Select Save.
Result
The Product is added to the Reporting Family. Any Studies associated with the Product are also added to the Reporting Family. Add additional Products as required.

Add a Study
If the report must include a Study Product that does not share registration details with a record in the Product library, add the Study.
1. On the Reporting Family page, expand Studies.
2. Select Create.
The Create Reporting Family Member window appears.
3. In the Study field, select the Study to include in the report.
The studies that appear are filtered by the organization.
4. Select Save.
Result
The Study and associated Products are added to the Reporting Family. Add additional Studies as required.

Add a Substance (PSUR Only)
For PSUR line listings, add Substance Reporting Family Members to include products with the specified substance.
1. On the reporting family page, expand Substances.
2. Select Create.
The Create Reporting Family Member window appears.
3. In the Substance field, select the Substance to include in the report.
The Substances that appear are filtered by the preconfigured Substances for the selected organization.
4. Select Save.
Result
The Substance is added to the Reporting Family. Add additional substances as required.

Create an Aggregate Report
On the Reporting Family page, you can add aggregate reports from the Aggregate Reports section.
The following pages provide specific instructions for each report type:
DSUR
PBRER
PADER
PSUR and CIOMS II Line Listings
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Document templates allow quick creation of aggregate report documents from a configurable template file.
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About Aggregate Report Templates
The system generates aggregate tabulations and reports from templates. Admins can configure aggregate document templates, for example, to generate custom
branded reports for certain organizations.
When users generate aggregate report documents or tables, Vault uses the template as the source file for the new document.
Creating documents from templates bypasses the content upload process and allows for more consistent document creation. Vault Online Help provides more
information on creating and managing document templates.

Add an Aggregate Report Template
Create an aggregate report template to use as a base document when users prepare aggregate reports.
1. On the Business Admin tab, go to Documents & Binders.
The Document & Binder Templates page appears.
2. Expand Aggregate Reports, and then locate and select the type of report template that you want to modify.
3. In the top-right corner, select Create > Document Template.

The Create Document Template page appears.
4. In the Type field, select one of the following options:
Basic Document Template: Use an Admin-uploaded document as the source file.
Controlled Document Template: Point to a Vault document in the Steady state as the source file. Both users and admins can edit controlled templates.
5. Enter the Label.
When users create documents from templates, they see this value in the list of available templates.
6. (Optional) Modify the Name.
This value does not appear to end users. The system reads this name through the API.
7. Set the Status.
If set to Inactive, users cannot see the template when adding content.
8. Select Choose and select a file to attach.
Once attached, the file name appears next to the Choose button.
9. To create the template, select Save.

Standard Table Templates
The following table provides links to download the current Vault Safety aggregate and periodic report table .xlsx templates:
REPORT

VERSION

TYPE

UPDATED

DSUR, PBRER

REPORT TABULATION NAME AND LOCATION

20R2

DOWNLOAD

Name: Interval Line Listings of SARs ( interval_line_listings_template__c )



Location: Template > Aggregate Summary Tabulation > Interval Line Listings of Serious Adverse Reactions
DSUR (Appendix)

20R2

Name: List of Subjects Who Died During the Reporting Period ( list_of_subjects_died_trials__c )



Location: Template > Aggregate Summary Tabulation > List of Subjects Who Died During Reporting Period
Learn More: Upload Template: Appendix List of Subjects Who Died During the Reporting Period
DSUR (Appendix)

20R2

Name: Cumulative Tabulation of Serious Adverse Reactions from Clinical Trials ( cumulative_sar_trials__c )



Location: Template > Aggregate Summary Tabulation > Cumulative Tabulation of Serious Adverse Reactions from Clinical Trial
Learn More: Upload Template: Appendix Cumulative Tabulation of SARs
DSUR,

20R2

Name: Cumulative Tabulation of Serious Adverse Events from Clinical Trials ( cumulative_sae_trials_template__c )



PBRER
Location: Template > Aggregate Summary Tabulation > Cumulative Tabulation of Serious Adverse Events from Clinical Trials
PBRER

20R2

Name: Interval Line Listings of SARs ( interval_line_listings_template__c )



Location: Template > Aggregate Summary Tabulation > Interval Line Listings of Serious Adverse Reactions
PBRER

20R2

Name: Summary ADR from Postmarketing Sources ( summary_adr_postmarket_template__c )



Location: Template > Aggregate Summary Tabulation > Summary ADR from Postmarketing Sources
PADER

21R1

Name: 15 Day and Non-15 Day Summary Reports ( pader_summary_15_non_15_day_template__c )



Location: Template > Aggregate Summary Tabulation > 15 Day and Non-15 Day Summary Reports
Learn More: Replace PADER 15 Day and Non-15 Day Reports Template
PADER

20R2

Name: PADER Interval Line Listings Template ( pader_interval_line_listings_template__c )



Location: Template > Aggregate Summary Tabulation > Interval Line Listings of Serious Adverse Reactions
PADER

21R1

Name: PADER Summary of ADR Tabulation Post market ( pader_summary_adr_postmarket_template__c )



Location: Template > Aggregate Summary Tabulation > Summary ADR from Postmarketing Sources
Learn More: Replace PADER Summary Tabulation of ADRs from Postmarket Template
PADER (Appendix)

21R1

Name: Non-Primary Suspect Product Report ( nonprimary_suspect_product_report__c )



Location: Template > Aggregate Summary Tabulation > Non-Primary Suspect Product Report
Learn More: Upload Template: Appendix Non-Primary Suspect Product Report
PADER (Appendix)

21R1

Name: List of Death Cases (Postmarketing) ( list_of_death_cases__c )



Location: Template > Aggregate Summary Tabulation > List of Death Cases
Learn More: Upload Template: Appendix List of Death Cases
PSUR

21R1

Name: PSUR - Cumulative Summary of Tabulations of Adverse Events Template ( psur_summary_tabulations_of_ae__c )



Location: Template > Aggregate Summary Tabulation > PSUR - Cumulative Summary of Tabulations of Adverse Events
Learn More: Add the Cumulative Summary of Tabulations of Adverse Events Template
This template generates both of the following tabulations, separated by tabs in the Excel document:
Summary Tabulation of Serious Listed and Non Serious Adverse Drug Reactions
Summary Tabulation of Serious Unlisted Adverse Drug Reactions
PSUR

21R1

Name: CIOMS II Line Listing Template for PSUR Reports ( psur_ciomsii_line_listings__c )



Location: Template > Aggregate Summary Tabulation > Interval Line Listings of Serious Adverse Reactions
Learn More: Add the CIOMS II Line Listing Template

Administrators can manage these templates in Business Admin > Documents & Binders under Base Document > Template > Aggregate Summary Tabulation.

Aggregate Summary Tabulation Templates

Edit an Aggregate Summary Tabulation Template
To customize an aggregate report table template, we recommend that you edit the system-provided preconfigured templates.
1. On the Business Admin tab, go to Documents & Binders.
The Document & Binder Templates page appears.
2. Expand Template > Aggregate Summary Tabulation, and then select the template that you want to edit.
The tabulation template appears in the right pane.
3. To download the file, hover over the template file, and then select

.

4. Edit and save the file as required.
For tabulation templates, you can edit the following elements:
Document titles
Headers and footers
Column formatting

Note

Editing table cell contents may cause issues with data generation.

5. Return to the template page in Vault Safety.
6. To open the template, select the template name link.
7. Select Edit.
8. Select

, and then open the file.

9. Select Save.

Use Merge Fields in Report Table Templates
Merge fields allow you to create templates that auto-populate with field values like product name, organization, and receipt date. Vault Online Help provides guidance on
using merge fields.
Consider the following requirements before you add merge field tokens to aggregate or periodic report table templates:
To use merge fields in an aggregate report table template, the template file must be in the .xlsx format. See Standard Table Templates for the standard Vault
Safety .xlsx templates.
In any document for which you want to generate merge field tokens, the Merge Fields shared document field must be associated with the document type. Vault
Online Help provides more information on enabling merge fields.

Note

In vaults created before Vault Safety 20R2, the system-provided default table templates are in the .xlsm file format, which is not supported for merge

fields.

Template Types
You can create basic or controlled templates. Choose the template that best suits your security requirements.

Basic Templates
Basic document templates use an Admin-uploaded document as the template’s source file.
You can create multiple basic document templates from a single source file by uploading the same source file each time you create a new basic template.
Basic document templates are created and managed in Admin > Document & Binder templates.

Controlled Templates
Controlled document templates point to a Steady state Vault document, referred to as a template document, as the source file for the template.
Documents derived from the template inherit a Based On (and Original Source, if enabled) relationship with the template document. You can create multiple controlled
document templates in any location in the document type hierarchy, but you can’t use a single document version as the template document for more than one controlled
document template.
Both Admins and users can create controlled document templates, but these templates are mainly managed by users.

Disable and Delete Templates
Disabling a template makes it temporarily unavailable to users creating new documents. Setting the disabled template back to Active makes it available again.
Deleting a template permanently removes it from the vault and deletes the attached file or the association to the template document. Neither action affects documents
created from the template.

Disable a Basic or Controlled Template
To disable a basic or controlled template, perform one of the following actions:
From the template list panel, select Set to Disabled from the Actions menu.
From the template detail page, select Edit, change the status, and then select Save.

Delete a Basic Template
To delete a basic template, perform one of the following actions:
From the template list panel, select Delete from the Actions menu.
From the template details page, select Delete.

Note

You cannot delete controlled document templates directly from the Admin area. Vault Online Help provides details about deleting controlled document

templates.
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Manage Field Encryption
With field-level encryption, Vault Safety encrypts personal identifiable information.
Last Updated Aug 12, 2022

Sections in This Article
About Field Encryption
PHI and PII Field Encryption
Configure Custom Field-Level Encryption
Field-Level Encryption Limits

About Field Encryption
All Vault data is stored on encrypted disks. For sensitive information, Vault offers a second level of encryption for field values.
Vault Safety encrypts standard Personal Identifiable Information (PII) fields captured in an Individual Case Safety Report (ICSR) by default. You can also configure
custom field-level encryption on additional object fields. Only authorized users within vault can access the encrypted information.

Note

Unless an authorized user grants delegate access to Veeva Support, they cannot access data contained in encrypted fields.

PHI and PII Field Encryption
Vault Safety encrypts fields that store Protected Health Information (PHI) and Personally Identifiable Information (PII) on AERs, Inbox Items, Cases, and Casedescendant objects, based on the field information and ICH E2B specification and EU GDPR compliance.
For the list of fields that Vault Safety can mask for Masked Distributions, see Generate Masked Safety Reports
For more information on PII and PHI protection, see Vault Online Help.

Note

Due to a Vault limitation, the Gender and Country fields cannot be encrypted.

The following table lists the fields that are encrypted for PHI and PII by default on AERs, Inbox Items, Cases, and Case-descendant objects. Vault Safety also encrypts
the MedDRA license key and credentials by default.

OBJECT

FIELD

Case (case_version__v)

Patient Initials (patient_id_value__v)
Date of Birth (dob_idate__v) (dob_normalized__v)
Date of Death (dod_idate__v) (dod_normalized__v)
Last Menstrual Period (last_menstural_idate__v) (last_menstrural_normalized__v)
Gestation (gestation_value__v) (gestation_unit__v)
Specialist MRN (mrn_specialist_value__v)
Investigation MRN (mrn_investigation_value__v)
Hospital MRN (mrn_hospital_value__v)
GP MRN (mrn_gp_value__v)
Pregnancy Conception Date (pregnancy_conception_date__v)
Pregnancy Due Date (pregnancy_due_date__v)
Date of Pregnancy Outcome (date_of_pregnancy_outcome__v)
Number of Fetuses (number_of_fetuses__v)
Para/Parity (para_parity__v)
Gravida/Gravidity (gravida_gravidity__v)
Event Onset (event_onset_idate__v) (event_onset_normalized__v)
Reporter First Name (reporter_first_name__v)
Reporter Last Name (reporter_last_name__v)
Medical History Text (medical_history_text__v)
Race (race__v)
Ethnicity (ethnicity__v)
Pregnant at Exposure (pregnant_at_vaccination__v)
Matching Contents (matching_contents__v)

Case Product Dosage (case_product_dosage__v)

First Administration (firstadmin_idate__v) (firstadmin_normalized__v)
Last Administration (lastadmin_idate__v) (lastadmin_normalized__v)

Case Adverse Event (case_adverse_event__v)

Onset (onset_idate__v) (onset_normalized__v)
Cessation (resolved_idate__v) (resolved_normalized__v)
Hospital Admission Date (hospital_admission_date__v)
Hospital Discharge Date (hospital_discharge_date__v)

Case Medical History (case_medical_history__v)

Start Date (startdate_idate__v) (startdate_normalized__v)
Continuing (continuing_value__v)
End Date (enddate_idate__v) (end_date_normalized__v)

Case Drug History (case_drug_history__v)

Start Date (startdate_idate__v) (startdate_normalized__v)
End Date (enddate_idate__v) (end_date_normalized__v)

Case Contact (case_contact__v)

Title (title_value__v)
First Name (firstname_value__v)
Middle Name (middlename_value__v)
Last Name (lastname_value__v)
Street (street_value__v)
Street Line 2 (street_line_2_value__v)
City (city_value__v)
Organization (organization_value__v)
Department (department_value__v)
City (city_value__v)
County (county__v)
State/Province (state_province_value__v)*
Postal/Zip (postalcode_value__v)
Email (email_address__v)
Fax (fax__v)
Telephone (telephone_value__v)

Note

State/Province values are only encrypted when a text value is entered. The State/Province object reference field cannot be encrypted due to a Vault

limitation.

Configure Custom Field-Level Encryption
Note

Vault cannot add additional encryption on system-managed fields, object keys ( name__v ), formula reference fields, document reference fields, or fields that

already have values.

1. In the Admin area, go to Configuration > Objects.
2. Open the object that contains the fields that you want to encrypt.
3. From the Fields tab, open the field that you want to encrypt.
4. Select Edit.
5. Select Encrypt Field Value.
6. Select Save.
Result
Vault will encrypt values entered into fields where you have enabled this option. You can only enable this option for a maximum of ten (10) fields per object. Vault Online
Help provides more information about configuring Vault objects.

Field-Level Encryption Limits
Vault enforces certain limits to ensure that you do not experience performance issues:

TYPE

LIMIT

Custom Objects

Up to 50 custom objects per vault

Custom Fields on Objects

Up to 300 custom fields assigned to each object

Object Types

Up to 10 object types per object

Object Records

Up to ten million (10,000,000) records per object

Custom Relationships

Up to 20 relationships per object

If your organization needs higher limits, contact Veeva Support.
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Configure Object Naming Conventions
Edit object record naming conventions to customize the way object records are named.
Last Updated Sep 16, 2021
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About System-Managed Object Record Names
When you create a new object record, the system populates the record name according to the configuration settings.

Object Naming: Value Format

Default Case Object Naming Conventions
After you create a Case, the system generates a descriptive Case name to enable you to quickly browse and identify Cases.

Note

Do not modify the Case object naming convention. In particular, do not modify the Case Name.

Naming Conventions for Imported Cases
When you import a Case from an E2B file, the Case name will match its unique identifier (UID). The Case Number will also populate from the E2B source file.
For example: US-VC-000011

Note

The system does not update imported Case names.

Naming Conventions for Clinical Study Cases
When the adverse event is associated with a Study Product, the naming convention depends on whether the Study is blinded.

Blinded Study
The system names blinded study Cases in the following format:
{Case Number} (v{Version}) - {Case Tag} - ●●●●●/{Study Number} - {Primary Adverse Event MedDRA} - {Country Code}
For example: 00001 (v.01) - SAE - ●●●●●/ABC-1234-D - Heart Attack - US

Open Study
The system names open study Cases in the following format:
{Case Number} (v{Version}) - {Case Tag} - {Product Name}/{Study Number} - {Primary Adverse Event MedDRA} - {Country Code}
For example: 00002 (v.01) - SUSAR - Cholecap/ABC-1234-D - Heart Attack - US

Naming Conventions for Non-Study Cases
The system names non-study Cases in the following format:
{Case Number} (v{Version}) - {Case Tag} - {Product Name} - {Primary Adverse Event MedDRA} - {Country Code}
For example: 00003 (v0.1) - SAE - Cholecap - Heart Attack - US

Naming Conventions for Case Child Records
Vault Safety maps descriptive names for Case Assessments, Products, and Adverse Events from the related product and adverse event name fields.

Note

Names that exceed 128 characters are truncated, identified by an ellipsis (…).

Case Product Name
The way that the system generates Case Product names depends on the Report Type and blinding settings.
The following list describes the Case Product naming conditions:
For Study Cases with blinded Study Products, the system uses the Blinded Name (study_product_placeholder__v) if available. For example, Cholecap vs.
Placebo
For all other cases, the system uses the name of the Product (Coded) (product_name__v) or Product (Reported) (product_reported__v) if available. For
example, Cholecap
If the required field is unavailable, the system uses the default VV-{####} naming convention.

Tip

For Product Names that exceed 128 characters, you are recommended to continue using Product (Coded) and Blinded Names for analytic reports rather

than the system-generated Case Product Names, as those are the untruncated representations that appear in generated forms.

Case Adverse Event Name
The system names Case Adverse Events using the name entered in the Event (LLT) (event_meddra__v) or Event (Reported) (event_reported__v) fields.
For example: Fever

Case Assessment Name
The system names Case Assessments in the following format:
{case_product__v.name__v} ⇄ {case_adverse_event_v.name_v}
For example: Cholecap ⇄ Fever

Note

For names that exceed 128 characters, the system will reserve 100 characters for Product name and the remaining 28 characters for separators and

Adverse Event name. Additional characters will be truncated, identified by an ellipsis (…).

Case Attachment Document Naming Conventions
Do not modify the naming conventions for Case > Source > Literature or Case > Source > Attachments document types, as the system relies on the naming for both
generating and importing attachments in E2B files.

About Value Formats
The Value Format setting allows you to define the way object records are named.
The default value format is set to VV-{######} . This format can be modified according to the settings below.

Note

We recommend that you do not include personal identifiable information in value formats as they cannot be encrypted.

Literal Strings
You can place literal strings, such as VV or UU , before (prefix) or after (suffix) the sequence number placeholder {###} .

Field Tokens
Use the token tool to pick from a list of valid tokens to insert in the Value Format field.

Field Tokens from the Same Object
Field tokens from the same object use the format {fieldname__v} and {fieldname__c} . The token uses the name (not label) of the object field. For example,
{status__v} inserts the Status value for the record name from the same object.

Field Tokens from Different Objects
Field tokens from outbound relationship (parent and reference) fields use the format {parent__cr.name__v} . Here, parent__cr represents the relationship name and
name__v represents the name field on the related object.

Sequence Number Token
You can put a sequence number token using {####} . Each # in the sequence number placeholder indicates a “0” value padding of the sequence number.

Maximum Length
The maximum length is 128 characters.

Example Value Formats
VALUE FORMAT

STARTING NUMBER

1ST OBJECT RECORD

2ND OBJECT RECORD

3RD OBJECT RECORD

VV-{#}

1

VV-1

VV-2

VV-3

VV-{######}

10

VV-000010

VV-000011

VV-000012

Product-{####}

100

Product-0100

Product-0101

Product-0102

Study-{####}-CC

1000

Study-1000-CC

Study-1001-CC

Study-1002-CC

VV-{###}-{status__v}-

001

VV-001-Active-Cholecap

VV-002-ActiveCholecap

VV-003-Active-Cholecap

0001

Cholecap-Japan-0001

Cholecap-Japan-0002

Cholecap-Japan-0003

{products__cr.name__v}
{product__v.name__v}{country__v.name__v}-{####}

Using Tokens
The token selector allows you to use field tokens to automatically set object record names. You can select field tokens from the same object or from objects with
outbound relationships.
Additionally, you can enter a name expression in the Value Format field using the same format settings listed above. Vault supports tokens for Text, Number, and single
value Picklist object fields at this time.
Note that Vault doesn’t update system-managed names when there are updates to fields referenced by tokens.

About Starting Numbers
The Starting Number setting allows you to define the value of the first object record created. You can enter any non-zero, positive integer up to 32 characters in length.
The default starting number is 1.
Once implemented, Vault maintains a sequence number counter and increments the value on each subsequent new record.
If system-managed names have been previously implemented and you’re editing the starting number value, the following conditions apply:
The new starting number must be greater than the current value displayed. Vault displays the next available number.
When selecting higher values than the current value displayed, the existing unfilled values will not be populated. The next object record created will start from the
new number specified in the sequence.
Upon saving, Vault will check to see if the value is valid (higher than previous existing values on the object) and will return an error message if invalid.
If you change these values, Vault applies the new values to all new object records created after the change. Existing object records will retain their original values.

Edit Naming Conventions for an Object Record
1. In the Admin area, go to Configuration > Objects.
2. Select the Object Label for the object that you want to edit.

Note

Do not modify the Case object naming.

1. Open the Fields tab.
2. Select the name__v object field name, and then click Edit.
3. (Optional) To make the name read-only, select System manages field value (read-only).
We recommend that you enable this option. This option is not available for standard objects.
4. In the Value Format field, enter values to name the object records with.
5. In the Starting Number field, enter a starting number for the naming sequence.
6. Select Save.
Result
New object records are named using the configured format. However, existing object records retain their original name values.

Creating or Editing Object Records with System-Managed Names
When creating or editing object records for objects in which the name is system-managed, the Name field is read-only (non-editable). Upon saving the new object
records, Vault displays the system-managed name.
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Define User Actions for Document States
Configure document actions to enable users to perform Vault Safety document actions.
Last Updated Apr 29, 2022

Sections in This Article
User Action Administration
Safety User Actions
Add a User Action to a Lifecycle State

User Action Administration
By defining user actions for a lifecycle state, you allow users to perform those actions on documents in that state, for example, start a workflow or move documents into
another state.
User actions respect the vault’s access controls, so only users with the correct permissions for an action will see it in the Actions menu.
To edit user actions for document states, you must have a security profile that grants Admin: Document Lifecycles permissions.

Safety User Actions
In addition to Vault’s default user actions, Vault Safety supports the following user actions:

ACTION NAME

DESCRIPTION

SUPPORTED APPLICATIONS

Merge PDF Binder

Combine and merge documents within a binder into one PDF.

Safety

Merge a Binder to PDF provides more information.

SafetyDocs

Create an Adverse Event Report, using the document as the source.

Safety

Create AER From Document

Create an Adverse Event Report provides more information.
Create Imported Case from E2B

Use an E2B file to create an Imported Case.

Safety

Migrate External Cases provides more information.

Add a User Action to a Lifecycle State
1. In the Admin area, go to Configuration > Document Lifecycles.
2. Select the Lifecycle for documents to which you want to add the user action.
3. From the States tab, select the State for which you want the user action to be available.
4. From the User Actions tab, select Edit.
5. Select Create Rule.
6. (Optional) Select Perform with conditions if the user action should only appear for documents that meet certain conditions. For example, you can set a condition for
the Merge PDF Binder action to only appear when Binder equals Yes.
Vault Help provides information about conditions for user actions.
7. Under Allow the following actions, select a user action.
8. Define details for the user action.
For example, with a workflow action, you need to select a specific workflow and enter a label.
9. (Optional) To add additional actions, select Add action.
If the rule is conditional, these additional criteria will share the same conditions.
10. Select Save.
Result
The action is immediately available to users with the correct permissions.
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Glossary
Last Updated Apr 29, 2022

A
All Actions Menu
The All Actions menu allows you to perform various actions on some kind of element in the vault - a document, report, or object, for example.
Related Articles:
About the Action Bar and All Actions Menu 

Activity
An Activity is a system-managed, read-only object. Activity records provide a unified view of workflow and user task statuses. You can use Activity records to create
reports on task completion in your vault.

Access Control
Access control refers to various ways that Admins can grant or remove access to object records or documents.
Related Articles:
Configure User Access to Inbox Items

Admin Area
The Admin area is where you’ll find configuration options and administrator-level actions in Vault.
Related Articles:
Administration Overview

Administrator
Administrators or Admins are users who have permissions (through their security profile) to the Admin area in Vault. The level of access depends on the permission sets.

Adverse Event (AE)
Any expected or unexpected medical occurrence in a patient after a medicinal product has been administered either during clinical trials or after the drug is marketed.

Adverse Event Reaction
An Adverse Event Reaction is an undesired reaction associated with the use of a medicinal product. The causal relationship between the reaction and the products has
been established.

AER
AER stands for adverse event report. AER is a type of the Case object in Vault Safety that captures basic case information. AERs precede Case creation and are used
for early triage. You can create a Case in Vault Safety by promoting an AER, provided that the AER contains key information.
Related Articles:
Case Intake Overview
Create an AER
AER Field Reference

Adverse Events of Special Interest (AESI)
These are serious or non-serious adverse events that are scientific and of medical concern. They are specific to the sponsor's product, and ongoing monitoring and rapid
communication by the investigator to the sponsor can be appropriate.
Related Articles:
Configure Adverse Event Watchlists
How Case Watchist Tags and DMEs are Assigned

Aggregate Report
Aggregate reports compile safety data for a drug over a period of time, usually months or years.
Related Articles:
Aggregate Reports Overview
Configure Aggregate Reporting Families
Configure Aggregate Report Templates

AI/Automation
Applying automation and artificial intelligence to reduce manual effort and overhead.

Alias
Alias refers to alternate labels that users set up in your vault for columns in a report, filters or filter prompts in a report, document relationships in a relationship report,
user profiles, and Products or Substances.

Annotations
Annotations are comments and markings made within the document viewer to provide feedback on the document.
Related Articles:
Annotating Documents 
Using Link Annotations & Document Links 

API
Application Programming Interface – Vault’s REST-based API that allows for programmatic access to most Vault functions and configurations.
Related Articles:
Safety REST API 

Application License Type
In multi-application vaults, a user’s Application License Type lets the system track available licenses at the application level, but does not control the user’s access to
features like License Type.
Related Articles:
About License Types & Security Profiles 

Application Role
The Application Role object maps lifecycle roles to a higher “application-level” role, adding an extra level of organization for User Role Setup objects. The Application
Role object is active and available in all vaults.
Related Articles:
Manage Application Roles

Approved Case
An approved Case is one that has reached a workflow step where it is stable and contains the necessary information to be able to make regulatory reports.
Related Articles:
Approve a Case
Revise an Approved Case
Case Processing Overview: Case States

Audit Log
Audit Logs display a history of actions within your vault. Audit Logs include Document Audit History, Domain Audit History, Login Audit History, and System Audit History.
Related Articles:
Audit Case History

Audit Trail
Audit trails are a list of all actions performed in the system. Vault provides audit trails at the document, system, login, and domain levels.
Related Articles:
Audit Case History

B
Base Document
Base Document is the highest level in the document type hierarchy — the parent of all document types. A document or binder cannot be a “Base Document” because this
level exists only for configuration purposes.

Basic Document Template
Basic document templates use an Admin-uploaded document as the template’s source file. These templates are created and managed in Admin > Document & Binder
Templates.

Batch
A standard object used to support the Batch Approval feature, which lets users move multiple documents into a new lifecycle state as a “batch.”

Benefit-Risk Assessment
The benefit-risk assessment compares the benefits associated with a drug against the risks to patients.

Binder
Binders allow you to organize and group documents in a flexible structure. Binders are comprised of sections, which can nest to build a hierarchical structure, and links to
documents in Vault.
Related Articles:
Merge a Binder to PDF

Binder Content
Binder content refers to the documents within a binder, which may include other binders. These are also called component documents and component binders.
Related Articles:
Merge a Binder to PDF

Binder Template
Binder templates contain the structure (binder sections) of a binder and “planned” documents serving as markers for documents that should be in the binder.

Blinded Case
Cases under a double-blinded study are blinded by default, masking the suspect product.
Related Articles:
Manage Studies
Manage Case Blinding
Bulk Unblind a Study

Blind Protection
Blind protection activates after unblinding and masks sensitive information that could compromise the integrity of a study from unauthorized users.
Related Articles:
Manage Studies
Manage Case Blinding

Business Admin
Business Admin is a section within the Admin area. From here, users can access ongoing administration options, such as product or study object records, document
templates, and picklist options.

C
Cart
Cart lets you quickly create an ad hoc group of documents from multiple filter sets and Library views. From that group, you can download source files or perform bulk
actions. Learn more in Using Cart.
Related Articles:
Using Cart 

Case
The Vault Safety Case object captures information about one or more adverse events related to a study or marketed product, which can then be used to generate
regulatory reports such as an E2B-formatted ICSR or aggregate reports.
Related Articles:
Enter Case Data
Case Processing Overview
About the Case Page

Case Version
Cases are versioned at major submission milestones. Old Case versions are superseded but accessible.
Related Articles:
Add a Follow-Up Case: About Case Versions

Causality
Causality refers to the relationship of a given adverse event to a specific drug.
Related Articles:
How Case Relatedness is Calculated

CIOMS I
A standard of ICH that is used for worldwide submissions of Clinical Trial and Post Marketed Adverse Events.
Related Articles:
Generate a Regulatory Report
CIOMS I Generation Data Mapping

Classification
Classification is the lowest level of the document type structure (Type > Subtype > Classification).

Clinical Trial
Research studies performed in people that are aimed at evaluating a medical, surgical, or behavioral intervention.

Clinical Trial Case
A Case is categorized as a clinical trial case when the Case Report Type is "Study" and the Study Type is "Clinical Trial" or unspecified (blank).
report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.e2b_code__v = 2
AND
study_product_reason__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.e2b_code__v = {1 OR null}

Closed Case
A Case which has been fully reported as an Individual Case Safety Report (ICSR)

Combination Product
A product containing multiple constituents and any combination of drug, device, and/or biologic components. You can create combination products by applying the
Combination Product object type to a Product.
Related Articles:
Manage Combination Products

Company Product
A Product configured in a Vault's Business Admin Product Library.

Concomitant Medications (Con-Meds)
Prescription medications, over-the-counter (OTC) drugs or dietary supplements that a study participant takes in addition to the drug under investigation.

Configuration Mode
Configuration Mode allows an Admin to lock non-Admin users out of a vault in order to complete certain configurations.

Controlled Document Template
Controlled document templates allow users to create templates using regular Vault documents as the template source file. These templates use a Steady state Vault
document as the template’s source file.

Controlled Vocabulary Codelist
Controlled vocabulary codelists align with the ICH Controlled Vocabularies for Drug Safety and E2B data transmission.
Related Articles:
Configure Controlled Vocabularies

Custom Tab
A custom tab is a tab added by an Admin to the navigation bar. This tab can open a list of documents of a certain type, object records for a specific object, or an external
webpage.
Related Articles:
About Navigation & Custom Tabs 
Configuring Custom Tabs 

D
Dashboards
Dashboards provide an at-a-glance understanding of key metrics. Each dashboard contains one or more dashboard components and each component displays metrics
from a report.

Designated Medical Events (DME)
A watchlist tag. Events that are always considered serious when occurring in conjunction with specified products, regardless of the reporter’s or company’s opinion.
Related Articles:
Configure Adverse Event Watchlists
How Case Watchist Tags and DMEs are Assigned

Development Safety Update Report (DSUR)
A Drug Safety Update Report and a type of aggregate report for Cases that occur during a clinical trial. The submission includes statuses of in-progress studies, newly
completed studies, summary updates to the study, Investigator’s Brochure, etc. during the calendar year.
Related Articles:
Create DSUR Aggregate Reports

Detail View
Detail View is a Library layout that lists documents in rows. Each row shows a thumbnail of the document and important document fields.

Doc Info
The Doc Info (or DocInfo) page is the main page that displays information about a document, including document fields, security settings, versions, renditions, related
documents, and the document content itself within an embedded viewer.

Document
Within Veeva Vault, a document is an object consisting of both content and fields (metadata).

Document Checkout
Document checkout is a method of changing the source file for a document already uploaded to Vault.

Feedback?

Document Lifecycle
A document lifecycle is the sequence of states (Draft, In Review, etc.) that a document goes through during its life. Each lifecycle has associated business logic, including
workflows and permissions for specific user roles.

Document Lifecycle State
Lifecycles are a sequence of states (Draft, In Review, etc.) that a document goes through during its life.

Document Linking
Document links allow you to link specific pages or paragraphs between documents in your vault.

Document Owner
Document Owner or “Owner” is a standard user role that applies to all documents and binders.

Document Role
A document role is a way of assigning users a specific set of permissions on a specific document.

Document Template
Document templates allow users to create a document using the template’s source file rather than uploading new content. Templates are associated with a specific
document type. There are two types of document templates.

Document Type
Document type refers both to the structure of hierarchical fields (Type > Subtype > Classification) that determines the relevant document fields, rendition types, and other
settings for a document, and to the highest level in that hierarchy.

Document Version Number
A document’s version number is in the format x.y where “x” is the major version and “y” is the minor version.

Document Viewer
The document viewer is a portion of the Doc Info page where Vault displays a document’s viewable rendition and users can add or view annotations.

Document-Level Comments
Document-level comments are a mechanism to provide feedback on a document that is not related to a specific portion of the document. Document-level comments are
tied to a specific version of a document.

Domain
A domain is an instance of Veeva Vault that belongs to a single customer and shares several settings.

Domain Admin
Domain Admin is a user-level setting that, along with the correct permissions, grants users access to edit domain-level settings and to manage users across vaults. Each
domain has at least one user with this setting.

Due Date
Date the case is due to be submitted to a regulatory authority.

Dynamic Access Control (DAC)
Dynamic Access Control for documents and objects is a way of making access control more programmatic and less manual.

E
E2B (R2)
An ICH Standard for electronic data exchange of ICSRs (Release 2).
Related Articles:
ICH E2B(R2) Generation Data Mapping

E2B (R3)
An ICH Standard for electronic data exchange of ICSRs (Release 3).
Related Articles:
ICH E2B(R3) Generation Data Mapping

eSignature
An eSignature (or electronic signature) is a way for users to officially “sign” a document in Vault by re-entering their usernames and passwords.

European Medicines Agency (EMA)
EU Health Authority (with 28 member states) in Europe. Individual countries still have their own country health authorities.

External User
External User is a license type for users outside your company who have slightly limited access; these users have most functionality, but cannot use reports, use
dashboards, or provide eSignatures.

F
FDA Adverse Event Reporting System (FAERS)
A database that contains information on adverse event and medication error reports submitted to FDA.

FDA Center for Biologics Evaluation and Research (CBER)
Regulates biological products for human use under applicable federal laws, including the Public Health Service Act and the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act.

FDA Center for Drug Evaluation and Research (CDER)
As part of the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), CDER regulates over-the-counter and prescription drugs, including biological therapeutics and generic drugs.

FDA 3500A MedWatch
An FDA form used to submit adverse events manually for clinical and postmarket adverse events.
Related Articles:
Generate a Regulatory Report
FDA 3500A Generation Data Mapping

Federated ID
Federated ID allows Vault to associate the user with an external user ID for single-sign-on or other system integration purposes.

Field
Fields include both Admin-configurable and standard fields which hold additional details/metadata for each document or object; document fields can apply to all
documents or specific document types/subtypes/classifications and can be required/optional.

Follow-Up Questionnaire
A request that is sent to the reporter to obtain additional details on a known adverse reaction / event in order to process the case.

Full User
Full User is a license type for standard users. This license type does not block access to any functionality. Users with this license type may be end users or
administrators. This is the only license type that allows access to Admin functionality.

G
Gateway: AS2
AS2 (Applicability Statement 2) is a specification about how to transport structured business-to-business data securely and reliably over the Internet.
Related Articles:
Configure Custom AS2 Gateways

Gateway: AS2 E2B ACK
Acknowledgement message when an E2B file has been accepted by the trading partner.
Related Articles:
Send a Gateway Transmission
Standard Agency ICSR Submissions
Receive an E2B Transmission: ACK Generation Mapping

Gateway: AS2 MDN
Message Disposition Notification (MDN). An electronic return receipt which a trading partner can optionally request during an AS2 interchange.
Related Articles:
Send a Gateway Transmission
Standard Agency ICSR Submissions

Gateway: FDA ESG
The FDA AS2 Electronic Submissions Gateway (ESG), used to submit Individual Case Safety Reports (ICSRs) to the FDA electronically.
Related Articles:
Configure FDA Gateway

Gateway: EU EMA EV
The EMA EudraVigilance AS2 Gateway, used to submit Individual Case Safety Reports (ICSRs) to the EMA electronically.
Related Articles:
Configure EMA Gateway

Group
A group is simply a named list of users. By defining groups that reflect the teams and business functions in your company and assigning those groups to document roles,
you can manage document access more easily.

H
Home Tab
The Home tab is the area that Vault typically loads when a user logs in, also called “Vault Home.” From here, users access their assigned tasks, notifications, and active
workflows. Note that this is called the Tasks tab on some vaults.

Hover Card
When hovering over certain elements (document names, object labels, etc.) for more than a second, Vault displays a summary of the element’s information in a small
pop-up “hover card”.

I
Identity Provider
An Identity Provider (IdP), also known as Identity Assertion Provider, is responsible for issuing identification certificates and the entity responsible for authenticating a
user before allowing the user access to Vault via Single Sign-On (SSO).

IDMP
Identification of Medical Products

Imported Case
An Imported Case is a type of the Case object reserved for previously processed cases migrated from an external system.
Related Articles:
Migrate External Cases

In-Flight Case
An open Case that has not completed case processing (generally in any state before Approved, Closed, or Superseded).
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License
A “license” typically grants one user access to one application. Some vaults may share the total number of licenses through “pooling.” In multi-application vaults, each
user-application relationship uses one license.

License Type
License type is a user attribute that Vault uses as the first level of access control for the user. License type trumps any access granted through the user’s security profile
or through a document’s sharing settings and security matrix.

Lifecycle State Entry Actions
A lifecycle state’s entry actions are a configurable set of system actions that Vault automatically performs on a document or object record when it enters the lifecycle
state.

Lifecycle State Entry Criteria
A lifecycle state’s entry criteria are a configurable set of conditions that a document or object record must meet before moving into the state.

Lifecycle State User Actions
User actions for lifecycle states are configurable actions that allow users can perform on documents or object records.

Locale
Locale is a user-level setting related to localization and the user’s language. This setting controls the display of dates and numbers.

Lookup Field
A lookup field is a field that propagates values from a parent or referenced object to a child object, referring object, or document. This allows users to view additional
relevant information from a parent or referenced object record.

M
Matching Sharing Rules
Matching sharing rules are part of Dynamic Access Control (DAC) for objects. They provide access control at the record level. When an object or document uses custom
or matching sharing rules, Vault introduces new roles on the records.

MedDRA Dictionary
The Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities (MedDRA) is a dictionary of terms that define medical conditions. Use the MedDRA dictionary to code symptoms,
disease, indicators, and adverse events.
Related Articles:
Manage the MedDRA Dictionary
Code MedDRA Terms

Merge Fields
Merge Fields is a standard, shared document field with two functions. By associating the field to a document type, Admins indicate that the document type supports the
Merge Fields for MS Word™ feature.

Metadata
“Metadata” in Vault generally refers to information about a document other than the document’s source file, like document field values.

N
Non-Vault User
A non-vault user is a person accessing documents through Vault who does not have a user account. These users can only view documents sent using the Send as Link
feature.

O
Object Class
An object class is a classification of an object that can apply to multiple objects at once.

Object Field Default
An object field default is an Admin-defined formula or value for a field that Vault uses to populate the field on object record creation or save.

Object Record
Each vault has a data model consisting of objects, their fields, and their relationships. Object records are pieces of data within this model.

Object Lifecycle
An object lifecycle is the sequence of states (In Approval, Approved, etc.) that an object record may go through during its life. Each state can have associated user
actions and entry actions.

Object Lifecycle State
Object lifecycle states (In Approval, Approved, etc.) are statuses that an object record may go through during its life.

Object Reference
Vault objects can have various relationships including parent-child (hierarchical) and reference (non-hierarchical) relationships.

P
Parental Case
A Parental Case is a type of Case object used for cases involving children where parental information is required (such as Medical History, Drug History, and so on) but
the parent themselves have not experienced an adverse event.
Related Articles:
Enter Case Data: Add a Parental Case

PBRER
A Periodic Benefit-Risk Evaluation Report. A type of aggregate report used to collect and report on Cases for postmarket products.
Related Articles:
Create PBRER Aggregate Reports

Permission
“Permission” can refer to two different types of permissions. The first type of permission is applied through a permission set and security profile.

Permission Set
Permission sets allow organizations to grant application-level access to certain features, particularly system administration functions such as user management or object
record creation.

Picklist
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Picklists allow users to select a value for a field from a range of predefined options.

PMOA
PMOA stands for Primary Mode of Action and identifies which constituent part provides the primary therapeutic action of the combination product. In Vault Safety, Product
Constituents are set as PMOA through the PMOA field on the Product Registration.
Related Articles:
Manage Combination Products

Postmarket Case
A Case is defined as postmarket when the Case has either a non-Study Report Type (spontanous case) or a postmarket Study Type (postmarket study case).

Postmarket Study Case
A Case is categorized as a postmarket study case when it has a Study Report Type and a Study Type of "Individual Patient Use" or "Other Study".
report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.e2b_code__v = 2
AND
study_product_reason__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.e2b_code__v = {2 OR 3}

Pregnancy Case
A Case involving pregnancy exposure to company products. Vault Safety supports collecting information on pregnancy exposure to products and the birth outcome
associated with each pregnancy.
Related Articles:
Add a Pregnancy Case

Primary Navigation Bar
The primary navigation bar is the bar that appears near the top of the page in Vault. Both your permissions and your vault’s configuration can modify what appears in this
bar, but many users see at least Home, Library, Reports, and Dashboards.

Product Constituent
A single drug, device, or biologic component within a combination product. These are also known as "constituent parts." In Vault Safety, these are managed using the
Product Constituent object.
Related Articles:
Manage Combination Products

Product Registration
Product Registration is a Vault object that contains information specific to registration with a health authority authorizing a product to be distributed within a country.
Related Articles:
Manage Products
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Read-Only User
Read-Only User is a license type for users with extremely limited access. These users can only view documents (including annotations), download documents, and
participate in Read & Understood workflows.

Reference Link
Document references allow you to link specific pages or paragraphs between documents.

Reference Link Annotations
When establishing a reference link, you can optionally provide a comment or annotation.

Rendition
Renditions are files, other than the source file, that are attached to documents. A document can have multiple renditions.

Required Field
A required field is one that the user must fill in before continuing a process, usually document or object record creation. Admins can make document and object fields
required by selecting the User must always enter a value setting in the field configuration.

Routes of Administration
Vault Safety supports the E2B (R3) data entry standard for route of administration terms. You can enter the route of administration as text or as a code from the E2B (R2)
dictionary.

Reason Omitted Fields
Reason omitted fields allow you to specify reasons why information is omitted from an associated field. The Reasons Omitted codelist aligns with the ICH-E2B(R3) code
format for nullFlavors.

S
Security Matrix
The security matrix is a settings panel within the document lifecycle state configuration screens that shows and allows editing of the document permissions available to
each role for the lifecycle state.

Security Policy
Security policies allow you create and manage password policies for users. These settings control password requirements, expiration period, reuse policy, security
question policy, and delegated authentication via Salesforce.com.

Security Profile
Security profiles are how Vault applies permission sets to individual users. Each profile has one or more associated permission sets.

Signature Page
A signature page is an auto-generated page showing electronic signatures for a document. When generated, signature pages are attached to viewable renditions. The
signature page template, assigned at the lifecycle level, determines what information displays on a signature page.

Single Sign-On
Single sign-on (SSO) allows users to access all authorized applications without having to log in separately to each application. Vault supports IdP- (identity provider)
initiated SSO using Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) and SP- (service provider) initiated SAML SSO.

Spontaneous Case
A Case is categorized as a spontaneous case when it has a non-Study Report Type.
report_type__v.controlled_vocabulary__v.e2b_code__v ≠ 2

Standard Field
A standard field is a document property that is “standard” or “system_managed” in a vault; standard properties vary by Vault application.

Study Selector
Study Selector is a tool for filtering documents and objects by a single study.

Subtype
Subtype is the second level in the document type structure (Type > Subtype > Classification).

System User
The System user, or System, performs various processes for your application. For example, event and entry actions execute as the System user, allowing the action to
take place despite the permissions of the user who initiated the action. The System user is not included in license counts.

T
Tabular View
Tabular View is a Library layout that functions like a spreadsheet; users can resize or rearrange columns, add columns, sort by column values, and export document
metadata.

Task
A task or workflow task is a step within a workflow that must be assigned to a user and which the user must complete in order for the workflow to progress. Users can
view their own assigned tasks from Home > My Tasks.

Template
Vault includes several different kinds of templates. Document and binder templates allow quick creation of new documents or binders from a configured template.

Tile View
Tile View is a Library layout that organizes documents into columns and rows, where each tile shows a document thumbnail and important document fields.

Token
Tokens are pieces of text with a specific format that Vault replaces with the values the token represents. They use the format ${tokenName}.

Transmission Type: Distribution
A type of outbound Transmission for an ICSR where the target is a Partner, typically based upon a prior PVA.
Related Articles:
Submissions and Distributions Overview
Create a Distribution

Transmission Type: Inbound Transmission
A type of Transmission that contains the details of an inboound ICSR.
Related Articles:
Receive an E2B Transmission

Transmission Type: Submission
A type of outbound Transmission for an ICSR where the target is a regulatory agency.
Related Articles:
Submissions and Distributions Overview
Create a Submission
Standard Agency ICSR Submissions

U
Unclassified Document
Unclassified documents have a source file, but no document type. By skipping the steps to classify the document (assign a document type) and populate the document
field, you can upload source files and create documents more quickly.

Unblinding
Unblinding content, such as cases, products, and narratives, makes the content accessible by certain users with appropriate permissions. When you unblind content, the
system activates blind protection to prevent unauthorized users from seeing unblinded information.

Units of Measurement Codelist
Units of measurement codelists align with E2B (R3) units of measurement for dose, strength, and time intervals, including support for both the unified code of units of
measure (UCUM) and the constrained UCUM.

User Task
A user task is an object record with the User Task object class applied. User tasks represent individual units of work. In your vault, you can configure multiple user task
objects by using the User Task object class.

V
Vault
Vault is a cloud-based Content Management System (CMS) developed by Veeva Systems.

Vault Customer Organization
The Vault Customer Organization record is a system-provided object record with the API name of vault_customer__v . Set up Vault Customer with your organization's
details.

Viewable Rendition
A viewable rendition is a PDF file (generally generated by Vault, but sometimes uploaded) that displays in the Doc Info page’s viewer.

W
WHODrug Dictionary
THe WHODrug dictionary allows you to code products using the IDMP-compliant WHODrug dictionary.
Related Articles:
Manage the WHODrug Dictionary
Code WHODrug Products

Workflow
A workflow is a series of steps configured in Vault to align with specific business processes. The different types of steps offer a flexible way to organize a wide variety of
processes for a document, including assigning tasks to users, sending notifications and changing document status.

Workflow Cancel State
This is the state that a document or object record returns to when users cancel an in-progress workflow. In document lifecycles, Admins set a specific cancel state for
each lifecycle state. In object workflows, object records return to the state they were in when the workflow started.

Workflow Content
Workflow content refers to the documents or object records on which a specific workflow is active. In a multi-document workflow, this is all documents in the workflow.

Workflow Start Dialog
The workflow start dialog is the window that users see when starting a workflow. From this dialog, the workflow owner can assign users to roles that will have workflow
tasks, create due dates, and make various other choices, depending on the Admin configuration of the workflow’s Start set.

Workflow Step
Workflow steps define all the actions within a workflow, whether they are user actions like providing electronic signatures or system actions like sending notifications.
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